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OUR-ION.

I. THE elder Greek writers, ignorant themselves of the

meaning of their Theogonies, Heroogonies, and pretended
ancient Histories, were of course unable to furnish us with

an explanation of them. But in later times of what still was
antiquity, when the Graeco-Latin empire extended from the

Rhine and Danube to Euphrates and Thebais, many writers
having access to other and, what were sometimes called, bar
barous sources, discovered in them the keys to many riddles
of paganism; and these men, grammarians, sophists, church
fathers, hoc genus omne, immeasurably as they may fall short
of antique genius and acumen, do become in many things, by
reason of increased positive knowledge, better authorities
than even the greatest writers. And so far from deserving

harsh censure, we do but follow the light of human learning
as it opens to our view, when we at times consult omnia
omnium” hominum et temporum commenta, and endeavour
from such sources to improve and enlarge the circumscribed

views of the mighty dead, gravissimorum hominum Thucy
didis et Aristotelis. Thus was the way paved for that fuller
analysis of ancient traditions which Mr. Bryant attempted
with so large a display of learning and cleverness, whatever

we may think of the judgment with which he has sometimes
used etymology, or even general reasoning; and which a living
divine has pursued and accomplished in a manner which must
for ever prevent the history of the Gentiles from relapsing
* The Macedonian first began to enlarge the field of research to the
Hellenes, and to moderate their insolence.
* V. Payne Knight Proleg. s. 53.
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into complete obscurity”. It should be remembered that the
first-named of these writers, striking out a path for himself,
or building [if you will] a bridge over Chaos itself, has every
excuse for imperfection, and challenges admiration for what
he has done;
*

'O 3 #Tetra war iXyla Gaye Qaolo.

II. From sources, such as I have pointed out, it has been
clearly deduced that the personage called Orion or Nebrodes
was Nimrod, the first who obtained among men a “mighti
ness” distinct from that which by Divine Right the lawful
patriarch enjoyed. I have abstained almost entirely from
making use of the two works above commended in the course
of writing these pages, knowing well the paralysing effects of

such a mass of ready prepared matter upon an indolent mind.
But I find, upon looking back, that the witnesses to this point
are so fully gathered together by Mr. Bryant, as to render
nearly useless the few which I [little read in the lore of the
middle ages] had collected. One, from the Chronicle of
Alexandria, is worthy of repetition, “And there was born

another of the tribe of Shem 4, Cush by name, the AEthiop,
who begat Nebrodes, the giant, the founder of Babylonia,
who, as the Persians say, was deified, and became that star
in the Heavens which we call Orion;” and again,” “Ne
brodes the huntsman and giant, the AEthiop; to that Nebrodes
holy writ ascribed the kingdom of Babylonia after the flood.”
I will remark that it is strongly confirmatory of this, That
the modern Chaldee name of the constellation Orion is Niphla,
the Arabian, Al Giebrar, quac gigantem et fortem significant".
* Origin of Pagan Idolatry, 3 vols. 1816.

* A portentous blunder; which rather tells in favour of the stupid man's
honesty. Chron. Pasch. p. 36. cit. Bryant, vol. i. p. 10. 8vo.
* p. 28. cit. Br. iv. p. 51.
* Hyde Ulug Beg, p. 45. Niphla is plainly the same as the Hebrew
Nephil, translated Giant, and praedicated of the Ante-Diluvians; but I
-

believe Giant is wrong, and that it should be Heretic or Apostate. Titan
corresponds with it in Mythology.
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And Apollodorus says of Orion Touroy Twyev, Asysriy Urst
ways&m To Gwux 7.

Orion, said by some to be son of Neptune and Euryale,
was generally made to spring from Jupiter, Neptune, and
Mercury, who begot him when on a visit to his putative father
Hyrieus, at Hyrie in Boeotia.

'Hiz. Tiya; 3r=x<Spo; dwelgøyawwy dro Aaxt{wy
'Qguay Toitata' dro wrepo; dyflope Talms,
'Evra Qawy raiyoyotaly de;6=172 yeys&xi;

"Es Toxoy &vroTexas-ov Kuoguw8, Xvais odowy
AüAxxx yuu?evaaga TsAsaa'iyoyoto £251%

Kai Xiovo; dotogov via Aaywy waiwaaro yarn; *.
Such was the fabled origin of this “king Urinal,” and
Hunc Hyrieus, quia sic genitus, vocat Ouriona";
Perdidit antiquum litera prima sonum.
From all this it may perhaps be inferred that this youngest

son of Cush passed for being no real son of his, but [like
Alexander in after times] of Cham, or of the whole pagan
Trinity".
The Greeks were aware that the first syllable was our, but

erroneously deriving it from ougaly, mingere, engrafted, as
they often did, a monstrous fable on a mistaken etymon.
7 L. l. c. 4. s. 3.
8 Id, ibid.

° Nonn. Dion. l. xiii. v. 26. The earth from which he sprung is figured
as the skin of the bull, a metaphor transplanted to Byrsa or Carthage.

* Ov. 5. Fast. v. 535. Qu. If Pistol, who is a parody of the fustian poets
and playwriters, had met with some absurd verses upon Orion?
* Of this Trinity it may be observed, that however it may be said pro
perly to relate to the developement of Saturn or Noah in the form of his
Three Sons, yet in each of these persons there was supposed to be a trinal
nature; in so much that all the Seven who sailed with Noah to the Arctic

Mountain were called Septem Tri-Ones, the Seven Triunals. Cham was
revered in several characters or hypostasies, as Celestial Jove or Ammon,

Enwhalian Jove or Neptune, and Apollon, Aidoneus, Pluton, or Hermes, the
Lord of Hell, Death, Ghosts, and Geomancy.
o

4.

The name is compounded of Aour, Our, or Ur, a most
ancient word for Light or Fire, [or, if you will, for that
higher principle to which both belong] and Iön, a Dove.
Not only both of these Things, but both of these Words, are
so much concerned in the Mysteries” of true religion from the
days of Adam and Noah to those of the Christ, as to raise, at
the very first sight, a belief in our minds that Paganism was
in its origin Heretical rather than quite distinct.
Upon this verbal error, and upon the title Tri-Pator, the
Greeks have built this offensive story; which title Mr. Bryant
[playing with Etymology as a toy, rather than using it as a
tool] makes into Tor Pator, and renders The Oracle of the
Tower. However apt those words may be to his History,
the name comes from his having Three fathers, or ancestors,
being the Fourth from Noah with whom this present Cycle
or Mundane System did commence, Noah, Cham, Cush,
NIMROD.

To this idea I refer the name of certain daemons",

* Upon first using this word, it is well to explain it. A mystery is a re
ligious metaphor whereby spiritual things are likened to temporal, or one
temporal thing to another; as where moral purification is likened to ablution
with water, or Rome to Babylon. Where a mystery is coupled with some

thing that is of duty to be done, we term it a Sacrament; and as matrimony
is ordained, and is also a great Mystery, it is a hard saying to maintain that
it is no Sacrament, unless for this reason, that celibacy is lawful to indivi

duals, though marriage be ordained to the world at large. Every Mystery
is a Similitude, Type, or Symbol; and such similitudes, being often-times
obscure and wanting interpretation to the vulgar, and in cases of prophecy
being often susceptible of no interpretation till the lapse of many ages, and
a fulfilment either partial or complete, should have explained them, the word
came to be misapplied to any thing obscure.
13 As this word Daemons must recur, it should be explained. It signifies
the Departed Soul of a man revered as a Deity, or as a Protecting Power

and an object of propitiation. Its etymon is, I believe, about equivalent to
Deus Lunus; for, although it was understood that the herd of mortals de
scended to Hades, or “into the Pit,” those in whom there was a divine

nature incarnate were thought to be translated to the Spheres, and specially
to the Moon. The Divine Spirit of Hercules was in Heaven, but his Human

Ghost was in Hell. Those who lived with Saturn [or Noah] in the golden
age became Azipover, as Hesiod informs us, 'Easnoi, trix6cwton, puxaxe, S, wrw,
26 onwy, who were wont to walk the earth, robed in darkness, observing the
good and evil deeds of men, and dispensing wealth. O. et D. v. 121. In
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venerated at Athens, as the fathers of mankind and presiding

over generation, by the title of Trito-Patores” or the Third
the plural Homer uses it as equivalent to Gods, [Vide Iliad, i. verse 222]
but in the singular for Fate or Fortune. The word Aaiuovo, by which his
characters often address one another, is a term of reproach and expostulation,
and is as much as to say, Sure you are possest, Seo6×6ng or yvyaporator.
But if the Daimones are, by way of excellence, the Spirits of the Men
Gods, it has a general sense of departed souls. AEacus sat as a judge in
Hell; and to judge whom ? Certainly not the Gods, but dead men. But
Pindar [who styles him x=3;og trix9oyios adds 5 xal Aaiúoyszawy itsexive
3.x: Isth. viii. v. 49. And in a sweet place of the seventh Isthmian he

uses the word to express our State or Condition after Death, evazzowa ya?
ālaws &Tayre; Aagawy 3' a Firoz, v. 60. When the Cynic Peregrinus was
about to burn himself, he invoked the Spirits of his father and mother,

Actuoys, rarewo, xal antewoi, [Luc. de M. P. c. 36.] and it is sometimes
used plurally in speaking of the soul of one man, iagoy &yatavaaaffa, rous

zou waxapitou Azap.oyag, [id. de Luctü, c. 24.] which is not unlike the
phrase in Virgil, Quisque suospatimur Manes; indeed the corresponding

word Manes has no singular in use, Callimachi Manes, etc. In Lucian's
Ass the word Aaiuoytoy is used for a Ghost or Apparition, Whither go you,
my pretty lass, at this time of night? ov8s to Aaiyoyuz 3:80%a; ? Are you not

afraid of Ghosts? Luc. Asin. c. 24. He elsewhere couples 3xigoya, with
qayraagata and yixgwy Juxxx, Philops. c. 29. Lucian was himself a Syrian,
and might almost have conversed with John the Evangelist; he was con
versant with the preaching and perhaps the writings of the apostles and their
disciples, and had met with Elders who told him of a blessed commonwealth,
which he must forsake parents, children, and country to obtain; that if any
one laid hold on his garment to detain him, he should let it go, and run
thither naked; that the natives [av6.rysva;] should not partake of this com
monwealth, but that strangers should be called in from all parts, the bar
barian and the slave, the poor and the deformed, Hermot. c. 24. Here are
allusions to fact and doctrine, not to be mistaken. Lucian's meaning for the
words Aaiuwy and Aaltzoylov would therefore benearly conclusive of the Scrip
ture meaning, did he make no express allusion to the Aaiuoyia of the Gospel.
... But he does. Who doth not know, he asks, that Syrian of Palestine, so

skilled in freeing from their terrors those who are possest by damons, who,
finding them falling down at the full moon, with distorted eyes, and foaming
mouths, is able to raise them up and make them sound again, but charges
them a round price for their liberation? For approaching in their fit, he asks
the Daemon whence he entered the man's body, and the sick man is silent, .
but the Daemon, in the language of his His Country, Greek or Barbarous as

it happened, would tell whence and how he came. But he, by adjurations,
and, if needful, by threats, expels the Daemon.—Philops. c. 16. Here is a
manifest description of the Scripture exorcisms, whether of those done by
Christ and his disciples, or those of Simon the Magian and his followers:
* V. Suidam in Voce. Hesychium in Voce.
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Fathers; that is, as the above pedigree will show, Cush and
his contemporaries. The Man Having Three Fathers must
be son of the Third Father, The War-Goddess” started to

Life in the days of Cush, and was called Trito-Geneia, or the
Third in Descent. Most Heroic genealogies are of Three or
Four descents, a circumstance of great weight, if we would
search out the times and persons to whom the Heroic legends
relate.

The king Aour-Iön was known in Chaldee by the name"

Alorus or Al-Aour, and was said to have taught the Assy
rians to worship Fire. Although this be false, as touching
the first origin of the Magian Heresy, it is true that by Him
was that Apostasy confirmed and made into the established
Church of an Usurped Monarchy; and he was the Champion
who maintained it, in his unequal struggle with the Sabian
schismatics. The Orientals” make Nimrod the author of the

sect of Magi or worshippers of fire.

Of this Giant Fire-King there is a mention in Propertius,
which his commentators tell us does not occur elsewhere,

Te duce vel Jovis arma canam, coeloque minacem
Caeum, et Phlegraeis Oro-Medonta jugis;"
but there they are deceived, for Theocritus abominates the
presumption of that Architect who would attempt to complete

which goes far to demonstrate that the Daemons of the Gospel were malig
nant ghosts. As for the Enemy [Satanas], or the Accuser [Diabolus], he
is always named in the singular, and so as to shew that there is but one such,
and the Daimones or wicked ghosts are his angels. The Angels of Prince
Michaël or Messiah are the Spirits of the righteous, as would appear from
the vision of Daniel and various other Scriptures. Aguay, therefore, must
be understood of the spirit of a man, and of a God only in as much as the
heathen Gods were once men. So Manes denotes Ghosts or a Ghost, but
the God Manes is Ham.

* V. infra, Iäsion.
* V. Chron. Pasch. cit. Br. vi. p. 264, 5.
* Entych. Annal. p. 63, 64. Ebn. Amid, p. 29, cit. Univ. Hist, vol. i.
*7 L. 3. El. 9. v. 48.
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the fabric of Oromedon, equal to the summit of a mountain;
or the bard who would rival Homer in song;

'Q; Wol was textwy way arex®sta, dati; &gavvy
'Igov oped; xopu?? Texaga 30%y 'Ogous?ovros,
Kai Moiráy 64.71%as, Jool, Tori Xiov dolôov
'Avria x0xxvačovres, ārwgia u0%ia?oyri".
A most direct allusion to the Tower of Babel, by a Poet of
Sicily, in which island that legend was most rife.
We have also accounts of a king of Iran called Aour-Cham,
by which I once thought Nimrod was meant, making him
either the Seventh from Enoch, or [calculating in the Shemite

line to Serug] the Seventh from Noah;
Rexit Achaemenias urbes Pater Orchamus", isque
Septimus a prisci numeratur origine Beli.
But I am now satisfied that Cham himself is meant.

The

name Bel is so general and applied [like Hercules] to so
many, that it is idle to pretend to say, [except on specific
occasions] whom it means. The Persians”, as quoted by
Hyde, seem to give that name in preference to Cush; and
true it is, That, He was the BEL who founded the Iranian

Monarchy, or whose Son founded it for him and in his name.
But PRIsc1 shows that the Poet acknowledged more than One.
It should be understood that the name of Orion, as appli
cable to Nimrod, was not known to or at least not acknow

ledged by Homer. With him it was a star of great im
portance, and no doubt sacred to some hero of older times.
But it was on the shield of Achilles in Nimrod's life time;
and was probably dedicated to the first or third of the three
sons of Lamech.

* Id. vii. v. 45.
19 Ov. Met. 4. v. 212.

* Hyde de Vet. Pers. Rel, p. 40.

Tabari, Persa, cit, ibid.

NIM-ROD.

I. How and under what circumstances he usurped the
Kingly and Sacerdotal power is not recorded in Holy Writ;
but it seems very probable, if not somewhat more, that it was
mainly achieved by that species of imposture called by a well
known Indian name, Avatar. And this is probable, 1. Upon
general grounds, when we consider that Mortals, such as
Noah and Adam, obtained divine honours and were revered

as incarnate Gods, and that the minds of men were fixed
upon a divine promise of God that he would send the Man
Jehovah, of which promise the completion was to be in the

person and reign of an Universal King and Universal High
Priest.

Prophecy was from the beginning; and it was from

the beginning similar to what it always was; Enoch pre
dicted the same events as the Israélitish bards in the like

phraseology, and the words of the lost old author of Proverbs
or Parables, A fire hath gone forth from Heshbon and
consumed Ar of Moab, &c., are adopted verbatim by the

late prophet Jeremiah; a Fact which proves that the Ori
ginal, like the Israélitish, prophecies were at times of double
application. It is therefore unlikely that the immediate
posterity of Enoch, Noah, and Shem, should ignore the
Kingly and Priestly character of the Seed. But Nim-Rod's
pretensions were those of Universal Monarchy founded upon
Catholic High Priesthood. 2. From the precedents of Indian
and Greek Mythology, from which it appears that Divine

pretensions were not uncommon among the conquerors of the
heroic times, though invariably the cause of dreadful wars
and dissensions; from the corresponding pretensions of Alex
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ander son of Philip, who like the son of Hyrieus disclaimed
his natural father, and who like Nimrod was engaged in
founding a new Iranian dynasty at the time of his imposture,
and probably acted upon the precedents of the Mahabadian
line, and in conformity with the national superstitions of
Iran; from the similar part acted by Temugin, or Zingis
Khan', the Mighty Hunter of the thirteenth century, and a
character closely resembling Nimrod; from the Fact, that
the Royal head of the Scythian Church has retained to this
day, from what time no man knows, the rank of God Incar
nate; and that, even the institutes of the Brahminical Church

declare that the Spirit of the Gods dwells in the bodies of
KINGs. 3. From the fact recorded in Mythology that he did
not pass for his own father's son, but for the son of certain
Gods, a fact strongly corroborated by the contradiction given

in Scripture in the form of a distinct and special” averment.
4. But chiefly and most conclusively, in the opinion of critics,
from the meaning of his name. This name, according to
Greek and Assyrian writers, was NIN; and a city which
sacred and profane history refer to him, as its founder, was
also called NIN. This word [preserved in the Chaldee, to
whatever language it may have originally belonged] signifies
Filius", the son.

The residue of the name Rod is said to

Gibbon, Hist. vi. p. 42. 8vo. Attila to his titles added Nutritus in En

gaddi, meaning the Blissful Vale of Paradise, and was a like impostor. The
statue of Zingis Khan was worshipped by the Mongols. Carpine ap. Hyde
de Pers. p. 149.
2 Gen. x. v. 8.

* Circa finem Aurei Saeculi, primus olim Ninus Assyriorum hos aureos

mores nová regnandi cupiditate mutavit, et primus limites transgressus,
bella finitimis movit, et totius Asiae populos perdomuit. Fab. Pict. de Aur.
Saec. p. 413. Antw. 1552. These are not the genuine words of Pictor, but
the tract is probably compiled from his work and other ancient sources; and
it should be observed that the identity of Ninus and Nimrod is contrary to
the notions of Annius of Viterbo. V. p. 10. p. 242.
4 The prefix Na or Ne, among its various forces, had sometimes that of
the specific article, as may be shown in the words N'ympha and L'ympha,
and in Omen, A word of good import, and N'omen or N'umen, THE auspi

cious word or sacrosanct Name. I cannot think but N'in or N'inus is akin
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have been a term of reproach, and to mean REBEL". It cer
tainly seems to agree with some in our language, such as
Rude, Marauder, Raid, etc. : and it is hard to believe that it
to the word Inis, a Son, of which I have noted this instance among others,
Tov ynyryov's yag stu' tyw IIroxaly Soyo;
'1N12 II*Maayog. AEsch. Suppl. v. 265, et v. Simmiae aram. v. 18.
and Hesychius has preserved another form of it, 'Iwo, a Son, and ’Ivy", a
Daughter; hence, Innulus, in Latin, a Fawn. V. Salmas, in Solin. p. 75.
In Spanish, Nino, a male child, Nina, a female; and in our vernacular
speech, Ninny, and Hinny. IN is a very conspicuous radical in the nomen
clature of Old Italy; Coir-In, Lat-In, Col-Lat-In, Inui Castrum, which
same Inuus is Pan, [V. Liv. l. i. c. 5.] and the famous people of Ab-Our
Og-In, or Aborigines. The name of these people is introduced by Diony
sius Halicarnasseus into a Greek Oracle supposed to have been delivered in
the most remote periods of Antiquity,
2Tux tre, watowno Xix=\wy Żarou£ywy &tay

'Hè’’A6%tylvöy Korvany # wago; 3% sizzi,
which proves that learned grammarian did not derive it from the words ab
origine; and what is yet stronger, the Sicels were the ORIGINAL Italians
iSyos div6.rysvig'......Xgow & tiragoy 'A6%ty ye; at 7my Tagx NewSavovary. Dion.
Hal. Arch. l. l. c. 9. The Dictamnus of Virgil, a magical plant, and said
to be an antidote to the serpent's poison, was called piyayoy, Arist. Mir.
Ausc. c. 10, and is perhaps the same as Homer's Awav. A languid and
powerless serpent is called by Nicander waxvi. Theriac. v. 32. V. Ann.
Viterb. p. 512. et P. Fest. de V. S.
Orion himself was named IN-col, the Son of the Mount, as we learn
from the Latin scholiast upon Germanicus. The filial Bel was adored by
our forefathers as Bel-In or Cunno-Bel-In, and the Iöunian Brutus who
came with the AEneadae to Britain was married to the Daughter of the Son,
Ino-Genèa,
Ipse ego Dardanias Rutupina ad litora classes
Dicam, et Pandrasidos regnum vetus Inogeneiae
Brennumque, Arviragumque duces, priscumque Belinum, etc.
Erg-Inus, the Creator or Demiurgic Son, the son of Neptune, Clymenus, or
Ham, is a title of Cush. After the death of Tiphys or the Dragon he became
the Pilot of Argo, being appointed by the oracular voice from the ark,
Erginum fato vocat ipsa monenti
Quercus. Val. Fl. v. 65.
At Megalopolis there were symbols, in a cubic form, of the two Ergatae or
Demiurgic Gods, Minerva Ergana and Apollo Aguieus. The building of
Noah's Ark, of the Temple, the City and its walls, etc. by these persons,
s Faber O. P. I. iii. p. 378.
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is wholly unallied to the old word, Po?%, Red, a colour so
much connected with the religions as well of the real as of the
mystical Babel, and also of that Church from which both are
defections. II.0%upwy was the name given to the Bzowsvg
Tryavrwy; and the Tyrian crimson was discovered by the dog
of Hercules, but that Hercules who was attended by a Dog,

is the same as Orion". The species of Parody which was
practised upon his Name, was also practised upon that of his
City, which having been named BEL [which is a divine title,

and signifies either the Deity himself, or the Heaven or
Olympus wherein he dwells] was changed into BA-BEL, said
to denote confusion. Nor was this proper to the Asian
tongues, but obtained in Greece also, where B7A0;7 signified

Heaven or Mount Olympus, and was used adjectively for ought
that was Good, as in Baxtepo, Beariwy, etc.; but Ba-B7%;

did, contrariwise, signify any thing profane and abominated,
a Place unholy, or a Person unworthy to enter an holy place;
Baš;xo; *,

u% isoo; Toto;, &to &#x05.

As Nim-Rod was the King and Conqueror of the First
Babel, I am led to speak of that person who shall arise in the
last days of the Second Babel, styled Avrix also; *, denying
both the Father and the Son. What is 'Avri-%iso; ? Avri
while incarnate, is compared with the creation or building of Heaven and
Earth, and these titles comprehend both ideas. Cush the Son was also
known as Ina-Chus, and the institutes of Cush, or of some other divine law
giver, were revered by the Saxons as the Laws of Ina. Inachus was son of
Oceanus, an Orphic name of Ham. V. Orph. Fragmenta.

Iön, as well as Nin, was a name of the Mighty Hunter, The Dove; and
it is curious to observe that this very word sometimes implies, The Son, as

in Kpov-Ivy, Arge-Iwyz, and Unxi-Iwya.

Here it is a word of reference, The

Son of, but in other names it is positive as CEdipod-Ion, Tala-Ion, Elat-Ion,
Jäpet-Ion.
6 V. Pind. Pyth. viii. v. 22. Palaephat. ed. Gale. p. 62. Nonn. Dion.
40. v. 311. See, in other places, what is said of the Red King, Yule,

Gules, or Erythras.

Orion was called 1U-GUL, or the Red Jehovah,

v. Schol. German. Arat.

7 W. Etym. M. in Voce.
* Etym. M. in Voce.

Bixo, outaro;...Kg7& Arvoras, 'oxv47%.
-

-

* 1 John, ii. v. 22. In the next verse it is explained that the denial of
the Father consists in denying the Son.

-
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commonly means likeness, or substitution, Avriffsos, Avtiawalpa,
Avray360; "; or if in the two former words opposition be at
all signified, it is such opposition as arises from usurping the
character of those whom you oppose; like that of Salmoneus.
It is morally impossible that the Septi-Colline Harlot should

give the command of her last crusade to a profest atheist,
It will therefore be a false Christ. As in the last days of the
Gentiles, there should come the Anti-Christ; “so even now

are there many Anti-Christs, whereby we know it is the last
time” of Jerusalem ".

And at that time there were several

false Messiahs; but if opponents of Christianity were meant,
ALL TIMEs might be so proved to be the LAst, those of Dio
clesian, or those of Mahomet.

Which is absurd.

Therefore

the latter Babylon will have her NIN or Nim-Rod, and make
her last struggle in support of his Pretensions,

II. The Migration from Armenia is fixed by Mr. Faber 12
as not before 502 P.D. that being the date of Shem's death,
and (in the silence of Scripture) taken for an average date of
the deaths of his elder and younger brothers; it being assumed
that an enterprise so adverse, in the mode of conducting it, to

God's counsels, would not have been attempted, were any one
of them alive. When the character of Ham is justly appre
ciated, [V. Ammon] THAT argument falls to the ground.
However, there is good reason for believing that Ham was
dead before the Exodus from Armenia.

But not a word is

said by Mr. F. touching the life of Cush, who might have
survived his father for ages, and whom yet he seems to con
sider as dead.

But the oddest part of the whole business is, that no di
stinction is made between the departure from Armenia, and
10 Lucian. Cataplus. c. 10.

" John, ib. c. 18. Gonos is Greek for the Son, Ochus or Og is one of his
Pagan titles.
Christ.

Anti-Gonus and Anti-Ochus are names equivalent to Anti

-

* Vol. iii. p. 416.
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the arrival in Shinar or Meso-Potamia.

Mankind were then

far more long-lived than in the period between Jacob and

Moses, disease and degeneracy [the consequence of altered
seasons and the new ecliptic] were young upon the earth,
et Nov.A febrium

Terris incubuit cohors,

and the increase could not but have been much more rapid; and
be it remembered that births increase in a Geometrical rate,

where the field is open to them. Yet the Jacobites settling
in a country already populous, and tarrying 230 years, came
forth to the number of six hundred thousand fighting men,
that is, two million and four hundred thousand souls, exclu
sive of the whole tribe of Levi.

The reader will therefore

comprehend how large a body the Armenians must have been
within a single century after the flood; he will also remember
that their journey was long and hard, through vast tracts of
mountain, and across mighty rivers; and that their course
was through an empty land, peopled only by wild beasts, and
not through nations from whom they might buy or seize pro
visions. They went through a fertile wilderness, but without
Manna. What then must have been their way of proceeding?
They must have advanced very slowly, halting and settling in
every convenient region, and relieving their numbers by leaving
stations behind them as they advanced; and so the Empire of
Iran must have been in good measure peopled, before they
arrived at the destined seat of its capital. It is said of the
pretended circumnavigators of Africa, that every autumn

they stopped on the coast to sow corn, and waited till it was
ripe before they renewed their course. No less tedious must
have been the progress of the Three Tribes of Noah. And
does Mr. Faber suppose that this was done in one year, or in
ten? I do not believe that any thing LEss than a century

elapsed before they set foot in Shinar, or baked a single brick
of Babel; but Mr. Faber in his Chronological view allows

thirty-one years for the journey of this mighty nation, the
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building of Erek, Accad, Calneh, and Babel, and of the vast
Pyramid of Babel, for the schism, wars, and confusion of man
kind. Thirty-one years, from the first migration to the final

dispersion! This is more than Building Rome in a day.
My belief is that Cush was a man of great longevity, and
blessed with a family immensely numerous, of a mild, if not

feeble, character, and governed by his family; and that by
and under him the Exodus was made. And probably the
long journey of the people under his command, in search of a
place where he might fix his empire, is the subject of the
legend of Cuthbert”, Cush the Bright or Illustrious. In
that legend he is represented as dead, but yet to all intents

alive, and ordering every thing with respect to the journey.
There, there is a slight confusion; the mortal remains which
the people carried with them in an ark or coffin were those of
Ham. However, I conceive that he was merely a Baaixsvg
or Patriarchal Judge, and that the first Tyr-Annis the post
diluvian world saw was that of his Son; a change somewhat
analogous to that which occurred in the matter of Saul the
Benjamite. In the last mentioned case the Theocracy, Oracle,
and Urim of God were not abolished, so neither in the other

were the Daemonocracy, Oracle, and Magian Fire of Ham.

In his old Age, but yet I believe in his Life, it seems that
the Youngest of his Sons [either with or without the old
Patriarch's connivance] set up a New Power, uniting to the
priestcraft of the Patriarchs the military policy of modern
Kings. I must here observe that I believe it was at an early
period, that the supreme power virtually departed from lawful
hands, and lodged in those of an apostate race. By the Song
of Noah it would seem that the PRESENCE, which had stood

at the Entrance of the Garden to keep the way of the Tree
of Life", was after the flood, or at least after the death of
Noah, transferred to the Tabernacle of Shem, and with it of
is V. Fab. O. P.I. iii. p. 337.
14 Gen. iii. v. 24.
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course the Patriarchal Supremacy; the younger being thus

preferred before Japhet the elder, as in the cases of Jacob and
Esau, Judah” and Joseph, Ephraim and Manasses. But
how long the rights of the Shemites were respected by a per
verse generation is quite another matter. Ham lost very

little time in avowing his attachment to the Pagan Avatarism
and Ithyphallic mysteries, and it may be inferred that the
whole of his offspring were educated in these abominations.
And when we consider the proneness of humanity to corrup
tion and superstition, and the activity and daring ambition of
the apostates in both worlds", it is highly probable that, by
the time of Cush, the pestilence might have pretty completely
invaded the two other tribes, who departed from the tents of
Shem to adore the spurious Shechinah and Salmonean thun
ders of the rebel.

The names of the Patriarchs of the line of Shem had a sig
nificancy prophetic of events which should occur in their
lives: at what time of their lives, I know not; perhaps it was

sufficient if they occurred at some time in their lives, or it
may relate to the time of their axu, or complete adolescence.
I conceive that Salah flourishing the people were Sent Forth,
that is, the Expedition of Cush commenced; Heber" flou

rishing they Crossed or Transgressed the Mighty River in
order to enter Mesopotamia, either Euphrates or Tygris, ac
cording as you suppose them to have come from West or East;
Peleg flourishing, mankind were Split by the great Schism;
Rehu flourishing, the Patriarchal Unity was Broken Asunder,

and the kingdom of Iöne, or Babel, erected in opposition to
that of Ninus; and lastly Serug" flourishing, the confusion
* Ps. 78 vss. 67, 68.
* The ante and post-diluvian.

“And spared not the Old World,” etc.

2 Pet. 1. v. 5.

"7 The Golden Age commenced under Ogyges two hundred and fifty
years before Ninus. Fab. Pict. de Aur. Saec. p. 412. If this be so, Nimrod
was born a few years before Heber, according to the Samaritan Chronology.
18 Ramification ?
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of tongues and colonization of Europe and Afric took place;
and the Ninevite supremacy was once more rendered universal,
so far as Asia was concerned.

But it will be said, while Salah and Heber flourished, Noah

was yet living; and Shem ", to a yet later period. Why
not? It is not to be supposed that when Cush left Armenia,
he left it desolate, and that a rich and long settled country
was abandoned altogether; for it would be an absurd way of
founding an UNIvERsAL empire, to desolate one country in
order to people another. There remained in Armenia a suffi
ciency of folk, and the righteous patriarchs [and whatever
congregation might still adhere to them] would of course re
main where they were. And their residence in that country,
with a conflicting and a better title to supremacy, would in
itself be reason enough for the Heresiarch to remove his
Church and Government elsewhere.

It will again be said, if the Emission of the people took
place in the youth of Salah, Ham must have died long before
his brother Shem; and that he did so, and moreover by the
hands or instrumentality of his two brethren, I believe. The
FIRST schism, namely, that between the Christians and Ma
gians, coupled I dare say with such marks of Divine Wrath
as deterred them from avenging the death of the Arch
Apostate, was probably that which resolved them to depart;
and away they went, bearing before them the Body of their
Martyred God, the Enyalian Jove”. This is the fable
ascribed to the Phrygian Poet Thymaetes, son of Laomedon,
that Ammon was expelled by Cronus, and took refuge in the

Idaean Island, which he named Creta”. Shem and Japhet
probably survived long; for their sister Helena, towards the
close of the siege of Ilion, is made to express her uncertainty
whether they were dead, or had declined joining the confe
Q.

19 But he was dead at the ninth year of the siege of Troy; Tov: 3' at:
x-rexey purgoog air : see note 22 to this chapter.
20 V. Histiaeum apud Joseph, l, 1.
21 Diod. Sic. 3. c. 70.
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deracy in her behalf, by reason of her disgrace and prostitu
Helena is the converse of Penelope, the mystic bride
in her state of whoredom and adultery *. Another tale on

tion.

the same subject is, that Jove, having discovered from Thetis

that the other Olympians were conspiring against him, sent
out Neptune and Apollo to build Troy”.

III. Nim-Rod was a Mighty Hunter before Jehovah,
wherefore it was said, as Nimrod the Mighty Hunter before
Jehovah. This is probably a quotation from some of the Pa

triarchal scriptures, to which Moses occasionally refers, where
they spoke of some future Nimrods that were to arise, and of
another Babel. Nor can I but imagine that the Hunting of
Ninus is here alluded to in a sense somewhat analogous to
that of the Fishing” in the call of Simon, afterwards called

the Rock, and the Son of the Dove; and with even better
* That the Egg of Nemesis, Lede, Leto, Letho, Lethe, Letum or Lethum,
Oblivion, Death and Chaos, is the Ark of renovation floating on the waters
of intermundane darkness; that the three Corybants are the three Noachidae;

and that the 'Ayaxtoc, or At?vuoi Kogv6ayre, who came out of it, are Two of
them, is well understood. But how it happened that the Third who came
out was not the Third and Chief Corybant, but Helena, critics have not ex

plained. Ham was the author of the great Apostasy; his living spirit was
its founder, and his departed spirit its God; and this daemoniacal church was

personified in his name, As the Levitical and Christian are in the Names
Israël, Moses, Christ. But this apostasy became, by schism, two-fold; and
its leading distinction was of Male and Female, the heads of the two factions
being of the two sexes. Ham's title among the Greeks was Hellen, for so
he was named as the son of Deucalion and father of Cush, and the Pelasgian
Cushim mixed with Misrāimites and Canaanites took the common name

Hellenes. The female form of this name is Helena, the Magna Mater and
Mystic Bride of the revolted Ammonian, or the Bacchic church; and this
female Hellen or Ham was put into the ark by the schismatic bards, in lieu
of the male Ham or Corybas. So Pallas is either a Goddess or a Giant;

here again is the bisexual Ham; and the neuter, Palladium, is his body
when deceased. The same allegory is meant by the bisexual deity Friggon
or Frigga. See Olaus Wormius de R. Dan.
23 Tz. in Lyc. 34.
24 As the fishing of Men means the converting of proselytes, is it not plain
that the miraculous draught of fishes is the Miraculous Conversion of the
Gentiles in the Apostolic Age?
*

<

C
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reason, for Peter's fishing was a mere mystery, but Ninus's
hunting was, as we shall see, a matter of deep and daring
policy.
The Mighty Hunter was a well-known person among the

Daemons and Heroes of Paganism, and appears under various
*.
nameS.

1. Among the foremost stands Orion, armed with the club,
as he is described in the descent of Ulysses to Hell.

Toy 3s wer’’Qgivya II&A-Qploy sigsvoyaz
@%as duov sixsuvra xar' do?03=\oy Aeluwyz

Tovs adro; worstepysy #y clotoxoloty 89ergiy
Xapaty #xwy botaAoy TayzaAxsoy, aisy days; *.
Next saw I there Orion of the Tower

Driving o'er sacred" plains a countless power
Of beasts, himself in many a lonely place
Had slain with his unbroken brazen mace.
* Od. xi. v. 571.
Nurio, #8
*

to aciy 57ty txtoy #ugu rayrog,

'Ovč 5aoy ty Maxxx re was "Aapoèt w key àysiog,
saith old Hesiod; and he is generally understood to recommend mallows and

asphodel for a man's diet. Which I do not pretend to controvert; although
I have read somewhere (I believe in Abbate Fortis's History of Dalmatia)
that the Asphodel is a very deleterious root. Whatever cause may have ren
dered this plant sacred or mystical, such it certainly was. On the shores of
Oceanus stood a stone called Gigonian, so vast that no force would move it,
but at the touch of Asphodel it would move. Ptol. Heph. ap. Phot. l. 3.
Gigon, according to Stephen of Byzantium, was the king of the AEthiops or
Cushim whom Bacchus conquered. This Gigonian stone is an inaccurate
account of the portentous rocking stones. The Asphodel was called by Theo.

phrastus the Epimenidian plant, but Epimenides (as I have elsewhere shown)
was Ham. The name As-Phod-El is the Asian God Phod or Buddha,
whose name rings every change upon the vowels, and upon the two variable
consonants B-F-P-V and D-T-Th. This Campus Buddhicus where Orion
hunts is the same as the rs3toy &Anio, or untilled plain of Bellerophontes;
and agrees with the Cyrrhaean plain of Delphi, the Martial Plain of the
Colchic CEetes and of the Romans, the Elysian plain of Rhodes, 'HAvaloy

isfoy reflicy tipi Poêoy, Etym. M., the xaSlipwasyoy wastoy of the island Pan
chaia, Diod. v. c. 44, and the Orgas of Eleusin. Paus. l. 3. c. 4.

It was a

part of the Nimrodian institute [carried far and wide by his dispersed sub
jects] to dedicate a land to the Lord which men might not use nor the plough
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This is one of the mythic interpolations for which the descent
of Ulysses afforded the fabulous minstrels such a famous oppor
tunity. And the Odyssean Archer Hercules, with his baldric

adorned with every sort of wild beast, seems to be the same
character under another name; the ancients at least showed
themselves convinced of their Virtual identity, by taking the

Club of Orion to arm Hercules withal, although the latter is
exclusively an Archer in Homer, whose genuine verses de
scribe him thus,

-

6 3 ####y; vuxt yeyoixw;
Twuyoy Tokov #xwy was iri vevo ply disov,

als: Caxior. F5F04×ws.
>usp?axsos 8 of dupi real sºftsgow doorwe

Asiyoy TraTraiywy,

Xgvasos jy raxauwy lya Serks»x Fapyx reruxto
Apxtol 7 o'ygoregoi re ove; Xapoto," re Asovre;

"routvai re uxxxi re povoi T' dy?toxrarizi re.
- Black he stood as night,

His bow uncas'd, his arrow strung for flight;
Stern-gazing He, like one prepar'd to smite.

About him went, to hang his trusty blade,
A golden belt where godlike art had made
Bears and wild hogs, and pale-eyed lions glared,
Battles, and death, and suppliants nothing spared.
violate; arising no doubt from what “his father had shown him and his
elders had told him” concerning the reserved and demesne inheritance of the
Lord. V. Deut. xxxii. vss. 7, 8, 9. Ps. cw. v. 11. cwiii. vss. 7, 8, etc. The
real demesne was usurped by the house of Canaån, by some tribes of Cushim
or Rephaim, and by the Shemite Pentapolis of Sodom; and in lieu thereof
a tract of land was superstitiously dedicated. Thus unused and afforested it
would be filled with beasts, and to hunt in it was lawful and even necessary.
Here we have the origin of the Royal Forest or King's Desert; and it is re
markable that our system of Norman forest laws is taken from that still ex
tant [v. Manwood], which was brought in by Canute the Dane; so that I
believe we may trace the game laws of the Huntsman King into the wild
northern woods of his descendants the European Goths.-See Plutarch Val.
Publ. c. 13, 14.

* This word means having a fierce or exulting voice, loud roaring, but is

here rendered in the vulgar sense, xagoroio Sanaoan, Orpheus ap. Just.
Mart. Cohort.
c 2
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Here we observe, that the Person so pre-eminent in the
Chase was also in War. The Chase not only Is A school for
warriors, but it in fact was THE school out of which war came ;

and no small part of what we set down for Notions and Theories

are simple commemorations of ancient Fact. A searcher of
antiquity should carry that along with him.

The Girdle in question is not any other than the belt of
Orion, so celebrated in the Sphere, concerning which Aratus
says,

AAA at usy %wy, sj 3 autorspoiri pastvo;
'Quois, 'opiwy, #pso; ye usy %, retroiba's,
IIavra pagwy Trotzuoy”.

The word doorne is, like dog, a sword, evidently formed from
the word denoting the Sacred Fire, and is given to the Belt
perhaps as representing the Zodiacal Belt of the Heavens, an

ornament which seems to confirm the arrogant pretensions
ascribed to Orion of being the Son or Creator Word. Be
lieving, as I suppose we must, that the obliquity of the
Equator's plane to that of the Ecliptic originated in the same
violent exertion of Divine Power which made the Flood,

'Hvizz rv??ogos affyn #xiv, Tsy X3ova Tzazy”,
27 Phoen. 587.
* Orpheus H. 47. The false notion of the Five Terrestrial Zones is only
a commemoration of ancient fact, or of what was believed to have been the

fact. If the plane of the Ecliptic coincided with that of the Equator pro
duced, the equatorial regions would become adust and barren by the heat of

their perpetual summer; and, except where springs and rivers fostered vege
tation, uninhabitable. And some of the more northern regions, where a short
but wonder-working summer now brings the corn to ripeness, would, under
the distant and horizontal rays of the sun, have borne little food for man.

Has inter mediamque lay those fortunate regions in which a temperate sum
mer always reigned, and which were probably capable of nourishing as many
people as the precarious harvests of the whole earth are now. With abun
dance they afforded also the precious gift of health, with the more question
able advantage of longevity, for diseases are mainly the effect of the climates

of the earth, all different, and almost all inclement. The communication by
land from one Fortunate Zone to the other must have been very uneasy, like
the voyages which are now made over the sands into Nigritia.
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the Zodiac would be regarded by the Noachidae as an im
portant discovery, and would be connected in their minds
with a manifestation of the Deity.
Some say He bade his Angels turn askance
The poles of Earth, twice ten degrees and more
From the Sun's axle; they with labour pushed
Oblique the centric globe. Some say, the Sun
Was bid turn reins from the equinoctial road
Like distant breadth through Taurus with the Seven
Atlantic sisters and the Spartan Twins

Up to the Tropick Crab, thence down amain
By Leo and the Virgin and the Scales

As deep as Capricorn, to bring in change
Of seasons to each clime; else had the Spring
Perpetual smiled on earth with vernant flowers,
Equal in days and nights, except to those
Beyond the polar circles; to them day
Had unbenighted shone, while the low Sun
Had rounded still the horizon, and not known
Or East or West, which had forbid the snow
From cold Estotiland and south as far

Beneath Magellan.
The Hercules who founded the Scythian Empire [and who

is clearly Cush] did according to Herodotus” bequeath to his

Sons a remarkable Belt, to be worn by that one of them who
could best draw the Bow, and the YouNGEST won the prize,
and from him descended the Royal Scythians. Pomponius

* L. 4. c. 5, et seq. Unity of Empire was the watchword of the House of
Cush, and the main object of the Papal establishment at Babel, and the Belt
was no doubt regarded in another light, as the Band of Union. Hercules
left a belt to the Scythians; but when he made war on the Meropians he was
aided by Telamon or the Belt; with the same Hero he took Ilion. To ob

fain the Belt Hercules marched against the Amazons. The word Telamon
has nothing to do with a Belt in its etymon; which, I imagine, is Ammon
the Perfect.
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Mela saith, Mars omnium [Scytharum] Deus; ei pro si
MULACHRIs Enses et CINctoRIA dedicant. The Scythians
themselves according to Herodotus” said, that the Regal

honour devolved upon the Youngest, Colaxais, because he
could handle with impunity certain Golden utensils that fell"
from Heaven, but which Burned the others. On this it may
be observed, that the GoLD which BURNED is the same Aour,

from which *, owing to its colour and splendour, the metal
has taken its name, Aur or Or. And here we may notice
some of Mr. Bryant's rashness in dealing with words, when
* Ubi sup.

3. Among these Utensils was a Golden Flask, or Phial, which the Royal
Scythians ever after wore in their Belts. Herod. 4. c. 10. When the king
of the Salian Franks embraced Christianity at Rheims, the Dove came down
from Heaven with a Phial. The reader will readily comprehend that the
Heaven-descended Ampulla came out of his own Royal pocket. The reli
gion then called Christianity was a compound into which the Spirit of Pa
ganism entered, and the conversions of those days were but so many compro
mises made with the Old Superstitions of the Catechumeni. The tribe called
Salians were probably of the Royal or Nimrodian family; and cherished that
abhorrence of Female Monarchy which is the chief thing remembered in their
code of laws. Terra Salica in mulierem non transit. Leg. Sal, tit. 62. To

Clovis there were “Tria pignora de coelo missa, Scutum Liliatum, Phiala
odorata, et Vexillum splendidum purpuram aetheriam confitens pro certo.”
Tolosan. cit. Wendelin. de Ampulla. This banner was called auri-flamma,
another striking mark of connexion between Gold and celestial Fire. The
Lilies are an obscure matter: some say they are a corrupt representation of
the BEE: they may also be regarded as the heads of spears. But it is cu
rious that the Lily bears the same name that was given of old to the prophetic
voice of the Muses, etày 5m. AEIPIoExxHI. Theogon. v. 41. I think I have
found the solution in Athenaeus, who says that Suson was a Greek word for

a Lily, and that the name of the city Susa, meant the Lilies. But if the city
of Cushan or Shushan was called the Lilies, then might the language of Cush,
or of the Gods, be called the Susan or liliaceous voice, 'ol. xafiosoga. This
Greek word, being obsolete, is probably Pelasgic, and as the Pelasgi were
Cushim, it is again probable that they (or perhaps only the Royal Scythae)
used the Lilies for their device. V. Athen. I. 12. c. 8.

I have said that the

Salians, who, like the Saliares of Numa, possessed the ancilia, were probably
a family of Nimrodians, or Heraclidae, who presided over the Franc nation:
that they were but a small part of that nation we have the high authority of

Count Zosimus, who says, 22May 60%,

gaywy &rogopov. l. 3. p. 147.

Oxon. 1697.

3 Hence also the Rosicrucian dreams, that Gold was made by the Sun,
that it would yield the Elixir of Life, etc.
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he would have us to think that Chrys [Xevgos] so often hap
pening in Mythic names, is a corruption of Chus, one of the
forms of the name Cush. Gold is a prevalent idea among the
ancient fablers. The AGE of paradise was golden, the FRUIT
in that garden was golden, and Chrys-Aor, or the Golden
Sword, is a name probably alluding to the Ensiform Fire"
between the Cherubim at the gate. Aurum is Gold; Aura
the Air, especially when in motion, but I believe properly and

strictly the Light with which it is impregnated, the opaque
and humid principle of the Air being properly Aër or Awher.
When the Mighty Mariner receives the Golden Branch which
was the pledge of his safe return from the darkness of Hades,
a manifest allusion to the Noëtic ramus felicis Olivae, the

Poet says,
Discolor unde Auri per ramos Aura refulsit *,
meaning I-doubt not to point out the affinity of the words.
Aurae in the plural is used, I believe, for Lights; Superasque
evadere in auras contrasts those of Heaven with the Infernal

Lights, and it is said of a Mortal translated to the Spheres of
Heaven,

Occidit et Pelopis genitor conviva Deorum
Tithonusque remotus in AURAs”.

Midas, the 'Ovo; Avgas to whom alone Apollo's lute was not
musical, could turn everything into Gold; and his History

perhaps relates to the great struggle between the Ionizing
Sabians and the adherents of the Old Magian Heresy.

His

name seems to relate to the Central situation of Hades, the
realm of Plutus, Pluton, or Plutochthon, Dives or Dis, and

corresponds with a name of the Dove Goddess, Mega"). In

this story of the Scythian Prince we see plainly traces of the
33 The very fact of Aor meaning a sword, would lead one to think that
the received version is correct.
34 AE. vi. v. 204.

3s So the author of Phoenix, et primi emicuit luminis aura levis, v. 44.
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Gothic ordeal; a system, which the abolition of Sorcery and
Daemoniacal power, has long since reduced to a mere form or
a shallow imposture.
On the words of Aratus, IIzvra pagwy rotauoy, it may be
observed, that as an incarnation of the great daemon of the
Flood, he is depicted in the Sphere as pouring out of his left

foot the rotawoto weyz afievo; 'Qxsavoio. The river proceeding
from Orion is vulgarly called Eridanus, but Eratosthenes”
maintains that it is the Nile. This latter is the river Oceanus

of the Egyptians, by which is meant the outlet of the sub
terranean diluvial waters, of which Penelope speaks in her
grief,
# #Telta w' avata%27a Svexxx
Oixoiro Troopspova'a war dàpoevra x=A=v6a

'Ev tooxo; Be GaAoi &Joãoe 'Oxsavolo”,
and at one day's sail before the wind from this outlet Homer
placed Pharos, the sacred isle of Proteus and Eidothea,
Torrow dysv$', Özgow ya Taymuspin yxačvg", "ws

'Hyvaey,

Alyws spo; #Titvetzow driaaw,

a mystic legend which has given scope for the monstrous
credulity of geographers. It was in the IIpox0% of the Mythic
Enipeus” that Neptune lay with Tyro, according to an old

mythological rhapsodist,
'H IIot-Auov jearrat 'Ev'ryos Saloio

"Os Toxv x2Axis-o; Totauwy Éri yatay inaiy.
Kai p' #7 'Ev'ryos Twasakaro xxxa haeffga,
T4 8' de' àeigauevos yar,0%0; "Eyvoorlyaio;
'Ev tooxo; totauov Tapexs#aro Bivnayro; *.
36 Catast. 37.

37 Od. xx. v. 65.

I do not believe Homer any where confounds the Sea

with the Ocean Stream, 'E' own"g tayres worakoi, x2' was a Qaxagga, Kal
Tagal twai, was ppeara waxge yaova v. Il. xxi. v. 196; and see Od. xii.
vss. 1 and 2.
38 Eustath, in Od. xi. v. 238.

39 Pseud. Hom. in Od. xi. v. 237 etc.
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The river flowing from Orion's foot graphically illustrates
Homer's AuTereo; Ilorapolo, or the river flowing from Dis.
But in truth there is no difference between the Nile or Dark

Blue river of Hell and the fabled Eridanus; in the fortunate
groves of Hades, so Virgil sings,

Plurimus Eridadi per sylvam volvitur amnis;
Eridanus was the name of a northern river [Vistula or Niemen]
from which amber" was brought to Greece, and of another in
Italy falsely said to produce Amber; and it was said to pro
duce it, because the river was a type of the Deluge, and that
amber was engendered at the time of the flood is a fact which
may be collected from Greek and Indian story. Mr. Bryant
is not to be credited in fetching Eri-Danus from Ur and
Adon; it is the same as the German Danau with Eri pre
fixed. Danaus, Dar-Danus, Iār-Danus, Api-Danus are of
the same family. The DANAVAs or children of DANU came
into Egypt from a country west of India at the time of the
building the Padma-Mandra [or Tower of Babel] on the
banks" of the Euphrates. And this last named River,

flowing out of Paradise, even from the Mount of God in the
sides of the North, is the true Ilotawos, as it is also called,
by way of excellence, the River, in Scripture; for Pot-Am is
the name of the Noachid patriarch coupled with a divine
title.

Orion is described by Palaephatus as hunting in company with
Diana; and a tradition is extant of his engaging with OEno

pion, king of Chios [then called Ophiusa], whose daughter he
wooed, to clear that island of reptiles. He came from Boiotia,
the land of the Hero Bowro; or Buddh, [concerning which
Jove is made to say to Cadmus, Moenia fac condas”, Boiotiaque

illa vocato] for that purpose, dels of aly www.yos, #xwy 8s avy
40 Herod. l. 3. c. 115.
41 Wilford on the Nile.

42 Ov. Met. iii. v. 13.
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avra. Twy Abreuy", xvywyerovazy. Parthenius in his Erotics
says of wild beasts, Sygivy", not #fterwy, of reptiles, which
difference comes from the confusion of two characters, both

appertaining to Orion, but entirely distinct, The literal hero
of the Chase, and The mystical Serpent-slayer of aboriginal
prophecy. Mythology is full of “the soil
Bedropt with blood of Gorgon, and the isle
Ophiusa,”
which later name was given to Cyprus”, Rhodes, Tenos”,
One of the Balearic Isles", and diverse other places, as well

as to Chios; and a legend not unlike that of Orion, is told of
Phorbas", son of Triopas, at Rhodes; the same again may be
found in the Eagle God Garuda, who married a beautiful

woman, and destroyed all the Serpents in her country, and
was called Nagantaca or the Destroyer of Snakes”.
2. The Mighty Hunter and his aged Father occur again
in the persons of Whoineus or CEneus, and his son Meleager,
on the occasion of the famous boar-hunt” at which so many
Heroes were assembled.

Theseus, a most unequivocal Nimrod, was said in Athenian
fable to have been at that hunt *.

3. Actaion was another name by which this hero of the

s

Chase was known, and the names of thirty-five out of his fifty
dogs are enumerated by Ovid.”, and several by an old poet in

Apollodorus, among which that of XTapro; may be worth
mentioning.
43 Sch. Arat. Phoen. 636.
44 Parth. c. 20.
45 Parth. c. xi.
46 Plin. iv. c. 22.
47 Plin. iii. c. 11.

s

48 Diod. Sic. v. c. 58.

4” As. Res. vi. p. 515.
* V. Apollod. l. i. c. 6. s. 2.
* Plut. Thes, c. 28.
** L. iii. v. 206.

w
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Like Orion, he is said to have hunted”, Waya% ovyotowo;
'Abreudog, and in Lucian's * Council of the Gods Momus is
made to complain that Actaeon, with Pentheus and Learchus,
were admitted into heaven as cousins of Bacchus.

Actaeon

was the son of Aristaeus by Antonoë, daughter of Cadmus.
Cadmus,
Antonoe-Aristaeus, or Cush,
Actaeon.

The fable of Pentheus relates to the same person as Actaeon.
This person is properly represented as the grandson of Cad
mus, for that is a title of Cham the grandfather of Nimrod;

although in the fable of the Bacchae of Euripides he is put,
[like CEdipus, AEetes, CEneus, Priam, and Latinus, to repre
sent old Cush.

Cadmus was a Dragon, which was a circumstance emphatic
ally relating to Cham. Orpheus has two hymns to the Three
Corybants or Sons of Noah, the former to Two of them called

Atövuo,”, 'Avaxtoges, and Lords of Samothrace, or Thracia of
Shem, and described as destroyers and regenerators of the
world, sea-gods, etc.; and the later, to One, entitled by excel
lence Corybas, and mentioning among much obscure and
mysterious matter, his assuming the form of a Dragon,
@%0TVToy Saugyo; wot?', ovopsgolo paxovros,

which agrees with the willing assumption thereof by Cadmus,

Ipse precor serpens in longam porrigar alvum".
53 Call. Law. Pall. v. 110.

54 C.7. vol. 9. p. 185.
55 One of these Semones Alterni, Poly Deuces, was of Divine Seed, and
the other, Castor, of Human; but Poly-Deuces redeemed Castor from death
by consenting to die himself. Shem was revered in Rome as Semo Sanctus;
his name, I believe, is the root of the Greek name Sim-On; and Ilion stood
between the rivers of Shem and Cham, Simoeis and Cham-Ander. From
him was called the island Samos, of which more hereafter.
-

* Ov. Met, iv. v. 574. By engorunoy we must understand the dragon
not reptile, but bestial, and provided with legs and wings, as he is repre
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And he is the Boeotian God-King said to reign upon the
throne of Ophion, to whose worship Hector was peculiarly
devoted,

'Avaxt, twy Spoyay'Opiovo;”.

This Ophion, or Serpent God of the First World, to whose
throne Cadmus or Ammonian Jove succeeded, is no doubt the

paradisaical Dragon. Orpheus sang to the inmates of Argo,
how Heaven and Earth rose out of Chaos, how the land was
divided from the water, and the Sun and Moon and Stars

created, and the mountains and rivers, and all living things.
Then he sang how OPHIoN * and Eurynome usurped the rule
of Olympus, the Mount of God; and how they were Driven
Out from thence by Saturn and Rhea. And lastly, how the

Titans or Nephilim prevailed over the Sons of God,
O 3s rews Maxpera, Qaois Traves avazzoy,
while Jove, or Ham, the Power of the Flood, was yet young.
Pherecydes gave an account, as Maximus” of Tyre says, of the
birth of Ophioneus, the War of the Gods, the TREE, and the
Veil. The Tree is evidently that which is called of knowledge,
and the Veil I conceive to be the Apron mentioned in Genesis,

c. iii. v. 7, which also gave rise [as I elsewhere explain] to
the mysteries of the Fig-Tree. This is the plain and first
meaning of the Pharos or Peplos of the Goddess”, but it was
afterwards made into a mystery. The Sin of the Great
Mother consisted in seeking to raise the Veil which covers
the hidden things of God, and in so doing she may be said, in

something like a literal sense, to have exposed her own nudity;
sented in so many traditions. For that was his condition before he was

zvºyaggo; and incurred the curse of GoING upon his belly; so that it is
merely idle for naturalists to seek any such beast now-a-days.
* Lyc. 1192.
* Apoll. Rhod. i. v. 496, etc.
* Max. Tyr. Diss. 10. c. 4.

* Of Minerva, Hom. Il. vii.—of Harmonia, Nonnus, l. 41.-of Isis,
Apuleius, l. xi, etc.

:
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“Who told thee that thou wast naked?” Here we have, even

to our own minds, a connexion between the exposure of inter
dicted knowledge, and that of the human body, and [correla
tively] between the metaphoric veil of the one and literal veil
of the other. But when we recollect that Eva was reverenced

by the Pagans as the female principle of creation, the incarnate
mother of Gods and men, and all things animate or inanimate,
in short as Nature; it follows that Her Veil was really that
which covered all hidden knowledge; Lift it who Can, and all
the Arcana of the World are before his Eyes! But no mortal
hand hath ever been able to raise 6" the Veil of Isis.

When

the Mother is regarded, not as a Woman or a Ship with her
vELUM, but as the World itself, then the Sensible and Appa
rent Form of Things is the Veil which covers their Dark and
Recondite Essence, and therefore the pall of the goddess pre
sents the semblance of all things woven with rare art upon its

outward surface. Eva being the first of Brides, and the
Female Principle being the Wife of the Male, all marriages
were solemnized with reference to these superstitions, and to
Marry was called to Cloud over or Weil, Nubere, and the
Bride was covered with a saffron pall, which was named, after

the luminous robe of glory that surrounds the Celestial Bride
or Hws Kgoxotetxog, Flammeum”. “This is a great my
stery; but I speak concerning the Anointed One and the
Church” saith St. Paul; not so the Ionizing gentiles. From
a Tree Eva gathered the Fruit; by doing so she incurred
shame; and upon a Tree she found a Veil for that shame;
so we read of two Holy Gardens, in each of which was a ser
pent-guarded Tree, and on one of them golden apples, and
6 Vid. inscript, ap. Plut. Is. et Os. Eyw titat ro ygyovo, was dy, was iaowevoy'
was roy #xoy IIsrow ow8sic ww Synrog an exaxv4sy. The Divine or Magian
Fire was regarded as the Vivifying MALE principle; therefore the robe or
veil of the MAN-GoD Cham displayed on its surface the burning and shining

lights of Heaven, "Argox'rwy Hpaxxts, &vaä rupoc, 'OP-XAME wootsov.
* The Deity presiding over this sacred rite was called "Tany, which sig

nifies a web or woven tissue, and the rite itself “rasy-Alag, as it were the Veil
of the Earth.

-
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on the other the Fleece of a golden sheep; but the apple and
the sheep are all one, for uxov is the Greek name for

both

alike. The Dragon who sate upon the Oak-Tree guarding
the Golden Fleece was Winged; the Fleece serves for covering
or raiment; and by means of the Flying Dragon the other
TREE was removed from the reach of Men, and the Devil may

be said to have flown away with it; hence, I apprehend, the
legend of the Winged Oak Tree, j čnowragos A&vs", and the
embroidered pall or Pharos upon it. Ophion, therefore, is
the serpent of Paradise.

But I strongly suspect that, from the prevailing system of
incarnation and Apotheosis, Cain" was venerated under that
name and type, and that his history, as connected with the
Ophion or Serpent, that is, his Apostasy was made to agree,
in the old cycle, with the similar and recurring transaction of
Cham and the Cadmian Serpent. As in each Golden Age

the Great Father appeared with Three Sons, and one an
Apostate, so you might expect in each Pagan cycle to meet
with Fratricide; and you would expect to hear that one
brother had been slain by Cham". But on the contrary we
find Him killed by his Two Brethren,
alway6syra"
xzatryyntwy
Uno &gawy.
£2%
'yyy

As Cham was notoriously at variance with his brethren, and
held in pious abhorrence by them, it is not surprising that his
& Pherecydes ap. Clem. Strom. 6. p. 642.
6. So, among the Christianising heathens, or Gnostics, there were two
closely allied sects, the Ophites and the Cainites.
65 And indeed we do so find it; for Siva, son of Adam [who killed Dachsa

his brother], is called Ha or Ham, As. Res. viii. p. 254, and also Pic
Eswara, vi. p. 476, but Jupiter Picus is Cham.
66 Orph. H. 38. In the like way AEacus, the Judge of Hades, who re
peopled with earthborn myrmidons the desolated World, had Three Sons.
One of these, Phocus, was murdered by the other two. From him the land

of the Delphian Oracle was called Phocis, and an Ionian city Phoc-Aia, the
land of Phocus. The word in Latin means a Fire-hearth, Eria or Vesta,
or Fire itself; and the latter sense, rare in ancient books, is vernacular in
Italy now, a strong reason for thinking that it always was. V. Ov. Fast, 6.
v. 301.

-
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death should be ascribed to them.

But still I think the

Heathens would have preserved the unity of their system and
made him fall by the hand of One, like Osiris by Typhon,

and have furthermore made him the Slayer rather than the
Slain, had not the reality of the Fact been otherwise. For
the systematic similitudes of fable are more perfect than the
similitudes which occur in real life.

I therefore believe that

the third son of Noah fell by means of his Elder Brothers.
Not however, by a murder like that by Cain, because,
1st, Their characters and the righteousness of their cause
forbid the idea. 2dly, Because such an event can only be
ascribed with probability to the time when he sacrilegiously
invited them to their Father's tent; but Cham had then no
children, and lived to be the father of several. But I do be

lieve that in subsequent struggles of the Church of God

against the Encroaching Haeresiarch the latter perished;
which was enough to make people represent him as murdered

by his two brothers, instead of being [as he should have been
described] the murderer of Shem. And hence the ethnicizing

Judaism, [called Rabbinical] may have borrowed the violent
death of Cain.

The descent of Cham from Noah, the Man-Bull, and the

pretended revival of Noah in the person of Ninus the son of
Cham, [but by no means as they pretended, of his putative
father Cush, is the solution, in my humble conception, of
that verse which was sung in the mysteries

Taupo, APAKONTOX xx. APAKQN Tavgov IIzruč.
Here again Cham is distinguished as the Dragon, and be it
remembered that from his teeth sprang the Sparti who de

stroyed one another. They were the offspring of Cham after
his transformation into the Dragon, that is, the followers of

his Apostasy. It may be objected, that the Cushim were
sons of Cham, and followers (nay leaders) of his Apostasy,

but that they are not according to me the subjects of the
Dispersion, not Meropes or Sparti. But an answer is fur
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nished by Pherecydes", who says that Minerva gave half the
teeth to AEetes; who is Cush.

These Cuthèan teeth of

Cham fought against the confederated Minya' [that is, Noa
chidae] under Iāson. Hellanicus” relates that the teeth pro
duced only five men, Cthonius, Pelor, Echion, Hyperanor,
Udaeus; and Pherecydes, that these five alone survived: but
I have elsewhere noticed that Cham had FIVE sons, of whom

two were probably twins. It need scarce be added, that the
Dragon Cadmus, and the Dragon whose teeth he sowed, [like
Minos and Taurus, Aristaeus and Melissus, Venus and the

Dove, Iphis or Iphianassa, the Serpent Queen and the Tauric
Goddess, etc.] are one and the same person. The civilia
bella” of the earthborn Sparti and the Fraternae acies of the
CEdipodae are essentially the same, and refer to the Schismatic
War.

Therefore the Great Hunter Actaeon was Grandson of
CHAM.

4. The Hero Cyanippus, the Black Horse, whose fable is
preserved by Parthenius", is the same mighty hunter; al

though the story of Actaeon is in that legend inverted.
6 Ap. Schol. Ap. Rh. Arg. v. 1179. v. Apollod. 1. 9, 23.
69 Schol. Ap. Rh. ibid.
69. Ovid.

7" Erot. c. 10. It is well known that the Ark was continually figured a
Horse or a Cow. The former of these metaphors is taken from the steerage

of a Ship, which is compared to the guiding of a horse with a bridle.
“Behold we put bits in the Horses' mouths, that they may obey us; and

we turn about their whole body. Behold also the Ships which, though so
great, and driven of fierce winds, yet are they turned about with a very small
helm, whithersoever the Governor listeth.”—James, c. iii. v. 3. The sup
posed rudder of Argo is somewhere called 92% 'Afyov, x axivor. Kixng de
notes equally a Ship and a saddle-Horse. And the metaphor which is proper
to the vessel was extended to its Master and the heroes of his Family. Saturn
was a neighing steed; onerariam HIPPUs Tyrius invenit, Plin. N. H. viii.
57; and that Animal was called by a Title peculiar to the founder of Man
kind,
Seu per obliquum similis sagittae
Terruit MANNos.

-

Horace; et vid. Tac. Germ. c. 2. de Manno tres filios habente.

The other type, that of the Ox or Cow, is drawn from the idea of Ploughing,
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IV. With all that Superstition could do for Nim-Rod, we

may be sure that something both of Force and of Policy was
wanting to give him an ascendancy over his five elder brothers,
and to enable him to change the Patriarchal system. And it
is not likely that the field sports of the king should be doubly
recorded in Genesis, while the same laconic record omits all

other particulars of his wonderful life, unless those sports had
a very serious concern in the usurping of his Mightiness.
When the People in the time, as I suppose, of Heber, passed

over the Euphrates or Tigris, they consisted of three Nations,
the Ammonians, Samians, and Iapetidae, under their false
Patriarch Cush [the First-born of Ham], with whom they

had gone a-whoring; and they established their several go
vernments in the Three Cities, Erech, Accad, and Calneh,
where they enjoyed under their own rulers, the Princes of
the Tribes, a large measure of independance, subject however
to a sort of spiritual Federation, and Dependance upon Cush,

the Mediating High-Priest, Chief Judge or Basileus, and
Steward of the Oracle of Ham. This King [himself honoured
with the title of Bel] resided at an High-Place, [with a Palace

and Temple] so called; and this High-Place of Bel, [dedi
*

which hath so close a likeness to navigation; and I have elsewhere noticed
[V. inf. Iasion] that the word Plough, both in Greek and English, means to
navigate. But as the Bull was the leading form in the Cherubim, [which

represented the Triple Deity united with the Man] it was an obvious thing
to confound the Cow Theba, who PLou GHED the deep, with the Divine

Man-Bull who sailed in her wooden womb. Hence the same blending of
ideas extended to the Horse and other emblems, which did not afford the

same reason. Homer often calls ships Ravens [for a manifest reason], and
Ulysses the Great Navigator was called a Crow. Lyc. Cass. v. 794.

With respect to the name Cyanippus, which gave rise to this note, there
is scarce a family in ancient mythology whose names (or if not their names,
their histories) do not contain something about the Horse; and especially the

Black Horse and the White Horse. The great object of the Scriptures being
to separate God's Church from the impure mass of paganism, and their
figures, illustrations, and similitudes, being continually parodied from those
of the gentile mystics, it is probable that in this Topic lies the key to the
visions of Zachary (c. vi.) and John; (Apoc. c. vi.) but it is not therefore
an easy thing to find it.
D
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cated to the worship of Noah according to the infernal rites of
Cham] was commenced by the People under his auspices soon
after their arrival in Mesopotamia, by way of a Centre of

Unity, where the Vicar of the immortal gods might “sit in
the Temple of God, shewing himself that he is God,” and so
prevent any divisions either of Faith or of Civil Empire.
It seems to have been the Policy of Nim-Rod to convert
this Priestly Establishment into a Fourth City or Metropolis,

stupendously fortified, and far surpassing in greatness all the
others, with a view to govern there, first in his Father's name,
and afterwards [despite of primogeniture] in his own, upon"
7. The title Bagotv; was always applied to lawful hereditary monarchs, in
countries where, from the beginning, that institute had prevailed; and the

states that were most democratically governed never seemed to have thought
this form less intrinsically just and proper than their own. Crusades were
often set a-foot xavaxvely ta; Tupayvića, but never xara Austy ra; Baaixtuaç.

And this respect in which Basilies (like Macedon, Epirus, Persia) were held
had no reference to the degree of power enjoyed by the Basileus, whether ab
solute as in Persia, or next to none as in Sparta.

Even the Romans, who

had a superstitious abhorrence of the name Rex, (a name which the most
daring, as well as artful, of traitors, Julius, dared not to assume) were great

King-makers in those countries to which Kingship appertained. They set
up no tyrants in Athens, Carthage, or Marseilles, but gave many absolute
kings to Egypt, Armenia, Numidia, or Commagene.
Tyr-Annis, on the contrary, was the obtaining of individual power in a
free commonwealth by art and intrigue, coupled with military violence. This
was an odious name. No corruptions or moral incapacities in the common
wealth, no virtues or wisdom of the Tyrant, could soften the prejudice of an
tiquity on this head. Those names so justly renowned, of Polycrates, Pei
sistratus, Dionysius, were more hateful in the ears of the antients than those
of an Antiochus Epiphanes or a Ptolemy Physcon. And it was no matter
whether the tyrannus had raised himself on the ruins of a commonwealth, or
of a basily; a Nabis in Sparta was as odious as a Dionysius in Syracuse.
This mode of proceeding called Tyrannis, is the very action or drama of

Nimrod's life, and Phal-Aris was the FIRsT tyrant, saith Pliny (l. vii. c. 57),
and he was certainly Nimrod, whose legend and superstition is full of bulls;
and Busiris is no other,

Some nations, including most of the Colonies of the dispersed, rejected the

kingly title with abhorrence, after its character had been changed for the worse
by Nimrod. But others, including most of those that had belonged (like Egypt)
to the old Asian realm, or were afterwards founded on the continent of what

we call Asia, kept the Basilèa in forms more or less vitiated by the Hunts
man Tyrant. Even now the Tartar kings of China affect in a laughable
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principles more like to those of a Tyrant than to those of his
father's patriarchate, who
-

IIztig ó; itio; jay,

and was revered by the Persians with divine honour, not only
for the sanctity of his life, but for his gentle and benign cha
racter 7”.

This could not be done without a warlike force

devoted to his person, and among a peaceful and united race
the drilling and embodying an host of warriors would excite
open suspicion; there was no enemy to take arms against,
manner the Paternal form of government. Republicanism owes its origin to
hatred of Nimrod and his innovations, and from that feeling the ancients la
boured to uphold that very difficult mode of polity.

The ancient rank of king seems to be divided by Homer (who was no
friend to democracy) into Coiran and Basileus, the former probably a title
belonging to him as Hierarch or Rex Sacrificius, and the latter as Civic Ruler
or Judge. For old Hesiod uses Basileus simply for Judge, and the Latins

Basilicum for a court of Justice. The badge of office from the beginning was
a rod, wand, or sceptre. Ham had one which he left to his son Atri or Cush,
he to Thyestes, and he again to Agamemnon. It was probably an Hermetic
caduceus representing the Serpent twining round the Tree. Moses had also
a sceptre of power, which was turned into a Serpent. Not only Moses, but
all the Princes of the tribes were armed with rods, and also Aäron. Here
we have the hereditary Coiran, and an elective Basileus or Judge, who was
succeeded not by his posterity, but by the Joshuas, Othniels, Samsons, etc.
Aaron was elected to the Hierarchy by the vegetation of his rod, which put
forth both blossom and fruit. Numb. c. xvii.

Now this was either an old and

understood method of acceptance, or a miracle then first performed. Many
of the transactions of the Levitical Church were not new, but derived from the
days of the Adamite and Noëtic Patriarchs; and of this truth the traditions

of the Gentiles afford frequent proof. It is very extraordinary that Achilles,
swearing by his Sceptre, thinks fit to mention that it would never bear leaves
and branches again; a strange and laughable piece of information to the
assembled heroes. But this suggestion may throw light upon it. “I claim
no supremacy, I dispute that of no man; I bear a subordinate and barren
sceptre, not the budding rod of sovereignty. Yet by that sceptre I swear,
"H 4&N’’Ax4xxmo; néSo; #zz, viz: 'Axelay.” v. Serv. in Virg. Ecl. 5. v. 10.
Besides the Coiran or Priest-King, and the Basileus or Civil King, there was
the Whanax or War-King. All these powers Agamemnon enjoyed among
the confederates. The Whanax of the first Babel is the Imperator of the
second.

” Chron. Alex. p. 87, cit. Hyde de V. R. Pers. c. 2. p. 40.
D 2
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and but one nation in the world.

But for several centuries,

which had elapsed since the flood, wild animals must have
multiplied to an enormous extent, as well those which prey
upon the fruits of the earth and annoy the husband-man, as
also those which are deadly to man and beast; in so much
that a specious plea of usefulness offered itself, by which great
numbers of men might be inured to hardships and to a sort of
mimic war, and firmly attached to his own person. I mean,
Hunting: Hunting, I mean, of the Herculean kind, not to
fill the pot or to divert idle hours, but to purge the earth of
savage and dangerous brutes. It will easily be imagined with
what gratitude and admiration the People would regard the
perilous and disinterested labours of the Huntsman Prince, till

they too late discovered that those who owe their safety to the
arms of others are slaves. This forcible seizure of the kingly

power and seat of government, is the first taking of Ilion by
Hercules and Telamon, of which so little is recorded.

To this part of Nim-Rod's policy belongs what Diodorus
hath preserved of Ninus, that Twy yewy xaflwtxua's rov; xça
Tisovs, yuuyazz; 3' avrov, TXslova X?ovoy, avy,Sels arolya's
Trzog waxon affeix xas roxsutroi; wivövvoi 7". With this force

he conquered Babylonia and Armenia; that is to say, he re

duced into his power all mankind, who were then collected
in Mesopotamia, where Cush had fixed his Empire; in the
intermediate countries or stations of their long march; in

those places which they had settled and taken in, between
their arrival in Shinar, and Nimrod's throwing off the mask;

and in Original Armenia. It is added that the king of
Arabia assisted him in his enterprise. This is probably enough

a confusion, arising out of the History of the later Assyrian
dynasties. But Arabia being contiguous to Euphrates, may
have been inhabited by a tribe of old Cush's progeny at that
time; or Arabian may be said according to its etymon and
not geographically. What the etymon is, I do not know;
73 L. 2. c. i.
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nor in what family of languages it should be sought. It is
probably very ancient”, and long anterior to the settlement
of the sons of Ishmaël and Esau in that country. Its earliest
inhabitants seem to have been the Horim, or posterity of Seir,
who were an established people in the time of Abraham
[Gen. xiv. v. 6. xxxvi. v. 20.], and were perhaps of the same

race as the famous dynasty of the Homerites. I conjecture,
that under the Arsacidae these ancient Arabians recovered

their ascendancy in the country, and that to their line may
have belonged an Iamblichus, a Sampsiceramus, and an Aretas;
- Virgil must have regarded it as a portion of Iran or Persis,

where he says of Egypt,
Quâque pharetratae vicinia Persidis urget.

Pliny” divides the course of Euphrates into several parts or
regions, OMIRAs, Euphrates, and ARABIA, and on the left bank
of the part called Arabia was the land of the OREANs; and

elsewhere, speaking” of the same region, he says, Quod iter
est ibi, tenent Arabes Orei. There was an Oreum, and a

people Oritae, in Euboea, and there Orion was said to have
been brought up 77.

But, what is most singular, there was

another Arabia in India, between the Indus and the river

Arabs which separated India from Persia, and on that river

dwelt the Qesirai 7". I therefore imagine that originally the
Arabians were the same as the Horim, Homerites, or Omi
rites. The word Arabia is of doubtful quantity, as
Et domus intactae te tremit Arabiae 79,

74 Arabus, son of Apollo and BABYLoN, is named by Pliny as the In
ventor of Medicine, L. vii. c. 57. Lycurgus the Thracian, who persecuted
Bacchus and his followers, was called an Arab, and his kingdom Arabia.
V. Nonn. L. 20. 21.
75 L. v. c. 19.
76 L. vi. c. 9.

77 Strabo, L. x. p. 649.
78 V. Arrian. Hist. Ind. c. 21.

79 Prop. L. 2. El. x. v. 16.
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and some will fetch it from one Yaarab", who, they say, was
a son of Joktan the Hebrew, meaning, as I suppose, the same
person whom we call Jerah. Upon the whole, I know little
of this matter, but am disposed to think that Diodorus alludes
to a family of Cuthic Magians or Horim, who occupied the
north of Arabia from the very beginning. It is a very strong
thing, that John Tzetzes, not once but twenty times, calls the
host of Memnon Arabians.

To give full effect to his plan, and to render his hunting
expeditions a safe cloak for conspiracy and military training,

it was expedient that they should often be made by night;
and of that curious historical fact the Greek poet who wrote

Cynegeticon has preserved a vestige,
Nuxregiov; a 32Xov; , NvX"/w Tavarixxorov aypy"
Q£ivy Towriso; su%garo Kågå2x50pgwy.
From his time downward, the chase has been the school of

Asiatic war, and the peculiar recreation of Eastern con
querors; and throughout the limits of the Carlovingian Em
pire [if not throughout all Europe] is or has been regarded
as a Royalty.

Upon the birth of Sesostris, his father being forewarned by
Vulcan that the child should be king over all the inhabited
world, did therefore order all the youth who were born on the
* Hyde Vet. Rel. Pers. p. 37.
* Pseud-Opp. Cyn. L. 2. v. 28. It was probably from some Dorian
legends, more friendly to the memory of the king, that Gratius took his
First Hunter, Dercylus;
Arcadium stat fama senem, quem Maenalus altor
Et Lacedaemoniae primum vidistis Amycla,
Per non assuetas metantem retia valles,
Dercylon. Haudillo quisquam se justioregit,
Aut fuit in terris Divöm observantior alter.

Ergo illum primis nemorum Dea finxit in annis,
Auctoremque operi dignata adscribere magno
Jussit adire suas et pandere gentibus artes.
-

Grat, Cyn, v. 100.
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same day to be educated with him in all manner of exercise
and hardship; not being allowed to eat till they had run 180
stadia. With these foster-brothers [avyreopol] he devoted
himself to hunting, and conquered Arabia. He afterwards
undertook to subjugate the whole CEcumenè, or then peopled

world”. This is in substance the same story, and the avy
reopol of Sesostris are the guy?Sets of Ninus. The priests of
Egypt did not blush to place the “King of Kings and despot
of despots” in their own narrow and sequestered valley; but
John Tzetzes, a man who well knew what he was about, tells

us the truth, saying,
"O Agavpiwy Czaixãv; 3 Xerws pl; exalvo;
Twy Agavowy wovapxwy 70%a T7; y?: drag"; *,
and again,
Xsaws pl; ... x0a 40xparw8, @50s roi; Agavpiois.

The Latin poet Pontius Paulinus must have been aware that
Sesostris was not his real name, but only one of his later

mythical titles, when he said,
Et qui regnavit sine nomine, mox Sesoostris".
-

V. When these machinations had obtained sufficient ripe
ness, and the Beginning of his Kingdom, or Tyrannis, had
been founded at Babel upon the ruins of the Basileia, or Pa
triarchate, he seems to have further swelled his force, and

increased the number of followers devoted to him and apostate
from the Nöetic institutes, by making his Metropolis a city
of refuge for all manner of destitute adventurers. Of that we

have mention in the Origins of the Athenians, who ascribe,

according to the manner of all the Colonies, the foundation of
their own city ad Deos potissimum parentes, and pretend that
* Diod. L. l. c. 53.

-

** Tz. Chil. L. 3. v. 83. L. 4. v. 556.

* P. Paul, ap. Auson, Epist. 19.
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the Phlegyan Giant, Theseus, collected into One City the
Tribes of the People, who were previously atopades", xa,
övaayaxx/rol too; to xoivoy Travrwy ovuçspoy, and to promote
this end he invited settlers to his new Metropolis by public
proclamation, Asvg Fre Tavre; Aew. This was said to be his
old form of invitation when he set up the IIay-Aqua"; and
the process was called avvolxia or usrolxix”, by which later
term [ueroixol] strange settlers were always called at Athens.
It was no doubt from the Asylum he offered at his city that
his Temple was called to ArvXoy *. In doing this he dis
solved the separate Prytanies, Senates, and Magistracies of

the respective tribes; or, in other words, he abolished the
federal independence enjoyed in the three patriarchates.
They were, I say, THREE, Csuth, or Cuth, the grandson of
Deucalion, established in Athens a tetrapolis, OEnöe, Mara
thon, Probalinth, and Tricorynth; but this latter means the
metropolis formed from the union of the Three, and agrees
with Babel and Ninus in the two great Tetrapolies of Shinar
and Ashur. CEnöe and Marathon are well known, and Pliny.”
seems to speak of Probalinth as a real place; but I am not
aware that there existed in Attica a place by the name of

Tricorythus or Tricorynthus. It properly means the Acro
polis [Vid. inf. Iasion], which we learn from Thucydides was
in existence before the Synoecia or Pandemia; that is to say,
the High-Place of Bel was established for central worship,
and as a seat for the head patriarch, before the great political
change effected by Nimrod.
An other, and more eminent colony and type of Babel was
said to be founded by one Romulus or Romus, son of Mars and

Ilia, or Rhea. This was fabled to have been begun by means

of a Temple of refuge dedicated to the Asylaean God; where
85 Plut. Thes, c. 23.
86 Ib. c. 24.

87 Thuc. L. 2. c. 15. Plut. c. 23.
* Diod. Sic. L. iv, c. 62.
* L. iv, c. 11.
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they harboured fugitive servants, slaves, and even homicides,

pretending that the Asylum was sanctioned by an Oracle of
PYTHoN *. These refugees being of course mostly males, an
extensive rape of women was committed in order to people the
City; and this act of violence seems to have blown into open

war the growing animosity of the Sabians" against their
Magian rulers.
Allied to the Metoikia and Asylum, is the Cres-fugeton, or

Cretan place of Refuge; of which the name passed current
among the Greeks for an asylum. I am ignorant if any
History, now extant, be attached to the name; but I con
ceive it to relate as well to the Labyrinthus * or Ark of the
first Minos, as to the Asylum or Ark-City of the Second,
which second was GRANDson of Corybas” or Ham. It may

be added that, as the Ark was, by excellence, the asylum or
refuge for those who entered it, Nimrod did, in making the
Tower of Bel a refuge, well observe the plan of mystic simili

tudes. This invention was so far sanctioned” by the Divine
Law as to permit cities of refuge in which the accidental
homicide might seek protection from the unjust vengeance of

kinsmen; and indeed all homicides until such time as they
could obtain a legal and dispassionate trial; but no farther,

nor is any exception made in favour of that class of assassins,

* Plut. Rom. c. ix. Flor. Epit. L. l. c. 1. Liv. L. I. c. 8. Ov. Fast. L. iii.
v. 431.

* Qu. Whether the rape of the Sabin women be not the same transaction,
obscurely related to have happened at Brauron in Attica?
* The mention of this house of Mino-Taurus calls to my recollection the

wouoc Actor of the prototyrant Phalaris, where he kept his bull. A place
so called was between Agrigent and Gela, and its etymon is said to be wicked,
cruel; but this is a wretched explanation, and the meaning is the Asylum,
or Sanctuary, within whose pale the law does not extend, which is without

the law. An High-place of Sanctuary cannot be more perfectly defined than
by those words, Ecnomus Lophus. It is true that the Tower of the Bull
was a place of Human Sacrifice as well as an Asylum. V. Diod. Sic. L. 19.
c. 108.
93 Diod. Sic. iv. c. 60.

* Numb. xxxv. v. 12, Deut. xix, wss, 5 and 6.
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whom our Law distinguishes from others by reason of the
recent excitement of their murderous passions. Not such
was the scandalous asylum instituted at Babel, adopted by
the nations, and retained under the assumed name of Chris

tianity by their crimson Queen.
VI. Thus, by the joint efforts of religious imposture; the

arms of warlike hunters; and the assemblage of desperate
refugees from the various states, was an empire begun, which

extended probably before its dismemberment from the Indus"
to the Nile and Don.

This was the realm of the Asi, or

Daemon Gods revered by the Goths or Cuthim, and after
wards when the race of men was broken into three parts by a
triple confusion of tongues, and the earth was in conformity
therewith divided into three arbitrary portions, that portion
which comprehended the old PAMPHYLIAN kingdom, was
honoured with the name of Asia.

This Asia was the ancient

Maha-Badian or Great Buddhic empire of Iran, against the
government and capital of which the famous Iliac war was

undertaken by the confederate Hellenists; and that empire
the Achaemenid kings of Iran justly identified with their
own”. So, we are told by Herodotus, r, AXIHN racay
#wirwy youtgow sival IIaggai was re are: Caoixévovros ".
Concerning the naming of the Three parts of the earth, Asia,
Libya, Europè, the same historian has a curious passage *,

shewing the obscurity in which those ancient titles are in
volved; but from which we learn that Asia was called after
Asias the son of Cotys (or Cuth), the son of Manes (or Ham).
Asia, then, is the realm of Nimrod. Ignorant of this, and
looking for natural divisions, people were led to quarrel with
that division which separated Egypt from Africa or Libya.
But this was not opinion, it was fact. Egypt was a portion
3% Herod. iv. c. 45.
96 V. Herod. L. i. c. 4.
97 Herod. ix. c. 116.
* L. iv. c. 45.
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of the Asian realm; and is specified" among the dominions
of Ninus, who conquered Twy Aglay draway rqv gyros Tzvai'05
xx, Neixov. The kingdom of the Pharaohs was not a colony
of the Dispersed [as Europa and Libya were] but a dismem

bered province of that realm. When, at the ruin of Babel,
the realm of the Asi was reunited in the hands of the Ninevite

Scythians, Egypt by its power and local advantages stood out;
but the Iranian Lords always had an eye to it, and it was

successively conquered by Nebuchadnezzar, Cambyses, and
Alexander.

.

There are even some slight reasons for doubting whether
Thrace and Macedon were not, in this sense, strictly Asiatic; for
the Historian says, that before the Trojan war" the Mysians
and Teucrians had extended their empire to the banks of the
Penéus, which would therefore seem to have been the limit of

king Priam's [or Cush's] kingdom. But this account should
not I think be hastily adopted: it flows from the literal ac

ceptation of Homer's allegory, by which Achilles the dis
affected Greek was fabled to reside in Thessaly. By making
him an intermediate power and frontier to both the others his
wavering policy was explained. But it will presently be our
business to demolish the literal sense of Homer more effectu

ally, if we can, than Mr. Bryant did.
The limits of the ancient Catholic realm seem to have been
held in some veneration by the Gentiles; for the Indians hold

it an impious thing to extend their arms beyond the river
Indus, and are forbidden ever to revisit [in a body] the

country from which they came; and in the oldest times the
Indian king Staurobates, though strenuous in the defence of

his own limits, is fabled to have respected" those of the Ba
99 Diod. Sic. L. 2. c. 2.

-

100 Herod. vii. c. 20. and compare Isocrates on the ancient limits of Thrace,
Paneg. c. 19. Thrace appears to have been a Scythian country; and its de
rivation from Tiras, son of Japhet, is in the most drivelling style of etymolo
gizing.
101 Diod, L, 2. c. 19.

f
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bylonian queen Semiramis. Something may also be remarked
upon the limits of the Prophetic Monarchies. When Cam
byses, having completed the restoration of Iran in its due
limits, by the conquest of Egypt, attempted to push onwards
into Cush and the isles of the Desert, he was put to utter

confusion. When his successors Darius and Xerxes sought
to subjugate the free Scythians of Europe and the Hellenes
they were memorably and wonderfully foiled, and [in the case
of Greece] by no seemingly adequate human means. On the
other hand, the attempts of the Ionians to establish their
haeretical creed and republican polity on the shores of the
Magian Empire metwith no favour from what is called Fortune.
When the great Alexander, having taken in the whole realm
of the Maya; Baaixsus from Nile to Indus, sought to push
beyond that river and its tributaries into regions which
neither Nimrod nor Darius had ever ruled, his subjects re
volted, and a disastrous retreat led him back to the primaeval
city, where the mystic goblet of Hercules awaited him; of
him it might be said more truly than of Achilles,
Kearnta Baxxov Burara, ".
To Rome it was not given to overpass the Euphrates for the

purpose of conquest, which the Usurper Octavius probably
knew from the Sibylline books and other prophecies, when he
prescribed by his will", coercendum intra terminos impe

rium. When the great Crassus, the conqueror of Spartacus,
[whom Cicero's jealous spleen, and afterwards the flatteries
of the Caesareans, have caused men to undervalue] attempted

it, he perished miserably with his army; and the Sassanidae

in like manner chastised the presumption of Julian. We
have seen that when the Seventh Head” of the Beast col

* Lycophron. Pseud-Homer. Od. xxiv. v. 74, etc.
* Tac. Ann. 1. c. xi.

" Vid. Apoc. c. xiv. I fully agree in thinking, that it has been morally
demonstrated that the Seventh Dynasty to “continue a short space” was
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lected all his force, in order to transgress the limits of the

Fourth Monarchy and spread himself over the large realms of
Japhet, his power was taken away and all his counsels con
founded.

-

. .. . . . . . . . . . . * * *
... .

. . . to *

*

* *-

:

VII. That all nations are but fragments of one Universal
State is a truth carefully preserved in the name of one Asiatic
people, the PAM-PHYLIANs. And in this sense does Plato, in
the Tenth of his Commonwealth, give to one Er, the son of
Armenius, the epithet of Pamphylian; meaning thereby the
ruler of the Universal Nation before the Division.

As Noah

was by excellence the Armenian, for he Lived there, Em
barked there, Landed there, and there again Lived, and Died
there, being no party to the Emigration, the words of Plato

may apply to Ham his son; and they are equally true of
Cush, and of Nimrod : but of whom he doth actually speak
we shall hereinafter shew. [Infra, Homer.] Alle-Manni
is a Teutonic name exactly coinciding with IIzu?vxoi. Who
or what the people called Pamphylians were I do not make
out. From Troy, they wandered about with the Prophet
Calchas", as Pausanias relates; and I find in the poet

that which rose and fell with Napoleon.

But I cannot subscribe to the rea

soning by which it is argued that this seventh head “is the eighth, one of
the Seven” that is to revive. The “wounding” of the Head is irrelevant;

for the heads, in their turns, FALL, that is, are lopped off or amputated, and
up springs another; and when the Seventh falls, the Beast lies, for a short
space, a lifeless and acephalous trunk; Then HIs wound [not ITs wound]
is healed, by the pullulation of an eighth head, which is however the same as

one of the seven former ones. Nothing here points to one more than to other,
but common sense must point out the sixth and seventh." I believe of pre

ference that the Sixth or that of the Carlovingian Caesars is meant, and that
the House of Lorraine will receive power from the Dragon; at any rate it
stands equal between them, so far as that text is concerned.
* Paus. L. 7. c. 3. Herod. vii. c. 91. There was a tower in Pamphylia,
between the tombs of Amphilochus and Mopsus, on the River Pyramus,
which was called the Tower of Megarsus the Daughter of Pamphylus,
IIv£ywy bro wrigyna II.xpd?vNov xogns;

and the Tower, autus oxuo, is itself called Megarsus. Lycophr, 442.
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Quintus a fuller account, that Amphi-Lochus [the prophet
son of Amphi-Araus] and Calchas, refused to set out upon the
Nosos, foreseeing the visitation of the Scattering, and being
destined to settle in the land of the Pam-Phylians and Cili
clans,

rola" yap may ”

Airpov autorsposaly, #5 aro r, No6 yams,
IIzupuxwy KIXIxwy re Tori wroxie%a vasa'ai.
As the unity of mankind was noted in this, so was their di
vision into three families in the name Triphylians; and the
Triphylian Jove presided over them. The island of Tri
Phylian Jove was called Panchaia or the Whole Earth; in
Thrace, too, was the Pangaean Hill, or Mount of the Whole

Earth; and near Amphipolis of the same country dwelt the
Pan-Aians" or Omniterraneans. Ai-Olia doth also signify
the Whole Earth. All Kings are but types or imitations of

the King of the Whole World; which is clearly evinced by
the use of the Globe as a regal insigne, by Princes in whose

empire was

never thought of Nim-Rod
was the first who wore a crown, and this appears to have been
an image, not of the globe or little world, but of the Heavens
countries universal

or great world; for we read that he made it in imitation of
one which he had seen in Heaven". The helmet Koryth
Aiolus, or of the whole earth, is a crown military, belonging
to the Tyrannis, and relating to the domination of the earth;

the Diadema”, Mitre, or Tiara, was Hierarchic, and

pro

claimed to all beholders the King of Heaven or his Vicar.
* Quint. Sm. L. xiv. v. 367. See the end of my chapter Populifugia,
infra.

10, Steph. Byz. in Voce.
* Eutych. Annal. p. 63.64. Ebn. Amid. p. 29, cit. Un. Hist, vol. i.
-

100 V. Sueton. Titus, c. 5.

-

CASTES.

I. NoTHING is more important in searching out the origin
of Nations than the matter of Castes, that is to say, of distinct
hereditary degrees in society; nor has the author of the
Origin of Pagan Idolatry done any greater service than in
those Chapters" where he has evinced that this division was

effected in the first or Maha-Badian kingdom of Iran; that
the Higher Degree [or Degrees] was composed of the tribe

of Cush, themselves a mighty people, families of whom were
appointed to rule the other tribes, as anakim or kings, as
priests, and as warriors; that the House of Cush being noble,
and being the salt with which all the others were seasoned,
was singly constituted and not thus graduated; but that all
other tribes, being all either fragments or colonies of this first

empire, were thus divided.
II. That this system originated with Nimrod, there are
many unequivocal testimonies. Iön, as the Athenians re

corded, son of Csuth (or Cuth), son of Hellen, son of Deu
calion [or Noah], after his father Csuth had established the
Four Cities or Tetrapolis, did separate the people into four

classes", yawpyol, 37/480/01, isporoiot, puxaxes, husbandmen,
artificers, priests, soldiers. But the law-giver, son of Cush
and great grandson of Noah, is Nimrod.
It was at the beginning of the Fourth (the present or iron)
age, that the son of the fourteenth Menu became king over
* O. P. I. L. vi. c. 3 and 4 vol. iii. This is not a quotation; the words
are all my own, but are intended to give the general result.
* Strabo, viii. p. 556.
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ALL MANKIND”, instructed them in morals and religion, ar
ranged their various duties, and allotted to them the means
of subsistence, namely, the Sword, Learning, Agriculture,
Commerce, Cattle-feeding. And in conformity with this he
established the four classes of Brahmens, Cshatris, Vaisyas,
and Sudras. Upon this I observe, that Nimrod was the first
and only King over all mankind. Paganism in the East has
(perhaps owing to its surviving so many ages later) run into
such extravagance, and so far outlied the daring mendacity
of Greece, that [however precious the facts] the numbers,

distances, dates, and successions, are in general little worth
scrutinising. But so it is, that upon Pagan principles, Nim
rod was Fifteenth or Son of the Fourteenth *; he was son of

Cush the Twelfth; but I believe it was customary to place
before Adam another Personage, who was in truth the
Creating Father of Adam and true origin of things, a per
sonage corresponding with Acmon the Father of Uranus",
Tw rapióryavt. AKMONIAHN =#axey,
a name indicating Creation or Fabrication; and confounded
on some occasions with Ammon; and it certainly was also an
usual thing to regard Noah as two persons, with respect to
his Antediluvian and Postdiluvian lives.

With these al

lowances the number is strictly correct.
Minos" founded castes, and ordered Bizomaja,

%%is xarx

78% ryy toxiv, xa, to u2%uoy &ragoy alyai, was to yawpyaw.
* Acharya or the Jains, ix. As. Res. 259.
4 Dicaearchus says, That a King of Assyria, the fourteenth in succession
from Ninus, by name Chaldaeus, having gathered together the people called
Chaldaeans, built Babylon upon the Euphrates. Ap. Steph. Byz. Xax3aloi.
I believe they were all Nins, and all Bels; but here you have the fourteenth.
5 Callim. ap. Etym. M. axlaw, et vide Simmiae Rhodii Alam. Antimachus
has these lines,

Atx%ir 3: 8pitavy relaywy aro Ančic targo:
Ovpayou Axwovičw Nazio; Kgowog writervato.
Plut. Quaest. Rom, p. 275.
6 Arist. Pol. vii. c. 10.

s
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This is the Second Minos, grandson of Ham the Chief Cory
bant.

-

-

-

Sesostris" instituted the like in Egypt; but Sesostris is no
other than the first and only Universal King and Conqueror,
whom the Egyptians (like many other nations) appropriated to
themselves; and with more truth, for, among other countries,
he was king of Egypt. For the pretended Egyptian con

-queror there is no place in history. The man called Theseus
and Romulus introduced castes, and he was surely Nimrod.
But more of this presently.
In the mystic island Panchaea" [or of the whole Earth],
where was the Mount of the Gods, or the Olympus of the
Three Tribes, the people were classed in three degrees—

Priests, Husbandmen, and Soldiers.

Dependent on the

Priests were the handicraftsmen, and the Shepherds were
classed with the soldiers.

*

• *

: *

.

III. That the Cushim did constitute the higher or go
verning class of mankind may be evinced in various ways.
And firstly, and most generally, from its appearing that the
Scythian or Cuthic nations are those which have no positive

castes or degrees, but are all equally noble. Of this principle
Spain affords an example, where the Celts of Biscay, and
Goths of Asturia, being unmixed with Moorish blood, are all
noble and styled Hidalgo. Of this Cuthic line appear to be
the Goths, Teutons, or Germanas, the Chinese, and most of

the Orientals professing Buddhism, and, above all, the Free
Scythians commonly so called. ...And here I must, I fear,
correct Mr. Faber, who makes the Free Scythians (as distin
guished from the Ruling Caste in the mixed nations) the

same as the Royal Scythians. But the Royal Scythians were
but one tribe of the Free or Proper Scythians, sprung from
the YoUNGEST 9 son of Targitäus or Hercules, son of Iov E;
Arist. Pol. vii. c. 10.
* Diod. Sic. L. v. c. 45.
* Herod. iv. c. 5, c. 10.
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which youngest son was named Colaxais or Scytha. The
river Gerrhus divided the Royal Scythae io from the Scythe
Nomades. They were the PostERITY of Nimrod.
The word Cush, or at least many that plainly derive from
it, denotes a priest, in six or seven languages of most remote
and distinct countries, as Mr. Faber observes". It may be
added, that the profession of the Sword, in the sacred books
of the Jains, is termed Asi", the name of the Cuthèan or

Gothic Gods; and that the appellation of those who followed
that profession is Cush-Atri, the later being a title of that

patriarch. They were also called Raja-Poots, that is, the
Family of King Buddha.
I have observed another curious confirmation of this truth

in a passage otherwise quite inexplicable. Dictys of Crete",
or rather the Roman author falsely so called, declares that
the assembled Greeks when they went against Ilion hired
ScyTHIANs as leaders of their expedition. The Supremacy

of the Cushim is strongly marked in a place of Isäiah, where
he calls them, for their habits of war, hunting, and pasturage,
“the inhabitants of the desert;” and opposes them to the
Chaldees, or Nahorid Shemites".

Behold the LAND of the

CHALDEEs! This people were of no account. [THE Assy
RIAN founded it for the inhabitants of the desert, THEY raised
the watch-towers, they set up the palaces thereof.] This
people [the Chaldees] has reduced her [Sidon] to a ruin".
These Chaldees were the chief population of Babylonia after
the confusion of Babel, and the most favoured subjects of the
great Nebuchadnezzar. Their dialect of Hebrew is used by
Daniel and other Holy writers.
10 Herod. vii. c. 56.

* O. P. I. vol. iii. p. 495.
* As. Res. ubi supra.
13 L. 2. c. 10.

* These Chaldees are very justly termed by Pausanias “the Hebrews

above or beyond Palaestine,” among whom the Babylonian Sibyll resided.
Paus. Phoc. L. x. c. 12.

* Isai. c. xxiii. v. 13. Lowth, 57.
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IV. It has been observed that there are not more than

three real classes, whatever number of arbitrary subdivisions
might be made. The Highest Caste might be subdivided
into Three parts, the Royal Family, who were the Chief
Priests and Generals in Chief; the Priesthood; and the Mili

tary. The lowest might split into all the variety of mechanical
arts, or TeXyal Gayavaal. And in some countries an inclination

might prevail to push the system further, and establish here
ditary guilds, or companies of trades.
In the histories of Theseus and Romulus we are struck

with finding Three Tribes, and Three Castes; and probably
the Original institution had some connexion with the division
of men into three families. But I am unable to carry the
remark further; or to shew what pursuits were principally
followed by those three several tribes before the breaking up
of the monarchy.
It may be thought that there can be, essentially, but two
divisions, the rulers and the ruled. But in many Societies
Husbandry was regarded with honour. Among the Romans
a Patrician hero was proud of the plough, and in the Homeric
age we read of a A10; Xu Gwang, which epithet belongs to the
Noble race, and among others to the Pelasgi, And as hus
bandry was a business open to the inferior degrees of people,

an approximation might thus take place, and a middle rank
grow up.

V. It is however to be considered, that some modification

of this system prevailed even among Scythian peoples. Among
those who had similar distinctions Herodotus mentions @##!xas

x2 >xoSz; ", which last word, in the Greek of his day, ex
clusively means the Free Scythians. The Romans had forms
closely resembling the system we speak of, although I con

ceive that people to have been of Scythian origin; and we
find it in Greece, of which the inhabitants were certainly Pe
* L. 2. c. 167.
E 2
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lasgi, mixed afterwards with other families of Ham from
Canāan and Egypt.

The Royal or Nimrodian party consisted not only of the
aspiring family of Cush, but of all the volunteers who flocked
to the Asylum, and joined the adventurous banners of the
Hunter. In a system dictated by pride and supported by
superstition, these would not readily be admitted to an
equality with the Heliadae, Gods, or Sons of Cush. Yet to
invite them, with no offers of reward or privilege, would be

absurd; and hence may have originated an order of Equites,
being an intermediate rank given to the usroixoi or refugees.
But it is observable that certain similitudes, or methods of

conformity, were delightful to the minds of men in those
days; of which we have a striking instance, in the fact, that,

Nimrod when compelled to go out from Shinar, founded a
Triad of cities, governed by one vast Metropolis, in a form
precisely answering to the original establishment in Shinar;
although the circumstances which gave rise to the first Te
trapolis were, as it will be seen, no longer applicable. I believe
that he likewise introduced among the body of his own peculiar
people a system of degrees formally similar to, though vitally
distinct from, that of the mixed tribes.

There was an hie

rarchy even among the Gods, and Positive Equality could

never please such a systematic head as his. These distinc
tions, not unlike those of our own country, were variable, and
persons of inferior degree elevated to them as occasion might
require, without the existence of any incapacity or essential
disparagement. So did the feudal system exist among the
warlike Goths", but with all the reality of freedom. .
When Theseus” divided the people into Eupatridae, noble;
Geomori, landholders, and Demiurgi, handicraftsmen, [of
whom the first took cognizance of things sacred, and fur
nished magistrates, and expounded Law and Religion to the
* See Pinkerton upon that Nation.
is Plut. Thes, c. 24.

-
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other citizens] he established them QuAsi Equal, the first
however exceeding in dignity, the second in use, and the last
in number.

-

Romulus" established a body of Senators or Patricians;
another of Equites; and the residue were common people.
But when more senators were wanted they were inscribed by
the Kings or Consuls; and the Knights were enrolled by the
Censors according to their property, corresponding therein
with the Geomori of Theseus.

One distinction of rank, however, must have been inflexibly
hereditary, even among the children of Cush, that of the
Royal Family. Agreeably to which we find that the Roman
Consuls were for a long time Patricians, and the Athenian
archons Eupatridae.
VI. The drift of all this is to resist the notion that ancient

Greece was inhabited by the sons of Japhet, speaking a dif
ferent language from their rulers. But this absurd notion is
in effect contradicted by the very person who maintains it;
for he says, “In fact the Scuths, even previous to the dis
persion, must, on the principles of feudalism, have been so
generally intermixed with the other tribes, that such as were
Lords of Japhet would receive the language of Japhet, etc.”
In so much, that not a soul in the country, high or low, could
have spoken the language of Ham. But we have no record of

any other language having ever been written or spoken in
Greece; and the old dialect of the Ammonian tongue remains

in the country to this day, less corrupted than the Latin
dialect in Italy.

I say we have no record of any other; for

the words ascribed by Homer to the Gods are words of that
same language; and relate either to some very ancient
[perhaps antediluvian] dialect thereof, or to some particular

phrases used by the Cushim. As they were the Priests, and
* V. Liv. L. 1. etc.
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these words mostly relate to religious names”, the latter is
perhaps most probable. How can it be true that Greece was
peopled with Iapetidae, and yet, that there neither is nor ever
was a language of that people spoken in the country? And
this we are to credit, because a man was called Javan, and

a certain portion or sect of the Greek people were called
Iaones.

VII. If castes were introduced among a race who had
formerly enjoyed equality, we should expect to find that the
old days of liberty would be commemorated among men; and
if Nimrod were the founder of this institution, that such
commemoration would relate back to a period anterior to the
age in which he lived.
\
And we do find it accordingly. For, at Rome a festival
-

was held to commemorate the pristine equality of mankind;
and this was not a positive equality, but one of Class, being

that of the free man and the serf. This ceremony obtained
at the feast of Saturn, and was said to have alluded to the

equality of the human race in his days. But Saturn was
Noah, and his Golden Age was the period between the flood
and the great schisms brought about by the sons of Ham”,
when Mankind dwelt in Peace under the shade of the Patri

archate”. Kai 312 Taro awayTaxov xgoros xas a 2, xa, Taibia,
xx. iroriuix tragi was 3ovXois was $xsu%pois' 33aig yag är £uou
Bouxos

w.

Regni Ejus tempora felicissima feruntur cum

propter rerum copiam, tum etiam quod nondum quisquam
20 As Myrina, Briareus, Xanthus, Moly. The last mentioned plant,
which they used in their inchantments, they deterred the rest of the people
from gathering. V. Od. x. v. 305.
at Uranus and Gaya, Adam and Eve, presided over the Golden Age of
-

the first world, which happy state was destroyed by Ophion and Eurynome,

the Old Serpent and Eve Apostate. Saturn and Rhea, Noah and his Consort,
over the second Golden Age, and that was destroyed by Jove, Ammon, or
Cham.

2* Luc. Sat, c. 7.
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Servitio vel Libertate discriminabatur”; quae res intelligi
potest, quod Saturnalibus tota servis licentia permittitur.
The age in question was not only one of civil equality, but of
uninterrupted peace, wherefore.” Saturnalibus bellum sumere
nefas habitum. Cum Latiar”, hoc est Latinarum solemne
concipitur, item diebus Saturnaliorum, sed et cum Mundus
patet, nefas est praelium sumere; quia, nec Latinarum tem
pore, quo publicè quondam induciae inter populum Romanum
Latinosque firmatae sunt, inchoari bellum decebat, nec Saturni
festo qui sine ullo tumultü bellico creditur imperåsse, etc.

This notion was adopted by the Church of Rome, who pro
claimed from time to time what was called the Peace of God,
and a similar superstition had nearly crushed” the first efforts
of the Asmonaeans. A superstition it is; for God has no
Peace for men at present, he has brought none into the world,
but a sword, of which the last days of the Gentiles will witness
the most awful ravages; of Peace, there is but the hope and
the final promise. She is the Dove that sits at a distance”,

in the clefts of the rock” and in the secret places of the stairs.
Quakers, and other such fanatics, are weak minds, seeking to
believe what they wish, instead of making it their DUTY to
believe that which Is.

*

-

-

The same rites obtained in Greece, and especially at Athens;
Maxuma pars Graiöm Saturno, et maxumè Athenae
Conficiunt sacra, quae Cronia esse iterantur abillis”;
*3 Maer. L. 1. c. 7. et v. Justin. L. 43. c. 1.
24 Ib. c. 10.
25 Ib. c. 16.
26 V. 1. Macc. c. 2.
27 Ps. 56.

* Cant. c. 2. v. 14. After the re-establishment of Theocracy, “Nation
shall not lift up the sword against Nation; neither shall they learn war any
more.” Isai. c. 2. Lowth, p. 5.
* Acc. Ann, ap. Macr. 1. c. 7. v. Hesych. in Voce Kgoviz. Baton of

Sinope said that the Saturnalia were top"'Exxwww.vatn, and were called in
Thessaly the Pelorian feast, ap. Athen. xiv. c. 45. The like were celebrated
at Traezen, Crete, and at Babylon under the name of Sacaea. Athen, ib
c. 44.
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and the poet adds, that there also the Masters and Slaves
supped together, nay, that the masters waited on their
slaves.

* *

• * *-*

-

The Grecian Saturnals were held in June or July; but
those of the Romans on the 14th of the Kalends of January,
or 17th of December, and lasted one week; Érra” way justwy
* Traga Cartasia. Julius Caesar" carried them back to the
fifteenth, and is said to have increased the number of days
from one to three, and the remaining days were not in
strictness called Saturnalia but Sigillaria, from certain little
human figures made of wax and plaister” which were given

on those days. So says Macrobius; but the same writer
observes that ancient opinion was in favour of their lasting a
week, and cites from a writer of Atellan comedies,

Olim expectata veniunt Septem Saturnalia.

This is worthy of notice; as it seems to correspond with the
old mystery of the Mundane Week. A poet [who from his
sycophant character had probably access to the archives of
state] wrote soon after the completion of the Seventh Century
ab urbe condità,

Ultima Cumaei venit jam carminis aetas
Jam redit et Virgo, redeunt SATURNIA regna.
The Seventh day was appointed to Israel for their Saturnals,
and was dedicated to Seatur or Saturn by our Gothic fore
fathers; and as that Sabbath is expressly referred to the
Seven Periods of Creation, probably the Septem Saturnalia of
the Romans have that import. For certainly the Romans,
faithful to the theory of cyclic recurrence, gave to the Golden
Age of Noah or Saturn certain attributes which belonged to

that of Adam or Uranus, especially the living upon sponta
30 Luc. Sat. c. 2.
31 Macr. L. l. c. 10.

32 Arte fictili. The things with which the modern Romans pelt one
another at carnival.

*

*
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neous fruits without labour. The Seventh Year was given to

Israel to commemorate that very circumstance, namely, the
holidays of the Earth, before the “ground was cursed,” and in
that year their HEBREw slaves were set free”. But on the
completion of seven times seven years, that which ensued was
set apart for general rejoicing and repose, and to proclaim
Liberty * throughout ALL THE LAND. These commemo
rations were not alone to keep alive the remembrance of past
blessings, but the hope of the Future also, and to preach the
acceptable year of the Lord.

The Saturnals beginning the 17th and ending after the
23d of December, seem closely to coincide with the sports of
Yule, in the course of which the Church of Rome found it

expedient to celebrate the Nativity of our Saviour; an event
which we know from the Pollio of Virgil was closely connected
in the Ideas of the heathens with the paradisaical reign of

Saturn, and not without just reason, and ample warrant of
Scripture to the same effect. The Kpovia Boéz” of the Greeks
are our Christmas presents; and the Yule-dough *, or little

human images of paste, which our ancestors were wont to
distribute on that occasion, are the same as the Oscilla, or

Sigilla", after which the Saturnals were named Sigillaria,
and which were symbols of Piacular Human Sacrifice. The
God Yule or Ioul, or at least the first who bore that title,

was Saturn; meaning the Son, or Seed of the Woman. For
Saturn I believe was named from the promised Seed, and the

word may be analysed thus, Sat-Our-In, The Seed, the
Glory, the Son, and the name Sat-Ur-Ninus brings us still
more nearly to the filial title of the First King. Sat-Ur is
used to mean full-fed, for the drift of which I refer the reader

to what I have elsewhere said concerning the Wealthy or All
•

* '.….

,, ,

33 Ex. xxi. v. 2.
34 Lev. xxv. v. 10.

35 Luc. Cronosol. c. 15, 16.
36 Brand. Pop. Ant. p. 180.
37 Macrob. L. l. c. xi.

. .

.
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Devouring power; a saturando Saturnus dictus”. To fetch
his name from Sowing in husbandry seems very absurd, when
the peculiar boast of his reign, as given to us by the poets,
was the absence of that labour. Men lived either upon fruits
or dxpoègva, or upon spontaneous crops.
Arbuteos fructus montanaque fraga legebant”

Cornaque et in duris harentia mora rubetis
Et, quae deciderant patula Jovis arbore, glandes;
Mox etiam fruges tellus INARATA ferebat.
But 40,

Postguam Saturno tenebrosa in Tartara misso
Sub Jove mundus erat . . . . . . .
Semina tum PRIMUM longis Cerealia sulcis
Obruta sunt.

That is, when Noah [considered as Adam] was expelled by

Ham [considered in the joint light of Satan and Cain] tillage
began, and Sweat became the price of Food. The Name,
which indeed comes a satü, means the Seed, not the Sower;

and the etymology, raga rmy Xaffy", quae membrum virile
declarat, is to the same effect, but worded in the spirit of the
Ithyphallic Apostacy in the Tent. The title Sat-Our or
Sat-tir was given to many, and corresponded with the notion
upon which all the Gods or Demigods, Avatars, or Avantaras,
were formed. The Satyrs were compounded of the Man and
the obscene Ammonian Goat.

We read in a curious tract of

uncertain age”, Saturni dicuntur familiarum nobilium regum
qui urbes condiderunt, senissimi. And this agrees well with
the doctrine, that there were three Ninusses * at the head of

the three Assyrian dynasties. Indeed, it may be doubted if
* Fulg. Myth. L. 1. c. 2.

* Ov. Met. L. 1. v. 104. v. Plat. Dial. Polit. p. 35. vol. 6. Bip.
40 Ib. v. 123, etc.
41 Macrob. L. 1. c. 8.

-

* Xenoph. de AEquiv. Antw.1552, p. 8.
43 O. P. I. vol. iii. L. vi. c. 2.
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the title did not belong to every Scythian king of Ashur
Niniveh, as one of similar import does to the rulers of Thibet;

for the famous Sardanapalus, the LAst prince of the second
dynasty, was so called by the poet Phoenix of Colophon,
'Ayne Niyo; Ti; #yeyer w; #yw xxval"
Agavpios, etc.
But certainly Annius of Viterbo, who published this tract,

never thought of any such thing.
That Saturn was the first Ioul appears farther from this,
that the Cronian feast of the Greeks was held in that month

of the year which the Romans dedicated to
Julius, a magno deductum nomen IUL0.
The Latin poet, ignorant of Greek orthography, confuses the
name with that, Whilus,

Ilus erat dum res stetit Ilia regno.
It is not very clear why this month was selected, but I believe
the College of Priests knew that the Quintile month was
sacred to Yule.

This month was the First of the Year with

the Athenians, so that it

would seem that the End and Re

newal of time was generally chosen for the holiday of Yule or
Saturn. As the Romans named the fifth month of their old

year after Yule, so did our forefathers style the first day of
August, the Yule of August", and Lamb-Mass; which is
equivalent to Christmas.

The Heathens celebrated the Yule or Cronia" “with jest
and folly, drinking, shouting, playing, diceing, naming kings,
feasting of slaves, singing naked, violent plaudits, and being
chucked head foremost into cold water with their faces

blacked.”

In these edifying sports we may discover our

* Ap. Athen. L. 12. c. 40.
* Brand. pop. Ant. App. p. 403.

* Luc. Sat. c. 2, #y zarogyaxton, Nixoyki Gaaixiv: Arr. Diss. Epict L. 1.
c. 25. s. 8.

-
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Christmas gambols, Mumming, Twelfth-night Kings, and
Lords of Misrule. And it seems as if the rulers of the people,
while they tolerated the yearly celebration of Nöetic freedom,
rather encouraged the turning of it into all excess and disorder,
so as to exhibit the ancient purity as an object of loathing and
ridicule, rather than a delightful reminiscence coupled with
hope. Not so the Divine Lawgiver when he instituted his
jubilee.
VIII. A few more words upon Castes. The highest caste,
or at least the most revered portion thereof, was the sacer
dotal. This seems, like most of the pagan institutes, to be a
corruption of one that really came from God. Jehovah was
called the God of Shem, and was said to dwell in his tents;

whereby the priestly functions would seem to be given, in
general words, to his posterity; as it afterwards was in more
strict terms to the family of his remote descendant Aaron.
Indeed, before that limitation of the general promise had
taken place, another had by some means become known among

men, that, by which it was confined to the offspring of Heber.
For, when Abraham sojourned in the land of Canaan, there
was, among the usurpers of that sacred territory, a Pentapolis,
or league of five states [Hebrews", as I conjecture, of the line
**

*

* Joktan was the younger brother of Peleg: now, it is written, “And
thine Elder sister is Samaria; and thy Younger sister is Sodom and her
daughters.” Ez. c. xvi. v. 46. Of the two lines of Pelagian Hebrews, that
of Ephraim-Joseph was elder than that of Judah: but Sodom and her four
daughters, being of the blood of Joktan, were younger than either. The
garden of Eden has disappeared, and the place of its site is occupied by the
lake of Van; and Sodom, with three of her dependent cities was submerged

in the Mare Mortuum, of which event, and not as drivellers have imagined
of the Great Flood, Pliny speaks, saying, Joppe Phaenicum antiquior terra
rum inundatione; but the Vale of Sodom is a type of the Garden of the
Lord, Gen. c. xiii. v. 10. Now, Paradise shall be restored in the new earth
after the millenium, Rev. c. xxii. v. 2: and so likewise, before it, when the
Lord comes to restore both Israel and Judah, the cities of Sodom shall be

recalled from the pit in which they are now submerged. Ezek. c. xvi. v. 53,
55, 61.

The rebellious apostates who were swallowed up with Paradise in
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of Joktan], who seem to have joined the Rephaim of Basan,
and other tribes of Cushim, in revolting against the Kings of
Iran. It seems probable to me that they construed, or affected
to construe, the promises made to “Shem, the father of all the
sons of Eber,” in their own favour, and vindicated to them

selves a right to that land which was set apart for the Lord's
inheritance. No other way can I account for the very extra
ordinary name of Shem-Eber, King of Zeboiim. They were
right in resisting the claim of the kings of Iran, and up
holding those of Shem and Heber; and to that [though their

own claim was false] they perhaps owed the powerful assistance
of Abraham and his allies. The same conviction, that Jehovah
of Shem-Eber was to be born out of the Pentapolis of the Vale
of Jordan, and the fear of its becoming entirely frustrate by
the destruction thereof, was also the exciting cause to the
incest of the children of Lot. This is more likely, than that
they should have mistaken the deluge of the vale of Siddim
for an universal one, and entirely forgotten the oath which
God had sworn by Iris and the Waters of Styx. To the
issue of these illicit embraces were given the names Am
mon and Moab, both of which are, I believe, divine appel
lations.

Afterwards the priesthood became heritable in the house of
Levi, and the High-priesthood in that of Aaron. These were
the Brahmen caste to the nation of Jacob.

But God has promised that, when all the world is happily
reunited under Theocratic sway, he will make the whole

people of Israel be to the world what the House of Levi was
- **

- it,

*

*

if:

"* *

|

the Flood, the people of the four cities of Sodom, and the congregation of
Corah, seem to be the body of those who never died, but went down ALIVE
into Hades or the Pit, and were delivered into chains of darkness to be re

served unto judgment, Numb, xvi. v. 33. 2 Pet. c. ii. v. 4, 5, 6; and among
these subterraneous communities there are no doubt many Christians, be
cause Jesus preached to them when he went down into the Pit, 1 Pet. c. iii.
v. 19, 20, and then were the words of the poet accomplished, “They that
sit in the Land of the Shadow of Death, upon them hath the light shined.”
Isai. c. ix. v. 2.
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to that people, “akingdom of Priests", and an holy nation;”
and for that end saith, “I will sow them among the people,
and they shall remember me in far countries.” It seems in
deed that this shall be as a compensation for their present
Spartan or disseminated condition; “Ye shall be named the

priests of the Lord”; men shall call you the ministers of our
God.

Ye shall eat the riches of the Gentiles, and in their

glory shall ye boast yourselves. For your shame ye shall
receive double, and for confusion ye shall rejoice in their por
tion. Therefore in their land ye shall possess the double.
Everlasting joy shall be unto you.” And again, “Ye are a
chosen generation, a royal priesthood”, an holy nation, a pe

culiar people, that ye should show forth the praises of Him
who hath called you out of darkness into this marvellous
light.”

So that we find that the False Messiah, in giving the
priesthood to his own family, the house of Cush, and sowing

them among the people, did but follow the declared policy of
the True, who has made the family in which he was born, the

Priests of the world; and here again we find an heresy, or
wresting aside of the Truth, in the stead of mere fabrication.

* Exod. c. xix. v. 6.

* Isai. lxi. vss. 6, 7. Lowth.
* 1 Peter, c. ii. v. 9.

BA-BEL.

I. THIs City was famous for its Temple and Pyramid, the
latter of which appears to have been distinguished by the ap
pellation of Tower, Taur, Tor, and Tur. And some have
amused themselves with seeking whether a Bull be named
after such an High Place, or the Tower after the Bull. But
all this is beside the truth: the short of the matter is, that

they are co-derivatives, or rather they are one word, T'Aour, .

The Sacred Fire. The Bull, Cherub, or Corybas, was the
graven symbol of God, whose manifest and real presence was

the Glory; and the Tower, was the Hill of God upon which
it did shine, or the Fabric, imitative thereof, whereupon the

people kept alive and worshipped the vestal fire;
erat ardua Turris',
Arce Focus summâ.

“Go to, said the People, let us build us a City, and a Tower,
whose top may reach unto Heaven. And let us make us a
name, lest we be scattered abroad upon the face of the whole
earth 2.”

-

“In the beginning Elohim made the essence of the Earth
and the essence of the Two Heavens*.”

There were two

heavens, the invisible or spiritual, which the eye never saw,
and the heart of a man cannot conceive; and the visible, con
1 Ov. Met. L. xi.
* Gen. c. xi. v. 4.

3 Gen. c. i. v. 1. Schimmelpenninck Bibl. F. vol. i. p. 10.
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sisting of the planetary spheres, the empyrèan or elastic fir
mament, and the Icy or Crystalline sphere, where the waters

above the firmament and beyond the solar heat are suspended
in radiant globes. The invisible Heaven is near akin to that
awful being which we call Space, which Holy Writ describes
as the fluid and void essence of creation, and which the Nations

regarded as the First Mother of things. This same, is no

other than the capacious and all-comprehending attribute of
Him, by Whom and in Whom are all things. But to these
was a Third, improperly so called, and by way of metaphor,
namely, the Terrestrial Heaven. This was the Garden of
Delight which God planted, wherein He walked and con
versed with our first parents, and where [in the sides of the
north] stood the Mount of God, the seat of his Presence.

And to the eastern gate whereof the Presence was afterwards

removed and placed before the Cherubim. This garden xarx
%aia waxville when the Lord “broke up his appointed place,”
but he has promised to bring it back as a dwelling-place for
the just. Hence the vulgar expression of going to HEAvEN,
and all the confusion of ideas that have arisen from it.

That

Garden or Elysium is now in Hades, and has been there ever

since the flood, and we know that it was visited by Jesus and
his friend the penitent thief: This day, said the Lord, thou
shalt be with me in the Royal Pleasure-Garden.
This last mentioned Heaven was the Olympus of heathen
dom, which Homer has celebrated in verse, which will last
as long as the Sun and the Moon shine,
'OAAvurov. 531 pari Qawy #30; dopaxs; disi
'Eupaya, at 'aveuoia" rivaggeral, grs Tror' dućow

Asveral gre Xiwy irriavarai axxx wax diš,
IIarrara, dyyapaxos, Asvam 3 #Tiës pouey dryx,
T+ £vi refroyra waxage; ©sol juara Tzvra *.

4 Od. vi. v. 41, etc.
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Olympus, where aye fixt the Immortals dwell
And storms have never bluster'd, rains ne'er fell,
Nor fleecy snows were sprinkled, but serene

Float cloudless airs, and splendours ever sheen.

There the blest Gods shall Be, Are, and have Been.
And such exactly is the Elysian plain promised to Mene
laus *.

-

-

-

It is now most amply certified that the sacred hills of the
heathens, and the pyramids of Babel, Memphis, and other
places, were imitations of this HILL of HEAvEN. That indeed
had subsided into the bosom of the Armenian lake, but was

confounded or identified with the neighbouring Hill of Ararat,
for several reasons, besides their vicinity. 1st, Both belonged
to a common father of mankind, at the beginning of a world.
2dly, Both were Mounts of Salvation or Divine favour. 3dly,
Both were Hills of the TREE ; the one of the real tree of Life;

the other of its type, the tree of Peace and Unction. 4thly,
and mainly, because both were seats of the Cherubim, and
the Glorious Presence; the one, of that which stood at the

Gate; the other, of that which dwelt in the house of Noah
and tabernacle of Shem. When the people, in a spirit of re

bellion, departed from the Second Mount of the Lord, and
from Jehovah of Shem, their first business was to establish
succedaneous high-places, where the Magic or Vestal flame

might proclaim the presence of their impostor Gods; and for
this end they consecrated mountains where the face of the
country afforded them; but where it offered a dead flat,
neither zeal, magnanimity, wealth, nor mechanic art were
wanting to them, in order to make mountains on the plain.

They piled rock upon rock, lifting up the hugest masses of

granite, until the summit was a fit heaven for the indwelling
of their Gods,

* Od. iv. v. 566, etc.

-
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y''Ov£ayo; du£zrog ár).
They proposed that the top should be “unto heaven,” that
is, that it should be of sufficing height to serve for an heaven
or sanctuary. They did NoT mean that the top should reach
to the firmament; nor did they mean that it should surmount
the highwater mark of the deluge, For they were men of
vast sagacity and genius; civilized, but exempt from some of
the ills of degenerate refinement; and if they were more
sinful than us, they were also more sinned against by that
adverse power, whose arm was not then shortened as it now
is. But had they meant any of these meanings, they would
have been greater madmen or ideots than some expounders of

scripture; they must have been a far sillier race, than that of
the doctissimi and clarissimi. FAR sILLIER, I say, for such
men, though capable of imputing these things to others, would
not be capable of doing them themselves. They would feel
the impossibility of building such a tower upon the summit
of any hill, excepting such as are too high for the architect
or almost any man to climb: much more in the low irriguous
plain of Shinar. They would feel the hopelessness of building
one that should reach “to the Earth,” that is, to the summits
of the Earth, much more “to the skies.”
Such were the dreams of Commentators * some time back;

but their race is extinct now, and such folly will not revive.
Diodorus relates", that on the summit of this temple there
were images of Jupiter, Juno, and Rhea. And the Latin
author called Xenophon" records an inscription of Semiramis,
Columnan, Templum, Statuam, Jovi Belo Socero, et Matri
Rheae, IN Hoc OLYMPO Semiramis dicavi. This it is said she
“ in columnà Nino excidit;” an error of the writer, as neither

she nor her party ever had anything to say to the City Ninus,

* V. Verstegan Orig, of Nations, p. 4. Sulpicius Severus, etc. etc.
*

7 L. 2. c. 9.

* De AEquiv. p. 12.
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until the time of its destruction by her very remote successor
Nebuchadnezzar. But Ninus probably here means the “Busta
Nini,” or stupendous tomb of Ninus, said to be erected by her.
This is said by Diodorus [I believe very erroneously] to have
been at Nineveh, which he also misplaces on the Euphrates.
But Ovid gives a juster account of the Bustum of Ninus,
which he places at Babylon, in his Pyramus and Thisbe,
who
Conveniunt ad Busta Nini.

This bust was nothing but the Pyramid of Babel, at which
the Ammonian Fire-King and the Dove commenced an in
tercourse, which proved disastrous to both. The pyramid
was the mystic awgos, tomb or barrow, and *s, coffin of
Noah; the Tap-'Origig, representing the Ark which was
esteemed, and justly, a symbol of the burial and resurrection
of the Son ; and it was also the literal tomb of Ham, whose

remains were brought thither. This mistake of the tomb of
King Ninus for the city Ninus is no doubt what has led some
"to imagine that the latter was built upon the Euphrates.
Olympus is synonymous with Belus"; and either of this
artificial Olympus, or its real antitype, Homer speaks in re
lating the expulsion of Vulcan and others, whom Jove
Piya robos Tataywy ato BWA8 Segrégioio".

As Mount Belus was a place of sacrifice, and a type of
Heaven, so Quintus of Smyrna does, by a daring inversion,
term the firmament itself the starry sacrificial Bel",

• Etym. M. in Buxor.
10 Il. 1. v. 591. It is idle for any one, now-a-days, to pretend to say
what roëog rivaywy means. The destruction of Tubal Cain and the Nephi

lim in a desperate attempt upon Paradise, immediately before the flood, is
probably spoken of.
11 L, 13. v. 483.
F 2
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'Afysiol 3 ava Fas v ×v%lusov, jur durai
Aačo Greifova Toytoy davogsvol xxovesaw
'Orror of dyrinsp?S= 8vo,aso; 'Agxtapolo
B7Aoy is a 5-sposyra Surmflow ayrexxpai;
from which place, as from Isaiah, chap. xiv. verse 13*, we

may infer that the Temple had in some part of its adornment
a representation of the stars.
The Paradise of Pindar was the Armenian Mount, which

Pagan tradition gave out to have remained unsubmerged, in
an insular form, during the flood.

For he describes it as an

island, fanned by the breezes of Oceanus, after Homer, who
says of Elysium,

Axx dist Zečvgolo Alyvrvelovras dras"
'Qxsayos aviyaty awayv%aly avščwTss.
But yet he names it the ToweR of Saturn. To this Heaven
Tower the righteous, after three several probations, are per
mitted to ascend:

'Oro. 3 #roxuazav is réis "
'Exaret w8, usivayrs;
'Aro rapitay affixwy #xely
Wv%ay, #vel»ay AIOX OAON
IIapa KPONOT TYPXIN.

In this famous passage of antique theology, which its author

describes as payasy avyatoloty, is 8s to raw 'Etuwwawy Xargov,
we see somewhat of the relative ranks of the two great deities.
The Tower of Heaven appertained to Saturn, the
IIoats 5 Taytwy Peag

"Tragraroy #xoia as Sgovoy,
* And see Hom. Il. xviii. v. 370.
* Od. iv. v. 567.
14 Pind. Ob. ii. v. 128.
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and her image, in fact, was upon the tower; but the way of
salvation was Ham's way. Here may be remarked the con
formity of the Church of Babel with that of God. “For the

Father judgeth no man, but hath committed all judgment to
the Son".” “Neither knoweth any man the Father, save
the Son, and he to whomsoever the Son will reveal him ".”

Of this O30s, or Way, much was thought in the Gentile
lore, as also in holy prophecy. “I am the way, #yw àu )
'OAOX, the truth and the life; no man cometh unto the
Father except BY ME".” “And an High-way shall be there,
and a Way, and it shall be called the way of Holiness. The
unclean shall not pass over it".” As the flood broke out at
Paradise in Armenia, and as Four Rivers flowed out of that

Garden, Euphrates, Tigris, and two others, there were said to
be four rivers in Hades”. Of these, Styx or Oceanus was
15 John, c. v. v. 22.
16 Matth. xi. v. 27.

"7 John, c. xiv. v. 6.
18 Isai. c. xxxv. v. 8,

* It is specified, where so little is specified, that Four Rivers flowed out
of the Pleasure Garden. Nothing was there written to indulge the curiosity
of rabbis, but only to inculcate the truth, or else hold out beacons whereby

to eschew falsehood; and this last end was compassed by furnishing a key
to the Gentile fables. This passage explains the four rivers of Hades: but
does it not explain some other matters? As Shinar was a second Eden, and
Babel or Bel a second garden of Eden, did not the imitators, who spared no
expense, manage to have that indispensable adjunct of Paradise the Four
Rivers? They did. “Cuth was king of the territory of Babel, and resided

in Erac. Know that the River which he dug, and which is still flowing, is
Cutha, and the king was named after it.” Tabari, Persa ap. Hyde de Pers.
Rel. c. ii. p. 40. “Cutha was the name of Four RIVERs, and also of

Three Places, in Erac in the land of Babel, which were once destroyed by
Fire: but ot HERs were PRoDUCED.” In other words, Paradise with its

Four Sources was destroyed in the igneous eruption of the flood [therefore
said to have burst forth from the Oven of the Woman Zala-Cupha, a sort of
Nemesis, near to Noah's Mons Illustris or Glorious Mountain. Liber
Pharh. Sur. Persic. Hyde, c. 10. p. 171.] and Cush king of Babel in Shinar
made other Four in place of them. Saphioddin Lex. Geogr. Arab. Hyde,
c. 2. p. 39. “It was Nimrod the Giant who dug certain Rivers in Al Irac
which he conducted out of Euphrates; and the Cutha which is on the way to
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the most famous, which was the Euphrates or Cham-Ander,
and the Stygian waters signify those of the flood in general,
which must be passed in order to reach the Paradise now
buried in their abyss.
Of this infernal stream, the Ganges, the Nile, the Tyber,
and the sacred rivers of each country were local types. A
bridge, therefore, was a wAY over the waters of death, and
the care of bridges was therefore entrusted to the priests, who
were called Pontifices. It was on bridges that Salmoneus
drove his chariots, imitative of thunder.

This mediating deity, or Way to Olympus, seems to have
been called Hesus among the Teutones, of which appellation
I know no mention, but in that fine place of Lucan, where it
seems that his way was by bloody expiation,

Cupha, is said to be one of them.” Ahmed ibn Jusuf Hyde, c. 2. p. 73.
Besides this Arabic and Persic evidence of the very fact, there is abundance

of mythic tradition among other tribes. The following is a faithful copy of
the history, as in Saphioddin.

The gods dried up the rivers and fountains

of Argos, Qio Staay’Aeyo; dyvågay Strabo, L. 8, p. 539; but king Da
naus [hereinafter shewn to be Cush, V. Ilias or Peleg.] supplied them with
fresh streams, and invented Hydraulics, 'Agyo, dyvègoy #oy Aavao; toinary tyv
3eoy. Strabo, L. i. p. 35. Oxon. It is said that Neptune [the flood] de
stroyed the old rivers, because Inachus or Phoroneus [meaning, in this
instance, the Lamechid leader of the Titanes or Nephilim] asserted to Mi
nerva or Juno the possession of Argos; that is, he claimed the prohibited
Garden for his sister Naamah the inheritrix and Avatar of Eva the Great

Mother. V. Apollod. L. 2. c. 1. § 4, and Paus. Corinth. c. 15. § 5.
Bhagi-Ratha fetched the Ganges and led it to the sea through seven chan
nels: and Hercules did as much for the Nile at the command of Osiris.

V. Wilford, Sacred Isles. A. R. vol. viii. p. 296.

It was contrived thus:

the Cushim could not make four rivers have their source in Shinar, but they
could insulate that country by placing it between four rivers: these were the

artificial Nahar-Malch or royal canal from Euphrates into Tigris, forming

the base of the triangle of Shinar to the north: the Euphrates and Tigris,
its sides, to the East and West: and to the south at its vertex the Pasitigris
made by the artificial adunation of the two last. Thus was Mesopotamia
enclosed: and people have wantonly transferred this arrangement of rivers to
Paradise in defiance of the words of Scripture.

I believe the Pasitigris is

the Cutha mentioned above by ibn Jusuf as being the way to Cufa, which
is near Balsora.
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Theutates, horrensque feris altaribus Hesus
Et Taranis Scythicae non mitior ara Dianae.

*

He was the Hermes Diactor, or Pompeian Mercury, whose
office was reutely tas buxas. The Germans Deorum maxime
Mercurium colunt, cui certis diebus humanis quoque hostiis
citare fashabent”.

-

-

-

There was a famous author of the most remote antiquity,
of whom a very curious poem has been handed down to us,
by name, or rather title, Hesi-Hodus, or Hesus the Way.
Many other books of a rambling and mythological nature
were published under that title, some portion of which, and
especially a Theogony or mythic catalogue in verse, is extant.
. The Hesi-Ods seem to have been as established a class or sect
* Tac. Germ. c. ix. Mercurius Theutates, says Livy, and very correctly.

He represents the Messenger God in his capacity of Architect or Demiurge,
the Thetis Tatta or Twashta, the creating or fabricating power of the Brah
mens, the Theuk, or God of Science of the Egyptians. One of the Gnostic
Antichrists of the first century called himself Theudas. Hesus, on the other
hand, was the angel God considered as the Saviour, or messenger of expia
tion, and guide of souls, and his were therefore bloody altars. In addition
to these two there was the Messenger of Inspiration, the converting and per

suading power, the giver of Oracles and Prophecies; commonly represented
by the Eagle or the Dove, his authorised types; and frequently among the
Pagans by other birds, especially the hawk, raven, or crow. To these several

heads belong; 1st, the Architect Apollo, and Vulcan, 2d, Asclepius or
Paieon, the God of healing, and the raiser of the dead; Bacchus, the liberator

of souls, Avalo, 'ExtySegev, Liber, and Hercules the unbinder of Prometheus.
3d, Prometheus IIvetogo;; Hercules Ogmius, to whose tongue the ears of
men were chained; the Mercury of Horace's Odes, 1. 10. and 3. 11; the

Pythian Apollo, and inspirer of bards, Spiritum Phoebus mihi, etc. To each
of these the sect who deemed the Deity androgynous, added female forms.

But as in Creation the functions of the goddess were maternal and passive,
her character is there less prominent. But the demiurgic Minerva was wor
shipped in Greece, by the name of Ergana, and she was the contriver of the
'Douratean Horse. In the second place, Taranis the Tauric or Scythian

Diana is famous enough; the name Taranis does not, within my knowledge,
occur but in Lucan, and Cluverius de Germ. Ant. has strangely taken it for

a male name, in defiance of the syntax of Lucan's verse. Female expiation
was also common, as we read of the daughters of Orion, Agamemnon,
Cresphontes, Aristodemus, Laomedon, Cepheus, etc. In the third place,
are the Sibyl Diana, the Goddess Suada, etc.
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of poets as the Hom-Eers, and a sort of rivalship to have ex

isted between them. The original Hesiodian bard was cer
tainly cotemporary with the greatest of the Homerites. Tes
timony is both general, and minute in its details, to that
effect; and as he himself most wisely and truly says,
&mu;, & gri; Tauray droxAvral, jy riva ToxAoi
Axoi p?u%871 &so; yu ris às i xzi aur).

The most learned, very far beyond comparison, of the
Romans, avers this fact, but qualifies it with that accuracy
which belonged to him, Non dubium est quin Aliquo Tempore
Eodem vixerint Homerus et Hesiodus”.

In truth Hesiod

was a younger man by many years; and probably by not less
than one hundred, as is said to have been the case”.

Hesiod

was born in Europe, and wholly unacquainted with navigation,
as he declares,

'Ovre Ti wavrix"); aegopiousvos, gre ri y/wy,

'Ov yaf twrote vivaly irstxsoy #vész wovrov.”.
But his FATHER came over from Asia, flying from misery and
the wrath of Jove,

Kuwww'Aloxióz "fox twy #y v7. w8%aiy?,
'Ovk apayo; pavywy, 83s 7xstoy re xa d'Agov
*

'Axxx xxx/y reviv, r/w Zev; avägera, 31%al.
Nazzaro 3 dyx Exxwyo; ditory #y. xwu?”.
HE was properly coéval with Homer, and was one of those

who quitted the kingdom of Asia at the great dispersion.
This Hesiod was a wise moralist, and one of the sweetest of
the ancient writers, but of a superstitious mind, and fond of

* Varro ap. Aul. Gell. L. 3. c. 11.
* Porph. ap. Suid. in voce Hesiod.

* Op. et D. 647, 8. The ten following lines are a flagrant interpolation.
* W. 634, 7. v. 638. is a vile intruder.

...
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the most trivial and arbitrary rules. Reading his poem, we
may say, “already the mystery of iniquity beginneth to
work;” and we do not wonder at the mass of superstitious

vanities and idle genealogies collected together by the ensuing
Hesiodi. His writings were, however, and probably from
their demerits, more palatable than those of the great Homer,
who was not ignorant that the ruin and exile of mankind was

the result of their own bad passions, and the whole drift of
whose writings was to inculcate that truth. At the funeral
games of one Amphidamas, king of Chalcis, his poetry was
preferred to that of Homer, which victory he celebrated in an
inscription upon a tripod dedicated to the Muses; and pro

bably about the same time was deposited at Delphi the famous
copy of his poem, graven on tablets of lead, and written in
that oldest fashion of the Greek alphabet, called the Cadmian

letters. One Panoides king of Chalcis presided at these games,
and pronounced the famous judgment, which passed, like that

of Midas, into a proverb.
The Anti-Christ Ham, if we may believe the Hellenic sect

of his worshippers, required three successive probations in
three lives, in order to entitle the just and faithful to their

seat in the Olympus of Saturn. To this Plato makes allusion
in his Phaedrus, saying taxevrijaayre; 38 &n, Urotragol was #xapgot
%ayovores”, roy TPIQN waxxiguatay twy wig ax;Swg 'OATM

IIIONIKQN #y veyix,xzai. Ov usigoy ayašov are ow?goavy,
av$owry, gre $sia wayla Troglazi Suvar dySgwrv. From
this fable the Spirit of Divine Wrath was named Triodites or
Trivia, the TER calcanda via Lethi; and, by a second tripli
cation, she became 'Eyvo012, or the Nine Ways. Three trials

were the just measure; but Tantalus for his impiety under
went a fourth,

'Exel 3 draxxuoy Coy
Taroy sure?owoxSov,
* Vol. x. ed. Bip. p. 341.
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Marx TPION TETAPTON
IIoyoy 36.

This doctrine of repeated births and metempsychosis is founded

upon the truth declared of old to the children of Adam, that
except a man be Born Again he shall not see the kingdom of
Heaven. It may therefore be imagined that, in old and or
thodox paganism, the way need only be travelled Twice;

and we find accordingly that the famous Hesi-Od was one of
the twice-born,

Xaits AIX #772; xx. AIX raps avričoxygas
'Hano?', dySøwroi; uertov #%wy go?");”.
The GUIDE had two different ways by which to conduct

mankind, the one short and easy, whose gate was yawning
to receive them Noctes atque Dies; the other long and steep,
and difficult to surmount; to ascend the Mount of God, of

course, was up-hill work, and the attempt to climb it by any
except the one rugged path, was but the long labour of Æolian
Sisyphus.
T; usy roi Kaxotra xa, ixzłow #5 iv #Asa Sz.
P78w; daly, Way O80s, waxx 3 #yyvši vaist.
Twy 3 Atary; i38wra Saoi wrotago,Say #8%ay

'Ašavarot, wax?0; 35 xz déSio; duo; it auty",
Kai Tøxus ro rewrow #7, 3 ais dxtoy invas
Pytór, 8% reira rexel, Xaxarm tep #saa”.

The two Ways, their different conditions, and the ministry of

the Diactor God, are yet more finely and fully set forth by one
of the sweetest of the Latin poets”,

Hic [in Hades] geminae aeternum portae, quarum altera DURA
Semper LEGE patens populos regesque receptat,
* Pind. Ol. 1. v. 97.
* Pindar, ap. Suid. in Hes.
* Op. et. D. 285, et. v. Qu. Sm. V. v. 49.

* Val. Flacc. Arg, 1..v. 833. v. Hor. L. 1, Carm, 10. v. 17.
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Ast aliam TENTARE nefas et tendere contra,

Rara et spoNTE patet, si quando pectore ductor
Vulnera nota gerens, galeis praefixa rotisque

Cui Domus, aut studium mortales pellere curas,
Culta fides, longè metus atque ignota cupido,
Seu venit in vittis castāque in veste sacerdos;
Quos omnes levibus plantis et lampada quassans
Progenies Atlantis agit, lucet v1A late
IGNE DE1, donec sylvas et amoena piorum

Deveniant, camposque ubi Sol totumque per annum
Durat aprica dies, thiasique chorique virorum
Carminaque, et quorum populis jam nulla cupido.
The plaintive bitterness of this ending phrase is not sur

passed by any thing in Roman verse. But Valerius is for

gotten, and lies mouldering on the shelf.
The poet Claudian describes a Mount of Virtue or Para

dise”, supposed to be in Cyprus, where the souls of men were
not admitted till they had approved themselves worthy:
quo non admittitur ales

Ni probet ante suos Divā subjudice cantus.
Quae placuit, fruitur ramis; quae victa, recedit.

The passage, thus far beautiful, is disfigured by his not
knowing where to stop.

II. The Belus, Olympus, or Tower of Saturn, is called by
Pindar the Brazen Heaven, and the term is used by him in

speaking of Olympia in Elis and the games there; which
same are also compared with the Games of the blessed Hyper

boreans, that is to say, the dwellers of Mount Ararat or Ida
in the sides of the north, from whence Idaean Hercules” is
said to have brought the Olive Tree to the Kgoya Aopos, or

30 Claud. de Nupt. Hon. et Mar. v. 49 to 64.
31 Pind. Ol. 3. v. 25. Paus. L. v. c. 7. S. 4. Pind. Ol. 8. v. 22.
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Conical-Hill of Saturn. He saith of the victors in the Pythian
games,

'O%axxso; agayo, gra! du Caro; durois”

'ozas 3e éportov Svos
'AyAálaig drrowerSa
IIsfalve T£0; #2%arov
IIxoov waval 2', are reto; #wy

'Evgols av’ #; Tretëogawy dryw
-va Savvasay 33%.
And this will serve to explain a place in Homer, which some
have condemned as fustian, where in describing a battle he
says,

at:19810; 3 davuay30;
Xxxxsoy'Ovgavoy ixs 3" dišego; drévyeroio.
This would be an extravagant figure if the firmament were

intended, and the opposition of the two metals puerile and
false. And, moreover, the azure sky has some more re
semblance of tempered steel than it has of brass. But the
sense is, that the lofty Brazen Palace or Temple on the
summit of the Pergamus rang with the turmoil that re
sounded below. It is true that Homer gives the Gods an
other residence, not in the Divöm Domus Ilium, but it is one

of the same sort, which he probably supposed to exist among
the Armenian hills; of this Olympus, Thetis saith,
Kai Tot' itera Toi äu.

Ales Tori XaAx:Categ öw *.

These epithets were founded on fact, for Brass was the

metal with which both the City and Temple of Bel were
principally adorned. IIvAxi regu% rs retzso; #xarov, XAAKEAI
Tagal, saith Herodotus”; and again Alo, B7x8 isgoy XaAxo
39 Pyth. x. v. 42.
33 L. 1. v. 426. et v. L. 18. v. 369, etc.
34. L. l. c. 181.
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ruxoy”; but though the gates of the Temple were standing
in his day, its splendours were cruelly defaced. “I will go
before thee, saith the Lord to Cyrus, and make the crooked
places straight. I will break in pieces the GATEs of BRAss,
and cut in sunder the bars of Iron”.”

A great value was attached to this metal, and all the most
admirable works of the Asi or Eümmelians were wrought
therein. Hesiod tells us that the race immediately preceding
those who fought at Thebes and Ilion were sprung #x usAidy,
and left off vegetable food. They were the Brazen Race. In
this passage the two following lines occur,

Tols 3 // X2%xsa way rev%, x2Axeot 3s re Foixos
Xaxx4' 3 styakovro waxx; 3'éx #axa ringos.
This is one of the grossest of the interpolations that disfigure
this much abused poem. It is notorious from Homer, that
Iron was used at the siege of Ilion; and we know from higher
authority, that there were famous iron-works in the days of
Tubal Cain, before the Flood. Later writers, such as the
author of Phoronis, and those from whom Lucan borrowed,

were led to imagine that this age was therefore called Brazen,
because it had no iron; and, setting out with that, they
ascribed the invention of iron to persons of a later age than
the deluge, or even the dispersion. But it may be proved
that the Brazen Dynasty were not called so by reason of
their brass-works: for in the Vision of the Four Monarchies,

the Syrian or Chaldee is Golden, the Persian Silver, the
Macedonian Brazen, and the Roman Iron.

But did the

Macedon kings of Seleucia, Alexandria, etc. work in BRAss?
or the Persians in silver? and so forth ? The brass is mani

festly a type of gradual deterioration, and peculiarly marks

their character; gaudy and ostentatious, but without dignity
or greatness; and yet wanting the rough and useful energies
35 L. l. c. 179.
36 Isai, c. 45, v. 2.
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of their iron successors. And such was the earlier quaternion
of human affairs; Golden, in the true patriarchate; Silver, in
the haeretical or Chamo-Cuthean patriarchate, when justice
still flourished under the A130104 Baqi'svg ; Brazen, in the

days of the Nimrodian Tyranny, when Justice and Sterling
worth were no more, but splendour abounded. Iron, in the
days that followed the Confusion, or in the earlier part of the
times of the Gentiles, when want, and misery, and danger,

were the alternate causes and consequences of war, and rapine,
and savage discord. It may be added, that the contracted

form of revXsa is very suspicious.

Rejecting the passage,

however, it is still an old and striking memorial of the nature

of their works; and although Hesiod did not call them
Brazen on that account, he was doubtless not sorry to observe

the double propriety of the term. From this race of men
which

|

coBLUM IPsUM petiit stultitià,
I conceive that Impudence came to be metaphorically called
Brass.

The word Cuperus is of such rare use, that we must under

stand aes and xxxxos to signify as well the pure metal, as
that which is made with the admixture of Zinc *7.

But in

ornamental work the latter must be understood of preference.
The metallurgy of Babel is an obscure topic, and contains the

vestiges of some arts which were never recovered into use,
after the confusion of that Metropolis. A compound of gold
and silver was used, called electrum”: I have seen some
Greek coins of this mixture, but it seems imperfectly made,

and is not pleasing to the eye. Another metal more famous,
and more obscure as to its nature, is the Orei-chalc, written

sometimes by the Latins (but improperly) aurichalc, which

was accounted valuable enough for the ear-rings of Venus,
37 The ore of this metal was called Cadmius Lapis, with reference to the

brazen age. Homer mentions red brass, which perhaps is copper.
* Hom. Od, 4, 73.
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āv 38 rifroig, Aočoia"

Ayşeu desixxxx8 %uaolo re Tiuqaytos”.
Some writers pretend that it was a white metal", but
others of grave authority have even doubted if there were
such a thing in the world. The following is from the Scho
liast of Apollonius"; “Oreichalc is a sort of brass, named
from one Oreius its inventor. But Aristotle, in his book

upon Sacred Rites, says there is no such name, nor any such
kind of metal. But some, he says, think that Oreichalc is
spoken of, but hath no existence. But this is a thing some
what rashly given out; for the more curious enquirers say
that it does exist. Stesichorus and Bacchylides mention it;
and Aristophanes the grammarian speaks to the same effect.
Others say it is the name of a Sculptor, such as Socrates and
Theopompus.” In this Aristotle follows his Master, who says
of it”, xzi to vvy dyouzéouavoy, rote a [in Atlantis, before the

flood] TXsov dyouzsoy #y. To yevo, #x y); devrrowsyov warz
Tors; Toxxas Tris was, Tr}\v %ura Tiwiwratov

ây rol; Tors

dy. And John Philoponus *, agrees that it is a metal j yvy

3x #velaxeral.

After all this, we can find no difficulty in

disposing of Strabo's story, that Oreichalc was manufactured
at Andeira, in Phrygia". This is merely a local legend;

that ancient city had, like Athens, its Chalceum and its Vul
canian or Cyclopean traditions. Plato's account, obtained
from Egypt, is the most likely as well as the most authori
tative, that it was a portion of antediluvian splendour never
recovered by the sons of Noah.

If so it was a work of art,

and not a simple metal; and if that art was not understood
39 Hom. H. Ven. 2. v. 8.

*
4.
42
*3

Sch. in Sc. Herc. v. 122. Virg. L. 12. v. 87.
In Argon. L. iv. v. 973.
Plat. Crit. p. 51.
Ap. Sch. in Sc. Herc. v. 122.

* The Periplus of the Erythraeen Sea reckons Oreichalc among the exports
of Ethiopia.
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by any of the Eight, they could only have so much of it as
was to be found among the ruins of the old world.
A third compound, no less remarkable, but of authenti
cated existence, was that called Corinthian Brass, compounded,
as we are told, of copper, gold, and silver. This wonderful

compound was prized above all other rarities by the Roman
Virtuosi, and was certainly called from the great Interam
nian Acrocorinth, or Alo; Kofiv60s, of which more in another
place. Credulity has gone the enormous length of believing

that this metal, so highly treasured,
Quo vafer ille pedes lavisset Sisyphus aere,

:

was casually formed by the running together of various metals
when Mummius burnt the Isthmian city: The reader, far
from believing the fact, will not believe the belief of it, till it
is shown to him. Incendio permixtis, says Florus, plurimis
statuis atque simulacris, aeris auri argentique venae in commune
fluxere *! Pliny gravely argues from thence, that they cannot
be very valuable, because there were no good sculptors after
the date of Mummius". The estimation in which they were

held by the countrymen of a Tully, and a Verres, evinces
the rare beauty of these antiques; and the verse above cited,
though it makes fun of the antiquarians, shows that there was
no age too remote or fabulous to be assigned to this metal.
The perfect amalgamation of three metals must be a work of
great art, and it was an art evidently unknown in Europe.
It belonged to the ingenuity of the Brazen Age.
We read in the Iliad a most wonderful account of an un

equal exchange of golden armour for brazen,

X£vasz XaAxewy #xarouÉol #yvex{owy";
From which it would seem, at first sight, as if the worth of
45 Flor. L. 2. c. 15.

48 H. N. L. 34. c. 3. et v. L. 9. c. 65. et 37, c. 12.
47 L. vi. v. 236.
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gold, compared with brass, was about eleven to one, instead

of about five hundred to one, as it is now a days. But if the
brass here spoken of be the Corinthian, the value of that, with
respect to the materials and the great skill displayed in the

fusion of them, might approach thus near to that of gold.
Some moderns have been pleased to imagine that in Homer's
time there was no medium of exchange, and that armour was
valued against so many head of oxen. They have read of
Babylon, of Niniveh, of Memphis, of Ilion itself and an hun

dred thousand men employed for ten years in the attack of it,
and yet they will believe that these mighty societies had made
no advances beyond the rudest form of barter. This is mixt
arrogance and imbecility. Glaucus's goldsmith would have

been as much surprised as any in London or Paris, to hear
An hundred oxen in his lobby roar *.
Theseus, whom modern credulity has left in quiet possession
of Athens, is no other person than Nimrod, and he issued coin

bearing the effigy of a Bull, his favourite device, #xovs 38
youqua.", BOTN #y%ap2:25, 81% roy Map26wylov Tavgov,
32 roy Myw starryov, Too; yawpyizy Tovs Toxira; raga
xxxiv. And it is elsewhere recorded as a fact that king
Nimrod coined money”. Of these Bulls the Golden orna
ments of Diomede were worth one hundred, and the brazen

ones of Glaucus only nine. It was evidently a very large
coin. I by no means regard these lines as interpolated. If
they are censured as low and ridiculous, it must be remem
bered that this poem is no fiction, but a series of FACTs.
48 I have nothing to do with the interpolation of the seventh Iliad, from
v.467 to 475, both inclusive, which contains the Argonautic legend of Jason

and Hypsipyle. Homer knew nothing of Argonautics. But still, what the
rhapsodist says is well enough, for when goods are to be brought to market in
a camp such barters as he describes will occur.
49 Plut. Thes, c. 24.

so Safioddin ap. Hyde de V. R. P. c. 2. p. 74. The place where he had
his mint is called Tacharat or Tacharan-Sân.
G

.
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There is no reason to doubt that this occurred: and it agrees
with the Indian” character of the giants and their opponents,
the former honest and guileless, but credulous, and the latter
refined and ingenious, but of far inferior probity. Nor is
there any reason why the Poet should omit a characteristic
event, in order to favour Diomede.

The connexion of the

latter with Thersites might rather indispose the Poet to his
memory, did not impartiality form the very principle of his
Iliad, except only where the memory of a revered ancestor
was concerned.

The keeping of Danae in the Temple, from which her
namesakes the Danaans had so much ado to remove her, was
thus described,
Inclusam Danaen TURR1s AHENEA

Robustaeque fores et vigilum canum
Tristes excubiae munierant satis

Nocturnis ab adulteris,

and this was also the prototype of the Chalcopylum, or Temple
of Minerva Chalci-Oecus at Sparta, Chalciaccos Minervae est
templum aeneum ”; and of the Chalcean feast of that Goddess

at Athens; xxxxsix éopr, xzi A5 pala”. Also certain places,
wherein the banquets of the gods were celebrated, were called
Chalcidica, although the custom of building them of brass was
entirely forgotten; Scribuntur Dii vestri in tricliniis coe
lestibus atque in chalcidicis aureis coenitare”; and the Chal

cidicum was that which Homer calls the 'Tree-Qoy, or Ce
lestial Egg, in which Penelope resided secure from the outrages
of the suitors. Out of the Egg came the faithless bride of
Ilion, and in it dwelt the faithful bride of Ithaca. Ausonius
renders the line

51 As. Res. vol. xi. p. 133.
52 Liv. L. 35. c. 36. Eur. Troad. 1113.
53 Suidas in voce.

* Arnob. adv. G. iv. p. 149.
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.

Taxi, 3 as Ursaw' dys&ngaro way:Yaxxara,
thus,

Chalcidicum gressú nutrix superabat anili”.
I do not believe that the ancients had any more apprehension
of the SKY falling than the cotemporaries of Theognis had,
but the citizens of As-U-Ilax-Ata had a misgiving that the
wrath of Jehovah might fetch their Brazen Heaven about
their ears,

"Ev wou ärstra wago. usya; 'Ovpavog #vov; JT8%ay
XAAKEO2, dy#wray Beluz IIAAAITENEoN*.
III. The Cronian Tower was not only a Temple repre
senting Heaven, but it was the first and greatest of the
Oracles held in the name of Ham. When Psyche was or
dered to descend into Hades she went up to a certain high
Tower, sic enim rebatur vel ad Inferos recte et pulcerrimè se

posse descendere. Sed TURRIs prorupit in vocem subitam.
Then follows a mysterious revelation concerning the con
ditions of salvation. Sic Turris illa prospicua vaticinationis
munus explicuit”.

IV. Having in After times restored and completed this
once universal Temple, and adorned it with images of the
stars and with hanging paradises surpassing those of Egbatan,
the Great Nebuchadnezzar was elated beyond measure, and

thus did he say in his heart, “I will exalt my throne above

the stars of God, I will sit also upon the Mount of the Con

gregation in the sides of the North.” Isaiah” here speaks
of a prince who, having finished the wonders of Babel, and
* Auson. Perioch. Hom. 23. Od. L. 23. v. 1.

It was in the Hyper

Ovum that Mars begot Ascalaphus and Ialmenus. V. Hom. Catal. L. 2.
* Theogn. v. 867.

*7 Apul. Met. L. vi. p. 412,420. Oudend.
* Isai. xiv. v., 13.

-
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-
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having established his throne from Nile and the Sea to the
rivers of Cush, fairly represented Memnon or Nimrod, roy
AOTX tal: AITHIOILA. His personal humiliation was
likened to the expulsion of Nimrod, and the ruin of his im
perial city to its former ruin at the Confusion. “How art
thou fallen from HEAVEN, Lucifer, son of THE MoRNING !”

The Mount of the Congregation is not unknown among
the Gentiles. Ida, the Holy Mount, whence sprung the
sources of the Four Rivers, and whence every beast and every
creeping thing and every fowl went forth, was named Gar

Gar, and on its summit stood the Temple and savoury altar
of Jove,

'Iöy itayov woxvt18xxx, Myrépa Spwy,
Tatyagoy #yja ré ài Tsuavos Gwuo; re Suns'; *.
But we learn from a curious chapter of Macrobius" that,
among very ancient writers, this word denoted a Multitude
or Congregation;

'O4% 8 dywfley Tatyag avópwrwy xvKAw.—Alcaeus.
‘Eydov yao #5 iv july avāowy Tatyapa.—Aristomenes.
'A3' wovvminv, Wauwoxogloyagyapa.—Aristoph. Acharm.
The Meru of the Hindoos has also the name of Sabhā, or the
Congregation". There, is the holy city, Brahma-Puri, in

which Brahma resides with his court, in the most pure and
holy land of Ila-Vratta. I have a suspicion that Tapyapa
means the Congregation, with reference to its jarring tongues;
and so Gar-Garon would be the Mount of the Dissonant Mul
titude. Txt yaoisely is to gargle or make an inarticulate gut
tural noise. Suidas” refers to the same root that homeric

verb, which happens once in the Iliad,
59 Il. viii. v. 47.
60 Sat. L. iv. c. 20.

* As. Res. x. p. 128. viii. p. 285.
* In voce

Alcat.oxoa.
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Kag-Kaige 38 yaiz to sooty
'Opyvusywy duvös,

-

and here the ideas of noise and number seem to be joined.
The barking of dogs is expressed by a similar epithet in Ly

cophron and Lucian, xxv-xxpos xvoy. The Mighty Hunter,
Actaeon, was hunted by his own dogs in a valley called Garg
Aphia, and at Garg-Ettus, Theseus, when Going Out from
Athens, cursed the people.
-

Allied to yagyapos, or xxxxpos, are £apCapog and Gagtapo
owvog. The God of War was worshipped by the earliest
Romans as Ber-Ber", and I believe the Scythian, Assyrian,
or AEthiopian Kingdom, was called Barbary, as appertaining
to Berber. In every tribe of the Scythians there was a

Temple of Mars, and Nimrod was the person whom they wor
shipped in that character.

Hence,

Graecia BARBARIAE lento collisa duello.

The Western or Hesperian AEthiopes dwelt in the region of
Mount Atlas”, where they still retain a large share of inde

pendence, and their genuine old name of Berbers. Driven
from the sea coast, [which yet bears their name, Barbary,]
first by the Mauri, and since by the Saracens and other in
vaders of their country, they continue to hold the mountains,
paying a precarious homage to the Moor. Among them
might probably be found the purest traces of the old AEthiop
tongue, such as Memnon spoke. Mr. Bruce" declares that
Ber-Ber means a Shepherd in the AEthiopic tongue: if this be
not so, at least it shows that the name belongs to the Nomades
or Shepherd Kings, that is, to the Scythians.
Pedasus, son of Bucolion, son of Laomedon, son of Whilus,

was born of the ship-nymph A-Bar-Bar,
63 Payne Knight Proleg. in Hom. 85. Lanzi Lingue Morte d'Italia,
vol. i. p. 148. cit. ib. Schoëll Lit. Rom. vol. i.
& Strabo 17. p. 1169, Oxon.
* Travels, vol. i. p. 384.
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rex duvuori Baxoxiww.
Napi; 'Aéx£aps, ". . .
which same nymph is said by the author of Lithica [for no
reason, I believe, but from sheer ignorance and blunder] to
have borne Euphorbus to Bucolion.
The system of religion and polity called Scythismus is not
essentially different from that called Barbarismus; but the

first name more applies to the period between Ham's Apostacy.
and the Schism, or, as Epiphanius says of it", from the flood

to the tower-building; the second, to the period subsequent
to the Schism, when the Usurper was first revealed in his

character of War-King, and so founded among his posterity
the worship of the God Berber. Homer [who perhaps did not
admit the divine pretensions of any of the heroes of the great
war, excepting Memnon and Ulysses], acknowledged the war
gods Ares and Enyalius, and their Honours afterwards inured
to the Memory of Nimrod. Romulus or Coir-In was also
called Enyalius. The King bequeathed to War itself his own
title, Bel; Belus Neptuni filius gladio belligeratus est, unde
Bellum est dictum *.

In the seventh Avatar we read of the Daemon Sani [that is,

Saturn, whose planet was sacred to him] being driven from
the Lunar station of Critica or the Pleiades by the father of
Rama Chandra, and taking refuge in the land of BARBARA 69.

And there is another account [less obscurely worded] of a
great feud between the partisans of Gautam and Wiswa
Mitra, in the which the BARBARAs." [as well as the Csh

Atriyas, Sacas, Sacasenas, Parasicas, etc.] and all the kings
* Nonnus, describing the visit of Bacchus to Tyre, [by which he means
Babylon, setting the type for the antitype,] says,
'E', 'A6a, Safen; yonkov joy.
L. 40. v. 368.

67 L. i. p. 8. cit. Bryant.
* Hyg. Fab. 275.

* Maur. Hist. Hind. 2. p. 239. As Res. 3. p. 461.
70 Ib. 2. p. 252. A. R. 3. p. 350, etc.
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of Cusha-Dwip sided with the former; and this contest was
waged in the Yudha Bhumi or LAND of wAR. This same
Gautam is the name under which Buddha is worshipped in
Ava, Assam, and Ceylon". The first of these legends describes
the expulsion of Orion or Nimrod by the power of Semiramis

or the She Dove, and his going out into Ashur. The Second
relates to the war waged in Shinar by Nimrod and the Cushim
against the other tribes. In the Brahminical map of Egypt,
the Nilotic Cush or AEthiopia is called Barbara-Sthan 72. Its
inhabitants were descended from Saturn or Tamas [Thaumas
or Thammuz], and from the tyrant Rahu, the Dragon or
Crocodile, who was worshipped as the Devil.
The Carians, allies of Troy, are called by Homer Bz9Capo
©wvol”, probably because [like the Osci of Italy and Æolians
of Greece] they spoke the Bar-Bar tongue with somewhat of
peculiar purity. The Persians of AEschylus are repeatedly
made to call themselves Barbars: but if the word were a

GRECIAN term of reproach, or of mere NEGATION, that would
be over absurd. And how much more so, that the Sanscreets

should adopt it in their History and Geography ! The Chorus
of Phoenician matrons refer to a time Anterior to the division

of Hellenism and Barbarism,

Tig Exxas,

Bapózgos,

H TON IIAPOIOEN 'ETIENETA N,
'ETAx x&xwy Toowwó',

"Aluato; Guégiov? "
The following is a genuine fragment from a satirical poem of
Anacreon 7":

7 Mahony on Buddha, A. R. vol.7.

72 Wilford on Egypt, 3. A. R. 332, etc. Barbaria is a region situate upon
the Arabian gulph. Steph. in Voce.
-

73 L. 2. v. 867.
74 Eur. Phoen. 1512.

7 Ap. Athen. Deipn. L. 12. c. 46.
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Zay6, 8 'Eupwrv% waxel

'O regipogro; "Apreuwy
IIgly usy %wy BEPBEPIA
Kaxvuuiat''EX+HKQMENA.
This man forsooth, once a Getic slave, and swathed in the

Scythian bracca", is now rolling in luxury. Mela relates
that the Satarchae, a rude tribe of the Scythians, wore this
sort of close swaddling all over their bodies, totum braccati
corpus", et, nisi quà vident, ora etiam vestiti.
Callimachus, in his hymn to Delos, alludes in poetic phrase

ology to the irruption of Brennus the Gaul into Greece, in
the time of Ptolemy Philadelphus, saying,

Baçëzgixoy wai Kex roy ayas gavre; 'Agma"
'Oylyovo, Tiriyyas, etc.
This army, which was praeternaturally routed, like that of
Xerxes, by the powers of Delphi, is compared with that of
the Titans assailing the Olympus of Jove with no better
success; and it was evidently composed of two nations, the
Celts and the Barbars. For if any one supposed that Calli
machus meant the self-same thing by the Gaçëxçixos and the

Ksxros doms, he would impute to him a style of writing 79
which none but the most slovenly writers even of the lower

*

empire made use of Such a line as,

S.

'Aoss, 'Apes, ÉporoAoys, puzipova, KAI Troxirotés,
would scarcely [if at all] be admitted by Nonnus. The truth
was, that at this time a grand coalition existed between certain
Teuton or Barbar tribes, and their neighbours the Kimri or
Celts; a storm, exactly similar to this which Callimachus
&

70 Vid. Ov. Tr. El. x. v. 29 ad 34. Prop. 3. E1.4. v. 17.
77 Mela. L. 2. c. 1.

78 Callim. H. Del. v. 170.

79 See Herman's Dissertation upon Orpheus.
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mentions in the East, did a century afterwards burst upon
Italy and the Romans, and all the energies of the Great Caius
Marius were needful in order to repel the BapSagixo; xx.

KEAro; 'Agns. And they are said to have been distinguished
in their dress; the Galatae affording the richest spoils”.

The same distinction of names is observed by an historian
who lived seven hundred years later, and opposes the Bap
Capot, those are, the Franks or Salics", to the Kextal, Ta
Aarzi, and 'Afwo?txoi.
I believe I have succeeded in shewing that Barbar is not
properly a term of reproach, or of negation, but a positive
appellation given to the Scythic, Gothic, or AEthiop tribes,
that is, to the Tribes of Cush. If practices of a rough and
warlike kind were called Barbarous, it was because the Scy
thians were famous for their unpolished hardihood; and, since
the same simplicity preserved to their language an old and
obsolete form, the more civilized innovators called a discourse
which differed from their own Barbarous.

The Romans

learned to affect the insolence of the Greeks, and to use it by
way of negation,
Romanus, Graiusque, et Barbarus,

very unlucky one,

for in truth both
Greeks and Romans were Barbars or Pelasgians, and the
latter had a very honourable share of the barbaric manners
and virtues. The founders of their race were Indo-Scythae,
but their conceit was a

or Dii Patrii Indi-Getes; these Indi-Getes were Men who

were afterwards revered as Gods, and Æneas was by way of
excellence entitled Indi-Ges”. These persons not being
Gods at first owed that rank in some measure to their virtues

and sufferings, or, as the Brahmens say, their Tapasya, which
* Appian. in Fragmentis Gallicorum.
81 Vid. Zosim. L. vi.

82 Sil. Ital. de B. P. L. 8. v. 39.
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is called by Silius a Voluntary Godhead, Indigetesque Dei
SPONTE inter numina nostra*.

V. The doleful wanderings of Bel-Er-Oph-On, or Bel
Er-Oph-Phontes, the FourTH from AEolus, when he became
abhorred of the Gods, do, like Vulcan's expulsion from Bel,
represent the expulsion of Nim-Rod. His grandson is made
in the Iliad to converse with Diomede, although Nimrod was

then in the full vigour of life; but that is not inconsistent
with the then state of human health and longevity. It may
farther be observed in this place, and should always be borne
in mind, that, although the short genealogies of the Heroes
almost always brought them back to the same common fathers,
yet these persons were called by different titles in almost every
different branch of their families.

We now make a difference

between a Name, which is positive and insignificant, like Mr.
White and Mr. Brown [for these names are insignificant
quoad the individual] and a Title, which has relation and sig
nificancy, as William RUFUs. But in those early times, when
language was analogical and nearly perfect, all appellations
were significant, and represented some quality, or some reli
gious symbol, or something of good omen; and men gave as

many names to famous characters as their fancy, guided by
various circumstances, might chance to dictate; and often
times the very same sense, essentially, was given in different
phraseology. If any one of these could be called the Name,
rather than the others, it must have been when a name was

imposed by divine authority, with a prophetic import. Thus,
the names'O13 Tovs, II00x9xis, IIgiaulos, are all names of Cush,

and to one effect, that of Redemption by the Wounded foot.
Many of the great men recorded in Scripture had several ap
pellations, as Solomon, Lemuel, Jedidiah. Achilles had two
* Sil. Ital. L. x. v. 436. V. Serv. ad V. Georg. L. 1. v. 498.
digetes of Italy are the Epicthonii of Hesiod.
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other titles, Liguron and Pyrissous. We must not therefore
wonder at finding Him called Bellerophon in Glaucus's pe
digree, who in some others is called Memnon, or Theseus, or
Romulus.

However, I am unable to persuade myself that the story of

Bellerophon came from the pen of Homer. There is some
thing in the whole colour of the passage repugnant to good
taste, and it is somewhat strange that Glaucus, after depre
cating the pride of birth in such a noble vein as Simonides,
preferred before all Homer's verses,
‘Ey 8s to x xxxis-ow Xiog āstsy dy?,

should proceed to deliver a longer pedigree than any in the
Iliad [for the speech of Æneas in the twentieth book is, from
v. 205 to 255, both inclusive, a flagrant interpolation], and to

deliver it with Nestorean garrulity and verbiage. I think
there is something suspicious in the harsh combination of the
optative and imperative forms,
Teflycans w IIpour j xxxrays BeNAepopov'ry.
The actions of Bellerophon are also related in a way that has
no resemblance to the Homeric style of fabling. My belief
is, that the dialogue and exchange of arms were given with
brevity, and that an interpolator took that occasion to make a
most ill advised addition to the poem; and Diomede's two
speeches have been no less abused.
Tig Ba av čari pepis a xaraffy,twy dyówrwy?

'Ov yap tw tor' #twira wax, a #y w8iavaip,
To-Trøy drag usy wy ye toxv trgočašpas dravrwy
Xq, Sagasi, Jr. #woy Box1200 kioy #y%0; #usiyas.
Avs",www Ba Te Taibag äuw wave, dyriasa'iy.

Toy 3 dv$' 'Intox0%io reorgvöas pai?tuo; blog.
Tvåsjöy wayaSvua Tim yavany àpsalvais ?

'Oix) was pu}\Awy yeye, rom 35 xas aw8%ay.
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Juxxa ra usvr' awsuo, Xauxöis peel, dAAz de S v An
TWA86aovaz pus", āago; 3 #rryvyveral wipm,

'as 2,82ay yews, jusy post j?' droxyet.
'Itroxoxo; 3 EM #rixts xai #x Tov plus yeyegba.
IIsure 3 su' à; Toolwy, was wo, waxx roAX #TerexAey
'Ausy døs avaiv xzi Umspoxov #uuéval GAAwy

M7%a yayo; Tarsgwy dia%uysuay 6 way afts of
'Ev'r' Epu% #yevoyro was #y Avri, ivpsly.
Tavri); Toi yayams re xz duaro; #vXouai Éival.
'Q; paro y Smasy 38 £ony aya%; Alou%);

‘Eyxos usy water#y #r. X3oyi Toxvêorsion
'Avrag 3 usiX1Xiola" too rivöxä Tolusya Aavy.
"H £a vv wo, #sivo, Targwios āq at Taxalog.
Tw vvy arol usy 'ED'O #elvos pixos 'A'yai usa’aw

'Eiul, XT 3 #y Avia; its xey roy 37%, ixwuxi.
‘Eyxer, 3’ &AAWAwy &Aswueja, xxi & Suzov.
IIoAAoi way yaf Éwo Tows; xxeiro, r #Tixoupol

Kraively, dy x5 Seo, ye rogy was roaqi xixsia,
IIoxxon 3 du roi Axalol, Évalgeusy %y as vya.
Tauxax 8" xxx, Aois Étapalthousy %ga xx. 5.3a
Tyway, Ör #elvoi Tarpaioi ävXous?' Hival.

'0; dox paygavre, xx0' TTwy &#xy Te
Xeipz; t dxxxxwv AzGary xxi Tris waayro

'Ev6 dure TXava, Kgoviš/; pgsyas #8Aero Zeus
'Og rgo; Tvåsjöy Aloumosa revX's ausive
Xpvaaz XaAxswy #x2tow80, £yvezColwy".
Simonides was not far wrong when he placed this speech
among the finest of the Iliad. The magnanimous Lycian,
interrogated in a vaunting strain, begins by deprecating the

pride of birth as becomes the mortal offspring of an ephemeral
line, and sweetly rebukes the Greek, of whose speech it may
be said, in the fine language of Rhianus,
* Hom. L. vi. v. 123, et seq.

|
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ārū76eral évaxa yatay

IIoroiy Éris's Sei Synto 3s 6, #17 roxyes:
then, having made this acknowledgement of humanity, he
goes on, to set family pride upon its only true and honourable
foundation,

M73a Yayos Tarsgwy dioxvysusy % usy dels ot.
What follows is curious, but, I nothing doubt, authentic; for
it is not in the vein of the Cyclic interpolators; and, if I err
not, it is particularly in that of Homer.

It is written with

an urbanity not amounting to jest, nor sinking below the
manners of epic verse, but pleasing, and bearing with it the
marks of truth.

It reminds us of that, which the preceding

dialogue inculcates, that Heroes are men, and those who
vaunt the loudest have the largest alloy of humanity. To
Diomede an ample tribute is paid by the poet, and his good
deeds are faithfully recorded, but the perfect hero or pius
AEneas [a character which disgusts and wearies from its want
of verisimilitude], is never to be found among the Men of
Homer. Ulysses, I believe, was regarded by him as more
than human.

-

Diomede was closely connected with Ulysses. The latter
was chief counsellor, and, I believe, the prime spring of Action
to the King of Men; and Diomede was the most immediate of
his feudatories, being the Anax of Argos, which was but

fifteen miles from Mycenae; and his father had several years
before been sent as ambassador to Cush from the whole

Achaian league.

Homer associates them together in the

great enterprise of the Thracian camp, and ancient legend
also joined them in the matter of the Palladium. But
grounds of jealousy were not altogether wanting.

Diomede

was nephew or great-nephew of Thersites, an orator of some
note, and bitterly hostile to Ulysses", as well as to Achilles.
*5 Il. 2. v. 220.
infra, Troica.

But this verse is probably not of Homer's making, v.
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The old man was slain by this latter, to the great indignation
of Diomede". Diomede appears upon one occasion to have
accused Ulysses of running away, and not assisting the aged
King of Pylus, when summoned to do so, for which Homer
offers an excuse, which perhaps was true, that he did not
HEAR him,
83 #aaxaq's roAvrXay; 3,0; 'O3vagev; 87.

Here is pregnant evidence of an altercation between the two
kings. But afterwards a lamentable circumstance occurred
in the camp of the Greeks, which revived, with increased
fury, all the animosities to which the affair of Palamedes had
given rise, I mean the suicide of Ajax,
x=xoxww.sys #v=xx vix7;
Twy uy #yw vix,72, 3 ka?ousyo; Tapa "val

Tavzerly du?' Ax/x/0s.
Upon which occasion, the feelings both of the people and their
leaders were strongly excited against Ulysses. It was, as I

am persuaded, in order to repel certain attacks upon his grand
father's character, that Homer chose to inform us that Diomede

[probably one of the most violent authors of them] did him
self once drive a sharp bargain for a suit of armour, instead

of winning it with his sword. There was certainly a strong
impression of old that the friendship of Diomede and Ulysses
ended in a quarrel, of which the Palladium was fabled to be
the subject”.

But although this ill-written story of Bellerophon be none
of Homer's, it is old enough, and we need not suppose that
the writer had any knowledge of the history of Nebuchad

nezzar, or Joseph. The later part of the story occurs on
several occasions: Phaedra, the wife of Theseus and mother

86 Quint. Sm. L. 1. v. 764, et seq.
87 Il. viii. v. 97.

* See Conon, c. 34, and a Gem in the Florentine Museum.
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of Hippolytus, acts the same part as Anteå or Sthenoboea,
Horace

Narrat penè datum Pelea tartaro

Magnessam Hippolyten dum fugit abstinens.
Amidst these blunders and confusion of names, it is evident

the circumstance belongs to the oldest mythology, for Hip
polyta is the name of Theseus's love, Hippolytus of his son.
Bellerophon fought against the female host of the Ama
zonians. He fought also with the Solymi, a circumstance

which tends to identify him with Memnon, who, on his way
to relieve Troy, met and overthrew
'Aoya Aawy XoAvuwy ispoy sparov *.

Immediately behind Phaselis of Pamphylia rose Mount Soly
mus, and close to it [probably one of its peaks] Mount
OLYMPUs 9°, called also polyuxosis, or the Red.

Also, a Lo

phos, or Conical Hill over Termessus of Pisidia, was called
XoAvuog Aopos, and hard by it a work of antiquity called the
Rampart of Bellerophon". A Mount Solymus was, like Ida
to Jove, the awoti, or Seat of Speculation to the AEthiopian
Neptune,

Toy 3 # 'A'Siorwy dyiwy westwy'Evoaizāoy
Tnxoffey #x Xoxvuwy opewy iósy”.
89 Qu. Sm. L. 2. v. 120. v. Herod. L. 1. c. 173. Steph. Byz. in voce
Milyae.
* Strabo, L. 14, p. 952.
* Or Mound; xaca:. V. Strab. 13. p. 904.

* Hom. Od. L. v. v. 283. Although they are said to have fought against
Bellerophontes, or Memnon, they appear in a very remarkable manner con
nected with the AEthiopians of Asia, for they wore upon their own heads the
skins taken from the heads of Horses, according to the Poet Chaerilus of

Samos. Jos. c. Apion. L. I. p. 454. And Herodotus gives the identical
same account of the Asian AEthiopes, L. vii. c. 7.

Now, as both were de

scribing the same thing, the nations who formed Xerxes his army, I cannot
but surmise that the same race of men are meant. The Horse is the favourite

symbol of the True Cushim, as the Cow was of other peoples. Seemingly the

Solymi of Memnon were Pelasgi, or Apostate Cushim, of the army of Achilles.
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In fact it was one of the many names used among the nations
for an Olymp, or Sacrificial and Oracular High Place. In
the maritime Syria there was a very famous city of imme

morial sanctity, and containing within its purlieus several
mounts dedicated to the mysteries of the Syrian or Ionian
religion, especially the Mount Moria or Olivet, and the
Mount Sion. This City, founded by the Jebusite Canaanites,
was called Solyma, and by way of honour Hiero-Solyma. It
was taken from its subsequent possessors, the Jews and Ben
jamites, by Nebuchadnezzar the Great, a prince of the Syrian
religion, which haeresy he raised to an unexampled pitch of

splendour; and out of the spoils of Hiero-Solyma he founded
a new city, Solyma”, in Assyria, as a grateful dedication, no
doubt, to the Olympian Gods. I cannot say the meaning of
this word Xox-Tu, but probably it signifies the Disc of the
Earth.

* Hiero-Solyma was the Chief place of that Land which the
Lord had reserved for his own demesne, but which various

tribes of the apostates had presumed to occupy. Of these the

Philistim, a potent and warlike race of Cushim, occupied the
coast from Gaza to the Cilician Gates, and seem to have been

divided into two great Pentapolies, the one, commonly called
Philistine or Palaestine, composed of Gath, Accaron, Ashdod,

Ascalon, and Gaza, the other, commonly called Phoinikian,

consisting of Tyre, Sidon, Aradus, Biblus, and Beryth. The
Europeans having to do with the coast named this Land, from
its great maritime cities, Palaestinë and Phaenice.

But

to

They are spoken of as people of peculiar sanctity, and the same Chaerilus
mentions that they wore a coif, or circular tonsure, 'AvXuaxio xipanac,

Toxoxerals. This practice of pure paganism obtains in the semipagan
church of Rome; and was among the many prohibitions of the Divine Law
which were made in order to prevent any assimilation with the Gentiles.
“The Priests shall not make baldness on their head.” Levit. c. 21. v. 5, et
vid. c. 19. v. 27. V. Chaer. Sam. ed. ab A. F. Naek. The custom above

noticed, of wearing the 'Ittuy Baera toawna, suggests to my mind the most
probable solution of the Cynocephali, Lycanthropi, etc.
* Asin. Quadr, ap. Steph. Byz. in Voce.

|*
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the Israélites it was known as the Land of Canaãn, by whose
posterity it was mainly occupied. This Place, Hiero-Solyma,
was not occupied by the Chosen People till the time of Joshua,

but it was solemnly consecrated to the uses of the Christian
worship in the days of Abraham, by the symbolical offering
of his Son; and the same Abraham having vanquished a
league of Kings, met in this neighbourhood with a personage
named Melchisedek, King of Salem, who initiated him into
the mysteries of the Christian Sacrament. Sacrifice, with

immolation and libation, was appointed for anticipation of
an atonement to come; but the two latter were thought
sufficient for the commemoration thereof when complete.

Abraham therefore was placed [by anticipation] in the same
situation as if he had actually witnessed the fulfilment, and,
like the Apostles, he received the bloodless elements from the

hand of the KING HIMsELF. And therefore did the Lord say
that Abraham had seeN HIs DAY.

We are not told what

place it was that was called Salem, but we find the Israélites,
when in possession of Hiero-Solym, invariably calling it Ieru
Salem, Behold Peace; and Josephus, who was ignorant of the
nature and character of Melchisedek, and mistook him for

some Jebusite prince, informs us that HE first gave to the
City, Ierusalem its present name. Here then we have the

truth; The name Solym was changed to Salem, and Hiero
Solym to Ieru-Salem, by a sort of Parodia upon the gentiles
such as God often resorted to by way of rebuke to them, and
upon the occasion of Abraham Seeing his Day and Beholding
Peace. “In this place will I give peace, saith the Lord,”
speaking by the mouth of Haggai,

The “sacred army of the Solymi,” then, was that of the
votaries of the Syrian religion, such as the Canaanites, and
Nebuchadnezzar followed.
The Chimaera, or She-Goat, mentioned in two other spu

rious lines of the Iliad”, and having a triple form, is a female
94 xvi. vss.

328, 9.

-
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form of the Goat Pan, or University of Nations, against which
Nimrod fought, and concerning which the Sibyll” said,

IIAMPTAOT woxsuolo Bayuova; #er' awaywag,
but as the Pam-Phylians were Tri-Phylians, the form of the
Chimaera was threefold. Perseus was a Nimrodian character,

and the antagonist of Bacchus in War". He was also the
antagonist of the Gorgon called Me?azz or the Queen, which
same Gorgon was also the AEgis of Jove or Pallas; but Ægis
is synonymous with Chimaera, and it is remarkable that their

Latin synonym Capella means a place of worship. Perseus, like
Bellerophontes, was the rider of the winged horse Pegasus. Bel

lerophontes was expelled from Ephyrè, or the Corinth, and fled
into the plains; Perseus was expelled from Argos, and retired

to that Herculean and Cyclopean fortress Tiryns". But it
was to Tiryns” that Bellerophon fled, to obtain purgation
from King Praetus for a certain homicide; and he afterwards
succeeded to the kingdom of Io-Bat or the Buddhic Jove.
Perseus, it may be observed, like Nimrod, was not born of

mortal

father, but miraculously conceived by the Aour of

Jove.

It is perhaps a valuable notice 99, that Bacchus was

deified [that is, the Sabian schism took place] in the 32d
year of Perseus's reign, and that the Argonautic wars of

Aietes, Perseus, and Iäson, were waged sixty-two years after
that. The Argonautic story coincides with the END of the

first great war, when the city was betrayed: but still the
times may seem rather long,

The presumption of Bellerophon lay in attempting to storm
the Olympus, or Brazen Heaven of Jupiter, mounted on the
back of Pegasus. He was the Son of the Morning riding on

95 L. 3. p. 248.

*

96 W. Nonn. L. 47. v. 654.

97 Apollod. L. 2. c. 4. s. 3.
98 Ib. L. 2. c. 3.

* Apollod, ap. Clem. Alex. Strom. 1. p. 381. Oxon.
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the Horse of Aurora”. But the hippogriffin hurled him
down", terrenum equitem gravatus. Pindar has a good
passage upon the subject;

Q7zakousy yap Suws Gravres,
Aaiuwy 3 dris-os. To waxga 3 #1 ris
IIa traiyal, Spaxw; #xsa
-Sai XaAxoradov Sawy

'Eógay, dré Trégoals
'Eggiya IIayago;
AsaToray #8Aoyt # 8pays softus;

"Exisly us?' juryugiy Baxxapopovray
Ziyos. To Be Tap 30&y
TAuxu Trixootarz wavel TsAsura *.
Due are we all unto the grave,
But in the Spirits' reckoning day

Our portion who can say?
But they who longest measure seek
Shortest allowance have,
And mortal dust is weak

The brazen-throned Gods to brave.
High rode, I ween, that Horseman King
Who clombe the council seat of Jove,
Stablish’d in Heav'n above,

With Pegasèan wing,
Bellerophontes.

But how soon

To Earth with ruin down

Him did his wonderous charger send,
Of interdicted sweets to know the bitter end!

So far my waxen wings have borne me. To return, he is said
to have invented riding", equo vehi; which may be in some
* Lyc. Cass. v. 17.

* 'Aytvya; 3paying driatioaro Bºxigopoyrwy. Nonnus.
* Isthm. vii. v. 59, et seq.
102 Plin. N. H. vii. c. 57.
H 2
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measure true, as connected with hunting; for in war the
chariot was clearly preferred.

On the back of Pegasus he danced the Enoplian, or Pyrrhic
War-Dance,
dya as 8'

Eviv; #votxia XaAxw881; #raigsy".

It should be remarked, that the Pyrrhic dance is distin
guished” by Pliny from the Curetic, and also by Solinus,
who informs that the former was properly equestrian. Crete,

he says”, Pyrrho repertore, equestres turmas prima docuit
lascivas vertigines implicare. This dancing consisted in
rhythmical manoeuvres of cavalry, made to martial music,
and not in performances like those of Astley's theatre; those
former, I suppose, were the Gyri of the Pelethronians,

Fraena Pelethronii Lapithae gyrosque dederunt,
because all sacred dancing was circular, or, at least, elliptical.
The Pyrrhic proper was that which the Romans called
Troja", or Trojae ludus, which the hero IUL, or As-Can,
the Khan of the Asi, was storied to have established among
the Latins at long Alba; and it was afterwards transferred
to Roma,

Trojaque nunc pueri, Trojanum dicitur agmen".
Nimrod in this, as in all his policy, observed a Triad, Tres
equitum numero turmae". Their mode of manoeuvring is

finely described; it may be noticed that “choris” implies
musical rhythm, and that was the “calling” which is men
tioned;
104 Ol. xiii. 123.
105 Plin. N. H. ibid.
106 Pol. c. 11.

-

107 Suet. Jul. c. 39.
108 AEn. v. 602.

* Ib. 560. .
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Olli discurrère pares, atque agmina terni
Deductis solvére choris, rursusque vocati
Convertère vias 110.

-

-

It is easy to recognize in this play the three Romulean"
centuries of Noble Knights, the Ramnenses, Titienses, and
Luceres, which three, taken together [as I humbly conceive],
were the three hundred Celeres”. Numa”, the Pomp

Ilian, or Hermetic Messenger of Ilus, the type of a different
sect that prevailed after Nimrod's overthrow, was said to have

abolished these Celeres. They cast a shadow behind them in
this Trojan game. At one of Caesar's triumphs, Trojam lusit
Turma DUPLEx; these perhaps correspond with the Quint
Ilians and Fabians of Romulus and Remus, a ludicrous contest
between whom is mentioned in Ovid’s calendar *. The names

IUL and PYRRHUs, the Blood-Red and the Fiery-Red, seem
to have been affected by both of the great pagan factions: to
one Pyrrhus, a schismatic and hellenizing Cushite, the fall
of Ilion is ascribed, and his nation [catching at the name
only, as I imagine] gave him credit for inventing the Pyrrhic

dance, which was really one of the sublime but artful in
ventions of Bellerophon or Nimrod. Lycophron confounds
these two persons under the name of Prylis; his Prylis is

Pyrrhus, the Taker of Troy, an Apostate Cuthèan warring
against his own family, reared in the island of Lesbos or Issa,
as he saith, though it is vulgarly said in Scyros; yet he is
placed, like Nim-Rod, in the FourTH degree from Atlas, in
stead of the sixth or seventh, and said, like him, to have been

generated by Cham or Cadmus.

-

* V. 580, et seq. et vid. Apul. Met. L. x. p. 734, ed. Oud, who describes
a Pyrrhic dance around an imitation of Mount Ida, whereupon actors repre
sented the judgement of Paris.
111 Liv. 1. c. 13.
112 Ibid. 15.
113 Plut. Num. c. vii.

114 Fast. L. 2. v. 376.
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'Qs w; as Kabuo; wipex #y replévrø.
'Iraq pursvaal Burusywy roënyarny,

Teraeroy ##"Atxavros déxis atops,
Twy aviouxsutoy avyxa ragwarriv IIpv}\ly,

Touggs, too; Ta Adjs a vmustres are ".
The War-Dance was always supposed to be danced round a
person called Prylis. Round him did the Amazons dance
'Avra, 8', 'Our dyaaga, Tapi IIovaly w8%gavro"
IIowra way #y Taxesaaiy ÉvotAov, duff, 38 xv-xy
XTMa'auayal Xopov Évovy.
Round Prylis did the Curetes dance the Oul or Ioul, the
Yule-Dance, but the infant Ham or Jove is declared to be

their Prylis,

'OTAA Be Koveyrs; XE tepi IIguxiv wox, Tavro"
Tevzaz retAwyovres, iva Kooyos ézaw #x/y
'AGT130; Éigaiol, xa, w? ago xovaišovros.

This third son of the patriarch was worshipped as the male
principle, or Creative Man-God, and for this reason, as well
as for others connected with the peculiar circumstance of his
apostacy, he received the form of the Prylis, whereby the
demiurgic power was represented in the moment of its energy.
On the Kalends of Maius or Hermes, and at the Games of

Flora the people danced [and in some places do yet dance]
around Prylis, who is called by some the May-Pole, and by
others the Mast of Cockayne. The name Iül, Red with ex
piatory blood, and also that of Prylis [who was himself red”],
* Lyc. Cass. v. 219. qu. xoia Sa? Prylis Mercurii filius, Zenod. Proverb.
It would appear from some, that Telephus the Heracleid was the person in
question. Cypria ap. Proc. Chrest. Bibl. Alt. Lit. vol. i. p. 25. But the
story is one of very light credit; they wanted no guide to show them the
way to Ilion.
*

116 Call. Dian. 240.

117 Call. H. ad Jovem, v. 52.
*18 Hor. L. 1. Sat. 8. v. 5.
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may be given to any person who pretends to represent the
Man God; Mr. Knight "9 mentions an ancient sculpture re
presenting hominem, galli gallinacei capite cristato, rostro

ithyphallico, under which is written Xarne Kogus. In truth,
Lycophron has confounded the supposed inventors of the
Dance, with the Power to whom it was dedicated; Nimrod

was the Prylis of the Scythians, Pyrrhus may have been of
the Epirots, Cretans, etc.: but not As inventors of it, but on

the grounds above indicated. The mast of cockayne did
sometimes represent an armed man or Trophaeum, and each
city would seem to have had one, for we read that Minerva's

helmet was #xaroy toxswy revXesa’a agaçvia *. Even an in
terpolator would hardly mean that it was large enough to
contain an hundred armies.

To this institution belong the Latin Salii or Agonales,
whom Dionysius identifies with the Curetes. Their temple
was on the Koxxivo; Aopos or Agonal Hill; their garments
GULEs, or what the ancients called Purple. They danced,
and sang hymns to the Enoplian Gods, armed with the spear,
the sword, and the Thracian shield.

One of their shields fell

from heaven, or, according to Livy, several weapons, that were
called Ancilia”. This word Anc-Ilia is Ilia [Rhea or Sylvia]
the Messenger, and the same as Egeria [or the Resurrection]
with whom Numa Pompilius was wont to converse. Anc-Illa,
the handmaid, is of the same etymology. I refer the reader
to the Scythian utensils, cited before, which fell from heaven,
and which seemed to be known to the Franks.

And the

Royal tribe among them were Salians, also called from dancing,
as may be inferred from a line of Sidonius Apollinaris, a poet
who was cotemporary with the Merovingian kings,

* Preface to Progress of Society.

And see Graev. Thess. Ant. Rom.

tom. ult.

* Il. 5. v. 744.

The verse is probably not Homer's.

121 W. Dion. Hal. 2. c. 70.

Liv. 1. c. 20.

Ovid tells us that the others

were made to deceive any thief who might wish to carry away the true one.
This one was the palladium or talisman of Rome.

*
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Sauromates clypeo, Salius PEDE, falce Gelonus.

Dancing was a matter of no small consequence in the reli
gious mysteries: Orpheus and Musaeus ordered people avy

#vjuq xz dex, Tal uvsgözl". Those who were guilty of di
vulging the mysteries were said to Dance them Out or to

Dance Without, #04%rat. Suidas says, ra ws 1912 #wg
X/Taro, dyr Ta #suv's metasy, #xtus a #Tolyaev. Or perhaps it
rather means that they were themselves danced out, or ex
pelled, much in the same way as soldiers are said to be

drummed out of a regiment; tag #xyogavoytag to uv.5%ix,
#08%gia Sai Aayegly 6, ToxAoi"; and again, #04%aguayos,
dyr, Ts puyayy was a to gas. Aquoašev's #y rq xar Avogo
Tiwyo; *; and so likewise a banished man is in Latin called
Ex-Sul, One who Dances Out. The chief of the Salii was
Prae-Sul, the inferior Sali-sub-Suli; and I infer from a ludi

crous poem of Catullus, that the Pontifices or Bridgemakers
were used to dance upon the bridges at the time of dedicating
them 125.

The Curetes were, properly, the family of Noah who ac
companied him in the Ark; and their dancing was a religious
ceremony, performed in sign of joy at the safe return of the

Vessel of the Covenant, after its awful voyage. This passage
of primitive history, like most of its details, is passed over in
the very brief records of the Five Books; but a light is thrown
back upon it from the annals of David, “who DANCED before
the Lord with all his might, and David was girded with a
linen ephod. So David and all the House of Israel brought
up the Ark of the Lord with shouting, and with the sound of
the trumpet”.” The Ark of the Levitical shrine was that
of Noah, and it was in memory of the Covenant with him that
132 Luc. Salt. c. I5.
12, Lucian, ibid.
124 Suidas in Voce.

125 V. Cat. Carm. 17.

* 2 Samuel, vi. 14, 15.
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the Ark and the Sea were placed in the Sanctuary. Upon
another occasion bearing close analogy to the preservation of
Noah's family, that of Israel from the Red Sea, Miriam and
all the women danced. Like Music and Poésy, Dancing is
from God; and, like all the rest of Paganism, not invented,
but only perverted by the nations according to their several

propensities; the warlike Goth using it to kindle up the
%agu'), or joy of battle, while the baser multitude of the

Gentiles
Motus doceri gaudet Iönicos.

So much of Bellerophontes, his impiety, expulsion, horse
manship, and pyrrhic dancing.
IV. Babel was built in form of a Square on both sides
of Euphrates, which flows out of Eden in Armenia, into the
Persic gulf of the Great Erythraean sea. Its form, I believe,
was that of a Labyrinthus, and was intended for the same pur
pose as that mystic edifice; but of course, being a city, without
the inextricable error in which priestly ingenuity had involved
those Labyrinths which were merely mystic. That form con
sisted in a sevenfold or eightfold inclosure, having in its centre
the Mansion of the God, and so representing both Heaven and
Earth. The central part, or Earth, is, or rather contains the
Olympus or Terrestrial Heaven; there dwells the God, un
approachable except to those who have obtained the cluE.

The Cretan Labyrinth had seven enclosures" round the
Mansion; these are the seven moveable or planetary spheres.
But the world had another enclosure, that of the Cronian,

Crystalline, or Milky sea, in which the fixed stars are placed,
127 W. Roberts's Antiq. of Wales, p. 213. There were many Labyrinths:
that of Egypt by Lake Moeris, that of Lemnos, that of Crete, and that of

King Porsena at Clusium in Etruria; but it is very questionable if the two
last ever existed, nulla extant vestigia. Plin. L. 36. c. 13.

It is some ar

gument against the real existence of the Cretan, that some antiques make it
an exact square, and others give it a rounded form.
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and the A1876 which binds within its elastic concave the
wheeling poles. The Seven enclosures were made by seven
concentric squares of building, or twenty-eight streets, per
pendicular and parallel respectively to each other. The
EIGHTH and last, the flammantia moenia mundi, was repre

sented by the Wonderful Walls that fenced in the City, while
the stupendous wet fossè that washed their Base portrayed
the ocean of night, or ultramundane waters”, called by the
Brahmens The Sea of Milk, and by Homer Nuxto; 'Auoxyos,
The Milk-pail of the Night.
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Thus did great Babylon deserve the splendid epithets given by
Nonnus to one of the fairest of her many daughters, who all
boasted of their mother's likeness; to Tyrus of Phoenice;

'Q. Tox, Taoi usAsga,

TTIIOX X®ONOX, 'AIOEPOX

EIKON 129:

and as Tyre, being built on a small isle, was limited as to its

form, and presented to the surrounding waters a triangular,
not a quadrangular outline, he adds
Xug?v=0; TPIIIAETPON #xels rexauwyz Saxxaaws.

128 W. 2 Esd. c. 6. v. 41.
129 Nonn. Dion. L. 40. V, 355.
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Image of Heav'n, Oh Tyrus fair!
And Type of Earth, men's common care,
To gird thy proud three-sided throne
Ocean hath lent his natural zone.

There is abundant proof that the Circus at Rome was an
allegory exactly corresponding with that of the Labyrinthus,
saving only that the former was round or elliptical, being an

immediate type of Heaven; whereas the latter is generally
represented quadrangular, being a type of Babel, and only at

second hand a type of Heaven. Some old Latin verses address
the Circus in words most strikingly similar to the quoted line
of Nonnus,

Circus, imago poli, formam cui docta vetustas
Condidit, et numeros limitis aetherii.

The number within the boundary of Æther, or flammantia
moenia, was seveN, as we know from Ausonius and others,

Phosphore clamosi spatiosa per aequora Circi
Septenas solitus victor obire vias”.
The seven circuits were called Euripi, and in the centre
was a PYRAMID, [also called the Euripus] and on it stood
three altars, of Saturn, Jove, and Mars; below it, three

others, of Venus, Hermes, and Luna”. I believe the Circus

was not, like the Labyrinths, perplexus parietibus", but
that certain erections like posts, at equal intervals from that
central thing which they called the Pyramid, marked the

seven circuits without any other partitions; and the racers
threaded their way through them, something after the manner
of dancing a reel. These posts were composed of two well
known symbols, the Egg of Leda [Ova honori Castorum,
130 Aus. Epit. Equi v. 1. et vid. Varr, ap. Aul. Gell. L. 3. c. 10.
13, Lydus ap. Salmas. ad Solin. p. 638, 9.
132 Serv. in W. AEn.W. v. 588.
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Tertullian:] surmounted by the Dolphin. If they were not
the same as the Phalae, I am ignorant what these latter were;
Consulit ante Phalas delphinorumque columnas”.
An Euripus was a narrow channel of water, Ductus aquarum
quos illi Nilos et Euripos vocant”; and I suppose that
the name inured to the Seven Ways of the Circus, from an
idea that the Oceanic stream flowed between the Spheres of
heaven and divided them by its channels. The “Pyramid
with three altars” in the centre is almost a convincing proof
that the Circus was made with reference to Babylon.

These Euripi of the Circus, which agree with the regsz of
the skies, were the ATTIAI of the great mundane city.
Hence it was called toxi; #vgv-dyvia, and Apollo Ergates
the architect god who built it was named Aguieus”. Be
cause the city of the Eight Streets, which he built, was an
exact Square; Aguieus himself was carved in the shape of a
Cube, and was said to bathe in Xanthus or Chamander, to the
banks of which Homer's fiction had transferred Babel,

Phoebe qui Xantho lavis amne crines
Levis Aguieu!

The Delphian Oracle was founded by Tieg Tragéogawy
IIayzoos xx. Alo, Ayview; ". But the word Aguia was cer
tainly not confined to the aiSago; #ixwy and her streets, but
belongs also to their antitypes the broad ways of heaven, for
upon occasions where there is no allusion, however remote,

to any town or city, Homer ushers in the night with this
beautiful verse,

Avaaro & 'Haxios artiaoyro de Tagal dyvial.

133 Juv. Sat. vi. 590.

134 Cic. de Leg. L. 2. c. 1.
13% Paus. Arcad. c. 32.

* Sibyll, ap. Paus. L. x. c. 5.
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It was not unknown to John Tzetzes that Ilion was the City
of the Eight ‘Ayvla", nor was the principle upon which they
were built, for he describes Paris as sacrificing to the Gods
[on his return to Ilion, and before the fatal abduction of

Helen] “ in the Hebdomad having-eight-ways of Aurora
the leader of the beautiful dance,”

'ETTaqiy dxTatogous waxxixogs 'Halysygins".
KaxA1X008 is a manifest transposition, made for the sake of
the metre, by some one who forgot that Tzetzes does not
write with any regard to quantity, but merely in a sort of
hexameter rhythm; for he is clearly describing the city
#Si T' 'Hoog 'Hgiyaye");
'Oixio xx, XOPOI gia", was dyroxal HaA1010”.
All sacred dancing around a centre, such as the May Pole,
was an imitation of the measured movements of the planets
around the earth, and because the motion of the dancers was

governed by numerous sound, therefore did they imagine
there was a music in the Spheres to which the stars kept
time. The seven concentric aguiai [between the 'Oixia] are

the Xogoi, and give the figure of the planetary dance. Hence
EwevXotos @%), and 'Evgv%960s "Treggia, which are equivalent
to IIox's Evguayviz.
The streets of Babel were all drawn in a right line”, of
which some were transverse, leading down to the river; and
that must, of course, have been the case with respect to the
two sides which were parallel to the course of it. The effect
of large streets intersected at right angles by smaller ones, is
to form detached masses of building, composed of several
houses; these the Romans styled Insulae, and Herodotus in
describing the City calls them Aavgal. Every thing here
137 Tz. Ante Hom. v. 85.
130 Hom. Od. xii. v. 3.
139 Herod. L. l. c. 180.
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was paradisaical; and even these little urban islets were
called after the islands of the blest.

At Sardis there was a

royal paradise, called TAuxv; 'Ayx-Qy, infamous for its delights,
and this was imitated by Polycrates of Samos, in a Paradise
where he collected all manner of flowers, and which he called

Laura”; and in Egypt was another, called the Laura of the
Blest, Azuga svāauovoy. The Christian Coenobites adopted
the term, and their hallowed retreats were Lauras, a name

which Casaubon saith was yet given to the Convent of Mount
Athos in his time.

It need scarce be remarked, that this is

also the name of the Tree of Inspiration or Knowledge, the
eating of which gave prophecy, Aaq.v.), and that a Laura
was the same as a Daphne, of which last there were two at
Antioch and Pelusium. Bel or Theba, like her AEgyptian
daughter, was entered by a hundred gates of brass: but
still we read that the Amphionian" city was seven-gated,
and that also was true, but in a different sense.

The walls

had a hundred gates; but within them were seven en

closures, which you could not pass in any direction without
passing Seven Gates. Diospolis in Egypt was a splendid
copy of the whole, but the little Greek republic was content
to affect such a similitude as the common name 'Etraruxos

would give.
V. Babel was built, I say, on both sides Euphrates, which

divided all the Seven concentric squares of the city, not ex
cepting the smallest and innermost. The two divisions of

this seventh square were adorned by two great works which
were the pride of the city; on one side the River stood the
Regal Palace or Seraglio, vast and strong; and on the other

* Athen. Deipn. L. 12. Laura Samiorum was a proverb equivalent to
pays de Cocagne. V. Zenod. Prov. Graev. Th. Gr. vol. x.

* I believe the Theba Heptapylus, or Seven Gated Ark, properly denotes
the last and central enclosure, Ta Bagaria, which were only accessible through
Seven Gates. These were the Thebae, to which Tydeus went to convey the
general remonstrance of the people.

III

the Temple of Jupiter Belus" existing, saith Herodotus,
yet in my time, and measuring in every direction two stadia,

or twelve hundred and fifty feet. In the middle of this
TEMPLE stood a massy ToweR, six hundred and twenty-five
feet square at the base, and upon this another Tower, and
another, and another to the number of eight, and upon the
last Tower stood a great Nave. And in that Nave a great
Couch (pulvinar Deorum) and a Golden Table; but no
Statue therein; and no man sleeps therein, say the Chaldee
priests. Only some woman sleeps there whom the God may
chance to like, for the God was said to come there in person.
This will remind every reader of the rabbinical history of Beland
the Dragon, and the fraud of the priests to get a good supper
for themselves; it would seem that these holy men had other
appetites, which they indulged, and laid the blame upon the
God. BELow there was another Nave, where sate a great
golden statue of Jove, and in which there was likewise a
golden seat and table. In Cyrus's time there was another
Golden Colossus, which Xerxes afterwards removed, and

killed the Priest. Outside of the Tower stood a gold altar;
and another of great magnitude, on which victims were
slaughtered; for on the golden one none but sucking crea
tures might be killed *. The height of the Tower was equal
to the side of the base *, not including, I presume, the Nave
or Ship-Shrine at top.

A few remarks hereupon. This is the account of an eye
witness, who wrote in or just after the reign of Artaxerxes
Longimanus, and must be fully credited as to what he saw,

and as an honest reporter of whatever he took on trust. But
Xerxes, a fanatical zealot of the magic religion, and destroyer
of images, had ravaged the Temple some fifty years before,

14" These two edifices were connected by a Tunnel under the river

Euphrates.

Diod. L. 2. c. 9. Phil. V. Ap. Tyan. L. 1. c. 16.

143 Herod. L. 1. css. 180, 1, 2, 3.
* Strab. L. 16. p. 1049.
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and removed the idols.

We have therefore no reason to

doubt the correctness of the information handed to us by
Diodorus, [who had access to the writings as well of Chaldeans
as of Greeks who had spent their lives in those countries,
Berosus, Ctesias, Dinon, Abydenus, etc.] that on the highest
degree of the tower [where the nave stood] there were for
merly three statues of Jove, Juno, and Rhea". True it is,
that in Herodotus his time there were none. True also, that
in Nimrod's time there were none, for that hero was not an

image-worshipper or a sabian. But this Temple, abandoned
at the dispersion, and long neglected, was restored many ages
after by Nebuchadnezzar the Great, an idolator of the ionian
or sabian sect, whose father revolted from Esaraddon the son

of Sennacherib, and who himself [probably upon the death of
that good king] did, in conjunction with Cyaxares, entirely
destroy Nineveh" and the empire of the Scythians. His
works were undoubtedly framed upon principles of idolatry;
and what the Persian destroyed, the Greek had undertaken
to repair, but the number of his days, and of the days of
Babylon, were full, and he died before he could set his hand

to it”. His successors abandoned the city, and built Seleucia
out of its materials.

The Tower presented another resemblance of the Mundane

system. The Eight tiers or stories of it are the Eight spheres
that surround the Orbs Terrarum, namely, the Fixed, and the
Seven Planetary; and the Ark or Ship-Temple is the type of
the Earth.

This was called the Corona or Shrine of the

Raven, and the Col-Oph-On or Mount of the Dragon God,
whence opericoronam, or operi colophona imponere. Even as
the heavens were imaged in the circles of the Roman Theatre,
14s Diod. Sic. L. 2. c. 9.

14" Of this gity no vestige remains, excepting green ridges or inequalities

jn the surface of the plain right against Mosul. But it has bequeathed to
this modern town

the proud name of

Asour or Ashur.

2. p. 50.

147 V. Arrian. Hist. Al. 3. c. 16. Strabo. 16. p. 1049.

*

V. Thevenot, Part
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so did Rome herself, in her fatal and prophetic Septimontium,
display the seven towers of the world, and for that reason I
suppose she did not think a Pyramid necessary, although she

boasted of being a revival of Ilion. The Colophon representing
the earth will explain what I have said of the Holy Mount
being called IIay-Taiz.

It is curious that Sol, in the Latin

dialect means, the Sun, Unity, the Earth, Sol, Solus, Solum,
and 20%; in the Greek is a disc or quoit; and I cannot but
suspect that from the House of the Earth, the Sun, the Deity,
or the Disc, where the discord of tongues arose, any absurd or
repugnant mode of speaking was called Sol-Oik. I cannot

precisely tell the import of the Quoit, which occurs in the
fables of Orion, Acrisius, and Hyacynthus, but I believe that
its shape, a long oval, was thought to resemble the plant of
the human foot, which is accordingly called by the same name
sol.E, and that the deaths of the heroes above named refer to

the death of the Woman's Son by the Wounded Foot. Sol-On
was the name under which certain laws were promulgated at
Athens, and was certainly borne by the man who published
them, but Nonnus * assures us that the laws of Solon are as

old as the time when Venus brought forth Beroë and founded
Berytus in Phoenice; and Berytus was, as he pretends, coeval
with the world. The House of Og or 'OT-AQ, contained

eight

individuals, and in honour of their number, which

coincided with that of the spheres, the tower was so built.

This degenerated into Sabianism and World-worship, but
the founders only meant Mount Paradise, the Ark, and its
Ogdoad.
The second Nave BELow [which Herodotus did not see] is
the rogo; or chamber in the interior of the Pyramid, cor

responding with those found in Egypt. The upper nave was,
if I may so say, Templar, and typified the Earthly Heaven,
or Olympus; the lower was Sepulchral, and a type of Hades.

148 L. 41, V. 165. 273.
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The whole fabric was sometimes called the Temple, and some

times the Tomb of Bel. Strabo says”, B7x8 Tapog jv ös
Tveau; Targaywyos, &# ort, TXiyśs, stadialoy to £4,0s, and
AElian" calls it B,As wwwux, but Arrian in relating the very

same fact of which they were speaking, uses the terms B%a
vew; and iscov". It was also called busta Nini, and the
tomb of Jove in Crete was said to be that of Olympus”.

Homer, in a fragment of his poems, says of the Olympian
I aceS

'AAA' 3ray aug, AIOX TTMBQI wayz708a; introl, etc.
We learn from Pliny that the Labyrinth in Egypt was both
a Palace, a Temple, and a Tomb”. Za-Kynthus or Sa
Guntus was a Son of Dardanus or Noah, and his name was a
title of Ham, the etymon whereof we need not inquire; and to

him, among other high places, was dedicated a famous hill
near Valentia in Spain, and this Hill was his Tomb:
Haud procul Herculei tollunt se littore muri,
Clementer crescente jugo, queis nobile nomen
Conditus excelso sacravit colle Zacynthus *.
The Tomb of Archemorus was a Temple:
Stat saxea moles

Templum ingens cineri”.
* L. 16. p. 1049.
150 XIII. c. 3.

151 Arr. L. 3. c. 16. L. 7. c. 17.

* Ptol. Heph. L. 2.
153 H. N. L. 36. c. 13.

* Sil. Ital. L. 1. v. 273. v. Paus. Arc. c. 24. Steph. Byz. in voce
Zacynthus. The Philosopher Democritus learned the science of magic from
the books of Dardanus, which were deposited in his ToMB. Plin. N. H.
L. 30. c. 1. Some part of the Temple of Delphi was called the Tomb of

Apollo, and Pythagoras is said to have there written an inscription, pur
porting that Apollo was the son of Silenus.

Porph. V. Pyth. c. 19.

But

the God Silenus is Noah in his state of drunkenness.
155 Stat. vi. v. 242. Clement of Alexandria was informed that the Indians

worshipped a Pyramid under which the body of a certain God was buried.
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We shall err if we suppose that the Tomb of Jove is merely a.

mystery, whereby the ARK is made to be the symbolical grave
or coffin of Noah and Cham. The last mentioned person,
Jupiter Bel, was buried in the Pyramid called of Bel or Ba
Bel, and his Bustum it really was. When the people jour
neyed towards Shinar of Babylon, said the old historian

Histiaeus, they bore along with them ra isgwuarz Alo;
'Evvaxia”. This word, denoting aught that is consecrate or
accounted holy, hath no very definite meaning, and might no
doubt be applied to vessels or utensils. But that is a matter

too insignificant to be recorded from such vast antiquity, and
I hold it to be rightly interpreted the Mortal Remains or
RELIQUEs of Jove. And so sings a learned poet:
Callimachi Manes et Col SACRA 157 Philetae

In vestrum, quaeso, me sinite ire nemus ;
and another likewise,

Ipse semipaganus
Ad Sacra Watum carmen affero nostrum:
-

in which places it is evident that their own selves, and not
any other thing appertaining to the departed bards, are meant.

But we have some positive memorials touching the burial of
the patriarch Jupiter in this place”. When Xerxes rifled

* Ap. Joseph. Ant. L. 1. c. 4. The text seems to imply that some
priests brought the Hieromata at the time of the confusion of Babel, having
escaped from that calamity.

But that is mere nonsense. Nothing was then

brought To Shinar or established there; but, on the contrary, they and all
their trumpery were packed off in several directions. The march of the
Priests to Shinar was an event long antecedent. I mention this that I may
not be accused of falsifying; whether the blunder is owing to the Jew or to
the Greek I know not.

157 Prop. L. 3. 1. 1.

*

iss The dwelling place of Vishnu, in the holy city Narayana Pura, is
called Cham, or heaven.
-

As. Res. Xi. p. 103.
I 2
*
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-

and partly demolished the Temple of Bel, he did also force his
way into the Tomb, and he found in it a coffin or sarcophagus

of crystal where the dead man lay embalmed in oil, but it
wanted nearly a palm of being full. Upon a small column, in
the same place, was an inscription, saying “it shall be worse
for him who opens this tomb and does not fill up the sarco
phagus.” In so much that it seems the buriers of Ham did
not so much deprecate the opening of the tomb, as they soli
cited the replenishing of the oil, which no hermetical closing
could hinder from evaporating in the course of ages. Xerxes

withdrew; having, it is said, vainly attempted to fill the
coffin, which never grew the fuller for what he poured in ;
and, the story adds, he was soon after murdered by his son ".
This latter part is a gross fiction of that reverend body the
Chaldee clergy, whose dragon dined so heartily, and lay with
the pretty women. These fellows hated the noble son of
Darius, whose father and self had laid such heavy humiliations
upon their City and Temple, and they would fain make out

that the God abhorred him and rejected his good offices.
There can be no doubt that the King paid all respect and

duty to the reliques of his divine progenitor, the ETNOX
’Eyvaxios of his religion and theirs. The remainder of the
facts have all the Character of History, and an high degree of
probability. No method of preserving is so like to have been
used in Armenia for the remains of Ham, as the juice of the
Tree which grew there, and which had been the pledge of his
preservation and resurrection when he was buried before, alive
in his floating coffin. All this explains why the Persian
Iconoclast spared the Statue in the lower v70; : THAT was not

an Idol, but a Monument; and monumental statues were used
by the Magians themselves. Ammianus informs us that the
chariots of the Sassanidae were adorned with small statues of
Belus and Ninus.

-

159 AEl. War.

Hist, L. xiii, c. 3.
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Some confusion exists as to the fate of the Tower, which I
think I can remove. It was not either in shape or substance

a perishable building, and even deliberate malice would have
met with some trouble in effecting its complete destruction.
Herodotus was there fifty years after Xerxes, and saw it in
good order. Pliny, who flourished under Vespasian, saith
Durat adhuc Jovis Beli templum". Pausanias, in the time

of Antoninus Pius, avers that the Temple of Belus was then
standing", as also the walls or some part of them, but empty
of dwellings like those of Tiryns. Diodorus, in the Augustan
age, says that the xzra Tzavoguz [ornaments or fitting up]

had fallen to pieces by time, which necessarily implies that
the substantial part of the work was standing.
Yet Strabo, who was nearly cotemporary with Diodorus,
mentions its destruction in terms the strongest that language
affords. It was not only pulled down, but its foundations dug
up! It was xarsaxauusyov * Es&#7; 8 avrov xarea Tagay.
And Arrian describes its ruin

by Xerxes in

the like words,

xxS=1}\sy wai xxtaara'bay. Here we have one historian who saw

it standing after the death of Xerxes, and two others [who had
read all the Macedonian writers by whom Babylon was so in

timately known] maintaining that the plough had passed over
its foundations in the time of Xerxes! The truth is, that he
removed the Idols and whatever ornaments, inconsistent with
the Magic of Zoroaster, Nebuchadnezzar had placed there;
and PULLED Down, and DUG UP from their foundations the

Hanging Gardens, which related to the worship of the Magna
Mater. The Tower he left uninjured. He could not have a
motive for insulting the oldest monument of Fire Worship,
the work of his mighty ancestors Cush and Nimrod, the
founders of his kingdom. And had he wished it, his piety

160 Plin. L. vi. c. 30.
161 Paus. Arc. viii. c. 33.

*2 Strab. L. 16. p. 1049.
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would not have dared to exhume the bones of the Founder of

his own religion. In fact, that pile has not even now entirely
crumbled away.
VI. I have now to advert to a work which existed in its

glory but a short time, and was accounted a great Wonder,

the Hanging Garden. This was no work of Nimrod's. The
reader cannot be ignorant that the Greeks falsely ascribe the first founding of Babel to Semiramis, and put her name for his.
Now, Diodorus declares that these Gardens were not made

by Semiramis, but by a later Syrian King. They were about
four pelethra or jugera in length, on EACH side; their ascent
was mountainous, built terrace above terrace, theatrewise.

Under the terraces were the galleries which supported the
soil and plantations, each projecting, as they ascend, a little
over the other. The highest gallery being fifty feet high,
had upon its top the highest summit of the paradise, even
with the surrounding battlements. The walls of the galleries
were twenty-two feet thick, the entrance ten wide. They

were roofed with stone plank, [slabs] sixteen feet long with
the projection or overlapping, and four wide; over the
slabs were laid reeds and bitumen; then a double tiling;

then lead, to keep off the wet; and lastly, a depth of earth
sufficient for large trees. The soil upon the terraces was
level, and filled with various trees. Each gallery was lighted
from the part where it projected beyond the superior one, and
in them were royal chambers; but in the upper gallery there
was a complete system of waterworks, raised from the river,
to irrigate the garden”.
The defence of Babel consisted in the stupendous thickness
of its walls and towers, in the neighbouring marshes", and in
the river Euphrates, which flowed into its fosse. I know not

what it was that they call the Arx or Acropolis, but I believe
16 Diod. Sic. L. 2. c. 10.
* Diod. Sic. L. 2, c. 7. ad f.
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the Tower or Pyramid is meant by that word, and that Arx
signifies the Ark, which was represented [as resting on mount
Ararat] by the nave or arkshaped shrine placed upon that,
artificial mount; which Dionysius the Geographer con

firms, saying, 'Avrag #n 'AKPOIIOAHI usyay 30¢oy #1a aro
BHAQI". In many of the Colonies from Babel, the Arx or
Acropoly was a citadel of defence as well as high-place of
sanctity; but they were such places as required that mean of

defence. We are told the Hanging Garden was near the

Acropolis "; and the Latin geographer Vibius Sequester men
tions pensiles hortos super arcem ipsius urbis acquantes altitu
dinem muri". These last cited passages, though vague, or
inaccurate, shew that the Garden and the Arx were connected.

Berosus said that it was #y rol; Baaixalois, a term compre
hending the Temple and the Palace, which were subter
raneously connected".
We farther learn the very important fact that it was square,

#y rereaywygax war ; and Strabo, who mentions this, gives
a like description to that of Diodorus, and the same length to
the sides. It was therefore a square of four jugera. The

jugerum was a measure of land corresponding with our acre,
but it did not, like our square measures, denote merely a cer
tain amount of area, but it did also signify the form and

proportions thereof, being an oblong of 240 feet by 120 in
breadth. Jugerimensuram” ducentos et quadraginta longi

tudinis pedes esse, dimidioque in latitudinem patere non
ferè quisquam est qui ignoret. But here we have the
jugerum or pelethrum given us for a long measure, four
pelethra being the length of each side of the pensile garden;

165 Dion. v. 1007.
166 Diod. ib.

16 Vib. Scq, de VII. Miris. Quint. Curt. v. c. 1.
168 Joseph. cont. Ap. L. 1. s. 19.

* Quintilian. L. 1. c. 10, s. 42
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and that can, to my understanding, only be done by adding
the breadth to the length of the square measure; which
A.

24 d

B__ 12 o

c

#

the reader may conceive thus: if the parallelogram called ju
gerum be enclosed by a rope, or any other Lesbian rule, that
rope must be bent at the angle B, to make the two sides
AB and BC; but if the flexible rule be again straightened
out, it will give the line ABC. Upon no other principle can
length be praedicated of broad measure. The pelethrum,

then, is three hundred and sixty feet, and each side of the
square garden measured fourteen hundred and forty feet.

I must now ask the reader's attention to two questions.
The Temple, we learn, measured in every direction 1250 feet,
in which stood the Tower, measuring only 625. Of what,
then, did the residue of the Temple consist, or what was the

Temple in which the Tower stood? Again, we learn that the

Garden was a square enclosure or theatre of 1440 feet; but
the plantation was on the terraces. How, then, was this vast
area employed? I propose to shew that the Tower arose

from the middle of this area, the paradise having been built
around it.

-

This work was not erected by Semiramis. That is, it was
not built by Nimrod; nor was it begun, or at least not
achieved, by the Ionic or Feminine haeretics before the dis

persion. But though it was not done by the SYRIAN queen
Semiramis, it was done by a SYRIAN king. This was Nebu
chadnezzar” the great. The word Syrian is oftentimes con

* Beros, ap. Joseph. Ant. L. x. c. xi. Cont. Ap. L. 1. s. 19.
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founded by the Greeks with Assyrian, but it doth nevertheless
denote a very different country, that between Euphrates
and the Mediterranean, famous or infamous for the Ionian

or Hellenic worship, for the lewd groves of Daphne, the
mysteries of Hermaphroditus, and the Dove-Temples of Hie
rapolis and Ascalon, at which last Semiramis was fabled to have
been born. This was mere fable, for it only means that That

was the country of the Dove". It was the softest and lewdest
of lands, and its Grecian dynasties the most infamous that ever
defiled the earth. At those periods when Babylon or the
Chaldee kingdom was erected independent upon Ashur Nine
veh, which happened thrice at the least; after the successful

revolt of the nations against Cush and Nimrod, and until their
confusion or dispersion; after the downfall of Sardanapalus,
when Chaldea assumed independence under Belesus or Nabo
massar; and lastly after the death of Sennacherib, when the
father of Nebuchadnezzar restored the kingdom, this country,
Syria, inhabited by Aram of Shem, Canaãn of Ham, and
some other tribes, was a main portion of it, and sometimes
gave its name to the whole. The name Syrian [like Ionian,
Hellenic, Scythian, Barbarous, Judaean, etc.] was as much

Sectarian as Gentile, and in that sense was opposed to As
Syrian, or the system of the Ninevite Scythians.

The later

word is from Ashur son of Shem, but what that name means 17%

I cannot pretend to know; Sura is a title of the Sun, and
marks out the Sabian sect or Worshippers of the Luminous
Host, as opposed to the worshippers of Schecinah or Vestal
Fire. From this word Cush was denominated by the Sicilian

Pelasgi Zvez-Kovg. The words C Ur and S Ur are forms of

17. The Syrians at large bore the appellations of Ionians and Ionites. Tz.
Exeg. in Iliad. p. 135.
17. After the ruin of Nineveh, the centre of Magic Religion was in Bactria
at the Azur Gustasp, that is the Temple [Heaven or Azure, coirila coili] of
Hystaspes. This word of old Persic may chance to be the patriarch's name,
Asur the Firmament, which is similar to his father's, Shem Heaven.
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Ur, but with what sense prefixed I cannot tell. The word
Assoor or Asura is used by Brahmen writers in opposition to
the Suras or Devatas, always [I fancy] as a Sectarian, not as
a Gentile term.

The Asuras were evil demons in alliance

with the Giants, who contended against Parasu Rama, Crishna,
and the other blessed incarnations, and were also named

Dityas, the servants of Dis, Yama, or Pluto. Of this Infernal
or Antarctic race was Deeruj", the antagonist of Parasu
Rama, in whom we probably have the Deriades of Nonnus.
We read that “it is the celestial north pole round which

they place the Gardens and Metropolis of Indra; while Yama
holds his court in the opposite polar circle, or the station of
Asuras, who warred with the Suras or Gods of the firma
ment”. “The orb of the Sun personified is adored as the
God Surya, whence the Sect who pay him particular adoration

are called Sauras". Perhaps the name, Asuras, was used,
on the principle of the negative A, for those who reside in
darkness, ultra anni Solisque vias. On the other hand we
are told “Sura" signifies both wine and true wealth;
hence, in the Ramayana it is said that the Devatas having

received the Sura acquired the title of Suras, and the Daityas
the title of Asuras, from not having received it.” But these
senses are like to be secondary; that of wealth, through the
flammeous metal, gold, has been illustrated; the other I shall
not in this place examine. Homer mentions the island Syria,

a sort of paradise, where all things abounded, and disease was
never known, but the aged were slain by the soft darts of

Apollo and Artemis,
N700; 71; Xugu Xix}\%akarai, âtre oxas's "77,

'Oervyn; x4SUTéSey, 58. Teotal axiolo,
'73
'74
17
"7"

Maur. H. I. vol. ii. p. 95.
As. Res, vol. iii. p. 299.
Sir W. Jones, As. Res. vol. i. p. 262.
Paterson, As. Res. vol. viii. p. 50.

177 Od. xv. v. 402.
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This expression the Scholiast interprets 'HAja at Aalov, and I
will make some mention of it hereafter.

Thus was the Pensile Paradise no Assyrian or Cushite
work, but one of a Sabian prince devoted to the worship of
the Mother of Gods and Men, and in truth it mainly relates

to the history of Eva, the heroine of the Bacchic orgies, and
original Magna Mater. But although the paradise was later
than the Semiramian or First Iönian age, the idea was not
altogether new, for in Homer's time the sacred Fig and Olive

were much thought of The very same notion prevailed
among the Welsh, whose fortunate island, where Arthur
dwells, is Innis Avalon, or the IslE of the APPLEs.

It was

not in existence in Herodotus his time, as appears from his
entire silence.

From whence it follows that Xerxes, or some

other zealous Magian, had utterly abolished it before his time,
and from its demolition by the Achaemenidae, it again follows

that it was no work of Magian or Maha-Badian origin. The
most famous of the like kind was the Temple and Paradise,
called Daphne, at Antiochia, or Iöna of Antiochus, in Syria.
This was made, as Ammianus relates, by Antiochus Epiphanes,

Daniel's type of the Last Anti-Christ. This man, so splendid
in his religious works, did nevertheless destroy a Temple in
Elam, to which sacrilege the people referred his death, which
soon happened. But Elam is the country of Cushan or Chusis
tan, and no doubt its temples were after the Scythic or Persic
fashion. Whence it may be inferred that Epiphanes was a
sabian zealot. Antioch of Daphne, as Strabo calls it, was a
most studied imitation of Babylon; it was the head of a

Tetrapolis, with Seleucia, Apamea, and Laodicea; the Daphne
consisted of a Temenos [Garden and Grove] and a Neos or
shrine; but the former was 'AavXoy Tsuayog.
In the MIDDLE of the Temple of Bel rose the Tower; there
fore TEMPLE is a larger term. We know from Varro that
Templum is equivalent to coelum, and that Contemplation is
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properly the division of the sky into compartments by the
lituus of the augurs. The name was transferred to public
places of worship, inasmuch as they were symbols of Heaven.
But Bel typified [at least until the Syrian king had, as Isaiah
says, adorned it with “the Stars of God"] only Heaven, not
the Heaven of Heavens, which two are pointedly distinguished
by Solomon, in his song of dedication; that is, the Heaven
upon Earth, or Pleasure Garden of God, where his presence
abode in manifest glory, which was the object revered [no
matter how perversely] by the Magians or Old Buddhists;
not the Universal World which he made by his Word, com
prehends in his essence, and sustains by his Spirit. But this
Terrestrial Heaven had a Mount within it.

The Northern

situation of Paradise was proverbial from the Ganges to
Greece, and the affected poet Nicander describes the way
Northward from Colophon to Cyzicus, saying 'Akarov #;
cupaxosagaw, for that direction led towards the central ora
cular navel. God's prophets also using [as often] a like lan

guage with the Gentiles, have called Mount Sion, the mount
“in the sides of the North 78, the City of the Great King.”

That is to say, your high places, “the multitude of the
mountains” are abominable types of the Northern Mount;

this is the true type thereof. We read that “in the LAst
DAYs the MoUNTAIN 179 of the House of the Lord shall be

established in the top of the mountains, and it shall be exalted
above the Hills, and people shall flow into it.” Here we
have, as at Babel, the Mount, the House, the Congregation.
But what Mount P St. John ” furnishes our answer, which is

this, that in the LAsT DAY's PARADISE, now removed from sight,
shall be restored, “ and the THRONE of God and the Lamb
shall be in it.” Therefore there was in fact an Holy Mount
178 Psalm xlviii.
179 Micah c. iv. v. 1.

* Apoc. c. 22.
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in Eden; but a Mount alone would not be a pleasant dwell
ing; and besides, a river flowed into Paradise, and four rivers
flowed out of it. Therefore there must have been a variety
of hill and dale, and water, and the “ Glorious Holy Moun
tain” stood in the midst of it. How well, then, did the Py
ramid, with the Ship tabernacle and Sacred Fire on its sum
mit, rising out of the centre of the Gardens, imitate the
Olympus of God! That these Gardens were the Temple ap
pears also thus: we have shewn that Xerxes demolished them
de fond en comble; but he is only sAID to have demolished
the Temple of Bel; therefore they were the Temple.
The reason given by Berosus, Diodorus, and Curtius, for
building these Gardens is paltry, and quite unworthy of the
great man to whom it is imputed, namely, to please his Me
dian queen Amyittis, who came from an hilly country, and
disliked the flats of Shinar. The queen of this mighty con

queror had ample opportunities to visit Armenia, Susiana,
Syria, and other mountainous regions; she was not confined
to the city, nor was there any need of resorting to such a
fantastic mode of varying the scene. And, what is much
stronger, had these works been made for an indifferent pur
pose, and such as could clash with no party feelings, who
would have been at the pains of demolishing them so early
as the days of Herodotus? But in truth the flatness of Shinar
did render it necessary for every High Place to be QUITE
ARTIFICIAL, and the queen really meant, the Queen of Heaven
and Mystic Bride of the Memnonian king, could in no other
way have her Garden and her Tower; and it was so far an
imitation of Media, that Egbatan [like Naupactus, or the
Ship-Built, in Greece] was built in successive terraces or en
closures for the like mystery. At the same time I would not
peremptorily maintain but that his far-famed consort Nitocris,
the regent of the kingdom after his death, was regarded as an
avatar of the female principle, and that in that light the
Gardens were constructed for her. Such pretensions were
not unknown among the heathens; among the Macedonish
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kings of Egypt the Queens were divine persons, as well as
their husbands; and accordingly we find mention row @souy
41xx}=xpov, and roly Qeo/y'Evsøyerow.
A strong proof, that the Paradise was made round the High
place, is, that this very same thing was done elsewhere.
Semiramis is said to have visited a mount called Bagisthan *
[pure Sanscrit, I believe, for the Place of Speech], which
same mount was sacred to Jove, and contiguous to it she
made a Paradise of twelve stadia in circumference; and she

*

there erected, in and out of the living rock, her own statue.
Another time, at Chauon in Media, she saw a rock of stupen
dous height and size, and there also she made another vast
paradise, comprehending the rock in the MIDDLE of it; and
upon the rock she made a most sumptuous building, from
which she could survey the whole Garden. She also built
Egbatan *. Chauon is a name in some way or other apper
taining to the semi-ramis or celestial Dove, Chaoniae co
lumbae". Mr. Bryant somewhere mentions that Chaounim

is the word for those cakes which Jeremy" says were made to
the Queen of Heaven. But in the margin for “Queen” is put
“frame,” or “workmanship.” So that, I believe, these cakes
were a sort of pyramids”, representing the fabric of heaven,
and displayed in gingerbread that which the Median CHAUoN

really was. This line is in the Iliad—
'Avrag II?sions Sixey Toxov avro-Xaavoy”
or [according to the vicious spelling introduced by the Hellenes
into the writings of the Danaån or Panachaian poet] auto

181 Diod. Sic. L. 2. c. 13.
182 Diod. Sic, ibid.

18, Virg. Ecl. ix. v. 13.
184 C. vii. v. 18.

-

18, There was a cake or placenta called Pyramus, that used to be given to
the victors in games. V. Hoffman in Voce.
186 L. xxiii. v. 826.
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%owyov. Ignorance has but this alternative, to say nothing,
or to talk nonsense; and I need not say that the commen
tators did not choose the former. I think I can explain the
matter: Chauon we see was a Bagisthan or Place of Speech,
and the Xoxoixos, or House of the Disc, was the Place of Dis

sonant Speech; therefore the disc was figuratively said to be

The Very Chauon, Chaon, or Chaoun Itself, auto-Xaavoy.
The Lawgiver whose name the publisher of the Athenian
laws affected was Sol-On the Disc God. Knowledge is from
the quoit, and to learn is to disc. Places in Ionia, Cilicia,
and at Byzantium, were called the Discs.

The tomb of Cyrus, as given by Arrian, was a quadran
gular edifice in the midst of a Paradise, surrounded by an
Axwo; or grove, and constantly guarded by the Magi".
I will now take up another strong argument to shew that
the Tower arose out of the Garden. The Temple of Babel
by Euphrates was known and revered from the beginning by
the Indians, who were acquainted with its uses and symbolical
character, and inform us that the Pyramids of Egypt were
afterwards built in imitation of it. In their poems and

puranas it is called the Lotus Temple, Padma-Mandra. The
Lotus is a well known allegory, of which the expanse calyx
represents the Ship of the Gods floating on the surface of the
water, and the erect flower arising out of it, the Mast thereof;

the one was the Galley or Cock-Boat, and the other the Mast
of Cockayne; but as the Ship was Isis or Magna Mater, the
Female principle, and the Mast in it the Male Deity, these

parts of the flower came to have certain other significations,
which seem to have been as well known at Samosata” as at

Benares. Now, as this Temple was the Mystic Lotus, it must

have consisted of a Pyramid arising out of a cup-shaped area.
Without this it was Not the lotus of the mysteries; but we
know that it was that Lotus: and accordingly My Scheme,
* Arr. Exp. Al. vi. c. 29.
188 Vid. Luc. Ver. Hist. L. 2. c. 45.
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and Semiramis her Chauon, present perfect Lotuses. It may
be added, that the Tower and Garden were somewhat more

than sacRED to the God and Goddess; the KATIOX or
HoRTUs MULIEBR1s was the Female Principle herself, under
a very natural symbol; in the Tower, on the other hand”
Arboris antiquae numen venerare Ithyphalli,
the appropriate guardian of the xytos. My scheme has yet
another harmony; Nimrod, we see, built the Magian Tower,
the Pyr-Am or Fire of Ham, and the Manifest Virility of his

slumbering Sire; the Syrian or semi-ramian king added to it
the Calyx of the Lotus, or Garden of the Great Mother.
Egypt afterwards built Towers, which [as we now know]

were in IMITATION of this, and they were erected, faithful to
the old model, without the ornament of any voluptuous groves.

But these works in Egypt were not done by native princes,
Philistines or Scythian shepherds, but by whom the sons of
the Misrāim held in utter abhorrence, and who adhered to the
severe institutes of the House of Cush. This, therefore, is as
it should be.

The Hanging Gardens were numbered among the Seven
Admirable Things of the World. It seems truly strange that
this catalogue, comprehending the tomb of the Carian Mau
solus, should omit the Temple of Bel, one of the greatest of
human works, and certainly eclipsing all others in its awful
celebrity, for it was in a manner the officina gentium, the
mother of all nations, and the school of all languages. But
this answer will give satisfaction: It was not omitted, the
Hanging Garden wAs the Temple of Babel.

18, Columella, v. 32. Figuram satis audacter convertit nebulo quidam in
Priapeiis, Libidinoso tenta PYRAM1s nervo. C. 63. v. 14.

The whole matter stands thus:—the outer wall of the Garden

or Temple was 1440 feet; the thickness of the terraces, 190
feet, by 50 which was their greatest height; the inner wall,

or front of the lowest terrace, 1250 feet; the base of the tower,
which was placed in the middle, 625 feet. The ample area
which remains was open for the reception of the numbers who
resorted on solemn occasions to the Temple, and was in all
probability richly paved. It contained the two Altars.
The Temple of Heaven, therefore, was not the Tower
merely, but the whole of this Compound Structure, or
Zws muz; there was the Mount, or Aopos, the Bwu65, and,

encircling the whole, the Tauevo;; and such was the seat of
Idaean Jove,

Tatyakov, #ySz re ji Tsusyog Bwuo; re Sumais.
This Temenos is holy ground, hedged in by a Grove, or
'AAgos, either of growing trees, of Cyclopean rocks erected in
a circle or oblong, or lastly of Dorian or Iönian shafts. The
area of this Garden, four times that of the Tower's base, is

the Temenos of Jupiter Belus, and all round it
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The verdurous wall of Paradise upsprung . .
Insuperable height of loftiest shade,
Cedar, and pine, and fir, and branching palm,
A sylvan scene, and, as the ranks ascend
Shade above shade, a woody theatre
Of stateliest view.

The tiers or terraces of the Paradise were undoubtedly three
in number, for the height, fifty feet, would not readily admit
the other sacred numbers, seven or eight; and we know that
the Bacchic Mount, Meru, was a Tricutadri, or Three-Headed

Hill. The height of the Tower was 625 feet, independent of
the Ark or Nave upon it, and if the Trees upon the upper

terrace attained the height of seventy-five feet, which is
enough to allow for such artificial culture, the Tower would,
to the gazer from without, overtop the lofty shade, “insu
perable” from within, by no less than 400 feet. Well might
the greatest of kings exult, and say, Is not this great Babylon
that I have built for the house of my kingdom, by the might
of my power, and for the honour of my majesty, until the

Chastening Hand redegit ad veros timores that spirit which
soared above humanity. The vision of his glory, and all the
beauty of the Chaldees have long passed away, and time hath
ruined their very ruins, but he rests in expectation of the
Time of the End, when with his trusty counsellor he may
“stand in his lot” and behold the prototype of his vain imi
tations.

VII. Orion, who delighted in Hunting, did far surpass in
greatness of stature, and in fortitude, all the heroes upon

record, and organized great works by his power and love of
glory.

In Sicily he constructed, by means of a vast mole,

the haven of Acta at Zancle, now called Messenè, for Zanclus

its then king. He likewise constructed in a similar way the

head-land Pelorus, and built upon it the Temple, reusvos, of
\
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Neptune”.

This island was early settled by a variety of

tribes, and no country was more amply stored with Armenian
and Babylonish traditions. Its name was Sikelia, or the Land

of the Sickle; Drepanus, a famous town there, means also the
Sickle; and so does Zanclus, the name of the fabled king of
Zancle. And if so, Zanclus is the same as PYRAMUs, for

IIvgauw" is again a Sickle; and so also the Pelorus, built
by Nimrod at Zancle, is a PYRAMIs. The Sickle is the in
strument with which Jove is feigned to have maimed Saturn,
a corrupt tradition of an ever memorable act of filial impiety.
King Zanclus is Ham, for whom in truth Orion did build
both the Pelorus and the temple upon it. It is also true that
he built it in MEssene, for that is a name of Babylonia or
Shinar, that is, of the island formed by Euphrates, Tigris,

and the Nahar-Malek, or Royal Canal, which connected them
together, transferred to certain places in Greece and Sicily.

In this island, Sicily, was Mount Nimrod, famous for the
abundance of its wild beasts, of which mountain Gratius

speaks when lauding the mean-looking but active hbrses of
Sicily,

-

Quid tum, si turpia colla
Aut tenuis dorso curvatur spina? per illos
Cantatus Graiis Acragas, victæque fragosum
NEBRoDEN liquère ferae".
The same poet describes the first Huntsmen as Demi-Gods
who laid hands upon the Goddesses, and built stupendous
works like the promontory of Pelorus,
Semideos; illi aggeribus tentare superbis
Ire freta, et matres ausi tractare Deorum:

Quam magnâ mercede, meo sine munere, sylvas

Impulerint 193.
190
”
1%
193

Diod. Sic. L. iv. c. 85. Hesiod. cit, ibid.
Schol. in Aristoph. Pac.
Grat. Cyneg. v. 525.
Cyneg. v. 63.
K 2
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Pelorus, as Mr. Bryant observes, means a Tower or Tor. But
he furnishes the Etymon only, without the Etymology. It
is in truth a fire-tower or place of magian worship, Pel-Aour.
The first part expresses the primary attribute of God, Un
derived Essence, whence the Homeric verb IIaxw, I Am ;

and from whence also flows the word Pol, expressing [with
its various formatives, os, is, and ys] Heaven, City, Mul
titude, ideas the close connexion of which it would be super
fluous so soon to repeat. Perhaps it may with reason be said
that the strict etymon of Pel-Or is the Self-existing Fire,
wherein it would agree with Pyr-Am, the Fire of Ham, or
Ham the Fire.

Thus Pel-Or is used for monstrum or osten

tum, any awful manifestation, and the Cyclops Polypheme *
is so named.

Pelorus was also the leader of the Giants who

fought against Bacchus”. Jupiter Pelorus lived at the time

of the flood, and warned the Thessalians of its approach, and
to him the feast called Peloria was dedicated”.

This Pel-Or

was the same person as Pel-Ops, Or-Cham, or Jupiter Ham
mon. Pelorus was a son of Isis", who, after the body of
Osiris had been torn and scattered abroad, went over the

world with her to collect the fragments. This was either
Ham, or Nimrod himself, endeavouring to restore the unity
of his Empire, and heal the confusion of mankind. With the
author of Theogonia Earth herself is a Pel-Or,
IIaxw87; #2%ara yaws.
‘E5-ix is a fire-hearth, Vesta is Earth, and Earth and Hearth

are the same word, the Earth being the great altar in the
temple of temples, Heaven.

Vesta eadem est quae Terra, subest vigil IGNIs utrique”.
194 Od. ix. 428.

195 Nonn. Dion. L. 48. v. 39.

-

196 Athen. L. xiv. c. 45.

197 Athenag. Leg. p. 20. ed. Paris, 1615.
198 Ov. Fast, vi. v. 267.

*
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VIII. This may be no improper place to notice the Prophet

Columbus, or Oracular Dove AMPH IGN. This person was the
KING, but as Nimrod was not the only king, but Old Cush re

tained the title with somewhat of superior dignity; it happens
here, as elsewhere, that they are confounded together.
Amph-Ion and Zethus, sons of Antiope, daughter of Nyc
teus, by Jove, were born in the house of Epopeus, king of

Sicyon. This Epopeiis was an impious man who made war
with the Gods [viz. those of the Greeks] and destroyed their
altars and temples”; and is meant for Cush. Their mother

exposed them in Cithaeron, but a shepherd reared them; and
by order of the God Hermes”, king Lycus [the same person,
no doubt, as Epopeus] resigned the kingdom to them. But

others say they were no sons of Jove, but of king Lycus, and
that “Cush DID BEGET Nimrod,”
Testis erit Dirce, tam vero crimine saeva

Nycteos Antiopen accubuisse Lyco”.
This Dirce in consequence maltreated Antiope, and the sons
of the latter, for revenge thereof, bound her to the horns of a

fierce Bull, and her fate was the atagaywos, dilaceration and
dispersion,

-

-

in MULTIs mortem habitura Loc1s”.

Amphion and Zeth excelled, that in Music and Poesy, this in
* Diod. Sic. frag. L. vi. p. 9. ed. Bip.
200 Schol. Ap. Rhod. iv. v. 1090.

201 Prop. L. 3. El. 15. v. 13; or with Iasus, according to some lines in

the Odyssey, xi. v. 282. But I should observe that the Necyia [like all
places that afford a good opportunity] has been vastly interpolated with all
sorts of names and legends. The following are gross fabrications —verse
225; verses 228 to 326, including both; verses 384 and 385,420 and 421,
426,434 to 439 inclusive, 564 to 599 inclusive, 602 and 603, 612 and 13,
622 to 624 inclusive, and 627 to 631 inclusive. The fables of the Boeotian
Theba were unknown to Homer, or not adopted by him; he called that place

Hypothebes; and moreover, when he uses Theba for a city, or any part of a
city, it is in the plural.
* Prop. ib. v. 42.

-
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Gymnastics, and by various means conjointly built the walls
of Ark or Theba, and the Mesopotamian Tower. Zeth piled

up the 'Outso; jxičarolo wat?” by main force, but with better
and more potent effect
Movit Amphion lapides canendo.

Any doubt that might be as to the nature and true place of
this legend, is removed by the striking words of Euripides,
©ofuyyi ré Téixsa Qatas,

Ta; 'Auplovia; ra Avgas iro, IITPFOX aves a
AIATMON IIOTAMON. 804.

The Sparti of Theba, being oppressed by the followers of
Amphion, lay wait for him and slew him”.

The key to all this is easily furnished. Nimrod was be
gotten by Cush, at a very advanced age, upon a woman who
[less honest than Olympias the wife of Philip] pretended to
have been impregnated by Jupiter Ammon. The idea was
scouted, and the child exposed according to the old fashion of

infanticide, which left to Fortune and the Gods the option of
preserving him. A Berber, or Royal Shepherd, did preserve
him. When he became adult, an oracle of Hermes sanctioned

his false pretences to a divine birth. This oracle was that of
his mother, who was a prophetess; as Anti-Christ is a Per
sonator of the Anointed, so Anti-Ope is a Personatress of the
Voice “which spake by the prophets.” Obedient to this
decree, and finding, no doubt, his own advantage in it, the

aged patriarch recognized his miraculous birth. From that
time forth, Praesens Divus habebitur, and the powers still
nominally held by the Father, virtually passed into the hands
of the warlike 'Ava; and his huntsmen. Dirce of Ascalon
was mother of Semiramis; and her name, like that of Semi
*

* Ap. Rhod. L. 1. v. 739.
204 Phaen. v. 831.
205 Schol. Eur, Phaen. v. 159.
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ramis, implies the whole ionizing confederacy which opposed
the supremacy of Nimrod. They of course denied his divine
conception. This party, triumphant for a time, was finally
confounded and broken to pieces by God; but this visitation
the Gentiles ascribed to the avenging spirit of Nimrod. At

this dispersion Europa was colonized; and she was brought
over by Tauriform Jove; but Dirce's Bull was likewise
Jupiter; Antiope cognosce Jovem! The architect hero was
called Seth Amph Ion, meaning Jehovah of Seth the Dove of
Inspiration. These titles have been split into two persons;
but the meaning is only, that this admirable man was not
more renowned for war and hardihood than for learning, and
sacred lore, and all those pacific accomplishments which the

Greeks expressed by the large word Magix,”. To these, it
might fairly be said, his architectural works were indebted for
their strength and beauty. This union of the Music and
Gymnastic institutes, the Lyre and the Sword, in the cha
racter of Nimrod, is not confined to the legend of Amphion.
Theseus the Warrior, who obtained his birthright by grasping
the Sword of Pelops, was the owner of Lyra, the Harp of the

Spheres; if, as War-King, he wielded the Sword, it was as
Priest-King that he swept the Lyre, music being from the
very first a handmaid to religion, and therefore the lyric
Theseus is figured kneeling, #y yoyo. Tiy. Anacreon says, in a
fragment preserved by Hyginus,
* Plato has a most obscure satirical dialogue, in which he endeavours to

show that poetry is in reality a divine inspiration, and that rhapsodists who

are not Ministers, ürnteral, of the spirit, are mere idle pretenders. This is
founded upon authentic traditions respecting the origin of Music and Poésy,
and is conformable to the policy of his commonwealth. He hath entitled
this piece, Iön, after a real or imaginary rhapsodist, Iön of Ephesus, with
reference no doubt to the Spiritual Dove, and to the Hero Bard Amph-Iön
of Thebes, or Iön of Athens. The lawgiver of Athens was son of Ksuth,
or Cuth, the grandson of Deucalion, and the famous Greek poet Iön of Chios
was surnamed Ksuth. I suppose that Iön was one of those called Homeridae
in Chios, reputed and not improbably real descendants of the poet, and that
he pretended, as such, to be both an heritor of his genius and a sort of privi
leged expounder of his writings. This eminent person is ridiculed under the
fictitious character of an Ephesian rhapsodist.
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'Ayxa 3 aisl Ts @%rsos is Auf?”,
and Ovid mentions his great learning, qui noverat omnia
Theseus.

King Arthur was Theseus, and his disputed birthright re

cognised by the self-same means”. “At Winchester was a
Sword in a cleft of a rock, and an inscription, that he who
could draw it out of the cleft was heir to the sovereignty.”
And the constellation Lyra was called by the British bards
Telyn Arthur, or Arthur's harp *. But his character was
split, like that of Seth-Amphion; there were at the same time
Arthur the Warrior and Merlin the Bard.

Arthur was the

son of Iögernë, wife of Gorlöes, but miraculously gotten with
child by Pen-Dragon; “Merlin was reputed to be the son of
a Nun and a Daemon. He was an illegitimate child, whose
mother fearing that, if she acknowledged an illicit connexion,
the king would put her to death, made oath that he had no
father”.” These legends are to the same effect, and give

the mysterious and violently disputed birth of Nimrod. In
the reign of Arthur-Merlin the stones were brought to erect
the British Olympus, Stone-Henge; and then, what the
strength of Zethus could not effect the music of Amphion did.
“The army by force in vain endeavoured to move them; but
Merlin by his art alone drew them freely and without labour
to the ships, and thus they were brought to Ambri or Stone
Henge”.” Something more is clearly implied in these
Histories than a mere display of art; daemoniacal agency pro
cured by Incantation is distinctly avowed. The Oracles and
the Logan Stones afford cogent proof of the reality of such
agency; but the works of Babylon, as described to us, do not
require praeter-natural assistance.
*7 Hyg. P. A. vi. That his music was of the religious or Phrygian Mood
appears from the kneeling attitude of Theseus.
* Roberts Pop. Ant. Wales, p. 87.

* Ellis English Romances, T. 1. p. 98.
* Nennius cit. Roberts Pop. Ant. p. 60.
* Roberts, ib. p. 72.
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Amphion was a Tyrant against whom his subjects rebelled;
and these were the Sparti, or people that were afterwards

dispersed. He fell by treachery or ambuscade, and so did
Arthur by the fraud of Modred, Theseus of Lycomedes,
Memnon of Achilles. From beginning to end, the Mighty
Hunter of Mount Cithaeron stands manifestly revealed.

Aguieus, the Builder of the walls of Ilion, was a Royal
Shepherd, and a famous archer, but his bow was not always
strung; he was Lord of the Golden Lyre, and with it, like
Amphion, he built the City of Troy,
Ilion adspicies firmataque turribus altis
Maenia, Phoeboeae structa canore lyrae *.

And the same poet speaks thus of the Arx of Megara,
Regia Turris erat vocalibus addita muris
In quibus auratum proles Latóia fertur

Deposuisse Lyram: saxo sonus ejus inhaesit”.
In these last words we recognize the vocal statue of Memnon.
Hercules was the greatest of Warriors, of Archers, and of
Huntsmen, and in those characters he was most revered by

the Scythae and Pelasgi; but with the Celts” he was a
learned bard, richly stored with Og-Ham or occult lore, to

the tip of whose persuasive tongue the ears of the multitude
were tied by the golden chains of harmony, yet so freely did
they follow that the chains hung loose. Orpheus had such a
magic power of song, that beasts, and trees, and inanimate
things, followed the sound of his lyre, but he offended the
Bacchae who destroyed him.
Lucian, enumerating a series of mythologies for the panto
-

mime to act, mentions Trgo; Avgay reizais, and straightway

adds was gavia re reixotrols”. Thus it seems that the
* Ov. Ep. 16. v. 180.
* Ov. M. 8. v. 15. Virg. Cir. v. 105.

*14 Hercules Ogmias, in Greece Musagetes.
21s Luc. Salt. c. 41.
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architect bard went mad; nor is this a solitary testimony to
the fact. Bellerophontes, saith the interpolating rhapsodist,
when he became odious to the blessed Gods, wandered alone

in the Forest, corroding his own heart, avoiding the footsteps
of men. The Anti-Bacchic Bard Orpheus went oUT into
Scythia and wandered ALoNE through the Hyperborean frosts
and snows of Tanais. Hercules, agitated by the goddess
Lyssa or Rabies, went raving mad. Merlin, distracted with
grief for the loss of a sister, was long a maniac". These
stories forcibly remind us of the history of Nebuchadnezzar,
who had no sooner completed his great works at Babel, and
begun to enjoy his triumph, than the use of reason passed

away from him, and for seven years he led a wild and bestial
life, Taroy ovágarwy 3%asivoy. His ambition and pretensions
did so exactly coincide with those of Nimrod the first “Son
of the Morning,” that there was probably an agreement also
in the theocratical judgments pronounced upon them. The
madness of Nimrod occurring about the commencement of the
siege of Babylon", and lasting seven years, might serve to
account for his making no attempt to relieve it till the ninth
year. Nebuchadnezzar was a man of extraordinary genius,
and singularly beloved of his Maker, notwithstanding the

errors in which his education and the pride of his own temper
had involved him, for the history of his chastisement, his re
storation, and final conversion to the orthodox church, affords
unequivocal marks of the parental affection of God towards
him. Probably the virtues and errors of Nimrod were esti
mated in like manner, and there may be some shadow of
foundation for that which Jonathan Ben Uzziel saith 218, that
God prospered his councils with respect to building his second

216 Ellis English Romances, T. 1. p. 76.

*7 That is, ten years after the first breaking out of hostility at the ra
wishing of Helen.

* V. Hyde. Vet. Rel. Pers. p. 40. But I can see nothing about Deus
eum prosperavit in the Latin translation of Jonathan; the original I cannot
understand.

-
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Tetrapolis in Ashur, because he refused his assent to the

new principles of the Tower-builders. Certainly the system
he upheld was much better than that which he rejected.
It was perhaps from observing that the proportions of tone
and time resolve themselves into number, and that the dif
ference between the finite and the infinite, between chaos and

creation, lies in proportion, That the ancient theosophists
concluded that

From Harmony, from Heavenly Harmony,
This universal frame began.
Acting upon this notion, the anti-christ king built his heaven
to the sound of the lyre. At the same time the spirits of the
people were raised by music, which above all other things can
animate the mind of men to high performances, and that fer
vent sense of religion which could alone induce them to make
such vast sacrifices of expense and labour was kept alive.
Music has always been a powerful instrument in the hands of
knavish priests, as its tendency is to raise the passions to

fanaticism, instead of encouraging a spirit of sober reflection.
Papists and Methodists particularly affect and study Music
in their orgies; and you may generally conclude that a
Church of which that art is a leading engine has but little
honesty and sincerity.

The Temple of Bel, which begun in Harmony, ended in
Discord, and I suppose that the silence which attended the

building of Solomon's Temple had allusion to these circum
stances. “The house when it was building was built of
stones hewed and made ready. So that there was nor hammer
nor axe, nor any tool of iron heard in the house when it
was in building.” This work was constructed without any

parade, or any circumstances that might give encouragement
to the architects; and in such profound silence as to render
its growth almost imperceptible: and so did the invisible
church arise in silence, and steal unperceived upon the slum

bering world. Jerusalem has a remarkable relation to Babel,
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partly of resemblance, and partly of opposition. Jerusalem is
the appointed seat of Universal Hierarchical Government
under One who is God, and King, and Priest. Jerusalem is

a type of the whole earth, for the end of that city is identified
in the prophecies of the New Testament with the end of the
world.

But, on the other hand, it was at Babel that the

discord of tongues began, and it was at Jerusalem that the
Lord of Tongues was again manifest, in order to communicate
one truth to the dissonant nations. Babylon was the beginning
of War, which has since never ceased to rage among the nations,
but in Jerusalem the Lord “will give peace.” The Old Je

rusalem had to struggle with the Old Babel, the New has yet
to contend with the powers of the Septimontium.
It remains to speak of Amph-Iön, considered as a title
of Cush the father of Nimrod.

He was celebrated as the

Husband of Niobe, and both were guilty of the presumption
of preferring their own offspring above the immortal Gods,
Latona, Apollo, and Diana. Amphion had seven sons and
seven daughters;
-

illa [Latona] duobus
Facta parens: uteri pars haec est septima nostri”.
Cush affected to number his sons by the sacred number Seven,
having in truth five sons, and two grand-half-sons, the sons
of the sixTH, in like manner as Jacob had thirteen filial tribes

by the division of Joseph. The adding the exact same number
of daughters, is one of those conformities so often affected in

Mythology. But the Gods we are told did not favour the
arrogant pretensions of this Tower-building family; and
Amphion and his wife lived to see the destruction of all his
children by the wrath of Apollo. Ilion-Eus, or the God of
Ilion, was the youngest, and he had hoped that He at least
would survive him, but even him the Gods did not spare. In
this fable we find the arrogance of that family which, not
219 Ov. Met. 6. v. 192.
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contented with giving priests and rulers to all the nations,
gave themselves out for a race of deities immeasurably su
perior to their fellow men, so that in process of time even the

very Cushim who ruled the other nations became impatient of
their pride. They declared themselves the most ANCIENT *
of mankind, Autocthones or Earth-born Locusts, Kings or
Royal Shepherds, Heliadae or Sons of the Sun”, and did not
even scruple to write themselves @sol and Alfou while the rest
of the Noachidae were but MEN, a distinction of title so well
known and received that Homer uses it as a matter of course.

If in the South they were called Thei and Divi, in the North
that fashion was exactly converted, and the sons of Cuth or

Goth gave their name to the deity. Gotte, or God, is the
very word which we English pronounce Goth, and it is not
to be doubted that at this day we address the Lord of Hosts
by the name of the eldest of the Sons of Ham. Their pre
tensions would probably not have been resisted, but for specific
grievances which excited resistance and rebellion; indeed, it
was not the policy of Homer, or of the higher classes in any
of the nations, to dispute the divine rights of the family,
although they might resist certain measures of their rulers,
in which these latter were supported by nine tenths of the
Scythae. The calamities of Amphion, mythologically told of
his Seven Sons, must be understood of his progeny and the

heavy disasters that befel them at Babel; some of his sons,
literally speaking, may not have fallen in those troubles.
The youngest was Ilioneus or Nimrod, the founder of Ilion,
whose violent death was one of the last drops in the Old-Man's
cup of bitterness. He fell by the hand or contrivance of him
6; 5. Toxsa; re was āq Ā8;

Tisz; #swag's
220 Diod. Sic. L. 3. c. 2.

* The Heliadae were also Autochthones, Conon, c. 47.
sEvEN of them, and the YoUNGEST preeminent.

There were
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This Amphionian race were called Cypselidae, in opposition to
the Bacchiadae, and their arrogance was called cypsellizing,

'Q; Kvyaxxt{oy Zav, oxeasis ysvo; *.
The petrifaction of Niobe and Hecuba I can only understand
thus, that the nations, to appease her spirit for the havoc they
had made of her children and posterity, erected a stone idol,
or monument, at which they performed expiations”.
IX. The Scythian Archers, addicted to the Chase and to

Arms, and dwelling in tents, were the peculiar delight of
him whom Homer hath called An Heraclèan Virtue.

But

we have seen other forms in which, to believing eyes, his ce
lestial nature must have seemed conspicuous; other and dif

ferent particles divinae AURAE. As the Amphion, or lyric
Theseus, he was a Phoebèan Virtue; and a Vulcanian Virtue,
as the Architect of the Brazen Heaven. In these three lights

this wonderful man was chiefly regarded, and a sort of trinity
of divine essences seemed to unite in him, to whom the spirit
was given without measure. As Ham revived the religion of
the Titanes, so was it reserved for Nimrod to restore the

splendour of their dwellings and the various luxury of their
arts, and to rebuild the walls and brazen gates of the sub

merged Atlantis. The leaders of this mighty race who pe
rished in the flood were Three Brothers, bearing titles either

slightly different, or, as I rather suspect, the same, Iehu-Bal
the King Jehu. The elder of these was the father of them
who dwelt in tents and had cattle; the second, of those who

handled the harp and organ; and the third, of every artificer.
in brass and iron. Here we have the origin of professional

castes, and a fresh proof that the institutes of Babel were but
imitative and restorative. The Three sons of Lamech [who
* Theognis, v. 890.
* But see Ilias, infra, note 27.
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predicted and probably shared their fate] were those famous

embodyings of Divine Energy, Hercules, Apollo, Vulcan,
which three all met in the person of Nimrod, as the three
professions of the Lamechidae were concentrated in the royal
caste of Cushim, Nomad Huntsmen and Royal Shepherds,
Priestly Bards, and Architects of the Tower and the Walls,
or Free-Masons.

These remarks lead me to another consideration, which can

be better followed up by others of more reading. Cush and

the people went out from Armenia, which is not surprising
when we consider the bad terms they were on with Noah,
Shem, and Japhet, and the fear which the haeresiarch must
have had of their influence. But why did they pursue a long
and difficult course till they reached Babylon, and there stop?
It will be answered, that they followed the Cow Theba, or
Sepulchral Ark of Ham, and went where that guided, and

halted where the Cow was pleased to stop. But, why did
Ham by his oracle point out the plain of Shinar
As re
storation and revival was the object of that Titan, who carried
into the Ark an attachment to and intimate acquaintance
with the antediluvian mysteries, I cannot divest myself of the
idea that he led them to the site of one of the greatest Ti

tanian cities and Temples. Cain went out from Eden and
dwelt on the east thereof, in the land of Nod or Nais.

He

there built Enoch. As this is the only Titanian city men
tioned in Scripture, and as nothing is there specifically re
corded without a specific purpose, I conceive that this was .

the Head of the Empire of the Nephilim, and that Ham, who
affected to be a second Cain, established the tyranny of his
descendants in the same place. When Seth had a Son, to the
great joy of those who, after the apostasy of Cain, began to
despair of the Seed, they called him Enos. Cain's city was
named after his son Enoch.

The resemblance of names is

too close to be casual, and I believe that in fact Cain asserting,
like the house of Ephraim under Jeroboam, the right of pri
mogeniture, called his son by the same appellation, but that a
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parody has been made upon it like that upon the words Bel
and Ba-Bel. Enos doth perhaps signify the Source of Holiness,
and Enoch the source of the Waters, in which there is a very
bitter derision: and if so, we may come to some understanding
why the residence of Cain is called by the Greeks, and by
Josephus, Nais or the Water Nymph. Cain was the founder
of Enoch, but the Metallurgic son of Lamech so far adorned
and improved it, that he was to Nais what Nebuchodonosor
was to Babel, a Second Founder, and therefore it was that,

although the elder was the Bin HpaxAyal, and had those
advantages which gave the tyrannis to Ninus, and must give
it to their possessors in all ages, the younger was dignified
with the name of Cain. Cain is called Genus by Sancho
niathon, and Tubal-Cain Geinus.
We are told that the Fratricide dwelt on the East of Eden,

but it is notorious to the public, from the criticisms upon the
fourteenth verse of the second chapter of Genesis, that the
same word denotes Opposite, Fronting to, E regione Edenis;

a duplicity of meaning which may arise from religious cere
monies being performed with the East in Front and the West
behind. There is therefore no geographical reason, that I
know of, for denying that Cain settled in the rich plains of

Euphrates. The ruins of his submerged settlements were
most probably the mines from whence the Babylonians ob
tained their oreichalch, if not also their Corinthian brass;

and of this nature I suppose were the Reliques of the Ocean,
which, if I recollect right, were dedicated to Neptune at
Berytus.

REGIFUGIUM.

I. THE Migration; the founding of the Babylonish and
then of the Ninevite Empire; the Building of the Great

Temple; and the Confusion and Scattering; events of awful
magnitude and very long duration, are recorded with more
than Spartan brevity in two passages of Holy Writ. Of
these the one is Genealogical, relating to the descent of fa
milies and the names of men, and in course mentioning these
events only as they relate to the Man, Nim-Rod; the other is
properly Historical, and relates to the People. 1. The last,
which comprehends the Whole Matter, says that the people
had one Lip or mouth, and used one Speech or set of words:
That they made a journey either to or from the East, and so
came to the Plain of Shinar or Sennaar : That when settled

there, they fell to building a City, and a Tower: That their
object was to make a Name, and to avoid being scattered
abroad on the face of the Earth; [By this name understand
a National Name, or Rallying Word; and by their aversion
to being Scattered, understand not that they were averse to

peopling the earth or spreading over its surface, but only to
the being divided into several INDEPENDENT states; They
wished their Mon-Hier-Archy to subsist entire as a Nation

of Nations, like that of Germany under its Frank Caesars..]
That Jehovah [the Messenger God, and the only divine prin

ciple that was wont to walk among men] came down to ob
serve their doings; and, having observed them, said [that is,
said to the other subordinate Godhead “who speaks” and in

terprets, ‘EPM, ever, and who long afterwards was manifest
L
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in the shape of ToNGUEs], Let Us go down and confound
their language, that when they spoke to one another they
might not understand. And that so [that is, by means of
the confusion of speech, and its consequences] the Lord scat
tered them abroad from thence upon the face of the Earth,
and they left off building the City. Of these vast events,
forming most of what is interesting in the History of the
World from the flood to Abraham, I imagine the First to
have occurred in the days of Selah, and the last in those of
Serug, the great grandfather of Abraham. And they may
have occupied from 500 to 550 years. Cush, the leader of

the Migration, died 140 years before the dispersion, having,
in all probability, completed his fifth century. 2. The former
passage, speaking of the Family of Cush, the son of Ham,
avers that He begot Nimrod. That Power [of some parti
cular sort] was First enjoyed by Nimrod. That Babel, with
her tripoly in Shinar, was the beginning of his kingdom.
That he went forth out of Shinar into Ashur, and there built

Nineveh, and her tripoly. This passage contains a particle,
and no minute one, of the whole

history, selected for

mention

in the Genealogy as regarding Nim-Rod PERsonALLY.
It has been usually supposed that Nimrod, who established
the vast city of Babel, saw the last of its greatness, and quitted
it at the time of the dispersion. Even those critics who ac
knowledge that he was the Egressor and founder of Nineveh,
suppose so. Of this, Holy Writ affords not the most distant
insinuation.

But those who add to the text, which we must

do where it is so laconic, should not add things which are in
themselves absurd.

What? Was it in a moment of ruin,

calamity, and general confusion, that He went forth to build
a City to which Babylon itself was little? It must have been
done with deliberation, with policy, and in the most gigantic
fulness of power; under the apprehension no doubt of cala
mities, but before the ruin had broken upon his head. Nor is
the positive declaration of Rabbi Jonathan to be slighted,
who tells us that his going out was voluntary, arising from
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no
divine judgment, but from his own quarrels with the Ba
bylonians.
l

The truth is, as I arrange the history, that Cush esta
blished his judgment seat or Basilicum, and his Tabernacle
with the Ark and Oracle of Ham, at Babel; and Nimrod

afterwards made the Metropolis, Fortifications, and Temple
Tomb of Bel. That having done so he assumed [Cush being
very aged, and a sort of Roi Fainéant] the management of
Church and State, enforcing in the former a rigid orthodoxy,

and making it unapproachable to all heretics and dissenters,
templa profanus
Invia cum Phlegyis faciebat . . . . .

-

This Orthodox Church adored the Creator Spirit in One and
Three Persons, in the Male Gender, and in the visible form

of Fire. But haeresy and disaffection had spread wide. The
sons of Shem, whose government of RIGHT belonged to a pa
triarch significantly named Peleg or the Schism, those of Ham
[excepting the great majority of the Cushim], and those of

Japhet, had mostly adopted other principles. These were, as
I suppose, in politics, a discontent at the Usurpation of

Cush's Youngest Son in prejudice of the true birth-right,
and a strenuous denial of his pretended divine origin; which

denial, as we mayguess from the turn certain other controversies
have taken, would impute not only human but bastard birth,
and, in theology, a worship of the Female Principle of Crea
tion, Gaia, the Earth or Deep [which we read of in the second

verse of the Bible] upon which the Creator Spirit moved, like
a fecundating husband; The Mother, Mater, Matter, Ma

teria, the Flux TX, or Rhea Sylvia, of all things; and which
Personage they as firmly believed to have been incarnate in
the Person of Eve, of some other person at the time of the
flood or new world, and at the very time in question in the
Person of the Whore of Babylon, of whom more hereafter, as
the others did in the Incarnation of the Demiurge. And as

the one was elementally shown in Fire and Air, or Light, so
L 2
•*
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was the other in Water and the Earth. The worship of Fire

they changed for that of the celestial luminaries, which they
pretended were the Shrines or Tabernacles of the numberless
Gods they worshipped. This spirit of haeresy and sedition
broke into a flame which embrased all Asia. The Lady to
whom Nim-Rod owed his ambiguous birth, and who palmed
him upon the Nations for God the Son, did herself personate
the Magna Mater, the Mystic Bride, and UNDEFILED Dov E

of the Demiurgic Bridegroom. Her genius and beauty were
alike unrivalled, and the former enhanced by her commerce

with the powers of the abyss. She was an Anti-Ope, or
Prophetess, employed by the Spirit of Python to imitate the
Voice of the Spirit of Truth, and so impose on the credulity
and “deceivableness of unrighteousness.” It was soon dis
covered by the Chief Priests and Counsellors of both parties
that the possession of this woman was of the last importance,
and that whoever had the Oracle and the Pythoness must
gain the ascendancy over all the rest. The great object of
the Chiefs of the Nations was to

prevent

Nimrod and the

Keepers of the Great Temple at Bel from having her in their
hands; with which view they placed her in the hands of a
Priest of the highest rank, belonging probably to one of the
elder families of the Cushim, with whom she was to reside,
as his consort, at a Chalcopylum", or Temple adapted for her

residence; and bound themselves by a solemn oath to gua
rantee this arrangement, and prevent her abduction. Not
withstanding this she was some time afterwards removed
from thence by a priest, not belonging, like the other, to one

of the mixed nations, but to the royal Nomades, and lodged
in the Palace and Temple of Babel, in his custody, though
nominally in that of the Old King. Hence flowed the ruin
of the Kingdom. The lovely Mischief herself smiling by
turns upon all
xxxoy aXX.07%00-axxov,
1 Eur, Troad. v. 1113. Od. iv. 71, etc.
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and, breathing in hexameter tone her dangerous aenigmas,
served but to heighten the confusion which she ended by
treachery. In the legends we have before alluded to, I see
reason for believing that she cast an eye of lust upon her own

Son, a man of such transcendant beauty that Ulysses, praising
the form of Eurypylus the Cetean,

says,

Toy way #ya waxxis-ow Fiboy wara Mauvoyz Bipov.
This appears in the Histories of Phaedra and Antëa or Stheno
boea, as also in that of Orion (or Memnon) who was ravished
by Aurora his own mother. The virtue of the hero revolted
at the thoughts of an union so unnatural, for although incest
is natural and primitive, I question if the first children of
Adam intermarried or cohabited in the direct ascending line;
and she revenged herself and anticipated his denunciations by

charging him with the crime she had sought to commit. His
innocence seems to have been generally admitted, even among
the Pelasgi, who abandoned his standards”.
Nimrod, filled with horror at the lust and calumnies of his

doubly unnatural parent; perhaps discredited for the moment
by the vogue which scandal seldom fails to have in great
cities; and feeling the necessity of providing some farther
bulwark for himself and his family, against the growing
hostility of the Conjurati; adopted a grand resolution. He
assembled together the main force of that Warrior, Hunts
man, and Shepherd nation, by means of whom he had ob
tained, by whom he retained, and with whom he might be
said to share the sovereign power, and led them into the land
of Shem-Ashur, east of Tigris, and east by north of Babel.
To this region he was probably directed by having observed

at Bel the importance of a great river. He may also have
known that the Ashurites were not, generally speaking, in
* However, I believe that this wicked calumny is recorded in the intrigues

of Lucretia, Brutus, and the Collatin Tar-Quin.
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fected with the new doctrines; and the situation was conve

nient for keeping up a friendly connexion with Armenia, a
populous country, where Noah, Shem, and perhaps Japhet,

were still living. In this country he set about building his
new Tetrapolis, consisting of Ninus or the Son, a second
Babylon, and Three other cities. Whether he found Ninus
or Nineveh in some state of existence, or raised it quite from
the ground, he built it on such a scale as to exceed the great
ness of Babel itself. He also built Resen, “a great city,”
which most have thought to be the ruined Larissa, by the
Tigris, which Xenophon * passed on his retreat, with walls an
hundred feet high, by twenty-five in width, and between seven
and eight miles in compass.
At the time of his Egression he left Babel, a fortress inex
pugnable to the offensive arms of that day, and the kingdom

of Shinar, which, like the Island of France, was the immediate
and peculiar reign of the King Paramount, in the hands of
Cush; to whom, by reason of his age, and yet more of his
doubtful and vacillating politics, two coadjutors were given
from among his Sons, that is, from among his Descendants;

the one a military lieutenant of the kingdom invested with
the full powers of the mundane or omniterranean helmet,

which was the proper war-crown of the Ninus, or Perseus,
himself; whose helmet, every one knows, was that of Hades;
'Ovezzing &Aas-mua yov, KOPTOAIOAE IIstgau":
the other an eminent priest, to whom was entrusted the care
of the Temple, and who enjoyed the custody and embraces of
the Pythoness or Harlot Bride, and whose habitual residence

was in the Temple or its purlieus. The city I say was inex
pugnable in those days, for the first care of the Usurper had
been to surround it with a stupendous rampart. It is true

3 Anab. L. 3. c. 4. s. 7.

-

* Melampus loquitur Nonn, 47. v. 537.
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that these works had not then attained the height and breadth
which made them in Nebuchadnezzar's time a wonder of the

world; and it may be doubted if the fosse had got its greatest
dimensions; but the enclosure was complete, or the whole
policy of that military usurpation, of which Babel was the
key-stone, must have fallen to the ground. The vast town
which these ramparts were adapted to contain was unfinished
at the time of the confusion, when “they left off to build the
city.” The works were manned by a good garrison, and by
the inhabitants of the place, who were Asylaeans of mixed
origin.

The residue of the nations or kingdoms owing homage to
Cush as their Basileus, and Nimrod as their Whanax, with
drew their allegiance, and conferred these functions upon an
illustrious personage, the brother of that pontifical chief to
whose Bed and Brazen Olympus the Anti-Ope had been con
signed. This was the beginning of the Syrian or Babylonish
kingdom, which was different from the Assyrian or Scythian
that we left Nimrod a-founding, and which was at several

periods of history independent thereof, and did ultimately abo
lish it. The confederates in due time proceeded to carry into

effect their great oath, and levied war against Shinar and the
city.

II. We should notice some among many vestiges that exist
in ancient story of Nimrod's Exodus or Outgoing.
- Theseus destroyed the Prytanies and ancient Magistracies,
and concentrated the people in his great Asylum city, and
divided them into castes. For these institutions his name
was revered among the giants or autochthons who settled in

Attica; but there remains a darker page of his History. He
afterwards sought ag%gly xx x287/sigüz vs Toxtevgaros,
and so #1, saqal; $verage xzi raga%ag. These he vainly en
deavoured to compose and pacify; and then renouncing the
whole concern, 'atoyves to Texyuata, he uttered a solemn
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curse against the people, at Gargettus”, which was afterwards
called Agyrnao, or A place of Cursing; and departed with
his family. Here is the Egression as large as life. The Attic
legend adds, that he retired to Lycomedes at Scyrus, who put
him to a violent death". He was the Phlegyas" who taught
the Cushim or AEthiopes their religion, and the unhappy king
of the Phlegyans who seized the Oracle and Temple, con
temned the Gods, and learned Justice too late.

Orion, after building the Pelorus and Temple at Messené,
Went Out from thence and settled in Euboea 8. Having been
accused of offering some violence to the chastity of Merope at

Chios, he went out from thence and travelled to the East.
He had lost his Eyes, those are, Power and Government,
but in the East he recovered them, that is, founded a new

kingdom.
The Roman History exhibits a chaos of Mythic and Pam

Phylian tales mixed together, with various inconsistencies
and repetitions. I even question if any thing, from the
voyage of Æneas to the war of Camillus and the Galli in
clusive, be purely historical. And though the date of the Urbs
Condita be a correct and true record of their priests, their
history, like that of all the other infant colonies, is not filled
with their own small and paltry transactions, but with the
glorious records of eld. If the former at any time steal in
they are overlaid with the weight and eclipsed with the
brightness of the latter. None of the local appropriators use
such confusion and such repetition as the Romans, of which
the very goodness of their chronology was a cause. They had
a good skELEToN of history in their Annal or Calendar of

5 If more were wanting to identify Theseus with Iön, and both with
Ninus, Iön also Went Out from Athens, and from that same place of
cursing, Gargettus. V. Paus. L. vi. c. 22. S. 4.
-

6 Plut. Thes. c. 34.

7 V. Steph. Byz. in Ethiop.
* Diod. Sic. L., 4. c. 85.
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Years, which was to be clothed, not in the rags and tatters
of their own petty achievements, but, according to the then

received dictates of priestcraft and vanity, in the borrowed
robes of the Asi.

But the events which all the nations were

alike in the habit of borrowing and fitting to their own pur
poses, were not sufficient to spread over such a surface of
years; and therefore they present us with the same thing
several times over. Mezentius is Nimrod, Romulus is Nimrod,

and after that we find Nimrod at least once again.
One series of events runs thus.

There came to Rome and

reigned there a king called Lucu-Mon, or Tar-Quin the Old;
the son of one Dem-Aratus of Corinth.

Tar-Quin denotes the Bull Priest-King. Mr. Bryant has
shewn this name to be the same as that of Tar-Chon (brother
of Tyrrhenus), from whom Tar-Quinii in Hetruria are said
by Stephen of Byzantium to take their name; and to be com
pounded of Tar, Tor, Tur, or T'aour, sometimes denoting a
Tower and sometimes a Bull, but of which I have pointed
out the common etymology, and of Cohen, Cahen, Con, Cun,

Quin, etc. signifying a Priest. The Tar-Quin of Italy is the
very same, inverting the words, as the Ken-Taur of Greece.
We are further aware, that the Roman Rex was an authority

Essentially Spiritual: for though his name, considered as a
civil power, was [except in the use of the word Inter-Rex]
abominated by the Romans, yet the piacular rite of sacrifice
could never be duly performed unless by a Rex, who was yearly
appointed for that purpose only 9. Lucumon, his other name,
* Liv. L. 2. c. 2. Dion. Hal. L. v. c. 1. Macr. Sat. L. 1. c. 15.

Nor

must we forget what Julius Pollux mentions, that persons tried for homicide
in the Areopagus, at Athens, were arraigned by one of the judges who was
entitled Basileus, the King; who also presided the Mysteries of Bacchus and
Prometheus, and the sacrifice of victims. Onom. viii. c. 7. s. 90 and s. 108.
This goes far to show that the stories of Kings having once reigned in Athens

and Rome, and been expelled, were false: for the same things could not
have happened in both places. But the Pelasgi having renounced monarchy,
at the first dispersion of mankind, yet durst not wholly abandon the hie
rarchical part of kingship.
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is composed of the Sun and Deus Lunus, both appertaining to
the Great Gods of paganism; and especially to an Italian
deity corresponding with the Corybas of the 38th Orphic
Hymn, as I collect from the version of Joseph Scaliger, Noc

turnum Lucumonem. Now, this same Corybasis undoubtedly
Ham. Lucumon was equivalent to Rex among the Tuscans.
Tuscia duodecim Lucumones habuit, id est, reges". The same
word is applied to persons affected with mania, or rather perhaps
to Daemoniacs, because the God Lucumon or Baalzebub was

prince of the Manes or Daimones: Lucumonesquidam homines
ob insaniam dicti, quðd loca, ad quae venissent, infesta face
rent". One Lucmo or Lucumonius, according to Propertius,
first made war at Rome, and fought against Tatius and the
Sabines”. Ausonius gives the same name to that curious

impostor Pythagoras". Lycophron seems in good measure to
confirm the sameness of Tarquin and Lucumon, by giving to
Tarchon and

Tyrrhenus the appellation Lucus,

Taç%wy Texas Tupa?vo; d.16wys; Avrol".
Dem-Aratus, is Accursed of the People, a name given to the

father of Ham, Saturn, by reason of the odium that Deity

had fallen into among the Apostate People, by opposing the
revival of haeresy. Corinth is a name of the Chief High-Place,
applied either to the Sham in Shinar, or the True in Armenia,
but here to the latter; as it is also by Nonnus” in a descrip
tion of the flood.

This first Tar-Quin was succeeded by a man of low birth,
called therefore Servius. This was a great and venerated
king, who numbered the people and established the Census,
and he stands in the place of Cush. Cush was the King of
"Serv. in Virg. AEn. L. 2 and L. 8.
"Festus de V. Sign.
* Prop. L. iv. El. 1. v. 29. El. 2. v. 51.
” Auson. Ep. iv. v. 68.

"'A'Swis, hungry? v. Callim. H. Cer. v. 68.
* Dion. L. 43.
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Kings, the Locust of Locusts, the fountain of nobility to all
the earth. How then was He, of all men, Servius? Cush

was the father of Nimrod, the sire of the Amphitrioniad
King. But that was a most disputed birth. Three things
were said, that he was God the Son of God, begotten in the
wonderful embraces of the Dragon, that he was (as he was)

the Son of Cush, and lastly he was not only a bastard (which
the second supposition might perhaps imply) but the offspring
of some low and base amour, begotten by a low-caste man,
and impudently given out for a God and a Prince. This last
is the same imputation which the dissenters from his Church
have cast upon the Son of David. The second hypothesis was
ridiculed by many, owing to the father's great age. So; the
successor of Ham, counting downwards, was indeed Noble
Cush, but the FATHER of Nimrod" was Tully the Servile.
In one of the most valuable places of the Sibylline Books, the
rise of the Second Babylon is foretold, and she is threatened
with visitations exactly like those of the First; the allusions

to BIRTH in this place closely agree with the foregoing explanation;
Old Asia's Burthen Macedon shall bring",
But in Europa the Chief Woe shall spring
Bastard of Jove, of Servile Father born.

THAT shall another Babylon adorn,
Mistress of Earth, Queen Universal hight

Whatever clime enjoys the genial light,
Her shall the Avenging Wrath abolish quite.
Scatter'd her. Latest Sons shall be, and They
No more her abrogated laws obey.

16 Add that the mother of the same Hero [called Romulus] bore, in addi
tion to her titles of Ilia, Rhea, etc. that of Servia. AElian. War. Hist. L. 7.
c. 16.

* Closely rendered from Sibyll. L. 3. p. 247. Hercules was reputed a
Bastard, and therefore his Temple was the gymnasium of bastards. It was
called Cynos-Arges, or the Ark of the Bitch. V. Suid, in Voce.
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This personage, represented, as Cush usually is, mild and
venerable, was succeeded [murdered, as the lying record saith]
by the Second Tar-Quin; the War Lucumon of Propertius;
who was Nimrod, and like him changed the rule of the Auðolo;
Bagińsvg into a proud Tyr-Annis. This Man, or his son
[for the Romans affect the legend of Hippolytus the Son,
rather than that of Theseus-Bellerophon himself], was ac
cused of violating the chastity of Luceretia, the She Lucumon

or Incarnate Goddess. That such she was, we may know
from this, that Lucer was a Divine Title; Luceres a Lucu

mone vel Lucero". She was daughter of a Trinity or Three
headed God, Tri-Cipitinus, and the bride of another Tar
Quin, son of EGERIUs, and Priest of an

High-Place

called

The Hill of the Concealment of the Son, and of which Virgil
speaks,

Et Col-Lat-Inas imponit montibus arces.
Upon the pretence of this woman's allegations, a strange Her
metic and Odyssean character, called Brutus the Ionian, fo
mented a rebellion against him, and he went oUT with his
family, not indeed from the shores of Tuscan Tiber, from that
city which the old poètess Erinne of Lesbos called The Golden

mitred Queen, The Eternal Heaven upon Earth. As King
Ninus went out to the city Ninus so did King Tarquinius to
the city Tarquinii.

He made several ineffectual efforts to

return, and died at Cumae, the city of Sibylla. From the day
of his death, the Senate began to oppress the People, a clear
proof that this high-minded Prince retained to the last some
hold upon their affections. He was a man magnanimous in
peace and war; and the oppression which disaffected his

people arose mainly from the splendor and costliness of his
18 Liv. L. 1. The substitution of the Son for the Father arises here, as in

other instances of mythical errour, from there having been really Two Kings,
Cush and Nimrod, simultaneously. The incestuous fable cleaves even to
the boasted Lucretia, for her father Tricipitinus is identified by Servius with

her husband Tarquin Collatine, in MEn. vi. v. 819.
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undertakings. He completed the Cloacae, and the Hippo
have formerly spoken.
His grand-father, Tar-Quin the Old, had planned a Triple

dromus, or Great Circus, whereof we

Temple to Jove, Juno, Minerva, on the summit of the Tar

Pejan Lophos, or Capitoline Hill. It is plain, from the lan
guage of Dionysius, touching this High Place, that it was no
native hill, but factitious and built with hands; though he
adapts the story of it to the Capitoline Hill”. The Elder
lived only to prepare the Lophos; the Younger built the
Temple, consisting of Three Shrines 1N one, xolya; #xovre;
TXavgas, of which the Jovial was the middle one, the whole
surrounded by a grove of Three rows of columns. But even
He lived not to finish it quite, and the last hand was put to
it by the third of the Magistrates who succeeded him”. To
him were the people indebted for the preservation of the Si

bylline books, which were deposited in a wooden

ark under

the floor of the shrine of Capitoline Jove". The Romans
certainly contrive to make out a very poor story for them
selves. That, an hot youth, the King's Son, did a violent act,
which the King had nothing at all to do with, and that a pre
tended maniac, but really a designing counterfeit, sapiens
imitator, kindled up a rebellion upon this pretext. As soon as
he had succeeded, he flung over-board the Collatin of whom
he had made a tool.

The Royal Exodus was celebrated as an annual feast in the
Roman Calendar, on the twenty-fourth day of February; or,

by Ovid's Calendar, the twenty-second. It was named Regi
fugium, or Flight of the King.
Nec Regiffugium pulsis ex urbe tyrannis
Laetum Romanis fas reticere diem”.

19 Dion. Hal. L. 3. c. 69.
20 Liv. L. iv. c. 61.
21 Ib. c. 62.

22 Auson. Feriae, v. 13. et v. Ov. Fast. 2. v. 685.
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And on the twenty-fourth (or, after Ovid, the 23d) of May, a
sort of Mystery or Play-Acting of the affair, named Regis
Fuga, was had.
Quatuor inde notis locus est: quibus ordine lectis
Vel mos sacrorum, vel Fuga Regis inest”.

The Rex Sacrificulus, who from jealousy of his title was never
else allowed to attend the Comitia, or Meetings of the People,
did upon that occasion come and perform a solemn sacrifice

there, which done he took to praecipitate flight; xara razos
arsial pavywy # 2 yoga; *. Here are sufficient traces of the

Egression of Nimrod from Babel to Ashur, unless any be
credulous enough to think that all these matters really hap
pened in Roma of Tuscany, and not rather
When Tyber slept beneath the cypress gloom,
And silence held the lonely woods of Rome.

23 Ov. Fast. 5. v. 727.

* Plut. Quaest. Rom. p. 128. ed. Reiske.

POPULIFUGIA.

I. THE events which followed the Out-Going are described

in Roman Legend in the form of wars undertaken by the King
and his Sons to regain their empire. And the ultimate result,

namely, the “Scattering Abroad of the People upon the face
of the whole Earth,” was not unknown to their Fasti; but

was religiously commemorated on the 8th of July, being the
day following the nones of that month, which were called
Nonae Caprotinae. The name of this Feast differs in number
from the last mentioned, being plural, Populifugia, The Mul
tifarious Flights of the People. The foreign source of this
solemnity appears from the inability of the Romans to give
any decent account of its origin. Macrobius pretends it was
held, because on the preceding nones the Romans' had, in
some action or another, fled before the Etruscans. The great
Varro expresses himself thus, Dies Populi-Fugia videtur no
minatus, quodeo die repente tumultú fugerit populus; non
multo enim post hic dies, quam decessus Gallorum ex urbe.
Et quitum sub urbe populi, ut Ficuleates et Fidenates et
finitimi alii, contra nos conjurărunt. Aliquot hujus diei
vestigia Fugae in sacris apparent de quibus rebus Antiqui

tatum Libri plura referunt". His Antiquities of Human
Affairs are lost to our irreparable detriment. But it is plain
to the meanest understandings, that this Great Feast can

never be explained by some running away of Roman soldiers
* Mac. Sat. L. 2. c. 2.

* Ter. Varr. de L. L. v. p. 56. Bip.
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in an obscure skirmish with some Tuscans or Ficulneans.

The latter name is clearly fetched in to agree with the Eri
neus or Caprificus of the Nones. If defeat and flight was to
be commemorated, the Roman History abounds with signal
vicissitudes; and because the Populifugia notoriously had no
thing to do with them, therefore were they referred to some
flight so obscure, as to be of very doubtful existence, and so
trivial, that no one pretends it to have led to any result. It

is most manifestly a counterpart, as its very name evinces, of
the Regifugium.
Plutarch and Dionysius come much nearer to the truth,

and lend us a clue to the mystery. On the day after the

Death of Romulus, which happened on the Caprotin or Quin
tile Nones, the 'OXXs puy, was celebrated. At that time
the People, coming forth to the Public Sacrifice, called one
another's names with much noise, crying Marcus, Lucius,

Caius, etc. This they did in imitation of the great confusion
and terror which happened at Romulus his death; unusuavol
Twy Tore Tootiv, xxi dvax%rly &AA/Navy wara 0sés was rapax);".
Here we have that which fore-went the real Flights of the
People, namely, the Confusion of Tongues, all clamouring,

none answering, nor understanding the other's speech. It is
true that the Hero called Romulus had then been dead one

hundred and forty years, but this is a natural error; for al
though these disasters of the People did not happen on oc
casion of the King's death, they did, in very general opinion,
happen BY occasion of it, and to his Departing Curses and
Avenging Ghost they ascribed their humiliation and suf
ferings. On the Nones in question Junoni Caprotinae mu

lieres sacrificant, et sub caprifico faciunt, et e caprifico virgam
adhibent".

Here is the mystery of the Fig Tree. The ex

pulsion of the First Juno or Magna Mater from Paradise was
the Day of the Fig Tree, when She gathered boughs from
3 Plut. Rom. c. 28. Num, c. 2. Dion. Ital. L. 2.

4 Varro, L. v. p. 56.
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thence; but the dispersion from the Olympus of Bel was a
second expulsion from Paradise or the Holy Land.
There was one part of the Old History which the nations

found a difficulty in adapting to their local histories; that
was, the final ruin of the City. The Gauls under Brennus
are meant for a type of the Returning Nimrodians or Assy
rians, but as they were Not finally victorious, as Rome was
not then abandoned, nor its national name abolished, but on

the contrary was yet in existence and glory, it was necessary
to bring in Furius Camillus, or Hermes the Fury, who should
drive away the enemy and rescue the city. History would
not admit of any farther adaptation of the ancient truth: but
the Priests in their Mysteries did retain the reality of the old

story, notoriously false as it was respecting Rome, namely,
that Brenn's invasion had ended in the utter confusion and

manifold flights of the people.
As the Romans acted a sort of play of the Regis Fuga, so
did the Greeks of the Populi-Fugia. At Delphi, the people
-

every nine years celebrated a sham fight between some King
or Tyrant and Those who assailed and destroyed his taber
nacle. It is taken silently and by surprise at a gate called
the Dolonian. After which the victorious party fly without
looking behind them, nor do they desist from their flight til

they have undergone certain expiations".
II. After the death of Cush, a violent dispute arose who
should exercise the sovereignty and administer the resources
of his kingdom,
u%ay #yax 'Old Tobao.
One party sought to give tyrannical power to the family of

his youngest Son, the others set up another Prince of his line
as the guardian of their rights. Of these the latter was called

among the Boeotian Pelasgi, descended from his partisans,
5 Plut. de Orac. Def. 24.
-

M
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the True Glory, and the former the Great Discord. Poly
Neikes and his army of fierce and blaspheming giants was

overpowered and compelled to give up the contest for a time.
He himself was slain fighting under the walls of the Theba.
The Populi-Fugia are figured in the flight of the whole
people upon the occasion of the return of the Epigons. As
the Seven Chiefs approached, Teiresias advised the People to
send an herald unto them, and mean-while to fly the town
with all their families. They did so, and the enemy perceiving
their flight entered, plundered, and dismantled the town".
The fugitives founded Hesti-Aia, or the Land of Vesta".
But, according to some, Teiresias did not advise their flight

till after they had lost a battle on the river Glissans". Tei
resias, who accompanied their flight, having drunk the waters
of the fountain Tilphussa, died there 9.
In reviewing this somewhat confused legend of the Boeotians
it must be understood, that the assault of the Seven against
Thebes represents an ineffectual attempt of Nimrod's Sons
with the Seven tribes of the house of Cush, those of Nimrod,
Seba, Havilah, Sabtah, Sheba, Dedan, and Sabtecha, to retake

the city; that, the intermediate period between the two wars
stands for the time in which the Semiramian or Syrian king
dom flourished; and lastly, that the affair of the Epigons
doth signify the War of the Dispersion. For that event,
I believe, took place at a time of war, when the Assyrians
were pressing hard upon them, and was immediately fol
lowed by the return of the Shinar kingdom, and all the rest,
save Egypt, under the supremacy of Nineveh; a supremacy
which we see afterwards asserted under the auspices of Che
dorlaomir and Cushan Rizathaim, the principal feudatories of
the King of Nations.

* Apollod. Bibl. L. 3. c. 7. ss. 2, 3.
7 Id. ib.

* Diod. I. iv. c. 66. Paus. Boeot. c. 9. s. 2.

* Apollod. ubi supra.
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III. The war of the Epigons is figured in the local legends
of Peloponnesus as the Return of the Heraclidae, or Dynasty
of Nimrod, in the fourth generation, exclusive, from Hercules.
This is the precise number of generations or reigns that the
Syrian Kingdom lasted, as we shall see. This great history
is set to the tune of some irruption of Dorian Pelasgi into the
island.

Other fables inform us that, during their absence, the He
racleids had taken refuge at a place in Attica called Tri
Corynthus". Nineveh was at the head of a Tripoly; and
for the same reason the Heracleid Epigons were made Three
in number.

Hyllus, son of Hercules, had previously been repelled with
loss in an attempt to return, which corresponds with the fatal
enterprise of the Seven against Thebes". Euripides, in his
play of Heraclidae, makes Hyllus to have been assisted in this
affair by Demophoön, Son of Theseus; but these are one and
the same person.
IV. From the semiramis, or dove, the heretical People got
the denomination Iönic, which, as a sectarian name, may apply
to them all; but, as a gentile name, was particularly affected
by certain of the Pelasgi or Graics. The name Iöne was
borne by the Syrian city which afterwards took the title of
Antiochia, and which, with its Daphne, was a great type of

Babylon; and also by other places. When Alexander of
Abonos Teichos sought to reanimate declining paganism by
a sham awatar of Apollo Python, in the form of a serpent,
which he called TAux-Qy, he requested of the Emperor that
the town might change its name to Iöno-Polis. The name
was evidently applicable, and Kat #0%, to Babylon:
which city was the Iona Vetus of Propertius. Homer
[though acquainted with Cron-Iön, Hyper-Iön, etc.] doth not

10 Diod. Sic. iv. c. 68.

* Apollod. L. 2. c. 8. s. 2.
M 2
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use the word Iönian, for the passage in the thirteenth"
Iliad is clearly spurious; and Miletus, afterwards called
Caput Iöniae", is with him a Carian and Barbar town, and
is used to represent some part of king Priam's adherents.
Twelve Greek cities of Asia, of which this and Mycale, at
least, were known to Homer, and which had attained no in

considerable greatness in the early days of Halyattes and
Croesus, were termed Iönian. The Athenians pretended they
were colonies from Attica, a pretension" scarce worthy of
ought but ridicule, which yet hath been servilely accepted.
These colonies had passed their meridian, when Attica was
yet in her dawn, and obscure in arms as in arts. Cyrus and
the son of Hystaspes abolished the independence of Ionia.
The like absurd pretensions of the Hellenes have been ad
mitted with regard both to Sicily and to those old and famous
commonwealths established in the Western or Great Greece.
For the Graics of the East or Little Greece rose late into

fame, and having eclipsed the obsolete glories of Sybaris,
Crotona, Posidonia, and Locri, at last even pretended to
father them also. An impotent man is flattered by an order
of filiation; and so did these little tribes disguise the con

sciousness of their own tardy growth, and relieve the obscurity
of their savage and turbulent annals by every sort of vain in
vention *. Ionia, as we hear from authority somewhat better
than that of the Athenians, was founded by one Caunus, son
of Miletus, son of the second Minos. To the ears of a modern

critic the very account given by the Athenians will both ex
pose their falsehoods and furnish the truth. They were, as
they say themselves, Iönians, and thence was Asian Iönia
named; but they took that name from Ion, son of Cush,
12 L. xiii. V. 635.
13 Plin. L. v. c. 31.

14 V. Casaub. Diatr. in Dion. Chrys. p. 26.
* Notwithstanding the great virtue and verity of the Greek Historians,

from Herodotus downwards [in which they far surpass the Latins], the
writers of their Origins were men of daring mendacity.
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whom they placed in their own country, and to whose name,
as also to that of Theseus, they affected to trace back the
origin of their polity. In truth, Colonies fugitive from Babel
settled on the shore, the westernmost limit, of Asia; others

passed into Europa and Africa. Of these Iönizing fugitives

those who were Cushim were, from the peculiarity of their
seceding from their own house, by excellence called Iönians;
and of them, those who ventured to tarry within the limits

of the kingdom of Asia or Barbaria did by yet greater ex
cellence retain the name, and their country was Iönia, as
distinguished from the rest of Asia,

Tap d'Auvøy dxx
Keitas, ulyzaw "EXX77, Baptaçois S. jus
IIA pai; #xaaz xxxx(Tvøywra; Toxal; ".

The capital of Attica was a famous type of Babylon, and
adopted to an unusual extent the legends as well of the Dilu

vian as the Turric age. She never had any kings, in my
belief (as neither had Rome), and was distinguished by Homer
as a Aquos even in his time. The Acropolis, with its Olive,
from which the Raven was excluded, was the Ark-Tower.
And indeed Acro-Polis, or Acra, means as much; to which

purpose we may notice the Smyrnaean coin inscribed Zev;
AKPAIOX Xuvgvaiwy IIavitovios.
Not less than seven 17 other cities bore this title of the

goddess Athena, who was no other than the Female principle
in her Warlike form, springing from the head of Cham, and
engendering discord; but supporting her own party by her
wisdom and power, while the Pythonian bow and Martial
sword availed not the Rephaim. Of these Seven one was

nothing less than the famed Minyeian Orchomenus, whose
citizens manned Argo. This Athena was swallowed up in
16 Eur, Bacch. 17, etc.
17 Hardouin ad Plin. v. c. 31.

Quintilian somewhere mentions Three

famous Athenas, of which the citizens were, respectively, Atheneis, Athenaei,
and Athenopolitae.
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the lake Copäis, or, as Strabo saith", in

the Ogygian Flood;
and is the Paradise, or Mount 9" of Armenia. It w"
from the Athena of Shinar. " Holy Land, that the Ionic
emigration
really
The going
out came.
of these colonies was an ep" of no "
celebrity called 'Ioy" aroxia", and the age in which it
took place was the X60% 'Iwyzog. From living in that age,
and being one of the 'Arouxoi, Homer " called an Iönia"

-

At a later time than that of * the Pelasgi came to *
distinguished among themselves, SO" affecting the name

Iones, with corresponding ma" and habits, for they held
it no derogation to dress as the woMEN of Troy, #xxaattraTºol,
were wont to do; while other" bore that of Aiolor the whole
earth, and others again that of D’Ore or D'Aour. These
last were respectably settled on the Carian coast, and had

very splendid stations in Sicily and Great Greece; but in
Hellas they did of old possess but a little Tripoly, sit" in
the mountains between

Thessaly and Phocis, called the Towns

of the Bull, the Fig Tree, and of Cush the Son, Bolov,’Epwe",

Ku-Ivsoy", and seem from their title to have kept * stronger
smack of Magianism than the other Schismatic Cushi".
They burst, with some other clans, into Peloponnesus, which
they partly conquered, and established forms of monarchy,

and austere laws, called, after the g" antagonist of Bacchus,
Lyco-Whergus, but mixed with other doctrines and

notions.

This was taken for a type of the * of the Heraclide"
into Shinar, of which great event Homer was a wit" but
he lived many ages before the irruption of the Dorians into
is Steph. Byz in V. Ath. strab. L. ix. p. 591. A learned Frenchman
has well observed that Athena is the same word as Adn, the n* given by
Moses to the Land of the Garden, and commonly called Eeda or Eden; and
that the struggles between Athena and Atlantis in the Critias are to that
Purpose. Guérin du Rocher, Histoire Veritable des tems Fabuleux, tom, i.
P. 29. p. 67.
19 Vid. Strab. L. xiii. p. 841, 2.
* Conon, c. 27.
s,
al And see below (Semiramis,

13.} that these Dorians

of Hellas were

Probably in truth Heraclidae, or lineal descendants of Nimrod.
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the isle of Pelops, and was wholly unacquainted with their
name. In his time the Pelasgi preserved a greater unity of
manners and sentiments, nor were these of them termed
Iönes, and those Dores or Aioles. The Aiolians were, in

Hellas, a much larger class, embracing all the residue of the
country, Boeotia, Thessaly, Euboea, Locris, etc.
This name was also given to the Dispersion, j 'Aloxx,
droxia; but it is needful to make several remarks upon this
subject, in order to clear up certain mistakes of the Grecians.
The Aiolian dispersion is said to have occurred” four gene
rations before the Iönian; but that is precisely the epocha of
the capture of Babel from Cush, by the confederated people,
after the death of Nimrod. At that time No dispersion or
droixia took place. The poets who figured the expedition of
the People as one in Ships, did also figure their Dispersion as
the Scattering of those ships by a storm; but this calamity
did really happen one hundred and forty years later. Strabo,
Apollodorus, and other Greeks, knowing that there were two
dispersions, Iönic and Aiolic; and also knowing that the
taking of Ilion came 140 years, or four reigns, before the
Iönic; and knowing, again, that the taking of that city was
poetically said to have been followed by a dispersion; they
did, not unreasonably, conclude that this was the Aiolic, and
forewent the Iönic by four generations. Let us proceed to
clear up this confusion.
The idea of the Two 'Avonaz; arose thus. The Dispersion
was “from Babel,” the seat of the Ionian or Semiramian em

pire; there the Spirit of cloven tongues was first revealed,
and the vast multitudes there assembled (probably at a solemn
feast or sacrifice) must have broken up in frightful and sudden
confusion. The population of the city, amounting in numbers
to a little nation, turbulent and factious, and liable, as all

crowded multitudes are, to the most violent impulsion, dis
* Strabo, L. 13. p. 841. So close was the connexion between the two

Apoikias, that the AEolian Emigrants got the name of Aiol-Iones. Steph.
Byzant.
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persed itself in various directions before the provinces of the
empire had had time to reflect upon the awful visitation that
had happened. This was the Ionian Apoikia.
But the cleaving of tongues was a judgment which befel
the whole race of the Noachidae; whose Three Families occu

pied the whole Earth; not the World, but Twy 'Oixäusyny,
a phrase applied to the ruling monarchy of the day from, I
believe, the oldest times, and alluding to the catholic or
oecumenical monarchy then sought to be established; and were
contiguous one to another, unequal in numbers, and perhaps
yet more so in prowess, and often much interspersed. The
change of tongues would produce between neighbouring and
intermixed TRIBEs a confusion far less sudden than that

among the INDIVIDUALs at the Capitol, where the Asylum
first and next the Temple assembled multitudes of all sorts,
but still greater than We, living when “since the fathers fell
asleep, all things continue as they were,” can even imagine.
After all the wars that had occurred, and the breaking up of
Nimrod's kingdom, jealousies must have existed among them,
and occasional hostilities. The sudden bar to friendly inter
course arising from the change of speech must have inflamed
these animosities, and those nations who retained the old lan

guage and its dialects, and by consequence were astonished
spectators rather than sufferers of this judgment, must have
regarded those who babbled in a new tongue and forgot their
own as people $203xa£els, and signally held out as objects for
abhorrence. This contempt and hatred would be met with a
corresponding sense of doubt and consternation in the others.
Terror or A=178aluova would prevail, with war and violence,
the unsettling of states, and the flight and emigration of the
weaker. Only such as were either insulated by position or

very great in themselves, such as the body of Cush in Ashur,
and the Misraimites on the river Egypt, could entirely weather
the storm thus excited. The posterity of Ham being exempt
from the direct, influence of the visitation, would regard the
others, āragopavoy spatov, as under a sentence of banishment
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from the kingdom of Asia, and only such of them as were
assembled in very large bodies could maintain their ground

within its limits. This Aiolian Dispersion or Emigration
from All the Land would be a matter of years, and far longer

a-doing than the flight of the multitude from the Tower of
Iöna, and Strabo bears witness that Bixtp:#as #Aaëy xx,
x£oyag waxtorsp8; *. The AEolians, or fugitives from the

country, were neither so dissolute nor so entirely weaned from
the sounder institutes of their fathers as the Iönians of the

city; and were also manly and succinct in their dress when
compared with the Iačnes Helkekitones. The European
Pelasgi (except the Dores, who seem to have almost repented

their Pelagianism), were divided into Iönes and Æoles, either
because they did literally belong the one to the city and the
others to the country, and so, by consequence, to the two dif
ferent apoikias, or because the former did in process of time
degenerate into softer manners. The first solution I much
prefer.
V. Bacchus, or Sabus, was the head of the Popular Party,
and the antagonist of the King, Lycurgus-Deriades-Perseus
Pentheus. In the course of the Mysteries of Eleus-In (or
the Son shall Come) he was annually led out of the city, and
his Exodus celebrated with loud clamours and shouts and

songs, which was called Singing the Iäcchus. They prayed
the god to protect their journey, and give them a good exit,
'Iax%2 pix0%pavra ovutpoTsuts us”.

* Strab. L. 13. p. 841. Orestes, the son of the King of Men, is the fa
bulous leader of the Aiolian migration, or rather his Son Penthilus or Tisa
menus. But this Hero is, in argument, the very same Value or Power as

the Herculean Epigoni, if I am right in supposing [see Semiramis s. 11, note]
that their expedition, as well as that of the former Seven, had in view the
restoration of Agamemnon’s family to the kingdom of Erech, or Argos Hip
poboton.
* Aristoph. Ran. v. 405. The Iacchic egression is closely allied to the
pantomimes of the Atellane Opici called Exodia or The Outgoings. Liv.
-
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This God must be deemed the same as Jupiter Phyxius to
whom fugitives and exiles were wont to put up their prayer,
Kaxây #7 #v%21; TX=is a pu%y Aiz”.
The Iacchic pomp contained” uvsixa; dysis xal pana; avy
£xxx;at was $zu's rwy roAguay, and a noise as of toxAwy
£ws 2,692 twy. It was sometimes heard, not from the voices
of men, but naturally or divinely; and the place where it
used to be heard was a plain in Attica called Thri-Asian, or
of The Three Asi, which is a manifest symbol of the Plain of
Shinar and the Three-fold People there confounded and sent
forth. At the time when Xerxes was wasting Attica, some
pretended to have seen clouds of dust like those of a vast mul
titude coming from Eleusin, and to have heard the Mystic
Iäcchus”, which was an omen of ruin to Xerxes his army.
The same event called Iäcchus in the mysteries was also

named Tpi-Oup and @fl-'Awā. The Ionian expulsion was
the same as the Iäcchic egression; and even now, when the
causes of their connexion have been long forgotten, the name
Iäcch is identified with Iohn or Iohan, and is said to be a dimi

nutive thereof, although it be exactly of the same length ;
the former is yet renowned in the legends of infancy as the
Old Giganticide or Conqueror of the Rephaim.
The wanderings of the Effeminate God and the Bacchae his
followers, pursued by Lycurgus the Thracian or Arabian, are

but modes of describing the struggle between Scythism and
Bacchism, and the Flight of the People who had embraced

the latter. Their flight was described as being made in the
very act of celebrating the orgies, as a sort of wild thiasus or

L. vii. c. 2. Suet. Ner. c. 39. Autonoë, the Aunt of Pentheus and leader of

the Bacchae, was one of the persons in these rustic dramas,
Urbicus exodio risum movet, Atellanae
Gestibus Autonoës.
Juven. vi. v. 71.
* Lycoph. v. 288. Tzetz ibid.
* Plut. Phocion. p. 754. ed. Xylander.
* Herod. viii. c. 65. v. Athen. Deipn. v. c. 51.
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dance, which confirms me in my notion that the Ionic”
confusion seized them in the moment of some nefarious so

lemnities of religion. The Bassarides were driven out by the
Gad-fly or Goad-fly, for so we must interpret Qalvousyai
B87%/y, in the poet who hath interpolated the sixth Iliad”.
The wanderings of Jö, the Boöpis or Vacciform Goddess
Mother, watched by the omnipresent eye of Argus and stimu
lated by the same insect, are another version of this dread
history. It is an important question whether the Miracles or
Manifest Providences recorded in Scripture as happening
under the three dispensations be all that ever did occur, or
whether on the contrary the theocratic rule was not marked
by a continual revelation of divine power, of which some only
of the more notable instances have been consigned to paper.
I believe we must adopt the latter conclusion; for John de
clares, in language of bold hyperbole, “there were also many
other things that Jesus did, the which if they should be
written every one, he supposed that even the world itself
would not contain the books that would be written.”

If this

be in any sense true of a life of thirty, or at most fifty, years,
detailed in twenty long chapters, how much more shall it
apply to two thousand years of theocracy described in eleven
short ones?

Common sense therefore shews that, in number

at least, the recorded acts of Power are but a small part of
those that happened. Herodotus relates to us not only the
building of the Pyramids but the means, yet more wonderful,
that were employed for that end; but the brief notice in
* I believe this old oracle relates to the Iönian apoikia,

'Axx its &n ww.pal 360aign ware parv xogeny
T#Toweval "nswyta ius’spia; xer' &yvia:
Kai Teixo; Ngaporo Tokugovoy #7a stal &Nxag,
An rot 'Igyia puxa Tokwaripiwy &ySparwy, etc. etc.

This Chalcedonian prophecy is variously given by Ammian, and by the
Greek historians Cedrenus and Socrates, and has been twisted into an appli
cation to the Hunnish invasion by means of 'ovyia puxa. The latter part is
made to give an exact account of the march of the Huns.
29 V. 135.
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Genesis doth but mention the Building of the Tower. So,
they are content to record the ends of miracle, without de
tailing the miraculous means that were brought into use.
The same thing may be farther evinced by a special instance.
We are informed in the sixth chapter of the Bible that Noah
introduced into the ark all manner of living creatures, but it
is obvious that he could not have collected them, and it follows

of necessity that they must have been brought to him. If the
fierce and carnivorous animals had not been divested of their

savage nature, they would have devoured the others, and even
the men themselves; and if they could not do so in the ark,
they would as soon as they were turned loose. So we see very
plainly, although we do not read, that a praeternatural instinct
drew the birds and beasts unto Noah, and also mollified their

fierce tempers during the flood and for a good time after.
These things MUsT have been: and that they were we are
expressly told in the Syrian account of the deluge and the ark
of the Scythian Deucalion”. The ancients [of whom be it
remembered, that they always built upon Fact] recorded, that
in the first or Golden age of the world the lion played with
the lamb, and that when the promised Regenerator came the
like should be again, nec magnos metuent armenta leones.
Daphnis, the First Bacchus, had the ARMENIAN tigers in his
Car, Rhea or Cybele lions,
Et juncti currum dominae subiere leones.
Orph-Eus, the God of Darkness, who went down into Hades
to redeem his Bride, whose heel the Serpent had wounded,
had power by his voice to tame the most savage beasts, who
followed wherever he led them. So we find that great marvels
must have been, and were, which the short archives of religion
have unavoidably praetermitted.
It is worth considering whether the dispersion of mankind
was effected merely by the miracle of tongues; or whether
30 Luc. de D. S. c. 13.
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mythology is, as usual, built on fact, when it declares that

Bacchus and Ió fled before the Betawā, 'Ois pos, or Asylus.
This vast event, the details of which a modern historian would

think modestly compressed into six quartos, is comprised in

three verses; and the means are only described in the mono
syllable, so, following the confusion of speech. They were

“Scattered abroad” for resisting certain commandments of
God signified by Noah. If the like punishment was at any
other time inflicted for the like offence, we may from those
circumstances throw some light upon these. The Canaãnites
did the like: for they resisted Noah's commands as to the
distribution of the Earth, by usurping the Lord's Patrimony
in Syria. And they suffered the like, for “afterwards were
the families of the Canaånites sPREAD ABROAD.” But they
certainly were spread abroad Qalvousyot Barx/y : “I sent
the Hornet before you, which drave them out from before you,
the two kings of the Amorites: not with thy sword, nor with
thy bows".” There is an analogy that pervades the dispen
sations of God among men; the observance of similitude in
similars is a favourite way of Providence; it is therefore most
highly probable that the lore of the gentiles is here again
bottomed in truth; and that the stimulations of the Fly were
used as well to prevent their loitering within the limits of the
empire from which they were banished, as to direct their
route. Some such indications were necessary, or several in
conveniences would have arisen; weary of their cruel journey,
they would have halted and settled far within the distance
over which they were to be expanded, and having supersti
tious predilections for particular aspects, such as the North,
they would all have hurried in those directions. The object
of Providence was not only their Confusion, by way of punish
ment, but their Distribution, and to carry into use that or
derly separation of the peoples which had been ordained from
the first. The monitor flies coming in clouds from a given
31 Josh. 24. v., 12. Exod. c. 23. v. 28. Deut. 7. v. 20. Wisd. 12. v. 8.
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point of the compass, would both give the signal for resuming
their march, and point out the course of it. When the plague
of insects did entirely cease they knew they were at liberty to
settle. They consecrated the nearest High Ground, traced
out with the plough the enclosure of their little capital, and
raised an altar to Baal-Zebub, 'Atrouviog, 'Axe£xaxos, Aver
runcus, Apopompeius, or Epaphus. Iö was freed from the
pursuit of the Fly by Epaphus, whose name is said to mean
“touching with the hand” from #parro, and I believe rightly,
for Averruncus or The Brusher-Off is the same metaphor,
and presents the natural image of Brushing or Beating Off
the Gad fly from cattle. I am strongly persuaded that this
visitation was regarded by the Gentiles as inflicted by the
Vindictive Spirit of Nimrod, and permitted by Jove or Ham,
who resented their treatment of his son.

We have observed

that Theseus was worshipped at Asylon, and that Romulus
collected the people at the Temple of the Asylaean God. Hence
the Fly Asylus, sent by the wrathful ghost of that king.
But in due season the superior power interposed, and allayed
the terrors of the people”.
I have said that the duty of the Fly was to stimulate them
to Motion, after due rest at their stations, and to point out
the direction of it. This doth so exactly correspond with the
functions of a sheep-dog, when flocks change their pasture,
that the likeness could hardly escape notice. So we find that
the Omnipresent Power, whose thousand eyes were fixed at
one time upon all the various tribes of wanderers, urging
them, and guiding them, was a Shepherd, or, from the mis
conception of his title Bovrras, a Cow Herd. And what comes
yet closer, the insect is called the Dog-Fly, doubtless from its
* At Elis Hercules sacrificed to Jupiter, Apomyius, by which he drove
away the flies. Paus. El. L. 5. c. 14. et v. Plin. N. Il. L. 29. c. 24. L. 10.
c. 28. AEl. de Anim. L. 5. c. 17. Athen. Deipn. L. 1. c. 7. The last men
tioned writer says that the Eleians sacrificed to the Flies; and Clement of
Alexandria says that the Acarnanians did the like; and the Romans to

Hercules Apomyius.
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possessing the instinct of the four-footed shepherd. Mars is
thus made to revile Minerva when exciting confusion and
discord,

Titr dur' a KTNO-MTIA Sea; #pió, avvexavvaig 33.

There are abundant reasons wherefore Iö, the type of the
people, should be mystically figured as a Cow; but there may
yet be literal truth in it besides. The fugitives passing over
desert and untilled lands could not have lived on grain, but,
like all the emigrants of old times, must have been Nomades
relying for support on the flocks and herds that attended their
march. And it is not unlikely that the attacks of the insect
were as much directed against their cattle as against them,
for when once their dinner was put in motion they had no
choice but to follow it. Husbandry, or the raising of fari
naceous food, could not be resumed till they had arrived at
their Hill of God, and therefore a tiller of earth was called
after it Col-On *.

Did we suppose that the Hornet was borrowed, in after
ages, from the History of the Later Dispersion to adorn that
of the Former, we should impute to the author of Ilias (what

may by no means be admitted) a knowledge of the life and
adventures of Moses, who lived so many centuries after him.
For, besides what we have cited, that Poet, in describing the
praeternatural valour wherewith Minerva inspired Menelais,
saith,

Kai ji Muly; Sapoo; #y, 5.7%araiy #yxa,

‘Hre xx, if yousy, waxx Tap X600; avogousovo
'Iaxava? 0xxsely, Xagoy a ji Giul dyflowns.
Tols wiy Sagzā; TX, Tsy %payas dupi usAxivas.
A strange comparison truly, if it did not allude to the visita
tion of the aestrum : but not more remarkable than that in

which the Myrmidons are compared to a nest of Einodián
33 Il. L. xxi. v. 394.

* The Etymologicum in the word colonèa says that the name Coloni was

first given to those who wandered with Bacchus.
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Wasps, that is of Wasps sacred to Nemesis or Hecate, the
avenging fury,

"Avrixx 37 atpterary &oixors; #8%govro *
"Eivočiots, bu; Tau63; spi?uaiyaaty #50wre;

Norlaxo. 59voy 3s waxov woxsero" Tiffsial:
Twy Tore Mugu%ve; X223.7" was Supov 8%vres, etc.
The interpolator of this passage has made two clumsy attempts
to explain away the epithet Einodian, in verses 261,263. It
is pretended by Jonathan Ben Uzziel” and Abulpharagius
that Nimrod's army, in a war which he waged against
Abraham, was dispersed by a swarm of gnats, and himself
slain.

And this is a tradition of the truth, that the vast

multitudes who were subject to Nimrod were scattered abroad
by a cloud of insect foes; wherefore the children of Ammon
worshipped Chemosh" or the gnat. The great error of
thinking that Abraham was Nimrod's cotemporary, whence
the Turks have their moral adage, Be not Nimrod, be
Abraham", comes partly from the false chronology of the
Hebrew text, but from other circumstances also.

Nimrod

was cosmocrator or King paramount over all kings and all
nations, and waged war on account of religion; but Abraham
waged war against the Assyrian cosmocrator of Nimrod's
line, reigning in Nineveh his city, and bearing as I nothing
doubt the hereditary title of the nin or ninus, even Tidal
King of Nations; and for a further agreement, he conquered
with a trivial force, and by the unseen power of the true
King of Nations Melchisedeck: that is miraculously. With
Nimrod fell the Universal Empire of Cush, and lay prostrate
for many years, as we shall see; probably with Tidal the first
dynasty of Ashur Nineveh expired".
34 Iliad, xvi. 259.
35 Cit. Hyde V. R. P. p. 74.
36 Hyde Pers. p. 131.
37 Hyde V. R. Pers. c. 2. p. 45.
* The title King of Nations is exclusively proper to the Scythian Kings
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The hornet seems to have been a known and understood

symbol of judicial expatriation. It would appear that the
Jewish word for an Hornet signifies also banishment to a
strange land; the name Zeruah is explained an Hornet, and
Zeru-Babel, Banished to Babel, or a Stranger to Confusion”.
If the latter name were rendered the Hornet of Babel it might
perhaps be better, and would agree with what is said by Haggai
of his future destinies. Foretelling the Captivity of Ephraim,
Isaiah sings, And it shall come to pass in that day that the
Lord shall hiss for the Fly that is in the uttermost part of
the rivers of Egypt, and for the Bee that is in the land of
Assyria”. Mr. Bruce gives a lively description of the Fly
which haunts the AEthiop rivers above Egypt; but the prophet
doth not merely allude to the natural but to the civil history
of these countries also, and would remind the reader of the

two occasions wherein the Fly of Expatriation was revealed,
namely the Hornet which went before the sword of Joshua
from Egypt, and the Asylus which led the avenging Hera
clidae out of Ashur. It may be added, that if Baal-Zebub,
the Apomuian Jove, got his name from things that happened
after the entrance of the Israélites into the country, and in
deed from the very means by which they conquered it, that
people, and in particular Ahaziah king of Israël, would not
"have been deceived by his pretensions.
-

VI. Pan (the Hanuman of Parasu Rama) waged war in
of Asia, who were not immediate Monarchs, but feudal Paramounts, and Asiam
perdomitam vectigalem fecere, modico tributo, magis in nomen imperii, quam

in victoriae praemium imposito. Justin. L. 2. c. 3. p. 69. Gronov. And the
matter would seem to be set at rest by a remark of Mr. Weemse (Christian

Synagogue, p. 5. London, 1632) who saith that Symmachus had it in his
version Qaāyax Ba'athiv; 2xv6wy. But I must add, that I know not whence
this excellent divine takes his quotation; because I find in those fragments
of Symmachus which Origen gives, Bazinev. IIaupuxia; ; a name scarcely
less remarkable, for it is quite idle to think of the coast of Perga and Pha
selis. Vid. Orig. Hexapl. p. 29. Paris, 1713.
36 Oliver Scr. Lex. p. 271.
-

39 Is. vii. v. 16.

-
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concert with Bacchus", and the voice called Iacchus [whence
laxw, I Exclaim or Shout] is otherwise described as the Panic
Fear. This, like the former, was a loud shouting, Axxxx;
and as the Iäcchus did portend the defeat of Xerxes, so are
we told that Pan visited the host of Darius at Marathon with

his Terror". And the Orphic Hymns identify the Panic
Fear with the exagitating gad-fly,

IIzykoy #xtrautwy disgow #7, Taguarz yarn; *.
The Voices of Faunus, said by Cicero, in his treatise of Di
vination, to be heard from time to time, agree with the Iäc
chus or Panic, for Faunus was a Latin name of Pan.

Pausanias hath left us a valuable history, which nobly illus
trates the subject we are upon. The Shrine of the Serpent
at Pytho or Delphi was twice preserved from the violation of
an overwhelming foe, by a signal exercise of daemoniacal

power; from the army of Xerxes, and the Gallo-German host
of Brennus”. The rout of Xerxes was attended with a prae
ternatural So" was 3xxxxyuo;. But that of Brennus is ex
pressly called a Panic Fear, and the circumstances of it are
eminently curious as connecting this matter with the confusion
of tongues. “Panic Fear fell upon them in the night; for
from Pan all fears without apparent cause are said to come.

The confusion fell upon the army at the closing in of the

evening, and at first a few only were confounded in mind, who
imagined they heard the tramp of horses and the onset of

some enemy. And in a little, this alienation possest the
minds of them all. And taking up arms, and dividing among
themselves, they mutually destroyed one another, no longer

understanding their own native tongue, nor yet recognizing
the countenances of each other nor the devices on their shields. .

40 Polyaen. Strat. L. 1. c. 2.
4, Lucian. Philops, etc.

* Hymn. Pan. v. 23. And so the Sibyl Ba6txwyla retxta ganga olzTPo
MANH2 textsaa, #; 'Exx}a tie-routvoy IIvg.
43 Herod. L. viii. c. 37, 8, 9.

Paus. Phoc. L. x. c. 23.
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But both divisions alike, in their present delusion, imagined
their antagonists to be Greeks, mistaking both their persons
and their armour, and fancying that they spoke in the Hellenic
tongue. And thus did the Madness from the Gods work a
great and mutual slaughter among the Celts".” Something
memorable must have happened, on both occasions, to save the
defenceless temple and its treasures, although it might not be
exactly what is here described. This at any rate shews us
what a Panic Terror was supposed to be, and that a confusion
and oblivion of language was an ingredient therein. The pro
phetic judgments against Babylon by Euphrates are so con
stantly connected with those against another Power and Place,
also a seat of Universal Hierarchy, and mystically called by
the same name, that by referring to the fate of the first we
may anticipate that of the second, and also reflect light upon
the brief records of the first from what we know of the second.

The prophet Zachary, foretelling the great struggle between
the powers of the second Babel and those of the Christian
Church under its Divine King, uses language closely re
sembling the above description of the Panic Fear. “In that
day, saith the Lord, I will smite every horse with astonishment
and his rider with madness, and I will open mine eyes upon
the House of Judah, and I will smite every horse of the people
with blindness. . . . . . . And it shall come to pass on that

day that a great tumult from the Lord shall be among them,
and they shall lay hold every one on the hand of his neigh
bour, and his hand shall rise up against the hand of his
neighbour*.”
VII. I have said that the families of the Canaãnites were

“spread abroad” in imitation of the great scattering. Indeed
the Holy Land was a sort of mystic microcosm, and what

happened in the greater world happened there also. There,
44 Paus. Phoc. ubi supra.

-

45 Zach. c. xii. v. 4. c. xiv. v. 13.
N 2
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as in the great world, a deluge of fire and water destroyed
a race of apostates, and another Paradise “even as the Garden
of the Lord” was submerged in a lake". Another patriarch
with his family was singled out for preservation, and again,
To the grape's surprising juice
All his reason render'd up.

Again, with an excess of wine, an obscene apostasy crept in,
which was the beginning of confusion to all the posterity of
the chosen patriarch. In that land was another Anti-Christus
or Anti-Ochus, the giant King of Bashan; and there again
was the Hissing Fly and the Scattering abroad of the People.
And there in after times a second and happier gift of Tongues.
And if we trust the sure word of prophecy, the same land
which exhibited a miniature of wordly events, will shew them
in the latter days in their full size, and with consequences
nothing less than universal.
Of the Lesser Dispersion, which affected the Canaänites,
Anakim, Rephaim, Phoenicians, and the Philistim as well of
Palaestine as those who at the same period were expelled from
Egypt, the Heathens were not ignorant. The great scattering
from Ilion is not the only one they treat of; but from the
coasts of Phoenice or Syria of Canaån other famous colonies
went into Europe, but more especially into Africa. Their

history was mixed up with the old superstitions, and with cir
cumstances belonging to the great wars and great dispersion.
Of the spreading abroad from Phoenice Carthage was the
Head, both in prose and rhyme. Cyprus, and the countries
of Tripoly also received the fugitives,
Sabrata tum, Tyrium vulgus, Sarranaque Leptis".
To this same atoix1% belongs the celebrated Pentapolis of
Cyrene, said to have been founded in Libya by Battus or
46 Gen. c. 13. v. 10.

47 Sil. Ital. L. 3. v. 256. Justin. L. 18. c. 5. Sall. de B. Jug. p. 78. ed.
Delph.
-
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Buddha, whose sudden gift of speech is fetched from the Gift
of Tongues at the first populifugia. These fugitives did but
fulfil, as we are told, the ancient vaticinations of that bane of
the Gentiles Helena, Lamia, or Medea,

Kai To My3six; 27/koula'avt’ &To;

'EBAOMAl xzi avy AEKATAI yeyaz,
which is exactly the generation of Moses, their expeller, from
Noah inclusive. It was from the memory of these African

predictions that she added to her other titles that of the Libyan
Sibylla".

The dispersion I now speak of is thus described

in the Vandalic history of Procopius; “To him (Moses) suc
ceeded Jesus, son of Nauê, who brought a people into the
Palaestine, and, after displaying a prowess far above human
nature, had the country; from whence expelling the nations,
he easily founded many states, and was thought invincible by
all.

At that time the whole sea coast from Sidon to the

borders of Egypt was called Phoenicia, over which One Person

[Og?] reigned, as all those affirm who have written of the old
Phoenician history. Here there dwelt many nations, Ger
gashites, Jebusites, and others mentioned in the Hebrew
books; who, finding the army of the strangers quite irre
sistible, abandoned their native lands and migrated into the
neighbouring country of Egypt; and there increasing in
numbers, nor finding convenient space for so large a multitude,
they penetrated into Africa, where they founded many states,
and occupied the whole tract as far as the columns of Hercules,

* This Personage was called Dido, Elissa, Origo, Theiosso [v. Timaeum
ap. Phleg.], and Lamia. Lamia was daughter of Neptune, and the Sibyl
of the Lybians, Paus. L. x. c. 12. Diodorus calls her a queen of eminent
beauty, but confirms her Sibylline character by mentioning her antrum or
geomantic cave in a gloomy valley of the Cyrenaic. L. 20. c. 41. The Sibyl
Queen Lamia, is a female form of the God-King Lama. V. Ant. Lib. Met. 8.
The name Dido is said by Phavorinus to mean The Wanderer, which may be
or may not. I believe it means the East or Morning, for it is composed of
the same letters as Tito, which Lycophron and his Scholiast use in that sense.
Lyc. 941. Tz. ib. lycero Titw. Callim, ap. Tz.
-
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using a Semi-Phoenician language and dialect. They built
Tangiers, a strong place in Numidia, where there are two
columns of white stone placed by a large fountain, on which
these characters are engraved in the Phoenician tongue, We
are fugitives from before Jesus, the Robber, the Son of

Nauê".” The antiquity of the columns may fairly be doubted,
but whatever was their date, they express the belief which
prevailed upon the subject. The whole passage, with some
natural errors and confusions, gives us a pretty fair view of
the Punic and Mauritanian Origins. From this time forth
the Barbars, who first had the country and still name it, began
to be curtailed, and driven back to the interior.

An irruption of the posterity of Cham from the maritime

Syria into Greece, is recorded as a voyage of Cadmus and his
sister Europa, children of Agenor the Tyrian. These are
only titles of Cham, and of the Magna Mater who was borne
over the waves by the Tauriform Og. She whom Cadmus
followed was also described as the Cow Theba, or the Ark.

He is variously said to have come from Syria and from Egypt,
because the expulsion of the Philistim from both countries
was nearly simultaneous. His invasion is chiefly interesting
for the revival of Letters, which seem to have fallen into very
general desuetude among the Pelasgi and other Europeans of
the Original Flight. But it must not be thought that the

Cadmian letters of Hesiod were those brought in by the
Phoinikes; they were the characters originally brought from
Babel.

The coming of some of these later fugitives into Pelopon
nesus from Egypt is the ground work of the Suppliants of

AEschylus, who describes their reception by the king of the
Pelasgi. Among the Grecian states there was one of persons

called Spartani or the Disseminated, and these were a sort of
noble or governing caste set over the heads of the Laconians.

They seem to have been of the Philistine Dispersion, although
* Procop. de Bell, Vand. L. 2. c. 7.
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the name of their town, Sparta, was given by the oldest Pe
lasgi. But in the reign of the High Priest Onias, about 240
B.C., a letter was sent from the then king of Lacedaemon,
“Arèus king of the Lacedaemonians to Onias the High Priest
greeting, It is found in writing that the Lacedaemonians and
Jews are brethren, and of the stock of Abraham.”

The error

here is a very natural one, and one that others beside king
Arèus have fallen upon, of confounding the Israélites who
came out of Egypt, with the Philistim who were driven out
of Egypt immediately after them. The Spartans then were
Philistines from Egypt, joined probably by others who fled
from Canaãn before the swords of Judah and Simeon.

This flight is figured as that of the heroine Europa; or
otherwise of Dido, the Fatidical Ship” Amphi-Elissa, and
the Libyan * Sibyll Elissa or Lamia, from the violence of her
brother Pygmalion. He is described as a rapacious and bloody
tyrant, in Punic legends,
Scelere ante alios immanior omnes”,
and is meant for Jesus the Robber, of whom we have already
heard.

Nor is it wonderful that such a character should

attach to an exterminating power, to whom it was imputed
for sin ever to spare the vanquished enemy. But the poet
Ovid had some better notion of the matter. He describes the

Propaetides, [who were vacciform females, the horned Praetides,
Ios, or Astartes of heathendom] as monsters of impious ob

scenity, hated by Venus or Celestial Love; but Pygmalion as
a righteous king, and Nazarite, who in horror of their vices
dedicated himself to chastity, sine conjuge coelebs Vivebat,
till at length the Goddess sent him a miraculous bride.
Neither the abuse nor the praise belong exclusively to the
Man, but to the whole System whereof he was the ostensible
*0 Homer.

5. Suidas in Voce. .

s” Virg. AEn. L. 1. v. 346, etc.
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head. This poet had rather more knowledge of the affairs of
Canaan than commonly fell to the lot of Greeks and Romans;
he has given a beautiful fable of Lot and the Sodomites in
the story of Baucis and Philemon; and means, I believe, to
refer to the same patriarch the old mystery of Cinyras and
Smyrna, which originated from a very different source.
VIII. Few, I trust, will now persist in maintaining that
the Going Out of Nimrod from Shinar is the same affair as
the Scattering of the People from thence, and so confounding
Regifugium with Populifugia. To this latter event belongs
that ancient prophecy which declares, not untruly, that the
discord of the divided nations shall never cease till an Om

niscient Man restore the lost oracle of God,

'Ov Tgorapoy An:#1 walko; MagoTwy xzi 'Iwywy
Ilgiy T(17032 %vasiov, & 'H¢also; £xxe, Tovts
'Ex Toxia Tauvra kai és 30Woy 2v340; in Tai
"O; 38%, to T' àovtz, to T' égalousya, Tpo T' #ovra ".
The last verse gives Homer's character of Chalchas; probably
that prophet had formed the presumptuous hope of reuniting
the nations by means of his oracle; and therefore it may be
that he called his little colony Pam-Phylia. This is the more
likely, as the other part of Chalchas his colony, the Cilicians,
were in early times entitled Hyp-Achaei", The Little or In
ferior Achaians: but the Achaians, as we shall see hereafter,

were the entire league of the nations, before their dismem

| berment by the judgment of God, to which this chapter
relates.

* Diog. Laert. V. Thal. c. vii. Vulgo wayza et woxo, male. Quaere
xcut for 6ax *
54 Herod. L. vii. c. 92.

DECENNIAL WAR.

I. WHEN Ninus found it prudent or necessary to retire from
Babylonia into Ashur, and concentrate the force of his own
faithful people, he left his aged father, with some part of the
great nation that had sprung from his loins, and the mixed
Asylaean people of Babel, to defend that impregnable hold,

which never yielded to the power of man, but only to the in
genious stratagems of an Hodysseus, a Cyrus, or a Zopyrus.

The defending force may be divided trifariously into the people
of the Demesne Kingdom or Shinar, the Citizens of the City,
and the Epicures or Allies who came from other states to assist
in the Defence of the Capital. This place was almost over
great to be regularly invested, and the besiegers were as likely
to be short of food as the besieged; and the more if we reflect,
that Babylon even when finished did contain a great space of
vacant and ornamental ground which might produce grain;
that, that ground was irrigated, and of the most fertile in the
world; and that the Asiatics have always been temperate and
abstemious in the use of food.

So, that the inmates of Babel

might be a very host, and yet not yield to the pressure of a
lax blockade. Here we say nothing of the enormous maga
zines, perhaps scarce less than those of Joseph's Pharaoh,
which were collected for the use of the place; for up to the
very commencement of hostilities the king was master of his
own private kingdom, Shinar or Chaldea.
The Colonies or hordes of outcasts in the rude and infant

days of Europe had no wars but piratical cruisings and sheep
stealing raids. Wars there were none, nor confederacies, that
were worthy of mention, or that could interest succeeding
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generations. The mountain fortress was as completely un
assailable, as the plain was untenable in any surety. Such is

the faithful picture of things given by Thucydides. Yet in
all these countries the Bards were wont to tell of mighty
leagues and long protracted wars, armies and fleets innu
merable, and famous cities besieged and taken. Wherever
they went, carrying with them their religion, they erected
Temples and consecrated High Places; and these having a
similar character, received titles similar to those which be

longed to the great prototypes, the Mount of God in Armenia,
and the B7%; in Mesopotamia. The consecration of such an
imitative Olympus was so regularly the first step to making a
settlement, that the settlement itself was called a Col-On, or

Hill of God. As an emancipated son becomes pater-familias,
having an house of his own, so the forisfamiliated citizens of
the East, setting up an high place for themselves, became
Col-Oni.

So dear was the recollection of the forbidden land

that the very colonies called themselves after the Mother
State. Ten cities at least were called Metro-Polis, being
founded as Stephanus says by the mother of the Gods, but
the Great City was herself the Mother, and a type of mother

earth. Orbs and urbs are but one word, and the Mother-City
was called in Sanscrit verse “The City of the Three. Worlds
in the Beginning.” We call three or four overgrown, and
contiguous towns, in one of which Parliament has lately, been
used to meet, the Metropolis, which piece of pedantic slang is
flat nonsense without a gleam, of signification. The heroic

wars of the first chiefs their Gods, were often by natural
mistake, often by priestcraft and vanity, and yet oftener by
that love of similitude in which so much of poetical wit and
beauty consists, and which sacred poetry, in particular, doth
so continually show, transferred from their original place to
the mimic seats of the Gentes. Hence the wars of the Sabine

Tatius, of Lucumon, Porsena, and Tarquin;, the Danaans
leagued against Ilion; the heroic deeds of Caribar and Cath
mon, and the Galli, in the land of the Tuatha de Denaan, or
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Lords of the Danaans; and those of Aurelius Ambrosius, or

Arthur Merlin, against the Saxons. These legends, with all
their variety, retained a family likeness to each other. After
the breaking up of the Monarchic Unity in Babel, times of
great trouble and confusion ensued, and the artful system of

priestcraft which had flourished in the City of Semiramis was
lost or imperfectly remembered among the Colonies. To its
recovery all their diligence and learning was directed so soon
as they acquired stability; and they endeavoured to gather
together all the scattered members of the Dilacerated Church
which they could collect. Codes of faith all homogeneous but
all different were the result, and these patchwork creeds were
called Re-Ligiones, Gatherings Together or Gleanings. To
this process of collecting, religendi, there might be no certain
end, and by consequence no public settlement; for which
reason, when they had patched up a decent system, they seve

rally permitted no farther contributions to their spiritual
picnics. The Romans would suffer nothing that tended to
Dissolve their Re-Collections, as they evinced in the matter
of the Bacchanals and of Numa Pompilius his books. The
Athenians were equally jealous of Socrates and Paul for
preaching New Gods. As the Romans applied the verb religo
to their doctrines, so did they seligo to the objects of adoration,

and those Gods to whom they allowed Temples were the Dii
Selecti. Many people held in reverence the Gatherings To
gether of doctrines and ceremonies who did not live in dread
of the Superstites, a distinction of words which is adopted
into our language.
It seems, from the tenour of the mythic recollections, that
Ten Years of active war elapsed before the wonderful walls of
Babel opened their brazen gates to the Sabians, Gallim, or
Danaans, and then only by treachery and disaffection, after
that Lucifer the Son of the Morning had fallen in his grand
attempt to relieve them.
The memory of a DecennialWar was rife among the nations;
-

and that war was commonly in the nature of a siege; or an
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attack directed against a strong place either in heaven or on
earth.

II. The Titans warred against the Gods, waxousywy 3e
avrwy viavts; AEKA, T, Tv An #2477s roy vix,y'. At an
after period the Giants did also war against the Gods, but no
space of duration is given for that war. In reviewing this
matter there is some rubbish to be cleared away. In the days

of Abraham an irruption was made into Palestine by Tidal
the King of Nations, in concert with or rather under the
tutelage of his mighty vassal, Chedor Laomir, King of Ely
mais, Susiana, or Cushan, a province whose kings seem to have
exercised great power and ascendancy in the decline of the
first and under the second dynasty of Ashur Nineveh, and had
in the time of the Judges added Mesopotamia to their sway.
Mr. Bryant has sought to identify the wars of Jove and the
Titans with this irruption; and, lest this should not be enough,
certain doubts entertained by the Titan Oceanus whether he
should geld his father, were the doubts of the King of Egypt
whether he should join the revolted Syrians, or not *. This
is downright extravagance. Others yet living have run off
in the opposite direction, and refer the whole of these wars,
Ilion, Thebes, and all, to the affairs of Noah and the flood.

In truth, the two subjects are quite distinct, although certain
resemblances have caused them to be often mixed up together
by the ancients.
The Titans were the Ante-Diluvians, Sons of the Earth, or
as Moses saith of their haeresiarch Cain, Goved Adamah, a

Servant of the Earth, meaning, I believe, not only that he
was an husbandman, but also that he did serve the Spirit of
the Earth in preference to the Spirit of Heaven, and Saturn
or Noah was the last of them *, vewrato; 3rayrwy; but yet

Apollod. L. 1. c. 2. s. 1. .
* Anal. A. M. iv. p. 91, etc. p. 339.
3 Apollod. L. 1. c. 1. s. 3.
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not quite the last, for there was a triad of Titans [his sons]
by whose aid the Gods conquered the rebellious Titans,
Korro; re, Belapsus re, Twyn; r' Aro; Toxsuolo",
and these three [otherwise AEacus, Mines, Rhadamanth] are
appointed to detain them “in chains of darkness to be re
served unto judgment” within the brazen walls and gates of
Hades, in the dark extremities of Pelorian Earth, below the

roots of the sea, where is the beginning and the end [centre]
of earth and ocean, and heaven and hell". On occasion of this

quarrel Styx, or the Waters of Abhorrence, came from Below
up to the Olympus, and urged the Gods to the war,

‘HA5s 3 apa rewr, XTvå 235 to; 'Oxvutovës",
and then did Jove first swear his oath by Styx, and whenever
after he did so it was by the intervention of Iris or the Rain
bow 7. It is therefore amply manifest to what Age, and Race
of men, the Titanes did belong. But after their submersion,
the earth produced Typhaeus with an hundred heads speaking
blasphemy with all manner of tongues,
*

4 wyz. 3 #y Tzahay &gay 8sty; wspaxygiv
IIayroly on islazi affaq parov *.
Him the Gods confounded, and from him sprung the Winds,

'Ex 3: Tugwāo; #s' awsuwy usvos ūygow dévrwy,
but not the steady, mild, or propitious winds,

'A' 3' xv way warx yalay draigirov dyffeuoso gay
'Eey #para pSalgari Xauxlysygwy ŻySgwtwy
III/TA872, Rovio, Texas doya Ass K0A0avpre”.
4 Pseud.-Hes. Theog. v. 714.
5 Ibid. 726, etc.
6
7
8
9

v. 397.
v. 784.
Ib. 829, 30.
Ib. v. 878, etc.
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When the Kingdom, which attempted to keep in one Body so
many Heads and so many Tongues, was broken up, then arose
the wild blasts of the Æolian Scattering, which, long pent up,
by the Divine forbearance, in the aiolian or omniterranean isle
of Sennaar, did from thence at length burst forth, and marred

all the lovely works of the men of the Land of Cham.
Let us now analyse the chronology of that noble relique of
remote antiquity, the Works and Days. After the Golden
Age, or Loss of Paradise, the Silver Age (or the Titanian)

was insolent and impious, and Saturnian Jove hid them in
darkness, Xavs Kooy's #xguys". Then followed the Age of
Brass, one AGE but divided into two Parts, of which the First

was that immediately postdiluvian, born out of the Ark or
mystic Ash-Tree, who were rebellious and overweening, 88s
r: XITON 'HaShow, but “every moving thing that lived was
meat for them",” and the Second was composed
of that Heroic race

Who fought at Thebes and Ilion, on each side
Mix’d with auxiliar Gods,

for the custody of fair-haired Helena and for the wealth of

AEdipus. The fifth Age of Iron ensued, big with ruin and
confusion, with grief and toil and famine, when Hesiod's father
and the Great Homer fled from the Land of their ancestors;

in which Hesiod lived; and in the mitigated days of which
We live; and which will not end until a Priest” shall stand

up with Urim and Thummim, and tie up the aeolian blasts in
his bag, and cheer the loneliness and reward the fidelity of his
patient and expectant bride whom many an overweening suitor
hath wooed; of this age he saith,
Myxer Érait a psixoy 'Eyw Tsutola" usretval.

Nvy yap 37 yeyo; #5" atops w, 835 Tor juxg
10 O. et D. v. 137.
11 Gen. c. ix. V. 3.

12 W. Nehem. vii. v 65.
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IIzvozvra way are was divos 48s r varwp,
45s powevor XaAgra; Be Saoi owzsa" uspiuva; *.
Then with Misery came in Strife and Discord, and the con
tempt both of civil and domestic law, and Shame and Justice
departed from the broad ways of earth, leaving wretchedness
and despair to men.

The cannibal Lycaon was the head of the Gigantes, and by
reason of their ill deeds Jupiter resolved,
genus mortale sub undis
Perdere, et ex omni nimbos demittere caelo",
-

and it was then that Deucalion sailed in his ship to Mount
Parnassus, nam caetera texerat aequor. But Lycaon son of
Pelasgus son of Jove was father of fifty sons (of whom Titan
was one) whom Jove destroyed with his thunder for their
proud impiety”. Here is an inversion; the first are the
Titanes of the Flood, the second, the Cushite Giants.

Lucian, in a curious catalogue of mythical topics, chrono
logically arranged, has set the matter right, enumerating
in order, the Excision of Uranus; Birth of Venus; War

of the Titans; Birth and Preservation of Jove; Binding of
Saturn; The lots of the Three Brothers; and then next, the
Rebellion of the Giants; which are the Subtraction of the Rib,
the Birth of Eva, the Apostasy of the Antediluvians, The

birth and preservation of Ham, His Apostasy and Usurpation
of Noah's Patriarchate, The Prophecy of Noah upon occasion

of his Apostasy, and lastly the Transactions of Nimrod and
the Cushim ".

•

Noah (or if you please, Ham) was the first Bacchus or Za
greus who contended with the Titans, and whose history was
sung by the Homerite poet Pronapides, but the leader of that
13 O. et D. v. 172, 4, 5, 6. V. 173 is a vile interpolation.
14 Ov. Met. 1. v. 260, v. 318.

is Apollod. Bibl. L. 3. c. 8. s. 1.
16 V. Lucian de Salt.
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-

party which expelled Nim-Rod and overthrew the throne of
the Giants, Aga-Memnon or Parasu-Rama, was also BAccHUs
Enyalius;

IIgwroyoyov Zaya, xz dyryovoy Alozvaoy.
And so Typhon was the Flood destroying, or consigning to
his mystic grave, the God Osiris; but he was also a Tyrant
who waged war against the Osirian or Bacchic party, and to

whom the Axga Tvøyvix, or Tyrant's Tower appertained".
The religious haeresies and rebellious projects of the Titanes
and the Gigantes were so analogous one to the other, that
they were constantly associated in idea. The Earth armed,
as Nonnus says, with prosaical accuracy,
IIgsgèvrage; Trava; āti Toorapa Aiova",

'OTAoraga; Be Tryzyra; it ovlyovg. Aloyva w”.
The same man calls Pentheus, that is Ninus, 'Otxotsgow
Titaya, and, what is more remarkable, Callimachus describes

the Scythians or Goths as 'Oylyovo. Tiryves, which is as much
as saying they were of the ancient race of the Earth-born
Giants.

It is needless to pursue the subject farther. There were
two races of rebellious apostates. The Former were the
Mighty Men of Yore, of whose splendour and violence Holy

Writ bears witness, and is confirmed as to both points by the
legends of heathendom.
Vixere fortes, ante Agamemnona,
but time and the silence of the bards have consigned their

deeds to oblivion. Their Scriptural designation is Nephilim.
The latter race succeeded the Flood, renewed the Apostasy,
quarrelled with their subjects, and were overpowered in a
great war. Their military achievements are not mentioned

" V. Dion. Chr. Or. 1. de Reg. p. 14, ed. Cas.
* Nonnus, L. 48, v. 29.

-
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by Moses, nor does he give them any particular title; but

Raphaim, a name worn by some of their posterity, agrees with
the vulgar signification of the word Gigantes. In the Psalms

the mighty Dead of old times are called Raphaim, and the
Kings who in Isaiah rise up to receive the King of Babylon
are called by the pretended Seventy, the Giants. To both
Titans and Giants an huge stature was imputed; and they
were both Sons of the Earth. This last idea is expressed by
Føyev, and the same is said of the word Gig-As, but of that
I harbour doubts. Gigon was that King of the AEthiopes of
Cushim who fought with Bacchus, that is, Nimrod. I would
render Gig As or Gig On, The Asian or the God, The Be
gotten, alluding to the excellent and peculiar Procreation of
the Son. However, those who believe the great longevity of
the ancients, need not be very sceptical as to their superior

size, seeing that physical degeneracy impairs the bulk and
stature as well as it shortens the lives of animals".
It is time to return to our particular business, the Decen
nial War of the Titans.

If the contest between Noah or God

and the Titans be the Flood, that certainly did not last ten
years. And if their deeds of “violence” be meant, it should
be remembered that the Sons of God had fallen away, and
Noah was left with little, and at last with nothing, but his
own family of Eight souls. There were no materials for a
protracted war. It has been conjectured with great proba
bility, that the last outrage of the Nephilim was an irruption
into Paradise, or Olympus, in defiance of the Cherubim ; and

” When Moses entered Syria there remained in those parts only Og of
the remnant of the Rephaim or Giant Kings, who had suffered so severely
from the arms of Chedorlaomir. The last of the Giants was no degenerate

colossus. Mr. Bellamy has thought fit to print, Only Og remained of the
race of the Apostates. Deut. c. iii. A very strange thing, when we consider
that the whole country, nay the whole world, were apostates. But Mr. B. is
unlucky, for he writes in his Introduction, p. 28, “that Og and Goliah were
men of great stature; but they were NoT called nephilim, APosTATES.”
There is nothing like having a good Memory, when engaged in enterprises
of a delicate nature,
0.
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if so, their ragraçwrig was sudden, like that of the Congre
gation of Corah, and not a Ten years war. But the Giants
are confounded with their predecessors the Titans, and their

struggle for the possession of the Interamnian Olympus with
that of the Titans for God's own mountain which he had

planted in Eden. Therefore, this Decennial War is some

passage in the history of the Scythian Rephaim.
II. The Dorians, who conquered the best part of Pelo

ponnesus, had some squabbles among themselves for the pos
session of a district called Messenia; and in that district there

was said to have formerly stood a town, Eira. This obscure

place, strange to say, was besieged for ten years, and only
taken in the eleventh !

'Ovg60; Agyevyolo regi Trv%2; #5 parowyto
XsluxTo Te Troix; Ta 3va was Éixoa, Taaa; *.
So the city Eira was the Mount Argennus; there was another
Mount so called in the Asiatic Æolia, opposite the famous isle
of Arginusa"; and it was a place of worship, being the same
name as that given to their priests by the Tyrrhene Pelasgi,
Ergennas*.

This place was impregnable, and only taken at last by the
treachery of a jealous husband. The fates had doomed it to

fall in the eleventh year, Évêaxata ärengwro d'Awwal, when the
Goat should drink of the river Nedè.

Now there was near

Eira, as also near Ilion, a sacred Wild-Fig, and this [the
Capri-Ficus of the Latin] was called by them Tozyos. The
Tragos fell into the stream, and the oracle was fulfilled.
Messenè had an ineffable palladium, T ây droggyTw, and if

that was lost Messene would be buried in oblivion for ever;
but if it was preserved, in that case the oracle of Lycus, the
20 Rhianus ap. Paus. iv. c. 17.

2 V. Strab. L. 14. p. 923. Steph. Argennusa.
22 Pers, Sat. 2. v. 26.
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son of Pand-Iön promised that the Messenians should one day
return.

With this view Aristomenes buried the talisman in

Mount Ithome. In the mean time the Messenian people was
dispersed, and went to

Italy, Sicily, Naupactus, and Libya.

What tales are these? and where is this same city, Eira, to
be found? In the legendary lays of Rhianus, and nowhere
else. But Messenè or Messania signifies Mesopotamia”; and

Pliny says that the country about Seleucia and Babylon was
so called”. Stephen of Byzantium mentions a place called

Messenè” surrounded by the Tigris where it prvides, that is,
where the canal was made which joined it to Euphrates, and
so turned Babylonia into an island. It was a custom among
the Alexandrian critics to deliver the fruits of their research

in a form quite aenigmatical, such as are the remains of Ly
cophron and Simmias, and the lost works of Callimachus and

Euphorion were of the same stamp. I know not if it were
mere pedantry, or had some good and prudent motives. But
I strongly suspect that the sophist Euhemerus alluded to this
country when he called himself The Messenian, for this was
certainly the Panchaean island of Triphylian Jove concerning
which he treats. By using these disguises he obtained un
justly the reputation of a liar.
-

-

III. The attack of Thebes by the Epigons was ten years
after the first by the Seven, usta är, Baxx; and as neither
were wars of any duration, the former being, as described, an
assault and escalade, and the latter an evacuation without re

sistance, we have Ten years for the whole operations against
Theba”. It is true that these dates are of little authority;
but they shew the hankering after a Decennial attack upon
some ancient ark-city.
-

23 Asin. Quadr ap. Steph. Byz.
24 Hist. Nat. vi., c. 31.

* In V. Apamea.
.
* V. Apollod. Bibl. L. 3. c. 7 s. 2.
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IV. The Romans pretend to have taken in Ten Years a
mighty town called Veii by them, and Boioi by Diodorus,
decem aestates hiemesque continuas circumsessam". Their
leader, FATALIs dux ad excidium illius urbis, was Furius

Camillus. His name is a Tuscan title of Mercury the Mes
senger God, used also in Samothrace, Cadmilus or Casmilus,
and in ancient India, Cadmala.

It is formed of Cham or

Cadmus and Ilus. It was not confined to the male Fury, but
belonged also to Medea, the Perseid Hecate or Fury of Col
chis, whom Ennius or Pacuvius thus addresses,

Caelitum Camilla expectata adveni.
This personage is warned by the Delphian oracle that Veii
was doomed to fall, when the Alban lake was spread over the
country, neither remaining in its bed, nor flowing into the
sea; emissam per agros rigabis, dissipatamque rivis ex

tingues”. Having thus fulfilled the oracle, he took the place
at last by a cuniculus in Arcem hostium actus”. Cuniculo
et subterraneis dolis peractum urbis excidium”, and so the
City operibus non vi expugnata est”.
Veientium quanta res fuerit, indicat Decennis Obsidio.
. . . . . . Ea denique visa est praedae magnitudo, cujus decimae
-

Apollini Pythio mitterentur. But if any one would ask for
the site and for the ruins of this vast city, or would even ask

what was known and thought respecting them so long ago as
Hadrian's reign, let him take his answer from the same histo

rian. Hoc tunc Veii fuere: nunc fuisse quis meminit? Quae
reliquiae : Quod vestigium? Laborat annalium fides ut Weios
fuisse credamus.

-

Veii had her Palladium, or Statue of Juno *, who declared
vivä voce her readiness to depart. The Romans were bound
27 Liv. L. v. c. 22.
23 Liv. ib. c. 16.
29 Flor. c. 12.
30 Liv. ib. c. 19.

* Liv. ubi sup. c. 22.
* Liv. v. c. 22.
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by oath, like the Danaan confederates, ut nisi captà urbe non
remearent *.

The Oath, the Palladium, the Ten Years and

predicted Destiny of Ilion, the stratagem and surprise of the
Pergamus are mixed up with the turning of Gyndes and Eu
phrates and taking of Babylon by Cyrus. If indeed the former
of those achievements do really belong to Cyrus.

V. It remains to mention a City whose name immortal
verse has spread over the whole earth, a city built by Gods,

and besieged by Gods and Heroes, and whose destiny it was,
foretold by the prophets, to resist for nine entire years the
confederated nations;

Tw axxta Ba Toxly dig, Topsy #vgvayviay.
Her fortifications were a wonder; they were not ascribed to
human workmanship; and they were such as art and stratagem
and Treachery the child of Despair could alone subdue,
Non anni domuere Decem, non mille carinae.

But where, as good Florus saith, are the reliques? where the
vestiges? Laborat, graviter laborat annalium fides.
VI. So I have shewn from sundry instances that various
tribes and countries retained the memory of a decennial siege,

although quite incapable of carrying on any such work them
selves.
33 Flor, ibid.

I L IO N.

I. It was said by the late accomplished Dr. Clarke that,
however the mind might lean to Mr. Bryant's specious rea
soning in the retirement of the closet, all doubts must vanish
from the most sceptic understanding upon visiting the shores
of the Hellespont. So perfectly does the scene correspond, so
accurately hath Homer depicted the theatre of action, that
there remains no fault to find.

He has also, as I remember,

been so violent as to call the investigation of Homer's meaning
a sort of “blasphemy.” It doth really seem to me as if this
learned man had not been at the pains to inform himself of
the Subject of the dispute which he proposes to settle. Doth
any man doubt that the Homeric poems describe the islands
and districts of that country since called Hellas, and the shores
of the lesser Phrygia? Did any man ever doubt that? Un
doubtedly they do, and it is not to be wondered that so ad
mirable an author, residing in the neighbourhood of those
parts, should be well acquainted with the theatre of his drama,
and describe the same with no little accuracy. It is an ill sign
when such wholly irrelevant topics are relied upon.
That the Troyan wars had no reference to the Phrygian
Troas were as false a tenet, as that they primarily and truly
referred either to that country or to Egypt. Each of the
nations adapted [perhaps to their own local squabbles and
petty achievements, but more certainly] to the geography of
the countries in which they settled respectively the awful re
membrances of the Old Time. The first symbols, or those

established in the Prime Kingdom, were in their turn repre
sented by secondary symbols, and they each had their own
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High Place, their own Sacred Rivers, their own Heroes and
Incarnate Gods;

et parvam Troiam simulataque magnis
Pergama, et arentem Xanthi cognomine rivum.
It has been unjustly said that the authorities against the
Phrygian war are all of recent date. Greece had few post
homerics older and none of more grave authority than Stesi
chorus. His subject was the Wars of Ilion, which

'O'05 #3. XThat%gos dela's Aaois,
and that consummate judge Quinctilian pronounces him the
most powerful competitor of Homer's genius. But this great
poet wrote a Palinodia. It is idly fabled that Helen struck

him blind for speaking lightly of her, and that he therefore
recanted and averred that the whole was a fable, and so re

gained his sight, Putting aside all this stuff, it remains that
he did in an after time of his life [either from better informa
tion, or from a moral scruple as to the lawfulness of so much
fiction] publish a total denial of the truth of this Greek and
Phrygian history; and thus he began,

'Ovö #5° £rvuo; 5 Aoyo; buro; 603 &#x; #y
Navaly $577.3%uois, 83 in so IIsøyaux Taola; ".

That the remains of this City should be invisible to the
scrutiny of the oldest of those who sought for its foundations,
is incredible. And the existence of a mighty monarchy in

Greece, and an organized system, ages before the dawn of
civilization in that country, is utterly fabulous. No means

are apparent which could have thrown back into confusion
and barbarism a country so far advanced as to give birth to
the League of so many Nations, to a Decennial Siege by more
than one hundred thousand men, and above all to the artful

writings of Homer? Barbarous they were by all their own
1 Cit, Plut. in Phaedro,
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accounts before this war; barbarous beyond a doubt for ages
after. What then shall we make of this gleam of glory, di
viding, as it were, the upper from the lower darkness? Civility,
wealth, power, and art, the slow-growing children of Time,
all adult in one hour; dead and buried the next; and in the

next again, oh wonderful! their very sepulchres demolished,
and not the ruin of a ruin to mark to posterity that they had
ever been. Homer's writings cannot be excepted, for they
are a part of the question. He was certainly a partaker in
all this greatness, but the TRUE sITE thereof, and the TRUE
ACTORS therein, make the theorem of our inquiry.
The great difficulty is to understand how the siege of any
town, be it where it will, could fill so large a space in history,
could interest mankind so extensively, and even connect its
history at every point with that of the Gods and Goddesses
of Heathendom.

-

Quae tellus nostri non plena laboris?
asks the Phrygian with perfect coolness. I rejoin, When com
munications by sea and land were thus rare and hard, how
should any land but your own, and your near neighbour's, know

or care any thing about you? Ilion was built upon the Arms
Aopog, or Hill of the Divine Wrath”, and round the altar of

the Panomphaean or Omnilinguar Jove. Ilion was, strange to
say, the scene not of a Siege only, but of a DisPERsion, in
cluding both the people of the City and the besieging confe

deracy; ©20; 3 #x=3agasy Axxies, and, Dispersipelago post
eruta Pergama Teucri; and that, a dispersion not local, but

nearly coextensive with the then known world, to Epirus,
Thesprotia, Cyprus, Crete, Venice, Rome, Daunia, Calabria,

Sicily, Lisbon, Asturia, Scotland, Britain, Holland, Auvergne,
Paris, Sardinia, Cilicia, Pamphylia, Arabia, Macedonia, Libya.
Did you but mention Troy to a people, they would cry out,
Oh! that is where we come from . So Lucan says of a Gallic

people,
-

* Apollod. L, 3. c. 12, s. 3.
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Arvernique ausi Latio se fingere fratres
Sanguine ab Iliaco populis.
All this is passing strange. If Troy was a town upon the
Hellespont, and was besieged for ten years by a jealous Greek
to get back a good for nothing baggage—why, be it so. But
still, did every body come from thence? Was a fortress of
maritime Phrygia the hive from which we all swarmed, the

centre from which we all radiated? The Seirens sing of

Troy. Dido's pictures tell of Troy. Troy was every thing
to every body. 'Q Tox, Taqi usA872 : Certainly, there must
be somewhat more than the mere celebrity of Troy to make
all nations busy themselves about her. The Welsh have a
figure of a sevenfold Labyrinth, [exactly resembling some of
the Cretan antiques, and also some others of the Brahmins,]
which they now sometimes use as a pastime or puzzle, and call
Caer Droia or the City Troy 4. It exactly corresponds with
my account of the Toxi; 'Evévayvia. Mr. Lwydd, in his Ar
chaeologia Britannica, has a glossary of the now dead Armo
rican or Cornish tongue, in which I see Tro, the City Troy.
At the same time, saith Olaus Magnus, as the War between
the Phrygians and Danaans, there were like wars between the
Scandinavian nations and the Danes, for the rape of Gro the
daughter of Sigtune; at which coincidence, he saith, in mag
nam admirationem rapior". Snorro, in the preface to his
Edda, declares that the God Thor was the founder of Troy".

Why not of Athens, Rome, Carthage, Memphis? No, it is
always Troy. At Segesta or Agrigentum [I know not which]
in Sicily the fall of Troy was commemorated by a solemn
[I suppose annual] mourning, the people going forth in black
raiment, with dishevelled hair, and all the usual lamentations
of an ancient funeral".
* Lucan. 1. v. 427.

4
*
6
*

Roberts' Antiq. of Wales, p. 213. As Res. 2. p. 480.
De Gent. Septent. L. 1. c. 30.
V. Pink. Diss. Goths, p. 182.
Lyc. Cass. v. 970, etc.
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II. But if these great doings are disallowed to the scene
wherein the Mighty Mystic, Homer, hath given them their
local habitation, why shall we adjudge them to Egypt, as
Mr. Bryant would? He says there was a Troy in Egypt,
and none in Phrygia. But then there was an Ilion in Phrygia,
and none in Egypt. There is name for name. And there was

also a Troy in Epirus, another in Latium, and another near
Venice".

By this reasoning therefore we are at liberty to

place the scene of action in Chaonia, Italy, or Cisalpine Gaul,
for Egypt cannot produce a single witness, however beggarly,
to say that the Ten years' War belonged to her country.
Her records and archives were, from the system of her hier

archy, peculiarly ample and vain-glorious, and she did indeed
pretend that the mysterious Helena had resided within her
limits, but never pretended that her cities were the scene of
heroic warfare. This alone is nearly fatal to a theory which
can only support itself on the ground of all memory and tra
dition of the war having been lost in Egypt, and preserved
only in some foreign countries. This most improbable hypo
thesis got its chief colour from the circumstance of AEthiopia
being near Egypt. This land of Sheba or Meroe in later times
almost engrossed the title Aithi-Opia, the remainder of the
Cushim having come to be called by other names, as Scithae
or Cuthim, Barbars or Berbers, and Pelasgi or Tyrseni. But
this argument, however colourable, is wholly false. Memnon,
or Hercules Thrasy-Memnon, came from Oriental Cush, or
the land of Ashur; as Virgil, who took from that most ancient
cyclical poet Arctinus, testifies,
EoAs que acies, et nigri Memnonis arma,
and Lucan more specifically informs us that Memnon reigned
in Iran, the kingdom of the Achaemedidae,

Memnoniis deducens agmina regnis
CY RUS.

* V. Steph. Byz, et Liv. L. i.
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The Persian kingdom was indeed as full of Memnonian remi
miscences as Egypt, or more so. The capital of the Kings at
Susa was the Memnonium, and the high road from Lydia to
Susiana was the Memnonian way. Egypt having remained
unbroken at the time of the great dispersion, and having,
before or soon after that event, erected such works of splendour

as might almost rival those of Mesopotamia, affected, as Justin
saith, to dispute the honours of antiquity even with the Scy
thians themselves, but without being able to convince other
people of the justice of their pretensions". This scheme of

national vanity stedfastly pursued by their priests has caused
that less of true primitive history can be gleaned from Egyp
tian legends than from the traditional memorials of the rudest
tribes. They had another object in view, they wished to make
other nations, and also their own people, forget that they were
revolted Asian subjects, and had belonged to the Nimrodian
and Syrian kingdoms; concerning which Nebuchadnezzar and
Cambyses did a little jog their memories. They had even the
immeasurable impudence to tell Diodorus that Babylon was

founded by a colony of Egyptians under Belus, who imitated

the laws and customs of Egypt, and this Mr. Bellamy, the
Regenerator of Scripture, receives with the tamest acqui
escence 19.

Having shown that no ground is for removing Ilion into
Egypt, I will try to correct the same famous critic in another
place. He says, “a wrong notion has sometimes obtained
that the name Troy in Homer never relates to a city, but to
the region called in later times Troas.” This I firmly uphold.
Ilios, a noun feminine, is invariably the City, but Troy the
Kingdom in which it was. The Greek chiefs in their camp
frequently speak of themselves as being “in Troy.” Achilles

boasts of destroying twenty-three cities “in Troy". It is
9 Justin. L. 2. c. 1.

” Diod. Sic. I. c. 28. Bell. Hist, All. Rel, p. 38.
11 II. ix. v. 328,
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true that Tool, Évrveyos, #vreuxos, Apiruxo; do occur; but the
answer is that Toot, is adjective, and that in these places the
word Toxi; is implied as in one place at least it is expressed,
roxy Teziny Évreux soy". Lest any one should still doubt,
I can bring a line where its adjective character is yet plainer,
IIoMA2 play #x Té0% a yatai KaiusXix xxxx
A71%; 19,
which nicely agrees with
Scuta viröm galeaeque et Troia gaza per undas.
Troia was that private or demesne kingdom which surrounded
the capital [the Isle of France or Duchy of Austria], which
alone remained to the Lord of so many kingdoms.
-

III. There were two genealogies of Troy. One Samo
thracian of the mysteries, and fetched from the Ark-borne
Dardanus, son of the nebulous or cloud-collecting Jove, and
the other, which is the common one, from Whilus. It places
the siege in the Third-Fourth generation. Whilus, or Old
Time, Noah. Laomedon, Ruler of the People, Ham. Priamus
Tithonus, the Redeemer Man-Locust, Cush.

Memnon, son

to him and Aoura or Eeos, War-King of the Cushim, Nimrod.
Laomedon is described as the founder of Ilion.

The Gods

built it for him in a plain sacred to Jupiter Panomphaeus
Tonans", the God of all Languages, or else of the Universal
Language, corresponding to the Bagi-Sthan of Semiramis.
And this is true: not that Ham founded Ilion; but that the
Gods founded it for him. After Nimrod and his Huntsmen,
or Royal Shepherds, had performed these great works, it would

seem that they then arrogated to themselves that Supremacy
which we have spoken of under the head Castes, claiming it,

* L. 1. v. 129.
* Od. L. x. v. 40.

* Ov. Met. xi. 196, etc. Il. viii. v. 250,
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in a manner, as the due recompense of their mighty actions.
But those who then had the helm, and the oracle of Ham,

did not submit without a slight struggle, wherefore Nimrod
with a small force went and seized the city, and made great
havoc among the recusants, as we learn from the mouth of
his renegado son Hepolemus". This was the first calamity

of the Teuxg130; Teltop's ", in which after legends associated
the hero Telamon; but that was from a confused notion about
Orion's or Hercules his BELT, which meant the Band of union

and universal empire, as did also the Gordian knot of Phrygia,
Xw8wy Taxxixy Bačevzwy Tzyk}\pizy,
which Alexander's sword divided.

It is said that Minerva, having slain Pallas daughter of
Triton, made an image of her and clothed her in the AEgis or
Goat's-skin, and deposited the same with Jove. And after
wards the Peleiad Electra, having been violated, did, in concert
with Atè or Divine Wrath, throw it into the land of Ilion.

And Ilus built a Temple to the Palladium i7. This was ma
naged thus. Ilus following a Cow [that is the Ark, or Cow
Theba, which was carried before the people] was led by her
to the Hill of Divine Wrath, Arm; Aopog, and there founded
Ilion 18.

-

Dardanus was the Samothracian name of Noah.

He, as

we read, was deterred by an Oracle from going to the Arms
Aopog 19, but built Dardania near mount Ida, or Ararat. An
old rhapsodist speaks of this in memorable verses, which I can
never read without thinking of the great migration from the
Hills of Armenia to the plain of Shinar. “Dardanus, the

First, did Jove, who gathered the clouds together, beget; and
Dardanus founded Dardania; for not yet was Holy Ilion built
15 Il. v. v. 640.

16 Simmiae Ava ad finem.

17 Apollod. L. 3. c. 12, s. 3.

* Id. ib. Lycophron, v. 29,
* Tzetz. in Lyc. ibid.
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in the Plain, City of Men Divided in Speech; but They still
dwelt around the foot of Ida abounding in fountains”.” These

verses are of very great antiquity, although not Homeric.
The City was called ixios Ig, and although the cause of the
War, as vulgarly misunderstood, was a profane one, the City
itself, or at least the Dwelling-Place of its aged ruler, was
regarded as a vast Temple. The City we see was, in its in
ception, a Temple raised for the Palladium. It was even
called the House of the Gods,

O patria, O Divöm domus Ilium !
and the Andromache of Ennius exclaims,
O Pater, O Patria, O Priami domus,

Septum altisono cardine TEMPLUM,
Tectis caelatis, laqueatis,
Auro, ebore instructum regiñcé !
The High-resounding Axle is the Heaven or Sevenfold En
closure which fenced in the Temple, and was the prototype
of that sevenfold Labyrinthus which the Celts called the City
of Troy. That City was the Labyrinthus and its Asylum

the x77-?vyetov. As the war was religious, and the Temple,
with its inmates, Helena and the Palladium, were the cause

of contention, it was common to confound Metropolis with her

Temple, and inexact writers often used Pergamus or Pergama
for Ilion. The Temple was called IIve-Aw, the Fire of Ham,
and also Pel-Or, which is equivalent. Pyrg, a Tower, is the
word Fire with a final consonant, probably denoting Og or
Ag, the Water King, from whom the Plain of the Tower was
called the Plain of Ocean, 'Qxsays webwy owntops; *. Perg
Am is perhaps but a variation of the same, and was the name
of a town in AEolia, built on a Conical Hill, where the Mace

donians made a large kingdom.

Pergamus is in Homer a

* Interpol. Il. L. xx. v. 215.
* Eurip. Phaet. fragm. Class. Journ. No. 43.
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- noun feminine, called isgs and dxg7, and the seat of Apollo
6%, voi; y áreruxto *. It was also the residence of Helena,
from whence Paris descended exulting, like a crowing cock,
xxta IIapyxus dxp's

Teux=q, Taupaiywy, 'ws' 'Xperwg #####xel
Kay%xxxwy”.

This passage should have shewn Mr. Payne Knight” that
the Indian or Persian fowl was known to Homer, and that
Alector does not mean the Sun simply; but his type the
wakeful and matutine bird. The cock was not the last among
sacred birds. 'Q Kottwy rq' 'AzzX%tig ópsixousy %xexrévoya.
axxx drožora, xzi un dusX77%re, were the last words of So
crates. Retiring to rest, he invoked the Morning Bird of
Resurrection, and that God who was the Healer of Wounds
and the Raiser of the Dead.

Hark, his crest with gold adorning
Chanticleer on Odin calls |

Hark, another Bird of Morning
Claps his wings in Hela's halls”!
The Galli, or People of the Ship or Galley, bear the same
appellation as the Bird; and it is very remarkable that Paris is
the only person in Homer [except Ee-elius or the Sun] who
is called a Cock, and that the predominant tribe of the Galli
should bear his name. His City in the West is scarcely less,
or less scandalously, famous than that in the East. From the
ornament of the Cock's head the Crista of the GALEA is bor
rowed, and a stelliform ornament upon tiaras [V. infra Iasion]
and other head-dresses is called a Cockade.

The Phallic

Prylis, or May-Pole, is called the Mast of Cockaine, and I
need not observe upon the vernacular meaning of that bird's
22 Il. v. 446.
23 Il. vi. 512.

24 V. Proleg. c. 6. AEsch. Sup. v. 227.
* Song of Vala; very ancient. Herbert's Helga, p. 222, edit. 2d.
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name. The land of Cockaine is a term for a Paradise or land
of milk and honey, meaning the desiderated land of the Gen

tiles; and the word cockney, or citizen of Cockaine, alludes
to the luxurious effeminacy of the capital thereof. There is
a curious fable of an High Place assailed by Galli and pre
served by geese; and Homer offers to Telemachus for an
omen, an Eagle bearing in his talons the Goose Pelorus”.

The Babylonians, as we read in a curious treatise, call Ninus's
grandfather Gallus, because he was PRESERVED in the flood
and preserved others. Hence the Sagae, among whom he was
preserved in the ship, call a ship Galleris because it preserves
us from the waves”. To sum up, GALLI has four cognate
senses. 1st. The Birds so named. 2d. The body of the
People, who rejecting the rites of the Magic Jehovah, adored

Isis or Magna Mater in her form of the Ship or Galley
[Cock-Boat], x2%); or x=A7% of the Greeks, Gelea of the
Thuscans, Galleris of the Scythian Sagas. In which sense.
the league of the people, confederate against the Pergamus of

Troy and its Priest-King, were Galli; and so Propertius says
of Nestor,

Sitam longaevae minuisset fata senectae
Gallicus Iliacis miles in aggeribus
Non ille Antilochi vidisset corpus humati 88.
3d. A particular branch of the people, sons of Iaphet, who
have retained to themselves the appellation of Kelets or Kelts,

Galats, Galli, Gauls, or Gaëls; and together with them also
a portion of the Teutones Gothim or Cuthim, who when

settled in Europe embraced the Galley-worship of their Celtic
* Od. xv. v. 161.

The following legend may bring us to some under

standing of the Capitolian Goose: Helen came out of an egg laid by Ne
mesis in the form of a goose, and impregnated by Jupiter Cycnus. Tz. in

Lyc. v. 88. H IIugaul; Niktat"; livol vowićevai.
Alten. Liter. 3. p. 27.

*7 Xenoph. de AEquir. p. 16.
* L. 2, El, 13. v. 47.

Lydus de Mens. Bibl.
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neighbours. “Pars Suevorum et Isidi sacrificat. Unde causa
et origo PEREGRINo sacro parum comperi, nisi quod signum
ipsum in modum LIBURNAE figuratum docet advectam reli
gionem”.” The last remark is an instance of the strange
imbecility of the ancients in handling such topics. Mr. Pin
kerton has pointed out that the Senones or Cisalpine Galli
were a Teutonic people, and that to them belongs the legend

of Brennus and Camillus; an history in which I believe the
attack of the Epigons against Theba is grafted upon some in
cursion of the Cisalpines. Other Gallicizing Scythians in
vaded Greece under another Brennus, and Italy under Teuto
Bocchus joined to the Kelts or Kimri. The name of the last
mentioned king implies the union of the Teutonic and Bacchic
institutes. 4th. It belongs to the Religion adopted by the
rebellious tribes, votaries of Isis or Cybele, and especially to
the priests of that sect in its most degraded form, called Galli,
who were emasculated to render them fit types of the Helena
or Gynaecomorphous Ham. This bisexual nature appears in
one Kay-Evg. The New God, son of Elatus the Mystic Pine
Tree of Atys, and in the prophet Teiresias,
'Avôowy yvyalxwy à%ti &vvaaixy,
as Lycophron bitterly says, giving a shocking explanation of
the vulgar legend. Kaineus was turned indeed from a woman
to a man, and made invulnerable in war; but he was thrust

down alive to Hades by Apollo, for refusing to worship any
God but his own Spear. In this we have an evident description
of Scythian worship”, which its opponents affect to treat as
an innovation. This sort of androgynous permutation some
times alludes to the mysterious nature of Adam, and of
Adam's prototype, after “whose IMAGE God made MAN; MALE
and FEMALE created he them;" but at others it alludes to

29 Tac. Germ. c. 9.

* Schol. Ap. Rhod. L. 1. v. 57. And of Roman also, for Quiris, whence
the God Quirin, meant a Spear. Plut. Quest. Rom.
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change and tergiversation between the two sects or parties,
as in the old temporizer Cush, Ambiguus, modo vir modo
faemina, Cuthos; The Apostate Kaineus, whose blasphemous
vaunts and Tartarosis are recorded, is [as I violently suspect]
no other than Capaneus, son of the Danaan hero Sthenelus,
who with Orestes, Diomede, and Diomede's HoRSEs or fol

lowers, fled into Ashur after the murder of their King, and
returned to assail Babylon, Scythizing with all the exagge

ration which belongs to the spirit of proselytism and to that
of revenge. Phrygia, which in Homer's time belonged to the
Ninevite, and whose people he deemed a fit type of the AEthiop
family, became afterwards strongly addicted to the Orgies of
the Mother.

We need not therefore be at a loss to answer

Ovid's question,
Curigitur Gallos, qui se excidere, vocamus
Cum tantum Phrygia Gallica distet humus"?
From the lewdness of the Gallic rites comes the word gallānt,
which is of the same analogy as Bacchanté, and probably is
had by us from the Italian. Video, says Varro, Gallorum
frequentiam in Templo. . . . . Deam Gallantes vario retine
bant studio”; and again, Nam quae Venustas hic adest Gal
lantibus.

IV. I have observed that the war was for the possession of
somewhat, of Ilion, of the Palladium, or of Helena; or rather

of the two former as means of getting the latter. We have
said that out of the Ark-Egg were hatched the Three Cory
bantes; Castor or Japhet; Polydeuces or Shem; and Cory
bans or Ham. This person was also called Hellen, son of
Deucalion, and from him they did ultimately get the name
of Hellenes, who had before been called Graics or Geraics.

But he was also called femininely, Helena, and in that form
* Fast. L. iv. v. 361.

* Fr. p. 273, 4, Gallari, ut Bacchari. Nonius in Voce.

-
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the mystagogues of the Feminine Sect brought him out of the
Egg of Lethe.
If this mysterious person, the object of so great a war, did

really pretend to a divine character, and to be a female avatar
of Cham, we should expect to find her described as a Goddess,
or Daemon, or Power more than human.

But if a mere

woman, wife of a Greek chief, and distinguished by nothing
but lewdness and beauty, were the cause of war, such a notion
could scarce have entered into people's minds. And the same
remark applies to the principal heroes engaged in the war.
If they did not live in the Age of the Gods, and pass for in
carnations of them, posterity would not have so regarded them.
This reasoning, which some affect to despise, gets double force
from the silence of Homer.

HE was the we ITTEN source

from whom the Greek tribes mainly took their information.
HE [no matter why] is very sparing of such compliments to
the heroes and heroines, and so I believe were the Cyclics.
The learned researches of the Alexandrians, and others in the

Critical Age, brought these matters to light by investigating
the Religions and immemorial legends of the various tribes.
These things therefore were NoT inventions of the Poets, but
wÉRE traditions and original errors. Lycophron, a man pro
foundly imbued with this Gentile Learning, wrote a dark
poem, containing, in the form of a prophecy, a summary of
the chief matters contained in the legends of the Homeridae

and Cyclics. It is couched in the language of a riddle, and
its hidden drift is to shew that the things averred, literally
and locally, respecting the ancient Gods and Heroes, were
widely different from their real import. He terms Hercules,
the Sea God enclosed in a Pine Tree, the Averter of De
struction, who was Three Nights in the Belly of a Fish.
Agamemnon he calls the Spartan Jove, Achilles the Pelasgic

Typhon, Jupiter he styles Erechtheus, Polyphemus the One
eyed Charon, and Saturn the Cannibal Centaur. He speaks
of Helen as the Dove Treer-On [the Triple God Eer?] and
daughter of the Hawk; and also as the Bitch.
P 2
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I see the swift-wing'd firebrand pass the water
To seize the triple dove, the bitch of slaughter,
Got by that Hawk whose path was o'er the swell
Of Ocean, cradled in the oval shell *.
And the pretended rape of his Cassandra [who was the same
person as Helen] by the Locrian Ajax, is the seizure of the
mystic dove by the Hawk.
Then I the Dove of Slaughter, Dove of Wine,
Shall in the forceful Hawk's embraces pine,
Whom he with talons falciform shall pull
While vainly to the Virgin Buddhic Gull
I cry for aid *.
-

She ty; grot' eros yeyar axçaavrov.” was truly enough the
Pal-Omph or Col-Omph. But it must be remembered that
Homer only notices Cassandra as a beautiful girl about to be
married to one Othryoneus, and who climbed up to the Per
gamus to descry king Priam returning with the body of
Hector”. The circumstance of her being in the Pergamus
upon that occasion, led to her being confounded with the

Sybil of that Shrine. Lycophron fell into this error, but he
so far shews himself a more learned man than AEschylus or
Euripides, that he never gives his prophetess that name, but
calls her Alexandra. The prophetess Alexandra was the
consort of the Priamid Alexander, the opponent of Men, who
resided with him in the Pergama of Troy. Helenus, the
Prophet and Traitor, was said to be the twin brother of Cas
sandra, and that both were inspired by dragons in the Temple
of Apollo 87. But it is plain enough that, if Helenus was a
33 Lyc. v. 86.
34 v. 357, etc.

35 Quint. Smyrn.
36 Il. xiii. v. 365. xxiv. v. 700. The lines 420, 421, of Od. L. xi. are
evidently foisted in.
37 Tzetz, proa.m. in Lyc. Sch. Eur, Hec. 88.
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twin, he was the twin of Helena.

Tzetzes adds what is

highly important, that Cassandra, by reason of her prophetic

fury, was shut up by King Priam in a pyramid". Many
are the traces left by antiquity to illustrate her character.
The Sibyl was the first who wrote in the hexameter tone”.
But Helena was herself an heroic poetess, and from her com
positions Homer imitated his as it is said. She was said to

be daughter of Musaeus". One Asty-Anassa" was renowned
as a poetess and an harlot, daughter of Musaeus, and handmaid
of Helen. This is plainly Helen herself: so Alexandra was

said to be daughter of Helen”. Theocritus bears testimony
to the Wisdom of Helen,

Tzy IIINTTAN Exévay IIzgus jetza's taxoxos.
Not only Helena, but Hellen, son of Deucalion, was famed as
the author of works containing all manner of knowledge*.

The first Sibylla was of Babylon or Iran; she is called by
Pausanias Sabba, and said to reside among the Hebrews Above
Palestine [or Chaldees] and he adds 5, 3s avrmy BačvXavizy

x2%galy". Suidas, mentioning her, says,

xx IIsgang, and

Varro, naming ten Sibyls, affirms Primam fuisse de Persis”.
38 in Lyc. v. 350.
39 V. Plin. vii. c. 57. Paus. L. x. c. 5. s. 4.

40 Ptol. Heph. L. 4.
4 Suidas in nom.
42 Ptol. ibid.

43 Cassiod. L. 8. Ep. 12. Some learned Rabbi who is cited in Mr. Bryant's
Analysis tells us that Sabianism was first set on foot by Hellen-Iüna [the

Dove Hellen] in the age of the Tower building. This Helleniuna is Helena,
who did invent Sabianism, or Bacchism, and was as we see called Sabba.
44 Paus. L. x. c. 12. The Erythraean Sibylla is made to say that “she
left the long walls of Babylon, Driven out by the gad-fly, a Fire sent forth
into Hellas.” L. 3. p. 283, ed. Obsopaei. Phocylides is said to have stole
his poems out of the Sibylline verses; Suidas in Phoc: and a fragment of

him is preserved by Dion Chrysostomus in his Borysthenite Discourse, where
he says that a small house well regulated is better than “the madness of

Nineveh” wetlaowy Niys &pgøyeong. This is a true remnant of the Babylonish
Sibyl.

45 Fr. ap. Lact. 1. c. 6, p. 216 Bip.
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This was the Phrygian Sibyl Cassandra, mentioned by Suidas,

called by him also Sar-Ysis, and by him and Clement of Alex
andria, Taraxandra or The Confusion of Men. Justin Martyr,
in his Cohortation, says that the Cumaean Sibyll was a Baby
lonian. The Phrygian Sibyll was the same as the Theban

Sphynx, for in the antique figures of her that monster is
placed by her side". The Delphian Sibylla, Artemis or
Daphne, lived before the Trojan war and foretold the same”.
This was the Diana or Merope whom Orion was accused of
defiling. Helena was an Huntress*, like Diana, and hunted
on the Virgin's Mount; she was also a Merope, for she could
imitate all voices and was therefore called Echo.

I remember

to have read in Chaucer of Canace, daughter of Cambus Khan
of Tartary, who knew the languages of the birds, and who is
doubtless the same". AEolus or Cambyses is Cush, the father
of Cam-Ballus or the king Belus. Canace or Helen is here
made to be his daughter, and gifted with the language of the
Spirit or Bird; She had also a magical cunning in all drugs

and simples, and like OEnone could heal any man, “All be
his wounds never so deep and wide.” Helena was the witch
who could infuse into her goblet the Elixir of the Oblivion of
grief, so beautifully described "0.
Plutarch says, in his Isis and Osiris, that the Dog-Star be
longed to Isis, as the star Orion did to Orus. On her column
was inscribed, I am she that arise in the Dog-Star*. This
may be alluded to in the Homeric xvywrig, a word formed
like £owTi; the vacciform, and yxzuxwri; the owl-shaped.
Helen was xuay and xvywrig, and Hecuba, whom later authors

have plainly confounded with her, was transformed into a
46 Graev. Thes. Gr. vol. 2.

47 Suidas. Diod. L. 4. c. 66.

48 Ptol. Heph. L. 4.
49 See the Squiere's Tale; also Spenser, somewhere.
so Od. iv. 220. Beautifully: before the interpolations of ignorant strolling
reciters. We must strike out the semi-barbarous trash from 227 to 230 in
clusive.

5" Diod. L. 1. c. 27.

-
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Stone Bitch *, that is, she was idolized in that form at Cynos

Sema by Hellespont. According to Lycophron's Cassandra,
Hecuba was the Bitch of Hecate, employed by her to terrify
the impious, which is the same as to say that Hecuba was
Hecate,

O mother, O ill-mother, northy shade
Shall nameless be, for Perseus' triple maid
Brimo, shall own her wakeful bitch of hell

In thee, to scare mankind with nightly yell.
Who have not to Medusa, Strymon's Queen
Zerinthian, paid with cates and tapers sheen
Due service and appeased the goddess witch
Of Thessaly, they fear the midnight bitch.
But here he has fallen into the mistake.

It was Helen that

was worshipped as the Adrastëan or Rhamnusian Goddess;

3 usy ixiews Sãoy Extoga. Xsyst, was "EXavay, 'A3925-alay #Tisz
wavos, reoaxvys. ", and Agamemnon dedicated his rudder to
Diana,

Taux£wy vixx vye; 'Axxi. 38; 35-ea x73sly
'Etxsov, due 'Exey, PAMNOTXIAI Svuwierzai".
These titles are synonymous, and mean Nemesis the Goddess
of wrath and discord; and it is in like sense that the first war
of Thebes was described as an Adrastèan War,

ëwuoy 0s 6, #17 aro Tøwro;

'A36% of rotawoto Taça £oov'Aigntolo'
'Evêa retural Texas 'A3%as six xxxeltz: ".
Helen was indeed the fatal source of discord; her prophetic
5* Qu. Sm. xiv. v. 349.
53 Athenag. Leg. p. 1. ed. Paris, 1615.
54 Call. Dian. v. 230. I believe the fable of the witch Oinone was unknown

to Homer. It is one of the many names that Helen bore among the dif
ferent tribes, out of which an underplot has been made.
55 Antim. fr. 23. ed. Schell. p. 71.
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inspirations gave new life to the haeresy of the Magna Mater,
and from allusion to the history of that famous woman, the
weaker half of the androgynous Adam, she was figured as re
ceiving the APPLE of Discord. A plant was named after her
Heleneium, elicampane, which was said to excite those who
ate it to Discord".

It was the duty of whosoever found this

plant to offer it to Nemesis and the Furies, the

Einodian

Gods”. It was said to have sprung up from the tears of
Helen 58.

Her character of the Infernal Bitch is confirmed

in another way, which gives support to my idea that Homer
made some side glance at that notion in using the word
xvywrig. Romulus was reared by one Acca Larentia, wife of
the shepherd Faustulus, who by reason of her harlotry was
called Lupa, the She Wolf; but we learn from another legend
of Romulus, that he and Remus were reared by the daughter
of one Faustulus, whose name was HELENA".

But we find very strangely [or rather very naturally and

consistently with all that we have written] that Cyrus king
of Persia was exposed in his infancy, preserved by a shepherd,
and reared by his wife, who was called in Greek Cyno, and in
Median Spaco, both of which names mean a Bitch".
Venus Helena was worshipped at Epidamnus, and not less
than eighteen other Helens were celebrated", or in other

words there scarcely was a country that did not feel interested
in the history of this too famous woman, the prophetess, the
beauty, the harlot, the poetess, the witch, the Amazon. This
same character is preserved in Athyrtis, daughter (say rather,
mother) of Sesostris, the pseudo-egyptian king of Assyria and
the World. By her he was goaded on to make himself an

* Ptol. Heph. L. 4.
57 Nicand. Georg. Fr. 2. Schneid. p. 281.

* Plin. N. H. L. 21. c. 33. It was I believe reckoned an aphrodisiac,
and therefore it was Helen's root of Discord.

* V. Liv. L. 1. c. 4. Ptol. Heph. L. 4.
60 Herod. L. l. c. 110.

6. Ptol. Heph. ib.
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Universal Dynast; she was preeminently wise, skilled in war,
used to divination, and able to foretell events by sacrifice, by
sleeping in temples, and by astrology”. The circumstance
of Cush and Ninus being both of the rank of Cosmocrator at
the same time makes a frequent confusion of father and son,

mother and daughter, etc. All these qualities unite in the
renowned Hilda or Brynhilda, the cause of a Discord so
famous that war was called among the northern bards the

Sport of Hilda. The obscure and perplexed history of this
Heroine has been made familiar to the public by the poetry
of Mr. Herbert. She was guarded [like Cassandra in the
Pyramid and Danae in the Brazen Tower], in a charmed bower
fenced in with magic flames, by a vigilant Dragon. One Si
gurd, mounted on his wondrous horse Grana" [the northern
Pegasus] rode through the flame, slew the Dragon, and won
the maiden's heart: but a spell from Odin prevented her from
knowing him again when she saw him. This mighty warrior
was called away on service, where one Gudruna did by an
enchanted potion steal his affections, and he consented to
assist her brother Gunnar in passing the flames, entering the
tower, and winning the bride. He therefore lent him his
horse; but Grana, terrenum equitem gravatus, made short
work of Gunnar and tumbled him headlong on the plain.
Sigurd then mounting the steed himself, entered the bower,
personated Gunnar, lay by her side, and received her plighted
faith.

When the heroine awoke to reason she declared her

abhorrence of Gunnar, but gave it in charge to him to slay
Sigurd. The rivals fell by mutual wounds. According to
another legend, the contest was between Hogni her father,
and Hedin her husband, who was accused of having defiled

her before marriage. They also fell by mutual blows. An
other version of this story is, that Gerda, daughter of king

Gymur, was in like manner guarded by flames, and in the
62 Diod. Sic. L. I. c. 53.

68 Gerana. Tipayao; "Innota ?
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keeping of a shEPHERD; and beloved by Freyr, son of Niorder,
who lent to Skirner his servant his “horse of wondrous breed;”

Skirner rode through the flames, and by threats and curses,
joined to a bribe of GoLDEN APPLEs, obtained a marriage

promise from Gerda in favour of Freyr. The androgynous
Frigga, daughter of Niorder, who dwelt in Noah-town,

-

Bring Frigga Niorder's daughter down
To share my bed, from Noatun,
will readily be identified with his daughter-in-law Gerda.
Bryn-Hilda daughter of Bud-Ela was a woman endowed with
practernatural gifts,
On the wonders of nature, the stories of eld,

On the secrets of magic high converse she held,
and Sigurd declared “no Wiser Woman have I beheld.”
He also declared “no woman was ever born so Lovely.”
Like Helen, who delighted in War and Hunting, and the
Palaestra", she was an heroine invincible in war, the northern

Tomyris or Penthesilea.
Many a wolf that howled for food
Thou didst sate with human blood . . .

. Thou didst Giuka's race destroy,

And turn to plaint his kingdom's joy.
After her death she was numbered among those furies of war,
or Fatal Sisters, the Valkyriur. Who doth not recognize ray
Tivvray “EAayay, the bane of mortals”?

It is remarkable that

in both cases, the bone of contention proved alike destructive
to Both the contending parties; Trojae et Patriae communis

Erinnys.
Of Helen it may be further shewn that she was the same
64 Ptol. Heph. Propert. Theocr. Epithal. Hel. Ovid. Epist. 16.

65. Herbert's Icelandic Poetry. Part ii. p. 1, p. 14. Hedin, or the Spectre
of the Tomb, and especially, Brynhilda, in the second edit of Helga, p. 235.
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as Medea, the Nemesis or Evil Genius of the Cutaean Ai-Aia,
or Land of Lands. For this later was wedded after death in
the fortunate isles to Achilles,

Toy usXXoyuu?oy #vvarmy Kurzik);
Th; #elvočax%); ",
but we learn from Pausanias that in the same blissful spot
Achilles was married to Helen". Indeed, the meaning of
Lycophron is, to identify them; that is the plan upon which

his aenigma is written. The Bishop Eustathius says that she
was called Hecate by the Magians"; and from her name, or
from the root of her name, Media was surely called as the
Greeks inform us, and by no means from Madai son of Iaphet.
Another title of the Bitch Fury was Scylla, the rival of Circe
in the affections of Glaucus, God of the Sea, who was begirded
latrantibus inguina monstris". These three mischiefs, He
lena, Medea, Scylla, dwelt in three famous cities, Ilion of the
Phrygians, Aia of the Scythians, Megara of the Heraclidae 79,
when they were respectively besieged by a NAVAL host, that is,
an host of Argoans, Argèans, or Da-Nawhans, under Iason,
Aga-Memnon, Minos. By Medea Colchis and her father
Aietes were betrayed to the confederates, by Helena Ilion
and old Priam,

flamman media ipsa tenebat,
Ingentem, et summâ Danaos ex arce vocabat 7",

by Scylla, Megara and her father Nisus.
Helena was the Heavenly Bride, not mystic as in the
Christian Purity but literal, of the Man-God. We have said

that she was Hellen or Ham, and was not the less so for being
* Lyc. Cass. v. 174.
67 L. 3. c. 19. s. 11.
68 In Od. 12. v. 85.
69 Ov. Met. 14. v. 60.

70 V. Strab. ix. p. 570.
71 OEn. vi. v. 519.
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also his bride, whereat we shall cease to wonder when we re

collect what we are told in those Chapters which were revealed
for the express purpose of tracing to their source and so dis
pelling the Pagan illusions, that “Male and Female created
he them, and blessed them, and called THEIR NAME 7” Adam,

in the day when THEY were created.” In these words we have
the origin of Goddess-Worship, and of the Bisexual Crasis,
from this fountain flowed the Carian lake of Salmacis and

Herm-Aphroditus, and the Waters of Bitterness in the valley
of Sodom. Helen, Medea, Antiope, Hilda, or by whatsoever
name you will call her, was the Pythoness or the vehicle
through which Ham, who was revered as the oracular Dragon,
delivered his responses. And from what we read in the apo
cryphal part of Daniel, and from the concurring testimony of

old mythology and middle-age romance, upon the subject of
guardian Dragons, and from the conduct both of Alexander
the Great, and of his namesake the Paphlagonian”, I am in

clined to believe that a large serpent was kept in the Tower,
and either did or was supposed to contribute to the revelations
of the Pythoness, and to whose embraces the impostor ascribed
the birth of her son Nimrod. This I am strongly confirmed
in by a passage of Homer, which is now nearly nonsense. To
Menelatis the possession of this person was allotted, and after
a dreadful struggle remained with him. This was his title of
admission into Paradise or the Elysian isle of Oceanus. The
prophet-God Proteus saith to him,
'AAAx o' #; 'HAvaloy Trebioy xx, Tsigara 7am:
'Ajavaroi Tsuyaa'iy, 60, £ay60; "Pałauayóv;"
Th Tag #157 Gior, Texas dwigwrong",

'Ow viperos, our de Xàtuwy Toxvs, 80s Tor out 9%,
72 Gen. c. 5. v. 2.

73 This latter perhaps assumed the name of Alexander, doubly famous in
the East, and would compare himself to the Sons of Priam and Ammon.

He certainly called his residence Tupair, the Tower, as he also called the
Town of Aboni Teichos, Iönopolis, or the City of Iön, v. Luc. Alex, c. 11.

QQ1

'AXX digi Zepv6010 Ayutyalovras dra;
'Qxsayos dyingly ava/v2zely dy?pwrovg.
'Ovvex #281; 'Exeyv was 'Opry, Tau:80; Alo; #aal".
Here is an alteration of a letter for its similar, a for 0.7°. But

in the text it stands a piv, which has no propriety in itself,
and harshly throws back the word “Because” to an ante
cedent five lines back.

When, after the overthrow of Babel, Egypt [the only pro
vince of Asia which from its peculiar situation had escaped
the disasters and confusions of the main land, the ravages of

the schismatic wars, and those of the returning Heraclidae,
and had on the contrary increased in wealth and power] at
tempted to revive within herself the institutes of the Old

Country, and built, probably in concert with the AEthiopians,
her Hundred-gated Theba or Dios-Polis (a close imitation no
doubt of that whence Homer came

@%); #xysyaw; ty; Exarovratrox8),

her Labyrinthus, and her Great Pyramid; she began to pre
tend that Her’s was the true land of Helena who had not

really been involved in the destinies of Troy. The place
which they assigned to her was Pharos, the sacred isle of
Proteus at the outlet of the rivers of Hell, of which a small

isle or peninsula at the mouth of the Nile was their symbol.
They had there a Grove of Proteus and Temple 77; #swig
Apgooit, who, as Herodotus saith, was Helen 7". The same
historian mentions her Temple and Pausanias her Tomb at
Therapna", where there was also a temple of Menelaus.
Therapna, Therapnae, or Theramnae", are names sometimes
used for Sparta the City of Menelaus, but more properly for
74 Od. iv. v. 563, etc.

75 The sigma in old manuscripts is a semicircle, the o a circle.
76 L. 2. c. 112. et vid. Eurip. Hel.
77 Herod. vi. c. 61. Paus. L. 3. c. 19.

7s V. Steph. Byz. in Voce.
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the Temple or sacred residence of himself and Helena. There
was a Therapna at Thebes also 79; but a more important au

thority upon this word is in the Orphean Argonautics, whence
we learn that Therapnae was the Dwelling of Circe, her en
chanted castle, in the Ai-Aian Isle,

'Huari Be Tétrarw Kigw's 32Woy #ixousafia
'Aixov Tori Xaggoy 3A's spex; Te Qatarva; *.
And Euripides calls Ilion itself the Bright and Sacred The
rapna, first visited by the rising Sun,
Teguova Towtočoxoy T &axiw
Tay zarzXaurousway
ZaSexy Qapatyay".

There was at Sparta another Temple to Helen and Hercules *.
Audio, saith Julius Firmicus, Cinyram Cyprium amicae mere
trici templum donàsse; ei erat Venus nomen. I have shewn
in some other place that Cinyras is one of the titles of Cush,
and Helen was the harlot of Cush.

When we observe then,

that She was the Cyprian, Egyptian, and Epidamnian Venus,
we shall easily understand the fable of Paris giving the Apple
of Discord to Venus.

She was the Venus who embrazed the

world by raising the admiration of the Royal Shepherd. This
was a judgment of the Gods to ease, or as Euripides hath it,
to pump the world of that weight of overweening insolence

with which it was swamped. She herself ascended to the
hall of Jove above the Stars, there to dwell a Goddess with
Juno, Hebe, and Hercules 89.

Non tibi Tyndaridis facies invisa Lacaenae
Culpatusve Paris. Divām inclementia, Divism,
Has evertit opes sternitgue a culmine Trojam.
79 Strab. L. ix. p. 594. Eur. Bacch. 1041.
* Orph. Arg. 1212.
81 Eur, Tro. 1070.
* Paus. L. 3. c. 15.

*3 W. Eur, Orest. v. 1640, 1684, etc.
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In Helen's history we find the mystic, adulterous, penitent,
and restored bride, and she appears to have been regarded by

the Greeks with very mingled sentiments of admiration and
abhorrence. Another and more important light in which she

must be regarded is that of the Whore of Babylon, to whom

St. John compares some similar person or power that shall
spring up in the latter days of the New or Septi-Colline Troy,
renascens alite lugubri.
V. As Helena was the cause of War, so Palladium was a

great hinge whereupon the result of it was thought to turn.
According to some this was a Statue, and according to others
a skeleton.

Pallas was an Arkadian Giant, son of the flood

king Lycaon or Noah, and father of the Moon,
61% XaX7%
IIzXXavro; Svyarif Mayaw?ai)x dyaxto; *,
but the name was also used, and far more celebrated, in the

Feminine. The mystery is the same we have before men
tioned, and Pallas 5 xxi ) is the same as Hellen-Helena the
androgynous child of Deucalion. The Male Pallas is Jove,
for he was the Parturient Male out of whom the Female
Came.

-

When Minerva had slain the female Pallas she made an

image of her and covered it with an aegis or goat's skin *.
By this fable I understand the skeleton preserved by em
balming, with the skin, and in some measure, the flesh also
upon it.
Chryse, daughter of the male Pallas, gave to Dardanus the
-

Palladia and the reliques, isoz, of the Great Gods. By him
they were taken to Troy, in compliance with an oracle, which
declared that the city they were about to found would last

drop into; as long as they preserved and worshipped Svatai;
84 Hom. H. Merc. v. 100.

85 Apollod. I. 3. c. 12.
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7s Xogol; Te these gifts of the daughter of Jove". According
to one story there were two Palladia, one of which Diomede
and Ulysses stole; the other CEneas brought to Italy". But
Arctinus declared that there was only one, the gift of Jove,

which was kept in Troy, x=x£vuusvoy #y 28ary”, and that
the Greeks only carried off a sham one, made dwar); #v=xa.
According to others, the Winged Giant Pallas was father
of the Goddess Athena or Pallas, and tried to violate her;

whereupon she slew him, and put on his skin with the wings
attached to the feet thereof as an aegis or goat's skin, wig.
diyúz”. Here we see that the Goat's Skin which covered
the image of Pallas was Pallas's own skin: and this confirms
what I have elsewhere suggested, that the ram's skin of
Phrixus was his own skin, and was the Palladium according
to the Colchic version of the story. John of Antioch men
tions that the Astrologer Asius, from whom one part of the
world was named Asia, made the Palladium, as a talisman

for the defence of the City, and gave it to king Tros”. But
Arnobius", and Clement of Alexandria speak more plainly,
saying, that the Palladium was the Bones of Pelops. Julius
Firmicus” relates that the Palladium was composed of the
bones of Pelops, which one Scytha (Cush), an avaricious man,
made, and sold to the Trojans, with idle and vain promises of
its efficacy. Lycophron mentions that Troy was taken by
means of the bones of Pelops, brought from Latrina in Elis,
Tais T''Aixxsizi; Xapai, Tol; Te TayTaxa
Aairgivay dix8282" Aslyzvoi; Tupo;
IIzibo; xxToč40%ayros & 6axw Jeux; *,
86 Dion. Hal, L. 1. c. 68.
87 Id. ibid.
88 Id. ib.

* Tz. in Lyc. v. 355. And see the like in Julius Firmicus Maternus de

Erroribus Profanarum Religionum, p. 26. Ed. Wower. Oxon. 1662.
* Ap, Tz. ib. et Nat. Com. L. iv. c. 5.
* Adv. Gent. L. 4. c. 25. Clem. Protr. p. 41. Potter.
* De Err. Prof. Rel. p. 24. Oxon. 1662.
-

93 v. 53.
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and Pausanias, that the shoulder bone of Pelops was brought

from Pisa in Elis, to take Troy; that on the return from Troy
it was sunk in the sea, and afterwards fished up by one Dam
armenus of Eretria, of whom the Eleians bought it, and made

him and his posterity keepers of the bones of Pelops". But
in

his time the shoulder, he says, was not forthcoming.

It behoves us to enquire who this Pelops was. His was one
of the many genealogies drawn in three or four descents from

some hero of the Flood to the age of the Heroic War. The
heathens were aware that Violence and Corruption produced
the Flood, and also that that violence mainly consisted in
the two kindred abominations Anthropothysia and Anthropo
phagia: and sometimes they fell into the error of implicating
the Great Father of the People in the crimes of the world
over which he presided. The cannibal Lycaon was a famous
instance of this, and so was Saturn.

Tantalus was another:

he sacrificed his own son Pelops, and [as Jason did his father
OEson] stewed him in a cauldron, from whence he arose reno
wated,
-

-

'Etal viv x26%8 xas, Tog #8As.
KAwja. #Aadavti patówow
'Quow wax%uavoy".

This Tantalus, “preeminently honoured by the Watchers of

Olympus”,” chopped up the limbs of his son and set them
before the Gods. Ceres ate his shoulder. In punishment for
this he was surrounded with water, and with food which he

was not allowed to consume. Pelops his son was carried up
to the House of Jove 97; but seems to have been like his father

in some danger from the Water, for Neptune gave him a Golden
Chariot drawn by winged horses, the fellow (I presume) to that
94 L. 5. c. 13.
95 Ol. 1. v. 40.
96 Pind. ib. v. 86.
97 Pind. ib.
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which he drove himself". His Mound at Olympia was an
Oracular-Heaven, and frequented with Games,
-

Twwt.oy 'Auti-IIoxoy #xwy
IIoxvi;aywrata Tapz Śwuw,
but this same was called by Homer Alo; Tuužog. Hercules

founded the Olympian Quinquennium in the Vale of Pelops,
and thither he brought the Olive from the sides of the North.
He is called The Saturnian,

'AXX & xxxx 3svöge #3xxxsy
Xwgo; #y Gagazi; Kpovia IIaxoto; 99.
Upon this occasion Hercules raised an altar to Pelops; nor
was it till afterwards that he raised them to the twelve other

Gods, ##### 35 xas Toy’OxvuTiaxov dywya, IIexoro; 32 couoy
i38wo aro, xz Qewy 8wószz Coues #5 #3aluato". This altar
or oracular mound was his Sepulchre; dywya. . . . . Afzaig
Xauxa" wag IIs Noto, 'Extragaro": whereupon the Scholiast
saith #y xzi to duro às i Żywa xxi Ba'uos. His bones were

deposited at Pisa in a Brazen Ark or Kibotus”.
Pelops was the Son of Tantalus and the nymph Pluto Bere
Kynthis, IIAourous divoroxov Bapaxvyt,00s, from whose womb
he was ripped. Pluto was the daughter of Saturn, or the
Ark. The Ark, as it is now well understood, was his mystic
mother, because He Himself was born out of her womb; his
wife, because She was the Mother, as He was the Father, of

all men; and his daughter because he made her. This is the

complicated incest of the mysteries, and hence the riddle of
Antigonus to Pericles of Tyre,
He's Father, Son, and Husband mild,
I mother wife and yet his child.
£8 Pind. ib. 140.
99 Pind. Ol. 3. v. 41.

100 Apollod. L. 2. c. 7. s. 3.
" P. Olymp. x. v. 30.
102 Paus. vi. c. 22.
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This Antigonus unites the characters of Sphinx, CEnomaus,
and Cinyras; but the arkite aenigma is absolute nonsense in
the Play. He is indeed his daughter's father and husband,
but he is not her Son in any sense however strange and cap

tious. This proves that Shakespeare worked upon ancient
materials in this instance, for though fond of quibbles he was
incapable of inventing mere and pure nonsense. The Throne
of Pelops was on Mount Sipylus, near to the Lake and Tomb
of Tantalus"; and at Heraclea of Pontus, on the Euxine,

there was a Grove or Temple of Pelops”. In a place called
the Altis at Olympia the sword of Pelops was preserved”,
and the sword which Theseus found under the rock, and by
which he asserted his Birth-Right was that of Pelops, or
Ellops". Pelops received from Hermèas or Mercury the
sceptre of Jupiter,

‘Efusix; de Faya; 3%xe IISAT, TA): Trø,
and the Latin Poet Ausonius clearly thought he was the same
person as Jupiter, for in the first of two epigrams on the
Olympic Games he writes,

Prima Jovi magno celebrantur Olympia Pisae,
and in the second,
Tantalidae Pelopi maestum dicat Elis honorem.

Behold the up-shot of all this. Jupiter Pelops was son of
Noah, rode in the Ark, and came out therefrom, succeeded

him in power, and died. Nim-Rod built to him an Olympian
Temple-Tomb, there planted the Armenian Olive, and insti
tuted a quinquennial feast. His bones were sacred reliques
to which miraculous properties were ascribed. Not only the
103 Paus. L. v. c. 13.

104 Id. ib. c. 26. ad finem.
10% Paus. L. vi. c. 19.

* Hyg. Poet. Astr. p. 436, ed. Van Stav. That Pelopius, not Ellopius,
was written by Hyginus appears from the strange story he relates Fab. 88.
Q 2
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Spirit of Python spoke from out of the Kibotus where he lay,
but it was believed that so long as his remains were preserved
the City and Kingdom would stand; and the party possessing
them was sure of victory. There was a story, as we have seen,
that one of His bones, videlicet, his Shoulder, was missing,
and that was supplied with ivory, whence he was said to be
humero insignis eburno; but it appears from a passage of
Pliny that it was also said to be his RIB, in Elide Pelopis costa

eburnea ostendi solebat". We have noticed that the Andro
gynous character of Adam was ascribed to Ham, and therefore
it is quite superfluous to explain why he had Lost a Rib.
Ceres, the Goddess Mother, had consumed it, that is, it had

been expended upon the formation of her. But Helena was
an Avatar of the Female Ham, and after her appearance the
Oracle was delivered through her Mouth. She was the RIB;
and together with the skeleton minus the rib, made up the

sum total of the Palladium. Thus it was that although the
Bones of Ham, generally, were the Palladium of Troy, one
BoNE was of primary importance; especially as there was
such dainty meat upon it. No wonder that so many dogs
fought for it. I have heretofore cited an oracle which says
that the Discord of the Meropians and Iönians shall never end
till an omniscient man recover the Tripod which Vulcan flung
into the Sea. From what is written above concerning Dam
armenus of Eretria the reader will readily guess that this
Tripod is the Oracular Shoulder of Pelops; but this is brought
to a certainty by what follows in Diogenes Laertius. “Some,”
saith he, “relate that it was of Vulcanian fabric, and given by
the God to Pelops when he MARRIED; that afterwards it came

into the hands of Menelaus, and was taken away from him by
Alexander upon occasion of the Rape of Helen, and was cast

into the Sea by her, who said that it would be a subject of
* L. 28. c. 6. As some put the Shoulder for the Rib, so that impudent
man Pythagoras upon the like principle boasted that he had a supplemental
Thigh of gold.

**
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contention".” So the Palladium preserved preserves, if re
covered (when lost) it restores. Masculine it is the God,
Feminine the Goddess, Neuter the inanimate reliques.
We have carried the matter thus far, that the Heaven-built

City of Helen was the place in which the mortal remains of
Ham or Jove was deposited: and in so doing we have nearly
brought it home. Because it stands to reason that no other
place could have contained his remains but the Temple-Tomb
built by his own Son at Babel, and because we are positively

informed that the remains of Jupiter Enwhalius were brought
by the Priests to Shinar, and that Xerxes found them in the
Tower of Babel. And the remains of Phere-Cydes, which
[like the names of Hecat-Aius and Cadmus, Milesian chro

niclers] is a title of this patriarch, were also kept as a Talis
man. Therefore, the City of Ilion and the Temple-Tower of
Pergamus are the City and Tower of Babel; 'E5.7xay a yapwy
IIglauo; QEIOT #7. IITPTOT 109.
...

The fate of these reliques is variously accounted for; but it

appears that in truth they remained inviolate in the days of
Xerxes, and of Alexander; and it may be doubtful if they
have ever suffered exhumation.

The Priests of the various

nations pretended to possess portions of these remains, in the
same way as the various churches of the Roman communion
pretended to the True Cross and other Palladia appertaining

to their tenets. As Rome was the prophetic New Troy, Pal
ladium was especially said to have been transferred thither by
OEneas". But the Argives pretended that it was in their
Town 111. It was also said to be at Athens, where Agamemnon

left it in the hands of Demophoön, son of Theseus". It was
generally said to have been taken out of the Pergamus in the
* De Vit. Thal. c. 7. By ‘HPaivorsvaroy I understand a relique
age of Tubal Cain.
109 Hom. L. xxi. v. 526.
110 Paus. 2. c. 23. s. 5.
111 Id. ib.

** Polyaen. Strat. 1. c. 5.

of the

•
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last year of the siege by Diomede and Ulysses, coesis summa
custodibus arcis". This keeper of the Arx is termed Alca

thous by Quintus, who says that Helenus being jealous of
Deiphobus, the new husband of Helena, suggested this enter
prise to Diomede, who
'Axxaflow 5-ovosyra papery jusXAsy oxe6tow".
J. Tzetzes says that Antenor gave it up to them,
Kai yap 'O3vgasus wuxtap #38 rai; Tw8%;
'Avroyv% woulgay’Avryopog wiza AzSovre;

Tols yap #y pixo; #3e Bauzé isgala @solo".
Her brother Isaac" tells us that Theano, wife of Antenor,
was then Priestess of Minerva, and therefore we must read

Tw yxp #gay pixot if we would make sense out of brother John's
beautiful lines. Dictys pretends that after the fall of Ilion
Ulysses, Ajax, and Diomede contended for the Palladium. It
was adjudged to Ulysses, and Ajax slew himself. Ulysses
fearing the indignation of the Greeks withdrew to Thrace "7,
and so the Palladium remained with Diomede.

These are

idle tales. The cause of the death of Ajax is well known from
him, quinil molitur ineptè. It is hardly possible that the
Palladium could have been subtracted while the City held out;

the removing it from its Soros or Sarcophagus in the Pyramid
must have been a laborious job, and the idea of its being fur
tively effected is absurd. Indeed, if these post-homeric fablers
had known what the Palladium was, they would never have
invented such a sacrilegious tale. It is true that the Besiegers
*13 OEn. 2. v. 166.

* L. x. v. 352. But this Alcathous, who was slaughtered at the taking
of the Tower, was old Cush the son of Ham or Pelops, for whom it was
built, as is manifest from Theognis, v. 772:
©016: Tarsg, avto; 4ty itvgyware: Toxiy &xgry

'Axx-Sow II*Note: Tai'i Xagišag.svos.
** Post. Hom. v. 517.

* In Lyc. v. 658.
* Dict. L. 5. c. 14, 15.
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did obtain possession of the Tower, and by consequence of its
Contents, which is a very other way of telling the story; and
of that hereafter.

I will cite one more fact in illustration of my argument on
the Palladium. Laomedon, as well as Pelops, was Ham: and
one of the pretended achievements of Ulysses was stealing
the remains of Laomedon, which were deposited over the
Scaian Gate". Novinus, saith Servius, integro sepulchro
Laomedontis quod super portam Scoeam fuerat, tuta fuisse
fata Trojana. Were there then two skeletons, preservative
of Ilion ? It is possible, however unlikely. But did the same
man, Ulysses, twice enter Ilion by stealth, twice penetrate
into its most secret and guarded recesses, and twice bear away
without detection an object so large as the coffin which con
tains the mortal remains of a man?

The idea is worse than

absurd. One and the same transaction is plainly alluded to
and mistated in both these fables, and we establish this mo
mentous fact, that Laomedon the ancestor of Memnon is the

self same individual as Jupiter Pelops Agamemnon the an
cestor of the Atreid Jupiter Aga-Memnon. We may yet
drive in another nail to fasten this matter; Cham was the

second of the five Zoroasters, and we are taught by Suidas
and Cedrenus that Zoroaster enjoined the Persians to preserve
his ashes for a sure pledge and talisman of their empire.
VI. That Ilion or the Ates Lophos belonged to the king
dom of Ashur-Nineveh, and was supported against its assailants

by that power, we learn from two most notable remnants of
antiquity. Ctesias of Cnidus” says that Teutamus was king
of Assyria when Agamemnon and the Hellenes went against
Troy. The Great King sent to its aid Memnon son of Ti

thonus with twenty thousand Aithiopes, as many Susians,
and two hundred chariots.

This Tithonus was at that time

118 Nat. Com. L. ix. c. 1. Hoffman. Moreri.

* Ap. Diod. Sic. L. 2. c. 22.

Unde P
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the most celebrated general of Persia; and Memnon his son
was in the prime of life and heroism, and was founder of the
Memnonian palace at Susa, and of the high road called the
Memnonium. He was slain at last by an ambuscade of the
Thessalians; but the Aithiopians recovered his body, and
carried his bones to Tithonus. These things the Barbars say
are preserved in their royal archives. Again, Plato in his
Laws mentions that the people of Ilion challenged and pro
voked the war against Troy, from their confidence in the
power of the Assyrians under Ninus. For that power did

even then retain no small figure and consequence. And as we
now fear the Great King, so did the people at that time fear
that same power of the Assyrians which was then established.
For the second taking of Troy was a great reproach to the
Assyrians, seeing that it was parcel of their empire”. From
the comparison of these two passages it appears that Memnon
and Nin or Nim-Rod were the same person; that He was only
War-King, there being still an aged Theuth-Ham or Tith-On
living, and filling the place of honour; and (from Ctesias his
words) that Assyria, Aithiopia, Shushiana or Cushan”, and
Persia, denote one and the same Empire, to wit the same which
in the East hath under various dynasties kept the general
name of Irawn; thus dissipating at a breath the thin mist of
Memphian vanity and priestcraft. Note, that Teutamus was
the father of Pelasgus”: and that when Perseus, Son of
Danae and Jove [that is Nimrod] went out from Argos, he
took refuge with Teutamus at Larissa”. Teut-Ham is no
other than Cush, to whose nominal dignity the Son of the
Morning never ceased to pay homage: Larissa was a great

city of Ashur, the country into which he departed.
” L. 3. ps. 123, 4. ed. Bip.

-

* Pausanias mentions, upon the authority of information he had got at
Delphi, that Memnon came not from AEthiopia, but from the Persic Susa
and the Choaspes. L. x. c. 31. s. 2.
* Hom. Catalog.
* Apollod. L. 2. c. 4. s. 4.
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Where shall we find a city built and inhabited by Gods;

supported by the strength of the Assyrian house of Cush;
conquered by a vast confederacy; from whence both the
citizens and their conquerors were scattered in confusion over
all lands, and to which all the colonies affected to retrace their

beginnings? Where, unless in Shinar, unless at Babylon ?
and in fact Babylon was Troy, in Egypt at least. The Egyp
tians, soon after the downfal of Babel, or rather some refugees

from Babylonia, built a town called Babylon nearly opposite
Memphis, and close to the same spot was Egyptian Troy.
“It was the same as Babylon, BzóvXavy peovgloy Épvuvoy, a
strongly situated garrison, though Strabo makes them dif

ferent. This difference arose merely from one being a City
and the other a garrison upon the Hill, and an appendage to

that city named Troy”.” So, in Egypt Troy was the town,
124 Bryant on Troy. This place seems to have retained its name, and to
have been the seat of government, so late as the first crusade: for William

of Malmsbury mentions “the Emperor of Babylon, not the city built by
Nemroth and enlarged by Semiramis, and now said to be deserted: but that
which Cambyses, son of Cyrus, built in Egypt, on the spot where Taphnis
formerly stood,” p. 444, ed. 1815. This about Cambyses is a great mistake
borrowed from the Jewish Antiquities of Josephus : but Diodorus speaks
more to the purpose, saying, that Babylon in Egypt was founded by Baby
lonians revolted from Sesostris, and Troy in Egypt by Trojans revolted from
Menelaus; but Ctesias, he adds, says these cities were founded by men who
came into the country with Semiramis. Diod. L. 1. c. 56. All these stories

are to the same effect and point to the same age.

It is curious that not only

Babylon but Troy was yet flourishing in the middle ages, though so obscure
in ancient times, for the commentator Wesseling cites from a monkish work

called Patrum Apophthegmata, Towny ray dw Ba6vNovo; xarivoy ra. Msuprwg.
In truth the refugees from Babel, at the dispersion, there founded over against
Memphis a New Babylon and New Troy, sacred to Jupiter Epaphus, who

had stayed the wanderings of their Ark, or Cow, Iö. The whole of Egypt
was usually called Babylon, in the middle ages, for we read in Sultan Sal

ahaddin’s letter to Emperor Frederic, Christianae legis adunitio venit super
nos in Babylone, unâ vice apud Damiatam, et alterà apud Alexandriam,
Galf. Winesauf It. Ric. Reg. 3. Gale H. A. Scr. p. 259. Amabricus Rex
Jerosolymorum Christianam militiam duxit in Egyptum, quae nunc terra
Babylonis vulgo dicitur; non illius sane vetustissimae Babylonis de quà
scripturae sacrae loquuntur, quae prima post diluvium a Nino et Semiramide
condita, et olim diruta desertaque nunc dicitur, sed cujusdam Egyptiae civi
tatis cui Cambyses rex Persarum nomen indidit Babylonis. Gul. Neubrig.
L. 2. c. 23.

Babylonia in Egypto Cayra vocatur. Sprott. Chron. p. 8.
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and Babel, very properly, the Pergamus. Mr. Bryant had the
very words in his mouth “Troy was Babylon,” and yet he
could not see the truth. Indeed this place is the Chalcedon
of the Critics, a city of blind men. Where, except it be beyond
the rivers of Mesopotamia, can we hope to find a capital of the
Great Realm of Asia ruling over its dependant nations and
provinces, and a King
tot populis terrisque superbum
Regnatorem Asiae?
or, as Dion Chrysostom saith [de Il. non. C. p. 164],
ax=0oy T. Saaixswwy ty; Agia; dragm; ?
This Kingdom, its immensity, its splendid works, and the
religious character of them, are forcibly described by Ovid in
the Epistle of Paris,
Sceptra parens Asiae, quâ nulla beatior ora est,
Finibus immensis vix obeunda tenet.

Innumeras urbes atque aurea tecta videbis
Quaeque suos dicas Templa decere Deos.
We can hardly believe that there ever was a time when the

of Asia was removed from the neighbourhood of
Babylon, Nineveh, Susa, Seleucia, and Bagdad, to be perched
supremacy

upon the banks of the Dardanelles.

VII. If we suppose that Homer describes events that hap
pened at an advanced period of the new world, it is unac
countable that the genealogies of his heroes should have so

few generations. For even when the authentic detail of facts
is lost, names and pedigrees survive. To preserve them to a
distant age has been in all countries the especial business of

bards, such as Homer was;

fortes animas belloque peremptas
Laudibus in longum Vates demittitis aevum.
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-

And long after the introduction of Christianity these hatrwy
#Tswy doi% were the genealogists of Wales and Ireland.
Where records failed them, the poet's privilege, fiction, was
prayed in aid; but where the preservation of names and
descents is so serious a business, and entrusted to a learned

and sacred caste, it were idle to deny them a large share of
credit. The bards of Arabia.” trace back the pedigrees of
their heroes for thirty descents before the birth of Mahomet.
Horace is therefore wrong when he assumes that there were
many warriors before Agamemnon and before Helen; for if
there had been, they could not have wanted a sacred bard.
That is the one thing, which even the rudest nation of war
riors is sure not to want. How much better doth the Epi
curean ask,

Say why, ere Thebes oppugned or Troy divine”,
No other chiefs in elder story shine?
Whither are fled their deeds heroic? Why
To them no monuments that Time defy?
In truth, I deem, the Sum of Things is young,

And recent Nature from her cradle sprung.
Before Homer there were no doubt religious poems, and even

heroic ones concerning the flood, and such other transactions
of the new world as preceded the Great Schism between the
Scythians and Iönians; but Homer sung of the First re
gular Wars that happened in the New World. Beyond that
he did not carry his genealogies, nor did his Muse attempt to
swim the intermundane waters.

For this there were obvious.

reasons; although there was a continued descent, there was
no sort of connexion in the events and circumstances; and

moreover, the ancestors of Noah were not the ancestors of
One Man any more than of another; having traced the
branches of the Heraldic Tree the common trunk remained
to all.

* Sir W. Jones on the Arabs, A. R. vol. 2. p. 12.
126 Lucr. L. V. v. 327.
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As respect was paid to Seniors, the Leading Heroes seldom
come lower than four generations from the beginning, and
sometimes five. Of course I reject the absurd speeches put
into the mouth of Glaucus and CEneas. I subjoin some ge

nealogies as given by Homer, or as given to his heroes by
general consent. 1. Tantalus. 2. Pelops. 3. Atreus-Thyestes.
4. Aga-Memnon, or, as I say, 4. Thyestes. 5. Aga-Memnon.
1. Jupiter. 2. Arkeisius. 3. Laertes. 4. Ulysses". 1. Whilus.
2. Laomedon. 3. Bucolion. 4. Pedasus. 1. Portheus. 2. Whoi

neus. 3. Tydeus. 4. Diomedes. 1. Neptune. 2. Neleus, king
of Minyan Orchomenos. 3. Nestor, old. 4. Antilochus. 1. Ju
piter. 2. Minos. 3. Deucalis or Deucalion. 4. Idomeneus.
1. Whilus.

2. Laomedon.

3. Tithonus. 4. Memnon.

He

being Tnxvyato; stood in the same number of descents as
many of his seniors: and Diomede was in the like predica
ment, unless we were to reject the line ‘Ovyaxa 8m Yever?"
yawtaro; #194 us?' duty as a gloss upon Agamemnon's words
vso; je Taxalog. If some, as Sarpedon, were given out for
Sons of the Gods, they were miraculous conceptions or Anti
Gods,

'O' usy % ANTIQEON Xat, ova Alfo áTaipot
'E;apapoy Troxéuolo.
Therefore it appears that the Subject of Homer's poem is of
the Earliest Date: and he himself but a few degrees younger,

for he does not make allusion to any thing more recent than
the great grand children of OEneas. But the interval, though
short, is marked by one characteristic circumstance, the rapid
and perceptible decline of mankind from their pristine great
ness and longevity. Diomede lifted a fragment of a rock
6 Ju 8vo y avops pagoisy
'Oio vuy Sporo, #ig', 'O 3s uy #sa waxx= xas dio; *,

127 Od. L. 16. v. 118.
128 II. V. v. 304. v. CEn, L. 12. v. 899.

-
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a place upon which the Mantuan Ape has played his pranks
without rightly understanding the drift of it. But the strongest
indication is in a place of the Odyssey, now interpolated, which
should be read thus,

Tw?swax ovo drišsy ×zxos sagaai, 8% avomy.aly.
'E' }, Tai Tov Targos évé5-axra wavos ju
'Oio; #xsivo, #y taxerx, Fapyoy ra Famos Ts".
'Ov to #Tai?' axi, 300; #aastal, 83 oraxas-os,
[[Iovgo yag roi Tziès; duolo, Targ: Taxovtzi,
'Oi TXsovs; xxxis, Taupo. 33 Ta Tatoos &psis;,]
Tø vvy www.5%wy, etc.
What is here said is so devoid of all truth or verisimilitude,

if applied to later times, when man had settled upon his
threescore years and ten, that it can only relate to the time
when the reduction of the human race was in active progress.
A poem borrowed from the inmost crypt of pagan religion
and cosmogony, thus describes the beginning of the new cycle.

“There shall be another ark, bearing the elect heroes, and
steered by another Pilot: there shall also be other wars, and
the great Achilles shall again be sent to Troja.” The mystics

were well aware that Creation produced a Fluid and Opaque
Chaos or The Waters, and that the Formation of the world

was a subsequent operation of the Demiurge. They errone
ously regarded
the Waters of the Flood expanded under a
canopy
of Darkness,
- -

•

*

~ *

-

O'er the dead face of the undistinguished earth,
as a return of the world into Chaos.

And from this error

were led to assume that the world was at certain recurring
times, and at the end of determinate periods, resolved into its
amorphous element,
Till o'er the wreck, emerging from the storm,
Immortal nature lifts her changeful form,
* Od. L. 2. v. 270. et v. Od. L. viii. v. 222, 3,
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Mounts from her funeral pyre on wings of flame,

&

And soars and shines Another and the Same.

This doctrine is well given by Plato, “When the Time of all
these things is full, and the Change is needful, and every
Kind upon the earth is exhausted, each Soul having given out

all its generations, and having shed upon the earth as many
seeds as were appointed unto it, Then doth the Pilot of the
Universe, abandoning the rudder of the helm, return to his
own Seat of Circumspection, and the World is turned back
by Fate and its own innate concupiscence. At that time also
the Gods who act as topical collegues to the Supreme Daemon,

being aware of that which is happening, dismiss from their
care the several parts of the World. The World itself, being
turned awry and falling into collision, and following inversely
the course of Beginning and End, and having a great con

cussion within itself, makes another destruction of all living
things.

But in due process of Time it is freed from tumult

and confusion and concussion, and obtaineth a

calm, and

then

being set in order returneth into its pristine course,” etc. iso
And the like is adopted by the eloquent rabbinical writer of
Esdras, “ and the world shall be turned into the old silence

seven days, like as in the * FoRMER JUDGMENTs, so that no
man shall remain. And after seven days the World, which

yet awaketh not, shall be raised, and that which is corrupt
shall die.” The very error of the mystics naturally suggested
Identity of Form, for the Waters of the Flood subsiding dis
closed the self same world they had covered. A desire to

make yet more complete the system of similitude, coupled
with some striking resemblances between the Characters and
Circumstances which marked the two mundane

origins, super

added the belief of similar Persons and Events. - The Ark
and its divine inmates must of course recur each time in order

to preserve Fire and Animal Life.

But as we learn from

* Plat. Polit. p. 37, ed. Bip. et vid. Plat. Crit. p. 45. l. 16.
* Margin; or First Beginning, L. 2. c. 7. v. 30.
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Virgil that the next renovation of the world will be followed
by the Trojan War, it must be inferred that the last was;
and this we are told not as a popular notion but as an esoteric
truth.

The same Poet” lets us into another secret, that, at

the time of the scattering of the people from Troy, The Earth
was waste and uninhabited.

132 CEn. L. 3. v. 4.

ILIAS OR PELEG.

I. Of the war waged by the Danaån league againt Babel
ancient literature was full. Some works were extant by those
famous writers who learned in the schools of Babylon and the
other cities of that empire; and many others, of less artful
composition, by the minstrels who sprung up among the dis
persed nations. Little of these latter has descended to us.
Of the War we have not, that I know, any histories but
those in Latin taken from Dictys the Cretan, and Dares the
Phrygian, and a Greek poem of the twelfth century by the
Grammarian John Tzetzes.

The first mentioned work is

supposed to have been translated in the age of Constantine
from a Greek original since lost, but composed as early as the
reign of Nero. Dares, I have very little doubt, is a summary

abridgement of the Phrygian Iliad. In the time of Tzetzes
few works of great antiquity were accessible, but much in
formation was still to be had at second hand. The last year
of the war is described at length by the man who is called
Quintus of Smyrna.
But the most accomplished monuments of human genius
still exist in the Heroic Poems of a person called the Homer,
of which word we will hereafter endeavour to explain the
meaning. This man did not profess to describe the Great

War. He describes only the events of about fifty days in the
Ninth year of the siege; and he does not so much as insinuate
that these events were of any lasting importance, or influenced

the final result of the War. The heavy reverses sustained by

Q41

the Danains on those days may have checked for a short time
after the efforts of the confederates,
Iracunda diem distulit Ilio

Matronisque Phrygum classis Achillei,

but then the great and well-known preparations of Memnon
did also probably dispirit the Greeks and encourage the Phry
gians. It is very foolish to call his poem an account of the
siege of Troy, for it was rather the siege of the Grecian camp,
The few days it describes were mainly occupied by the siege
of the Argive lines of circumvallation which were assaulted by
the Trojans, that of Ilion being for the time raised by reason
of the division among the Allies. The moral to which his

epic was pointed was the importance of union and subordi
nation as well among the gods or daimones as among men,
and the fatal effects of rivalry and discord. He shews a great
cause well nigh frustrate and ruined by the disunion of its

leaders, and the imminent danger averted by reconciliation,
and upon these divine verses hangs the whole of Ilias,
'Axx 'Eois & Te Qawy #x 7' &v%wwwy aroxonto
Kai Xoxo;, 6; #' #pepts Toxv?goya Tag Xaxatzively
'Og Ta, Trowu y \vaiwy Wax To; xxtax=1#ouavolo

'Avögwy #y 5%aggly, 38%arai jjré Katyog.
When we consider the short time and secondary importance
of the events which Homer has selected to illustrate his moral,

we shall understand how to explain the extraordinary fame
of certain heroes who play but an obscure part in his poem.

Many might not have been very much distinguished upon
that occasion, and yet upon the whole of the war might have
been of the very first moment. Meriones, son of Molus, is an

inferior agent in the drama of Ilias, yet is he compared by
Homer to both the Lords of Hosts, Sow dra Aavros Agni and

drzXavros Evraxig &vöpsipovty, and it seems that in that age
of imposture and daemoniac agency he pretended to be pos
sessed of the Spirit of Mars, for we know that the Cretans
R
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paid him sacrifices and divine honours,

and invoked him as

God of War". Horace in his prophecy of Nereus places
Meriones and Sthenelaus in the very first line of the battle,
and the latter makes answer to the King in such a way as

plainly bespeaks his high rank and consequence”.
The other poem is a profound and now a days obscure alle

gory, hung upon certain names that were renowned in the
wars of Troy, and its Time is subsequent not only to them
but to the Dispersion. It consequently admits of, and it does
in fact contain some very scanty allusion to those Principal
Events of the War, with which the Iliad had no concern.

II. I believe it was not merely the love of allegory and
mythic similitudes, or the vanity of tribes, that led these
things to be related under false names and conveyed in the
form of historical parables. Other causes deterred the Priests

and Poets of the Iönic Age from singing these things in plain
and direct language. The religious tremblings and unex
tinguishable regret of the scattered people forbade the mention
of what they had lost, and what they had suffered. The most

recent events were of course the tenderest subject, and a co
temporary poet, such as Homer was, would have peril'd his
life had he pourtrayed in their natural colours, to the hot and
sensitive Pelasgi, the splendour and delights of Asia and the

dreary terrors of the going forth. These topics required a
thicker veil of metaphor, but even the Old War was too fresh
in their memories, to admit of either the Persons, the Places,
or the Doctrines, being directly named or described. This
allegoric plan was imitated by the minstrels of succeeding
times, who lost the clue to it, and gave the fiction for fact.
I must begin by endeavouring to explain the nature of that

poetic Mystery of the Siege of Babel to which Homer has
adapted his Epics. The parties in the Schism and War were
1 Diod. Sic. L. v. c. 29.
* Il. iv. v. 404.
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the votaries of the Fire-Bull or Male Creator Spirit, and those
of the Magna Mater, whose usual symbol (after the deluge)
was the Ark, Ship, or Galley. Hence it happened, that in
most of the European versions of these wars, the Confederate

or Anti-Scythian party was represented as undertaking a
maritime expedition, although the real scene of action was far

removed from the sea. In this they consulted not only the
symbol of their party, the Ark, but also the relative situation
of the countries to which these histories were parabolically

imputed. The Graics or Pelasgi, a portion of the great con
federacy, chose, as all the other nations did, their own country
and themselves, to represent the side to which they belonged.
The neighbouring districts of the Asian, Assyrian, or Barbar

Kingdom, of course supplied them with a type of the whole
thereof. But these provinces were only accessible to the
Graicians by sea, and any depredation or petty hostility that
might happen between them was necessarily maritime. I
mention this the rather because other peoples whose country
was continental had recourse to other metaphors to distinguish
the contending powers. The Indians, though intimately ac
quainted with the Holy Ship, do not make the wars maritime.
The Cushim are distinguished by their formidable appearance
and stature, and called the Giants, a distinction not unknown

in the west, but never used by Homer; and their antagonists

by their religious orthodoxy, as Gods and Devatas. The
former also retain a designation simply and correctly geogra
phical, Assours, but the name is not used geographically by
the Indian priests, but in a superstitious sense.
Upon the principle suggested by Homer, but by a more
violent and offensive use of it, the Confederacy of Heroes
under Yason against the Scythian or Cutaian kingdom, to

recover the reliques or palladium of Aia, was figured as a
naval expedition. Not however in a fleet of Ships, but in the
Ark or Argo herself, the ship-formed Isis of Egypt and Suabia,

and Ship-Temple of the Irish Celts or Da-Naåns. I think
the interpolator of Homer, in the twelfth book of the Odyssey,
R 2
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clearly understood Noah's Ark by Argo, which he describes as
a vessel in whose safety the whole human race had an equal
and common interest, or the ship Pasimelusa,
"O" & wely, ye Tzgeraa ToyroTogo; "v;
'Agya IIzgi-Maxarx.

The Poet feigned with such artful and consistent verisimili

tude that most people implicitly believe him to this day. His
imitators ran into extravagance and manifest fable, although
not too gross for the credulity of Sir Isaac Newton, who has
founded his Greek Chronology upon the sailing of Argo and
the precession of aequinoxes as computed by Cheiron the Cen
taur ! But yet they were modest and probable compared with
the fictions of India, the very remote antiquity of which, in
any thing like their present shape, I will not readily believe.
In the next Chapter, Troica, when we come to describe the
artifice by which Ilion was taken, we shall have an occasion
of explaining upon what principle the Argonautic legend was
concocted.

-

In much later times again a Roman poet of a lofty style,

but servile in his genius as in his moral character, ushered in
the decline and fall of his country's literature by weaving into
a somewhat incongruous mass the War of Troy, the Mystic
wanderings and return of Ulysses, the legends of the Phoeni
cian and Canaãnite refugees in Africa, and those peculiar to

the nations of Italy. The War is represented by him in a
form very similar to that which it bore in Iliac and Argo
nautic story, but more especially to the former; and shews

the close conformity of the fables prevailing among the Greek
and the Tyrrhene Pelasgi, Latin is Priam or Cush, [and
CEetes] the venerable but weak and vacillating chief of the

Scythians. Turnus, his son in law, represents the Homeric
Hector so closely, as Pallas does also Patroclus, that we should
perhaps refer a part of the resemblance to the poverty of the
Roman muse. The fabulous succour of Penthesilea appears
in the story of the Heroine Camilla. The Giant King,
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impiety the nations affected to abhor, is
the Contemptor Divöm Mezentius whom Virgil compares to

whose fierceness and

Orion, not knowing that they were the same. This Great
Monarch, the Ruler or Lucumon of the Etruscans, came to

aid the declining fortunes of Latium, and was the Memnon of
Lavinian Heroics". And Justin relates that this happened
after the death of Turnus", which is the truth, and
with all the histories of Ilion.

agrees

Æneas is even said to have

been slain fighting with him, and to have been afterwards
worshipped as Jupiter Indiges". This Etruscan auxiliary
was introduced into another legend of the same contest, that

of Romulus (or Nimrod) against the Sabines [Sabians or
Bacchics].

Tempore quo sociis venit Lucumonius armis
Atque Sabina feri contudit arma Tati".

Virgil, from a desire to crowd a great many figures in his
canvas, and writing indeed his bastard epic without a moral 7,
3 Livius, L. 1. c. 2.
4 Epit. L. 43. c. 1.
5 Liv. L. 1. c. 2. Pomp. Fest. Indigetes. Tibull. L. 2. El. 5. v. 44.
6 Prop. L. iv. El. 2. v. 51. The Sabines do certainly stand in this legend
for the sabian or sabaizing sect; for it is recorded that Romulus worshipped
Jupiter Stator, but Tatius worshipped The Sun, The Moon, Saturn, Rhea,
Vesta, Mars, Vulcan, and Diana. Dion. Hal. L. 2. c. 50.
7 This Poet had Morals such as poets in very highly-civilized countries
should never forget to observe. Flatter the Assassin who is in Power, and
gild over his usurpation by splendid fiction; and be careful to insult the
memory of such great men as he may have murdered. If the minister be a
Patron, and somewhat else besides, let Corydon tune his pipe accordingly.
These Morals may enure to the benefit of the poet in many ways, but they
are not calculated to give accuracy to an Epic poem. I know not in all that
I have seen of Epic poetry any thing so trivial and despicable as the rhodo
montade about young master Hopeful the usurper's nephew, who died in
early youth, if he was not poisoned by the wretches with whom he was con
nected. Love is a topic which engrosses more and more of poetry as a nation's
literature declines, as its manners sink into frivolity, and as its men become

really less capable of that or any other generous emotion; of which truth the
literature of modern Europe has examples; and so this accomplished writer,
if he be among the most sordid of the Epics, is assuredly the very prince of
Erotics,

Quot sunt, aut aliis erunt in annis.
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or regular plan, or any regard to the truth of facts, has brought
the Great King to the scene of action at the beginning; and
has thereby set him, the very Head of affairs, in a subordinate
place. Homer, independent of other reasons, had more taste
than to kill, as painters call it, the effect of his heroes by
bringing upon the scene the Bin H¢ax%ain. The power cor
responding with that of Jupiter-Agamemnon is that of Jupiter
AEneas, and his force also is brought in ships. ...And the Latin
legend throws strong light upon my solution of the homeric
mystery. The Ships of Æneas are in fact Napiós; or Ship
Goddesses. They were animated or hamadryad pine trees of
the great mother Cybele, who assumed the form of Ships for
the purpose of conveying the army of Æneas, and were ulti
mately rewarded with the more noble and blissful state of
Nymphs or Sea Goddesses". The ships were, as an ento

mologist would say, goddesses in their chrysalis state. The
hollow pine tree was the standing type of Noah's Ark in the

mysteries of the Idaean Mother, and in it, as Osiris in his ark,
was the gynaecomorphous Atys annually enclosed. This, then,
was strictly an Argive or Argo-Nautic war.
III. The parties in the war of which the kingdom of Troia
or isle of Shinar was the theatre, were the various tribes of

the Three nations Japhet, Shem, and Ham, speaking various
dialects of one language, and confederated against Cush and
the great nation his family. These latter garrisoned the im
pregnable City and the other towns and forts of Troia, held

the Temple and Palladium, and retained in their custody the
Whore of Babylon; but their principal force as a nation was
assembled about Nineveh, Resen, and the other settlements of

the Assyrian or Scythian Tetrapolis, and probably extended
over Cushan or Elymais and Persia. They were ruled by
Ninus or Memnon at Nineveh, who had, for many years before
the siege began, been busy a-founding that and other cities.

The City Babel was occupied by Cush, called Podarces, Priamus,
* Virg, En. I. ix.
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or Tithonus, but always Priam by Homer, who was not wholly
effete by age and retained the hierarchic supremacy at the
seat of universal worship. The force whereby he was sup
ported was of three descriptions, the Troés, or Cushim of

Shinar; the Epicures, or those who came from various pro
vinces of the Empire to take their turn of service at the
Capital, and whose entrance the lax and tardy blockade could
not entirely prevent; and the Dardanians, whom I suppose

to have been the Asylaeans or mixed people assembled at the
Metropolis, and whose command was entrusted to a Son, as it
would seem, of the Whore.

These latter were from their

mixed origin called Noachidae, which is the force of the word

Dardanians”, and the only gentile denomination they could
claim. The Confederates were governed by another Memnon,
called by his partizans Aga, the great or illustrious Memnon;
and so Nimrod was Iwy and he was 'Arpa-'Iwy. He was pro
bably a son of Seba, the eldest son of Cush, and lineal suc
cessor of Ham, who maintained the rights of the nations and
the freedom of worship, and also his own hereditary claims,
against his grandfather's miraculously engendered youngest

son, whom they treated as an impostor and a bastard. The
war-king of the Cushim, born of old Cush and Helen, but
filiated, like Alexander the Great, upon Jupiter Ammon,

pretended to be an Avatar of that Deity of whom Memnon
and Heracles were most ancient titles. The latter, changed
by the Romans into Her-Col which has a somewhat different

sense, was used not by the Greeks only but by the Opici of
9 The common form of addressing the Troian forces is
Kixxvre wiv Tews; xat Aa28ayot ** #Tixagoi.
The Dardans are shewn to be a collection from all the tribes except the

Cuthic or Divine, by receiving the same appellation which is given to Aga
memnon's host, ay!gs,
-

Kai wu xi, is droMotto Faya: ANAPaN 'Avilar.
Hector at one time boasted he could defend the City with his own KINSMEN,

without either the AAoi, Peoples, or the Epicures. L. v. v. 472. This is a

very strong confirmation of my scheme. Dardanoi in Iliacs has the very
same meaning as Minyai in Argonautics; that is, both are derived from a
title of the common father, Noah.
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Italy. He was therefore called Memnon and Hercules Thrasy
Memnon, which last combination of words used by his son
Tlepolemus, and clearly opposed to Aga-Memnon, implies
that his Divine Spirit was of a Martial character; and Homer
himself admits that he was, what I may call an Avantara, the
Herculean Virtue or Energy. That Bin is used for an incar

nated emanation of the Supreme Essence as Avvau; is by St.
Luke, when speaking of Simon Magus, and that the son of
Alcumena was Heracles only by imputation to him of his

Father's sacrosanct name and character, appears very strongly
from this, that he was originally called Heraclides, the son of
Heracles; but afterwards when he came to Delphi he was
saluted Heracles by the oracle,

'Hg2xxyy 35 as Poiáo; #twyvuoy #2wouz's 19.
The King of Nations on the other hand assumed to be Ham,
incarnate by primogeniture, and the L’Hama of the world 11;
and he was therefore called Aga-Memnon. This was the title
of Jupiter Hercius or Hercèus, to whom the tower of Babel
or pergamus of Ilion was sacred, and whose Tomb it was 12 s

and there were other Temples of Jupiter Agamemnon at
Lacedaemon and at Lapersae in Attica”. He was himself
married to a sister of the Sibyl Helen, and was brother to the

Royal Priest into whose keeping she had been consigned under
the sanction of a general and solemn oath. The powers which
he commanded are termed Ach-Aians or Pan-Ach-Aians, the
Pamphylian or Omnigentile league of the wixsays re32 or
Land of Water, or of the Hawk; which words are connected

in this respect that the Bird-God, borrowed from the Cherubic
10 AElian. V. H. L. 2. c. 32.

y

11 The Tartarian Lords of Asia were entitled Cham, and the Popes of
Thibet Lama, which are both from the word Cham or Ham; as they would

have it thought that the spirit of that Theocrator was in them.
12 Lyc. Cass. v. 335.
13 Lyc. v. 1122. et Tzet in v. 1369. Staphylus cit. Clem. Al. Cohort.
p. 32. ed. Potter. There were, as Tully informs us, three sets of Dios-Curi,
the last of whom were the sons of Atreus son of Pelops. N. D. L. 3. c. 53.
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Eagle, is the Spirit that moved upon the Water. This name

was borne by a Lophos or High-Place in Euboea.", by a
certain people near the Caspian", and by the inhabitants of
a certain district in the north of Peloponnesus Pelasgi of that
division who were called Æolians”; but never by the people
to whom Homer figuratively gives it, namely the people of
Greece or Hellas. The poets, affecting to Homerize, used
indeed to call the Greeks Achaeans, and the Romans called all

Greece south of Thessaly and Macedon the Province of Achaia.
This they did, not only in imitation of the Poets, but in honour
of the league of the Peloponnesian Achaians, which was in

vigour at the time they came into the country. Homer also
calls this host the Argèans, a name belonging to a district of
Peloponnesus wherein was situate the city Mycenae, and it is
in this city that Homer fixes the residence of Aga-Memnon.
But Homer gives the name to the whole empire over which
that personage presided,
II.0%X210's vigoiri wa 'A'yai Tzvri Fayagawy,
and opposes it to Pelasgic Argos, Hellas, or Pthiotis, over
which Achilles (or his father) reigned, being as it would seem
rather an epicure or auxiliary than a direct subject of the
Atreid King. But I conceive he here uses Argos as we do
England, France, Austria, naming one Kingdom or Duchy out
of many to designate the whole Empire, because the Lord Para
mount especially belongs to or resides in that particular state.
Possibly Erech was the capital of these primitive Achaian
Leaguers. The Poets affect also to call the Greek nation

Argèans or Argives, but I am not aware that they ever really

had that name in any age or dialect. A third Homeric ap
pellation of the Nations is, the Danaåns or Danawhans, the

Shipites, of which enough has been said by way of explanation.
I am not aware that the Greek nation, or any part of that
14 Steph. Byz.

* Plin. L. vi. c. 11. Arr. Per. Eux. p. 131.
"Strab. L. 8, p. 485.
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nation, were at any time so called; but it is a famous deno
mination of the Celts of Erin. Fourthly, Homer calls these

people MEN, Ayzā ‘Ay"gwy 'Aya-Mauvøy, to express not only
the universality of this league", Taupuxa Toxsuolo, but also
that it embraced all the HUMAN race properly so called, the

Cushim being Thei and Diwhi, titles of honour so generally
given that Homer even does not altogether withhold them.

It may be as well here to finish what I have to say con
cerning the King of Men. He was a descendant of Ham and

Cush, and it is a probable conjecture that Primogeniture was
opposed to Nimrod's irregular pretensions, and that he was
either Seba or Seba's eldest son. I have reasons for believing

that he was the latter. Jupiter Pelops begot Atr-Eus, which
is the name by which Homer, when speaking of the Agamem
nonian line, always calls Cush. Nor was the fame of that title
confined to the Pelasgi. The Giant Atri formed the sacred

Amber island: his seat was on the Lesser [i. e. the imitative]
Meru, where he was visited by Devah-Nahusha, Deonaush,
or Bacchus, after he had conquered the world 18.

From him

the War-Caste, his children, were called Cush-Atriyas 19. and
17 Orac. Sibyll.
18 As. Res. vol. vi. p. 500. xi. p. 35. Atri-Sthan, or the Place of Atri,
was an high mountain. Vol. 5. p. 260.

19 This word has been fetched from cshate, a protector, which is unsatis
factory: and its own etymon may be required. The royal caste were named
after their progenitor, and so their other title was Raja Poot or King Buddha,
or else Raja Putra son of the King, which are fully equivalent to Cush-Atri.
It is impossible to utter cs without inserting a short vowel; what is so written

must be sounded cus. I will here take leave to remark, that a large portion of
the words in which a mute and liquid coalesce had originally a short vowel now
omitted in writing, and slurred over in pronunciation; but entirely to omit it

in articulate pronunciation is organically impossible; 7xaw, Taxar. Tai Spoy,
**Spov. x* x*g. dyège, ay?gic. 7-gayo, crane, yepator, y; air. Ogm,

Ogham. Frat, Forat. Cneph. Canef, Cnute, Canute tres, ter. tritus, tero.
virgo, virago. Sarmata, Sauromata. know, kenow. knife, canife, etc. This

habit of human language should be borne in mind and used, discreetly, by
etymologists. On the contrary, many have fallen into the error of making
mere formative endings significant. Mr. Bryant probably would make out
of rugyo, Pyr-Chus, the Fire of Cush, just as he and others make Bacchus

be Bar-Chus; but this is sad work. Pyr'G is the Fire of the Waters, or
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hence also a Royal hall of Presence or of Justice was Atrium.
Ater, black, is the first part of the word Atr-Eus, and whether

black was so called because some of his progeny in Africa con
tracted that colour, or for other reasons, I know not.

Kexas

or x=Axivos comes from a verbal root implying Power or Com
mand, and the word is sometimes used in that sense without
allusion to colour,

#%avorgy dAE8 x=xxivoy agua.”.
If he were the eldest son of Cush, he must have been very old
indeed when this war took place, which does not appear to
have been the case, though both he and his brother were in
the mature vigour of the then life of man. Homer names
three successions from Pelops, Atreus, Thyestes, Agamemnon.
Subsequent fables have mixt up the most loathsome fictions

with the history of these heroes. The incest of Thyestes, the
cannibal infanticide of Atreus, and the darkening of the Sun,
nay the entire change of his course in the Heavens. These
Og the Fire. The same critic, Mr. Bryant, used to turn feminine endings
into ai, the land, as Larissa, Laris-Ai, Magnesia, Magnes-Ai. It sometimes
happened to this great genius to get the wrong sow by the ear.

To return to the name Atri and its meaning [whether prime or secondary]
of Black, I have said in the text that some of his progeny in Africa acquired
that colour. That certainly did happen, notwithstanding the eagerness with
which the sophists of the day endeavour to find in the difference of colour a
contradiction to those archives deposited in God's Temple, which they call

the Jewish history. In what manner and from what particular causes the
climate so acted upon this and many other African peoples remains wholly

unexplained; but the climate certainly did effect this change; for the Holy
Spirit, when delivering a fine allegory of the pilgrimage of the Queen of
Sheba, wherein the Spiritual love of that Saint for the Wisdom of King
Solomon, is likened to the zeal of the faithful Church for her King, the
Preacher, the Son of David, the King of Jerusalem, makes the daughter of

Cush exclaim, “Look not upon me, because I am BLACK, because the sun
hath looked upon me.” So says the Ethiopian in unmistakeable words, but
nobody will believe her; for the spirit of the fool Margites is abroad, which
IIoxx tigato Figya, xxxws & rivate Tayta.
In this, as in many other things, the Queen of the South shall rise in judg
ment against many.
20 Eur, H. F. v. 780. K.)-'ng is The Son.
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enormities, unknown to Homer, as applicable to Atreus, really
belong to another age and very different people. To whom,
and to what they belong we will hereafter shew. But Homer
gives us no intimation that Atreus and Thyesta were brothers,

or that the lineal course of descent was at all interrupted.
His words are calculated to give the contrary notion,

'Areaus way Sv%awy Éxitsy toxvragvi Gussy
'Avrag öy dura Qves' 'Ayapauvoys Asire poëzya.
>

The confusion arose afterwards from the Royal Cushim being
called, by reason of their birth-right, Atreidae, and 'Argeo;
Joi. But this only means Hereditary Princes by primo
geniture, and not actual sons; for Orestes who upon every
scheme was at least grandson of Atreus is an Atreid,
'Ex yap'Ogasao Tia's #ggeral 'Arpsi}xo,
and Hercules being grandson of Alceus was therefore called
Alceides”.

And it was from a consciousness of the truth

that they were really grandsons of Atreus that one Plisthenes”
was foisted into the pedigree, as son of Atreus, and father of
the Atreid Kings. Atreid is a title rather than a name, it is
Royal Prince, Black Prince, or Prince Palatine. The Bastard”
son of Thyestes, AEgisthus, was consequently not Atreides but
Thyestiades”, being called after his father, while even Orestes
was an Atreid. The title IIoxvExpy, The Great Lamb or Ram,
has engendered the story of Thyestes his Golden Fleece. We
may also understand the story of fraternal incest which occurs

in this family: it was between Ægisthus half-brother of Aga
memnon and the Wife of the latter. This history, through
Danish legends, has come upon our stage. The fratricidal
incest of Ægisthus, and the vengeance and mental derange
ment of Orestes, all unite in the history of Hamlet or the
21 Serv. in W. MEn. vi. v. 392.

* V. Dict. Cret. L, 1. c. 1.
23 Hyg. F. 87.
24 Od. iv. 518.
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Lesser Ham, a title founded upon the same principle as
Atrides. The pedigree stands thus,
Pelops—Ham

Atreus—Cush
Thyesta—Seba
—l

Aga Memnon.

Menelaus.

Egisthus, Bastard.

Orestes.

This great leader of the sect called Sabian was, as I suppose,
the Bacchus Enyalius of the Lacedaemonians”. And it was
in all probability from the name of his family, Seba or Saba,
coupled with the etymon or true sense, whatever it was, of
that name, that he was called Sabus and his party Sabian.
This name was variously modified, Sabus, Sabbus, Sab-Inus,
Sabus-Cut-Eles, Sab-Ardalech, etc. Xz:885 yag vuy it woxxon
Ts; Baxxag waxaal.”. The etymon I believe is Host, Multi

tude, Congregation. This applies many ways. His party
were the Assemblage of nations against One. They recog
nised a great plurality of Deities. They did not worship One
Self-existing Fire or Pelor, as the Buddhists or Magians did,
but all the luminaries or host of heaven.

Sabus was assisted

in his wars by a most able general and counsellor, Pan or
Hanuman, of whom hereafter.

-

IV. The party of Priam, avogs; taugorspot”, were his own
vastly numerous progeny, who had grown up in the course of
about five hundred years that he had then lived, and the re
fugees of the Asylum or "Exyouoy. They were the offspring
of his Six real or Seven nominal Sons, Seba, Havila, Sabtah,

Raamah or Sheba and Dedan, Sabtechah, and Nimrod; and
perhaps also of divers bastards that He and his Sons may have
25 Macr. L. 1. c. 19.

* Plut. Symp. iv.
27 Il. 2. v. 122.
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had: for although one bastard, Nimrod, is named by Moses,
it does not follow that he had not others by his concubines.

There was abundant reason for mentioning that great man,
and admitting him into the catalogue of sons. The two sons,
above mentioned, of Raamah, like those of Joseph, formed two
houses in reality, though in strict law they were only half
tribes. Probably the great magnitude of the house of Raamah
led to this division, as well as an hankering after the number

seveN, I can prove that the division was made upon that
principle. The six sons of Cush had all a number of sons; it
was not peculiar to Raamah to have Two; nay he himself
must doubtless have had many more. The naming of these
two can only be as heads of tribes. But Keturah, the second

wife of Abraham, had like Cush Six Sons; and strange to say
one of them only, Jokshan, is mentioned, like Raamah, as
having Two Sons; but, strangest of all, THEIR names are
Sheba and Dedan”!

The former circumstance would be a

curious chance, the latter cannot be chance. If it can, nothing
is impossible, nothing absurd. The truth is, that Keturah, a
pagan, and imitating the greatest of human families, made a
septimal division of hers, and in doing so borrowed the very
same names”.

“The sons of Cush were Seba and Havila and Sabtah and
Raamah and Sabtecha.

-

28 1 Chron. c. 1. v. 32.

* She boasted of her seven sons, and compared them in this pointed
manner to the Family who were called Gods, and one of her neighbours and
cotemporaries was turned into a rock while bewailing the fate of her friends
in Sodom. It is certainly not impossible that these events, distinct in them
selves, but nearly agreeing in time and place, may have coalesced into one
fable. In treating of Castes, heretofore, I have observed that the honours
assumed to themselves by the Cushim, or at least the sacerdotal part of them,
are promised to the Abrahamidae. It was the knowledge of this which raised
the mistaken pride of Abraham's heathen wife. Midian was so famous a
name in Cush's family that it is nearly equivalent to AEthiopia or Cushan,
V. Ex. 2. v. 15. Numb. 12. v. 1. Hab. c. 3. v. 7, and that name Keturah

gave to one of her sons, Gen. c. 25, v. 2, the ancestor, I presume, of those
whom Gideon subdued, Judg. c. 8. v. 28.
-
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“And Cush Begat Nim-Rod.
one on the earth.”

He began to be a mighty
-

This mode of writing may seem to imply that Nimrod was
BY FAR the youngest of the Six, as it doth also pretty clearly
imply that the fact of Cush's Begetting him was in doubt
with many.
For him to have been in the bloom of life, a huntsman and

a warrior of unrivalled beauty, at the time of the Great War,

he must have been younger than his brothers beyond all pro
portion. He must have been yet Young, according to the
Youth of those days, when their posterity had become a great,
may by many degrees the greatest of nations. There is reason
to think that his grandson served in the concluding months
of the siege of Ilion, after his death. If he were twenty-five

when he begat his first son, and he again twenty-five when he
did the like, and the grandson thirty when he commanded the
forces of his deceased progenitor, he would be Himself about

four-score when he died: a vigorous and flourishing time of
life. If Cush were, as I suppose, five hundred years of age
at the siege of Babel, and begot a son at thirty, his eldest son,
if living, would then have been four hundred and seventy, or
very nearly four centuries older than the youngest.
A father upwards of four hundred years old, an unusual age
among the Noachidae of the third degree, would with difficulty
obtain credit for engendering him; and the offspring would

pass either for Supposititious, or else born of the Mother but
falsely filiated, or lastly as an Anti-God. In the kingdoms of
the East, and among the superstitious of most nations, daemo
niacal incubation has met with a general belief, the nauseous
details of which may be found in the Daemonology of King
James the First; and it was upon the revival of that idea that
Alexander, son of Philip, founded his title to the Realm of

Asia. The setting up of an Anti-God or Anti-Christ was,
and yet will be, the favourite work and masterpiece of the
Evil Power, and of his satellites the impenitent daimones: and

it may fairly be supposed that they contributed to give colour
to that imposture by all means within their faculty. Few
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general superstitions are unfounded in fact, although they are
often erroneously applied to particular cases, and even to ages
when they have long ceased to occur. I believe that the
Antagonist Power possest and exercised the means of infusing

a generative vigour into the loins of the Old King, therein
working a daemoniacal wonder analogous to the divine inter

positions in the procreations of Isaac and Samuel, and affording
a plausible similitude to another miracle which I may forbear
to name.

As of Cush, in Nim-Rod, came the Anti-Christ, the false

Temple, the Confusion of Tongues, the Discord and Wars of
Nations, so of Abraham, in Isaäc came the Christ, the Temple
of God, the Lord of Tongues once more manifest, the reunion
of the nations and Peace.

In both lines came Universal Mo

narchy founded upon a Catholic Church. They are opposed
in a striking relation, as Bel to Babel, Heaven to Chaos. The
age of Isaac's mother at the time of his birth was, like that of
Nim-Rod's father, so far advanced as to excite mistrust and

laughter. “It had ceased to be with Sarah after the manner
of women . . . wherefore did Sarah laugh, saying shall I of

a surety bear a child which am old?” Abraham called the
son Isaac or Laughter, and Sara said “God hath made me to
laugh, all that hear will laugh with me.” But the same
circumstance was also regarded in the Pagan mysteries as an

inseparable accompaniment to the birth of the regenerating
Man-God.

He at whom his mother laughed not, might

neither sit at the table of the Gods, nor share the bed of the

mystic bride,

Incipe parve puer Risā cognoscere Matrem,
Matri longa decem tulerunt fastidia menses.
Incipe parve puer. Cui non risere parentes
Non Deus hunc mensã, Deanec dignata cubiliest.
Nimrod was the Fourth of the Five Zoroasters, and I read in

an ancient Latin author” that Zoroaster broke into laughter
* Solin. Pol. c. 1. p. 5 ed. Salmas.
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at the very hour of his Birth. This alludes to the laughter
and scoffing at the birth of Nim-Rod, an idea which made the
stronger impression by reason of the laughter and ridicule to
which Tubal Cain, the youngest of the three Lamechidae, was
exposed, by reason it is said of his personal deformity, ATCasos

ö 29 #ywgro y=xw; waxapagat Saoirl. The laughter of those
who heard Sarah was not wholly voluntary, and what began

in insolent derision ended in that dreadful passion the Sardonic
laughter, whereby it was thought that the insolent scoffer was
made to laugh an unextinguishable laughter at ills he knew

not of, yyzăuotaly 2xxorpiolaiv, which we vulgarly render the

wrong side of his mouth. This was the passion to which the
gods became subject when they would laugh at the bruised
heel of Vulcan the lame-footed Iön: and the suitors of the

bride when their hour was at hand,

uw,5%al os II.xxxx; 'A% w?
'Art'ss-ov yaxov wers, togetxayásy % woux".
Those who laughed with sari were the subjects of Abimelech
the Canaanite, grinning sardonically at the child whose pro
geny should smite theirs with the sword, and drive them out
before the hissing fly. The laughing of fiends is a common
incident in praeternatural romances, and alludes to the unex
tinguishable laughter excited by the daemons in the deriders
of Vulcan and Nimrod; and perhaps upon those occasions the
Baiuoys; themselves were heard to laugh aloud.
We have a curious legend of the extraordinary generation
of Nimrod in his father's old age. Clymenus [Cham] king of
the Minyan Orchomenus had five sons. Erg-Inus was the

Eldest of them, and succeeded to his father's kingdom. He
laid the Thebans under tribute, which gave rise to a great
rebellion against him, to his death, and to the capture by
stratagem and destruction of his capital”. This King in his
31 See Seneca's horrible scene of Thyestes at supper.
32 Paus. L. ix, c. 17. Diod. L. iv, c. 10.
S
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old age consulted the Pythian Oracle to have issue, and re

ceived this response by no means so obscure as the Pythonissa
was wont to deal in,

Egyivs KAvusyoto Tai IIgsa Cavizzo
'OW #X68; yews/v 3.8musvog axx āti was vvy

'Isoão, yetov" va, Toričaxx=xogwww.v.
Obeying the mandate he begot Trophonius and Agamedes; it
was whispered however that Apollo was really Trophonius's
father, and not Erginus. When they grew up, says Pausanias,
they proved desperate fellows at building temples and palaces.
They built the Delphian Temple of Apollo, and the Treasury
of Hyrieus *. But Hyrieus was Cush himself, the father or
putative father of Orion; and Trophonius is Vulcan *. In
this narration we have the history of the affair very credibly
given, and we have also a strong proof how completely Nimrod
was identified with Vulcan the Antediluvian Architect.

It

only remains to be observed, that Erginus got two sons, on E
only of whom was divine, by which is meant that his son had
a double nature, Divine and Human, united in Life, but in

Death divided, the former ascending to the Heaven of the

Gods, the latter descending to the kingdom of Hades as a
ghost or disembodied soul,
'EiðwAoy. 'Avros be us?' 20avarolgi Ogolo".
This Birth, either bastard or supposititious or Divine,
meets us at every turning. Vulcan” was born of Juno
without father, and Mars” also without father.

From Jove,

the false Amphitryon, and Alcumena sprang ‘Hercules; the
Second, that is, the Warrior and Huntsman Arthur from

Pen-Dragon, the false Gorloés, and Iögerne,
33 Paus. ib. c. 37.
34 Cic. N. D. L. 3. c. 22.

35 Theogon. Hesiod. v. 927. Apollod. L. 1. c. 3. See Nephes Ogli, Bayle
Dict.

36 Ovid. Fast. L. W. v. 258.

-
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from

-

gravida Arturo fatali fraude Iögerne
Mendaces vultus adsumtaque Gorlois arma;
Jove and Danaë, Perseus; from Apollo and Creusa, Iön;

from Neptune and Æthra, Theseus; from Mars and the vestal
Ilia, Romulus; from a daemon and a nun, Merlin, the Amphion

of Ambresbury, of whom it is said that “he” was an illegiti
mate child, whose mother fearing that, if she acknowledged
an illicit connexion, the king would put her to death, made
oath that he had no father.” From the Dragon Jupiter
Ammon and Olympias, Alexander. I may add the Phrygian
reaper Lityerses, who was wont to feast people abundantly,
and then inviting them to reap with him in his corn fields
mow their heads off,

Tov dy?goupon rvgov provnusy,
"Apt, Sagital, row £ayov 33 332 yuar,

"Avrig wuxiaoz; xpatos dopavoy pepsi,
Taxây Sapis my w; dyāy #15-17sy,
a fable which, I suppose, has a common origin with that of
Tarquin and the poppy heads. This Lityerses was [nominally
at least] the son of king Midas, so renowned for his wealth

and folly, but he is termed by the ancient satirist above cited
a supposititious bastard, and the son of a mysterious mother,
Ka}\aivai Tarpi;, x9xxia T0%is

M38 yagovros, jaris air #xwy ove
'Hyaaas, xxi vây partos év,63; dyay.
'Ouro; 3 #xsive traig tapatxas-os vojos

Myrgos 6' otola; ; Taxaq àris avai".
The child of ridicule was cast forth and exposed to de
struction, Vulcan by Jove, Perseus by Acrisius, Theseus by
his father, and CEdipus likewise, Romulus by Amulius, Cyrus

[whose history is that of Romulus] by his grandfather, and
Amphion upon Mount Cithaeron, but the power which was
37 Nennius, c. 42. cit. Rob. Pop. Ant. Wales, p. 60.

* Sosib. in Bibl. der Alten Liter. vol. 3. p. 10. where the text is corrupt.
s 2
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thought to have produced him preserved him. Romulus,
Cyrus, CEdipus, Amphion, were preserved by shepherds; and
of Iön, Romulus, and Perseus, it is said that they were set
afloat in arks and so preserved: it is highly probable that the
Shepherd's ark is the manger, which same place of rest was
afterwards adopted by the true Messiah 39.
Meanwhile his mother was meditating a great imposture,
-

and when grown to puberty he came forth, no longer pro
fessing to be the son of Cush, which had been so much de
rided, but avowing himself the son of Jove or Ham, who in
his Dragon form,
u%raqi A, w;

@%rvToy Säuävo; u%??” by opepolo 3%axovros,
had compressed his mother. The youth was received with
open arms by the ambitious family of his father, to whom his
imposture, supported by a transcendant genius, offered such

high destinies. Old Cush himself, though he could scarcely
be deceived, was unwilling or unable to resist the current, and
continued a tool and, as our poet says, a Tower of Strength
in the hands of the Cushim during all the struggles that fol

lowed, in the last scene of which he closed his long life by the
sacrilegious hands of one of his own posterity.
I observed that Cush's family must have multiplied with an
extraordinary increase, to enable it to assert its superiority,
and contend single handed against the world. Of the great
fecundity of this family we find several traces; and generally
in the history of some man having fifty sons. Lycaon, son of
Pelasgus, Tsyrykowitz Traióx; #yayya's, men of the most over
weening character; but Jove destroyed them all except the
youngest Nyctimus";
IIoxAoi's you.01;

ösösixto Teyrn:ovratraig

'AXX &a=&e; GAzarmuz Twy Taxywy #2v".
39 V. Luke, c. 2. v. 11.
* Apollod. L. 3. c. 8. s. 1.
* Iambi ap. Tz, in Lyc. v. 481.
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Nicholas of Damascus represents Lycaon, son of Pelasgus, as
a good man who #pvXatre ra ra IIatpo; #177 ymuxta #y 31, alo
avy, but adds that his Fifty sons were impious, introduced
human sacrifice, and were destroyed by lightning”.

Noah,
or some cotemporary chief at the time of the flood, is called

Lycaon by Ovid, but this is a very different person from Lycaon
5 Tavrikovratzig, who was the son of Pelasgus or the Schis
matic, by which Ham is meant, being so termed with respect

to the first and in truth by far the most important schism,
that between him and his brothers. Although this king was,
by cause of the vastness of his progeny, named pentecontapais,
the truth was never the less remembered that he had Six Sons

the Heads of as many tribes,
'Tiss; # #yayovro Avkzovo; avT,55010
'Oy Tor #Tixte II*Azayo; *.
In a legend of somewhat later date we find AEgyptus with his
fifty sons, and
Aayao; 5 IIsvrip-owra Svyatsgwy Tar?".
These prolific fathers were said to be twin sons of Bel.

Da

naus means Cush, and is the male form of Danae, the mother

of Perseus or Nimrod, and it is likewise the very same name
[putting the wagoy for the buxov] as Tanaus the founder of the
Scythian monarchy, whose reign extended even into Egypt*.
The fable is founded upon the violent dissensions that occurred
in Egypt between the descendants of Cush and those of the
two Misrs, after the

catastrophe

of the Red Sea, which was

so disastrous to the former. The story of Egyptus and Danaus being twins of Bel is a mistake arising from this source,

that the twin Misraim are denoted by the name Egyptus,
4.
*
44
45

Fragm. ed.
Hesiod, ap.
Eur. Arch.
Just. Epit.

Orell. p. 41.
Strab. L. v. p. 313.
ap. Strab. L. 5. p. 313. AEsch, Prom. 359.
L. 1. c. 1.
-

-
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Cinyras, king of Cyprus, a great mythic name of Cush", was
another IIeyrykøyrarai; with fifty daughters; and the Giant
Pallas had Fifty sons, the Pallantidae, by whom Theseus was
said to have been expelled; this is a somewhat erroneous my

thology, which I need not stop to rectify. The first inha
bitants of Britain were “hideous Giants 47.”

But whence they sprong or how they were begot
Uneath is to assure; uneath to wene

That monstrous error which doth some assot,
That Diocletian's FIFTY daughters shene
Into this land by chance have driven bene,

Where companing with fiends and filthy sprites
Thro' vain illusion of their lust unclene,
They brought forth Giants, and such dreadful wights
As far exceeded men in their immeasured mights.
This Rephaim progeny of the II syrp.oyratai; were destroyed

by Brutus, the same personage I believe as that Ionian or
Iounian by whose artifices [as the Romans fabled] the re
doubtable Tar-Quin was made to Go Out.

King Priamus, who reigned in the City at the time of the
great siege, had Fifty Sons,

-

IIaytºvovira wo, #72, 51 Aujov dies Axalwy,
and in his palace
IIeyryxovir àvaray Saxauol #85-010 Au%io
IIAyatov dAAMAwy 388wmuavor £v6x0a traiča;
Kolutivro IIpiapólo Trapa w,57; 3A0%ion".

There was an adage upon fecundity”, She breeds like a
Chalcidic woman, which related to one Combe or Chalcis, who
is said to have borne her husband one hundred children. We

have shewn that the Chalcidicum was the consecrated part of
46 Eust. in Il. xi. p. 827.

47 Faërie Queen. B. 2. C. 10. Sts. 7 and 8. In Sprott's Chronicle it is

Cecrops instead of Diocletian. Part 2. p. 83, 4.
48 Il. vi. 254. xxiv. 495.
49 Zenod. Cent. vi. Prov. 50.
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Cush's imperial dwelling, and the Ovum or Hyperovum of his
fatal concubine: and it is plain that the Chalcidic Century
of Children are the fifty sons and fifty daughters of Priam.

Though Lycaon had fifty sons, yet was he said to have six;
the first number expressing the multitude of offspring, and
the second being the natural number of Cuthean phylarchs
without dividing Raamah. So likewise, although Combe was
mother of the Hundred children, she was also mother of the
Seven sons, wit," &tratoxos. Her name, the feminine of Attis
Combabus, might be written Combaba, and is I believe just
equivalent to Cybaba. To that I refer the following gloss of
Meursius”, Kours&x, Cubeba; which plant is known as a
most violent aphrodisiac. Cybaba or Cybebe, mother of the
Gods, is described,

cENTUM complexa nepotes
Omnes coelicolas, omnes supera alta tenentes,
but it would be a hard thing to enumerate one hundred Dii
Superi. The posterity of Cuth were called Gods and God
desses, and from his name comes the gentile appellation Goth,
which is now our vernacular name for the deity. In Hero
dotus his time the Getae or Goths were styled the Immortals.
The Pelasgic Cushim, even down to the swineherd Eumaeus,
were all Divi, and their language was called that of the Gods.
Those who settled near Meroë were called Macrobii”, not, as I

believe, for their longevity, but their divinity, like as AEschylus
saith Bagočional Saola", and the noble guards of the Iranian
King were called 'Ajayarol. The Centum are the hundred
chiefs of the house of Cush, agreeing with the fifty sons and
fifty daughters in the other histories, and the Hundred HEADs
of Typhaeus, Briareus, and other monsters representing the
Scythian Giants.
These are perhaps round numbers. It is impossible to say
* Johan. Meurs. Gloss. p. 260. Ray Hist. Plant. vol. 2. p. 1813.

* Indeed these very AEthiopes, whom Herodotus terms Macrobii, were by
others styled Athanati. Bion ap. Athen. L. xiii. c. 2. s. 20.

•

*
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what number of individuals did in so protracted a life actually
spring from his loins; it might have been less or greater.
But I see no good reason for supposing that all those who are
mentioned by Homer and others as his so Ns, and active war
riors in the last years of his life, were generated by him. So
long as the direct progeny of any patriarch resided under his
paternal roof and protection, they were, I conceive, without

impropriety called his sons. And I believe that practice went
farther. We have seen the divine race of Cybele called her
grand-children, and we have also seen Orestes, the grand or
great-grandson of Atreus, called Atreides. The same mode
of speaking seems familiar to the Hebrews, and some theorists
who wish to exculpate Ham to the prejudice of his Son Canaan
would explain Noah's younger son to mean his younger grand
son; I regret that I have lost the reference to the book from
which I made the following extract, Il faut traduire, etc. le

plus jeune de ses petits-fils, car le Hebreu Ben peut s'entendre
d’un petit fils. These are the Sons of Bathshemath Esau's
wife, saith Moses, when speaking of her grandsons the children
of her son Revel". We have mentioned that Nimrod probably
fell at about the age of eighty, being still reputed to be in the
bloom of life, and we read some verses in Hesiod * from which
it would seem that it was not uncommon for men to attain

that age and more under their mother's roof, having never
been foris-familiated; and I suppose that Hector”, Alex
ander, Deiphobus, and the other chiefs of the Troes or Sen

maarian Cuthim, were unemancipated grand-children, sleeping
in the chambers and dining at the board of their venerable
ancestor. Unhappily they were not “like the olive branches,
round about his table.”
51 Gen. c. 36. v. 17.

5. There is nothing in the whole text of the Works and Days so abomi

nably absurd as this interpolation; but it is probably founded upon the
manners of the primitive patriarchate, as explained in my text.
5. It is true that Hector calls Hecuba his mother: but that is no proof.
She was however rather a young woman, v. Iliad. 16. v. 716, and may there
fore have given him birth.
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That I am right in arguing that Cush was the Pentekon
tapais, and that the Cuthaean or Scythian nation was that of
the fifty clans, appears from an express declaration of Timonax
the historian of Scythia, that there were Fifty Peoples of the
Scythians, Twy Xxv6.jy #y, Tsyrykovtz". The extraordinary
multitude of this race [who were doubtless called locusts, as
well from their swarming numbers, as from their being earth
born] is attested in two great passages of Greek history. The
nation of the Thracians, says Herodotus”, is the greatest,
after the Indians, of all men, and if governed by one man
would be irresistible and, in my estimation, much the greatest

of nations. But that is difficult, not to say impossible, for
them, and for that reason they are weak. Thucydides says,
No one nation in Europe, or even in Asia, would be able to
resist the Scythians were they unanimous. But neither in
that respect, nor in other matters of prudence relating to the
immediate concerns of life, are they like unto other nations".
These two sentences are nearly equivalent in their meaning,
and evidently relate to the same people, but Herodotus uses
the word Thracians, which belonged to a part of the Scythae,
but which was not given to the whole body; in this point

Thucydides, who for the rest hath nearly transcribed his re
mark, when speaking of the armament of Sitalces the Thracian,
corrects him. We may estimate the greatness of this testimony
to the Scythae, when we have recollected that the historians
speak of the warlike and nomad peoples of Europe and Central
Asia only, to whom the proper designation of Scythians was
then confined, whereas the house of Cush furnished the popu
lation of Nilotic Cush, of Barbary in Africa, a very large por
tion of that of Greece and Italy, as well as the noble caste in
all the other nations.

Having cited from the profane authorities many places to
shew that this formidable family owed their power to their
s: Tim. L. 1. ap. Sch. Ap. Rhod. iv. v. 321.
55 Herod. v. c. 3. in the same he says that the Getae were Thracians.
56 Thuc. L., 2. c. 97.
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fecundity, I will advert to one striking allusion in holy writ.
In vain might the Baa'l Navs Tryavrwy have stood in battle
Tuuvoy roãoy #%øy xzi ätt wave?ly disov
had not his quiver been filled with those shafts which the
Lord gives to whatever house he would exalt; never would
Hercules "7 have been “a King over all the Earth from the

rising to the setting sun.” But “like as are the ARRows in
the hand of the GIANT *, even so are the young children.
Happy is the Man who hath his quiver full of them. They
shall not be ashamed when they speak with their enemies in
the gate.” Here is unfolded in terms not to be mistaken the
secret of that preeminence which the Archer Rephaim enjoyed,

and might have enjoyed to this day, had they borne in mind,
that, Except the Lord build the House, their labour is but
lost that build it, Except the Lord keep the City, the watch
man watcheth but in vain.

We have noticed, in touching upon Roman history, that
their census or enumeration of the people was ascribed to one
Servius Tullius the predecessor of the Superb Tar-Quin, and
we have also shewn that this character in their annals is a
type of Cush, or at least of the father of Nimrod, ra Taga

Txas's voja.

We have also seen the father of a wonderful

progeny, Amphion, offending heaven in the pride of his pater
nity, and so bringing down ruinous judgments on his whole
race: and I am sorry I can no longer call to mind in what
ancient writer I read this sentence, that, The Scythians were
the first men who used a written code of laws, but afterwards,

and in consequence of their great pride, became the most un
fortunate of men.

I believe that, among the various causes

assigned of old for the calamities which befel the subjects of
Cush, his pride in causing them to be numbered, with a view
to the revival of castes, and consequent aggrandizement of his

own offspring, was one. And this leads me to speak of the
57 Dion. Chrys. p. 12. ed. Casaubon.
58 Psalm 127.
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numbering of another people in whose destinies we have ob
served some points of similitude, as also of contrast, to those
of the AEthiopic house. At a period of King David's life when
he appears to have been flourishing” in righteousness and in
the favour of God, that Creature whose functions and character

belong to the law of the universe, and are therefore in all pro
bability imperfectly understood even by himself, seeing that

the full intelligence of efficient and final causes can hardly
belong to any excepting only him Who is the Beginning and

the End, and those to whom he may give it, and who is called
by the Chronicler Satan, and by the author of Samuel [who
sometimes" used that style of nuncupation] The Wrath of
God", was again kindled against Israel, and provoked the
King to give an order, saying, Go Number Israel and Judah.
This order was executed with the greatest reluctance by the
lieutenant of the kingdom, Joab, the King's nephew, a man
of splendid virtues and abilities, but whose life was at last for
feited for his unlawful and violent deeds. Upon the sum of a
character so mixt and chequered it is expedient for a mortal
to pronounce no judgment.
It is observable that David, in
his testamentary charge, mentions “what he did to me,”
meaning, what I humbly conceive to have been his humane
and patrièc conduct in destroying Absalom, but Solomon in

giving order for his death only mentions his shedding of
“INNoceNT blood,” that of two men “more righteous and
better than he,” to wit, Abner and Amasa. David was a man

accessible to all the temptations of humanity, and among others
to that cruel and selfish compassion which would have sacri
ficed the peace, the property, and the lives of a nation en
trusted by God into his keeping to the preservation of a
59 V. 2. Sam. cs. 22, 23.
60 V. c. 23. vs. 1 and 3.

6, 1 Chron. c. 21. v. 1. 2 Sam. c. 24. v. 1. We do not read of any sect of
Davidèans, agreeing with that of the Herodians, but we hear much in the
Psalms, of liars and flatterers, who made a pit for his soul, who held of su
perstitious vanities, etc. I could wish these poems to be examined by com
petent judges in the point of view which I here designate.

-
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scoundrel who was connected with him in blood. As a vulgar
notion exists that this conduct of the King is favoured in
Scripture, it is useful, and specially in times like the present,
to point out the contrary truth. Such as he was, the son of
Zeruiah stood up like a faithful, that is, a free counsellor, to

oppose this mandate, The Lord make his people an hundred
times so many more as they be, but, my lord the King, are
they not all my lord's servants? why then doth my lord re
quire this thing? Why will he be a cause of trespass to Israel?
In consequence of David's perseverance a pestilence fell upon
the people and destroyed seventy thousand, and the MEssengeR
stood between heaven and earth with his sword stretched out

over Jerusalem, but God stayed the hand of his Messenger,
and David and the people made a public humiliation before
God. The nature of this Trespass, as Joab calls it, is one of

the most obscure questions arising out of the Divine writings.
My own impression is, that David had been led by the Enemy
into the sin of Cush, and of Antichrist, that of seeking to esta

blish prematurely and in his own person the prophetic kingdom
of Christ, applying literally to himself what only appertained
to him symbolically and by anticipation of the future; an error
similar to that which the same Tempter sought to impose upon
the human infirmity of his Incarnate Master, that is, a pre
mature manifestation of the Glory and Power which are here
after to be displayed, and of the Kingdom which is to come.
In that case the Census would have borne a close analogy to
that of Cush, being mainly directed to this great object, the
distributing the people among the surrounding nations as a
Caste of Royal Priests, or Magistrates of the Theocracy. For
a moment the spirit of Anti-Christ appeared to be revealed,
and the deluded King was about to have seated himself in the

- Temple of God, shewing himself that he was God. Already
had Michael the Prince stood up to vindicate his own princi

pality, his sword was extended over the Glorious Holy Moun
tain, appearing between Heaven and Earth with the sound of
a trumpet and the Voice of the Chief Messenger. But the
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hour was not yet come, and the evil had not taken root; the
Diabolic illusion passed away from the sound heart of the
King like the fumes of midnight intemperance from a strong
man's head. God declared to Abraham, I will multiply thy
seed as the stars of heaven, and as the sand which is upon
the sea shore”, and that brings me back to old Cush and his
Census. There was a man proverbially famous in Greece, like
Margites, for his folly, by name Polydorus or Coicylion, of
whose infatuation this proof was cited, that he endeavoured
to number the waves of the sea".

It is evident that this

story hath an occult meaning, for the silly recreation of some
half-witted fellow such as there are hundreds could never

come into an example. But we fortunately know that Poly
dorus was Cush, son of Cadmus and heir to his kingdom, but
father of Pentheus or Nimrod", who took much of the power
into his own hands, and I nothing doubt that the numbering
of the waves is the numbering of the people, the wisdom of
which act sober people appear to have estimated no higher
than afterwards Joab did.

As Cush enumerated the Waves,

so did David, in a manner, count “the Sand which is upon
the sea shore,” Wauws 7 apifluoy, xzi warga Saxxaans. I have
seen an account of the superstitions of Germany, entitled Po

pular Tales of the Germans", giving a description of a most
eccentric Daemon who was called Number Nip, because of his
strange fancy for counting the roots in every turnip field.
This is but another version of Polydorus, the Foolish Enu

merator; and the turnips, which

he was able to convert into

human beings, were the TWyavaig. His residence was the
Giant-Mountain. A charming bride was to be the reward of
his numeration which was long unsuccessful, but no sooner
had he completed his laborious task than she mounted a Fiery
Pegasus and vanished from his sight for ever.
62 Gen. c. 22. v. 17.
63 V. AElian. V. H. L. 13. c. 15. Eust, in Hom. Od. I. x.
64 Pausan. L. ix. c. 5.

65 Vol. 1. p. 37, 38.
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V. Homer had no knowledge of any Tithonus, son of Lao
medon and brother of Priam, for the pretended genealogy in
L. 20. v. 237 is wholly false and insititious.

Laomedon (or

Ham) it is true had Five sons, and Tithonus or Priam was

the eldest, but the making two persons of them is quite a
jumble. Why did not Tithonus succeed to the throne of his
father Laomedon rather than Priam P. The truth is, that the

name Priamus was given to Cush by the Homeridae, as a title,

during his life. After death, and when translated to the skies,
he got from later fablers that of Tithonus the AEthiop, hus
band of the Morning. No man can believe that the bedfellow
of Aurora" is meant by Homer for the King's elder brother;
but he was in later times so called, and the mightiest of his
children, the Son of the Morning.
Susa, Shushan, or Chusistan, bears the name of king Cush,
and that city was founded by Tithonus the father of Mem

non". The mother of that hero, vulgarly Aurora, is called
by the geographer Kissia, and certainly either gives, or derives

from, the title of the Kissine bulwark, of which Eschylus
sung,

Kai To Traxaloy Kigalvoy #x2;
Avrièstroy #aaarai,

which I take to have been the Tower or Pergamus of Susa;
its Chalcidicum, the Memnonium being its Basilica. I cannot
agree with those who would wish to force the proper name of
Cush out of this word, nor is it at all requisite, the Ivy being
a plant so peculiarly dedicated to the mysteries of that Female

Power who dwelt in the Tower, and Alo, dryloxolo
"risi xiao'oxirwyn".
Ivy was the evergreen vine of sobriety, opposed to that which

yielded its maddening juice and then became subject to the
66 L. xi. v. 1. The goddess herself was called Tito and Dido.
is a male inflexion of that name.

6: Strab. Geogr. L. 15. p. 1031.
* Orph. Lithic. v. 257.

Tithonus
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wintry death, and not of sobriety only but, as xiaoroxiTwy im
plies, of modesty also, being the leafy apron of primaeval shame.
I must add that I conceive that the Feminine principle is
adumbrated by the vine and ivy which cling for support either
to the ivy-mantled Tower or to the marital elm, both of which
alike designate the Arbos Antiqua Ithyphallus. The Greek
name of ivy is vernacular among us as a verb, of which the
sense was formerly larger and more liberal than it now is in
common use. We may perceive in all this the severe purity
of Scythism, as opposed to the vine-clad Nysaean mount, and
its wanton reeling Bassarides.
There appears to me good reason for thinking the Greeks
acknowledged a positive East. Euripides" in his Phaeton
-

called the city of the AEthiopians, where the Titan Merops
reigned, Aurora or the East, the Stables of the Sun's horses,

Kaxão" 3 duty yeToys; usXaw3.oro,
'Ew pasyvoy HXis S. ittosaasis,
and Homer agreeably to this mentions the island of Circe,
situate upon the Ocean Stream of Hades, as the dwelling of
Aurora and the Place of the Sun's positive rising

Nigov is 'Alzlay #1 * 'Hās iblysyar,
'Oixia xx, Xopol #171, x2, avroxzi 'HaA1010,
and he brings the swineherd Eumaeus from another fortunate
island where, as he says, were the Turnings of the Sun,
6% Taotal 'Hexioio.

Nonnus calls some city toxi; H8;, and asks if it be not the
oldest in the world. We learn from Orpheus that Aiaia was
the Therapna, and from Homer that it was the place of the
Morn and the Sun-rising, but from Euripides we farther
learn that Therapna was also the Place of the Sun-rising, and
moreover that Ilion was that Therapna, the LIMIT upon which
the Sun first shines,

-

* Ap. Strab. L. 1. and see Mimnermus in Athen. Deipn. xi. s. 39. p. 239.
Strasburg; and Ovid. Metam. L. 1. ad finem.
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Teguovo Tøwrošoxov 'Aéxiw
Tay xxtaxaurousyay

Zaffezy Osgarway.
The ancients did almost indifferently place their fortunate isle

in the East and in the West; and it may be conjectured by
some that they computed the longitude from the meridian of
Babylon. But I rather believe that this was only an aenig

matic way of implying the sphaeric form of the Earth, for if two
birds started from Babylon, the one to fly to the extreme East,
and the other to the extreme West, they must both return to
Babylon, and so one and the same point is the East and the

West, the Garden of Aurora and that of the Hesperides;
there the Sun's weary steeds are stabled at night, and from
thence they start refreshed at dawn of day 79. But as Ilion
was the Therapna of Helen, and also the dwelling of Aurora
or the Morning, it was natural, nay almost unavoidable, that
the former should obtain the appellation of Aurora. Priam,
the father of her son Memnon, was named after Tithonus the

fabled husband of Aurora, and his extreme longevity was re
corded in the fate of Tithonus, whom the power of his celestial
bride could exempt from death but not from the decrepitude
of age;

-

Longa Tithonum minuit senectus 7".

From this effete old Man and the Goddess of the East Nimrod
was born.

He is, if I mistake not, three times mentioned by
... y

70 The Syrian or sia, Isle is called by Homer the place of the Sun's
turnings, and is well explained by the scholiast his spelaeum or cave, which

is the same as his Hippostasis or place of rest; but we may observe that the
Sun revolving round the spherical earth never turns his horses, but must
keep their heads straight in one and the same gyrus; on the other hand, if
earth be a plain bounded by Oceanus, the Sun having trayersed it must
return. Homer, who was no friend to the Palamedèan philosophy, perhaps
adhered to this notion.

-

7" Some say he grew so old as to be carried about in a basket, or cradle,
like a baby. Tz, in Lyc. v. 18. Bochart informs us, in his Hierozoicon,

that people refer to the fable of Tithonus King Solomon's ingravescet Lo
custa; Even the Grasshopper shall become heavy with years, when the man
draws nigh to his long home. W. Eccles, c. 12. v. 7.
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Homer with great respect, once by the name of Memnon, once
as the Herculean Power, and once by both of those titles;

upon the whole the poet observes a studied silence concerning
his life and actions. There are some spurious verses about
Hercules in various parts of Homer.
VI. It is to be remembered that the usurped patriarchate
of Ham descended by primogeniture to Cush, but that even
in his lifetime the birthright was usurped by one, who, if ac
knowledged to be his Son at all, was by far the youngest.
We have pointed out the principal means by which so violent
a departure from the principles of those days was effected.

But it can hardly be supposed that it could be effected by the
unanimous consent of the House of Cush, or without giving
rise to some discontents and divisions on account of the claims
of the elder branches. When, therefore, the nations assembled

under the banners of Jupiter Aga-Memnon, or Bacchus Eny
alius, we must not be surprised to find some of the Divine
Family acting as auxiliaries, though not indeed as subjects,
to the King of Men: and embracing one of the haeresies or
female impostures by which the apostate Church of Ham was

promoted
by the uncertain and vacillating conduct of their King and
Common Father Cush, of which we may discover traces in

then divided.

This division would be the rather

the dissensions between AEetes and Perses, [which Valerius
Flaccus gives in his fifth and sixth books,] and which Ovid
mentions nominatim,
-

-

Nec loquor ut quondam naturae jure novato
Ambiguus fuerit, modo vir modo foemina, Scuthos”.

And, as we expected, so do we find upon authority of the most
remote antiquity, that the AEthiopes or Cushim were a family
bifariously divided,

-

72 Ov, Met, iv. 280, For the metre's sake, read Cuthos,
T
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'A1%ioTs;, 0, 3%a 320xiarzi Baxaroi dy?gwy,

'O' way 3vaouavs Tregiovo, ö, ä aviovros.
This if understood, in its most obvious sense, of a

geographical

division, has unsurmountable difficulties, for the AEthiopians

were split into much more than two territorial divisions, being,

as Æschylus saith, Tavros topol Aliotes. It must be remem
bered that Scythian and other variations of the same etymology
are unused by Homer, and that Aithiopes stands, as it does in

the Greek of Josephus and of the translators called Seventy,
for the whole of the Cushim, who were divided even to extre

mity, differing toto coelo even as the East from the West.
One of their most famous establishments, and that very one

to which He has commonly been supposed to allude in this
place, was situated to the South of Greece, and much more to
the South than to the West of the Asiatic Continent, inso
much that the second of the above cited lines has no propriety.
But the interpreters have fallen into the same error as biblical
critics have done touching the division in the days of Peleg,

which they have interpreted of the Scattering of Mankind
instead of the Politic and Religious axioux or Division. There

are undoubted traces of the Ionian or Bacchic heresy among
peoples of that family. To say nothing of the German Suevi,
who worshipped Isis after the rites of Egypt, there were also
among the Nomad Scythians, or those whom the Greeks and

Romans did properly so call, a race of Hellenizing Scythians
addicted to husbandry, and called Geloni, who traced their
origin to the Greeks, worshipped Hellenic Gods, and had the
Bacchanalian orgies”; although the Bacchic rites and the
God himself were held in detestation by the Scythians".

These Geloni are contrasted with their neighbours the Be3vo.
or Buddhians. But the most famous body of schismatic
AEthiopes was above Egypt, at Meroe, and other places of the
upper Nile. These were of the Bacchic or Isiac sect, and wor
73 Herod. L. iv. c. 108.

74 Id. ib. c. 79.
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shipped Jove, Bacchus, Hercules, Pan, and Isis". I attach
no manner of credit to the stories that Meroe in AEthiopia
and Babylon in Egypt were founded by Cambyses son of Cyrus.
Cambyses was the name of that king's father as well as Son,
and there was probably no time so old in the history of the
Perseidae, that you might not find
The story of Cambus-Khan bold 76.
On the contrary, I think the religious tenets of the Nilotic
Cushim may be inferred from the impotent rage displayed

against them by the iconoclast Cambyses, a man who had the
ill fortune to be alike at variance with the Old Magi and with
the priests of Egypt, and whose memory has in consequence

been cruelly mauled. This magnanimous King, after he had
overturned the idolatry of Egypt, made two expeditions, the
one purely religious, to the island and oracle of Cham, and
the other against the AEthiopians; but these places were not

within the limits of the Great Kingdom, sagua 3: Aziz was
Alèvy dióxpay 80sy #ov defiq Aoya #1 w? Tow; 'Ayvrrior agous "",
75 V. Herod. 2. c. 29. Strab. L. 16. p. 1163.

76 This King ruled over Tartary or Scythia; his conquests were great;
and his adherence to his religious Sect most pertinacious.

His capital was

Sarra or Tyre, which latter name means the Tower; and it had a Tower
which was the seat of empire, “the maister Tower,” in which the magic
talismans of his daughter were deposited.

This daughter became a witch by

means of them, could interpret the singing of birds, and was skilled like
(Enone and Medea in all medicaments. His eldest son was Algarsif: the
younger Khan-Ballus: which latter contended with the former. [Nimrod

with Agamemnon] for the possession of Canace; and what is curious, though
only these two are mentioned, yet we find that this Young Khan of Scythia
did “fight in listès with the Brethren Two, For Canace.” There was rival
King against King; but there were Two Atreids concerned. Algarsif would

never have succeeded in winning his Wife [Theodora] without the help of
the Brazen or Douratean Horse. All this, though “ half-told,” cannot be
misapprehended. AEolus the father of Canace had Six Sons, of whom Ma
careus, who aspired to the possession of Canace, was the Youngest. Nimrod
was the Youngest of the six Cushim. The name Camballo in Chaucer I
suppose is fetched from that of Cham-Balu, the real or imaginary capital of

the Khan of Cathay. V. Purch. Pilg. v. p. 411, 2.
77 Herod. L. 2. c. 17.
T 2
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and his attempts were visited with signal discomfiture. The
Oasis of Ammon, called also Maxxary Nwaos, was founded by

the Black Doves, or 'Arge-Iwyss, as the Atreid brothers were
termed, and is said to have been a joint work of the Egyptians
and the Meroetic Cushim. It is said that the two Doves went,
the one to Oasis, and the other to Dodona, where she founded

the oracle of Jupiter Pelasgicus.
The fact is, that there was in the Cuthic or AEthiopic nation
a tribe who were called, on account of their Schism or Taking
of Opposite Sides, Pelagians or Pelasgians, from the Antique
word Peleg, Division *; one portion of them adhering to the
fortunes of their house, the other apostatising to the ranks
of the nations. Accordingly we find the other gentile names
given by Homer to his warriors preserved distinct, but the
Pelasgion both sides:

Nuy 3 du Tous jagot to II&Tylkov 'Agyos évaloy
'O. T Axov, it 'AAoty, à re Tenziv #vetovto,
'O. T #1%y 40,77, #3 ‘EAxx0x xxxxtyvyalxx
Twy av Tsyrykowra vewy v 39%; AXiXAsvg.
and e contra,

"Itnofloo; 3’ dye pu%x IIsAxaywy Byzagtw8wy
Twy 5, Azpia ray #18wxxxx waistazakov,
Twy j6% "Itto%0s re IIvXzio; T' d£os A670;
'Tis ovo Amfloto Ilaxagyov Tevrauðx0.

And from their civil dissensions, as I conceive, the Pelasgi
were called #yxer-uwgo. 79, Infatuated in War. Quis furor
O cives? The interpolator of the Catalogue, ignorant of its
force, has given this epithet to the Lyrnessians. It may be

conjectured that Lethus the Teutamid [probably Raamah or,
if dead, the Representative of his line] did not join the rebels;
because the others, those on Priam's side, came from Larissa,

78 And Meroë means the same, though falsely derived from a pretended
sister of Cambyses.
79 Il. ubi cit, Od, L. 3. V. 188.
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a city of Ashur, which from its vast magnitude, as given by
Xenophon, must have been the head-quarters of the family to
which it belonged. In that sense it is true, as the Latins will

have it, that Achilles was a Larissaean; however he did not
come from Larissa, but from Pthia, Hellas, or the Schismatic

Argos. It is with good reason supposed that this immense
Larissa was the Resen whose magnitude is so specially noticed
by Moses; and there is a circumstance strongly confirmatory

of that fact as well as of my scheme; Tyrrhene or Hetrurian
was a name in ancient times used as an absolute synonyme of
the name Pelasgic, but the Tyrrhenes, as an excellent historian
records 89, used to call themselves Rasenes, from one Rasen

their founder; that is to say, they derived their origin from
Resen Larissa. Lethus or Peleg, the Schismatic, was a son
of Teutames: but Teutames was that head of the Assyrian
empire in whose reign Ilion was beleaguered, and whose forces
Memnon commanded: in short Teutames was the title by
which Cush was known among them. Apollodorus has a con
fused story about Perseus killing Acrisius at the court of
Teutames King of Larissa": but Acrisius is the same person,
and was not killed by Nimrod, but by the Larissaean Pyrrhus.
Mythology had then fallen into a chaos.

I had best here state my reasons for believing that the
Raimidae were the Pelagian AEthiopians.

Firstly, in those

sacred poems, or rather disgusting rhodomontades, of the
Brahmens, which one and all describe the struggles for power

between the Giants, Dityas, Assours or Assyrians, votaries of
Maha Deva or Ithyphallus, who are also the Barbaras, Ger
manas, etc. of Buddha, on the one hand, and the Gods or De
vatas votaries of Vishnu and the Iöna on the other, the name

Raama is several times given to the Divine Hero by whom
the war was conducted and the King of the Giants killed.

This story is, if I remember right, given three times, in the
80 Dion. Hal. L. l. c. 30.
* L. 2. c. 4. S. 4.
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history of Parasu Rama, Chandra Rama,

and Bala Rama.

It

is true that the Sum of affairs being in their hands should
refer them to Agamemnon, but their Histories are too much
confounded by the impudence and extravagance of the learned
caste to afford a foundation for such reasoning. Raamah was
the FourTII son, and I have done well in referring the Mem
nonian Jove Generalissimo of the Sabians, to the house of Seba

the Eldest. But yet I doubt not that so many Puranas are
correct in placing the Râamidae in the ranks of the Vishnavas.
Secondly, the house of Raamah was, for its greatness and for

other motives heretofore explained, divided into two half tribes,
named after two of his sons Sheba and Dedan; And we may
observe that the schismatic or hellenizing Cushim were divided,
for the most part, into two great bodies, those who settled in

Greece under the name of Pelasgi, and who were also called
the Geraics” or Ancients, which latter name of Geraicia yet
cleaves to the country, and those who passing south of Egypt
occupied those countries which afterwards got exclusively the

name of Æthiopia, as the nomad plains of Asia did that of
Scythia.

These AEthiopians were #7%2to 2,829, running

into the utmost extreme of what may be termed the Feminine

Sect, and committing the sovereign power to a Woman, reg
nare foeminam Candacen, quod nomen multis jam annis ad
reginas transiit", in which the naturalist has full confirmation
of Scripture, for we there read that they had a Queen in Solo
mon's time, and also in the time of the apostle Philip. This title
Cand Ace denotes, as I believe, The She Hawk of the Wheel,

that is the anima mundi or Divine Spirit of the World's Ro
tation. We read in Pindar of the Venereal Bird Iynx bound
to the Wheel, and of the pretended punishment of Ixion".
* The AEthiopes, wax;26.2 : the Pelasgi, yipaixo. Observe the Similitude.
83 Plin. L. vi. c. 18.

* Titproxyalay inpa: Biogov 'Eoy 5xt:Stow oy'. Pyth. 2. v. 74. . The

four

spokes represent St. Andrew's cross, adapted to the four limbs extended, and

furnish perhaps the oldest profane allusion to the Crucifixion. This same
cross of St. Andrew was the Thau which Ezechiel commands them to mark

upon the forcheads of the faithful, as appears from old Israelitish coins
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But this Rotation was really no punishment, being, as Pindar
saith, voluntary and prepared by himself for himself; or if it
was, it was appointed in derision of his false pretensions,
whereby he gave himself out as the Crucified Spirit of the

World. Cand or Cant is the iron hoop of a wheel, or the
front wheel of a four-wheeled carriage”,

Vertentem sese frustra sectabere Canthum
Cum rota posterior curras et in axe secundo.

Orion was called Cand-Aor, The Wheeling Fire or Sword,
and the Sacred Ass of the Scythians, Canth-On. In this
Gynaecocracy of the Cand-Akee or Iynx we recognize the last’
degree of Iönism, and her subjects are in doctrine the very
Antipodes of those Salian Goths whose terra in mulieres non

transit; yet were they brothers of the same great stock, i.
3%.Sz 320xiarzi. The Gynaecocracy was taken from that of

Helena or Semiramis at Babylon. Great was the hankering
of mankind after Universal Theocracy, and the existence of
a Priest King was a dream fondly cherished long after the
introduction of Christianity and Mahometism; it was che
rished in the Spirit of both the Pagan Sects, as suited the
whereon that letter is engraved. The same idea was familiar to Lucian, who
calls Tau the letter of crucifixion, and seems to derive from it the word
g-xugog. Luc. Jud. Voc. ad finem, et vide Chishull, Ant. As. p. 21. Cer
tainly the veneration of the Cross is very ancient. Iynx the bird of Mantic

inspiration, wasya: 'y', bound to the four-legged wheel,
Tittaxyawow.' 'oxvutoSay
"Ey &Avrie £vXSaga xvX}\w,

gives the notion of Divine Love Crucified. The Wheel denotes the World,
of which she is the Spirit, and the Cross, the sacrifice made for that world.

Iynx is used for Love, Desire, Appetition, and thence the Latin verb iungo
or yungo, I unite, and our name for the age of sensual love, Young; Troix Nay

ivyya. Having explained thus much, I may add from Columella, L. x.
v. 349,

HINc Amythaonius, docuit quem plurima Cheiron,
Nocturnas CRUCIBU's volucres suspendit, et altis
Culminibus vetuit feralia carmina flere.

85 An horse is sometimes called Cantherius, by which I conjecture that
the Wheelers, out of four horses in harness, arc properly meant.

-
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prejudices of different nations. Some sought their Theocrat
in the Bloody Paradise of the Old Man of the Mountain, while
others sighed after the peaceful reign of the Presbyter Johan

or Iönah. This power was supposed, by the Portuguese who
were most zealous in their search of him, to reside in this very

land whereof we are speaking, Nilotic Cush, and the King of
the Abassins or Habessines, who now inhabit those parts,
was made [I doubt not, very much to his surprise] to act the
part of the Presbyter. His fabled residence was in Amara",
a Mesomphalous Mount said to be in the very centre of AEthi
opia, rising out of a vast plain, and having at its top temples
of the Sun and Moon;

Mount Amara, by some supposed
True paradise under the AEthiop line,
By Nilus' head, inclosed with shining rock,
A whole day's journey high.
He was said to have waged a war with the Tartars in Asia",
by which can only be understood the Wars of the Iönists
against the Primitive Scythians. But what strikes me most
forcibly is the story put about by the Portuguese, that Pres
byter John's dominions were governed by a Queen named
HELENA*. This fatal name speaks volumes, The Whore of

Ilion, the Nurse of Romulus, the Goddess Concubine of Simon
the Magian, and the mother" of that baleful catechumen

Constantine the Great. It shews that the great corruption
of the primitive church was represented in the institutes of
the Cushim at Meroe.

It was at the time of the Dispersion,

or Migration from Asia, that the two bodies of Schismatic
Cushim established themselves in Africa and Greece, and

founded the two Oracles of Jove. Now we know from Scrip
* Purchas Pilg. v. p. 744.
87 Ib. p. 736.
* Ib. p. 742. '
* Thomas Sprott declares that this Empress was daughter of King Cole.
Chron. P. 2. p. 89.
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ture that the national designation of that woman whom ou?
Saviour terms the Queen of the South, the “black but comely”
heroine of the Song of Songs, was Queen of SHEBA. We also
know from the best profane authority that the Pelasgic insti
tutions of Greece were germane to the Meroetic of Africa, and
typified under the form of two Sister Doves. The Pelasgic
centre of religion was the oracle of the Pelasgic Jove, who was
called Jupiter of Dedan or of Dodon,
Zev 'Ava Awówvala IIaxaayix8.
This name has been fetched from a Son, or from certain twin

Sons, of Japhet called Dodanim, which is but a corollary to
that impotent theory which would deduce the Greek nation

from the Iäpetid Javan, because one tribe of them were called
Iaonians or Ionians. The sons of Japhet had little or nothing
to do with ancient religion. Dedan and Dodon are the same
word expressed with different vowels, which latter were not
of the essence of language. The Javanitish critics are them
selves forced to turn the broad sound of A* into the contracted
sound of o”. The broad sound is often used by rustic peoples,
being easier and more natural, as by the Dorians and Scots.
Probably Bala Roma in the Asiatic Researches” is a misprint,

but I believe that Roma is radically the same word as Rama,
the Romans being Pelasgi, and here we have the vowel E con
* In like manner the Persians always denominated the Free Scythians,
Sakae, that is Sokemen, and the Saturnals or Feast of Socage at Babylon
were the Sakaea; instead of Zwwal and 2wwwa. But this was a rustic, or an

obsolete, vocalization of the word, which was otherwise expressed by Homer
and his imitators the rhapsodists; Anto. 3 &yrigin, awzog ip-synor, ‘Epions. Il.
L. 20. v. 72. Some people seem to regard as different things the liberam
sacam et socam, as though the first were a jurisdiction over others, and the
second an immunity from the power of another, but I firmly believe they are
in their origin various ways of pronouncing the same word.

* Add, that it appears from a fragment of AEthiopic history, that Dodan
was a name in Cush's family, and that the Dodanim came into power after
his death. “When Cush was dead Regma his son succeeded him in the

Kingdom, and after him Dodan.” F. Luys ap. Purch. Pilgr. v. 729.
* Vol. v. p. 270, 8vo, edit.
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current with A and o, for Remus is always in Greek Pwu65,
and the name Romulus on the contrary was sometimes ex

pressed Remulus. Livy gives me farther confirmation by de
riving Ramnenses a Romulo. Finding two kindred establish

ments, one bearing the name of Sheba and the other of Dedan,
I cannot but conclude that they belonged to the house of

Raamah.

“The merchants of Sheba and Raamah” they

were thy merchants.”
Typhon or Typhaeus,

-

-

-

the antagonist of Osiris, is a name
belonging both to the Titanian struggle, and to the wars of
the Giants. The party of the Giants was the Typhonian,

and on that account the chief of the Hellenizing Cushim was
called the schismatic Typhon,
by rot 'Olywyn, puya;

Mutuwy Toy #27.3%y Gyögwaz; 5%atov
IIs.Azayixoy Tupwv& yeyvára, Tarn' ".
The Cushite phylarchs were as we learn from Scripture really

Six, and nominally Seven, which explains the #ars&oys (atov,
and the other fable in Lycophron that Achilles was one of
Seven Sons. The Pelasgi were a portion of the Sevenfold
Host.

-

This old word Peleg is also to be found elsewhere. It must
be remembered that the divisions among the Scythians and
their subjects were not the beginning of schism among men.

A schism took place, when there were but eight men upon the
earth and Ham apostatized from the principles of his brethren,
-

and therefore He also was celebrated as Pelasgus, the father

of Lycaon. By the Sea one country is divided from another,
and it is not doubtful, whether we regard the oldest narratives

of history” or the arguments furnished by modern research,

that the waters of the flood made a signal division of those
* Ezech. c. 27. v. 22.

* Lyc. v. 178.
* V. Plat. Tim, ct Crit. Eratosth, ap. Strab. L. 1. p. 83. Oxon.
-

-
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countries in which the AEgyptians, Greeks, and inhabitants
of Syria, were all most interested. The region of which the
Greek islands and peninsulas were the high lands was then
submerged, and likewise a great kingdom called Atlantis by

Solon and the Ægyptians, which occupied much of the now
Mediterranean Sea, and extended farther into that now called
Atlantic; and at the same time the waters of the low lands

lying north and west of the Euxine were drained through the
channels of Bosporus and Hellespontus, and that of the Her
culean pillars quà medius liquor
Secernit Europen ab Afro.
From this Secretion, or Dividing, of countries, the Sea was
called Pelag, the Divider or the Division.
It may be supposed that the Schismatic Typhon and his
followers the Apol IIaxzayou were not the most cordial and

submissive allies: that they hankered after their family, and
were loth to abrogate its supremacy, although they refused
to acknowledge Memnon; and that they regarded with the
haughty scorn of a divine race the ignoble subjects of the

dya; 3,820 ov. And we find accordingly, that the Myrmidons,
although bound by the vow of conjuration, were not without
much ado prevailed upon to make it good; and afterwards we
learn that a violent quarrel broke out between the King of

Men and the King of the Gods his allies; which ended in the
complete secession of the Pelagim. The result fully evinced
that their chief had by no means exaggerated their importance,
or underrated the prowess of the Gentiles. These latter were

only preserved by the return of the Pelasgi into the field, to
which they were recalled by well-known circumstances.
•

TROICA.

I.

THE events of this War are familiar to all in their

dress of allegory and fable, but it is expedient that I should
give a sketch of their reality. When the Whore of Babylon,
called Helena by Homer and his followers, Eos or Aurora by
later Greeks, and Semiramis by the Syro-Chaldee writers,
obtained power and celebrity by her prophecies, and had esta
blished among the great majority of mankind her character of
Goddess Mother, the incarnate Rib of the Man-God, it became

evident that great Power must reside with those who had her.
And that will appear the rather when we consider the nature
of vaticination, whether delivered in direct prediction, or in
the relation of an onar or dream, or of an üwag or Second
Sight, or in any other way. It came not by the will of man,
but Men spoke as they were moved; and this was not more
true of the effata of God, than of the Daemoniacal predictions

and hariolations, for it appears from all that we read of any
Sibylla or Pythonissa that such persons were agitated with a

most strange and irrational phrenzy, and driven on by the
over-mastering power within them. They were for the time

mad, or like mad, and because the author of their extacy was
a Aaiuwy supposed to dwell in the Moon, were called Lunatic

or Mantic. This violent possession was expressed by the verb
>{uxxixely" to Sibyllize, which was metaphorically applied
to any violent excitement of the mind. Like Daniel they
I think these words are the Eastern Pelasgic forms of what the Western
write Sibila a She-Hisser, or Sibilo I Hiss, that is, I utter the voice of the
Serpent. That is cxactly Pythonissa.
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“heard, but understood not.”

But we have in the Timaeus

of Plato a valuable account of the way in which this matter
was managed. There were two persons concerned in pro
phecy, the Mantis, who was wholly phrenetic and ignorant of

the meaning of the words which he, or she, involuntarily de
livered, and the Prophet”, whose business it was to note down
the incoherent words of the Spirit of Python and interpret
their signification, which office Homer names Hypophet and
not Prophet. This could only be done by the means which
our divines employ in the explanation of incomplete prophecy,
namely, by observing the analogy or harmony of symbols, and
so translating the cypher or hieroglyphic. We cannot but
perceive what immense power the Prophet or those who em
ploy him must enjoy: he had abundant opportunities to forge,
to suppress, or to interpolate: and supposing, what is probable,
that the Asia-Aziuoyuz of the age in question forbade such
daring malversation, he could scarcely want either the inge

nuity, or the authority among a superstitious people, necessary
for giving such interpretations as were desired. His task was
to give order and meaning to those scattered leaves of pro
phecy which the Sibyl strewed around her, and surely he
might grind his Laputan machine to almost any tune. Nim
rod was the Son of the Harlot Witch, his Divine Birth was

proclaimed, and the arrogant pretensions of the house of Cush
became doubly formidable under such a head. It was therefore
an object of the last consequence to all the Nations, feudatories
of the empire which Nimrod had established, to prevent Her
being in the custody of any Priest or Prophet of the pure

Scythian nation.

It was necessary to deposit her in the

hands of some eminent Priestly Cushite belonging to the
Nations, under their solemn guarantee. The eldest son of
*At the oracle of Apollo Didymaeus at Miletus this office was annual, and
conferred by Lot. See the Milesian Inscriptions. Chishull, p. 92, 93. The
Harlot Phryne, who was the model of the famous Venus Anadyomene, was

the Hypophetis of that Goddess, and publicly represented her emerging from
the sea at the feast of Eleusinian Neptune.

-

£86

Seba, who was the eldest son of Cush, was revered by the
nations on account of his primogeniture, and the spirit of
Ham or Aga Memnon was thought to dwell in him: he is, as I
strongly suspect, the same personage who is called the Collatin
Tarquin: and his younger brother, who seems to have had a
sort of priestly character, was selected as the depositary of

Helen, and the possession of her was ensured by a solemn
oath of all the Kings of the Earth, including the personage

called in Greek Achilles, Liguron, or Pyrissotis, who governed
the seceding portion of the family of Raamah. This league
or confederacy, which seems to have been a great policy, was

brought to bear by the efforts and exertions of a person whose
character has been handed down to us in glowing colours
by his grandson, Ulysses, otherwise called Junius Brutus, or
Brutus the Iounian. This title I do not suppose to be dif
ferent from Ionian.

Homer doth not use the latter word at

all, but he calls Hermes 'Easy, and the authors of an inter

polation of the Iliad and of the Hymn to Mercury, "Ettevios.
We read in Antoninus Liberalis of the two Eriounians; and

the old author of Phoronis says that Mercury was so called
by reason of his astuteness and furtive arts”, an explanation

which at least corresponds with the actions of Brutus. The
great objects of this Man's policy were the possession of the
Whore by his friends the Atridae, and the ruin of Nimrod;
and it appears to me that one of the first uses made by the
hypophet of his power was to draw from her lips an abomi
nable accusation against her own Son, by which falsehood and
enormity” he was perhaps determined to Go Out into Ashur.
3 Cit. Etym. M. gey", et v. Hym. Merc. v. 28. This is morally true of
the Infernal Messenger, the Prince of lies and guile, but not Etymologically
true; for I doubt not the correctness of the derivation preserved by Apollo
nius the Sophist in his Homeric Lexicon, from levio; and #2 the earth.
4 The legends of Tarquin, Bellerophon, and Hippolytus, are not the only
ones. Fulgentius Plancidius has preserved that of Perdiccas or Perdix, son
of Polycaste, the First Huntsman, who fell in love with his own mother.
He invented the Saw. Being weary of bloodshed and solitary wanderings,

and remembering
the fate of his contheroletae [companions in the chase]
\.
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The means by which Ulysses was enabled to exercise this
great influence were somewhat disingenuous. He assumed
an air of the merest insignificance, and an almost idiotic weak

ness of mind", by which he became a sort of privileged person,
was little suspected, and moreover enjoyed this advantage
[for the reasons we have just explained] that whenever he
deigned to utter any sense it would be thought almost oracular.
From this irrational tone of mind he was called the Brute, but

it seems he did not escape the penetration of a most highly
Actaeon, Adonis, Hippolytus, he gave up hunting and took to agriculture.
He then worshipped his mother as Mother Earth. Mythol. L. 3. c. 2. His
father Daedalus, jealous of his mechanical inventions, hurled him headlong
from the Acropolis of Minerva at Athens,.
Pilt to 8%, rivayw; dro Bn's Starizioio.

This is the fable of Vulcan hurled from Heaven, a fable identified, as I have
before observed, with the expulsion of the First Huntsman from Bel. By
the fall of Vulcan he became lame, Cyllo-Pod-Ion: and this leads me to the
explanation of the name Perdix: the wounded foot of the deity was a volun
tary lameness, whereby to triumph over his Adversary and save his Children:
but the ancient naturalists thought that the bird Perdix had the art of simu
lating lameness so as to induce in the hunter a hope of catching her, while

her young were making their escape, and then away flew the wise old bird.
V. Erasm. Ad. in twrigèixioai. There was an adage upon lameness, of
doubtful sense, IIf?ixo; axixe:, said to be taken from a lame vintner: this
was Vulcan the lame Homeric butler of the gods. Prov, Vatic. Cent. 3. pr.

38 and 66. 'Eyka Titty got axi to IIsp?txo, axixo, said a drunkard in an old
comedy, meaning, Vulcan himself is my cupbearer. Pamphilus ap. Athen.

L. 1. s. 6. p. 16. Argent. To return to Perdix, considered as Nimrod the
Hunter caught in his Mother's toils, we have his story in another shape.

Antheus, a young giant of royal blood, was hostage at the court of King
Phobius, whose daughter Cleobaea became enamoured of him, but he from
pious motives repelled her advances; for which she resolved to punish him,
and therefore threw the bird perdix into a deep well, and sent him down to
fetch it up; when down, she threw a stone upon his head and killed him.
She was otherwise called Philaichmee or the Warrioress. V. Parthen. Erot.
*

xiv. Alex. AEtol. cit. ib.

-

-

5 It seems he had feigned this so long that he could scarcely divest himself
of it, and until warmed by discourse was wont to stand motionless and down
cast, & 32” put, FiFoixws. The Game of Chess is one of the inventions of this
age, and is I have no doubt profoundly significant of the affairs and opinions
of the time. Among the High-Caste combatants there are two, attached to
the King and Queen respectively, whom we consider as High-Priests, but
the French as fools or maniacs.
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gifted priest and desperate intriguer of those days, Palamedes.

The Greeks have strangely perplexed this story, making the
prime author, the very life and soul, of this War an unwilling

party to it, and feigning that folly to avoid it which he really
had feigned in order to prosecute its great objects; but this
reluctance, and those of Philoctetes and Amphiaraus, are bor
rowed from the real unwillingness with which Achilles and
the Myrmidons took up arms against their kinsmen. The
character of Priest was not then, as now, wholly separated
from those of King and General, but certain great men did
by preference affect the study of Magic, Philosophy, Poetry,

and such acquirements as gave them an high share of eccle
siastic power; and they may be in some measure distinguished
by their dwellings, as well as their learning and talents. Such
were Palamedes, Ulysses, Menelaus, Paris, Antenor, Poly
damas, Helenus. Menelaus the possessor of the Sibyl dwelt
in a sort of Temple, called by Euripides the Chalcopylum, in
a passage where the chorus of Trojan women say of her, “may
she never return to the town of Pitana and the Chalcopylum
of the Goddess;” and Dares the Phrygian confirms this in
speaking of the rape of Helen", Helenam de Fano eripiunt.
But when he recovered the possession of her, at the end of the
War, Telemachus compares his dwelling to the Hall of Olym

pian Jove; and in fact he then lived with her in the Palace and
Temple of Babel,
Joats? Negro(137 Tw #uw x8%x{iousya Svyw
XaAxe re 5-spotyv x233aluata #x7evra,

Xavo's T', fixextes re, was afyups, #3 #xsparros
Z/vo; Trov torm’s y 'OAvurov #y?00sy dux, 7.

•

The Woman was as we have often said the mystic bride of the
Man-God whose representative the Chief Priest was, and who
was said to have actually lain with her and begotten Nimrod;
6 C. x.

7 Od. iv. v. 71. Jovis Elaei cAELUM imitata domus. Prop. L. 3. El. 2.
v. 18.
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which superstition we have seen was kept up long afterwards
by the Priests of Bel; and the personage to whom she was
entrusted was not only her mystical but literal husband, isésus

KTIAOX. Appoorns. Her extraordinary beauty, as well as her
power, therefore rendered her an object of general competition.
It seems to me that in this matter Palamedes was of a different

way of thinking, and desired that she should be the mystic wife
of her guardian, but without carnal intercourse. His object was
to prevent the recurrence of false Avatars, and the means he

desired to employ no other than the vile and unnatural inven
tion which disgraces the East. This invention is ascribed to
Semiramis, who was the same with Helen, the Whore of Ba

bylon; and a Greek writer, supposed to be Phlegon of Tralles",
speaks of one Lyttusa whose name is equal to at:v\Altiaz,
phrenetical or fanatic, “who was educated like a male and
had the royal power. She was the first who wore a tiara and
breeches, and invented Eunuchs, xzi 312 &#Awy ra; Uroxplosis
* Bibl. Alten Liter. T. 3. p. 18. In the place of this odious mutilation
the law given to Abraham substituted another of a more innocent kind, in
which the excision of an unclean part was made to symbolize the extirpation
of Evil from the Heart of a man. Ep. Rom. c. 2. v. 29. And I observe, not

without some surprise, that Eschylus has made Apollo deliver from his
adytum at Delphia like explanation of the unnatural sacrifice of the Hemi
arrhenes, saying KAKOT rs xxovy", the Excision of Evil. Eumen. v. 182.

There is not in Greek, that I have seen, a more curious etymology than that
of XAsyng, Semivir, and xNavig, castratio. xxon is the Grass, and it is also
the Attic name of the Goddess to whom the farinaceous grasses upon which
we feed were sacred, Ceres. Paus. L. 1. c. 22. Chlo-eunes is sleeping on
the Grass, or on the Bare Ground, and is precisely equivalent to Chamai
eunes. But the Chamai-Eunai were in Homer's time the priests and hypo
phets of Jupiter Peleg at Dodona. Why then are persons deprived of gender
said to sleep on the ground? What remote affinity is there between those
ideas? There is none: but the expression comes from the fact, that the pro
phets of the Iönizing Cushim were semiviri: and so by another way I
trace this matter back to the Palamedèan age. These people slept on the
bare earth to receive from thence the geomantic afflatus; and were anipto
podes in honour of the Vulnerable Heel of the Man God, which as they ex
plained it had never been baptized by his Goddess mother in the Stygian
Waters. THEIR Pelasgian Anti Christ was foredoomed to die, but the Un
washed foot was the only part exposed to the wounds of Apollo's arrow or
Truro; atyng"n; 'opic. V. Stat. 1. Achill. v. 269. MEsch. Eumen.
U
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Tolstaffai,” by which last I understand the method of divina
tion which was practised till but lately, and called the Vir

gilian lots. Ptolemy, son of Hephaestion, mentions that Helen
invented another species of divining called the Lot with the
Fingers toy Bix Baxtuxwy xxmoov". Upon the whole there is
no doubt that Emasculation dates from that age. However,
the policy of the pretended fool Ulysses prevailed against the
damnable refinements of the wise Palamedes.

The subversion

of the Nimrodian empire by this Mercurial character dis
guising, as they say at games, his play, is recorded in other
stories besides that of Roman Brute.

Vishnu, whom the In

dian fabulists represent in so many poems as destroying the
giant king by force, is exhibited in one as a Dwarf winning
the kingdom of the world from the Giant Maha Bali by fraud:
and Ulysses" is said to have been formerly called Nanus or
the Dwarf.

The same Vishnu is recorded, in one of his in

carnations, to have made his first appearance as the Son of

Cuntha or the Ideot". Ulysses was certainly regarded by
his illustrious descendant Homer as the promised Messiah,
and I suspect that it was from the subtle and artful character
of this statesman that Mercury was said to be a thief Ulysses
was an Iounian or Hermetic power, the Twice-born Thief,

* L. 4.

10 V. Maur. Hist. Ind. Tz. in Lyc. v. 1244, who says that some interpret
Nanus the Wanderer, from the Etruscan, but adds, that he had ascertained

that he bore that name before he obtained that of Hodysseus; which de
monstrates that my understanding of it is right. Ulysses Nanus is the same
as Baius or the Little Man, pilot of Ulysses his ship, after whom was

named the sedes Ithacesia Baii. In a remote age there was one Nanus king
of Marseilles, whom also I consider as being Ulysses: in provincial Gaul
there was also Hercules Ogmius, a deity without strength, but enchaining all
hearers with the eloquence of his tongue. This again was king Nanus in his
divine character.

" As Res vol. x. p. 139. This mother of Vishnu seems to agree with
the Roman goddess Fatua, [Macr. Sat. p. 267. L. 1.] the consort of Fatuus
or Faunus: but Faunus is notoriously Pan, and Pan as we shall hereafter
shew is not essentially distinguishable from Ulysses, whose title of Brutus is
verified in the hircine form of Pan, while its meaning is preserved in Pan's
name Fatuus.
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©wt %wos, Ixiofaş); *. His identity with Junius Brutus,
the expeller of Tar-Quin, and confederate of Lucretia, is

farther evinced by a minute but striking circumstance. Brutus
was distinguished in his effigies upon old coins by the Pileus
or Cap of Liberty, a conical cap without a brim, like a candle
extinguisher; Ulysses was not; but Nicomachus Aristodemi

filius Ulyssi pileum addidit”. Why did he so, unless because
he found that Ulysses was the Brute or Fool? It is a mistake

to think that certain clever men, called Fools, were placed
about Kings for their amusement; they were placed as checks
upon the Monarch, having an useful privilege of speech, and
the Fool's Cap is the Cap of Emancipation. It is the mitre
of our chess bishops who, as I have observed in a note, are
Fools; and is the distinguishing badge of the Socus Er-Junius
or Terrene Dove of Socage.
II. Nim-Rod had gone forth towards the Tigris with the
greater part of those fierce and warlike men who were the
terror of the gentiles, and was busily engaged in great but
pacific works. Cush remained stricken in years at Ilion, and
supported or controuled in the government by his proud off
spring; but their preponderance was greatly diminished, in
as much as the active power, to which all eyes were turned,
resided at a distance with the lesser Atreid.

A deceitful

calm prevailed. Cush was assisted in the labours of war by a
Prince called Hector, and in the hierarchy or stewardship of
the Tower of Babel by one Paris, called by his enemies Alex
ander. This person went on a visit to the son of Seba [who

received him hospitably] and prevailed upon the Mighty
Sorceress who was equally lewd and ambitious to desert her
husband and come with him to great Babylon. There is a

strange story that Aithra, or Heavenly Light, the mother of
Theseus, was the instigatress and companion of her flight,
12 Simm. vel. Dosiad. Ara. The Priestly or Brahmen caste were called
The Twice-born Tribe. As. Res, vol. v. p. 55.
13 Plin. N. H. L. 35. c. 36.
-

-
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and Quintus of Smyrna says that at the taking of Troy this
same Aithra was found there by the Greeks". But Theseus
is one of the Attic names of Nim-Rod or Ninus, and Æthra

his mother is the identical same person as Helena. By this ab
duction the Priest of the Pergamus did but carry into effect the

main object of his family's ambition at that time, and he was
pertinaciously supported by them to the end of his life. But
there is good reason to think that the blow was prematurely

struck, and that even those who supported him did heartily
curse his rashness and precipitation, by which he brought the

whole powers of the league upon the Old King and the City
before Nimrod's preparations were in such a state of advance
ment as enabled him to give effectual succour. Certainly no
man did ever so unite in his person the hatred of all parties,
notwithstanding his beauty, valour, and accomplishments;
nor ever did a single action produce such an amount of dis

cord, misery, and ruin. He returned, as the Poet saith,
bringing not a bride, but a Fury for his bed-fellow,
'IAw direty% IIzgig 8 yawoy, 3%Az Tiy Atay,
Hyzygy, #vyalay, #5 Saxaplovs 'Exsway.

War was now virtually declared by the House of Cush: they
had not only violated the laws of hospitality and of marriage,
but they had trampled under foot that solemn sanction which
all the tribes of men had bound themselves to maintain.

But

the same who were ready enough to swear, were very slow to
turn out, and it seems to have needed all the eloquence and

restless activity of Ulysses to gather together the armament
of his friend the King of Men. It is recorded by Tzetzes and
the author of the Uffenbach fragment” that the collecting
together of the Danaans or Panachaians took ten years, which
is a period equal to that of the active War. But the great
service which Ulysses performed, and by means of which the
14 V. Tz. in Lyc. v. 132. Qu. Sm. L. 13. v. 497.

15 Tz, Ant. Hom, 163, not, ibid.
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contest was decided, lay in conquering the great repugnance
of the rebel sons of Raamah to make good their rash engage
ment.

It would seem that their chief had become a husband

and a father and was much disaffected to the enterprise in
which he had engaged himself, and used every subterfuge to
evade it. But the influence of Ulysses prevailed over his re
luctance, and he consented to hoist his colours, which seem to

have been joined by great numbers of the house of Sheba, as
well as of the Dedanim. The years of preparation were partly
employed in negotiations and embassies, of which last two are

mentioned by Homer; one conducted by Tydeus; and the
other by Menelaus himself and Ulysses, which was frustrated
I know not how by the influence of one Antimachus" a crea
ture of Paris. But from what we read of his great riches I
suspect he was a Priest of the Tower, who found means to
work upon the credulity of the people. Tydeus died before
actual hostilities, but his son was one of the most immediate

dependents and confidants of the Aga Memnon, in whose close
neighbourhood he lived. Not only did the embassies fail, but
Paris and Antimachus had even the wickedness to propose the
assassination of the two legates, hoping that the death of the

rival hypophet and husband Menelaus, and of Ulysses, who
was the soul of the enterprise, would dissolve the league; but
these infernal counsels were rejected. Paris however retained
Helen, who dwelt with him and Old Cush in the Pergamus

or Acropolis, which was the Temple-House of Priam, including
the Chalcidicum or Temple, and the Basilica or Palace, which

two were connected by the tunnel under the river. This ex
plains an apparent inconsistency in what Pausanias records
concerning the Theban legends; in one place he tells us that
the Forum of the Acropolis or Cadmèa was the House of
Cadmus, L. ix. c. 12, and in another, that the Temple of

Ceres the Lawgiver was the House of Cadmus and his lineal
successors, ibid. c. 16; the former of these agrees with the
16 II. xi. v. 123.
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Basilica, and the latter with the Chalcidicum, and both to

gether constitute the Priami domus, septum altisono cardine
templum. It was from the Pergamus that Homer describes
Paris as descending when he left his lady to join the battle,
and Quintus says in express terms that his house was there,
X7ua Tag 'Argataxoi" . . . . . .

Nøy Te #25sov Telray1%;, #952 6, a y%
Awwat #72v, xxi čwuo; ax%aro; "Etxsiolo".

In this passage we have convincing argument of the Priestly
character of Paris.

I believe we may find in the circumstances of this renewed
conjuration of the Kings which Ulysses brought about, an
early instance of those vows which were well known among

the Northern heathens and the Chivalrous Christians, whereby
they bound themselves not to shave their beards, or drink wine,
And ne'er to comb their raven hair

Or lave their visage in the stream

until they had liberated or avenged the object of their religion,
loyalty, or love. These sort of vows were called xoggy 7% esq.
The Poet repeatedly calls the confederate host the Hairy
Headed Achaians, xagyzouzovtz; 'Azais, by which he does
not mean that their antagonists were naturally bald, but that
particular causes had clothed theirselves with a profusion of
flowing locks, and we may collect from the scholiast that they
were so called in opposition to the warriors of Theseus or
Nimrod, who used to cut their hair *.

Among

the warlike

Iunians or Ioniyas who led the forces of Bacchus Osiris or
Parasu Rama, there was one General preeminent for his skill
whom Polyaenus” calls Pan, and the Indians Hanuman; and

this wise man was concealed by the disguise of a Brute, being
-

17 Qu. Sm. L. vi. v. 144.
* Didym. Schol. Il. L. 2. v. 11. Plut. Thes, c. 5. Pol. Strat. L. I. c. 4.
" Polyaen. L. l. c. 2. Dion, Sic. L. 1, c. 18.
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made a semi-goat by the Grecians and an Ape by the Brah
mens. This person was none other than the great Hodysseus,
although Herodotus, and many others after him, would have
him to be his wife's son; but any one that hath ever looked

into mythology knows how common it is to multiply persons
in this way, confounding the God with the Priest, the Master

with the Servant, the Father with the Son. In consequence
of the oath he had taken and administered for the recuperation
of Helen his head was loaded with a meteor stream of votive
hair, and on that account he was called Kou'rms, the Comet,
or literally the Hairy,

'Tisz II'vexor, wetzaxxez IIzyz KOMHTHN”.
The Powers assembled for the recapture of the Woman, and
Devoted to her heresies, were represented as the forces of the
Warrior Queen Semi-Ramis or Rhodo-Gune, because although
she was then in the hands of the Cushim, she did after the

capture of Ilion exercise a power little less than regal. Of
this Amazon we have a tradition which plainly points to that
whereof we are speaking: When she heard that her subjects
at Babylon were revolting against her, she was dressing her
hair, and she took the field with dishevelled locks as she then

was, and remained in that condition during the war, nor did
she set them in order until she had subjugated all the nations”;
for which reason a golden statue was made of her, with half the
hair platted and half hanging loose. It is probable that this
wonderful woman, hearing of the vow respecting her, suffered
her own hair to grow, until in the fulness of time she could
dedicate it in the Temple; and this is the story of Hers-Ilia's
constellated hair and the Corona of Ariadne; and from this

20 Nonnus, L. 24. v. 195. The deformed Priest who cursed king Nanda,

of Magadha, swore that he would never tie up his hair until he was revenged
upon him. Wilf Chron. Hind. 5. As. Res. p. 266. The hair of Sampson
cannot be insignificant, but I am not able to expound its hidden meaning.

.” Polyaen. Strat. L. 3. c. 26, 27. Phleg, Tr. de Mul, Bibl. Alten Liter.
T. 3. p. 19. Val. Max. Mem. ix. c. 3. S. 4.

-
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source flowed the adulations of the astronomer Conon and the
poet Callimachus to Berenice queen of Egypt.
In the enumeration of these confederated powers we are
told, agreeably to the allegory under which Homer and his
followers told the story, that they came in so many ships;

which is not to be regarded as an idle way of speaking. I have
fully deduced the nautic mystery from the religious tenets of
the Danaãns coupled with the geographical position of Greece,
and have shewn that the Noëtic ark of salvation is intended.
But it was a custom received as well in the Orthodox Church

as among the Hamite, or pagan, haeretics to carry an Ark
before them in all important marches, whether of peaceful
migration or warlike expedition. The Israelites brought the
“ark of the covenant of the Lord of Hosts” into their camp”:
the people migrating from Armenia to Sennaar or Shinar, had
borne before them the ark of the lord of hosts, Jupiter En
whalius, and I presume the author of Palestine had good au
thority for speaking thus of Pharaoh's expedition to the Red
Sea,
And stoled in white, those brazen wheels before,

Osiris' ark his swarthy wizards bore.
These arks were metaphorically termed Cows, as certain others
of greater importance were called Horses, of which phrases I
have offered some explanation in a former note. The Egyp
tians called their divine Cow, Theba or the Ark, and the

colonies of mankind were often said to found their cities by
following a Cow, which stopped at the proper place either by

priestcraft or praeternatural means. Theba” in Boeotia was
founded by Cadmus following a Cow, which I need not say
was the cow Theba or Ark; Ilion, by Ilus following a cow;

AEnos in Thrace, likewise, by Æneas” following a cow. I
22 l Sam. c. 4. v. 4.

•

23 Ato Tn; Goo; paat 61%, wxWSnyai, Q,&n yag #68; Svpuri. Tz. Exeg in
Iliad. p. 145. v. ps. 16, 17. The arks were probably drawn by milch-kine.
W. 1 Sam. c. 6. v. 7.
24 Conon, c. 46.
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suppose that each legion or regiment had an Ark containing
whatsoever things related to its discipline or its religion,
propria legionum numina”; probably its muster roll, and
also certain talismans or sacred deposits. When standards
came into use, the dragon was a favourite ensign in the east,
and the legends of Erichthonius and Iön might lead us to
guess that these arks contained serpents. The Persian dragon
belonged to a regiment of a thousand men, and if we suppose
that each Thousand Men had an ark, the force of the mille
carinae would rise to a million of men; but the number, if

I have counted right, was 1186, making 1,186,000 men, a
number not altogether unsuitable by reason of its smallness
to the magnitude of the War. One hundred thousand would
not have been able to face the fighting men of Troia and of
the City, independently of the Allies. Dares Phrygius states
the number of the Danaans as 806,000, and that of the Tro

jans 278,000.

It is impossible to fix any thing with accu

racy, in as much as the ships or legions appear to have been
of unequal force, those of the Boeotians having a complement
of 120 men, where those of Philoctetes had no more than

fifty”. I must now explain who these were, called Kovgol
Bowtwy and Egeral. Wherever there has been nation set over
nation, and a noble caste holding preeminence, the martial
array has consisted of a certain number of the noble warriors
counted by name, and a multitude of their followers counted
by number only, or capite censi, whom they engaged to lead
into the field. Of this kind were the Men at Arms, who rode
to field at the head of a retinue of Gauls and Saxons in the

old wars between this country and France: and in much later

times, when a different system of discipline was established,
the Nobles in several countries, especially in France, retained
the privilege of being officers. So long as the Spirit of Castes
continues in vigour, prudence, as well as economy, precludes
25 Tac. Ann. L. 2. c. 17.
26 L. 2. v. 510, v. 719.
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the governors from equipping the governed with the same
arms and appointments they themselves used. The horse,
the chariot, and the panoply, were reserved to the men at
arms, while the crowd of retainers were lightly armed either
for offence or defence; to hang on the skirts of the war, to
harass and plunder, and annoy with missile weapons was their

province. And hence we may understand why the fifty-nine
legions of Raamidae and Heraclidae were of such overbearing
importance, as they appear to have been, since almost

every

thing that was achieved was achieved by them, and the se
cession of the Pelasgi reduced the whole mundane league to
the brink of ruin. These were a pure race, hidalgos all, and
warriors to the back bone; whereas the other armies were

made up of men as different from their leaders as sheep are
from the dog that guides them. In this way the armies of
Sparta were often composed; the force of Leonidas at the
straits was about seven thousand, no small body to man a post
naturally impregnable, but the servile multitude were scarcely

carried into account, and it has been a common thing to say
that He guarded the pass with three hundred men, those are,
three hundred men at arms. These persons, of whom the
Boeotian arks had 120 each, and those of Philoctetes only

fifty, were revXia; or men armed cap a piè, being the Cuthèan
or Cush-Atriyan chiefs, of the war caste, who led the nations
to war, and bore the brunt of it with their own bodies, which
defensive art had rendered almost invulnerable. The Oar,

which these Eretae are called from, is in the argonautic method
of fabling a badge of power, whereof we have a most conspi
cuous instance in the Odyssey, when the Judge of all the

Earth appears &#67%lyov #x”y ava paiduo duo.
The first business of the King of Men was to assemble the
allies in some convenient place, and take the auspices of the
war according to the then established modes of divination, the
principal of which I believe were, Sacrifice and inspection of
the Victim, Augury and the observation of all things shewn
[monstra or ostenta] by the actions of animals, and Astrology
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including all inferences from the appearance of the heavens.
In the days of Cicero a dispute existed whether these means
of fore-guessing the future were at one time real and daemo
niacal but subsequently reduced to mere forms, or whether
they had at all times been illusions of priestcraft. The phi
losopher adopts, as it would seem, the later conclusion, wherein
I can by no means agree with him. Another method of ascer
taining the favour of the deity was unquestionably real, that
of laying a victim on the altar, and waiting for a praeternatural
fire to come and consume it. A modern critic cannot deny
the reality of this manifestation of favour by certain powers,
when unrestrained by any superior influence, without exposing
himself to great disadvantage. For any one modern may from
the strong prejudice of his times, or from natural dulness, be
almost imbecile in reasoning: but a body of four hundred and
fifty men could not have the simplicity of born fools, and least
of all could that be predicated of the learned and cunning
priests of Tyre and Sidon, or their Samarian disciples. And
surely it requires no stretch of thought to perceive that the
conduct which such a critic must impute to the clergy of
Ahab and Jezebel, amounts to a mental derangement, and
falls under the category of impossible actions”.
At this mustering, which Homer feigns to have been at

Aulis in Boeotia”, it may be imagined that the turbulent
priests were busily at work; And it so fell out that when
Aga Memnon sacrificed the powers whom he worshipped sent .
no fire. This fire is figured as a breeze to be sent by the
Gods to speed the Ships on their imaginary voyage, but it is

called by the same word which meant the Sacred Fire, dugog.
Whenever the Gods send a Wind, it is called, I cannot tell
why, 'Ixuayo, 'Ovgos", and it is well known to all readers that
* See 1 Kings, c. 18. and 2 Kings, c. 9. v. 22.
28 Il. 2. v. 303.

* From which sense of the word comes zeug ovgor, whose temple near
Byzantium is mentioned by Arrian. Peripl. Eux. p. 137, and see the In
scription in Chishull Ant. As. p. 59. The Ourian Jove presided over the
command of armies, Jupiter Imperator, quem Graeci Urion nominant, saith
Tully. In Verrem iv. p. 410, ed. Delph.
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the Creator Spirit is equally represented in holy writ by a
Fire or Luminous Glory, and by a Rushing Wind. Aura in
Latin may be used for a Breeze, and the divinae particula
aurae in a man is called dyewos, or animus, and anima, Tyavua,
spiritus”. Upon this occasion the philosopher Palamedes
raised a violent faction against Agamemnon and Ulysses, and
availed himself of the refusal of the Gods to send the ixusyo;

dugo; in order to dethrone the King. Some authorities go so
far as to say that he himself was proclaimed King at Aulis”,
but it is more likely, which Philostratus intimates”, that

Achilles, the general of the Cushim, aspired to the command
at Palamedes his instigation. However, the King and his
wise counsellor prevailed over the intrigues of this man, which
were for the time overlooked but not, as it would seem, for
gotten. A story is extant that Ulysses persuaded Aga Memnon
to immolate his daughter Iphianassa as a propitiation to the
Daemons, and thereby obtained the ovgo; for which the army
waited. There is nothing in this inconsistent with the reli
gion and morals of the age, and the profound silence of Homer
on the subject, if we reject the suspicious verse where her

name occurs, is no argument against its truth. We possess a
curious”, though very obscure, account of certain altercations
30 See Gen. c. 1. v. 2. Acts, c. 2. vs. 2 and 3. 1 Kings, c. 8. v. 11. I add
some illustrations that rise into my recollection. The martial and Jovial

priests of Rome were called Blowing Winds, Flamen. The very word we
are engaged upon is used by a great Poet for the inspiration of Sacred Song,
rivSavir &v£n; dugoy Javoy, and Virgil calls the “thrilling song that wakes
the dead.” Wind,
Atque Ixionii vENTo rota constitit axis,
for I do not scruple thus to expound this most obscure verse.

The Rabbins

call the Holy Ghost Sephyrah or the Zephyr, which they interpret wisdom,
meaning the divine afflatus. V. Tomline Elem. Theol. vol. 2. p. 80. With
the substantive Tysvua agrees that old Homeric verb Tityvkai, I am gifted
with knowledge, inflated, or inspired: which is sometimes, though rarely,
used for, I am alive. I have said before that a mute and liquid coalescing
generally imply a dropt vowel, and that this was the case with Tyre or wyvya
- appears from the adjective novros, inspired with wisdom.

3. Ptol. Heph L. 5. Dares, c. 19, 20, 25.
* Heroica, p. 146, ed. Boissonade.
33 Philostr. Heroic, in Palam.
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between the two master spirits Hodysseus and Palamedes at
Aulis.

It would seem as if the former had laid some stress

upon an eclipse of the moon, which Palamedes referred to

natural causes according to the rules of astronomy. He in
vented astronomy, we are told, and at Aulis explained an

eclipse of the Moon. But Ulysses rebuked him, saying, Jove
who made the Stars knows their courses, and you would be
less a trifler if you attended more to earthly matters, in the
place of affecting wisdom concerning those in heaven. Pala
medes is made to rejoin, that he could not know the things in
HEAVEN without first knowing those on EARTH. I suspect
that this last proposition has been exactly inverted, and that
Palamedes was the founder of that mode, or, more probably,
pretended mode of divination” called Astrology; while Ulysses
adhered to those methods of which he knew the efficacy, and
derided the figments of the sophist. The Greeks as usual
have set off the latter to advantage, by putting into his mouth

a piece of undoubted philosophy; but perhaps Ulysses may
have had occasion to maintain that the Sun, Moon, and Stars

were made to give Light to this World”, and to oppose the
Plurality of Worlds. He may also have questioned the pro
gressive motion of the earth, maintaining that God laid the
foundations of it that it should never be removed”. If this
were so, the fate of Palamedes would be in some sort like to

that of Galileo, and the opinion derives some force from the
undoubted antiquity of the antibiblical astronomy coupled
with its failure: I say with its failure; for the writings and
doctrines of Palamedes and his school, to which Thersites and

Corinnus belonged, were so completely destroyed before the
revival of letters in Greece, that we have only conjecture to

guide us as to their nature. The theories of Palamedes [if his
they were] and his writings were buried in his grave, and
31 I cannot pretend to pronounce upon the word Signs, in Gen. c. 1. v. 14,
but I understand prognostics of the weather and seasons.
35 Gen. c. 1. Ps. 136.

36 V. Ps. 104. Eccles. c. 1. vs. 4 and 5.
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never excited any attention till the time of Pythagoras, who

revived them. Ulysses seems to have said to Palamedes as
Elihu did to Job, Knowest thou the ordinances of Heaven
and canst thou set the dominion of them on the Earth? and

to have relied himself upon augury; for that writer who was
so intimately concerned in his opinions and actions puts into
his mouth an account of the prognostics at Aulis, from which

it appears that the duration of the war was foreshewn by a
number of birds, a bird for a year, just as the centuries of

Rome were foreshewn to the founders of that City by the twelve
eagles.

-

III. When the auspices were completed they fell upon
active measures, and began the conquest of Shinar with their
united force of Danaans and Pelasgi, to whom perhaps I should
add the followers of Tlepolemus son of Nimrod, who were in
all probability disciplined in the manner of the war caste.
Tlepolemus or Tele-Polemus I am persuaded is the Telephus,
son of Hercules, who according to the Cyprian Epics acted as
guide to the Greeks in their march against Ilion 87. The
little which we know of the events of this war fully shews
that the Pelasgi of the War Tribe were the only effective
force of the confederacy; the residue were only available for

the purpose of keeping up a lax blockade. In the eight years
preceding that of the Quarrel which Homer describes twenty
three towns in the kingdom of Troy were taken, and all of
them by Achilles”. The most famous of these were the Hy
poplacian Thebes, Pedasus, and Lyrnessus, the fabulous geo
graphy of which places the commentators have put into some
confusion. Hypoplacus is in Cilicia”, and Lyrnessus we read

was a city of Hypoplacian Thebes", but Pedasus was on the
.*

37 Procl. Chrest. Bibl. Alten Liter. Tom. 1. p. 25.
38 Il. L. ix. v. 328.

39 L. vii. v. 397.
40 Schol. in Il. xx, V, 92.
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Hellespont", and yet the Cyclic interpolator makes the attack
of two places thus widely remote to be one single operation.
These criticisms relate merely to the scene of the drama, and

not to the reality. The fall of the place called Lyrnessus

brought on, in some degree, the secession of the Pelasgi and
consequent suspension of active operations. In the division
of the spoils of this place a priestess of the god Apollo had
fallen to the lot of the Atreid King, and an epidemic disease,
such as armies may naturally suffer in the wet plains of the
Euphrates, fell upon the allies, which the augur Chalchas
[probably not without some secret instigation] imputed to the
detention of this woman. Achilles supported him with such
zeal that the King gave way, but insisted upon that general
giving up his share of the spoil; whereupon the Cushim
offended at the Aga's conduct, and probably weary of the siege
and shaken in mind by the ripe preparations of Memnon for
raising it, withdrew from the contest”.
This quarrel about the Priestess was the immediate and
-

ostensible cause of the secession, but the ostensible causes of

such things are seldom more than pretexts, or at least they
do but kindle into flame much deeper animosities which had
long smouldered. Such was the case between the Panachaian

king and his unwilling disdainful ally, but Homer could not
go deeper into the causes of schism without compromising the
name he most revered, and mentioning another most famous
name which he had firmly resolved should never escape the
barrier of his teeth. But that learned Byzantine John Tzetzes,
from the unknown author Twy Town-wy, goes deeper into these
cabals. A general discontent prevailed among the Argèan or
Panachaian confederates concerning the spoils of Lyrnessus,
which Achilles in great measure kept to himself, together
with Hippodamia, daughter of Briseus and wife of Mynes

king of Lyrnessus; and wholly set at defiance the authority
41 Schol. ib.
42 V. Hom. Iliad.
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of the King of Men. The Hero-Philosopher Palamedes was

supposed to have secretly instigated him, as he did before at
Aulis; nor were obvious topics wanting to a factious orator
who might say that the labourer was worthy of his hire, and
that the divine race who performed all the exploits of the War
should also be the first in power and emolument. Nor was
Palamedes” a disinterested advocate in such a case, having
attended Achilles in all his exploits, and taken conjointly with

him the twenty-three cities of Troas. Abydus in particular
was subdued by his exertions; and in every thing that belongs
to a civil or military engineer he was preeminent, as in sieges,

the passing of rivers, and cutting through of isthmusses. But
his interference in this dispute was not the heaviest charge
against Palamedes; he was accused of acting in concert with
the Troians, and the money was found [or pretended to be
found] by Ulysses which king Priam had sent to him. The
discovery of Palamedes his treason, is thus described in an
oration which bears [falsely I doubt not] the name of Alci
damas the pupil of Gorgias. Ulysses saw a Troian shoot an
arrow at Palamedes, which missed him, and fell by Ulysses.
Palamedes flung his spear in return, which the Troian took
up and departed. Ulysses sent the arrow to Teucer, the only
Hero of the Danaans who practised archery, and Teucer found
this writing upon it: “Alexander to Palamedes, All your

stipulations with Telephus shall be performed. My father
will give you Cassandra to wife as you desire, but do you per

form your part quickly.” He wore a trident upon his shield
that the enemy might know him from the other Danaans".
I have observed that Helen was the Cassandra of the post
homeric writers, and Tlepolemus the apostate Heracleid their

Telephus; the meaning therefore is obvious enough, that he
was intriguing for a compromise of the war, by which both
Paris and the Atreid brothers should resign the prophetess to

43 Tz. Anthom. 400. Philostr. Her. p. 152, etc.

* Alcid, contra Palam. Or. Gr. Reiske, vol. viii. p. 64, etc.
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him; and that the parties engaged with him in this conspiracy
were the Heracleid Tlepolemus, and Achilles the Schismatic
Typhon, who were naturally desirous to compound a war, on
their parts, so unnatural. There is another story, that after
the rape of Helen, when the conjurati were in course of being
assembled, he was sent by Agamemnon to Cinyras in Cyprus
to ask succours; but secretly advised him to send none, and

received from him great sums of money”. This is an obscure
story: the name of Cinyras has been most improperly thrust

into the Iliac story, but indisputably he was Cush or Priam",
and it is like enough that this deep player privately advised
the old man to support Paris and stand to all risks, having
ends of his own to answer.

Whatever was the truth, he was

found guilty of Treason, and put to death; and we may infer
that his designs were especially directed against the Atreid
supremacy because Diomede and Ulysses, the two most imme

diate supporters of Agamemnon, were the men who drowned
him”; or, according to the Heroics of Philostratus, he was
stoned to death by the Peloponnesians and Ithacans, which is
just the same thing, for Mycenae, Sparta, Argos, were the
45 Alcidamas c. Pal. Or. Gr. u. s.

46 He was the Penteekontapais. Eust in Il. xi. v. 20. His years were as
many as those of Tithonus, x-rayngaga, T.Save 6a Sutipov. Suidas. He was
king of Assyria. Apollod. L. 3. Hyg. Fab. 48.242. His wealth was a proverb
with Tyrtaeus and Pindar; but his name, Querulus, implies a Man of Sor
rows. He was a prophet. Clem. Al. Strom. L. 1. p. 398, Oxon. and he

kept a whore, for whom he built a Temple, and who was revered as the
Goddess Venus. Jul. Firm. p. 18. Arnob. L. iv. c. 25. She was also an
Amazon; and she bore to him an Hunter; which Hunter was also a God;
and a King of the same country whereof Cinyras was King. Probus in Virg.
Ecl. x. v. 18. Etym. M. in Aous. Lastly, the Huntsman King was accused
of having lain with her, his own mother, on the banks of the Cisséan river.
Serv. in Virg. Ecl. 10. v. 18. And it is evident that he was the same as
Memnon, for he was the Son of the Morning, and bore the title of Aos or
Aous, and his Mother was sometimes called Aoa, that is Aurora, instead of

Smyrna as Zoilus says, ap. Etym. M. in Aous; the mother of Memnon was
likewise named Cissia, which is the name of the river, above mentioned,
where Adonis met his mother; and Adonis, like Memnon, was an Hawk.

Vid. Hesych. in Kiel.
47 Paus. Phoc. I, x, c. 23. Dict. Cret. II. 2. c. 15.
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poetical kingdoms of the Aga Memnon, of Menelaus, and of
Diomede distributively, and Ithaca of Ulysses. The Pelasgi
however persevered to the latest ages in maintaining that he
was innocent, and that those who killed him were the real

conspirators, insomuch that antiquity is divided upon the
character of Ulysses, Homer standing alone against all the
rest, who reviled him as the murderer of innocence; and all

the world is familiar with the verses of Euripides,
"Exayer #x2yers

Tav Tavaropov, Tay 33ay dA
-yvyaaay d7%wo. Msawy,
and those of Virgil, who owns however that he died quia bella
vetabat, and so admits an extreme case of sedition, although
the treasonous correspondence is denied. My own persuasion
is that there was treachery in the wind, and that Ulysses was
on this occasion as on many others the main stay of that cause,

such as it was, which he had sworn to uphold. Homer, I say,
never alludes to the existence of this man, whose fame was

nevertheless so great that all the glories of his heroes turn

pale beside it, but he does in some genuine verses” foully and

disgustingly interpolated make mention of a factious orator
and wit, Thersites, who always set himself in opposition to
the Atridae or Basileees. This Thersites, though a near re
lation of Diomede, was I believe of the Palamedèan faction,

and was represented in the sculptures of the Temple of Delphi
playing at dice with that philosopher”.

Palamedes is said

* The interpolated verses are I believe from 216 to 220 including both,
252 to 256 inclusive, and 262.

The first passage is an infamous and das

tardly allusion to personal deformity, and is moreover written in language
which resembles not Homer if it resemble anything. What has Homer to
do with ovyoxaxor 3 or with poxxos, toão, and lèyn? irtynyoSs occurs in
L. x. v. 134, but that line is better away; wherever it does occur it is a cor
ruption of in-h-'ívšis made by persons who only knew the contracted form
#ySã.
* Paus. L. x. c. 23.
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*

to have succeeded Ulysses as commissary-general to the army,
which was a source of personal enmity”.
Palamedes was son of Nauplius, said to be a fisherman, but
that I have no doubt is mystically and not literally meant,
for Nauplius was son of Neptune and Amymoné". He was
absurdly venerated by the Greeks as the founder of all human
knowledge, and the inventor of all arts and sciences; of alpha
betic writing; arithmetic; astronomy; codes of written laws;

coining money; weights and measures; beacons; and the
games of dice and chess *.

Others say he only added to the

alphabet the double or aspirate consonants, theta, ksi, chi, and
phi”, but this I disbelieve, for I cannot think that the cha
racter theta was invented till the letters t and h had ceased

to be articulated, and had coalesced into the lisping sound

which theta represents, nor can I ascribe such a barbarous
way of speaking to Homer or to Palamedes. The reader will
feel the extent of this corruption if he compares the two ways
of pronouncing the letters oth in the following sentence, It
is not Her, it is another. The French, who speak th as a
simple t, offend less, but in that excellent remnant of antique
and pure pronunciation, the Irish Brogue, the words another,
mother, etc. are more properly spoken. Homer should there

fore be printed with a t and h, and not with a theta, which
teaches us to mispronounce his verses. Such a man as Pala

medes could not fail to be deep in all the machinations of his
day, and was undoubtedly an active author of the new reli
gious doctrines which then agitated the Church of Ham. The
50 Serv. in AEn. 2. v. 82.

* Naupl. ap. Hoffman. Palamedes was a Belide, and said to be seventh
from Bel. Serv. in. AEn. 2. v. 82, which, if Noah be the Belus meant, may
be true.

52 V. Philostr. Palam. Gorg. pro Palam. Or. Gr. viii. p. 118. Herodotus

saith they were invented by Atys to amuse the Lydians; but Atys was a
title of the first Eunuch, and, as the reader will hereafter understand, of Pa

lamedes. Herod. 1. c. 94.
53 Palam. ap. Hoffman. Plin. N. H. L.7. These characters are more likely
of the time of Simonides or Epicharmus.
Y 2
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Bacchanalian orgies or mysteries, and the worship of Bacchus
or Attes, and Magna Mater, were probably of his contrivance,
because Homer, who abhorred both the institutions and their
author, never makes mention of them; and also because there
is reason to think that he first introduced the Semiviri or

Chloeunai. I have yet to explain why I think so. Homer,
in his heroic poems, never breathes a hint that any such man
as Palamedes had ever lived or died, not even in the visit to

Hell, where Ulysses is made to meet his friends and his One
Enemy, Ajax; but did he never bestow any tribute either of
love or hatred upon the memory of this protosophist? Besides
Ilias and Odyssea, Homer wrote another poem now lost, Mar
gites, and all others ascribed to him are the works of his imi

tators in later times. Margites was a satire upon a Fool, and
the name came to be proverbially so used, but there are diverse
sorts of fools. Some, who are contented with supine ignorance,
and whose inoffensive obscure life is no object for the satirist;

and others full of pride and conceit, aiming at all knowledge
and all power, bent upon all manner of innovations in human
affairs, and of rash speculations upon divine things,
Confidens, tumidusque, adeo sermonis amari,

the beginning of the words of whose mouth is Foolishness, and
the end of whose talk is mischievous madness *.

In fine, the

Greatest and Worst of Fools may be those who are accounted
preeminently wise in their generation; and such was Mar
gites. He was a man whose studies were dedicated to no end

of practical use, or as Homer figures it, the Gods neither
taught him to dig nor to plough,
Toy 3 dur's axarrnga Qeo, Saraw, st’ &ornea.
His attainments however were great and various, but such
was the perverseness of his understanding that all his wisdom
turned to

folly and to evil,

* Ecclesiastes, c. x. v. 13.
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IIoAN its aro fetya, Kaxw; 3 yrs aro ravtz”.
. In all this I recognise roy IIzva'opov, the ambitious, mischievous,
and highly gifted priest Palamedes, and I harbour not a par

ticle of doubt that the bitter poem Margites was directed
against Him whom he would not so much as name in any
serious production. Oh! if time had but spared to us this
mock-heroic, written with such delicacy that the Greeks in

after times did not find out that their idol was the object of
derision | Dion Chrysostom makes mention, out of this poem,
Magyira . . . dyvoëvros Or, Xfm yuayra Xpyria, Ty yvyaixi”.
This, when taken literally, is absurd and senseless as applied
to man or brute, and much more so to a Fool so clever and
learned as Margites: but taken as I understand it, it is a
good sample of the way in which Homer derided the cabals of
Palamedes. This man had pointed out the danger of en
trusting the beauteous Helen to any Prophet as his Wife or

Concubine; that it was really of little consequence whether
Menelaus or Alexander shared her bed; and that true religion
could only prosper in peace by entrusting her to the safe
keeping of some eminent priest who would not or could not
betray his trust. For this high charge he offered Himself, no
mean or unworthy candidate; and he was prepared to make,
if he had not actually made, that sacrifice to his ambition
which the hunted beaver made to his love of life.

The like

sacrifice of natural concupiscence was made, as I have hereto
fore surmised, by the Chlounai or Chamai-Eunai hypophets of
the Dodonaean Pelasgic Jove, which will give us to understand
the nature of Palamedes his influence over those Pelasgi who

joined Agamemnon. Combabus was ordered by the King of
Assyria to take charge of his Queen while she founded the
temple of the Dea Syria; to establish the sacred rites, ra 'ga
Texagal; and to command his armies. Foreseeing the tempta
* The word Magyar does not imply Stupidity but impious presumption, as
in Hom. L. v. 882, or unbridled passions, as in yog"ptaiyo:
- * Dion, Chr. Or. 2. de Glor. p. 614. Casaubon, et vid. Suid. Lex. in

Margites.

*
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tion to which the Queen and he would be exposed, and the
jealousy that might arise against him, he sought refuge in the

argument ab impossibili, and, having performed a remarkable
sacrifice, he sealed up in a jar and dedicated to the Goddess a
no less remarkable oblation.

He was accounted the wisest

and most sanctified man in all Assyria. He was canonized as

an hero in the temple at Hierapolis, and according to some
the goddess Juno was enamoured of him. From him the race
of fanatics called Galli and the orgies of the Phallus deduced
their origin. In the Temple-builder, Mystagogue, and Com
mander of Armies, Combabus, we recognize our friend Pala
medes in all his sanctity and wisdom, and Margites in all his
horrible raving folly. If any one should maintain that the

capital of Seleucus and not the Old City was the real scene
of this history; that there were Heroes and enamoured god
desses in the days of Nicator and Stratonice; or that the
Galli and the Phalli came into use under these recent Mace

donians; I will not expend time or patience in disputing those
matters with him,

Non me vocabit pulcra per Cotyttia
Ad feriatos Fascinos.

Of such a man, in such an age, it need scarce be said that
he was a Poet; Suidas assures us that he was famous for his

poetry, but that Aga Memnon and Homer suppressed and
destroyed all his works”. For Homer we should say Ulysses,
who was his grand-father, and then we shall have historical
truth, for the descendants of those Pelasgi who so loved him
never pretended to possess a single line of his composition.
There is an old superstition that Palamedes derived his
learning from the Cranes, and some were so fanciful as to
think that he made the letter 4 in imitation of a crane roosting
upon one leg, and r of a crane flying:

Et gruis effigies Palamedica porrigitur Phi”.
-

57 Suid. Palam.

53 Philost. Pal. Auson. de Literis, v. 25.
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Before I part with this sage, I will try to explain what this
means. The Cushim boasted to be the Oldest of Men, or
rather to be the representatives of the Ancients, and the post
diluvian Depositaries of their sacred lore; and as the Bird
was the symbol of the Holy Ghost, and represented the God
of the Inspiration of Wisdom, they were therefore figured as
Birds, such as Eagles, Hawks, or Cranes. Their wars with
the other races of men, who were so inferior in stature and

prowess, were by a grotesque fable turned into the Wars of
the Cranes and the Dwarfs, which absurdity is not wanting
in the yet imperfectly cleansed Augèan stable,

'Ay?gari IIvyuzional povoy was x^2 pagaoal".
The root of the word Tegzvos is Old Age, and from it the

Pelasgi were called Istaixo", and the oldest man in Aga
Memnon's army is called by a curious appellation Tegavios
'Irrora Nerwg. As for those Geranians by whom he is sup

posed to have been educated, I believe they were made for the
purpose": and that a poetical metaphor of the highest class
exists in these words, explaining the authority both over
himself and others which the Wisdom of Age gave him,
“The Horseman handling the Reins of Old Age.” Horses
in a Chariot are signified. The meaning of this Tradition
therefore is, that Palamedes learned his stock of wisdom in the

schools of the Cushim and probably in those of the Danaizing
Pelasgi, with whom he was so intimate. Palamedes was an
High Priest of the Gentiles, but the house of Raamah, like
all the other AEthiop houses [unless perhaps it were that of
the Royal or Nembrodian Scythians], must have contributed
59 Il. 3. v. 6.

6. The Asiatic AEthiopians from near India used the skins of Cranes for
their shields. Herod. vii. c. 70. And the Storks, birds closely allied to the
Cranes, were called Pelargians or Pelasgians. Vid. Strab. L. 5. p. 313.
Myrsilus of Lesbos said that the Tyrrhene Pelasgi were named after the
Storks. Dion. Hal. L. 1. A. R. AElian, in his Natural History, informs us
that Men are said to have learned the art of government from Cranes.

* V. Apoll. Bibl. L. 2. c. 7. s. 3. Schol. in Hom. L. 5. v. 392.
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its full quota of Priests and Men at Arms to the Nations; so
that he may have been near akin to the Myrmidons, though
not belonging to their body.
IV. To return from this long digression, a variety of cir
cumstances caused Achilles to secede, The tardiness of the

War, the epidemic Pestilence, and the intrigues of Palamedes,
which probably were not quite unconnected with the great
preparations of Memnon. The death of the philosopher seems
to have immediately preceded the secession according to Pro
clus's account of the Cyprian Epics, IIaxaw»g; Savaros . .

xzi Asog Sex, ra's Érixsplay rss Towa; 'AXixxex &ros Waag".
The Dios Boulee of the Cyprians is very notable, with re
ference to the fifth line of the Iliad. Nothing is more natural
than for a proud man, strongly suspected of participation in a

detected treason, to fly off upon the first showy pretext that
offered itself, such as was the matter of Briseis. But if Phi
lostratus borrowed from authentic sources, bitter allusion was

-

made to Palamedes in the quarrel of the Kings. Achilles
having recounted his achievements, especially the capture of
twenty-three towns, said, And such as these were the treasons
of Palamedes; bring me also to trial, for his actions are mine
also, dro Twy avrwy jaw. Ulysses declared that it was treason
to justify a traitor, and expelled him from the council with
the full approbation of the Achaians, who were offended at
Achilles his discourse. Thus, according to Philostratus 68,
began the famous secession. Not only Achilles, but Ajax also

[a gentile chief, but a kinsman of Achilles], was indignant at
the death of the sophist. Ajax however was loyal at heart
and soon pacified". After the schism between the allied
nations and the Cushim, the Iliad gives a curious account of

the rascality of Paris and Pandarus, and the operations of the
war, which were highly disastrous to the confederates. Driven
* Procl. Chrestom. Bibl. Alten. Lit. Tom. 1. p. 26.
63 Heroic. Ach. p. 214.
* Philostr. Palam. p. 158.
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to their ships, those are, the Stations of their Legions, they
found themselves compelled to raise a line of circumvallation,
with ditch, rampart, and palisadoes. They seem to have la
boured at this work with vast diligence, and somewhat of
Themistoclèan faith, during a truce for the interment of the
dead: it is true, that if faith were a debt to man [and not, as
it is, to Almighty God] they owed but little to the friends of
Alexander and Pandarus. I am not fully satisfied that the
verses 442 to 464 of the Seventh Book are factitious, although
452 and 453 manifestly are. The reason of Neptune's anger
at this hasty and unhallowed work is given in v. 450. The
vast field work becoming useless after the siege was neglected,

and gradually undermined and washed away, duxX39%ay, by
the floodings of the Euphrates".
The Achaians thus left to their own resources, with the

greatest difficulty maintained even their rampart against the
Troians, become assailants, and all their principal leaders were
disabled by wounds, when the friend or Brother in Arms of

the Pelasgian general obtained leave to go forth to their
assistance. His fall, which soon after happened, turned the
hero's stormy passions into a new channel, and the revenging
of his friend became a duty in his mind paramount to all
others. His reconciliation with the King was easily and, as
it would seem,

cordially effected,

and the woman * who had

been the ostensible cause of their quarrel was restored to him
undefiled. The army of Priam now felt the bad effects of that

temporary success which had drawn their forces into the open
field; they were completely worsted, and the military viceroy
of Shinar, Hector, the wearer of the Æolian Helmet, was slain

in battle. By this means the allies, although the tug of the war
65 Achilles himself was nearly destroyed in one of these swellings of the
stream, Hom. L. xxi., but it is hard to pierce the veil of poetry which is
flung over the story. It looks as if the stream was choked for the moment
by the fugitives, chariots, horses, etc. that were driven into it. Possibly those

who occupied the City had some means of flooding the country, as is prac
tised in the Flemish fortresses.
66 L. xix. V. 261.
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was yet to come, were fully redeemed from all the difficulties
which DiscoRD had so quickly brought upon them, and there

fore the business of Homer's Epic was full and ended. The
discomfited garrison withdrew within their walls, and waited
in hope,

. . . . . Higoxey #A9,
Mauvay déetwoffvuos, dywy arepsigia puxa
Axwy 6, vaison waxxusporoy 'A16,0tsizy".

The fable of the Amazon Penthesilèa was made by the Cyclics
to fill up the gap. In the interval Thymaetes and Polydamas,
gifted seers and men of pacific temper, advised submission,
but Priam, and his Sons, relied upon the faithful promises of

the King of the Giants, £zoix,z taxwglov, that he would raise
the siege,
'Avrap by datagiw; won tre+%aro Tavra Texaggai

'EAjoy #; Tpoixv, xxi uty axedov #xtouai älvai.
The firebrand Paris was especially vehement in opposing these
pacific counsels of Polydamas, who appears to have had the
women on his side,

II8xv?aux av way #To puyot'Toxswo; xxi dvaxxis . . .

Ju%a 38 yTiaxolot, was Évaday #35 yuvai'i,
Kaly; Svuoy &oixas,
and it is from this passage of the history that Persius is led
to call the effeminate and degenerate Romans Polydamas and
the Women of Troy,
An quia Pulydamas et Troiades Labeonem
Praetulerint? Nugae!
Soon after, à usta 8%oy", Nimrod arrived in person at
the anxious solicitation of his father, and brought with him
67 Qu. Sm. L. 2. v. 30.

68 Qu. Sm. L. 2. v. 100.
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the main force of the AEthiopians who were settled under his
auspices beyond Tigris,
Et quot Susa colunt Memnoniamque Ninon",
for the rebellion which threatened to overwhelm the City of
Bel extended, as I conceive, from the Euphrates to the Sea
and the Nile, Mesopotamia was the debateable ground in
which this war we treat of was waged, while the chief strength
of the House of Cush had retired into Ashur, Elam, and Persia.

The arrival of Lucifer, The son of the Morning, changed for
a time the character of the war; it was no longer a blockade,
in which the heroes of Troas, with a few bands of Epicures,

laboured to defend one city, but an open struggle between the
forces of those two great powers which, as I have shown, may

properly be called Assyria and Syria. The host of the former
was vast in number as well as unrivalled, unless by the Pelasgi,
in all martial qualities, and the earth-born children of the
locust Tithonus are well enough resembled to the swarms of
that insect, “ and the shapes of the locusts were like unto
horses prepared unto battle, and the sound of their wings was
as the sound of chariots with many horses running to battle.”
'Alva 3 ag ärx/aff, Tebow draw ö, 3 #x3xuvro

'Azpia rveztopol; #axyxiol, a re ge:orra
'Q; vapos, roxv; dućgos, trap X3ovo; #vpuTe'olo,
"Atx%rol, wepotsgaly daixaa Alp.oy dyszai.
'Q; it ārzy ToxAoi Ts was déoluot, dup, 35 yaiz
XTsiyar itsaavusywy, to 3’ #ypero Togai xoviary".
We imagine ourselves to be dozing over a production of the
fifth or sixth century of Christ, when we are thus aroused, as
it were, with a peal of thunder. Are the five books of Arc
tinus his famous AEthiopica, of such venerable antiquity,

wholly lost? Or is not rather the second book of Quintus the
69 Joh. Milt. El. 1. v. 67.
70 Qu. Sm. L. 2. v. 196.
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very same poem abridged? If the army was formidable, its
leader was many times more so. Though Achilles, Ajax,
Hector, Sarpedon, were the Coryphaei of that passage of the
war which the editors of Homer call Ilias, they shrink into

littleness before the power and genius and divinity of Nimrod
or Thrasy-Memnon, who, as Tlepolemus his son well observed,
was a very other-guise man,

'AAxolov riva p?u, Biny Hoaxx's",
'Elva èuoy taraga @gaavusuyova Svu.2x50wra".
The descendants of the Myrmidons affected to set their leader
upon a line with this hero, and boasted that he had slain the

Stratarch of the AEthiopians. But Homer uses no such free
doms with the name of Anti-Christ: his warriors are com

pared only one with another, Twy 'AAAwy Axyawy usra II*s
Iwva, but not with others who were at a distance: and when
he mentions Memnon or the Heraclèan Virtue it is with awe

and reverence. Ulysses, after all was over, is made to say of
Eurypylus,

Kelvoy 3, waxxis oy Fibov usra Mauvova Bifov”,
and king Priam in Arctino-Quintus thus loftily commends him,
Kzi yag 3% waxzéegaly &r=1987, Tayta Feroixx;
'Extrayxws, as āris Étrixãoviary jøwwy”.
His modesty and temperance were equal to his prowess; and
his magnanimity to both *; as we may learn from this beau
tiful

book of the

Paraleipomena.

His lieutenants, whose

names in Greek have reached us, were Pyrrh-Asides, Alcyo
neus, Nychius, Asiades, Alexippus, Cladon, Meneclus; seveN
in number.

7" The present time, in which this line is written, is sufficient to show that

he speaks of a warrior then living, and in the vigour of life.
72 Od. xi. v. 521.

73 Qu. Sm. L. 2. v. 132.

74 Qu. Sm. L. 2. v. 148, and v. 309.
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Memnon came from the 'Qxsavolo £28vłos isgow CŞw8 upon
the verge of which the isle of Aurora was situated”, but this
is erroneous fable of the Post-Homerics which the reader can

rectify for himself; and wore, like Achilles, a Panoply formed
from the rare and sacred reliques of Tubal-Cain" or Vulcan.
On his way to Troy he met and defeated the Holy Solymi",

who were likely enough a band of Selli or Pelasgian fanatics,
Uropyral dytroto3s; %awalsuval, who in the midst of general
consternation enthusiastically undertook either to play” the
Gideon with their swords and charmed bodies, or else by the
wounding of their unbaptized heels and the outpouring of
their blood, to satisfy the Dii Manes and averruncate the im
minent danger. The Cylonium scelus was famous among the
Pelasgi both Helladian and Magnagraecian, and it consisted

[by one account] in the slaughter of Three Hundred holy
ascetics, Pythagoreans or Beanites: in a mythic portion of
the Roman Annals Three Hundred Beanites went out to meet

an overwhelming foe and perished to one man”. “By Three
Hundred men, said the Lord to Gideon, will I save you. Let
all the other men go every man to his place.” The miracles

of God were highly significant, and he delighted to display
his power in those very things in which the gods and their
sorcerers had been foiled.

Did Arctinus, in tenderness to his

countrymen the Pelasgi and their clergy, pass over this curious
passage thus briefly? Or is it the pruning knife of Quintus?

Probably the former, else the history of the Solymi would not
have been so obscure and doubtful of old. Whatever they

were, they were destroyed by Memnon-Bellerophon. This
done, he came on to Ilion, and the campaign began. It is

confined by Quintus to one day, which seems absurd; and
*

75 V. Il. xii. v. 1.

-

76 Arctin. ap. Procl. Chrestom.
77 Qu. Sm. L. 2. v. 120.

78 Judg. c. 7. v. 7.
78 The pretended Veientes. Vos alia bella curate: Fabios hostes Veienti
bus date. Liv. L. 2. c. 48.
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Dictys, though he does not contradict it in terms, seems to have
known better, saying, in quo BELLo Antilochus Nestoris filius
obvius forte Memnoni interficitur 89. The events are very in
distinctly known: but it is certain that after gaining some

success He was himself slain. Quintus", in a long and vague
description, makes him to fall in fair fight with Achilles, hand
to hand, and Pindar speaks to the same; but the Odyssey is
quite silent as to this unparalleled achievement, and from
certain other sources we know that this victory was a very
scurvy affair, He having been first wounded and thrown down
by Ajax and then furtively, xev#377, stabbed from behind by
Achilles”. This version of the story gets a somewhat graver
confirmation from the Royal Parchments of the Kings of
Persia, in which Ctesias, Artaxerxes Mnemon's doctor, found

that Memnon was killed by an ambuscade, Aoxos, of the
Thessalians or followers of Achilles.

With his death the

campaign ended, and the whole AEthiopian army broke up in
the most profound grief and consternation. In all this I see
reason to think, that under pretence of a conference and
coming to a settlement he was treacherously and privily cut
off, and that means were found by the Pelasgic leaders to

persuade his army that his death was a judgment upon him
for killing the

'AgyzAewy XoAvg.wy isgow 5%arov, 5, uy lovra
'Egyov,
insomuch that a superstitious panic took the place of that in
satiable thirst of vengeance which they would otherwise have

felt and quenched to the last drop of Danaan and Myrmidon
80 Dict. Cr. L. iv. c. 6.
81 L. 2. v. 541.

* J. Tz. Post Hom. 334. Dict. iv. c. 6. A Syrian Calendar records that
Nimrod was killed on the eighth of July; Hyde Pers. p. 74; and the Ro
man Calendar fixes the murder or aphanism of Romulus on the Quintile
Nones, which, being septimane, fall on the seventh of July. The day in
question, be it seventh or eighth, is the “Summer's Day” of Thammuz
yearly wounded.
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blood. At the death of Nimrod there was a darkness over all
the Earth,

"Hws 3 #Trovax as woxvillausy, vapssagi,
'HXAvv6, 3 aga yaz",
which gains credit from the fact of the fall of the second anti
Christ being marked by a praeternatural gloom *; “the light
shall not be clear nor dark, but the day shall be one which
shall be known to the Lord, not day; nor night.” This seems

to describe an imperfect and frustrate attempt by the “prin
cipalities and rulers of the darkness” to adorn with mimic

miracles the fall of their false Messiah: but a perfect miracle
shall declare the triumph of the lawful King, for it shall come
to pass, that at evening time it shall be light.

His people preserved his body and carried it home, I sup
pose, to his namesake city, Nineveh,

IIzf rotagoto #88%a Calvãos Airtolo,
Quintus calls them the Winds his Brothers.

Because the

house of Cush, aided by the vengeful ghost of Nimrod, did
afterwards, as opinion went, disperse the whole of the rebel

people as the winds do chaff and stubble, therefore were they

called winds: as also were the Tritopator” Gods of Athens,
whom I have before mentioned when speaking of Orion the
Tripator. These were Cottus, Briareus, and Gyges, of the
Giant or Hundred-handed race, but were said dysues #ival, or
else Svewgas xa, puxaxas Twy awsuoy. The false Hesiod says
that Aurora brought forth the Winds and Lucifer,

As exit 3''Hws dyslas Texa xagrapojvua; . . . .
Tovs 's ust as ag #Tixtey 'Ewa popov 'Holygysia",
and elsewhere the same man says,

Tówvw 3 Hws Taxa Mauvova. XaAxoxogus my".
* Qu. Sm. 2. 548.
* Zech. c. xiv. v. 6 and 7. Mat. xxiv. v. 29.

* Suidas. Hesych. in Voce. Also called Propators.
* Theog. v. 378, etc.
87 V. 984.
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Zephyr was a Giant, as Æschylus has it in his Agamemnon,
Zapups Tryavto; avpals,
and the same wind is styled by Callimachus, frater Memnonis

AEthiopis. Wind, which symbolized the Dispersion, did also
the Spirit, Ghost, or Afflatus of the Deity, and from the same
Woman out of whose womb Ninus came, the Spirit of Python

or pagan Zephira came forth, the rushing wind of the Sibylline
cave; and when we remember that the Pythonissa is āvyas pi

u%2, the fraternity of Nimrod and the Zephir becomes as
literal as we could well desire. The Cushim, as depositaries
of the sacred lore among all the tribes, were in this sense also

Spirits or Winds, for it was through them that the gods con
versed with men. I have observed that the learned Priests
whom Palamedes revered, perhaps the Selli, were called
Cranes, because a bird is the Original Cherubic symbol of

the Holy Spirit. For the like reason the AEthiopians were
Hawks, and the quinquennial games which they celebrated at
his tomb were represented as the fighting of certain black
Hawk-shaped Memnonian birds". Cremutius Cordus, as

cited by Pliny, assures that this sham fight of the Birds was
renewed every five years at the Memnonian palace". These

were most probably the source of the Nemean games in honour
of Hercules or Archemorus, which the Pelasgi afterwards re

vived in Greece, as they also did the Babylonish Olympiads
of Jupiter Pelops:
Archemori Nemeaea colunt quinquennia Thebae”.

Him, I say, they carried home probably to Nineveh, perhaps
to Susa, and pickled and spiced him well, and put him into a

large jar, in which it is possible that he now remains as snug
as one of the forty thieves:

Msuyoya 3s ruvpr, re xzi 'Azava povyaviči
'Afflore, ratxpazvres Saray du£10%m".
88 Qu. Sm. 2.645, etc. MEl N.A. 5. c. 1.
89 Nat. Hist. L. x. c. 37.
* Ausonius.

91 Tz. P. Hom. 346.
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That was the end of the King of the whole-earth, and I wish
we could know somewhat more of so great a man's character;

whether he participated in the dire imposture practised in his
name, or was bred up in an honest belief of what he professed;
and also with what views and intentions he came to Troy.

They were probably not exactly such as would have pleased
the impious priest of the Pergamus, and it is most likely that
the cabals of Palamedes and Paris three or four months before

his arrival were not made in concert with him, but rather to

anticipate his coming, and by mutual agreement distribute
things to their own liking.
V. Upon the death of the Cosmocrator God the sum of
things again returned into the hands of Paris, a man capable
of conceiving and executing any crime. He was hard put to
it to defend the now leviora tolli Pergama Graiis, so He and
Priam proposed [let us hope that old Cush proposed it honestly]
to negotiate with Achilles and give him Polyxena in marriage,
and He was persuaded to repair for that purpose to the Temple
of Thymbraean or Tyberine Apollo, situate at the Scaean Gate.
What is the Scaian or left-hand gate? It could scarce be a
gate of the city, but something more advanced, for Hector

when afraid of Achilles used only to venture
# Xxxix; Te Tuxa, xzi p'yov in aves,
and even there was not safe”. The Tree, the Temple, and
the fable, however false, of Laomedon's bones being there de
posited, evince the great sanctity of the spot: and sometimes
I am led to think that a geomantic chasm in the earth, Tuxau

'Ajözo, and not of Ilion, is meant; if such a place were near to
9” L. ix. v. 355. In front of Ilion, upon the plain, was the 'Ixa 2nga
and the Wild Fig Tree, Iliad xi. v. 166. These were very probably the
Aétat IIvaal, and the Two Trees, those of Death and of Life. Wide AEI. V.
H. L. 3. c. 18.

It was at the Ilou Seema that Hector held his council of

war, Qas taea antzari Fixa, x. v. 415. See xi. v. 170. xvi. v. 712; but it
cannot be dissembled that L. 3. v. 149, seems to agree better with a gate of
the City.
Y
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the city Hector might take his station there, being secured

from attack by the awful inviolability of the place; and the
gates of Hell might be called sinister, by way of omination or
abomination according as they deemed of the left hand. Tully
will have it that the Left Hand was accounted the more for

tunate by the Romans, and the right by the Greeks”; which
last would seem to be the doctrine of that excellent augur
Polydamas, if I am right in understanding that the inauspi
cious Eagle

'Aleros Utputerms #7 ag's spa Azov čágywy
divided the line of battle to the left of the middle or point of

bisection; and in like way the Eagle flying Dexter rejoiced
the minds of the Trojans". But the rule seems a little un
settled on some occasions, for the Left was called in Greek by

two names implying Good, agis spoy and #voyvuoy”, and on
the other hand the Mens Laeva and Sinistra Cornix of the

Latin Poet was used in an ill sense.

Catullus, who has the

word in a bad sense elsewhere, gives two lines which beat my
powers of comprehension,
Haec ut discit, Amor sinistram ut ante

Dextram sternuit approbationem".
The question may turn upon the Kebla or Templum, that is,
Quarter of the Heavens, which the Augur Con-Templates;
and this Quarter was, I suppose, that under which was situ
ated the Paradise or Sacred Country of their Ancestors; a
country which, to those Cis-Euphratean nations we are best
acquainted with, is East; to the Indians, West; and so forth,
Add to this, that for the Real Mount Meru the Priests would

substitute another, mystical or astronomical, at the Arctic
Pole of the Earth; the South or Antarctic being on the con
93 De Div. 2. c. 39.
94 W. L. xii. v. 219. xxiv. v. 320.

-

* It is true that they may have used them by way of Euphemia.
90 Carm. 45, bis. v. 29. v. 16.
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trary their Tartarus”, or abode of Monsters, Devils, and im

pious Giants. The South being Tartarus or the Evil Quarter,
I will further suggest that it is also Sinister. There were

Three Parts of Earth, first, Asia of Babel, fronting the Sea,
and afterwards Europe and Libya lying to the North and
South by West thereof. These were peopled at the dispersion
by emigrants from the First which lay between, who moved
some to the Right, to Europe and the North, others Left, to
Afric and the South. This literal diverging of the People to
the good and evil countries is the foundation of the moral alle
gory of the Pythagorean or Palamedèan letter Whi or Upsilon,
which

Diducit trepidas ramosa in compita mentes”.

Although Palamedes may have invented characters to express
two letters in one, ask and s, t and h, it is idle to talk of his

inventing a character for one of the commonest vowels.

It

means that he invented, or learnt from the Cranes rather, the
mystery of that letter. The greater part of Pythagorism was
only revival of things most ancient. According to my scheme,
we find that the Good Branch of the Letter led up-hill to the
Mount of Virtue by the Right Hand; the Evil one turned

leftward with a most tempting proclivity towards the bere
thrum;

Et tibi quae Samios diduxit litera ramos
Surgentem Dextro monstravit limite callem”.
* As. Res. 3. p. 299. 8, p. 282, 4.
98 Pers. V. v. 35.

* Pers. Sat. 3. v. 57.

Heaven is &yw, xzi in tw &#w aspii, the Earth

xzrw, xa, ly tw &pi;tts. Arist. de Coel. L. 2. c. 2, p. 455. Duval. Er, the
son of Armenius, when he returned from the dead, declared that there were
two chasms, one leading to the right, upwards and to heaven, the other to the
Y 2
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The Northern situation of Armenia and Mount Paradise made

the North and Right be thought the Good Way, and the Black.
colour acquired by most of the African tribes confirmed them
in thinking the South and Left the Way of Ill and Darkness.
So these things are founded, as usual, in fact; but they have
yet higher foundation. God sate on his throne, all the host
of Heaven standing on his Right Hand and on his Left; and
a Spirit came and said, I will be a Lying Spirit”. Doubtless
he came from the left; for Satan stood at the left hand of the
Messenger when he resisted Joshua"; and to Christ it was
said, Sit thou on my right hand; and he himself shall say, at
the last division of mankind, to those on his Right Hand,
Come inherit the Kingdom, etc. and to those on the Left
Hand, Depart from me into the Everlasting Fire prepared for
the Devil and his messengers”. The metaphor of the ramosa
litera, alluding to the first division of mankind, may be the
same as the Ramification implied in the name of Serug, the
Shemite patriarch of the dispersion. Why then was the Left
by any people or at any time held sacred? Because the Ma
gians, from whose church the Graeco-Roman Pelasgi were
schismatics or semi-apostates only, deified that perverse crea
ture, The Accuser or Adversary, and paid him in some of

their rites and orgies prime honour; and this was called Left
handed Worship by all the Sabians, who themselves also used

deprecation of the Evil Power though they did not worship
him as God Increate and Eternal. In every religion and sect

of the Indians there is a Right-handed and a Left-handed
mode of worship; the former mild and pure, but the latter
full of blood and obscenity”. Of this last kind were the
rites of Cali in India, and such also were those of Ceres
left, downward and into the earth. Between the two chasms sate the Judges.

As it was immemorial for the Judges to sit in the Gates; this may come in
aid of my notion of the Scaian Gates.
* Kings xxii. v. 19.
101 Zech. iii. v. 1.
102 Matt. c. xxv.

* Colebrooke, A. R. vii. p. 280, 1.
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Erinnys, Mars and

Bellona, Cotytto, Priapus, and the Pan

demic Venus; and to this same idea Juvenal alludes when he

speaks of the perverted rites of the Bona Dea, as practised in
his time by vile wretches travestied into women,
sed More Sinistro 104

-

Exagitata procul non intrat faemina limen,

for in the Right-Handed mysteries of Bona none but matrons
officiated,

-

-

-

Sacra Bonae maribus non adeunda Deae;
and the heroic poet Lucan likewise,

Vos quoque Barbaricos ritus Moremque Sinistrum
Sacrorum positis Druidae repetistis ab armis.
Any disparagement of the Teutonic Princes is even now so
lemnized with the Left Hand: a remnant of the sacrorum

mos sinister. Therefore I suspect that the axxix. TvKai were

those gates of Hades which led to Tartarus, and the very same
as the ivory gates of false oneiromancy, through which lying
spirits of the Left Hand went forth to deceive, ['Hextolo IIvxal,
xxi A/w0; 'Oysiçwy,] saying

@w8%xi & kexsus xxp'-xouzovtas 'Azalfs;
IIzvow?", vvy yag xsy #A01; Toxty Éuguayulay
Tawwy,
or, “Go up, for the Lord shall deliver Ramoth Gilead into

the hand of the King.” The end of the Sixth book of the
AEneid fills me with astonishment.

Did the wretched author

of that poem mean to laugh in his sleeve at the fellows whose

interests he was employed to write up, and whose vanity he
both fed and fed upon? “I beheld Octavius, a plebeian, but
descended from the Gods. I saw the obscure warrior who fled

from young Pompey and left his lieutenants to their fate, the
voyager who visited Philippi and Alexandria, eclipsing the
104 Sat. 2. v. 87.
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labours of Hercules and the wanderings of Bacchus, and con
quering, O ye gods! the people of India and Fezzan. I saw
the adulterous spouse of the pregnant Livia, the father of Julia,
the preceptor of Tiberius, the friend of the foul and epicoene
Maecenas, reviving the purity of the golden age. The thrice
great Tully, who with Ovid, Cassius of Parma, and Cornelius
Gallus, shared his patronage, had no place among the Roman
worthies. The Greeks plead causes better. All this I de
clare, saith Maro, but remember, that a greater lie never

came through the Sinister Gate of Hell.” Villains do not
despise their tools more supremely than they are in turn de

spised by them. “You will be a God somewhere sure enough,
said the witty parasite to the poetaster tyrant, but mind that
it is not in Hell!”

-

Achilles repaired to the Temple of the Scaean Gates in full
confidence, as a peace-maker and a bridegroom, and there Paris,

and Deiphobus one of the greatest captains of the Troés, fell
upon him and murdered him with a dagger in the sanctuary".

Perhaps the subjects of Memnon had the poor excuse of re
taliation for this deed; poor, I say, for though it is right and
needful to retaliate violence, it is an insult to heaven to talk
of retaliating fraud or perjury. This man, whom Palamedes
and the Selli wished to set up as Cosmocrator, was himself
Son of a Woman who pretended to be a female incarnation
of divinity disparaged by union to a mortal, and that he her
son was The Son doomed to die by the Bruising of his Heel.

His death by any other means was fatal to his pretensions,
and to the prophetic reputation of the Selli, and would perhaps
lead all the Pelasgi to return to their allegiance, as it is evi
dent that these superstitions affected them much more strongly

than respect for the primogeniture of the Aga Memnon: and
therefore, angry as they were, they were not averse to adopting
the fable which was put about, that the God Apollo shot him

in the foot with an arrow". Homer, who never alludes but
"5 Dictys, iv. xi. Dares. c. 34. Tz. P. Hom. 395. Tz. in Lyc. v. 296.
"6 Qu. Sm. L. 3. v. 62.
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with a cautious delicacy to those deadly crimes which dis
graced, if not even Ulysses, at least the age in which he lived,
puts a prophecy into the mouth of dying Hector which divides
the responsibility of Achilles his death between Paris and the
God,

I knew thee well, nor might to ruth persuade"
Thine heart as stubborn temper'd as thy blade.

But think on me, Thou Mighty, at the date
Foredoomed of old, when by the Scaian gate

Phoebus and Paris bring thy turn of fate.
The force of this guarded language is, that the Priest really
slew him as he was accused, but that he did so with the sanc

tion and command of the Deity.
The death of Patroclus and Achilles left the most important
part of the confederacy without a commander, and the Vul
canian arms the badge of that command without a wearer.
The Myrmidons naturally looked to the famous Ajax their
kinsman, and the next friend of their murdered chief, but the

King of Men desired nothing less than to give such a trust

to a chief as proud and independent as the former one, and
prevailed in giving it to his prudent and faithful counsellor
Ulysses. Ajax, overpowered with rage and grief, became in
sane, thus fully justifying the choice of which he complained.
The Cushim, who disliked husbandry, and absolutely disdained
all other sorts of labour, were from their habits of life called

Palli, Berbers, Nomades, Inhabitants of the Desert, Shepherds,
and Royal Shepherds, for pasturage was their regular, as war
and hunting were their irregular means of support. But when
they were raised into a Noble Caste, commanding the people
in war and teaching them in matters of religion, they were
also shepherds in a metaphorical sense [of frequent occurrence
in Holy Writ], and their subjects were the sheep. Quintus
speaking, most likely, in the character of Homer, says that at

Smyrna, Tagixxvra w/Xz vousvay, he tended his illustrious
* II. xxii. v. 355. whom Arctimus followed, AEthiop,

ap. Procl. Chrest.
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sheep, meaning that famed college of poets the Homeridae.
Ajax in his phrensy clothed himself in his panoply, and
rushing out sword in hand made havoc of the Sheep, those
are, the followers of his standards, and as soon as he recovered

to know the cruel work he had made, he fell upon his sword
and killed himself.

The greatest discontent now broke out against Ulysses, and
he was even more hated among the Pelasgi for the death of
Ajax than for that of Palamedes, and under his command
their services could not be relied on for a moment.

In ad

dition to so many misfortunes, the grandson of Nimrod had
gathered a fresh army to raise the siege. In this cruel dilemma
Ulysses abdicated the command of the Cushim, and undertook

himself to bring to the camp the son of Achilles called Pyrrhus
or Neoptolemus", who was now grown up to manhood, and
resign to him the Vulcanian armour. The place of his re

sidence is figured as the island of Skyros. Upon this fact,
coupled with the verses 721, 2, 3, of the Catalogue [for 724,
5 are spurious], and upon the original reluctance of Achilles
to join in the war, the absurd fable of Philoctetes has been
formed by later mythics, and a fresh occasion found to vilify
the rival of Palamedes and Ajax; and Pyrrhus so far agrees
with Philoctetes that he was the hero of the Vulnerable Foot.
The worthy successor of Achilles arrived not an hour too soon,
for Eurypylus had previously arrived and gained a great vic
tory, in which Machaon, Nireus, and other heroes fell, and
was about to storm the rampart or contravallation in which
the allies had sought refuge".
We have seen that upon the death of Nimrod the assembled
powers of his empire broke up without attempting to strike
another blow: but this superstitious panic was not of long
duration, and his successor was soon enabled to bring a re
spectable force into the field again, to which renewed effort
the death of Achilles was a great encouragement. Eurypylus
* Qu. Sm. vi. v. 77, etc. vii. 194.

" * Qu. Sm. vii. 416. Odyss. xi. v. 508.
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was the son of Telephus son of Nimrod. Telephus was an
Hero qui Divinis Patris virtutibus propriam gloriam aequipa
raverat", and was I believe slain in battle with the Myr
midons in the first year of hostilities or eleventh of the war,

and was confounded by the Cyprian Epic and other cyclical
writers with Telepolemus", a brother of his, who about the
same time went over to Aga-Memnon and was slain during

the short secession of Achilles. This latter, so far as I can
understand, being badly wounded, was tended with the greatest
care by Achilles and his friends, and during this illness was

prevailed upon by some arguments or other to abandon his
father's cause and embrace that of his benefactors.

Homer is

silent upon that transaction. Eurypylus is by some called
a Maesian, by an Homeric interpolator a Cetëan, and Jor
nandes” with much truth declares that Telephus and Eu
rypylus were Goths; that is Scythae or Cuthim; who, as
Seneca says in a valuable place of his Troades, poured from
the DoN and from the TIGR1s to the relief of Troy,
columen eversum occidit

Pollentis Asiae, caelitum egregius labor;
Ad cujus arma venit et qui frigidum
Septena Tanain ora pandentem bibit,
Et qui renatum primus excipiens diem
Tepidum rubenti Tigrin immiscet freto".

John Tzetzes, whose sources of information were many com
pared with ours, and whose judgment was far from being so
contemptible as his poetical talents were, calls the army of
Memnon sometimes AEthiopians, but at others Indians,
Nuxt: ātm?v6oy'Ivöol dAuvvoy dióua TXsovres,
by whom he certainly means the Indo-Scythae, so much ex
* Dictys, L. 2. c. 4.
* Cypria ap. Procl. Chrest. Dict. L. 2. c. 5, 6, etc. Qu. Sm. iv. 174.
112 De R. Get. c. 4.

113 Senec. Troad. A. l. vs. 6 to 11.
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tolled by Dionysius the geographer, who used to flourish in
Transoxana Cabul and Cashgar; and Dictys also says Indi et

AEthiopes". John also repeatedly uses the word Arabians
or Arrabians, as

Kai Tore Towia; #3''Agaśiraz Xaiger’’Eyval,
and

Meuwwy jazz #sire yepoyt Apaš13, pavy".
I have before said that I can offer no opinion upon this word,

further than to intimate that it is rather an AEthiop than a
Joktanitish or Ismaelitish name. The country of Babel, which,
after the ruin of that city, had Erech or Erac for its capital,
and was the Beginning of his Kingdom, is called by the Per
sians Erac Arabi; Solinus says it means, Holy.
Paris most earnestly supplicated Eurypylus to save the
city, as he was its last remaining hope, to which he thus
nobly and piously replies, in verses probably borrowed from
the Little Iliad,

IIgiaulo, Wayajvus, Baux, waxapagaly āoixws",
Tavra wey 'Ajayarwy #yi yavariv #5-pixta.

'Og re Savy warx 3 ply tragèroy #38 ozwär
"Huai; 3 worsp ãoixa, xa, wig offeyo; #5" Wax=562,
Xrnaoua'a Treo tox;0; #reira Be xzi ro5 duovuz.
M, tely Uros gavely, tely xrausy, drox=0.8.xi.
But after a tremendous campaign he was completely beaten

and slain by Pyrrhus and the Myrmidons, and as far as we
may judge this was the greatest of all the achievements per
formed by the besiegers of Troy. Ulysses says that, although
Neoptolemus slew multitudes of the enemy, they were all
widely different from Eurypylus, whom he killed even when

surrounded by his comrades, and who was second to Memnon
only,
114 L. iv. c. iv.

115 Post. Hom. 258, 283.
116 Qu. Sm. vi. v. 309.
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AAAoloy roy TWAsplöwy warsymparo x2A%
'How 'Evpurvāow Toxxo B &up' duroy &raipoi.
Kelvoy 3, XaXAlsov fiów Wierz Mayova Bifov”.
And here ends I believe the speech of Ulysses. After the
overthrow of Eurypylus the command fell for a third and
short time into the hands of Paris and his warlike lieutenant

Deiphobus.

But the next event of moment was his death, of

which we have no clear account: he was shot by Philoctetes
with a poisoned arrow, and the witch AEnone might have cured
him, but would not. However, I have already expressed my
persuasion that Philoctetes and AEnone of the Cyclics are but
fabulous repetitions of Achilles, Neoptolemus, and Helen:

and his death remains in a mystery somewhat enhanced by
the profound silence of Homer. He was made away with, and
probably Helen or Ænone and the other traitors were no
strangers to the affair. He was a man inured to wickedness,
but far superior in valour, wisdom, and power, to his vulgar
reputation.
All hopes of relief from without were now at an end: the
epicures were worn out with service: and especially the Dar

dans or Aao' of the city were weary of expending their blood
for the fierce grand-children of Cush. That party among the
Priesthood who had all along been opposed to the ambition of
Paris, especially Antenor and Helenus", united with AEneas,
the king of the Dardans, to betray Deiphobus, who had suc
ceeded to the possession of Helen and to the chief command.
Helena herself was at the bottom of the plot. The City was
in itself absolutely impregnable to the engineers of those days,

and the garrison were strong in the conviction that while they
held the Temple and Palladium the Gods would defend their
Walls; a feeling similar to that which the Jews showed in re
sisting Vespasian. A deep plot was therefore needful, and in
117 Od. xi. v. 518.

* Tz. P. Hom. 517. Tryphiod. v. 47. Conon 34. Orph. Lith. Dictys.
L. 5. Dares adds to the list of Traitors, Polydamas, Ucalegon, Amphidamas,
Dolon. c. 39.
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order to plan it recourse was had to that man who had so often
saved the common cause, Ulysses. This man having lacerated
himself with stripes” and drest himself in tatters, fled into
the city, where he was received as a fugitive slave: but Helen
knew him, and relieved his wants, and when she had pledged
her oath not to betray him till he got back to the camp, he
unfolded to her all the counsels of the Greeks”; or, as the .
Lesser Iliad had it, he agreed with her concerning the taking
of the City”. The lines 257, 258, of the fourth Odyssey
are utterly absurd and insititious. When he had got back,

and Helen was at liberty to tell, the other Trojan women
shrieked with horror, but Helen rejoiced in her heart, for she

longed to return to Menelaus. After this visit, Helen pro
bably arranged matters with AEneas, Helenus, and Antenor,
and Ulysses made his own preparations. He caused an Ark

to be framed of immense size and costly materials, adorned
with gold, and silver, and ivory, and precious stones”, and

of that kind which the Cushim particularly affected. These
people did always honour the horse above all other symbolical
animals, for which there was an adage of which I do not
exactly know the drift, 'O Xxv%); roy 'Itroy", though I
suspect it relates to the transaction we are now speaking of
The Ark of the Covenant with Noah, and others made after

its fashion by the heathens, were surmounted by Cherubim or
Bulls, and are therefore themselves very appropriately called

Cows: but the Horse was thought better to represent the
War God, and those martial and hunting habits to which his
* I cannot but suspect that when Herodotus gave the story of Zopyrus
the Persian, he confounded together two different takings of the same city;

just as he mistook Cyrus-Nimrod, son of Cambyses-Cush, and his General,
for the General of Darius the Mede, and son of the Persian Cambyses.
120 Hom. Od. iv. v. 246, etc.

12 Ilias Minor ap. Procl. Chrest.
* Tryphiodorus, 65, etc.
123 W. Zenodot. Prov. Graev. Thes. Gr. vol. x. initio. I suspect the adage

to resemble ours, He caught a Tartar. The Proverbialists, Zenob. iv. 59.
Diogen. vii. 12. Prov, Vatic. iii. 80, give discordant and unintelligible ex
planations.

-
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people were inured by Nimrod, and therefore with them the
ark was by preference adorned with the forms of Horses”:

and those three contiguous quadrilateral temples on the
summit of the Pyramid or Tower of Babel, which Nimrod
built in honour of Ham, were called the Horses of Laomedon:

after they were built, Cush and his advisers would not allow

to the builder the entire controul of the Temple and exercise
of the Papal power, and this gave rise to the first taking, or
forcible occupation, of Babel, by Hercules. When the work
men had completed this costly fabric, called the Dourean or
Douratean Horse, a certain number of the most powerful men
at arms entered into it, of whom thirty, including Ulysses,
Menelaus, and Pyrrhus, are enumerated by Quintus”, but
the names and numbers are variously given. This done, they
abandoned their lines and broke up as if in full retreat, but
halted in sufficient numbers wherever the unevenness of the

ground would conceal them from the walls: for the grand
seat of speculation, which in that champaign country had
been such a great resource to the garrison, was in the hands
of Helen and the conspirators, who had only to deceive the
unsuspecting King and Deiphobus. With the ark was left

one Sinon, grandson of Autolycus and cousin-german of
Ulysses”, who was instructed to say, that the allies had re
nounced their enterprise, and constructed the Ark as a pro
pitiatory offering to the offended Deities of the Pergamus;
that they had moreover intended, at the suggestion of Ulysses,
to sacrifice him as an offering to the Gods for their safe return
home; but that he had luckily escaped”. When the pro
phetess herself and Chief Priests were in the design it was not
difficult to persuade the King and People of this story, and of
the necessity of carrying the Dourean Horse into the Temple.
This done, the people, wearied by ten years of unremitting
* And probably they were drawn by horses, not by Cows.
125 Qu. Sm. L. 12. v. 310.
126 V. Serv. in MEn. 2.79.

* Qu. Sm. xii. 366. Virg. AEn. 2. v. 80, etc.
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warfare, burst forth into joy and mirth, and a careless con
fusion pervaded the whole of this populous town. At close
of the day” the concealed divisions of troops began their
forced march towards the city, and when they were nearly
arrived Helen and her accomplices let the warriors out of the
box, and kindled on the summit of Pergamus such a blazing
beacon as might tell the enemy of their success, and make
known to the rejoicing citizens that the Tower and Palladium
were taken, and that the immortal Gods had abandoned the

defence of Ilion. The aged King was in the Temple paying,
no doubt, a solemn tribute of thanks to its tutelar deity, Ju
piter Agamemnon or Herceius”; and there, at the very altar
of the God, he was butchered by Neoptolemus, who I imagine
was thence called Pyrrhus, a name equivalent to the Devil or

Typhon. It was a very strong deed to kill a King and High
Priest at the altar of the great Asylum, the eldest born of
Jupiter Belus, upon whose head some five centuries of years
had stamped a divine antiquity. I have already mentioned

where I reckon that the speech of Ulysses concerning Neop
tolemus ends: the beastly absurdity of supposing that these
giants in their panoplies of brass cried and dropt tears when
they were in danger, is more than reason enough: but I am
persuaded that Homer's discretion, so often manifested, would
not permit him to advert to the taking of Ilion when praising
the son of Achilles. Deiphobus, the guardian of Helen, was
also surprised in his bed and destroyed with every refinement
of vengeful ferocity, scelus exitiale Lacaenae. The latter was
one of the assassins of Pyrrhus's father, and the old King had
not escaped some suspicion of conniving at that crime; this
was, as I conceive, the exciting cause of these bloody deeds,
and Neoptolemus would have said that the altar of Jupiter
Agamemnon had been as well respected as that of the Thym
braean Apollo. The innocent Polyxena did not escape the
* Megowux'rio; 5xxvuay, Eur, Hec. 914.
* Eur. Hec. 23. Troad. 483. V. MEn, 2.550. Lycophr. v. 355. schol.
ibid. Arctin. il. pers, ap. Procl.
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rage of this ruffian, who sent her to attend the Manes of her
murdered spouse.
In the midst of all the terror and confusion made by the
taking of the Priami Arx Alta, and death of the King, the

besieging army arrived and sacked the town, destroying
without mercy the lives and property of its brave defenders:
but they first set guards to protect from harm, the houses of
the traitors AEneas and Antenor”. Concerning the perfidy
of Æneas, its motives, and its reward, Dionysius gives us an
excellent passage from an old writer of Logoi: “Menecrates
of Xanthus avers that the City was betrayed by him to the
Greeks, for the hatred he bore Alexander; and that for that

good office the Greeks favoured him by preserving his house.
His narration begins with the sepulture of Achilles in this
manner, The Greeks were much afflicted, and thought them

selves deprived of the head of their army; however, having
buried him, they waged war throughout the land, until they
took Ilion by Æneas betraying it. For AEneas being slighted
by Alexander, and excluded from the honours of the pon
tificate, overturned King Priamus; and having done this, he
became one of the Achaians".” This good old writer agrees
well with Homer, and gives a full and sound explanation of
what the poet briefly intimates, that AEneas “had a continual
grudge against Divine Priam, because he did not honour him
although he was excellent among men.”.” Achilles knew
that this gentleman seldom acted without a “consideration,”
and therefore says to him “What brings you here? Have
they made a new bishoprick for you, with a rich glebe”?”
The havoc must have been immense, and the City must have

suffered greatly, as well as did its inhabitants: but we must
by no means accept as a literal fact what the poets relate, that
130 Dictys, V. cs. 4 and 12. Dares, c. 42.
13 Dion. Hal. Ant. L. 1. c. 48, p. 38. Huds.
132 Iliad. xiii. v. 460.
133 Iliad. xx. v. 184.
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it was then destroyed: for it flourished as a seat of govern
ment for long years afterwards.
VI. Babylon and Jericho is were both besieged in the

course of a religious war, and both were entered by spies who
came to learn the temper of the cities; the spies were har
boured by the whore of Babylon and the whore of Jericho,
who both kept the secret entrusted to them until such time
as the spies had returned safe home; the cities were soon
taken, and the two whores were treated with the highest
honour by the victors, and their friends especially protected
from harm. In this manner the whore of Jericho, although
“justified by works”,” and a progenitrix of the Christ”,
bore the most minute and nice resemblance to Helen; And

therefore does the Lord say ”, “I will make mention of

Rāhab and Babylon to them that know me,” and the Prophet
calling upon the Lord of Hosts to arise and take arms against
the second Babylon, its Harlot, and the Old Serpent its Spirit,
as erst against the former, saith, “Awake, Awake, put on
strength, O arm of the Lord! awake, as in the Ancient Days,
as in the Generations of Old ! Art not thou it which hath cut

Rahab, and wounded the Dragon is"?” The word cut here
has the force of uspitaly, arapattery: thou hast torn piece
meal the whore of Babel, and scattered her members over the
earth.

-

There is yet another point in ancient literature I wish to
clear up. The ambuscade of the Heroes in the Ark is called

in both the places of Homer 139 [spurious, I believe, but very
old] in which it is mentioned, Aoxos. It belonged in some
134 Josh. c. 2.
135 James 2. v. 25.
136 Mat. c. l. v. 5.

137 Ps, 87. v. 4.
138 Isai. c. 51. v. 9.

139 Od. iv. v. 277. xi. v. 524.

-

-
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sense to Menelaus, for whom the war was undertaken, and in

another to Pyrrhus, who took such a dreadful preeminence in
it. Pitana was a small place near Sparta, the fabulous or
homeric residence of Menelaus, and was said to be his birth

place”, and also that where Helen and He resided in a
Brazen-Gated Temple. So much being premised; we read a
very strange thing in Thucydides, namely, that people com
monly said there was a Body of Men at Sparta called 'O II
Tavarm; Aoxos, whereas in fact no Pitanate Lochos did
exist"; and, stranger yet, we are told that the Pitanate
Band is the Army of the Greeks! II ravarm; 5-garos, "EXA/wwy
sparo; ". If any one still doubts that the Pan-Hellenic Pi
tanate embuscade of Menelaus is that of the Douratean Horse,

I can farther prove it to conviction, for Dion Chrysostomus,

relating the same story as Thucydides, calls it the Skyrite
Lochos, which can mean nothing but the embuscade of Neop
tolemus or Pyrrhus *. It was proverbial, upon a sudden

change from good fortune to bad, to say IIItav Stu", be
cause no other place had experienced such vicissitudes: what,
and when? did they happen at Pitane of Laconia, or at Pitane

in the Asiatic Æolia? To Babylon alone the whole of these
popular sayings concerning Pitane belong. As in the legend

of the Pitanate or Skyrite Embuscade the Ark and its inmates
are put for the whole Army of the Greeks, so that class of
Epic Poets who wrote Argonautics did it upon this principle,
they took the Catastrophe of the War, that is, the stratagem
of the “quae vehat Argo Delectos Heroas” and the treachery
of Helen, as if it were the whole War. By so doing they

obscured the truth, and their meaning has not yet been pene
140 Hesych. Eur, in Troad.
14 Thuc. L. 1. c. 20.

* Hesych. Lex.

r

* Dion, p. 191. ed. Casaub. 2xvpit"; must not be confounded with 2x
Pirng, a battalion of Spartans, named from Scirus, a town of Parrhasia;.

Steph. in Scirus, Thuc. L. v. c. 33. c. 68. I apprehend its peculiar business
was to protect the marches of Arcadia.
144 Erasm. Adag. Zenod. Prov.
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trated: but, poetically, they had some reason on their side,
for a real Iliad were a Chronicle in metre, not a poem, and an
'Ixis IIegais, like those of Arctinus or Tryphiodorus, being
avowedly the tag end of what others have worked upon, still
less deserves the name: but these Argonautics took the end
and fitted it up with a beginning and middle of moderate
dimensions.

VII. We are best acquainted with the transactions of this
war through the medium of those who were leagued against
Babylon, from the Poet of the Laertiad house, and from the
numerous minstrels of the Danaizing Pelasgi; but the lions

painted very little, and the few works that existed upon this
subject by writers of the Barbar Kingdom enjoyed no cele
brity. AElian mentions a Persian Iliad translated from Homer
by order of the Persian Kings”, but it was more likely a
Persic poem upon the same topics, and may have laid the
foundation of the Shahnameh and other extravagant produc
tions of Mahometan Iran. I have no access to this poem, but

I strongly surmise that it relates to the Mundane, and not to
any mere National, Wars.

But the same Historian assures us

as a fact that a work was extant at the time he wrote called

the Phrygian Iliad, and bearing the name of Dares”. Of
this curious work [of which I know not certainly whether it
were prose or verse] a short Latin abstract has come down to
us, together with a translation made by Quintus Septimius
Romanus, in the time of Diocletian or Constantine, from a
Greek book written by Eupraxides of Crete in the reign of
Nero, under the assumed name of Dictys the friend of Ido
meneus. This abstract of the Phrygian Iliad bears the name
of Cornelius Nepos as its author, but no one who reads it can
believe that its date surmounts, if it equals, that of Septimius
Romanus, for the style of it is bald and harsh. But I see no
manner of reason to doubt that it is taken out of the work
145 W. H. L. 12. c. 48.
146 L. xi. c. 1.

>
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mentioned by Ælian, for what was extant and called into
notice in the time of Antonines is likely to have been extant
long after. This little book is written in many respects with
those feelings which would animate an Asiatic writer jealous
of the honour of his Continent, and [if we supposed the Phry
gian Iliad older than Alexander of Macedon] of his King;
and we may collect from Herodotus that the Greek legends
about Troy on the Hellespont were a sore subject with the
Achaemenidae and their people. Dares lays great stress on

the prior rape of Hesione by the Greeks. He much under
rates Agamemnon, making him to be dethroned with great
ease by Palamedes, to whom he assigns the chief command of

the war and the title of King, and gives him the credit of
killing the famous Sarpedon. Agamemnon acted as a mere

scout to him, Palamedes Agamemnonem legatum mittit ad
Thesidas".

Not a word is breathed of his being either ac

cused or convicted of Treason, but on the contrary he fell
gloriously, surrounded by Alexander, Paris, and the Phry
gians; and then only, REGE occiso, Agamemnon recovered
his ascendancy. This writer will not deign to speak of the
Taking, or even of the Siege of Troy, but says, 806,000 Ar
gives flocked together to the Betrayal of Troy, ruerunt ad
oppidi ProDITIONEM”. This is either very bitter language,
or that of a man affecting great bitterness. He also exag
gerates the resistance of Ilion, saying that it was taken in the
eighth month of the eleventh year, when we know it was
taken in the tenth year, to Bexarg. But there are some other
particulars less obvious to a forger, and therefore stronger in
argument. The resistance of one town for ten or eleven years
is glorious, its ruin may raise feelings of regret but not of
shame: and Dares makes a proud boast when he says, “we

resisted eleven years, and were only betrayed at last” But
the affairs with the Garrison of Troy were a very minute part
147 C. xxvi.
148 44.

z 2
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of the war [in importance, I mean, not in duration], and the
great collision of Greece and Barbary took place when Memnon
first, and next Eurypylus, brought down the powers of Ni
neveh and Upper Asia into Troas; and the Empire which was
foiled in these great struggles must of necessity hide its dimi
nished head. But Dares is as mute as the grave upon any

attempt to relieve Ilion: even the Homeric story of Rhesus,
though he was only a powerful epicure, is suppressed: the
very name and existence of Eurypylus [that was the sorest
place of all] are not alluded to: and what is yet a good deal
stronger, the famous armament of Memnon the Son of the
Morning, and his march to Ilion with all the force of Assyria.
and Persia, are buried in silence.

But to omit his name was

impossible: all Greece would have laughed at an history by
Dares the Trojan priest of Vulcan *9, who never heard of
Memnon' so the author of Dares has gone very cunningly to
work; he gives some account of Memnon's exploits and death,

but he puts him in the middle of the list of Epicures, or con
tingents for garrison duty, who were on service all through
the siege from the beginning, de Paphlagonia Pylaemenes”,

de AEthiopia Perses et Memnon, de Thracià Rhesus et Archi
lochus, etc. In all that I have remarked there is evidence
pregnant with the conclusion that this is a genuine abstract
of the ancient Pseudo-Dares. But there is another ground,
as strong. Forgeries such as Orpheus, Dictys, or even the
Dares of AElian, profess on the face of them to be what they
are called, but this does not profess to be Dares his own book,
but quotes in express terms the original work from which it
is abstracted, sicut Acta Diurna indicant quae Dares Phrygius
descripsit". The original work was certainly entitled Az

£70; Ta 4&vyo; 'Epiusglóss, and was the work of some Asiatic,
Hellenizing in his studies, but Scythizing in his feelings and

149 Hom. Il. 5, v. 9.
150 C. 18.

* C.44, and before in c. 12.

-
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prejudices. It has been most rashly imagined by some recent
critics that Joseph Iscan of Exeter wrote this book as an epi
tome of his own poem, and that others have clapt the name
of Dares to it. But the usurpation and reign of Palamedes”

are so slightly and obscurely touched upon by him in his poem,
as to show that he was afraid of copying Dares in that strange
history, rather than the inventor of it. Besides, it was well
known to Ptolemy, son of Hephaestion. Whoever will attend
to the last section will see that it must be taken from some

book called Dares, and not from the Poem. Joseph of Exeter
ranks pretty high among the Latin poets, and this is a saddish
composition to come from the pen which wrote such lines as
these, on the supposed drowning of Castor and Pollux,
\

tamen acrius alto

Incumbente Noto, nil jam sperante carinä,
Ledaeijuvenes nexis per colla lacertis

Nata simul simili deponunt corpora fato.
And for what earthly reason should Iscan play the Phrygian
both in what he says and in what he suppresses, as I have
shown that this author does?

How shall we account for the

way in which Dares's name is twice quoted, if it be a fiction,
not an epitome?
If any one were to say that Joseph of Exeter, being in pos
session of a Greek manuscript of the Phrygian Iliad, made
this abstract from it, roughly, and without any thought of
publication, to assist him in the poem he was about to form
out of it, I would not contend against him *. His day
afforded store of old manuscripts that have since been de
stroyed or over-written, and his poem is illustrated from other
sources besides Dares.

Whence did he draw this, that Astur

[whom Silius, I think, makes to be Memnon's armour-bearer]
152 Isc. de B. Tr. vi. 112. 120.

is The prefatory epistle is on every hypothesis an impudent hoax, by
somebody who had got possession of the copy.
/
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was guardian of the Palladium? Where did he read of Orontes,
and that the Chaldees were employed in the defence of Troy?
But the account of his death, while resisting the landing of
the Greeks, is equal to any thing he wrote:
* *,

Stabat in occursă pelagi Chaldaeus Orontes:
Dumque rateis inhibere parat, suspensus in ictum,
Fallit arena pedes et inanes excipit ausus
Praecipitem mersura Thetis. Premit Inacha pubes
Desuper. Ille pares in gyros brachia spargit",
Nunc caput immergit pelago, varioque timore
Aut longos haustus aut tela prementia vitat.
Tandem dum fluctus gravior rimatur opacos
Incidit in puppes frontemque infigitur uncis.
Thomas Becket was surely a great man in his way, and
letters throve under him. John of Salisbury and Joseph of
Exeter both enjoyed his patronage; and if the former could
read Petronius Arbiter, why should not the latter read, and
epitomize for his own use, Ælian's Dares? This acquires
still greater probability, from that learned critic Perizonius
having shown that the Greek original of Dictys was used by
John of Antioch or Malalas in his Chronicle.

I will end this

disputation with the ending lines of Joseph's poem, which
have somewhat in them very noble and surprising.
Vive liber, liberque vige' sed si qua nocebunt,
Disce lubens livore nihil sublimius esse.

Cum tibi mordaces obliquant laeva cachinnos
Murmura, cum cupiunt linguis lacerare profanis,
Sis utinam invidià dignus' quae Summa lacessit,
Quam pascit praesens extremaque terminat aetas.

May the present age show more kindness to these pages,
than posterity has shown to this bright star of the middle
154 L. 5. v. 171. The shortening of the vowel before such words as spargit
is the chief mark of barbarism in this fine versifier.
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darkness! I trust that in these three chapters of Ilion, Peleg,
and Troica, I have come nearer to the truth of these matters

than Mr. Bryant did; or Mr. Guérin du Rocher, who main

tains that the Iliad relates to the defeat of Sisera and Jabin,
and is borrowed and amplified from the song of Deborah”.
I have only three volumes of this work, and am ignorant
whether the residue, in which he promises to prove his
scheme, ever came forth: certainly it presents to my mind
nothing intelligible. To this ingenious author and to all
others who are filled with Biblical prepossessions, and see all
things in the Hebrew dialect and books as in a magical
mirror,

'eyw Tagauv$7aalu,”

'Oixač dworxsisiy, its duxari 31sre rexpºw?
*

•

IX's autrely 75.
155 Histoire Veritable, tom. i. p. 35.
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SEMIRAMIS, ENEAS, AND THE
AENEADAE.

I. WE have now seen the impregnable city taken, not by
force but by inglorious fraud, and the despoiler breaking in,
not where the battering ram had breached but at the windows
of Rahab the Harlot; and we have

-

“spoke of Algarsife,
How that he wan Theudora to his wife,
For whom full oft in peril great he was;
Ne had he been holpen by the Horse of Brass.”
The woman who had long been desirous of Menelaus received
him well, and continued, as it would seem, to cohabit with
him after her successful treason: and the rather as he was a

man of moderate ambition and capacity, and little likely to
interfere in her designs; for the State Prisoner of the Pyramid
was now about to appear in a very different character, and
the Cup of her Fornication was not nearly full.
III. The Greek poets in their fabulous mode of telling the
history would give you to think, that the dispersion of man
kind, by which so many countries were peopled from Troy,
took place immediately upon its capture by Ulysses and
Agamemnon, and that the ruin and abandonment of the place
then happened. But this is a great error arising, as I will

show, very naturally. In my chapter of Ilias or Peleg, s. 2.
I have observed that a tenderness and fear of offending the
minds of their hearers prevented the bards who fled from
Babel at the confusion from entering into any detail of that

dreadful event and its consequences, and that this topic re
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quired a yet thicker veil of metaphor than even the wars did.
But the mystery which Homer and his school had chosen to
express the latter afforded so obvious a similitude, and one so
poetical, of the former, that they could not choose but avail

themselves of it. They sailed to Ilion a mighty fleet, and
the number of their bands was designed by that of their

Ships; the judgment of Providence scattering this league
of all mankind and dashing it to pieces, was therefore finely
imaged in the dispersion and shipwreck of the Panachaian
navy by a storm of winds which the offended deity sent
against them,

IIzyra yag &Axv6's axxx xxxx, Bieżavoy 28AXat 1,
but a moment's thought will show us that the scattering of
the mystic fleet must be represented as immediate or within
such time as a fleet can be assembled, and not possibly one

hundred and forty years after. But there are several curious
considerations that give a still greater propriety to this imagery.
1st. It was literally true as concerning the Ships. These

Ships were the arks of the Gentiles which each tribe or pulk
of them bore before them on their march, being small imita
tions of Noah's Ship of the Covenant, and serving for the
numina of their legions, as I have explained in my last
chapter, Troica. But when the Omnigentile League or
-Feudal Monarchy of Syria was broken up by the Cleaving
of the Tongues, and the Exiles set out upon their journey
into the vast regions of Europe, Africa, and those parts of
our ouARTER Asia which were not included in the KINGDoM

Asia, they again took up their Arks and followed them until
something indicated that they had reached their destination
and might build themselves a town; either the ceasing of the
CEstrum; or the praeternatural stopping of the Ark, or of
the Oxen or Cows which drew it, as upon occasion of the
* Qu. Sm. 13. v. 503.
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return of the Ark from Ashdod to Bethshemesh”.

So that

the Dispersion of the Ships was as literally true, as the Gather
ing of them together had been, and it is even most probable
that they were the identical same Wessels which had marched
under Agamemnon. 2dly. It was literally true as concerning
the Storm of Winds. For the Pseudo-Sibyll, who had access
to all the records of antiquity, will have it that a Storm of
Winds from God disconcerted the Tower-builders,

IIveyov #rev#xy
Xw8% #y 'Agovgly, duopwvol T jazy drawreş,
Kzi Saxoyt dya:Wval Ég égavoy as agoevta.
'Avrixx 3 'ASavaro; usya.Ayy Éts&#xsy avaywy

IIvavuza'iy &vrag året dysuo wayay UVoSi Tugyov
Papay etc.”.

Now this statement gets a great confirmation ex post facto,
for every one at all acquainted with sacred analogies must
see the close relation between the Act of Power which con

founded languages in order to divide the impious, and that
other by which the confusion was abolished in order that

God's messengers might reunite the pious. Now upon this
last occasion “there came a sound from heaven as of a rushing
mighty wind”. 3dly. It had a good deal of truth as con

cerning the Persons. For a great many of those who took
and of those who betrayed the City lived to see the dis
memberment of the empire and the division of tongues.
We must take a known quantity for an average of unknown
quantities, and the life of Serug is a fair type of longevity at
that time, and he lived 230 years; and if that be our average,
or the best we can get, the Old must have considerably ex
*1 Sam. c. vi. v. 14. Nonnus says of the founding of Thebes by Cad
mus's Cow, “The City-bearing x^\m [Ark or Hoof, either] of the Tower
building heifer lay down.”

Dion. L. 44. v. 41.

3 Sib. ap. Theoph. ad Autol. L. 2. p. 107, ed. Paris, 1615.
4 Acts c. ii. v. 2.
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ceeded that term.

The man called Nestor could have fallen

little if at all short of the years of Cush himself; and Helena,
who may have been about a hundred years old at the time of
her giving up Babylon to the allies, lived to witness the going
forth of the nations. 4thly. The Scattering of the Danaan
leaders happened, if not in the very same war, in the course
of the same struggle between Ashur and Syria: for these
powers did not cease to be at variance, until God humbled
the latter before the sword of the Epigons or Returning
Heraclidae. For all these reasons we may understand the
purport of the homeric chronology, and we will not crowd
the events of so many years into one, in order to conform the

etymon of history to the mere ärvuolaiv duoia of the Poêts.

III. By the fall of Babylon Aga Memnon seemed to have
reached the pinnacle of greatness. The nations were all
united under him as the lawful representative of Jupiter
Memnon, his most formidable rivals were no more, and he
might hope to end his days in glorious and undisputed cos
mocracy. But this brave and highminded person neither was

nor ever had been an active spring of affairs, and those who
were so had very other things in view, especially Helen, who

had fully stipulated both with the malcontents of the City
and with Ulysses concerning the terms of the rendering up
of the place, and who non haec in foedera venit.

I know not

what number of sons this Woman had, but she had one other
besides Nim-rod, called by Homer, and afterwards by the
Greeks Aineias or AEneas.

Helena, as we know from He

rodotus, Ptolemy son of Hephaestion, and Julius Firmicus

Maternus, was worshipped as Venus in Egypt, at Epidamnus,
and in Cyprus, and by Poets perhaps one thousand years after
Homer was celebrated as the Idaean Venus of the Shepherd

Alexander or Paris. Herodotus gives us clearly to under
stand that Venus Mylitta" the Whore of Babylon, and the
* Otherwise Salambo. Hesychius.
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mother of the harlots and the abominations of that city, which
he describes so wonderfully from the information he obtained
on the spot, is the same with Smyrna the Venus Meretrix of

Cyprus. The person in question was but too general an
object of heathen worship as 'Apgoët, Erziga, IIogv), Me
Axivis, or II.xy}quos, of whose temples at Athens, established

by Solon, at Abydus, Samos, Ephesus, and Corinth, we read
in the thirteenth of Athenaeus; as also of a more stupendous
work in Lydia called Hetairas Mneema, the Monument of
the Whore.

But Homer's Venus was neither that woman,

nor any other avatar then living, but a goddess of Olympus;
and I know notif I am original in guessing that she is Naamah
the sister of Tubal-Cain, whose incestuous marriage with her
brother, and adultery with her half-brother Jabal the dweller
in tents, furnish the song of the minstrel Demodocus. The
Cyclics and others have made AEneas to be son of Venus,
which is not untrue in one sense; but it is

Homerically false,

and the Poét has rarely been able to name this general without
some strolling poetaster foisting in this stuff about Venus;
to which they were the rather encouraged from the circum
stance of that Goddess saving his life on one occasion. I
must therefore rectify, ere I proceed, these corruptions of the
Iliad. The true text of the Catalogue runs thus,

Azgózviary dut’ exey #5; traig Ayxia ao *
'Auveia; duo row ya oval Avriyogo; vie

'A6x3x0x9s 7, Axapas Té, wax”: ā5 Fărăoré Tzang.
5 Iliad. 2. v. 819.

I cannot tell what sort of a person Homer would de

scribe by this Anchises: but I violently suspect that the Woman who accused
her son Nimrod of an incestuous violence to her person did also pretend that
AEneas was the fruit of his filial embrace. Semiramis bore Ninyas, the suc
cessor of King Ninus, to Ninus; and the Harlot Venus mother of Adonis
conceived one Taleus in his filial embrace. Serv. in V. Ecl. x. v. 18. This
story I conceive to be a wicked falsehood, and that Homer when he uses the
name Anchises does not mean to lend it any support: but on the contrary to

point out the truth. Chares of Mitylene reported that Hystaspes King of Media
and Zariades King of Caspia and Tanais were the sons of Venus and Adonis.
Athen. L. xiii, c. 4. s. 35. Golgus was their son, according to the Scholiast
of Theocritus.
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After the word Aineias they have crammed in their legend,
and put gx oio; instead of that word to begin the line. The
intervention of the gods or daemones, in the fifth book, and the

supposed combats of some of them with men afforded one of
the happiest opportunities for the strollers or reciters to dis
play their nullity of talent: I have bestowed a little pains
on the disembroiling of this part of the poem, but have not
place for it here. I can only give the lines where this fable
is inserted:

Kai wu xsy #yS' xtoxoiro Fava; av%wy "Aiysia;"
'El um de Gáv woma's Alo; Svyarm?'A?godity
Ilgoa Så 3s a retxolo pasyva Trvyu'izzAvys.
'Ov3 dio; Karay”; 3%Saro avy's rizwy,
'AAA' bys Teg way #8; etc.
Verses 313, 314,316, 317, and 318 are adscititious; and 248

is yet more palpably so. The combat of AEneas and Achilles
has been more impudently disfigured, and I will give it at
more length. Apollo in the form of Lycaon exhorts AEneas to
fight Achilles, but he answers
IIgiauíž), Ti wa Tavtz was 8x #Saxovra x8%aval; 7;

‘ow psy yag vow rewra Rožapasos dyr Ax's
Xrnaouzi' axx #3% us x2, 4xxors 300% poč77ay.
Toy 3 outs reogsfairs Fø23, Aio, U10s, 'ATOXAww.
‘How: * 2xxx ya xzi au Q801; dialysyatgaly.
'Q's Faitwy Éutyeva's wayo; waya Tolusy %wy.
Twy 3 draw #TA, TS0 Tréboy, xa, #%autaro Xxxxw
'Aview 73 in twy' wagwage 38 yala Tobagaty

* 'Ogyvyavay duvöls. Avo 3 dysges #2% daiso,

Es wagoy dupore?wy avvity, usuawra waxaasai,
aidi
-* * - **
6 L. 5. v. 311.

7 L. 20. v. 87.

*The title ‘How; seems to imply somewhat less than Anti-Theus, and to
be Avantara rather than Avatar; the sons of the women Thetis and Helena
were equally entitled to that rank.
-
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'Alysia; t 'Ayxiaixã); xx. Biro; 'AX1AAévg.
'Alvsia; 3s rewros are:Xmaay; #Csöpfel
Navsakov xogvši četafy, arx? agrióz Sapiy
IIgoaSay #%a segvoio, Tuvaag's Te XaXxsoy #yxos.

II/Asión; 3 #ragwSay #yavtsov 'a gro, Aswy as
XIvrms, by Ts was aw?ges 2 toxraussai wsuaagiy,

'E6%gra dxx ār way Tis démişowy diš/ww
Asti čaxy, Éxx, re xxywy, repr apgos doovra;
Tryyera, #y be re 6 x£ably sevel &Axiuoy fro?,
'Ovø, Ba Taavgas Texas iTXiw dupotsgwSey
Mosierai, Ée 3’ &uroy #Torguys! waxaaaaSal'
TAavrizwy 3 iSvg ©agarai usvei, jvriya Tspy?'

'O 3' 6ts 3, TX=0oy jaay in axx,Xoloty iovres,
Toy reoregos toogests Tobagxi); Bufos 'AX1XXaus.
"Aiyala, Ti as Svuo; #uoi waxaaza Sai &ywyel;
'H vu ri roi Tawag Tsuayos tauoy #0%oy GAAwy

'Aixay £us xrays; XaAstw; Be a #0xtra to? &#aly.
'Höm, usy as ye, pyu, xa, dAAore 389, poéma'a'

'AXX & vuy a #versal öiouai, w; āy; Sv%
Baxxaar axxx o' #ywy awaywana'avta waxaval
'E; TX,Svy isyal, w/3’ &vrio; is ag’ it slo,
IIgly ti woxoy TaSealy: hexSay 38 Te votios #yval.
Toy 3 our 'Auveia; a trausitaro, palyngey re.

II, Xsion, w; 3, w #Taggai ye w/Tvriov wis
'Exteo Betótásq.Szi äre agpa Foix xxi duros,
'Ibusy 3 dxAyAwy yeye, iBusy Be Toxmas.

'AAxm; 8 ou u äresagiy Grottayal; usuawro,
IIgiy XaAxw u2%agaasai āyavrior dxx ava, Sargoy,
Tsvgouss' axx/xwy Xaxx/gsaw #yxelyov etc. etc.
It will be seen that Apollo reminds AEneas he is as much
an Hero [Indiges or Epichthonius] as the son of the person
called Thetis, and AEneas in his speech insinuates as much
himself. This man was the person whom his mother had
selected to fill the throne. But it was necessary to be rid of
the reigning avaš dyógvy, which was not very difficult, for
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he was married to the own sister of Helena, a woman as lewd

and wicked as herself, who had also her own private motives
for removing him. As soon as matters were so far settled as
to enable him to go home to the place where his family re
sided, he was murdered by his wife and his half-brother AEgis

thus, bastard son of his father Thyestes, while he was in the
bath. His son Orestes or Hamlet having slain both the as
sassins became tainted with parricide, and that was a suf

ficient pretext for his exclusion from the throne. Every thing
now 9 favoured AEneas; his mother was more powerful than
* Nonnus in his Indo-Dionysiac poem has a person called Morrheus, the
principal lieutenant of Deriades or Nimrod, who is treated with marked re
spect and admiration by the Poét, although writing violently on the Bacchic
side.

This Hero is not slain in the war, and it is obscurely intimated that

his love for Chalco-Medèa induced him to betray his country after the fall
of Deriades. This is implied in a prophetic curse pronounced on him by
his wife, saying that for the present he had by treason won the kingdom,
but that he [say rather his descendants] should fly out of it with Bacchus.
Cheirobia's husband, now her country's bane,

An useless warrior serves in Venus train.
His some-time valiant but inconstant mind

Is now in counsel with Lyaeus join'd.
My foe is in my nuptial bed. My spouse
Hath India's City ruin’d by lewd vows.
By him I lost my Father. I have been
The daughter of a King, in Ind a Queen;
But now shall serve, and, held in menial thrall,
Chalcomedèa my proud mistress call.
This day by treason India thou hast won,
Morrhèus! but to-morrow thou shalt run

Self-driv'n to Lydian lands, by lawless love
Mixt with the wandering Bacchanalian drove.
Mean while, securely boast thy famous whore,
For King Deriades is now no more!
We hear no more of Morrheus, who beyond all doubt is AEneas: and this is
a fine prophecy in the mouth of Creusa, a princess of the betrayed city, and
daughter of the sacrilegiously murdered king. V. Nonn. L. 40. v. 183. etc.

The identity of Æneas and Morrheus is reduced to certainty by the ghost of
Creusa, who not only predicts to AEneas his wandering flight, but names
LYDIA:

Longa tibi exsilia et vastum maris aequor arandum
Et terram Hesperiam venies, ubi Lydius arva
Inter opima viröm leni fluit agmine Thybris. AEn. 2. v. 780.
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ever; he himself having been ruler of the Dardanians or
mixed people of Troas was highly popular, and his friend
Antenor had great influence. The jealousy and hatred he
had long entertained against the Old King Priam" was an
other recommendation of him, besides the great part he had
had in the late treason. No matter how, AEneas got the
sovereignty of Babylon; as we know from the express and
invaluable testimony of Homer, who makes Neptune to exclaim

'Q Toroi

wol axos way2%Togo; "Aiyalao",

'O; Taxx II)}\sia v. 3xusis dió070s warsial
This prophecy was borrowed by Nonnus from the original sources, what

ever they were, on which he built his indo-phoenician romance, without any
thought of Creusa and Virgil.

It is therefore very ancient.

The Mantuan

has past his prophecy through the ivory gate, and has made poor Creusa very
civil and affectionate. By Lydian he means Etrurian, whatever it may have
meant in the original curse. Morrheus is known to Diodorus by the name of
Myrrhanus, and to the Latins as Morrius King of Veii, by whom, as some
pretended, the Salian priesthood was instituted, Serv. in V. AEn. L. 8. v.

285; and to the Britons as Modredus, nephew of Arthur, whose treachery
occasioned the death of that King.
I have omitted to remark what throws some light on the above citations.

Whereas the division of Asia proper into Syria and Assyria was symbolized
in an infinity of ways among the different nations (in Homer by Greece and
Troas), there was within Asia itself no more just symbolical division than

that effected by the river Halys dividing Upper and Magian Asia from the

Sabian and Hellenizing kingdom of LYDIA. We shall see bye and bye
that this boundary separated the professors of the two systems. This was

the reason why the Lydian kings and especially Croesus were so beloved by
the Iones and other Asiatic Pelasgi, while they made such struggles against

the Persic supremacy. The Teians and Phocéans to a man quitted a soil
polluted by the armies of the excellent Cyrus; such conduct in the face of so

virtuous a conqueror and by people habituated to monarchy under Croesus,
could only arise from theological hatred, for that is the only impulse of the
human mind adequate to such an effect. Were we better supplied with Asia
Minor mythology, we should I believe generally find upon analysis that
Lydia stood for the Babylonish realm; and Phrygia (except only in the

Homeric writings) for the Scythian. Hence the difference of tradition,
whether Jupiter Pelops was a Phrygian or a Lydian.
10 Iliad. 13. v. 460, etc.

"Iliad. 20. v. 293, etc. Acusilaus ap. schol. ib. Apollo Hecatus the
infernal Apollo or evil genius, agreeing with Hecate the malignant Diana.
Wide Hom. H. W. 197.

-
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IIeSouavos w$ouTiy 'AroxAwvo; #xxrolo,

Natios' 43e r 5 x?aigung's Avygov dxe5gov.
*AXX' dyss' justs ree uv Ur #x Savara dyaywusy.
'H3 ya? IIglaus yews, %3%s Kgoviary,
Nvv 33 37 'Alvelao Éin Towsagi Favage
Kai Trailwy Trauðs, rot way werotia Sa yeywvral.

As-Canius his son reigned after him in Ida or Troas", and
the sense of that name is the King of Asia.

_* -

IV. The kingdom was now established under a new Anax
Andron and representative of Ham, AEneas or Jupiter Indiges,

in the place of Jupiter Agamemnon and his family; and that
kingdom extending in all probability from the western banks

of the Tigris to the Mediterranean or Nile, may be denomi
nated Syria, and was the empire of the Syrian Queen Semi
ramis; while the countries East of Tigris, Asour, Media,
Cushan or Elam, Persia, Bactria, &c. to the Indus and Jax

artes were held by the AEthiopians or Scythians under the
government of the Heraclidae or descendants of Nimrod. Of
this period of separation the historical traces are faint, but

there is a curious fable on the subject. Silenus", visiting
King Midas, informed him that there was a region beyond

the Oceanus which surrounds Europe, Asia, and Africa. The
inhabitants of this region were Meropes or people divided in
their speech, and in their country were two cities of super
lative greatness, Machimus, or the Fighting City, and Eu
sebees, or The City of Religious Worship. Machimus con
tained two millions of people exceeding warlike. Those of
Eusebees on the contrary had an abundance of all things
without labour, were exempt from sickness, and were ho
noured with the commerce of the Gods.

In this land there

were also Two TREES 14, the Tree of sorrow and death, and the

* Conon, c. 41.
13 AElian. W. H. L. 3. c. 18.

* The Fagus and Erineus.

,
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Tree of happiness and youth. There was also a berethrum or
abyss called Anoston, or That from which no man returns,
[iter tenebricosum
Illuc unde negant redire quemquam]
which was neither dark, nor yet light, but of a lurid red.
This is an account of the land of Shinar considered as Para

dise, of the Holy City, and of her formidable neighbour Aasour
Ninus or Nineveh.

V. The kingdom of Syria or Reign of the AEneadae lasted
one hundred and forty years, for that is the time which inter

vened between the taking of Babel by Agamemnon, and the
confusion of men or Ionic Apoikia, according to the best

chronologists of antiquity”. It is not easy to say with cer
tainty how many of them reigned in succession, or how long

their reigns were, but I am very much inclined to believe
that four reigned in succession, exactly agreeing with the
smallest number that Homer's verses will admit of, videlicet,
1. AEneas. 2. Pais. 3. Paidos Pais. 4. Ho Metopisthen.
The various peoples of Men, though they adopted and lite
rally believed the homeric fable of Troy, did yet almost uni
versally keep the remembrance that it was from that place
that the founders of their state first emigrated. This was
kept up by means of their Priests, who perhaps had some
times even an esoteric doctrine of the truth, for the Ery
thraean Sibylla avowedly came from Babylon, and yet it is said
that she prophesied the wars of Troy, and also foretold that

Homer would relate a tissue of falsehoods concerning them.
Now the existence of such matter in the Sibylline books in

dicates that the Priesthood had some knowledge of the reality.
But, no matter how, they did cherish the remembrance of
the fact, and attributed their foundation of preference to those
15 Apollod. Chron, ap. Tatian. adv. Gr. s. 49. Euseb. Pr. Ev. x. 11.
Syncell. 180 D.

Aristarchus ap. Tatian.
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heroes who flourished in the Syro-Semiramian kingdom and
really were the Spartarchs (if I may so say) or leaders of the
dispersion, Antenor, AEneas", Ulysses. To AEneas the Ro
mans imputed the first bringing of their ancestors and of their
Dii Penates or Indi-Getes to Laurolavinium, although he had
been dead long before the Outgoing of the People. This
error may have risen from Helen or Semiramis living through

the whole 140 years which so were considered as only one
reign: or the name AEneas may be used as the type of his
dynasty, the AEneadae: but my own belief is that the last king
of the first Syrian kingdom, great grandson of AEneas, was

himself likewise named Æneas, that in his time the Populi
fugia took place, and that he was the spartarch AEneas.

His

distinguishing surname was AEneas Sylvius. I have lately
noticed that Virgil, with that secret dislike of falsehood which
a superior genius seldom entirely loses, gives certain dark in

dications, vocal to the intelligent, as Pindar saith, by which
we may be enabled to correct his fiction.

He tells us that the

founder of Lavinium was Not the fugitive King of Men, Ju
piter Æneas, the Twice-Born, who could do that which few
only
Dis geniti potuere;
x

*

that was an ivory dream, or in other words a Lie. But he

has contrived a way of rectifying the Chronology by showing
that the real leaders of the Lavino-Albano-Roman Pelasgi
fled thither from Dido or from the Egyptian and Syro-Phoe

nician Spreading-Abroad. See my Populifugia above, s. 7.
The latin poet Ausonius was well aware that this story of
AEneas visiting the Phoenician Dido was not meant for literal
fact, but in a different sense, when he made her Say,

Namue nec AEneas vidit me Troius unquam
Nec Libyam advenit classibus Iliacis".
* Dionysius tells us that tombs of AEneas were shown in a variety of
places. Antiq. L. 1. c. 54, p. 43. Huds.
17 Auson. in Didt's Im. Epigr. III.

-
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This memorable irruption into Greece drove out certain tribes
of the Dedanim schismatics who found their way to Italy, at
what time we may perhaps hereafter mention, but very many
centuries after the last of the AEneadae.

For the four cen

turies preceding the establishment of the Saxons our British
sires, whose clergy were learned and well educated men, had
free access to Roman literature, and through the medium of
the Romans, to the literature of Greece, the study of which
last must have been much lightened to them by using an

alphabet” of letters closely similar; not to our sorry remnants,
but to all that ever existed of written works in those countries.

To such men so furnished, my task of comparing and iden
tifying the things which have come down to us under such
multifarious names must have been far more easy, especially
as they were soon put in possession of the Bible. They had
the means of rectifying and better understanding their own
valuable traditions. The very close resemblance of the AEneid
to the Odyssey led them to regard AEneas and Ulysses as one
and the same person, and as the standing type of the wandering
flight from Troy; and they had also the means of discovering
that Lucius Junius Brutus was no other person than Ulysses.
From him they deduced their origin, but they did not err so
far as to identify him with Æneas; but made him one of the
AEneadae. Nennius, who lived at the end of the sixth century,
gives this genealogy, AEneas, As-Can, Sylvius, Bruto or Brito 19,
or this which he says is another scheme, experimentum, he
had found in old books”, Æneas, Ascan, Numa Pamphilus,
Rhea Sylvia, [Alanus, Hisicion] Brutus. These books which
he cites would refer this pedigree to the line of Japhet, but
he himself much better deduces them from Jupiter Cham,

filii Jovis de genere Cam. Hisicion and Alanus, the first of
which names is unaccountable, and the latter fetched from

quite a different quarter, must be struck out, and he writes
* Caesar. B. G. vi. c. 14.

*Hist. Br. p. 99. Gale. Vol. 2.
* C. 12, p. 101.
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Pamphilus for Pamphylus, as also Silvia for Sylvia. Ralph
Higden gives it thus secundum aliquas historias, AEneas,

Ascan, Latinus Sylvius Posthumus, Brutus-Julus, Æneas
Sylvius"; at least so I understand his obscure writing.
Rhea Sylvia we have long before observed to be Helen, and in
one genealogy we find Her the third of the AEnèad sovereigns,
and in another one Sylvius Posthumus, from which it appears
that the third of the AEneadae being born after his father's
death reigned an infant, and the whole government devolved
upon the Old Queen Mother. The Ulysses or Brute of the
Britons, and AEneas of Italy, was Æneas Sylvius the fourth
of this line of kings. I find no little confirmation of my opi
nions in the agreement of Time. The period between Troy
taken and the Ionic Emigration, which is the time allotted
for my four supposed reigns of the Homeric AEneadae, is set
by the Greeks at 140 years; now, the ancient Briton, Nen
nius, gives the four Æneadae thus; Æneas, 3 years; Asca
nius, 37; Silvius, 72; Posthumus brother of Brito, 39; total

151 years: and Eusebius in his chronicle gives the four first
Semiramians thus; Semiramis, 42; Ninyas Zames, 38; Arius,
30; Arasius, 40; total 150 years; then follows Xerxes Ba

leus, a Magian title indicating the end of the Semiramidae
and restorement of the Scythic supremacy. The name Brutus
might have been selected by our Celtic forefathers from out of

so many mythic appellations that might have served their
purpose, because it resembled the name of the country and
its founder in their own native legends, though of a different
meaning: however, it should be remembered that history”

tells us Ulysses went to Caledonia or Scotland, and it appears
probable that he did. The British isles were certainly held
very sacred by the Indians, and I recollect that Plutarch men
tions the fortunate island Ogygia west of Britain. Ireland is

the island meant, and the swimming of Patricius into that island
is taken from the swimming home of Ulysses, and Patricius his
2. Polychron. 2 Gale Sc. H. B. p. 212, 213.
22 Solin. Pol. c. 22.

-
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Purgatory from the Descent to Hades of the Twice-born King
of Ithaca.

Homer having chosen Ithaca for the mystery or

local type of the island of Ulysses, the paradise of virtue not
of pleasure, did nevertheless maintain this point of the truth
that it was Hesperia and the westernmost island of its group,
may situate in the extreme of the Sea,

'Avri, 35 %Sauxx, Tayvneftat #y &A waltz.
IIgo; £opov, a 3 drawsuše too; 'Hox T is Noy ré,
T#7%al axx xyaš, wegorgopos”.
Ithaca, a level isle and nothing steep,
occident and utmost deep
The roughest but the best of nurses, They
Off towards Aurora and the rising day.
Lies to the

I cannot tell what is Dulichium, but as touching Samè or

Cephallenè, and Zacynthus, this is downright falsehood, the
former lying due west of Ithaca, and the second in the very
same parallel of longitude, from which we may collect that

the Poêt had some other meaning. But let that be: this is
not the place to explain the Odyssey, or rather to endeavour

to do so.
Aineias, like Memnon, is a name implying some Person or
-

Principle of the Godhead, wherefore Homer in mentioning his

reign calls him the Bi, or Energy of Aineias, wherefore it is
likely that each of his successors was an AEnèas.
VI. Whatever was the number and descent of this dynasty
of AEnèas, it was by no means the intention of his extra
ordinary mother that he should exercise the efficient sove
reignty, but on the contrary she did so far take to herself all
matters of war as well as peace, that her fame has almost ob
literated the recollection that such a family ever reigned.

With the taking of the City the Greek mythologists have
\

as Od. ix. v. 25. v. Tz. Chil. 8. v. 761.
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pretty near done with her, and the history of her long reign

or influence in Babylonia is to be found in such narratives as
the Chaldees thought fit to publish and communicate to the
Greeks. The name of Semi-Ramis will occur to every reader,
and she was both a Queen of unrivalled celebrity, and also

the Goddess Mother worshipped under the form of the Dove
that accompanied Noah in the Ark.

Her name implies the Supreme Dove, and is of exactly
the same value as the Pleias or Peleias of the Greeks: Tex

#Fa; in ancient Greek meaned, I believe, the Self-existing
Eva, and div-#F2; the Laudable or the Abominable Eva.

Ain means praise, but it also means whatever is dreadful and
to be deprecated, being used by way of Euphemia; as arzivos

IIegas-pov-Efa; agreeably to the notion by which many, pious
but superstitious, are afraid to speak ill of the Devil. Lucian
of Samosata, in his precious description of the Temple at Hiera
Polis, in his neighbourhood, says, “And some esteem this

Temple to be of Dionysus, some of Deucalion, and some again
of SEMI-RAM1s, for this reason, that a golden Dove stands upon

her head. On that account they fable that the Image is of .
Semiramis.” He also reports that, according to some, she

built the Temple in honour of her Mother Derceto or Atar
gatis, the Fish Goddess of Joppa, and was afterwards turned
into a Dove; of which Ovid also speaks,
et dubia est dete, Babylonia, narret,
Derceti, quam versä squamis velantibus artus
Stagna Palaestini credunt celebråsse figură,
An magis ut sumptis illius Filia pennis
Extremos altis in Turribus egerit annos”.

According to Diodorus she got the name, Semi-Ramis, from
being miraculously fed by Doves”; which same thing was

said of Jupiter or Ham, who was thought to have been so
24 Met. iv. v. 42.
25 I. 2. c. 4.
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nourished, probably with the x, y Éxaio; or fat of the olive,
while in the ark”. But I have shewn (Ilion, s. 4. etc.) that
she was the Female Essence or Rib of Jove himself.

In India

her name is Sami, “the same as Urvasi who married Pururava

the Grandson of Noah, exactly in the same degree of descent
with the founder of Niniveh. [Mr. Wilford then adhered to

the exploded notion of Niniveh being built by Ashur son of
Shem.] The same is called also Aila in the Puranas, and
Lailanshah” by Persian romancers, Ninus by the Greeks, and
in the Tamuli district he is called Nilau.28.

Their amours

and their quarrels, and ultimately their reconciliation, are the
subject of a beautiful drama.” She is also the same personage
as Parvati, the Mountain Goddess, who was changed into a
dove.

-

And this is the fable of

Babylonian. Thisba

and her ill

fated loves with Pyr-Ham of Babel. Thisba doth, as I con
ceive, in some way or other signify a Dove. The Poet Ovid
gives to these birds the epithet Thisbean,
Et nunc Thisbeas agitat mutata columbas,
and Thisba of Boeotia was one of the places which Homer
dignified with the title Poly-Treron, II.xvrčwa ré Qia&#y.

I conceive Poly-Treron to be exactly synonymous with Semi
Ramis, for the word Poly in composition doth not always

express a great number of individuals, but also the Surpassing
Greatness of One Individual, as in the names of the Giant

Poly-Botes the Great Buddh *, Poly-Phontes and Poly
Phonté the Great. Priest and Priestess”, Poly-Archus or

25 V. Hom. Od. xii. v. 63.

27 Meaning, I believe, the Black King, or the King of Darkness. In
Greek, Lailaps, a dark and lowering cloud.
28 Meaning, I believe, Black or Dark-blue, xvavior.

as Apollod. L. 1. c. 6. s. 2. Paus. 1. 2. J. L. 2, ad finem. Anton. Lib.
c. 21.

* Hyg, F. Apoll.
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Hades the Great King or Great Ark", Thyestes Poly-Arn
the Great Lamb”.

Even so Messa and Thisba *, Homer's

Polytrerons, were titles of the Great and Excellent Dove;

and as her votaries would naturally fix her shrine on the spots
most frequented by her favourite birds, it is not unlikely that
some of these places abounded with them *. There was also
a Thisba or Tisba in Syria, in the land of Gilead, where these

superstitions no doubt were very rife, and especially that of
the feeding of Jupiter and his Daughter-Self Helen by Doves,
and the abhorrence of the Raven which the Goddess Pallas

was supposed to exclude from her Temples”. From Thisba
came the prophet Elijah, and it was most evidently in rebuke

of the superstitions and idle figments of the Syrians that
Elijah was fed by the mouths of ravens"; in order that

What God had cleansed they might no longer call profane".

The story of Thisba is well enough known; that she as
signed a meeting with Pyramus, at the mound or Tomb of
Ninus; that a lion, from whom she escaped by flight, smeared
with the blood of his prey a cloak which she had dropped;
from which Pyramus inferring her death slew himself. She
did the like, and here ended the disastrous loves of Pyramus
or Romeus and Thisba or Iulo, according to Ovid's version of
the story. But the Mulberry-tree, under which all this hap
pened, did ever after bear bloody fruit.

VII. By Ctesias” the Chief historian of Semiramis we are
told that Ninus was the first Great King on record, who con
quered all Asia between Nile and Tanais, and built the great
3 Phurnut.
Earth.
.

de N. D. c. 35. Also Poly-Gai-On, the Great God of the

3? Homer. v. Paus. L. 2. c. 18. s. 2.
33 W. Paus. L. 9.32. 2.
34 V. Strab. L. vii.

35 Plin. N. H. L. x. c. 12. Apoll. Dysc. c. 8.
36 1 Kings, c. 17. v. 1. v. 4.
37 V. Acts, c. x. v. 15.

38 Ap. Diod. Sic. L. 2.

l
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City Ninus on the Euphrates”, and waged war against
Bactra. At the siege of this city he was attended by one
Menones, who had married Semiramis daughter of Derceto

the Goddess of Ascalon in Syria, and by her valour and skill
it was taken. Ninus, enamoured of the woman, compelled
Menones to resign her to him, from grief at which he hanged
himself. Ninus soon died leaving a son by her; and she
raised in his honour a stupendous mound or %wux, which was
said to remain in his days [those of Ctesias] although the
City Ninus had disappeared. In emulation of Niniveh she
then founded Babel, and all its vast works, the Temple of
Bel, the Hanging Gardens, etc. and also many other cities.
At Bagisthan and another place called Chauon she also made
sacred Paradises. Lastly she attempted to invade the Indian
fealm of Staurobates or Taurobates, but was expelled from
thence with dreadful slaughter; and was only preserved by
the prejudices of the Indians who then, as now, thought it
impious to cross the river Indus in a body. Finding that
Ninyas her son was plotting against her life, she disappeared,
and flew away in the shape of a Dove; in which form she
was afterwards worshipped.
But others" related that she was a harlot of King Ninus,
who having prevailed on her husband to let her reign for five
days took the opportunity of usurping the throne and throw
ing her husband into prison. She is even said to have mur
dered Ninus in Babylonia".
The foregoing history contains much that is false. We are
well assured from Scripture that Babylon was founded before
-

*

39 But it was undoubtedly on the Tigris. V. Herod. L. 1. c. 193. near
Mosul or Asour, that is, Ashur. V. Thevenot's Travels, pt. 2. p. 50, ed.

Lond. 1687. Mosel, hoc est, Attur, in vicinia Ninives. Epist. 1. Nestorian.
A. D. 1552, cit. Raleigh Hist. World, Pt. 1. Book 1. c. 3. s. 10.

The

Nestorians say it is Seleucia Parthorum, and Marius Niger acknowledgeth
Ctesiphon a city thereabout to be called Assur. ib.

40 Athenaeus [not the Deipnosophist] ap. Diod. L. 2. c. 20.
4, Hyg. Fab. 240.
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Niniveh, and that Ninus there laid the foundations of that

Kingdom which absorbed in its usurped power the three pa
triarchates of Noah. But Ctesias was deceived by the Chal
dees whose ambition and interest it was to ascribe this honour

to their own Queen and Goddess, in which particular the
heathens generally laboured under error, as did for instance
Propertius who says
Persarum statuit Babylona Semiramis urbem *.
But several circumstances combined to give colour and vogue
to the lie of the Chaldee Priests, 1st. The notoriety of this

fact that the great Babelian empire succeeded, upon its down
fall, to the Ninian; I mean, that of Nebuchadnezzar, which

was exceeding famous in the times of Ctesias and the other
Greek writers, while the memory of the first short-lived king
dom of Babel under Cush and Nim-Rod, when Cush fuit Rex

territorii Babel et residebat in Erac”, had nearly vanished
away; and this succession of Babel to Ninus is pointed out
by Herodotus". 2dly. At the time of her coming into power
the City had suffered such extensive damage by fire and every
species of violence that a numberless host exasperated by nine
years of resistance could exercise, that the very first business
of Helen and her son was to repair and in a great measure to
rebuild the place, nor did she content herself with restoring it
to the condition in which it was
-**

•

*

To-tely #y #77, tely #ASEly Jia: Axalwy,
but continued to complete the vast original design of the

founder; a work so enormous that it was only when expelled
42 L. 3. E1.11. v. 21.

43 Tabari, Persa, ap. Hyde de V. R. Pers. p. 40. The name Erac or
Irac Arabi is derived from that most ancient city Erech, which was rather
the seat of Agamemnon than of Cush. But the province of Sennaar or
Chaldaea is here meant.

-

* L. 1. c. 178. 2. c. 150. Plin. N. H. L. vi. c. 16, et v. Berosum ap. Jos.
contra Apion. 1, 20.

-

-
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at last by Divine Providence “ they left off to build.” The
walls in particular, although experience had shown them
to be impregnable, had not, it would seem, attained their full

splendour till the reign of the Woman, if we may credit Am
mianus Marcellinus", a correct writer, who says, that King
Belus built the Arx of Babylon, and Semiramis the walls;

and Theocritus does not say she founded the place, but only
that she reigned there and built walls,
xx it, TXarv retzo; *
'Agºahta, 37a ago. Xaugaul; # 820twavsy.

And what she had thus restored and embellished she might
by an easy pretence be made to have founded. As to what
is said of her being a Syrian from Ascalon, that I have shewn
to be a confusion of the two uses, gentile and sectarian, of the

word Syrian, not meaning in truth that she was by country a
Syrian or Ionite, but that she headed the sect of the Ionists
or Syrians, against that of the Scythists or Assours. See

Babel, s. 6. Menones the rival of Ninus is the same person
as Ninus, and his name, which, like that of Memnon, was
equally famous in Egypt and in Upper Asia", is but another

way of writing Memnon. When the same character had two
names, mythologists, ignorant of that, would place them in
some historical relation, as brothers, friends, enemies, etc.

and this is one of the main sources of perplexity in ancient

fables. It is perfectly true that Ninus was killed [and very
likely murdered] in Babylonia, and that his violent death
paved the way for her supremacy. Although she was her
self with Paris in the Acropolis during the siege, yet as it
was by means of that siege and its success that she got the
power, it came to be said that she herself besieged Babylon *.

45 L. 23. p. 371, ed. H. Valois.
46 Idyll. xvi. v. 100.
47 V. Plin. N. H. L. vii, c. 7.
48 Frontin. Strat. L. 3. c. 7. s. 5.
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Pompeius Trogus related” that after the death of Ninus,
she personated her own son Nin-Yas, who was not then adult,
and so usurped the throne; and that for this purpose she
invented that mode of dress which has ever since been used

by the inhabitants of those countries. Ctesias agrees in giving
to her the invention of this androgynous dress, 0: # 8x #y
Bayvaya totagoy avy 35-ty yvy; ", which same the Medes
and Persians afterwards used. The policy of this strange
person was to make Women energetic and all-powerful and to
degrade the men by effeminacy of dress, manners, and doc
trine. The former effect was transitory and is now num
bered among fables, but the latter has never ceased to infect
the societies of the East. The Magna Mater with her an
cillary Mainades was not only represented in the language of
the Ionists or Sabians by the Pleiades, that is the Sevenfold
[or Celestially-Perfect] Dove of the Ark, but also by the
Hyades, those are, the Rain-Stars or Nymphs of the Deluge.
This I will evince *.

The Pleiades or seven stars in the

Bull's neck were the nurses of the false god Sabus or Bac
chus; and were driven into exile by Orion; that is, the
Eriunian Nimrod, of whom in the ensuing section. But there
were other seven in the horns of the Bull to whom the same

office was ascribed;

Ora micant Tauri septem radiantia flammis
Navita quas Hyadas Graius ab imbre vocat;
Pars Bacchum nutrisse putat.
They were nymphs of Dodona, to whom Jupiter gave Bac
chus to nurse when he was born out of Meru; the obscene

49 Justin. Epit. L. 1. c. 2.
50 Diod. 2. c. 6. and see Phlegon, cited above, Troica, p. 289.
* See Sch. Germ. Caesar. v. 255. Ovid. F. W. v. 165. Apollod. 3, 4.3.
-

-

Sch. Hom. Il. xviii. v. 486. Christopher. Landini in Horat. L. 11. Od. 19.
Suidas. Strab. Geogr. L. x. p. 687. Demosth. de Cor. p. 150, ed. Oxon.
1725.
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and bloody Lamiae of Nonnus. They rambled about with
him and planted vines, but were driven into the sea, that

is, into ultramarine exile, by Lycurgus. This dispersion,
ascribed daemoniacally to the spirit of Nimrod, was literally
effected under the auspices of his reigning representative who

led the Return of the Heraclidae; Eurypylus was his grand
son, and the Returner was probably his great grandson; but
Lycurgus was son of Dryas, son of Hippolagus, son of Orion.
Hyas, saith Suidas, was a name of Bacchus, to which honours
were paid during rain; Semele his mother was Hya, and his
nurses were the Hyades. Bacchus Atys, the semivir, was

invoked by that name in the orgies of Cybebe, Evoi! Saboi!
Hyes! Attes! Before I quit the Pleiades I must notice a

most remarkable testimony showing to what they related;
the Peleiades, said Callimachus *, were the daughters of the
Queen of the Amazons, and instituted nocturnal orgies.
Niv-Tx; means the Son the Hyad, and is an andro-gynous
title of the @sos Quxvuot pos or Bacchic King, not dissimilar
to that, Ain-Ewhas: and in this place of the excellent historian
Trogus we have strong confirmation of what I have already
propounded, that the Great Mother did in effect reign” in
the name and behalf of that base and degraded usurper the

pious AEneas. What he adds of his not being adult, though
inapplicable to her son Æneas, comes very aptly in aid of my
surmise concerning Rhea Sylvia and Sylvius Posthumus; and

I may add that Sylvius is a third androgynous name, ex
pressing the Female Principle of Deity incarnate in a male
Body, for Sylwha, Hylwha, or Hyla in the First Matter or
Flux Chaos of Creation, the parturient moisture not yet im

pregnate with

the

fecundating Fire,

-

The womb of nature and perhaps her grave,

and Rhea Sylvia is a name of the Great Mother called from
|

5 Ap. Sch, in Theocr. Id. xiii. 1. 25.
53 According to Eusebius Zames or Ninyas succeeded Ninus, subject to the
regency of his mother Semiramis. Eus, ap. Hyde W. R. P. p. 45.

*
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that which is her true essence [all else being mere forms of

her] and which that old Pythagorean Timaeus of Locri calls
TA" was Murp; and indeed the very words meeteer, mater,
mother, moder, are the same as materia, matter, and as some

will not improbably have it with mud and the Mot of San
choniathon. I doubt not as to mud, but I cannot imagine
how the Phoenician could say that the Prima Materia, essen
tially void, infinite, and opaque, “shone forth.”
After the death of Ninus or Anti-Christ the sibyl Alex
andra, widow of Alexander, came into power: for which reason

the pseudo-Sibyl, foretelling the events of the latter Babel by
reference to those of the former, prophecies that a widow
woman should reign after Anti-Christ is consumed *, saying,
Then the World shall be governed by the hands of a Woman,
a Widow shall be the Queen of the whole world.

-

VIII. Besides repairing the damages of the City, The
Whore of Babylon had yet another more urgent task on her
hands; to heal the moral wounds of the war, and to pour
upon the exasperated and fanatical hearts of the people the
balm of her Nepenthes and Acholum; else the dynasty of
AEneas would have stood a poor chance amid the conflicting
passions of the Panachaians, the Myrmidons, and their new
fellow-subjects the Dardans of Troas, and the hostile attacks
of the Ninevites. We have seen that Orestes the represen
tative of the Aga-Memnonian primogeniture was expelled as
an impure person by reason of his parricide: and I have

very little doubt that the same means were used with success
in order to get rid of a still more dangerous competitor, the
sacrilegious regicide, Neoptolemus. They both sought refuge

with the Heracleid king of Ashur, successor of Eurypylus,
and having quarrelled there, Neoptolemus was slain by Orestes.
The latter survived to figure as the Adrastus of the Thebaid.

But in order to pacify the minds of so many sects and parties
54 Sib. L. 3. v. 13.
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it was necessary to make at least the semblance of a religious
compromise, by paying some honours to the Gods and heroes
of the Magian or Buddhic church. That the Achaian league
had not wholly abandoned its doctrines may appear from the
common title, Memnon, of their respective leaders. The
Pelasgi, pure Cushim, alienated from their kinsmen by a

strange superstition of their own, probably retained still more
of its principles. It was not very difficult for Helen to pay
some tribute or homage to Hercules, Mars, Apollo, and the
daemons of the Scythians, because she admitted into her sys
tem a deprecation of the malice of the Evil Powers, and had
only to consider them as such ; and by so doing she might
artfully gratify their friends by giving them a sort of worship,
while she in reality established her own feminine scheme
more absolutely than ever. Take this for a sketch of that
scheme: there are two Principles, Air or Humid Darkness,
and Fire or Light, Female and Male, Iona and Linga, The
Dove and the Raven, Good and Evil: One only is increate,
supreme, and God, namely, the Female, the other is sub

ordinate, created, and the Devil, namely the Male. To the
former Supreme Worship or Precation, to the latter Depre
cation and propitiatory gifts are due. She appears to have
deprecated the manes of Nimrod by erecting to him a great
monument, and it would seem that two of his daughters were
there immolated as a piacular sacrifice to the xSovio. 3alu2ve;
or Two Eriounians ", meaning I believe the Ghosts of the
two betrayed and murdered kings, Cush and Nimrod. Er- .

Junius the Spirit of the Earth or infernal regions is the title
commonly given to Hermes Chthonius, but is applicable to
any departed spirits who for the avengement of monstrous
impieties are invested by Providence with a complete socage
or freedom to exercise their destructive powers upon mankind,
visiting the sins of the fathers upon the children. Cush was

a Socus Eriunius whose blood cried to heaven from the altar
* Anton. Lib. p. 110, ed. Teucher. Ov. Met. 13. v. 692.
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of Hercéan Jove, and that circumstance is alluded to by Non
nus with

this errour, that he makes his progeny the Seven

Curetes or Epigons against Thebes to be the sufferers, and
not the authors, of the dispersion. There were, he saith,
seven Corybants, Prymneus, Mimans, Acmon, Damneus,
Sakespalus, Idaeus, Melisseus, whom
Xww2; 3×wvolo rary voatiaazro warf7;

Kow87; #Travox's usra wregos.
Combe was that same concubine who betrayed him unto death,
and the same Semiramis who is fabled to have flown away
from her enemies in the form of a bird;
trepidantibus alis
Ophias effugit natorum vulnera Combe”.

Her name whence so ever derived, is allied closely to that of
the first semivir, the Assyrian Combabus. She was an ama
zonian woman, as may be inferred from her having introduced
the use of brazen arms in war, which made her be called the
Heroine Chalcis. To return to the daughters of Orion, these
immolated virgins were not Doves, but Ravens, Traftswol

xogwytóss, and I doubt their death was not more voluntary
than that of Polyxena and many an Indian widow, though
Ovid says it was
Ecce facit mediis natas Orione Thebis

Pro populo cecidisse suo.
I have doubts whether she erected to him a new Bustum, or

whether she did not rather make peace with the AEthiopian
kingdom by bringing back his remains from Nineveh and

burying them with gorgeous and bloody solemnity, in the
Busta Nini, that noble structure which He had himself raised

over his supposed Father, Jupiter Agamemnon.
ss Vide Nonn. 13. v. 147. Ov. Met. vii. v. 383. Zenod. Prov. vi. 50.
B B
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Of the

religious crasis or compromise effected at this time,

several obscure vestiges have come under my notice. The
compromise of Romulus the type of Nimrod and the Cushim,

and Tatius or Tatta King of the Sabines, whose name agrees
with that of the Sabians, and to whose nation or name Hers

Ilia, that is Ilia or Rhea Sylvia, The Earth or Vesta, the

heavenly bride of the King, called also Hora, belonged, is that
of which I am speaking. . Romulus is the Scythian party at
Troy, Mezentius is Memnon coming to relieve them, Tarpeja
is Helen betraying the Pergamus, and the cause of war was
the rape of the Sabian Women Helen and her attendant
priestesses. This compromise by which the Romans and
Sabines became one nation with one senate, enabled the Sa

bines to establish at Rome the worship of Semo Sancus and

Sabus conjointly with the Old Gods of the City,
Sic Sancum Tatii composuere Cures "7.

The peace and fusion of the contending parties in the kingdom
was made by the mediation of those very Sabian Women who
had been sacrilegiously abducted; Helen and her attendants.

Their descriptions accurately agree, for as Helena was taken
from her husband with her attendant maidens, so of the Sa

bines only the demi-goddess Hora or Hers-Ilia * was ravished
from her husband, but the residue were virgins. This paved

the way for that complete system of religious legislation dic
tated by Egeria to Numa”, or by Helen to the AEneadae,
57 Prop. L. iv. El. 9. v. 74.
$8 Serv. in AEneid. viii. l. 638.
59 Let us mark here some Latin traces of Semiramian government.

Romulus Enyalius, or Quirinus, assisted by the Lucumon of the Tyrrhenes,
waged an ineffectual war against Tatius, whose name, drawn from the antique
word tasso, tacso, or tatto, means, I form and set into order, the office of the

Demiurge who separated the mass of primary creation giving to each thing
its due place,

-

And bade the weltering waves their oozy channell keep.
His people were the Sabines or Sabians who worshipped Sabus, the Lord of
the Hosts, a title in the Bacchic church which affected a large plurality of
Gods, and the worship of the Luminaries;
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among whom we have seen Numa the Pamphylian or Omni
gentile so properly numbered. V. s. 5, ante.

Nonnus in the

pars laudes ore ferebant
Sabe tuas, qui de proprio cognomine primus

Dixisti populos magna ditione Sabinos.
Sil. Ital. L. viii. b. 421.

He was otherwise Sabinus (Sabus the Son) and had the attributes of Bac
chus, the wearing of ivy, and the planting of the vine; baccifer Sabinus, S.
It. iii. l. 596, paterque Sabinus Vitisator. AEn. vii. l. 178. He came
from Iran to Greece, and thence to Italy; Sabus qui de Perside venit. Hygin.
de Orig. Urb. Ital. cit. Serv. in AEn. viii. l. 638.

Semo Sancus, Medius

Fidius, or Modius Fabidius, the Daemon of that country, built Cures, and
Sabinus was his son. Cato ap. Dion. Hal. L. 2. c. 49. This Semo Sancus

was Hercules the conqueror of Geryon and Cacus, who established the ara
maxima, and his name, as Propertius saith, is a sanciendo; the Constitutor.
But the establisher of Sabianism being his son, alludes to the pretended birth

of AEneas from Nimrod. Another country especially renowned for its as
trolatry and the rites of Bacchus and Venus, Arabia, was called Sab-Aia,
The Land of Sabus.

When the Capitol, Collis Saturnius, or Kyoya Tupai, was betrayed by the
harlot daughter of the old man who dwelt in it, it was needful to come to
terms with Tatius's party. Tatius indeed was himself soon murdered by his

own family at Lavinium, and though a great funeral and the feast of armi
lustrium was had in expiation of his death, no legal steps were taken against
the authors of it. Plut. Rom. c. 22. The vengeance of it was reserved, as
we know from other sources, to the sword of Orestes. But the compromise

was all to the advantage of the Sabines, whose Gods were admitted into the
Roman worship; and as Servius saith, Sabinorum mores populus Romanus
secutus est, in AEn. viii. l. 638.

After his death, and the aphanism of Ro

mulus, a King purely Sabian, of sacerdotal character, and marked piety,
was called to the throne.

He was Numa in Latin, and Nomas in Greek,

Dion. Hal L. 2. c. 58., which means a lawgiver; Numa dro Twy volzwy, as
Servius saith; his other name being Pomp-Ilius. He laboured to refine the
system of superstition, he ordained ceremonies, and various courses of priests,
and rules for the keeping of the Ancilia, the Palladium, and the Hearth of
Vesta. Florus L. 1. c. 2. But in all this the King neither was nor claimed
to be the master spirit, but obeyed the dictates of a mysterious woman." He
married Tatia the daughter of King Tatius; and I know not if she was the
same person as his wife or concubine called Egeria (the Resurrection) and
Tacita, (the Silent)
Conjuge quà felix nymphā ducibusque Camoenis
Sacrificos docuit ritus.
Metam. L. xv. 1. 481.

From her he learned £agovoy gotia, Dion. Hal L. 2. c. 60, and had I the
last works of Anacreon, doubtless I would show that this was the Tugay."
B B 2.

-
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forty seventh book of his Dionysiacs describes Perseus [or
Nimrod] and Bacchus about to engage in deadly strife, on

the occasion of Bacchus coming into the country of Argos and
proclaiming himself the Son of Jove: the Argives do not deny

iris-nun of Calli-Creta the daughter of Cyane. See the Theages of Plato,
vol. 2. p. 13. She was variously, a Goddess, Liv. L. 1. c. 19. Flor. ubi
supra, an Oread Nymph, or a Muse; Plut. in V. Num. Dion. Hal. 2. c. 60.

and the other Muses were ancillary to her. The place of their meetings was
without the Capene gate, where, nocturnae Numa constituebat amicae, and
where lucum cum fonte Camaenis consecravit, quod earum sibi consilia cum
conjuge suà Egeria essent. Liv. L. 1. c. 21.

We must carry with us that however the Roman annals were filled up
with all the vicissitudes of Original History, these Pelasgi did in fact, till the
decline of their state, prefer a severe and right-handed system of worship.
The God Liber and his feast the Liberalia were of old sanctity, but it was in

the year 565 from the City-building that the sinister orgies of the Bacchanals
were brought in, with all manner of lusts, with murders, poisonings, and
the frequent sacrifice of human victims. Liv. L. 39. This plague was
vigorously represt: but about five years after two arks were said to be found
under the Janiculum, the one inscribed as holding the body of Numa Pom

pilius the son of Pompon, but empty; and in the

other were seven Latin

books on Pontifical Law, and seven Greek on Philosophy, bearing his name.

Other accounts vary as to the number. The senate, on the praetor's report
that they tended to Dissolve the Religions, had them burned. Liv. L. 40.

c. 29. It is plain to my mind that this was a fraud hatched by the foul
faction which had lately met with such wholesome chastisement, to revive

their orgies under a divine sanction ; and they rightly thought that Numa
and Egeria were the persons upon whom to father such a system.
Four families derived from Numa and Tatia and from their four sons,

Pompon, Pinus, Calpus, and Mamercus; these were the Pompilius san
guis; and his daughter Pompilia married Marcius father of King Marcius
Ancus, and son of another Marcius who had disputed the crown with Tullus
Hostilius. From her came the Marcian house. Plut. Num. c. 3. The
Chaeronean seems to have perplexed his genealogies. I know no such name
as Mamercini, but the chief branch of the Pinarii had that surname, and
also one branch of the AEmilians: and the former were of Pompilian blood.

Again he saith, the Mamercines were

surnamed from him Rex, but that

surname belonged to the Marcians. Some of the AEmilians were Regilli

which may have made the confusion. The Pompilians or at least the
gens Herculei custos Pinaria sacri
were an haereditary priesthood, analogous to those Nimrodian colleges the

Eumolpidae of Athens, Thracidae of Delphi, Diod. Sic. L. xvi. c. 24, Pelo
rians of Syracuse, Theocr. Epgr. in Epicharm, and Triptolemidae of Antioch.
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that a Son of God was indispensably necessary, but they
maintain that they have one, and a better than him already,

'Afyos éxel IIagawa, was a xarsei Aiovvas' "
'AXX0V #%a. Alo; jia xxi & Bax%010 Xartw.
But Mercury interferes and effects a compact between them
©eau.ow

**** xzi IIsfasi xzi Aiovva" ",

the terms of which are that Bacchus, Jove, and Perseus,

should all three be worshipped by the Argives
'AAAz Sv%roxi, Ssoregrez be are Baxx.""
Kai Ali Kai IIago, Xopavgate, xzi Aiovva"
'Q; áirwy Tapersiogy.
The same idea is contained in the amicable introduction of

Bacchus to Hercules Astrochiton at Tyre, after he had de
stroyed the army of Deriades, upon which occasion Hercules
gave him a starry tunic, and he gave to Hercules that Crater *
or goblet which was supposed to exist in Alexander's time, and
is thought to have hastened his death. This Crater is the
Cratera of Helen " filled with the consecrated wine of am

nesty or of the oblivion of griefs, and again, after the King
Pentheus had fallen by the rage of his mother and Bacchus,
we find the latter mixing up this Lethaean nectar for the

afflicted Cadmus

*

-

Avritovy xstara; usX17%i paguzzov diva'"

Awwa Torov Ansalov dougouavolo 3s Køus

** IIeyśluoy it?ve yozy Taiway, w89.
60 v. 499.
61 v. 715.

".

" ".

* v. 728. 2 a.
& Nonn. Dion. L. 40. v. 420, 580, etc.
* V. Apul. Apolog. vol. 2. p. 466. ed. Oudendorp.
65 Nonn. Dion. L. 46. v. 359. There is no end to the mythic tautology
of this poem. The Great Anti-Bacchic King Nimrod, called Deeriades or
Deeruj by the Indians, Lycurgus, Perseus, and Pentheus by diverse tribes of

Greeks, is presented to us again and again. There is no killing him.
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Long afterwards when the Halys, the ancient boundary of

Craesus, divided the Sabian from the Magian haeresy, we find
a custom mentioned by Diogenes the tragoedian, in Athenaeus,
which shows that a compromise of this sort had at some time
taken place between them:
For Lydian virgins oft in laurel shades
By Halys' stream with Bactria's Magian maids
Kept concert, on their frontier bounds to raise

Joint anthems to Timolian Dian's praise.
Then sweet to the three-corner'd plectrum's stroke
The Sardian Magadis in answer spoke,
And friendly pipes, from East the barrier flood,
Join’d their shrill concord in the Persic mood.

Most likely at this same time the Assyrian or Heracleid Kings
in making peace with the victorious Da-Naans made certain

concessions in their creed likewise, admitting the Female or
Material Principle to a share of those divine honours which
the Evil Principle received from them, and thus setting up
the foul altars of Taranis or the Tauric Diana of Scythia.
These means may have served to patch up a temporary peace,

but in neither case did they work any change in the characters
of the party or in the effective spirit of their institutions.
Mr. Faber, if I remember rightly, seems to imagine that the
feast of Juggernaut was established in commemoration of some
such religious compromise: this I strongly doubt: and should
rather refer that ceremony to the Great Principle of all the
Sabians that Good and Evil are alike from God, and that

there is no Evil Deity. The last vestige of this compromise
I remember is the story of Guneus who was the wisest and
justest of men, and was employed by Semiramis" to re

concile the Phoenicians and the Babylonians who were at
variance with each other.

This

profoundly

% Tz, in Lyc. v. 128. Auson. Epit.

obscure

name
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appears to havé enjoyed very great celebrity so late as when
the poet Ausonius flourished at Bourdeaux, and wrote of him
in this lofty style,
Gunea pontus habet, Tumulus sine corpore nomen.
Fama homines inter. Caelum animus repetit.
Cuncta elementa Duci Tanto commune sepulcrum.
Quae? Caelum, et Tellus, et Mare, et Aura viröm.

I have made bold to restore the popularis AURA in place of the
unmeaning word, ora; he lived in the fourth element also,
Air; but how? Why, the Air breathed from the mouths of
men who celebrated his fame. It is scarce a likely thing that

the man named in Homer's catalogue" should be of so much
importance; unless upon this hypothesis, which I leave to
the reader's judgment. Palamedes was dead just before the
opening of Homer's action, but his forces continued in the
camp and were commanded by some one. Was this person
Guneus? I have intimated my belief that Palamedes was the
chief of the Dodonaean Selli or Pelasgic Priesthood, who ad
vocated the divine pretensions of Achilles and his Mother;
but Guneus came from Dodona and the Waters of Styx,
in which Achilles, the Pelasgian Aniptopous, had been im
mersed by the witch his mother. Palamedes is never once
named by Homer, Guneus never again: yet the fame of Pala
medes filled the earth in despite of his silence; and so did
that of Guneus, if we may trust Ausonius, although now so
strangely obliterated. We have seen, or have thought we

saw, that the Selli Priests, Solymi, Cyamites, or Fabians, to
the number of three hundred, fell in a fanatical attempt to

stop Memnon; one only Fabian survived. Was this Gu
neus"? Certainly the Nauplian family had some consequence
down to the very time of the dispersion; and no person was
67 Iliad 2. v. 748.

Z

* A person called SoLY MUs was thought to have accompanied AEneas
in his flight from Troas,

Hujus erat Solymus Phrygia comes exul ab Ida. Ov. Fast. iv. v. 79.
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more calculated to form a middle term or

point of conciliation

between the Cushim and the Nations, than the High-Priest
of the Danaizing Schismatics.
-

* *.

IX. The studies of Semiramis were not however exclusively
confined to peaceful affairs, but she bent her mind to prepare
for those attacks which the warlike Scythians would not fail
to renew in due season; and added to her other titles of fame

that of an heroine and consummate warrioress. We find that
Helena, soft and lovely as she was described, was nevertheless
a martial Virago,

Qualis Amazonidum nudatis bellica mammis
Thermodonteis turma vagatur aquis.
Qualis et Eurotae Pollux et Castor arenis,
Hic victor pugnis, ille futurus equis,
Inter quos Helene nudis capere arma papillis
Fertur, nec fratres erubuisse Deos 69.

She was I nothing doubt the armed Venus of Lace-Daemon”:
nay, she was herself the Beautiful Woman, the Daemon Lake,
or Lady of the Lake, Aaxe-Aaiuova KaxAl-Duwaixa; called

also Cetoessa or the daughter of the Fish Derceto. And that
she was the Armed Venus may be almost demonstrated thus;
from the Goddess Venus the harlot of King Cinyras being his
own daughter, or grand-daughter, Smyrna; but Smyrna was
a renowned Amazon. She has a different character according
to the different lights in which she is viewed. As the Evil
Spirit of discord and the fatal cause of schism, war, and dis
persion, she was the Rhamnusian wrath, the Cynopid Fury
Solymus HEneae filiam duxit. Gloss. Ms, ap. Vatic. He was the reputed
founder of Sulmo;

-

Dardana origo
Et Phrygio genus a proavo, qui sceptra secutus
AEneae, claram muris fundaverat urbem
Ex sese dictam Solymon.
Sil. Ital. L. ix. v. 72.
* Prop. L. 3. E1. 14. v. 15.
70 V. Auson. Ep. 42.
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or Bitch of Hell, 'Exevas, ‘Exav%0s, ‘Exerroxis.

As the

source of effeminacy and lasciviousness she was the Goddess
of Love seducing the Idaean shepherd, or an amorous and fair

haired harlot detaining the inglorious warrior in her perfumed
chamber. But as the Heroine who taught her sex to assert
their dignity and power, and humbled in arms the pride of
the Raphaim, she was what the Roman Poet here describes.
And upon her forehead was written, if I read aright, A My
stery, Babel the Great, the Mother of Harlots, and abomi
nations of the Earth.

Xaigs wou, Paum, Svyatno 'Agnos"
Xava soutp2, 3xipowy "Avagoz,
Xauvoy a valais #7 yā; 'Oxvu.Toy!
The Heroine Roma 72 was said to be wife of AEneas or Asca

nius, that is, she was Queen when they were Kings. Simon
the Magician, a servant of the Gods and prophet of the Spirit
of Python, who arrogated to himself divine honours, and to
whom an altar was dedicated at Rome, inscribed Simoni Deo

Sancto, was attended by a female impostor whom he named
Seleena (the Moon) and Helena, and who as he pretended
was the same Helen who flourished at Troy; which, as I will
show bye and bye, was a premature display of the Apocalyptic
Harlot.

She had seen the inefficiency of the Gentiles as opposed to
the chosen race of warriors, and was well aware of the danger
of depending, as poor Aga-Memnon had done, on the fierce
Pelasgi: who moreover had rival pretensions of their own,
and laid a dangerous stress on the virtue of the waters of the
Toraus X=xx/svto;; she consequently hit upon a most won
derful and daring scheme. We have observed that King
Ninus effected his usurpation by leaguing together with him
the boldest youths, under pretence of hunting. And Helen
7 Semiramis was called 'Arto; evyatne, Diod. Sic. L. 2. c.45; and so was
Penthesilea, Queen of the Amazons, Qu. Smyrn. 1. v. 55.
72 V. Plut. in Vit, Romul. .
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conceived the idea of forming an army of women, inured to
the chase, to swimming, to war, and every hard and fierce
exercise. She herself took to Hunting if we may believe
Ptolemy Hephaestion: and got under her name of Semiramis
the fame of a great general. Novelty and paradox have some

thing that inspire the mind for a moment, and in a very de
generate nation it were easier to make the women fight than

the men. But that was not the only reason, she was the
Goddess Mother, and her claim to supremacy was founded
upon the haeretical tenet in theosophy, that the Female was
more excellent than the Male, and claimed supreme worship

in heaven and passive obedience upon earth; but this people
would hardly believe while they saw the male sex superior in
every respect, and thought it a superiority of nature and not

merely of education. Her object was to cast the males, if
possible, into the shade, and throw all the strong lights upon
the women, especially those of politics and war. With this
view, as we have seen, she rendered the male garb feminine,
and the female more succinct and fit for active uses *, till it

was scarce possible to distinguish the sexes: and she selected

her she soldiers, as Nimrod had done his men, from among
the female Cushim in her dominions, it being her policy as
well as his to support the Aristocracy of that House. She
clothed herself in the garb of Hercules, and armed herself
with his club, as is the fine allegory of Lydian Omphale. As
the Peleiades were the daughters of the Queen of the Amazons,
and were seven, probably her host, like that of the Sons of

Cush, was sevenfold; which would make the Seven against
Thebes and the Seven for Thebes. See section ii. The Three
Graces, daughters of Eteocles, were probably High-Priestesses
to the three tribes of the Amazons, and not Amazons them

selves. With respect to the seventh peleiad star, it was per
haps a story invented to make the numbers agree, or possibly,
* The same is told not only of Semiramis, and Lyttusa, but also of
Medea. See Holobulus on the 2d altar of Dosiades, line 1.
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if the fixed stars are masses of ice, it may have been melted to
furnish the diluvial rains; to this latter belief I much more

incline, because the celestial Pleiads were Atlantides, and
Atlas I conceive to be a title of Noah.

It is vain to say that the word Amazon relates to the figures
of an androgynous deity with one breast, or to assign other
etyma of the mere NAME. For all this does not explain the

widely spread history or tradition of conquering and warrior
women: of the Amazons, imitative or Anti-Men; and the
Bassarides or Mainad women, who under a Chief of ambi

guous sex conquered India and Deriades. But these two
female hosts were the same, for Bacchus in one army ras
'Aua'ova; xas Tag Bax%2; ārakāy".
Against the female host of Amazones King Nimrod is fabled
to have waged war, under three of his mythic Names, Her
cules, Theseus, and Bellerophon. The expedition of Hercules?"

was to get the Belt of Hippolyta or Melanippe: this chattel
was, as I deem, the badge or symbol of that Unity of Empire,

which the Amazon Queen had for a time wrested out of the
hands of the Scythians. The war of Hercules against the
Amazons for the Belt is the same as that of Hercules jointly
with Telamon, or the Belt, against the Meropians; indeed
the same Telamon is said to have accompanied him against
the Amazons; and also against Troy on a former occasion;
so there we connect the Land of Troia, the Magiguo; Tys
'Oro; or Division of Speech, and the Warrior Queen, all to
gether 7”. The war between Theseus and the Amazon Hip
polyta or Antiope is said to have been waged in Athens itself”;
but this is the same history, describing the final ruin of Se

miramis by the Nimrodian Powers, she first attacked them
[Theseus] in the heart of their own empire, and was ruin
73 Pol. Strat. L. I. c. 1.

74 It is also said, that having undertaken to protect the whole human race,
he resolved not to tolerate Gynaecocracy in any nation. Diod. Sic. L. 3. c. 54.
75 Pind. Nem. iv. 42. Isth. vi. 46. Schol. Ap. Rhod. 1. v. 1289.
76 Plut. Thes, c. 26.
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ously overthrown, then they invaded Her and conquered her,
as in the legend of Hercules. We have already treated of
Anti-Ope, the Anti-Spirit of Prophecy and mother of Iön or
Amph-Iön; and we now see that the Anti-Spirit was also
an Anti-Aneira or Anti-Man, the queen of the warrioresses.
Antiope is known to us in three distinct human characters, which all agree in one person; first, as a poetess and Sibyl,
who rendered oracles from the tripod and was the concubine
of Musaeus; secondly, as the mysterious mother who bore the
Tower-building Bard and Huntsman, doubtful whether to
Jove, or to King Lycus Epopeus; and thirdly, as the Queen
of the Amazons who waged war against Theseus; but we
have to acknowledge her in a fourth and higher rank, that of

the Goddess who was worshipped as Ceres in Heaven, and by
another name in Hades;

'Ov www ovā' bio; Møy, ayagas-ow #5%ay"
Magalo; Xzgitwy joavos 'Avrior,”

'H. Te Toxvuv, Ty; #y 'Exavaivolo Teitetais
'Evgovoy x£upialy #2000s. Aoyiwy .

. . 'Paglow eywy awsuadez toirwaza,
Amurroa yww.s 7 & #5" xzi älv di».
Rex Charitum Luna Titanide natus egenam

" ' " ' Musaeus famá noluit Antiopen,
r

*

Regis Eleusini tripodas sortita celebres"
... it, "
Evia quae arcano fata sono cecinit
Rharius afflatü quot moverit edere Flamen,
Dia Ceres, umbris notaque sub Stygiis.

" - .

The Amazons were sometimes said to reside in the Plain
of Themis-Cyra in Pontus, between the rivers Iris and Ther
modon: and what is most especially to be remarked as referring
77 Wid. Hermesianact ap. Athen. xiii. c. 71. edit. London, 1825. In
this edition of the celebrated fragment of Hermesianax the reader may find

some sound views of antiquity; from several of which this work has pro
fited.
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their history to the Tri-Poly of Mesopotamia and the City of
Babel, they were recorded to have been tri-phylians, or di
vided into three tribes or districts, but one of them had a

famous Capital City; for we read

'Evíz Be Amavros Ts'ov, axe336sy 38 roAms;
TPIXXAI Awačovi?wy,
and again,
'Ov yaf juryspass way 2wroxiv, xxx dya yatay
Kaxtuava, Kata pu%a 3.27%1%x vatarasaiy”.
The Three tribes were the Themiscyrae, Lycastiae, and Ku
desiae, but the last named had a city called Chalybia or Chal
cobia. Others placed them in Lybia and the Atlantic Country,
and others in AEthiopia 79; again others would bring them out
of Thrace to the banks of Thermodon,
Threiciae cum flumina Thermodontis"
Pulsant.

Diodorus of Sicily has preserved out of Dionysius the My
thologist a curious account of the Libyan Amazons, who in
habited a sacred paradisaical island in the lake Tritonis, and
there founded a great city, Cherronesus. Myrina was their

famous queen and conqueress, and he says they were much
ancienter than the Pontic Amazons". He was possibly led
into this error by the name Myrina, whose seema or tumulus
was near Ilion,

'Est 3s rig ngotapoiós roxsw, arrvia xoxwyn

Thy jrot avöges Bari-Eray wixAnaxsaw
'Affayatol Be re amux wroxvaxapfluoio

Me",
e

But the High-Place at which Homer has made Hector, to
marshal his forces was that of the Bati-Ewha, or the Battic,
78 Ap. Rhod. 2. v. 373. v. 996, schol, in v. 375.
79 Dionys. et Zenoth. ap.sch. in Ap. Rh. 2. v. 985.
* Virgil. Propert L. iv. El. 4. l. 71, 2.
* Diod. I. 3. c. 51, etc.
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Baudhic, or Buddhic Eve, and her Mound is the same as the
Tumulus of the leaf-clad matron which Paris was said to have

past as he brought Helen with him to Ilion,

Juxx's gyraxxyra ©ix,yogo; #3&axe rvusov *.
I know not whether the Colonee of Myrina be the same as
the Throsmus or Calli-Colonee * or not: but this also was a

station of the Trojans. I believe there were two such places
without the City, the Mound of Whilus *, that is of Adam
and Noah, the Dexter Gates: and the Mound of Eve, or

Sinister Gates; the former is called simply Fixs a muz, and
the latter Mvolyn; amua, Batisfa, Kaxxixoxwy, and Xxxix.
IIvXai. Myr-Ina signifies, as I guess, Woe the Daughter,
and in the vocabulary of the Divine Caste was used to com
memorate the introduction of Sin and Death; if you please
you may render it, Woe of the Son, which comes to the same;
an equivalent expression of the gods is yet used in our corrupt

dialect of the goddic language, not only for Her but for all
her Daughters, Wo-Man. This truth was very carefully pre
served in the mysteries, as may be shewn from the fragments
of Orpheus or Onomacritus, who declares

'Q; 8 xvytstoy #y xzi flyiov d'AX0 yvyalxos",
and there is an entire Orphic hymn to a goddess who is de
scribed as a baleful fury and the cause of grief and terror to
all men, but her title, by which he invokes her, is Meeli-Noee,
or Getting Knowledge from an Apple. It may be observed,
that Whilus is a name of the First Fathers equivalent to
Cronus, and means While or Time, which begun and dated

from them: and Calli or Cali is the sanscrit name of the great
mother, meaning however with them, not honour or beauty,
82 Coluth. v. 209.

* Iliad. xx. v. 3.

* This was of stupendous dimensions, for Homer uses the epithet dy?gox

&nrog, made by human hands, Iliad, xi. v. 371.
* Orph, ap. Clem. Strom. L. vi. p. 738.
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but Time.

Timè is from Jove: and this word also, which

means Honour in Greek, means, with us, the flux of things
mutable, though which of the two is the prime sense I cannot
affirm, but believe the latter. Another word in Greek is both

honour, and time or eld, Tegas. But Homer says nothing of
the Amazon Myrina, whose arms subdued the whole world,
for this is only Semiramis under another name, whose exploits
are passed in silence by that poet, and did not occur till after
the siege of Ilion was concluded: but subsequent fablers
shewed an accurate knowledge of the Heroine's assumed cha
racter, in other respects, when they named her Myrina.
Smyrna is the name Myrina, with the sibilent prefix given to
so many words, as Kujai, Kauzy?go;, x=3xw, etc. [Myr-Rha

is Rhea the Woe] and Smyrna was an Amazon, who founded
the city so called, as another of these warrioresses did Ephe
sus 86.

-

Herodotus places a body of Amazons", called Oior-Pata
or Man-Killers, in Scythia, whom he describes as waging war
against the Scythians, but afterwards reconciled to them,
from which union the Sauromatae sprung, using however the
Scythian language: and Claudian talks of their wars with
the Goths, Seu flavos stravere Getas”. Chaucer places his
Amazons in Scythia,
*

\

ycleped the reigne of Feminie,
following Statius's account of King Theseus returning,
Scythicae post aspera gentis
Praelia 89.

So they fought against the Scythians, and yet were Scythians
themselves, which as we have seen is all right.
The geographer pretends that Amazons dwelt, to the north
-

* Strabo, L. 12. p. 797. 14, p. 908.
87 Herod. L. 4. c. 110.
88 R. Pr. L. 2. v. 65.
89 Theb. L. 12. v. 519.
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of the Caspian Albania, among the Scythians; and they were
wont to cohabit promiscuously, during two of the spring
months, with the Gargarians; and if females were born they
reared them, if males, they sent them to their fathers. The
country of these last was divided from that of the Amazons
by a mountain”.
Illas ducit amor trans Gargara, transque sonantem
Ascanium; superant montes, et flumina tranant.

Horses are a type of the Scythian men, mares of their women:
and it stands to reason that these Mares whom Venus sent
across the Mountains of Gargar, and the river of the Chan of

the Asi, are the Amazons of Strabo. Mark their fate; driven
by the Hippomanes, they are scattered in all directions, except
Eastward; for they came from the East, and Virgil was ig
norant that China, Hindostan, etc. were colonies, and thought

the kingdom of Asia commensurate with the pars mundi after-wards so called.
- *

Diffugiunt: non Eure tuos neque Solis ad ortus

-

** *

as

Sed Boream Caurumque atque unde nigerrimus Auster
Funditur et pluvio contristat frigore coelum."
* ** -

-

It is evident that the true Hippomanes is the CEstrum or

Hippobosca of the Dispersion.

-

*

It is pretended that one hundred of these armed women
were presented to Alexander the Great by the Satrap of
Media, a tale which Arrian rejects, while he very judiciously

argues that their history must have some original foundation".
Of this we have a much greater certainty than Arrian could

possess, for we have since learned that the earliest modern
navigators, those of Portugal and Spain, found the Amazonian
history rife both in America and Africa, and heard traditions
* Strabo, L. xi. p. 735. Oxon.
* Arr. Exp. Al. vii. c. 13.
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of them in Brazil, Mexico, and Monomotapa”. These Ama
zons have not been found: and that is well enough, for we

find in all the swarms of the human race their primitive and

common traditions, but the reality must be sought for in the
parent hive.

-

In Malabar there be yet some traces of Female Supremacy,
and of those peculiar rules with respect to the propagation of
mankind which seem to belong to the Amazonian system, and

which are confined now, as then, to the predominant caste.
The Nairs or Noble Caste marry at an early age, and make
every allowance for the subsistence of their wives; but these
latter remain in their mother's houses, or after her death with

their brothers, and cohabit with any man they choose of equal
or higher rank than their own. By reason of this strange
arrangement no Nair knows his Father, and every man con

siders his sister's children as his heirs. His mother manages
the family, and after her death the eldest sister assumes the
direction. A Nair's moveable property is equally divided
among the sons and daughters of all his sisters”. Among
the same people there is a sort of inverse polygamy, two, four,
or perhaps more males being attached to one woman *. From

the time of Cheruman Permal [cotemporary of Mahomet"?]
to Hyder Ali, Malabar was governed by the descendants of
Thirteen Nair Chiefs' Sisters 96.

The woman is as naked as

the man, that is, almost entirely so, and the concealment of
her body is no point of decorum among them". It must be
observed that these are not customs of a rude people, but in

stitutes of a vicious and highly artful refinement; and they
are in essential points the same as those devised by Plato for
* * * ****

*. . .

* ...

. .

* -

* * * * ** * *-

:*

~ *

.

."

st

* *

* *

*

* Purch. Pilgr. 4. p. 1358, Nuno de Guzman ap. Purch. 4, p. 1559.
Purch. 5. p. 760.
* Hamilton, E. I. Ga. Malabar.

* Zeireddin in As. R. v. p. 12.
* As. R. ib. p. 9.
96 Ham. ibid.

-

-

-

97 Zeireddin, ib. p. 14, 15.
C C
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his Magnesian commonwealth, or rather borrowed by him from
those original laws of the White or Chalk Island, called of
Minos or Epimenides, existing in Egypt, Crete, Lacedaemon,
etc. and recorded in the Mysteries.

The former of these sages was a King who reigned for nine

complete centuries of years, and enjoyed the company [rather
too much of it] of Great Dis or Jove,

-

…"

'Evv8wgos Sagwave A10; Wayaxe dagus vs :

this was King Noah, whose days were nine hundred and fifty
years. At that great period of change when Solon and the

man called Pythagoras flourished, there seems to have been a
Cretan who wrote mythic Theogonies under the name of Epi
menides, as Onomacritus at the same time did at Athens in
the name of Orpheus. But I am satisfied the name is much
older, and means the son of Minos or Menu. The Cretans
“sacrificed to him as to a God,” and he was one of the Cu

retes or Corybants. He slept many years in the Cave of Idaean
Jove, and saw the Gods in his sleep, and heard their discourses;

but that Cave was the Ark; Apwerlov, dyrooy ris Komrix):
'13% . ... ©ary auro Uno Kagyrwy wouaa'iyyat, ri roy Kgovoy
avrol; pavyaa" was its duto xarzóvat was novtrousyol; ātma-.

werey". Epimenides was fed by the Water Goddesses or

Nymphs with viands which were kept in the hoof of an ox or
cow, #y xix, Coos : but the x/x is the old Homeric X,xos, an
Ark [with us the KEEL of a Ship], and the scholiast of Simmias
Rhodius explains Aapvaxoyvios, lysy X7%was XWAo; yap To

Kišerloy wa H Azawa', was xxxx

w#. Theophrastus said

that the Asphodelus, heretofore spoken of, was called 'Etius
viào;. Now, the lawgiver, prophet, and God, the Corybant

son of Menu, nursed by the nymphs in the ark of Jove, can
be none other than Jupiter Ammon himself. But Epimenides

was also a name of Hercules Buzyges or Triptolemus, who
* Etym. M. in Voce. V. Plut. vit. Solon. Max. Tyr. Diss. 28. Diog.
Laert. L. l. c. 10, s. 1. 2, 10, 11, 12.

-
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sowed the earth travelling from the East Westward”, that
is, scattered mankind abroad from the East in the Third and

last war of the Tauxpião; Toltop68. He went forth from Argos
in quest of Iö”, which makes him out to be the same as Pe

lorus the son of Isis, who sought for the scattered members of
Osiris. Curdistan was peopled by his son Gordys; which
alludes to the Ninevite settlement of the Heraclide. Seleucus

Nicator, when he laid the foundations of his new Babylon of
Daphne by Orontes, assembled there all he could find of Trip
tolemus his posterity; which means that he confided the sacred
things of his city to a college of Royal Scythians; and Trip
tolemus himself was the tutelary hero of Antioch, to whom an
annual feast was held upon Mount Cassius.
Prior colère quam Ceres;

Triptolemon olim, sive Epimenidem vocant,
Aut Bulianum Buzygen,
Tuo locabo postferendos nomini".
This Buzyges was Hercules”; and he was guardian of the
Palladium". We may now better understand the formation
of his name: the son of Minos or Mayug would be Mavič74, or
Ham himself, but Nimrod the begotten Son and express
image of Ham, “The Great Increment of Jove,” is the addi

titious or incremental Menides, or Epimenides, properly; but

the simple name is disused, and Ham is the person meant by
the Cretans.

-

-

The Polity of Plato is by no means any invention of his
own, but a fine view exhibited by him of the Semiramian and

Pythagorean institutes, delivered from remote ages, and dif
fering very essentially from his own practical opinions as given

in his book of Laws. Let us see how his Nairs managed the
99 Lucian. Somn. c. 15. Philops. c. 3.

100 Strabo, L. 14. p. 960. L. 16. p. 1060, 1066.
to Auson. Ep. 23, ad Paulin. Aristot, ap. Serv. in Virg. Geo. 1. 19.
102 Suidas in Voce.

103 Polyaen. L. 1. c. 5.
c c 2
-

*
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matter. The women had no husbands, but lay with the men
on stated occasions, and by lot. The offspring was taken
away by the Magistrates and carried to a sort of public de
posit which he calls, metaphorically, the sheep-fold, Tiptos,
and the mothers were brought there to give suck; but not
to their own children; and it was so ordered that the parents
should never know which were their own. 'I31% be u%3Eva

tly suix auvoixsly.” xzi tag rai?as du Roivas, xa, wre yovsz
#xyovoy #10aval toy dura, wwre tai?a yovsz. But all those that
were born at a given time, say seven or ten months", after
any person had been appointed to generate children, were to
be accounted his children and brethren to one another. By
which means each child might and probably would have many
fathers, and a vast fraternity. He farther provides that the
Women should be trained up to the naked exercises of the
palaestra, and also to military discipline and the defence of the
state; xoly starsvarovral. Nor need we travel so far East as
India to show that Plato's plan was no theory of his, for we
read in the historian Socrates" of the laws of Heliopolis in
Phoenicia.

“These laws ordain that all women shall be in

common, so that there may be no distinction of father and
child. When strangers visited them, they gave

them their

daughters to defile. The emperor (Constantine) undertook
to abolish this vile custom, and having established the ordi
nance of marriage he thereby enabled families to know their

relationship.” These Platonic and Syrian commonwealths

have enough of resemblance to that of Malabar to bespeak a
common and if so a most remote beginning; and as the policy
of the Magnetes of Plato is Amazonian, probably the practice
of the Malabars, though their women have not lately been
warriors, was so likewise. Let us therefore not suppose with
some scholars that Amazon is a mere religious title, to which

104 De Rep. L. 5. p. 20, ed. Bip.
105 Sic. Wide Censorin. de D. N. c. 7. ad finem.
106 Hist. Eccles. 1. c. 18.
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any other history or legends might be annexed with full as
much propriety as those which are, but rather let us, with

the charming and sound historian of Alexander, pay a sober
deference to the immemorial and widely diffused testimony of
mankind; and in it we shall find a strong confirmation for
what the Assyrians record, the primitive Gynaecocracy of the
Dove. I believe that the old Etymology gives the Etymon.
It is obvious that nothing in nature is so adverse to a woman's
fighting battles as the prominence and tenderness of her breasts,
and the first care of a Semiramis or Antiope must be, if possible,
in early youth to prevent the swelling of those organs; which
I doubt not may be effected by early pressure, if not by the
extirpation of the lacteal glands. These Breastless or A-Mazon
warrioresses must then in their new garb have been undistin

guishable from men except by their chins. The breast of a
woman was called 67%, and that poet surely must have lived
in the Amazonian age who could say yuvaixwy 67%uregawy,
for then only had it any sense or propriety, when the perfect

woman was to be distinguished from such unnatural tra
vesties.

-

| Such a policy could only have flourished in the Ionian, or
Royal

Syrian Empire of Babel, between the periods of the

Egression and Popular Dispersion. This system nearly abo
lishing paternity, and extending brotherhood so widely, seems
to have left distinct vestiges behind it. To it we must refer
the 4patplai or Fraternities of which each tribe in Attica
was composed, of which the members were considered as re
lated together by blood, and which held, each within its self,
those feasts called Astya Poarpixx". Mankind cannot live
without particular and close affections, and the unnatural
sophist who sought to abolish them was obliged to drown the
cries of nature in these love feasts. These latter agreed with

" 'Apparwp' pparelay 3. ixwy, 5 ov avyyivstay. Hesych. in V. et v. Eund.
in voce parpia. To 8 ypatia Sat is re; pparoga; avaSoxov 'zov r"; ovyye
yaag. Suidas in v. ofaropic.
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the Syssitia of Egypt, Crete, &c. which, as we learn from
Aristotle *, were in their antiquity nothing less than abori
ginal, being ascribed to primaeval names of inventors, Minos,
Sesostris, King Italus. It is worthy of much notice, as com
pared with the Malabarian and Platonic systems, that the
feast of Jupiter Fratrius was called Apaturia” or the Feast
of Men without Fathers. The Jupiter Fratrius, or Feratrius
of the Greeks, was Jupiter Feretrius with the Latins: and
closely analogous to the Grecian Fratriae were the Roman
Sodalitia, introduced among them at a late period, and [what
comes very close to my purpose] together with the orgies of
Magna Mater; sodalitates autem, says the Elder Cato”, me
quaestore constitutae sunt, sacris Idaeae matris acceptis; epula
bantur igitur cum sodalibus omnino modicé.
In the Divine law it is commanded to a man to honour his

natural parents; but very little is said of veneration due from
youth to old age in general, nor indeed is our duty even to

parents carried to the account of their superior age, but is a

injunction. The Decalogue consists of Two Pen
talogues, the First of them forbidding those actions which are

symbolical

Immediate against God, and militate against his eternal pur
poses, the Second, those which are Mediate against Him
through others of his creatures, and militate against his rules
for the good government of this perishable world; and these
Two Quintals of Transgressions are respectively graduated,
and with the utmost nicety, from highest to lowest, beginning
with High Treason against the sovereignty of God, and ending
with disrespect towards certain Vicegerents and representa
tives of his power, and again beginning with the destruction
* De Rep. L. 7. c. 10.

" 'Ena'n ly Tavrn 77 #2;77 Te; yawwuxives in Tw-iyaura ixswy Tai'ag tors
iyya-loy juvvy rig 5 IIa Tiss &ny 'ASnyats; # &vrey ASwaitey. 'E3ox#y 3s
6. Trubs, rgo rats 'AIATOPEX &rez, Tore taripa, ixity. Etym. M. in Voce.
'O' 8" taaty, 67: Twy Tarifwy bus cuysfy okiywy 8ta ra: Twy taubay iyypator,

buoy 'OMOTIATOPA Myta Jai try #oftny #&ow Tforw, Niyogasy &Noxov * &xot
aw. Suidas in V.
" Ap. Cic. de Senect. c. 13.
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of a Man and going down to the bare imagining of harm
against him or his. Reviewing the Pentalogues therefore and

comparing them, we find that

the Fifth Immediate Law, like

the Fourth, is to observe a type or mystery; as also the Fourth
and Fifth Mediate Laws are to avoid sins, not of commission,

but of tendency; as the observance of Truth, and of Con
tentedness, do naturally TEND to prevent Injustice, so did
the observance of an Holy-Day, and the reverence of Parents
TEND to promote Religion. God is termed our Father, our
selves his Children, and the Co-Heirs of the only Person to
whom that title belongs by Generation and not by mere Simi

litude, and from this comparison of Creation to Generation
flows that duty which the accuracy of the ancients termed
filial PIETY: but which is so far from belonging to Justice or
Our Duty to Fellow Men, that it may even militate flatly
against it. A Son may rescue his Father from the prison in
which a just and lawful death awaits him, because the Imme
diate Law overrides the Mediate; the 'Oriov xal'Avoriov being
an higher argument than the Axalov xzi 'A3'xov. Having

proved that superior age is no part of a parent's title to respect,
I will farther take notice, that Old Age doth not obtain from
Scripture that ample testimony of regard which all heathen

dom agreed in paying to it. I know that it is more than once

acknowledged that, The Hoary Head is a crown of glory",
if it be found in the way of righteousness: but the veneration
of grey hairs was at that time so much connected with the

impostures of Paganism, that there was good reason for saying
little about it.

And the Practice of Divine Providence in the

call of its especial ministers seems to point the same way.
The Messiah did not undertake his ministry clothed in the
imposing garb of Senility, nor did the Apostles, as far as I
know; if Moses was called at an age somewhat advanced,

others were called in the very flower of life, as Saul, David,

and Jehu; and in Solomon the GIFTED wisdom of an youth is
111 Prov. c. 16. v. 31.
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opposed to the Bought wisdom of the old. In his writings,
Wisdom or Daring Self-Conceit is continually rebuked, and
Foolishness or Pious Simplicity commended, but without the
slightest intimation that the one appertained to cruderand the
other to riper years. At that time when Violence and Cor

ruption, Quwo, was 'Emāvua, were such in the eyes of God
that the end of all Flesh was come before him, mankind did

certainly enjoy the Experience of Old Age to such a degree
as never since. And how was it with King Solomon himself?
By Divine Wisdom he governed a vast empire in peace, and
in the fear of God, and every man dwelt safely under his own
vine and his own fig tree, his name went far into the islands,
and for his peace was he beloved, and his wisdom inflamed the
curiosity of all Kings, and the pure zeal of that Queen who
shall rise in judgment against many. But whither did ac
quired wisdom and experience lead his grey hairs? To the
obscene groves of Astoreth and the blood-stained altars of
Moloch. Such are the inferences from Holy Writ; which

supports, from the marriage of Adam downwards, the Do
mestic System. In these views, which we collect from Holy

Scripture, as affecting the preeminent venerability of age,
the Demon of Socrates concurred by seldom permitting him
to address his refutations of wisdom and precepts of modesty

to the old, because the young alone were innocent of or would
consent to abdicate that Self-Deification which upon the most
inscrutable topics arrogated the divine attribute of knowledge.

ThisSpirit, which mocked, illuded, and refuted all the wisdom
of the gentiles, which spoke but to the ignorant and simple,
which walked up and down questioning and convincing men
out of their own mouths, which forebade even him whom it

possessed when accused of blasphemy from taking heed, afore
hand, of what he should say, which inhibited all prayer unless
it were a prayer that God would grant what was good and be

deaf to inexpedient requests, and whose last words were of
Atonement and Resurrection, could be none other than the
Spirit of Truth, poured forth, however in a limited measure,
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being negative in almost all its doctrine, and merely de
hortative in its inward admonitions.

-

But very different notions concerning senility obtained
among the Nations of the Babylonish Empire, when the anti

domestic and gynaecocratic system was set up. Seeing the
riot that would arise from the utter abolishing of Fatherhood
they hit, upon this method, of making the Aged in general
stand in the place of parents to the Young. To Age were
given both power and preeminence in public matters, and in
private such observance as we seldom pay to our own Fathers.
When Agamemnon called a council it is said,
-- it
*

*

-

Kixx, Txey Ba Tsgowra;, agis was IIavazziwy,

and the Age of King Whilus is connected in idea with his
Power,
* ... " " …
-

Fixa Az#8aviózo Taxals Awo-I's govros ".

The Gerusia of Lacedaemon and Senators of Rome were called

from the same thing. It is usual in the East for an Elder to
call an Younger person, My Son. And it may be inferred

generally, from the homage paid to seniority, that there ex
isted, at the time when these manners first grew up, very
little regard for kin; for where particular affections are
formed and intimately cherished those of a more general kind
are always in a great measure stifled. Were every man de
voted to his consort in that degree which the words of our
conjugal vows express, he would regard all others of the fair
sex with as much indifference as those of his own: and in pro

portion as the Domestic or Particular tie is drawn closer, the
general courtesy called Gallantry diminishes; in so much that

those nations who make it their especial boast do but trumpet
forth their own depravity. In like manner, and by strict parity
of reasoning, the Institutes, which brought on a Filial Vene
ration for Old Age in general, must have been such as tended
to abolish the ties of private and natural Paternity. Had the
112 Et vide Iliad. 3, 149.
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latter been unimpaired it must have absorbed, as we see it
now does, the former.

Not to add, that the Natural father

of an adult need not be Old, even among us of shortened lives,
'Olot www £gorol #rusy. I have thus laboured to show that the
Amazonian, Minoan, Lycurgic, Platonic, or Malabarian system

did formerly exist in the greatest perfection and splendour
under the AEneadae and in the Helenian or Semiramian em

pire: I do not say Owenian, because I conceive the system of
that gentleman”, aimed as it is at the very root of all matri
monial, parental, and domestic usages, to be (in spite of his
unparalleled boastfulness) a mere unacknowledged borrowing
from the pagan lawgivers above cited. Mr. Mitford has
written, in the first volume of his history, an apology for
the horrible institutes called of Lycurgus; in which there is
scarcely a feature that is human, or on which the nature of a
man can be brought to think without disgust.
If it be objected that Amazons fought on the Trojan side
at the siege of Ilion, I must repeat that That is wholly fabu
lous, and that Strabo himself disputed the truth of the story,
which has no higher authority than that of the Cyclics,
grounded on a corrupt reading of the catalogue, v. 856*.
The verses 186, 7, 8, 9, of the third iliad are a very gross in
terpolation.
-

X. Before we proceed to examine what little remains to us
of her military history, we must finish our sketch of her abo
minable institutions and principles. When the Women were
made soldiers, and taught to rule in the place of obeying,
there must have been an end of feminine virtue; and when

the men were degraded below the rank of the weaker sex
little could remain of their virtues. And we have good au

thority for saying that this Queen was disgraced by the most
obscene and scandalous dissolution of manners and principles.
*

113 Robert Owen, Esq. of Lanarkshire.
* Strab. L. 12. p. 799. Philostr. Heroic. p. 257, 8. ed. Boiss.
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She was, as an eloquent father of the Church describes her,
Xayv6; yuy, was uízipovo;". According to some, Ninus was
not her husband, but her son, with whom she cohabited in

cestuously, and from her example the Medes and Persians
held it lawful to marry their mothers". It is quite true
that Ninus was her Son, and not her husband, and that she

falsely accused him of an incest which she had wickedly ima
gined, but which he held in abhorrence. It may be doubted
whether that be true concerning the Medes and Persians, for
in Cambyses his time it was not lawful to marry a Sister".
King Juba gave a strange account of her lust, which is clearly
mystical, and adumbrates her supposed amours with Cyanippus
or Nimrod, Equum adamatum a Semiramide usque ad coitum
Juba auctor est”; and the fabulist Hyginus, enumerating
those who had slain themselves, and reiterating the very same
thing under two sets of names, saith, Thisbe Babylonia propter
Pyramum quod ipse se interfecerat, Semiramis in Babylonià,
Equo amisso, in pyram se conjecit "9. Others relate that she
was slain by her son Ninyas for seeking his embraces”; and
it is not unlikely that this wretch, AEneas or Ninyas, did lend
himself to her inordinate desires: but she never fell by his
hand. Ctesias, an higher authority and a grave one, whatever
may have been his errors, reports that she never remarried for
fear of losing her power, but lay with the handsomest among
her soldiers, who after gratifying her desires were secretly put

out of the way". The accounts we have of Bacchus and
Cybele give us to understand, that their followers did not
consist of women solely, but of men, who out of respect to the
Magna Mater assumed in their garb and manners the likeness

"5 Athenag. Leg. p. 33. Paris, 1615.

116 Conon Narr. 9. Wide ante Bellerophon, Hippolytus, Tarquin.
117 Herod. L. 3. c. 31. Wide tamen Diog. Laert. Proem. c. 6.
118 Plin. N. H. viii. c. 64.
119 Fab. 243.

120 Justin. Epit. L. 1. c. 2.
12 Ap. Diod. Sic. L. 2. c. 12.
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of women; and such was the great conqueror Bacchus de
scribed to be himself. Palaephatus pretends that the Ama
zonian host consisted entirely of this sort of people, “who
wore gowns down to their feet and bound their heads with
mitres, and shaved their beards, and were therefore called
women by their antagonists”. These Amazons were never
theless naturally brave and warlike.” He adds an unwise
remark, that it is unlikely a woman should ever have waged
war, 88s yag vuy 80xus.
Among the leaders of her troops she probably had many a
*

*

Narses. ‘We have seen that this abomination was introduced

by Palamedes or Margites among the Sellian Chamai-Eunai,
and the high credit of his successor Guneus with Semiramis
may assure us that an invention so well harmonising with her
views was not neglected by her. There is a story in Hero
dotus of the mutilation of a person called Hermotimus by
another called Panionius, who followed that vile traffic, and

of the revenge of Hermotimus. This is mentioned as having
happened, in Lydia during the reign of Xerxes: but their
names manifest that no individuals were meant, and Hero

dotus was continually confounding the events of the New

Magian kingdom under the family of Zoroaster Hystaspes,
with that of the Old Magians under the four primitive Zo
roasters...of His Cyrus is Nimrod, his Zopyrus Ulysses, and
here his Panionius stands for the Panachaian empire under
its, Queen the Pan-Iöna or Dove of the World. Hermo

timus” was the Daemon-God whose perturbed ghost the
Iönians of Clazomene sought to appease by worship." As
Herodotus confounded the days of the Achaemenidae or Per-"
seidae with those of Nimrod himself, so did Lucian in his

story of Combabus confound the time of Seleucus Nicator and
Seleucia with those of Babel and its Harlot." Combabus in
troduced the abomination of Hemiarrhenism at the time of
.." bia
y. --*

* 1: "I

* ~~

** *

*

122 Incr. c. 33.

"3 Apoll. Dysc. c. 4. Lucian Enc. Musc. c. 7.
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dedicating the Temple of the Dea Syria, but Semiramis was
the foundress of that Temple, and was herself the Dea Syria.
Ammianus Marcellinus expressly says that Semiramis' first
brought this practice into vogue, and Phlegon saith the same
of Lyttusa, whose description clearly identifies her with the
Semiramis of Diodorus. Being guided in her conduct by
views of religion and mysticism, as well as of civil and military
policy, she established the most foul and ineffable rites, cor
responding to the Buddhic worship of the God Ithyphallus.
This old worship being founded upon the true principles of
creation was gross and offensive, but conformable to the ways
of nature.

•

But when it was laid down that the Good Prin

ciple and only Supreme Spirit was a woman, that being her
proper form and conformable to her essence; and that all
male forms of the Deity were merely phantastice and not
essential forms; there was no sort of perversion that did not
find place, through the medium of fanatical rites and orgies.
The dignity of the Priestess was asserted by usurping the
functions of the dominant sex, and the humility of the Semivir
Priest was shown in imitating so far as in him lay whatever
appertained
to the called
sex of Sappho,
Helena. who
There
was
a poetess
at
Mitylene in Lesbos
wrote
lyric
and ama
tory verses with inimitable sweetness, and who would seem to
have been a person of matronlike virtue herself although she

sung of the joys and pains of lovers; for when her countryman"
Alcaeus began to solicit her modesty, saying, I have that which

I would say to you, but shame deters me, she replied, But if
you had desired any thing good or honourable, your tongue
would not have faltered, but you would have spoken freely
concerning that which was righteous. But this witty and
coy dame was not the only Sappho, and Athenaeus” assures
us there were two of that name. It will naturally be won

dered how fables evidently belonging to the heroic age, and
consequently classed by Ovid among his Heroids, should have
been fastened upon a lady living in no very remote period of
is

” Deipnos. L. 13. AElian, V. H. L. 12. c. 18.
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the historic age. The reason is, that she was wooed, cele

brated, and in the spleen of disappointed love satirized by
contemporary poets, scarce her inferiors in genius. They
compared her to the famous beauty and poetess of old times,
and finding her virtue inaccessible to their seductions, they
said that since she did not love men she must be, like her,

an hetaeristria. To the heroine of their romance they adapted
all the various particulars of the ancient fable, and from the
fictions of her suitors, Alcaeus and Anacreon, Ovid derived

the mythology relating to her. It was probably in some such
lusus that Alcaeus” sung about his brother Antimenides
fighting under the banners of the King of Babylon. The
elder Sappho was none other than the poetess Helena, Alex
andra, or Asty-Anassa, the Phrygian, Persic, or Babylonian
Sibyl. She was said to be the daughter of Scamandronymus
and the slave of Iadmon the son of Hephaisto-Polis [the City
of Vulcan] and was enamoured of one Phaon. Her history
and fate [of which last more hereafter] belong to mythology,
not to history; and the names of her father and master will
trace her back to Ilion or Babel. She was the Lyrica for love
of whom it is pretended that Orion went forth to wander;

and the wandering lyric poetess Eriphanis who loved the
Hunter; probably also the Psaltria Cotytto. The Egyptians
[referring as usual the events of the eastern Troy and Ba

bylon, to their own] informed Herodotus that their great
Pyramid was built by a Whore, whom they called Rhodope:

this, Herodotus most unhappily contradicts, by showing that

Rhodope was a Greek acquaintance of Sappho, when in truth
she was the same person, to whom all such Rhodopeiae" arces
125 Ap. Strab. xiii. p. 886.

126 Such was the Hetaicas Mneema piled up by Gyges the Lydian in
honour of an harlot, and only surpassed in height by Mount Timolus. But
whatever Clearchus might have read, assuredly there is no such stupendous
pyramid in Lydia. This and the Egyptian legend are nothing but the story
of the Whore's Tower at Babylon appropriated to other countries: indeed,
the whole of the Egyptian and Lydian origins were so concocted. Unless
indeed we might suppose that Clearchus only spoke of the tomb of Halyattes
which, as Herodotus mentions, was paid for by the earnings of prostitutes.
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of the gentiles were sacred. This daughter of the Man who
inherited the name of Cham-Ander", herself a captive in

the City of Vulcan, was called Teuta; * from a certain enor
mous vice of which she was the inventress, and which was

exercised in after times by the priestesses of the Cyprian
Venus.

Horace mentions

AEoliis fidibus querentem

-

Sappho puellis de popularibus,
from which I should suppose that some shameful verses were
handed about under the name of Sappho, as others were under
that of Astyanassa, and imputed to the good lady of Lesbos.
The latter laboured under the disadvantage of being of those
Pelasgians called Ai-Olian, the etymon of which word, namely,
Omniterranean, just fits the elder Sappho, Pam-Phylian or
Omni-Gentile is the same thing; and we read that Pam
Phylus was the most intimate friend of Sappho, and that his
wife was a poetess; and that hence a particular sort of Music
was named indifferently Ai-Olian and Pam-Phylian *, Here

we may easily distinguish the Omni-Gentile Sappho of Babel,
the friend of Numa Pamphylus, from the Æolian poetess of
Mitylene. It is better to pass over briefly the abominations
with which the Whore of Babylon infected human nature,

and the infamy of which always clove to the Ionian name;
->wraffixoy re xival?oy, 'IQNIKON apºporegoffey". " " .
* ** **

* *

* 1, 11." '

Plato says in a milder sense, Bioy 'Iwvixoy". The prohi
bitions in Leviticus show that every degree of bestiality was
at that time in use.

Having followed the obscure vestiges of this woman through
the more foul and odious branches of her character, I would
*

-

* If Sappho was descended from Scamander, Semiramis was educated by
Simois. Tract. de Mul. Bibl. Alten Liter. T. 3. p. 9.
* Wide Timaei Lexicon, p. 123, et Ruhnken ibidem.
* Phil. V. Apoll. Tyan. L. 1. c. 16.
* Auson. Ep. 14.
13 De Leg. L. 3. p. 113. Bip.
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remark its effects upon the Pelasgi and others of those who
were under her influence. In place of abhorrence she was the
object of a dire veneration, and prostitution was a sacred rite
performed in her honour. In her Temple at Babylon, as
Venus Mylitta, all the women of the city debauched their
persons to the first comer, without regarding either the
stranger's rank or their own, but it was essential that they
should take money. The like usages were had at Athens in
the Temple of Venus the Harlot, in Thessaly of Venus the .
Impure, at Corinth of Venus the Black, and by the Cartha
ginians in that of Venus at Sicca. Mr. De Volney” found
the like usage in vigour near Hierapolis, the ancient cathedral
city of Semiramis, the Dea Syria; and the orgies of Aphaca
near Heliopolis in Phoenicia, which Constantine abolished”,
were just of the same character. It is an error to think this
Aphaca was a town; it was a paradise of impure pleasures

sacred to Venus and Adonis, and appertaining to the city of
Naclè, whose Antiquities were written by the poet Christo

dorus *; aphaca is itself a word of a lascivious signification.
This was what was termed the left-handed method of sacred

things, whereof I have spoken in the fifth section of Troica.
She was also that Cotytto whose festival was of dreadful ob
scenity: that it was also of horrible cruelty we may collect
from the description which Horace, in his fifth epode, gives

of those murderous orgies, which in the 17th he styles the
Cotyttia and the feast of Cupido Liber. Liber was a name of
Bacchus, as the Liberator or Redeemer, and his feast the Li
beralia; but this was the sacrifice of an inadult youth repre
senting Cupid,

-

*** *

-

Impube corpus quale posset aspera " '
• * *
*

*

Mollire Thracum pectora, '

-

*- :

. . ;

' ' ' '… "
i., "

…

…"

for the purposes of mystical atonement; and agrees with what
* Voyage en Syrie, 2. p. 149.
133 Wide Socr. H. Eccl. L. 1. c. 18. Sozom. H. Eccl. L. 2. c. 5.
134 Suidas in voce Christodorus.
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I have before intimated with respect to the Crucifixion of Love.
Cotys, a name common among the Kings of Thrace, is Cush.
Manes King of Phrygia was father of King Cotys, and Cotys
of King Asius, from whom Asia was called, and by whom the
Palladium was dedicated. Cotytto is a female form of that
name, meaning the Goddess-concubine of Cush. She was
however sometimes called Cotys herself, which is the same
idea that occurs in Ovid in the ambiguus modo vir modo
faemina Cuthos. The female Cotys was named Bendis in
Thrace, and the Bendidèan feast of the Thracians (from
whom under Eumolpus the Athenians affected to derive their

religion) was the same, Strabo tells us, as the Cotyttian; that
is why Horace saith, as cited above, Thracum pectora. Xsuya
Korus #y rot; 'H%avois said the poët AEschylus; and the geo
grapher maintains that the Orphic orgies of Greece were

fetched from these Thracian. Xenophon mentions the Ben
didèan temple at Athens, near the Munichian haven. Near

AEnos in Thrace stood the Bendidèum and the temple of Apollo
Zerinthius, which identifies the Attic and Thracian mysteries.
with the Samothracian”; but AEnos was founded, as the

story goes, by AEneas following a cow, and at all events it
was sacred to the lewd AEneadum genetrix. The wife of

King Eleusinus and mother of Triptolemus, or 'Nimrod, was
Cothonea, and from the idea of Evil originating in her and
connected with forbidden knowledge came Koja, Bxx'), and

Ko?=1, divāaveral (Hesychius), and from the forbidden fruit
certain apples (the quince) were called Cotonea. It was in

memory of the first man's fatal wedding, that Solon" en
joined the bride to enter the chamber was Kv3avis Évréa
yeaay. The second or Homeric Venus, Naamah, was sub

merged in the flood, and the third, Helena, springing up
after the flood, was said to emerge from the ocean, or to be
born from the egg of a water-fowl. To celebrate the sub

135 Liv. L. 38. c. 41.

* Plut. Qu. Rom. p. 279. Xyland.
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mersion of Naamah, and to purify in like manner the Venus
Meretrix, there were a college of Baptae who used to dip
Cotytto in the water,
Cecropiam soliti Baptae lavisse Cotytto.
And the Spartans” did the like by their Pallas. These im
mersions seem to have taken place at the Eleusinian feast of
Neptune, when Cotytto or Cothonèa was baptised in the sea in
memory of the flood; and for this purpose she was certainly
represented at one time by the naked prostitute Phryne, and,
I believe, at the Æginetan feast of Neptune by the famous
Lais.

In fact, by this perverse worship harlotry became so sancti

fied, that every harlot was by virtue of her office a sort of
handmaid and inferior priestess of the Apgo?"r II.ogv), and
the names which those who followed that trade in Greece

affected to assume had very often something in common with
the Queen of Babel, with her adventures, doctrines, and rites,

or with the various fabulous titles she bore: Archai-Anassa,
Ptoch-Helena, Danaë, Antea, Metaneira, Origo, Theoclea,
Theoris, Theano, Lais, Demo, Nico, Hippa, Melissa, Nais,
Thalatta, Bacchis, Nysa, Lamia, Mania, Mysta, Lychnis,
Lampeto, Thryallis. The noted Harpalus entertained a
courtezan named Pythionica, to whom, when she died, he
erected a monument at Athens, and another at Babylon,
which he entitled the Temple and Grove of Venus Pythio
nica; in allusion to this the comic poet Philemon said,

Bzowaa' &c.; Bzăuxwvos, dy juro rv% ".
I conceive that most of the early amatory poems were filled
with this mysterious and abominable Theology, and treated
their objects, a Nanno, a Lyda, or a Bittis, as representatives
of the too multifariously famous Queen. Bittis or Battis was
* v. Callim. Lavac. Pallad.
*37 Ap. Athen. xiii. s. 67.
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a prophetess, a priestess, and a warrioress

or huntress, as it

would seem from an inscription on her tumulus by Antipater

in the Anthology; if indeed there were such a person, and
Philetas did not merely sing in a mysterious way of the ori
ginal priestess, amazon, and harlot, the daughter of Battus or
Maha-Bad.

XI. Nothing is more obscure and unintelligible in poetical
history than the fable of the Seven against Thebes. It is
described by some of the poets as happening while CEdipus
was in the City, and by others after his flight or death: but
all place it before the Troian War, and make some of the
Seven leaders to be fathers of Aga Memnon's lieutenants.

Homer was entirely unacquainted with this fable, and even
with the name of the Boeotian Thebes, which he calls Hypo
thebae. I am persuaded that these legends, which in their
present form would baffle all ingenuity of explanation, relate

to this period of which we are treating; but are put together
in a more ignorant and blundering way than any other my- .
thologies are. The Seven Chiefs are pointed out by their
number to be the Cushim or Seven Fraternities of the Sons

of Cush, corresponding to the Seven Lieutenants of Memnon,
by whom his forces were conducted.to Troy. It was in honour
of this Hebdomad that the Italian Pelagi celebrated the Sep
timontium of Rome, and the Western AEthiopians of Tingi
tana their mounts Heptadelphi or The Seven Brothers".
It seems that some time during the reign of AEneas these
martial tribes made a rash and tumultuary attempt to regain
the City of Babylon. They were people of an exceedingly
fierce, boastful, and impious character, at whose approach the
place was filled with alarms, and attempted to carry it by an
escalade, in which they failed, and lost the greater number of
their leaders. They then returned home without effecting
any thing. Eteocles the King of Thebae and father of the
135 Plin. N. H. L. 5. c. 2.
D D 2
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Three Graces, who fell in this short war, was probably AEneas,
who was then slain by his fierce competitor the Heracleid
Mezentius or Polynices, and being tumbled lifeless into the
Euphrates, ascended from thence to heaven as Jupiter In
diges, when
Unda Deum coelomiserat Indigetem.
I believe a confusion in the history arose thus. Orestes, and
others, the friends of the murdered King of Men, took refuge

in the Assyrian capital, recognised the supremacy of the He
raclidae, and procured their assistance to re-establish them in

the Kingdom of Irac. Meanwhile Semiramis had fully ar
ranged matters with Guneus leader of the Pelasgi, and so had
their full support throughout her reign. The armies of the
Seven and of the Epigons being lent to the Atreid exiles for
their restitution, came to be falsely called Argive or Mycenèan
armies; as if it were said that King Louis's army gained the
battle of Waterloo. Having witnessed the fall of his friends

the Seven Phylarchs he made his escape to Niniveh with

the mythic Arion or Dolphin-borne Telemachus”, on whose
139 Plutarch, in his Treatise on the Understanding of Beasts and Fishes,
mentions that Telemachus falling into the sea was preserved by Dolphins,

who supported him on their backs, in honour of which Ulysses wore a Dol
phin on his Shield and another upon his Ring. Plut. vol. 2. p. 984. Xylan
der. Ulysses himself is very probably meant by that most ancient poet Ar
chilochus, when he speaks of one Coiranus (the King) who being shipwrecked
was alone preserved by a Dolphin when all his followers perished,

II wanxovir &y?gw, wins Kolpovo, #tio; IIoatsáāy. Archil.ap. Pl. ib.
He died very old, and all the Dolphins followed the ship which bore his re
mains from Miletus. Athen. 13. s. 85. Argent. The Arion of the Thebaid
must be Telemachus, a bard of that most famous of poetic families the
Homeridae; and his coming with the Scythistic host is reason enough for his

being an horse, in as much as Deities, and mortals of sacred character, were
Hippus and Hippa among them. He won the prize of Song at the Funeral
Quinquennium of Nimrod;
Qualis et Adrasti fuerit vocalis Arion
Tristia ad Archemori funera victor Equus.
Prop. L. 2. El. 34. v. 37.
And his master was almost as vocal, if we may credit Tyrtaeus; Tawaany T'
-

A&rare usixxoyngwy ixity. He was the Horse of Hercules, [or rather of the
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wisdom and genius he relied, as his father had done upon
those of Telemachus his father, Ulysses;

'Elwarz Xvyga pagwy avy 'Agiovi xvayoxalth.
I need scarcely add, that I conceive Pylades to have been

Telemachus, and that King Strophius, the friend of Aga
Heraclidae, who came with Adrastus] and the author of the Miyaxa. 'H'o.2.
makes Hercules exhort Iolaus,
£yay intoy 'Agoya xvayoxarmy

IIowth & artw?#y was plytusy w; x &vina.
Scut. Herc. v. 120.

The confounding together of relatives continually happens in mythology;
and Arion the rider of the Dolphin is identified with the Dolphin [his sea
horse] whereon he rode; for the black-maned horse was Nereidum stabulis
nutritus Arion, and,

Sape per Ionium Libycumque natantibus ire
Interjunctus equis omnesque assuetus in oras
Caeruleum deferre Patrem.

Claud. iv. Cons. Hom. 555. Stat. vi. v. 307.

In truth, the legend of Arion lay open to a variety of interpretations as well
from the name as from its own nature: for Hyper-Ion, Ion, Ionah, apply
to more than one miraculous preservation from the waters. The Horse is a
symbol of Noah's Ark; and so is the Fish [Ceto, Cetus, Pistrix, etc.] as
well in India as in the West; the Hollow Cetočan Lady of the Lake. But
Ar-Ion and the Fish do again relate to the son of Amittai, the typical Tri
Hesperous Lion,
#y nort yaSong
-

Tpirwvo; #4axals xapx"po; xvivy,

when the crew had chucked him overboard. I imagine that he was brought
down by Grecian chronologers to the age of Periander the Corinthian, by
some such confusion as this, that they were both, respectively, coéval with

two Assyrian Kings Asaraddon, namely, Ionah with the prince called Sar
danapalus, and Periander with the Son of Sennacherib, the great and noble
Asnapper; for it is obvious that the date of Ionah's life would be fixed by
the Assyrian King in whose reign he lived.
But the Vocal Horse who attended Adrastus to the war of the Thebaid,
in the interval between the Iliad or acme of Ulysses and the Epigoniad or
Homer's time, was Telemachus the son of the one and the father of the
other.

-

-

As to the famous Philanthropy of the Dolphin, I cannot explain it other
wise than by adopting it for fact, and supposing that in days of Theocracy
and Daemoniacal agency the ordeal of precipitation into water had some such
concomitant circumstance. Neither can I in this place enter into the My

thology of Delphis, Delphus, and Delphusa.
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memnon and guardian of Orestes, was Ulysses. His name is
equal to Versutus. There was once something better upon
this subject than the wretched Thebaids of the Cyclics; Co
rinnus of Babel, a scholar of the Great Palamedes, wrote an

Epic upon the War of King Dardan against the Paphlagones.
AEneas, we have seen before, was King of the Dardanidae or

Babylonish Noachidae: and Paphlagones [the Loins of the
Father] is a title of the Cushim not unknown to old Arctinus,

and not inapplicable to a contest between androtheism and
gynaecotheism. The river which flowed from the blood of

Memnon the Son of the Morning [Tigris?] was called by the
Epicthonian Daemons or Heroes, Paphlagonius,
Toy #2 ra IIz?Xayovalov "Ertzjovol xxxaaqiy ".
Corinnus" was therefore the authentic source of Amazonian

fable, of which the Pontic Paphlagonia was a principal seat.

The works of Corinnus, like all the Palamedean writings,
perished long ago; but the ascending of the Indi-Gete or
Epicthonian Jove out of the waters of the Venerable River,

is as I guess a story borrowed from the Selléan or Stygo
baptist poet *, the catastrophe of whose epic was the apo
* Qu. Sm. 2. v. 559.

14. Among the poems which some ascribed to Homer was one called Ama
zonia: which may be the poem of Corinnus.

Suid. in Hom.

14 I will further explain this matter. The superstition of stygobaptism
was built upon the confounding together of two Covenants made by the Su
preme God with the Demiurge who reappeared, after periods or cycles, to
govern the new world he had made, or in plain English with Adam and
Noah. The former promised salvation, victory, and general invulnerability,

subject however to the vulnerability of the heel, by which he was doomed to
taste of death himself. The latter promised, amid the Stygian or abhorred
waters, that there should be no more cursing or utter destruction. Thus we
get the covenant of the Witch Thetis and the Wizard Palamedes, which was
sealed and sanctified by Stygian Baptism, but limited as to the Heel of the

Neophyte. Many rivers were types of Styx or Oceanus; when Paradise
had subsided into Hades, The Four Rivers were still supposed to flow from
thence, and were called Styx, Acheron, Cocytus, Phlegethon; in Egypt the
Nile was called “a stream of the Stygian water;” and the very Pelasgi we
speak of consecrated in their Dodonaean settlements the river and lake of

Acheron. Tiepolemus, a son of the Heraclèan Virtue, deserted his father
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theosis of the Dardan King. This prince was a traitor, an
usurper, a murderer, or the accomplice of murderers, and,
from what we hear of his Piety, a consummate hypocrite, nor
and joined the party of Agamemnon and Achilles. He was born to Nimrod
of a noble dame [as her title indicates]. who dwelt on the River of the Selli
or Helli, and became on that account an object of hatred among the Royal
Scythians, who had all reason to be jealous of the Stygo-Baptist heresy.

Homer, before he fell into the hands of impudent fellows, told the story
thus:

Twy way TAntoxius, Bapix\viro; #ysuoysviv,
"Oy Taxsy

'Arvox sic. Big ‘Hgaxxnsin'

Tny &yer # "Etvine, totatas & to 24xx"evror.
TAutoNago; 3', tra #y Teatn #y wiya?” #ürvxt:",
Bn psvywy it. Toytoy &rst?"gay yag 5 &NNo.
‘Tiss; tıovo rs Bung ‘Heaxxnsing.
Avtag #y's Poèoy #A9-y &Awwayo, &Ayia toaxwy.

Nipiv; 3’ &v, etc.
We may be further assured that the author of the first Amazoniad or Paph
lagoniad was of the Sellean school, when we read that the plain of Themis
cyra, where the Pontic Amazons resided, was a mesopotamia between the
Iris and the Thermodon, the River of the Rainbow, and that of the Venomous

Tooth. V. Sch. Ap. Rhod. 2. v. 965. The Baptists of this sect regarded the
Left Foot as being so completely in the hands of Fate, that they reckoned it
not lawful to guard it by any human precaution, but went with it bare.
When Pelias the Tyrant saw the Bare Left Foot of Iason he trembled, and

said in his heart, King of Men I know thee now! Tap. 3 #yazo, Ts'o,
Atávripw Wowow &gt; noël. Sandalium in Lacedaemon was named because
Helena there dropt one of her sandals when pursuing Paris; Ptol. Heph.
L. 4; say rather, that when she compromised matters between the Achaians

and Myrmidons by the intervention of Guneus, she received the stygian
baptism and cast off her left sandal. Boeotia, where Pindar wrote his Argo
nautics, was an old country in its language and manners, but nothing to
compare with AEtolia, the purest and roughest remnant of the true Pelasgi:
and Euripides, as cited by Macrobius, shows that it was morem AEtolis uno
tantummodo pede discalceato in bellum prodire. Macr. v. c. 18. Deified
Mortals or Daemon Gods, are called by Theocritus, Id. xvii. v. 25. Qso.
Nero8s, that is, complete gods minus the foot, which last was mortal. The
, man who foisted in the verses 404, 5, and 6, of Od. L. iv. makes the sea
calves children of Thetis or Halos-Ydna, and terms them Nepodes. V. Il.

interp. 20. v. 207. Thetis was herself figured as a Sea Cow. Ptol. Heph.
L. 4.

Considering the great importance of this superstition to the whole

plan of the Achilleid we might wonder to find it unnoticed by Homer; but
as far as I can judge of the etymon of his text, I apprehend that he rarely
names his hero without alluding either to the Fatal Vulnerability, or to the
Glorious All-sufficiency of his Foot; and when to the latter, then only with
the addition of Divine; noë &awxo; 'AX'XXiv;, pedem dumtaxatimbecillus.;
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was his character not well known to all antiquity." The hy
pocrite, traitor, murderer, and usurper, was chosen by Virgil
as a Type of Octavius Caesar and his accession to the throne.
Can we doubt that this is a deep satire, an inaudible laughter
of the soul which the courtiers never suspected, and that he

would say, AEneas was but a type of thee, thou liar of the
first magnitude? Another thing is doubtfuller. Did the
author of Pollio know that Æneas was the son and creature

of the Whore of Babylon, upon whose back she rode, and go

verned all nations in his name: that with Cleopatra Queen of
Egypt the Third Prophetic Beast expired; and that with the
Caesar's usurpation the Fourth Beast simultaneously arose,

upon whose seven-humped back the Whore of Babylon should
once more ride? . .

.

1: …"

*The successful defence of her City emboldened the Queen
and her amazons to more daring enterprises, and she carried
her arms triumphantly through the whole of Iran to India.
We must not be so far deceived as to understand this of Hin

dostan and the Gentile Castes that now people it. The time
I speak of is anterior to the colonizing of mankind when there

was only One Kingdom, divided indeed into two parts by the
revolt of the Nations against the Divine People, and at that
time the most part of what we call India was not regularly
peopled. The limits of the Pam-phylian kingdom of Asia
may fairly enough be stated thus, the Nile, the Sea, the

Araxes, the Jaxartes, the Indus, and again the Sea. The
river. Sindus or Sinthus, improperly Hindus, and yet more

improperly Indus, was the eastern limit; but if traced upward
from its mouth, it branches into five streams, which intersect

the Punj Ab or Land of Five Rivers, and it was as fair to
and ricket". Biro, Axxxiv: "We read in Apollodorus that the son of Lao
medon was first named IIoèapx", but afterwards entitled Priamus, that is,

The Redeemer, from retauai. There was no such word as wheng, swift, and

* is once written erroneously for to wave, velox quoad duo pedes,
– when speaking of Dolon; Ho'waya has been often thrust in for "at" by
the ignorant reciters.'…' … .", als,

so " "

" " " "4
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assume the eastermost ascending branch for the limit and so
include the Punjab, as the descending branch by which they
included the Delta. And this country of the Indus and its
tributaries, together with the neighbouring countries of Bac
tria, Cashgar, etc. were a most important and populous part

of the Scythian Empire, whose inhabitants, sometimes called
Indians, were properly Indo-Scythians. After the destruction
of Niniveh the head-quarters or Papacy of the Magi was at
Bactra of the Indo-Scythae, for I know not how long, but I
believe till the thirteenth century after Christ. This Bactra
was not the city of Balch: but Bamian or Bamiyan, where

stupendous ruins now remain. Persae volunt Abraham vix
isse in Balch, pro quâ subintelligenda estantiquior urbs Ba
miyan”. This place lies upon the frontier line of modern

India on the side of Cabul, and is renowned as the ancient
seat of that religion which in the West they called Magian
and in the East Buddhic, and which the fathers and Christian
historians term Scythian or Scythistic. The Samanas, Sar
manas or Germanas of ancient India, were the Scythian sect
opposed to the Brachmanas, and it was from Old Bactra that
their sect proceeded according to Saint Cyrillas, Éx Baxtewv

Twy IIagaixwy Xauxvasol". By these means the Indo-Scythae
obtained a greater share of fame and importance afterwards

than perhaps they possessed under the first Assyrians. bThey
are the Indians whom Memnon commanded, as we read in

Dictys and Tzetzes; and seem to have been governed by a
line of princes called Oxyartes, as those of Cilicia were Syen
nesis, those of the Philistines Abimelech, and so forth. This
country was famous for its beasts, wherefore Homer says Aswy
>ivrn; ", a Lion of Sindy, and especially its elephants which
* Hyde V. R. Pers. 29. Wilf. A. R. vi. 470. viii. 258. Ham. E. J.
Gaz. Bamian.

-

•

*w- riot,

144 Adv. Jul. L. 2. p. 133. ...
to " … …
i
145 There were two Sintian animals, Leon, Leontos, and Lis or Lins,

Linos, which latter I imagine to be the Royal Tiger. Tigris, is not an
Homeric word. The flat interpretation, doing damage, from **w [whence
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did not come west of the waters of Sind. Dionysius the geo
grapher says that there were two divisions of Carmanas in
Persis, one maritime, and the other inland; and to the east

of these latter were the southern Scythians on the banks of
the Indus, which flowed due south from Caucasus. To the
East of these were, in his time, the Indians whom we so call

Ilgo; 3 dvyz; 'Iv%ay #xtaly, terrara, diz",
and who were then as great braggarts as they are now, claim
ing the invention of all arts and sciences, which belonged by
much better right to their west and north neighbours the

Indo-Scythae. It was against this strong and famous portion
of the Cuthic body that Semiramis in the last instance turned
her victorious arms.

The various fortunes of this war are

given to us under the names of the conquest of Bactra and
the invasion of India, Oxyartes or Zoroaster being King of
Bactra, and Staurobates or Taurobates, the Bull Batta, being
King of India: but these are equivalent titles, for Zoroaster
is the Sacred Bull of the Persian Fire-worshippers. Having
with difficulty forced the defiles of Bactria, she took the im
pregnable city of Bactra by scaling the most inaccessible part.
This is absurdly told as an enterprise of King Ninus conjointly
with

Semiramis, who was no Amazon in his life time, neither

did He wage war against his own faithful subjects. Her next

business was to conquer Indo-Scythia, where the enemy were
protected by their rivers and elephants; an animal she did

not possess, but supplied the place of them by dressing up
camels to their likeness. This stratagem succeeded, and en

abled her to force the passage of the Indus; but as soon as
some deserters had made known the contrivance, she was de

feated with the loss of two-thirds of her army. She is said
our verb and noun, Sin] belongs to people of a much later age, who were
ignorant of Upper Asia, and thought Homer was also, such as him who
foisted in six most importunate lines between verse 351 and verse 358 of the
sixteenth Iliad.

V. Iliad. 20. v. 165. 11. v. 481.
*

148 W. 1107.
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to have owed her safety to the superstition of Taurobates, who
durst not cross the Indus in pursuit of her. This is an error:

after the dispersion the colonies of people were well aware that
a divine mandate had forbidden their return into the kingdom,
and therefore the Nations who settled in India now do and,

when Ctesias lived, did hold it an impious thing to pass the
river Indus in a body, though on the contrary it is a pious act
for individual pilgrims to make the same journey. Ctesias

thought he was describing a war between the Kingdom of
Ashur or Iraun, and that of India beyond it, of which latter
he has shown his correct knowledge in this instance. But
these were the Indo-Scythae not the Indians, the war was
waged within the limits of the Empire, and that event had
not yet happened which made the Indus a sacred barrier.
The Historian farther informs us that this disaster was the

crisis of Semiramis her affairs, and that upon her return to
Babylon she flew away in the form of a Dove together with a
whole flock of those birds.

Such is the meagre outline left to us of the wars of the far
famed Amazon Queen: though stated in few words they were
probably of long duration, and with intervals of peace suffi

ciently long for her strange and unnatural institutes to get
full maturity.

-

XII. Not only were the forces of the Æneadae now broken,
but the spell which bound the minds of men was also. The
Daughters of Cush had shamefully fled before his Sons, the
Dove before the Hawk, and the waning Queen of Heaven

before the Powers of Darkness. The victorious Indo-Scythians
joined with the now liberated forces of Ashur Niniveh and
Cushistan were pouring down upon Shinar, whose rulers were
equally deficient in armed power and in the moral resources
of superstition.

Something must now be done to propitiate. Somewhat had
been done or omitted which rendered powerless the arm of
Nature's own Goddess, and had alienated the God of Battles,
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'E' at #y £u%øx); stiust.pérzi, #13 &2tougms.
And reflexion now suggested a slight omission of which both

Nimrod and all the Eneada had been guilty: personating
the Man God or Seed of the Woman, they had undertaken to
legislate for the World, to reform, and to govern it; but they
quite forgot, and each of them did respectively forget, to be
sacrificed as a Victim for the World. Enough of the King,
and the High Priest, the Lion, and the Eagle: but not a word
of the Lamb that taketh away the Sins of the World.

It was

in vain that Hecatombs had smoked on the altar, they were
but symbolical: in vain hundreds of human victims had atoned
for the people, and fed with their flesh, not trans-substantiated,

the mad appetites of superstition, these too were but symbolical

of the one needful sacrifice. Nothing but a prompt obedience
to the law of the world could save the City, the Tower, and
the Kingdom. The Woman therefore determined to sacrifice

to the angry powers the last of the AEnead Princes that reigned
in Babel, A.Eneas Sylvius, the Seed of her own fatal womb."
When the Seven came to attack Thebes and Eteocles had

gone forth to meet them, Menaceus, son of Creon, who suc
ceeded Eteocles on the throne, is said to have sacrificed him

expiation of the City, in order to prevent the as
sailants from taking it. The androgynous prophet Teiresias
being questioned by Creon as to the means of saving the City,
self as an

reluctantly informs him that his Son must be sacrificed to

appease the God Mars, and the Earthborn Dragon or Infernal
Viper". Hemon the elder being espoused, though not actu
ally married,
was * unclean victim, and not #Sets"." .
. . . .,,, , , , , f' …"
;

-

:

it. "

. . . .

... . . .

* **

Hear now mine oracle from Heaven sent down, .

|

What doing, ye may save the Cadmian town, b, ...
*

*

*

* * * * ** f. , ,

, 1211. ".

. viid as

147 Eur. Phaen. 940, etc. 1027. * * * * * > 1 . . . . . / " 'i'
* Ibid. 952. This remarkable use of the word 'Sior is like that of puer
by Ovid,

-

semper fac puer esse velis.
s

Fast. iv. l. 226.

.
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For Thebes a price, Menaeceus, thou must pay
Thy son. Thy self did ask, I shew the Way”.
Creon, unequal to the exigency, bade his son fly to the altars
of Dodona, but he, obtaining leave to see his mother first,

ascended to the Highest Tower of the City, where he cut his
own throat and fell headlong into the Dragon's Pit below".

This done, “the Cadmean Mars” beat back the enemy and
delivered the City. What we read here agrees well with the
very ancient theology of the Calica Purana, which teaches
that Human Sacrifice to be effective must be voluntary: and
the wretches were always represented as willing substitutes

for their fellow creatures: but the Scholiast says that others
deny this and make him to have been sacrificed by the
Sphinx".
*…

But I am fully persuaded that this History is wrongly mixt

up with that of the Seven against Thebes, usually so called.

AEschylus, a man of mind infinitely more severe and excellent,
did not consider it as forming any part of the Heptepitheban
story: and the whole version of the AEdipodian fable is given

in the Phoenician Women upon a model different from that of
Sophocles: nor were the defenders of the City at that time

put to any such extreme shifts. But when the Epigons or
Latter Seven came against the appalled and helpless people,
then indeed the Prince of the Ark-City was driven to this
dire expedient.
Teiresias was the Prophet and Prophetess of Theba, was by
turns both man and woman, had tasted the sensual delights

of either sex, and remained in the City till the coming of the
Epigons, being then of a great age. The Teiresias of Homer
is the geomantic spirit of Cham: but the Teiresias above de
scribed is Semiramis or Helen, that bisexual Sibylla, whom

we have seen alternately a fair and delicate woman, and a
fierce Amazon leading the battle and complaining puellis de
149 Ear. Phaen. 918. ,

-

* Ib. 1016, etc. 1097, etc.

-

-

151 W. Sch. in. v. 1017.
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popularibus. It was she who reluctantly rendered the fatal
response. The Woman-Man Teiresias was the Sibyl; but
we have noted heretofore that the Woman-Beast, Sphinx,
was the Phrygian or Trojan Sibyl. Ilion, s. 4. These two
therefore agree in one. The aenigmata of Sphinx were no
idle jests or riddles, but dark sayings of the Mantis, which
the Prophet or Hypophet had to expound. Being asked in

this emergency what offering would appease the Gods, she
answered, That which is quadruped in the Morning, biped
at Noon, and triped in the Evening. This is the very same
matter as Teiresias his oracle, and if he did reluctantly and
by compulsion render it, so likewise was Sphinx possessed with
despair when the hypophet explained her bloody dictum.
In the fictitious or Homeric Troas was a town called An

tandros”, which means, A man vicariously offered; and
Conon, the writer of mythic narrations, intimates that it was
called after Ascanius one of the AEneada ; a good legend,
which approximates to the truth.
But I have met with none better or more distinct than that

which our Celtic fore-fathers gave to old Nennius”, and
which being borrowed from the last passage of the Babelian
or pam-phylian traditions were used by them to adorn the
closing scene of the Kingdom of the British Æneadae in this
isle. When the Saxons were about to overwhelm King Guor
tigern, and Heaven was hostile to him by reason of his incest
with his daughter, the Magi warned him to build a Tower
upon Mount Heriri or Snowdon, which should stand secure
to all eternity. Thrice did the King collect materials for this

work, but as often did they vanish away in the night. The
Magi then said, that unless the Tower was sprinkled with the
blood of a Child born without Father, it could never be built.

In the field of Electus a boy was heard to revile another,
-

152 Conon, 46.

153 Nenn. Hist. c. 39, 40, etc.

Eutychius or Said Ebn Batrich thus

narrates the confusion of Babel; Immolabant filios suos et filias suas dae

monibus.

Immisit in eos Deus ventum procellosum ; et fuit Typhon

ventus; et confregit ventus idola omnia, etc. cit. Selden de D. S.
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saying, O homo sine patre! This latter was brought to the
King, who meant to sacrifice him. But he put the Magi to
shame, showing that under the Tower there was a chasm, and
in it a Red and a White Dragon; and till the White Dragon
or Saxons were expelled, the Kingdom could not prosper.
Then he bade the King leave the Tower which he could not
build, and wander abroad till he found a Safe Tower.

This

Fatherless Child was the Royal Prophet Ambrosius. The
honest and calumniated Geoffrey of Monmouth met with a
slightly different legend. As fast as the Tower was built it
fell down again: and the King was ordered to cement it with
the blood of a Youth who never had a Father. Upon this
Merlin's Mother informed the King that he had been begotten
by a form which came and vanished praeternaturally. The
catastrophe is, that Wortigern was burnt in his own Tower
by Aurelius Ambrosius".
-

154 Galf Monm. L. vi. c. 17, 18, 19. vii. c. 2. We have yet to notice
the witch Egeria, Queen of Rome, in her sanguinary character. A few
miles from Rome stood Lanuvium, sacred to the Old Serpent, AEsculapius,
by whom AEneas had been guided from Asia to the shores of the Tyber,
Lanuvium annosi vetus est tutela Draconis;

Prop. iv. 8.3. Ov. Met. xvii. 1.736, etc.

and hard by stood Aricia, of which Egeria was the tutelary power, and where
she cherished Virbius Hippolytus, whose resurrection from the dead the
Lanuvine Dragon had effected against Jove's will. To this Virbius Virgil
assigns a son of like name,
Virbius, insignem quem Mater Aricia misit
Eductum Egeriae lucis.
See Ov. Fast.

3. l. 263.

Hence her name Egeria, Raising from the Dead. These mysteries were
inferior to few among the Romans: there was a Flamen Virbialis yearly

proclaimed by a Dictator appointed for that purpose, and called Dictator
Lanuvinus, which office Milo held at the time when he slew Clodius. Cie.
Or, pro Mil. s. 17. Solinus pretends that Aricia was founded by one Archi
lochus of Sicily, and adds that Orestes, by command of an oracle, brought

thither the image of the Scythian Diana. Solin. c. 2. At any rate it was
certainly sacred to that woman called by the Teutons Taranis, by the Thra

cians Bendis, and by the Greeks à Tavgoroxoc. Above Aricia stood the Are
cine a Temple Tng Tavtotoxa' wa yag 7: £a€6agotov xa, xxv6.roy "gore weft to
#2, #62. Strabo, L. v. p. 343. If the Daemon of the place had any name
other than Aricia or Egeria it was not published, and Strabo only says that
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Here we have the Last Emergency of the Kingdom: the
Prophetess-Mother: the Antichrist Son: the Dire Expedient
Frustrated: the Triumph of the Goths, and Downfall of the

Tower: the Expulsion and Wandering Abroad: and lastly,
the fable of Phalaris burned in his tower or taur.

The expulsion of Tar Quinius the Superb denotes the over
throw of Nim-Rod or Memnon.

Lucretia is Helen—Brutus,

Ulysses. The Collatin Tar Quin is the Aga Memnon. The
government of the Consuls until the coming of the Gauls,
that of the AEneadae until the return of the Heraclidae.

To

the priestess was Aaiúzyn; riva; inwyvtzog, ibid. Lucan saith, Quà sublime
nemus, Scythicae quà regna Dianae, Phars. L. 3. l. 86, and Silius,
quos miserat altis
Egeriae genitos immitis Aricia lucis.

L. iv. 1.366.

At Aricia, King Numa loca sacris faciendis, quae Argèos pontifices vocant,
dedicavit. Liv. L. 1. c. 21. Although the Romans had substituted the wicker

or paste images of men, we know from Macrobius that the original Argei
were human victims.

But that which merits most notice is the nature of

the bloody expiation there used; there was at the Artemisium of Aricia an
high-priest who was inaugurated into his office by killing his predecessor;
Strabo, L. v. p. 343; to which strange ritual Ovid alludes, saying,
Ecce suburbanae regnum nemorale Dianae
Partaque per gladios regnanocente manu.
De Art. Amat. L. 1. p. 259.
Thus we see that the sacrificer was High-Priest, and so also was the victim
sacrificed, and from the word regnum in Lucan, and its marked repetition in

this couplet of Ovid, I infer that like the Roman, Athenian, and Ephesian
Sacrificers he was also REx. Strabo and Servius mention that he was styled
Sacerdos Fugitious, in pristinae imaginem fugae. Serv. AEn. vi. l. 136.
Strab. ubi 1. Argei meaneth Argives,
Tibur Argèo positum colono,
and it would seem as if Orestes, in honour of his father's Manes, was wont
to sacrifice to them distinguished persons of Irac or Argos Hippoboton. He

was certainly the original Rex Nemorensis [Suet. Vit. Cal. c. 35] and Sa
cerdos Fugitivus; for we know that the Ionitae of Antioch erected a statue
to him in the Temple of Vesta, and entitled him to, Agansany. This was
dome after he had brought the idol of Diana from Tauris to Tricomia in Pa
lastine, and named that place Scythopolis. Johan. Malal. p. 181. Manius
Egerius who Nemorensem Dianam consecravit [P. Fest. p. 223], is Numa
the consort of Mania Egeria and the supreme king who patronized these
orgies; not Orestes, the Priest-King of the Forest.
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this last sacrifice I refer what we read in Plutarch's life of

Valerius Poplicola [who is perhaps AEneas] that the sons of
Vitellius and Lucius Junius Brutus sacrificed a man and ate
him :

NTiol, oi warx 3a; 'Tregiovo, 'Hexiolo
'Ha 8109.

In the altar of Dosiadas or Simmias, a yet unsolved aenigma,
there are these lines,
-

-

roy & #Alysvy

-T' #y dupixxv.5% IIayo; ra
Marcos #vera; ©w? 018wog,

'Ivis T''Av360&wrog, 'IAiogalatas, [76 at
Alwy] #5 Tewkšić jyaye Teutogéoy.
The syllables enclosed are very like nonsense; but may be
read jy agöwy, sagittarum gratiã duxit;
Pan's Mother's bedfellow the Twice-born Thief
And the Man-Eater's Son Great Ilion's Bane

Brought, for his Arrows, to thrice-taken Troy,
The Tarrier in the Sea-surrounded isle...

The Rhetor Holobolus, who lived at the end of the thirteenth

century”, tells us that my second line means Diomede, whose

father Tydeus ate up the head of Melanippus. This is an odd
story": and it would seem that Ulysses alone is spoken of.
Ilioraistes is a title for him, not for Diomede, and is only the
second line of the Odyssey given in one word: and the verb
is in the singular. The aenigmatist seems to allude to some

idea that the sacred rites Anthropothysia and Anthropophagia
were set on foot by him or his family. His father here spoken
of is Sisyphus, who was himself a similar Mercurial and a
Twice-born Thief, as we may gather from Theognis, who says,
'ss Schol. in Dos, ap. Valc. in Eur. Hippol.
156 Sed wide Schol. Pind, Nem. x. v. 12.

4.18

'AXX' apa xâxelfisy [from death] Xiavpo; Taxi, j%v6sy %ws
"Es pao; jewis a pija's woxv?poovya's "7,
having overreached Proserpine. I have no doubt that the
two twice-born thieves, father and son, are made out of one,

according to the fashion of the gentiles, who affected vain
genealogies. Sisyphus lay under an heavy curse, of which
the cause is very obscure; some say that he denounced the
secret amours of Jove with AEnone, that is, imputed to Nim

rod an incest with the Witch his mother: but that is a charge
which applies to Ulysses or the Iounian Brute himself; at
any rate his curse was very like that of King Vortigern, for

ever to build up the ever tumbling Tower. According to
some Sisyphus was redeemed from Hell spheesi polyphrosy
nais; and Ulysses alone abstained from Eating when all his
friends perished aggregary 27aajaxingly: but the majority
of the Greeks abhorred his name, and they seem to have as
cribed to him the dreadful transactions in question; they not

only make him the author of Human Sacrifice at Aulis, but
his second self Sisyphus they call roy 'Avogośgara. Glaucus,
who according to the false Homer was son of Sisyphus, is said
to have fed his Mares with Human victims.

These Mares,

who were plainly the Semiramian Amazons, he made to
abstain from Venery, which incensed the Goddess, and she
drove them mad. They fell upon their own master, and in
flicted on him the so often celebrated Sparagmus,
Glauci

Potniades malis membra absumpsere quadrigae.
We now understand why Ceres or Mother Earth, in her cha
racter of the pursuing Fury or Torchbearing Erinnys, was
the Goddess Hippa. I have several times adverted in this
volume to Lamia, the daughter of Belus, the bloody Sibyl of
the Tower, and the Lamian women. The description of these
by Nonnus admirably illustrates the horrors of the Semira
157 Theog. 711.
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mian orgies; they were the women to whom Hermes con
fided the education of Bacchus as soon as he was born in the
Meru of Jove.

'Q7zo's Svyarsgåga, Azua Torauxial vvupzig.
The vengeance of Juno drove them into raving; they fell upon
their handmaids in the phrenzy of Lesbian desire; and they
sacrificed and devoured a man in the public place of the city.

'Ev 8s 3oug Buwpaw #Texgaoy #y Trio'ots rs"
Zaivopovy Bairpevow 5%itogov dy%2 waxate?'
4%ixxxaal 3' xxxxzów. To stopax:yy 35 #ith
'O?6xxus; #x3xt{oy droqu%Tolo Trgoo wire.
Ilavrn 3 #%a was āvāz wootXavsaga wavoivaig
'Ergs%y 25-26awy T£0%% axifrigati Tagawy

Kai TXoxxus; 3ax%avoy #5 jepa Svia0s; duçal

IIAzgouaves agoxoals 38 Teg, sagyolaiv #x25%
'Apeoxow: #2624 yy: %irwy Xavkaivaro w8975.
The swaggering drunken muse of Nonnus, to whom nature
never lent her golden keys, is not inapt to the description of
such portentous enormities.
In the midst of their horrid orgies the Lord came down
among them and made them to speak with several tongues:

the rushing wind dissipated their infernal banquet and all
the pomp of their Gods,

-

Nvy 35 gay 3xx=iw, Agtvial dyntsiyayto.
This is the meaning of Whirlwinds or Harpies in the form of
unclean birds marring the feast of AEneas. Soon after, the

hissing of the fly gave the signal for the Going Forth of these
utterly perverted peoples; by which means the Heracleid
Kings of Ashur were prevented from re-establishing universal
monarchy. Babel and the island of Shinar fell into their hands
without a struggle: and the Realm of Asia was reunited under
158 L. ix. v. 40, etc
E E 2
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the posterity of Nimrod, bating Egypt, which in consequence

of its independence was sometimes said to be in Asia, some
times out of it. This demesne kingdom of Asia Proper is one
day to be perfectly restored, when the Lord says, “I will join

Egypt to Assyria.” Shinar was given to a feudatory King,
I think probably enough to the son of Orestes, who came with
the Epigons to obtain redress for the wrongs of his father and

grandfather. Orestes was said to be a giant ten feet and an
half high, and the title of the King of Shinar in Abraham's
time was Am-Raph-El, or Ham the Giant God. At that time
the King of Nations had become subordinate in real power to
his overgrown vassal the King of Elam or Cushistan, and the
King of Shinar depended more on him than on his lord para
mount. Under the Judges of Israel he was called King of
Mesopotamia, and had swallowed up the Kings of Shinar
entirely.
Nations had now no longer a common King, unless within
the bounds of Asia,

'Avrag året IIvoyo; T &rage yxwoozi T' av%wwwy
IIzyroóxtraig povaig, dies-gapoy, durix dragºz
Taiz 6¢orwy TAméâro, wagišousywy Baataway”.
These latter were the Ex-Torres, or Exiles from the Tower.
XIII. I have

nothing to

do with the distribution of the

sons of Japhet, of Shem, and of the younger branches of Ham;
but must say a word or two of those schismatic Cushim who

having joined the ethnic federation of course shared their
fates.
scheme.

The reader must call to mind the whole Homeric
The Greek states are the nations of Asia revolted

against Cush; one little portion of Greece, Phthiotis in Thes
saly, represents the Pelasgi or Cushim who revolted; but this

is a mystery, and a miniature painting of the earth merely.
But in truth, that league of nations when broken up did cover
” Sibyl. Orac. L. 3. p. 224.
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the earth; and so far was Greece from being too big for the
Danaizing Pelasgi, it did but contain some part of them, the
rest being in Asia Minor, Italy, and Nilotic AEthiopia. How
ever, the country which Homer takes for his type, was wholly
occupied by Pelasgi, and in his time the grand seat of their
worship was at Dodona. So that writers of later ages acted
two ways by Homer: either they called this people Achaians,

Danaans, Argèans, though falsely, because he had so called
them; or they called them Pelasgi, because such they really
were, though he never called them so. The Danaizing Pelasgi

who settled in Europe did many of them affect the title of
Geraics or The Ancients. That body of them in Italy who
sat down to the south of those who were called Tyrsenes or
Towerites, gave to their country the name of Great Graicia;
and to the latest [even to this] time, Homer's microcosm was
called in Ttaly Graicia, of which name, though long obsolete
in Hellas, there are yet nevertheless distinct traces in Aris

totle and Stephen the Byzantine". They took this appella
tion from their II.xxxios Aquoyagwy King Graicus or Cush",
who was the son of Ham or Jupiter, and grandson of Deu
calion or Noah, as we read in a fragment of Hesiod preserved
by Laurentius Lydus,
Kovg.) '''y usyatoloty 2 yavs A&vkaxiwvo;
IIzvöwp., All Targ: Qawy amwavropi Tavrwy

Mixósio Éy pixotri Taxe Tezirov wavezzewy".
Another Pelasgian tribe, the Latins, were also properly
Graicoi", and these two names yet distinguish the two re
maining dialects of the Pelasgi, Geraics or Greeks is equi
valent to Cushim, and was a proper distinction for the schis
160 In voce Graicus. Aristotle says of the Hellas Archaia, This is round
about Dodona and the Achelous, which river hath several times altered its

channel. The Selli formerly lived there, and those who anciently were
called Graicoi but now Hellenes. Meteor. L. l.c. 14. p. 548. Duval.
161 Plin. N. H. l. iv. c. 14.

* Lydus de Mens. Bibl. Alt. Lit. 3. p. 27. Pseud-Hesiod, cit. ib.
* Lydus, ib.
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matic sons of Raamah and Nimrod, as they were the only
bodies of Cushim among the nations or Meropes: nay they
were not Meropes, as we shall see, but kept the old language,
wherefore they came very naturally to be called the ancients.
Certain of the Heraclidae or Royal Scythians came over with
the Myrmidons, under Tlepolemus a son of Nimrod by a Sel
lèan mother; and these were probably they who founded the
Dorian Tetrapolis, and also the Kingdom of Macedon, a small

and rude principality at first; because they not only did affect
Monarchy, which the Pelasgi generally had in abhorrence, but
their princes openly asserted themselves to be Heraclidae of
the same branch, as the Dores. Macedon was an Hero who
accompanied Osiris in his wars. The Tetrapolis truly was
not monarchical, but neither was it inhabited by its founders,
during the period of Grecian history: they had gone with bag
and baggage, woman and child, into the Morea: leaving their
little country to the first occupant and no vestige of Nimrod,
except that strong one, the tetrapolitan form. Add to this,
that the other Greeks did not regard the Macedons as being
of the same race with themselves: a remark which does not

apply to the Laconic Heraclidae, for these conquered a peopled,
country and ruled over Greeks, though with a marked supe
riority of the true Spartan over the Laconian: whereas the
Macedones were original in their country, and formed its
whole people. After the taking of Ilion the Pelasgi, under
the influence of Guneus and Semiramis, did many of them
change their doctrines and manners: but those who adhered
most nearly to the institutes of Ham and Nimrod were called
Dorians or Fire-worshippers, and this title the apostate Hera
clidae shared with many tribes of the Raamidae.
There are some signs that the haeresiarchs of the first king
dom, in the refinement of their false wisdom, formed their

human societies with some reference to those of animals, and

descended to imitate the instincts of the brutes that perish:
in which they used a perverse sort of reasoning, saying, These
creatures cannot reason for want of words, and consequently
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of Universals, without which is no syllogism, nor can they
transmit experience from one generation to another, but their
systems are perfect and uniform, neither diversified by opinion
nor corrupted by errors, from which it results that they are

moved or guided in their actions by the Spirit of God, which
are therefore a sort of practical revelation of mute prophets.
Vanity and folly! which cannot distinguish between the Spirit
of God, acting for temporal ends, and the same, for eternal.
In some instances there was imitation of the brute race : in

others only a comparison of certain human communities to
them. I know not what I should say of the anti-god Sarpe

don, Auxiwy a yo; dy&wy, chief of the Wolfish Men or Amitro
Chitones. He was one of the many births, engendered in lust
and perhaps in incest, to which the religion of the times gave
a divine origin, and thus he was a considerable B, or Avvaul;
of the divine essence. His name inured to many places; to a
city on the Euxine sea; to one of the fortunate isles of the

Gorgons" or Hesperides, situate upon the edge of Oceanus;
and to a promontory in Cilicia, where he had an oracle and
the title of Apollo Sarpedonius, isgow ’AT2AXavo; #36 vro Xap

wn?oviou" was $v Towry X675%low. A christian bishop com
mends the martyress St. Thecla" for opposing herself as a
barrier against the deceptions and false oracles of the daemon
Sarpedon, who occupied a promontory of the sea. Count
Zosimus, who did not own the cessation of oracles, pretends

that Aurelian got effective aid from this shrine when marching
against Palmyra. There was also in Cilicia an oracle of
Diana" Sarpedonia. And Pliny mentions that one Mu
cianus, a noble Roman, when he was Lyciarch, read a letter

written from Troy by Sarpedon upon Papyrus and preserved
in a Temple: to which story the great naturalist not impru
dently refuses credit.
164
165
'66
167

Suidas in Sarpedonia.
Zosim. L. 1. p. 52, ed. Oxon. 1679.
Basil. Isaur. de Thecla cit. Bulenger de Orac. p. 27, ed. Graev.
Strabo, L. xiv. p. 965.

-
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He came to Ilion with the Lykians or Lupines to assist the
garrison, accompanied by Glaucus: and Philostratus adds by
Pandarus, because that man, when engaged in a deed of
darkness, did alone of Homer's heroes invoke the Lupiform
Apollo". But the catalogue marks no sort of connexion
between Sarpedon and Pandarus. The poet does not, I be
lieve, show him possessed of any moral qualities save furious
valour, but it is evident that few more important or extraordi

nary personages were to be met with in those days of wonder.

He met in battle with Tlepolemus son of the Herculean
Energy, Sarpedon son of Jove with Tlepolemus his grandson,
"rio; T jiwyo; Te Aio, vapax,yagarao,
and triumphed in that encounter. But he fell soon after by
hands merely human, and Jupiter shed tears of blood” from
heaven.

Homer, who has named the mother or mothers of

Tlepolemus, Ascalaphus, and Ialmenus, but has thought fit
by no means to name the mother of either the Thrasymem
nonian and Herculean or the Aineian Brm, is silent concerning
the mother of Sarpedon: and perhaps there is but small emo
lument in knowing that later fablers made him the son of
Europe” and brother of Minos, or the son of Laodamia,
daughter of Bellerophontes. Whoever he was, he was of such
weight, that the Gods held a solemn fast in heaven, by order

of Jupiter, on the anniversary days of his death and Memnon's:
** * *
a £2.

dyovrwy Twy Qawy dras law"

... ... 'Hviz' dy Treviousy % roy Mauvoy
**

Xaptibova.

Diana Sarpedonia is, as I suppose, the same person as Diana

Hecate: and Apollo Sarpedonius or Lycagenes is Apollo He

catus, the infernal or malign: agreeing with the Daemon Wolf
* Iliad iv. v. 119.
169 Iliad xvi. v. 459.

170 Herod. L. 1. c. 173.

, "

" ".

. . . .
-

'7" Arist, Nub. Act. 1. Antepirrh, v. 16. Schol. ib.
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of the Goths, Fenris or Henry, the 'Ava: 'Evegwy. Odin is
doomed by the law of the world to fall a victim to this impure
being;

** *

-

**

*

-

Odin meets the Wolf of Hell . . . .

Death must light on Odin's head”.

But he shall return under his other name, “by which he is
called in battle” Vider”, and destroy Fenris; Thor at the
same time shall bruise the Serpent's head, but die himself of
its bite.

This needs no comment.

Fenris and Wider are

Apollo Lycus or Lycagenes and Apollo Lycoctonus"; for
this Deity was called Lykian on two opposite grounds", for

that he conquered Lykius, and also for that he himself waged
war with the Telchines and lay with the heroine Cyrene in
the form of a Wolf.

•

*

It must not be supposed that the Lycians take their

*

*

name

from the sacred element of heat and light; although it is by
no means improbable that the wolf may get his etymology
from that; for the veneration of that principle could be no
mark of distinction, where all were either Pyrolaters or Astro

laters. But they were called from their resemblance to the
animal whose name they bore, and the comparison gave rise
to fables of metamorphosis. There were among the Scythians
as we read a tribe of juggling sorcerers called Neuri", who

each year were for a certain number of days turned into wolves:
and the like travesty was believed to be practised in Courland,
Samogitia, and other countries of the north ". Mr. Herbert's

poem Helga is founded on a war between the descendants of
Odin and the Giant Angantyr, king of the Wolfish Men, a

race of natives whom Gothic fable placed in Denmark and
Scandinavia.

Their dress was the skin of the wolf, and their
***

- -

*
173
'74
175

Song of Vala. Helga, 2d edit. p. 223.
Herbert's Iceland. Poet, part 2. p. 46.
V. Soph. Elect. v. 6.
V. Serv. in AEn. v. 377.

176 Herod. iv. c. 105.

** *

* **

*

*

**

177 Olaus M. L. xviii, c. 45 and 46, p. 711.
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passions ferocious to a degree of phrenzy surpassing that of
the Malayans. It cannot well be doubted that all these fabu
lous derivations flow from the Wolfites of original Homer:
not from his poems: but from that formidable sect and nation

which he describes as existing in the catholic monarchy.
But we are specifically told that this nation were not Lumi
nites, but Wolfites; for their origin was fetched from Lycus 17°
son of Pandion, who was the Wolf of Hell.

His tenement

was the place of judgment for criminals, and in it stood the

statue of Pandion's son the Wolf, #xwy Tov Smas woeby 179;
which place the comaedian in his Wasps jokingly calls Theroon
or the Beast's Temple instead of Heroon the Hero's. And it
is said of their country, Lycia, that after the Wolves had oc
cupied it to the extirpation of all other living creatures it was
dedicated to Apollo”.
The Lycians were a very free and democratic people, and
seem to have kept much of their constitution, although they
were not independent either of Persia or Rome. They annu

ally chose a Lyciarch by the votes of their cities, which were
counted as single, double, or treble votes, according to their
greatness. These institutes bespeak the descendants of an
austere and

manly sect at least;

as their names of wolves and

amitrochitones argue a savage excess of rudeness.
The word Mitra is a title of the Deity, given both to the
male and female principle; and it farther denotes either a

tiara or crown ecclesiastic, being a type of Heaven, or else
the girdle or

belt, £a's 7% ravaloxos, which figured universal

dominion, and was, according to the scholiast” of Homer,
made of brass, and so placed as to protect and conceal the

body much like that singular article of dress so well known
in the paintings of Holbein and the writings of our old dra
matists. Mars was called Aiurgios from wearing two such;
178 Herod. vii. c. 92.
179 Pollux Onom. L. viii. c. 10.

180 Serv. in V. AEn. iv. v. 377.
181 In locum. ed. Barnes.
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they were urga. . . . Howragoy Tyg Xayoyos, Xagiy do?axsias'
XaAxal Agričaš". To these brazen zones certain integu
ments called Fasciae were substituted among the Romans of
the Caesarean age, of which the nature may be collected from

the Iambics of the plain spoken poetess Sulpicia,
Neme Cadurcis destitutam fasciis

Nudam Caleno concubantem proferat.
The use of these was confined to women, or to such men as

were reputed to be of soft and degenerate character. Every
one has heard tell of the infamous fame of the Sybarites; and
doubtless their neighbours the Syrites got their appellation of
Mitro-Chitones”, not from wearing the brazen zones of the
heroes, but from their effeminate affectation of the fasciae,

which placed them in the strongest opposition to Sarpedon's
wolves.

Of these latter the one name argues a contempt of decency
as the other does of humanity: and it is remarkable that the
sect of Greeks who openly despised the former, but without

violating the latter, were nicknamed Kuvvoi or Doggites.
The dress of the Wolfish Crew in Sweden was worthy of
Diogenes and strictly amitrochiton;
The shaggy wolfish skin he wore
Pinn’d by a polished bone before.

-

;
f

No quaintly twisted iron shirt,
No coat of mail was round him girt".
We cannot wonder that there should have been fanatical

cynics

in the age of Sarpedon. The Socratic cynics only said, Can it
be unlawful to display any things which God has created, or
* Nicetas ap. Creuzer op. Myth, etc., part 1. p. 35, 36. Zon. Lex.cit.
ibid.

* Athen. Deipn. L. xii. p. 523. ed. Casaub.
18. Helga 1. v. 61.
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any actions which by his laws of nature he has enjoined? But
when the Wisdom of the Nations flourished in its glory at

Babylon, they would say, Is it not most honourable, nay
almost divine, to exhibit the appointed symbols of Deity
and Creative Power? Such men might claim to be the most
orthodox disciples of Jupiter in his father's tent. An essential
point of that orthodoxy was the doctrine of bloody expiation,

by sacrifice not of beasts only. Therefore the same infuriated
sophists who would ask, What is Decency to the Son of Pria
pus? or Sobriety to the Son of Silenus? might also ask”
What is Humanity to the Son of Moloch or Saturn? And
so did they superadd a lupine ferocity to the immodesty of
dogs: and the whole race of the wolfites, from their supposed
resemblance to an unclean and blood thirsty Power, were
honoured with the epithet Anti-theoi.
Glaucus, of whose origin we only learn from Homer that he
was son of one Hippolochus, seems to have been a joint Ly
ciarch with Sarpedon, and to have been likewise regarded as

somewhat more than man”. They both enjoyed in their
country a rich Temenos, which means a Glebe solemnly
consecrated to the use of sacred personages, with a Sacer Esto
to all those who should presume to infringe so solemn a trust.
own

Glaucus and his friend Diomedes are the persons of whom that
anthropophagous horses:

horrid tale is told, that they kept

and Glaucus was devoured by his at Potnias in Boeotia. We
must understand that Glaucus, the surviving chief of the
Lycians, was one of the fanatics who established cannibal sa

crifices: and the annual recurrence of these orgies is adum

brated in the fable of those Scythians who turned wolves for
a few days each year. If any cyclics pretend that he was
Killed at the siege of Troy, they must not be credited, for he

lived to share in the abominations of Helen's kingdom ; and
entered deeply into the aquatic mysteries of the Selli, which
were so far congenial to the lupine creed, that they worshipped
*

185 Iliad xii. v. 312.

* *
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the powers of the abyss. He was said by the mythologists to
be born of Neptune and a Naiad, or of Anthedon and Hal
cyone: and to have cohabited with Ariadne after her separa
tion from Theseus. He was beloved by the Woman Bitch or
Scylla, the traitress, after she was transformed into a Sea
Goddess; that is by Helena after her adoption of Pelasgianism
under the auspices of Guneus. Or as another said", He
loved an Hydna [or Halos Hydna], daughter of Scyllus of
Scyone. Ariadne and Scylla are but fabulous names of Helen.

Glaucus and his people were probably addicted to the vilest
practices of Sorcery, to the herbas et non innoxia verba, though
peradventure the words were often the less noxious of the two.
There were two classes of prophecy. The Mantic, including
Vaticination and Oneiromancy: and the Goétic, founded upon

a pious notion of those occult powers or causes which we call
Chance. Both are in some measure acknowledged in Holy
Writ; and both appear to have been practised under the
auspices of the Daimones. But the Goetic was by far the

lowest style, and the most open to fraud. It included Chei
romancy, Oneirocritics, Lots by the Fingers or Digitis Micare,
Lots by Books or Sortes Virgilianae, which two last are attri
buted to Helen, and Astragalomancy or Tossing up with Dice.
In Bura of Achaia there was a cave" where Hercules gave

oracles by the throwing of dice: and his adversary Geryon”
or Pan did the like in Italy. When Palamedes and Thersites
were painted in the Delphian temple playing at Dice, this
should not be set down for gambling but astragalomancy.

But these juggling methods were so much affected by the
Lycians as to be called after them: and Æneas came to Italy
• */

in obedience to the Lycian lots,
*

**

Italiam Lyciae jussère capessere sortes,

Herodotus his lycanthropi or wolfish men of Scythia were
* AEschrion ap. Athen. vii. c. 48.
* Julius Caesar Bulenger de Orac. c. 108.
188 Suetonius.
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"Goetes or conjurers: and it is not unlikely that after the fall
of Troy, and consequent amalgamation of sects, Glaucus was
instrumental in seducing the mighty Sibyl to these baser
methods of divination.

He seems to have been skilled in

poisons, narcotics, aphrodisiacs, and all these most question

able implements of magic called pharmaca or veneficia. He
discovered a simple of most wonderful virtue planted by
Saturn and sacred to the sun, and upon which the horses of

that deity were fed. Glaucus gathered it, and by eating of it
obtained apotheosis and became a god of the sea. Others tell
it thus, that laying some dead fish upon this herb he observed
that they came to life and jumped into the sea, admiring the
which he ate some himself, whereby he was seized with a like
desire to plunge into the deep, and so became a water god.

Here we have very plainly the mystery of the Stygo-baptists,
that a watery death was the passage to immortal life, and the
Leucadiae fata petantur aquae.
-

W. Semiramis, s. 14.

The Sarpedonian Oracle was of the highest class, being deli
vered by ecstatic persons who were filled with the God”;
but Glaucus, I say, doth appear in his latter days to have
given deeply into the fantastic notions of the Selli and their
Halos-Hydna, and must be regarded as the author of the
Lycian mode of divination by Fish: which was practised by

setting baits in the water and observing whether the Fish fed
or not, and also what sorts of Fish 190.

The sacred tribe among the Carians were Lice, so denomi

nated perhaps from their sordid habits of self-humiliation; in
the catalogue you must read thus,

Na57; 3 &v Kagwy ŻyżTato Bagéago?wywy
'O' Mix, roy #xoy 4,5alpwy 7' 660; dx?topwwwy.
The Scythian tribes had their high and low, their priests,
* Strabo, ubi sup.
190 Athen. L. viii. c. 8. Plin. N. H. 32. c. 8.
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princes, and knights, and were marshalled in excellent order,
although the impassable barrier of castes did not subsist
among them. But these Ptheires or lice were divided into no

ranks or degrees, but affected equality. The word Encares
also means lice, and is used by the scurrilous scribbler who
interpolated Achilles his speech,
Tiw is uy'Ey-Kago; d.17%.
The Cares were Barbar-spoken which we shall see implies a
primitive sanctity, and their name means capitals or Headites;
but the race of fanatics or ascetics who resided in their High
Places, being yet higher, were as the Lice upon the Head,
En-Cares or Ptheires. It is evidently puerile to say of a
woody mountain that its leaves are not to be counted, for
that is true of a single tree: and xivw is not simply to
number, but to dinumerate. Thersites did not speak innu
merable words, but indiscriminate and without respect of
persons, @##717' 2:17 ouvja.
Those who will think on all that has been said concerning
the institutes of Semiramis, will be struck with its great re
semblance to the polity of the bee-hive. This appears in the
doctrine of Female Supremacy: the Energies of the Female
Sex in all labours either of war or peace: the public property
in infants: the community of goods and living: the degrada
tion of the Male Sex.

And when we read that Semiramis,

to preserve her power, killed all her paramours as soon as she
had tasted of them, can we but recollect what is constantly
believed of the Queen Bee? These things might pass for my
fancies, and none of her's, did...we not know, by evidence so
abundant that I need not search for instances, that a Priest
or Priestess was figured under the name of a Bee. Apollo
Aristaeus or Cush, the father of the Mighty Hunter Actaeon,
was entitled Melissus: and when he had lost his Bees, he

obtained a fresh hive by slaughtering a Bull, out of whose
body they came. But this Bull was in truth the Victim God,
whose name Apis is common to the Bull Deity and to the
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Bee: as the female form Apia belongs to the Goddess Mother.
The fable of Apollo Melissus seems clearly to have prevailed
at Timnath of the Philistines, and to have been parodied by
Sampson, in like manner as that of the Jaw Bone at Lachish
or 'Oys Tya%g, and the Feast of Palilia or the burning foxes
upon another occasion". Out of the Eater came forth Meat
and out of the Bitter or Harsh came forth Sweetness.

Out

of the Lion of Judah came the swarm of the Preachers: Out

of all-devouring Death came the Bread of Life: Out of the
Bitterness of Death came what is Sweeter than Honey and
the Honey-comb. The Seirens, whose seductive lore the fol

lowers of Ulysses did not hear, are called Xaga an Hive of
Bees”. But Xaign is also the Golden Chain of Jove, or that
pre-established Harmony by which he moderates all things;
this same is the famous necklace of Cham and Harmonia

which came into the hands of the Whore Eriphyla, as the
reward of her Treason. Xaiga, an Hive of Bees, a Chain, a
Necklace: here we have explained that old symbol of the
Indians, which Sir William Jones admired without under

standing, the Bow of Love strung with a Chain or String of
Bees. This was the Band of Union and United Empire in
the dominions of the Harlot Queen-Bee, and was to the Syrian
Empire what the Belt of Orion or the Huntsman Hercules
was to the Assyrian. It is known that Hives are exposed to
the attacks of enemies of the same class, but fiercer and less

industrious by nature, Wasps and Hornets, who invade and
rifle the Hives: and this shows the aptitude and justice of
the plague by means of which Providence assisted the Assy
rian to expel the Seiren from her bee-hive, “ sending the
hornet before him.”

The colonies which were sent out to all

parts, present a vivid image of Swarming. I have yet a re
mark to subjoin. There was in the Palaestine Syria a sect of

fanatics, professing Judaism, who, renouncing the social and '
is Ov. Fast. iv. v. 681, etc.
* V. Hesych, in voce.
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domestic system, and giving themselves to the notions of the
Pythagorical xxixtuos, led an ascetic life, and abstaining from
the flesh of animals fed upon the fruit of the palm. Their
chief monastery was at Engaddi on the western margin of the
Dead Sea, situate, as Pliny informs us, just far enough from
the water to escape its supposed noxious influence, ab occi

dente litora fugiunt, usque quà nocent. Being strongly tinc
tured with Ethnicism or, as it was termed, Hellenism, it is

probable that their sanctified extravagancies were derived
from the ancient mysteries of the Vale of Siddim, and that is

fully confirmed by Pliny's declaring that similar establish
ments had flourished upon the shores of the bitter lake for

several thousands of years. As these people seem not to have
laboured under any horrible imputations, it seems that the
memory of that Valley's awful fate and their respect for the
Levitical law, howsoever perverted by them, had purified
their original system. Solinus speaks thus of them; Nulla
ibi famina; Venere se penitus abdicărunt. Pecuniam ne

mec tamen de
ficit hominum multitudo *. However their reverence for
sciunt.

Palmis victitant. . Nemo ibi nascitur,

the Sun, if not absolute Creature-worship, was a very dan
gerous superstition, as manifestly tending to that sin as the
Romish imploration of saints doth. . Now what I would say

of these fanatics is, that they bore the title of 'Eaan", which

means (not a Queen, but) a King Bee, and is applied by the
dark poet Callimachus to Jove (I believe in his rank of De
miurge or what free masons call the Architect of the world,
because the Bee is the most Architectural of brutes if not of
creatures)

*

-

'Ow as Qaww'Eogyz Taxo Geray, #ya de Xelçwy,

X, re 8%, to Ts wafros, 5 was Texas āigao biggov.
The Scholiast, and Suidas the lexicographer, explain āra, v,

Baatasus Maxiaowy. The Etymologicum relates that the
” solin. c. 35. et V. Plin. N. H. L. 5. c. 15.
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Ephesians used the word for a King, but Pausanias very pro
perly restricts its meaning to the Histiator, or Rex Sacri
ficulus, who sacrificed to Diana of the Ephesians”. When
we have Amazon Queen Bees and Siddimite King Bees, we
can hardly pretend that the male and female coenobites were
the produce of Christian zeal. Why does John denominate
the corrupt powers of Christendom by the title of an once too

famous woman and city, but, because their corruptions were

either of her invention or of the invention of her subjects in
Shinar, thence spread abroad over the world, and afterwards
relectae or formed into re-ligions by the different nations, who
afterwards again receiving the orthodoxy kneaded it up into
one mass with the traditions of the dilacerated Harlot?

The Cushim upheld the doctrine of Monarchy by a Man.
They were a fierce and aggressive race, disdaining labour,
reaping where they had never sowed, and “eating the riches
of the Gentiles;” nor did they condescend to any of the works

of Peace, except learning, religion, and all those studies which

the large term music embraced; wherefore Cush himself was
a Locust or Grasshopper, and themselves were aptly compared
to two sorts of that insect, one which acts in society not for
labour but spoil, and ravages the earth, and to which John
likens the Saracens, and another which sits upon trees pouring
forth [as it is said, at least] a melodious song, and is Homer's
type of the Trojan Elders in Council,
Terriyegaly £oixots; dire x26 bxmy,
Asw844. Éps:ousyol, dra Aslgiosogay islat”.
Now as the Bees are certainly commanded by a Queen, so is
it currently received by the Arabians that the armies of Locusts
obeya King or Sultan; which superstition is solemnly refuted
by the prophet Agur, son of Jakeh, saying, The locusts have
* Call. H. Jov. v. 66. Paus. Arc. L. viii. c. 13. s. 1. I am of opinion
that Callimachus himself wrote 'Egyara xuto, zn 3, Ain, etc. but I will not
now expatiate thereupon.
* Iliad, 3. v. 151. So, I remember in the Anthologia,
'Ax?1849, 4 xar &govtry &n!ovic.
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No King”, yet go they forth all of them by bands. Corax
or Callondas, the slayer of Archilochus, was ordered by the
Delphian Oracle, as we read in Plutarch's essay on the Tardy
Vengeance of the Gods, to seek expiation at Taenarus [hell's
gate] from the Ghost of Tettigs. This is the prophetic spirit
of Cush, Sultan of the Locusts. There is a large and hideous
sort of locust called Mantis, the Prophet, because it boded ill
to whosoever looked upon it”.

Of a third and intermediate polity were the danaizing
Pelasgi or subjects of Achilles. These did in some points or
other so affect the manners of the Ants, that it was said of

them they were Ants turned into Men; whence their title,
Myrmidones. The Ant, inferior to none in war, doth not like
the nomad Locust live by rapine, but practises an industry
not less admirable than that of the Hive; so did these Myr
midones retain in the highest and most invincible degree the
martial spirit of their family while they adopted the pacific

arts of the Nations; which combination of qualities was ad
mirably displayed in many of their posterity. But the essen
tial point in which these men were Ants is this, that they

neither had any Queen, nor any King, but were a common
wealth ruled by their Priests and Magistrates; which con

stitution, if they waived in favour of the Queen and her Sons
by the treaty of Babylon, they yet did resume with increased
pertinacity in their settlements of Europe; and I believe the
Pelasgi of Europe are the only peoples to whom the common
wealth model of government properly belongs, all other aristo
craties or democraties being the fruit of rebellions and revo
lutions long subsequent to the dispersion of mankind. ... Most
of the Myrmidon Pelasgi retained in their fabulous annals the
appropriated legends of Nimrod, Cush, AEneas, and Semiramis,
but few if any of them ever had any Kings. An Autocrat
starting up among them was distinguished as a tyrant, though
---

196 Prov, c. 30. v. 26.
197 Schol. Theocr. Id. x, l. 18.
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King was regarded by them as a lawful and highly honourable
title in all other nations, and even among their own allies the

Heraclidae.
Such were the Ants of Europe: but one nest of them,
strange to say, took the wings of Bees, built an Hive, and
elected a Queen from generation to generation, and paid her
such worship that, like the subjects of the Asassin, they
would die at her command. These were that body of Pelasgi
or Cuthic Schismatics who, parting from their brethren, went
south to Meroë in Africa, a separation which was figured by
the diverging flight of two sister doves. The European Pe
lasgi, to show that they yet adhered to the manly institutes
of Tithonus and Memnon, wore the locust in their bonnets,

until the change happened which abolished the name and
religion of the Pelasgi.
This latter event came to pass forty or fifty years after the
-

drowning of the Philistine or Shepherd King of Egypt in the
Arabian gulf. Then it was that the sons of Israel emerging
from the wilderness drove out by praeternatural means the
peoples who held maritime Syria, of whom the sons of Canaan
were most numerous, and the Syrian Cushim of Philistina
and Phoenice the most famous: and about the same time the

Royal Shepherds and such of the sons of the Misraim as had
espoused their cause, having been weakened in power and yet

more in reputation by the affair of the Red Sea, were finally
expelled from Egypt. The correctness of this date is strongly
evinced by what remains of the fortieth book of Diodorus, who
relates that Egypt was overrun by strangers of various nations

differing in their religious customs, by means of which the
national worship became corrupted and the country subject to

plagues, which people referred to the divine wrath. Therefore
the men of Egypt expelled all the strangers, of whom the . .

most excellent and those who had the noblest leaders went
into Greece and certain other countries, of which leaders
Cadmus and Danaus were the greatest; but the greater
number went forth with Moses into what is now, saith Dio

.
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dorus, called Judaea. These hordes of people more artful and
civilized than the Pelasgi, who like the rest of the emigrants
from the old kingdom had lapsed into great rudeness of manners,

made themselves masters in all the southern parts of Greece,
in some by force, and in others by a kind of treaty. By AEs
chylus they are described as Suppliants in his drama so called,

and he clearly expresses that those who made way for their
reception into Argos and the land of Apia were the Pelasgi
whose dominions stretched north-east to the Strymon, and
north-west to Perrhaebia and the hills of Dodona.

Their

King styles himself Pelasgus the son of the Giant of the Old

Land”. Others say that Gelanor, the last of the Inachidae,
resigned the sovereignty to King Danaus”, whom the people
had preferred after a full hearing of both. Æschylus very
properly raises no question of the Heraclidae, because the
Irruption or [as in imitation of the Ninevite Regression it is
called] the Return of those princes out of Doris did not happen
till four or perhaps six centuries afterwards.
These events produced a great change in the manners of
the people and names of things in Greece. The titles of
Graics or Cushim, Pelasgi or Schismatics, fell into desuetude,
and a new term was adopted which was common to all the
sons of Cush, of Canaan, and of the Misraim, Hellenes; which
signifies descendants of Hellen son of Deucalion, or Ham son
of Noah. The doctrine of the Gentile Religion, different
from that of the European Pelasgi, was now introduced and,
.

in all probability, the Eleusinian mysteries: Delphi now ob
tained supreme and unrivalled honours, and Dodona came in
process of time to be but a mere name of antique awe and
remote recollections, rather than aught of powerful influence.
Hellas became so impregnated with Egyptian mystery and

Theology, that later voyagers were brought to own that their
religion came from Egypt.

But there were parts too poor to

* AEsch, Sup. v. 265, etc.

* Paus. Corinth, c. 19. Apoll. Bibl. L. 2. c. 1. s. 4.
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invite the convetousness of the Egyptians and Canaanites,
and too rugged and warlike withall to be easily overrun by
them. These, while submitting to the new model of the

Hellenic League, retained beyond doubt much pure Myrmi
donism of faith and manners. Such were the Epicots, Acar
nans, Arcades”, and above all those Ken-Tauric and Bar-Bar

Pelasgians” the AEtoli, who relinquished the plain of Thessaly
to the invading Lapithae. These AEtolians were accounted so
profane by the Cadmians or Hellenes that they were excluded
with every mark of insult from the mysteries of Aurora, Ma
tuta, or Leucothea, that is, the magna mater of the Helenian
church. There was worshipped at Chaeronea of Boeotia a
Goddess Leucothea, at the door of whose Temple, as we learn

from Plutarch, himself a Chaeronèan, a priest was stationed
with a whip in his hand to drive away intruders, and crying
aloud, Let no man slave or woman slave enter here, no AEto

lian man, or AEtolian woman”!

A like prohibition was

against the Dorians at the Temple of Acropolis in Athens;
“O Lacedaemonian stranger turn back, and enter not into the
Temple”; it is not lawful for Dorians to enter here.” Un
fortunately these warlike tribes were not proficient in letters,
and all we know of the myrmidonizing Greeks is from the

writings of the Hellenists, and relate mostly to the details of
military operations.

Leaving the God-like Pelasgi, we may inquire by what
analogy the Poet distributed his kings and nations upon the
map of Greece, so that a cunning reader of his time might

have a key to the aenigma. No doubt by likeness of geogra
jphic position. Phthiotis or Hellas Calli-Gyne, the seat of
.Achilles, lies in the north of Greece, and answers not ill to
Larissa on the Tigris, from the neighbourhood of which he

200 Herod. L. l. c. 146.

* Strabo, L. ix. p. 642. Oxon.
* Plut. Quaest. Rom. 16.
** Herod. L. v. c. 72.
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really came.

If Erech or Bors-Hippa, south of Babel in

Chaldea, and in the southernmost part of the mainland of
Asia, was the 'Atyo; 'Itriov, 'IrroCorov or [as a PRose author
could more justly write it *] Irro-Bwrov of the King of
Men, it is well represented by the most southern peninsula
of the Grecian continent. Those yet souther confederates

Thodus and Creta Hecatompolis are the types of Arabia and
Egypt, in the former of which countries Tlepolemus had taken
refuge, and from the latter came Idomeneus, the greatest and
most honoured of Agamemnon's feudatories, and Meriones the
pretended God of Battles.

XIV. Of the fate of the whore of Babylon it is difficult to
pronounce, so many are the conflicting fables, representing
her as either surviving the dispersion of the Panachaians, or
else as dying by her own hands or by those of others. In
the Odyssey we find her in company with Menelaus in her
olympian palace: but that poem is rather a mystery and a
shadow of good things to come than a narrative of facts.
And the wandering of Iö into Egypt and her settling there,
if it be meant personally and not allegorically, is entitled to
slight credit, being a part of that fraud by which the Egyptian

priests would have set up their country in the place of the
Original Kingdom.

.*

We often hear of her Sparagmus or Dilaceration [which
may be taken either literally or of the dismemberment of her
empire], that of Dirce by the Tauriform Jove or by the Dogs
of Amphion, that of Leucone by the Dogs of Cyanippus, and
of Sphinx who savvyy Bisarata:=*. But the Sphinx or Phry

gian Sibyl was also a praedatory amazon who waged war both
by sea and land until CEdipus, as we read, overpowered her
by a superior force and slew her”. In vain, saith Plutarch”,
-

*

* Hellanicus ap. Phavorinum in voce Argos,
205 Schol. Eur. Phaen. v. 50.
* Pausan. L. ix. c. 26.

* Plut. Gryll. p. 988. Xyland.
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might the Sphinx have uttered her aenigmas and griphes,
sitting in a high place, if she had not subjugated the Cad
means by her power and her prowess. And again we are told

by others, especially Apollodorus, that Sphinx, Sphix, or Phix,
delivered her oracles from the summit of the Spikian or Phi
kian Hill, and when GEdipus discovered the fatal aenigma she
threw herself down: but it appears from the same passage”
that the Phikian Hill was the Acropolis. Statius, who gives
the like account of her death, calls it a Summit or Pinnacle,
and her House,

importuna crepido
CEdipodioniae domus Alitis”.

There is an ancient painting on the sepulchre of Quintus Na

sonius Ambrosius of Sphinx sitting on the extreme edge of an
high precipice, below whom stands a naked man with his finger

pressed upon his lip in token of silence, and another dressed
and holding an horse”. So soon as the Man with the horse
had revealed the fatal secret, the Naked Youth would be
doomed to death, and the Prophetess would go headlong from

the brink. Silence was the guardian power of Sphinx and
her High-Place, of Athens, of Egypt, and of Rome, and those

who thought so regarded the divulging of the secret as the
cause of ruin and dismemberment.

But others seem to have

maintained that the long suppression of it, and protracted
neglect of the great propitiation until too late, was the cause

of mischief: wherefore Amyclae, the Therapna of Helen and
the Dioscuri, was said to have been ruined by means of a con
tinued silence,

-

-

*

Sic Amyclas, dum tacebant, perdidit silentium.

This precipitation of Sphinx must recall to mind the fate of
Sappho, who in despair at the absence of Phaon in Sicily went
208 Apoll. Bibl. II. 3. c. 5. s. 8. Lyc. v. 1465.
209 Theb. L. 2. v. 505.

210 No. 19, ed. Bellori. Roma, 1796,

>
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headlong from the top of the Leucadian rock, supposed to have
been in the island of Leucadia or St. Maura in Acarnania;
but we know from a very old Cyclic that the Leucadian Rock

is the entrance into the Kingdom of Hell, who speaking of
the ghosts of Penelope's suitors saith,
IIzg' 3 lazy 'Qxazyou ra box; xx. Asuka'a Terp?y”

'HBe Taf 'Hexiolo Tuxas was 37%, dysgwy
'Hig'ay.

-

But if an high rock, from which you are to jump, be the en:
trance into Hades, do we not manifestly recognize the Pro
phetic Tower from the summit of which Psyche rebatur ad
inferos rectè et pulcerrimé se posse descendere? It seems to
have been the hill from which Deucalion launched his ark in

safety upon the waters, and others were wont to leap from it
in order to try their fortune of drowning, or escaping, as the
surest test of divine favour:

-

Hinc se Deucalion Pyrrhae succensus amore”
Misit, et illaeso corpore pressit aquas.

-

Hanc legem locus ille tenet, Pete protinus altam
Leucada nec saxo desiluisse time.
*

. .

mihi Leucadiae fata petantur aquae.

For an yet clearer assurance that this history remounts to
the fountain heads of mythology, and is no Lesbian transaction
of the historical age, I may add, that Stesichorus” sang the

same tale under quite other names; one Calyca was enamoured
of Euathlus, who disregarded her passion, whereupon she flung
herself down the Leucadian precipice. Now if Stesichorus
died after Sappho, still undoubtedly her actions were to him
211 Pseud-Hom. Od. L. 24.

212 Ovid. Ep. 15. v. 167, etc.
213 Athen, L. xiv. s. 11.
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no matter of poetic fabling, but a well known history. In

treating of Sappho before, I forgot to mention the positive
testimony of John Malalas and his authorities that Sappho"

the poetess was older than king Phoroneus, and lived in the
days of Cranaus son of Cecrops. But Phoroneus was Nimrod,
divider of the nations and the tongues, and the first of Kings;

as we may read in Hyginus. And another historian” affirms
that Sappho was the first person who obtained the title of
Muse; that is to say, she was Polyhymnia the Muse of Hus
bandry”, who bore the Hero Triptolemus to Celeus or the

avenging and earth-sowing Daemon Triptolemus to Chimar
rhous [the Torrent or Avalanche] son of Mars; Polyhymnia,
the depositary of the Sphinx's direful secret, who says”,
Xiyú p?syyousyn Taxau), 65%iptovi TzXuw
Navuart paysarazy drayyaxNova'a riwww.v.
Nor was she not also that Antiope.* of Eleusis who bore the

nine Pierides or Mag-pie Muses to Jupiter Pierus or Jupiter
Picus. The daughters of Mnemosyne were celestial, but these
their imitatrices were the earth-born Ennead;

Xvy &gavov yog #xyovois
"Eiva; w śravās yryev, *.
Ptolemy son of Hephaestion hath much learning concerning

the Leucadian leap; Venus” jumped it for regret and love
of Adonis; but Helena was ancillary to the loves of Venus
and Adonis, and was therefore worshipped as Venus. In
other words Helen was Adonis his Venus. Tettig-Idaia
Myrrhinaia took the same leap; that is, Myrrha the She
Locust of Mount Ida; but Myrrha was the Helena or Venus
* J. Malal. Chron. p. 87.
215 Cedrenus cit. Chilmead in not. ibid.
216 Tzetz. in Hesiod. O. et D. l. l.

*7 Epigr. in Mus. Brunk. Anal. 2. p. 251.
218 Cic. de Nat. D. L. 3. c. 21.
219 Dosiad. Ara. 1.

* Pt. Heph. L. vii. L. iv.
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Meretrix of Adonis. The same Ptolemy mentions also Hip
pomedon, Artemisia, and various others, as using this watery
trial of Sappho, and one, Macetas by name, was successful in
preserving his life and losing the passion which tormented
him.

In all this we may see traces of pelasgianism or stygobap
tism, and this woman was fabled to be a Lesbian, which island

was eminently Pelasgic,
juvat longe fugisse Pelasgida Sappho;
nor is the test to which this mighty sorceress subjected herself
at all different from the well-known modern ordeal of witches.

But we learn a more important point, that the rock of Sappho
was the House or Acropolis of Sphinx, or Pyramid of Babel;
for that is known to have been a type of Deucalion's mount,
the Ararat of Noah.

Nor are they wanting who would close the days of this ex
pectant and despairing bride by hanging. Phyllis Queen of
Thracia waited for nine periods expecting the return of De
mophoon son of Theseus. She made nine courses or circuits

in expectation of him, and then died. She suspended herself
by her zone from a tree, and upon her death all the trees
shed their leaves,

flevit positis Phyllida sylva comis.

Her tumulus was the summit of Pan-Gaius or the Mount of
the Whole Earth;

'Arpa Be Qaqixioio usraçaix IIzvyatolo”
4 vXA,82; dyrs: Aoyra pix,yogo; #3%axe rvučoy'

Kai Beowow #vvsaxvXXoy d'Azuovo, #13s reasuffov”
'Ev6a 3iaaretzovaz rayvgaro 40AA's axolt,
Asxyvusyn Taxiyogorov driluova Aquopowyra.
Phyllis waiting at her Tumulus for the return of Demophoon
*1 Col. R. Hel. v. 207.
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is no other than Hero at the Tower waiting for Leander, and
their stories agree in this, that the Woman was to hold out a
torch for the returning bridegroom,

Phylli, face expectes Demophoonta tuum *.
The youth in vain renewed his promises and warned her she
would repent her impatience and little faith,
Damnabisque tuos serö temeraria questus”,
Demophoon, dices, hei mihi fidus erat.
The place where she performed her nine courses was called
Ennea Hodoi or the Nine Ways, where there was a bridge
over the Strymon. At this place when Xerxes learned its
name he buried alive nine boys and virgins”. And it

was perhaps the Phylleium of Hyginus, but in that case we
must take Thessaly in a very large sense”. The name
Phyllis, like that of Myrina, applies to Helen as representing
Eva the leafy-kirtled bride, to whom the Apple of Discord
was given by her Seducer, and so the bad poet Coluthus may
be justified in saying that Paris passed by the tumulus of

Phyllis when he sailed with Helen. The Ennea Hodoi cannot
but be thought to have some connexion with the Einodian or
Ennodian Hecate, which suits with the character of Helen

Adrastèa. Possibly the nine periods” of her expectation
had some allusion to nine centuries of Eve's life spent in pre
mature expectation of the promised redeemer: Adam, her
brother, father, and husband, lived 930 years. If Phyllis be
the same as Hero who leapt from the Tower into the Water,
this again is the same as Sappho who leapt from the Rock
, into the Water: and Phyllis also is Sappho, for Phaon is the

Demo-Phaon [corruptly written Demophoon] of Phyllis. De
* Ov. Ep. 3. v. 98.
*3 Aul. Sab. Ep. 2. v. 92.
224 Herod. vii. c. 114.
225 Fab. 14.

26 See Babel, above, s. 1.
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mophoon, who in semi-history is made son of Theseus, is in
pure mythics the son of Celeus and Metaneira, on whom,
when a child, Ceres had proposed to confer immortality by
feeding him with ambrosia by day and bathing him by night
in celestial fire; and this personage we know was the sowing
or dispersing Daemon Triptolemus”. In the vigour of his
life it was fated that the great war should happen, between
Eumolpus and the Eleusinians on one hand, and Erechtheus

and the Athenians on the other; but Jupiter Erechtheus was
really the king of Ashur”. If these stories were true, it
would seem that she had hoped the Theseid or Nimrodian

Prince would reestablish Babel as the seat of religious empire,
and killed herself in disappointment thereof. Helen we are
told was put to death” by the Queen of Rhodes, who hanged

her to a Tree, in memory of which the Rhodians built a temple
to Helena Dendritis: but this certainly relates to the religion

of Eve and Ophion and to the Trees of Paradise, for the same
Rhodians also worshipped Jupiter Endendrus. I believe these
suspensions of Phyllis, Helen, and Byblis”, are all mystical

and not historical. Hanging on a Tree was the requisite ex
piation. See Deut. xxi. 23. Galat. iii. 13.
If the other stories which we read are true, that the Lady
*

in question was precipitated from the Tower and torn to pieces
by dogs, her fate would have a great resemblance to that of
another Queen whose history is much connected with hers.
The strange history of Helen, as a woman, joined to her
supposed character of Rhea Mater, must have given rise to
the dull aenigma, AElia Laelia Crispis, nec vir, nec mulier, nec
androgyna, etc.
XV. The Visitation of Providence in the matter of the

* See Hom. H. Cer. 239. Hyg, Fab. 147, and compare them.
* See Lycophron and Johan. Malal. Chron. p. 76.
* Or according to Ptolemy Hephaestion she hanged herself. See Pausan.
I. 3. Lacon. c. 19.
230 V. Parth. Erot. c. xi.
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Populifugia did by no means wean the Gentiles from their
errors, but they carried them along into all their settlements,
from which arises the great conformity of doctrine and cere

monies among all those Heathens who were not of the Scythian
church. This obstinacy in error clearly shows that they im
puted
true. their disasters to other causes and powers than the
•

What is said of the scelera et furias Ajacis Oilei appears to
be grounded upon that mistake which made the Dispersion
really, as well as poetically, consecutive upon the taking and
sacking of Ilion by Agamemnon.
The same visitation was ascribed by others to the vindictive
spirit of Nauplius, father of Palamedes, who held out false
lights to the Danaans from Mount Caphareus in Eubaea, and
so wrecked their navy. He also went among the wives of the
Chiefs”, and seduced them to commit adultery, that so dis
cord might arise among them, and the death of his son be
avenged. Cedrenus mentions that Oiax (the Helm or Rudder)
son of Nauplius and brother of Palamedes, concerning whom
a few fables exist,

seduced the wife of Diomede, which was

the cause of his Noaro; or flight into Italy. Oiax is Guneus.
It is evident that Spiritual Lights and Spiritual Whoredom
are meant. The father of Palamedes would scarcely be alive
at the dispersion, but we have seen that Guneus and the Sel

lean clergy obtained no little power, and important concessions
in spiritual matters, from the Queen as the price of the support
of the Pelasgi. When Helen and her Priestesses went whoring

after the Myrmidons”, and followed their false lights, that
storm was gathered which dissipated all the ships of the na
tions. In this way the advocates of pure Ionism supposed the
Divine Wrath to work, “giving them statutes that were not
good and judgments whereby they should not live.” This
curious notion is more explicitly given by the Brahmens in
* Hoffman Naupl.
* This is meant by the fable of her being married to Achilles after his
death.
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their Scanda Purana. When Vishnu sought to destroy Tre
poor, the Tripolis of the Giants, he assumed a form under the
title of Bhooddha, who entering the Cities, wrought miracles,
and preached his seducing doctrine to the inhabitants, who
embraced his religion, and became in every respect his prose
lytes. By this stratagem the Trepooras fell into the hands
of Bhooddha and were destroyed by Siva”.

But I believe the greater number were of opinion that the
Spirit of Nimrod raged against them, and drove them out of
the country, to revenge his own death and that of the aged
Priam. The AEthiopians of Meroe having murdered their
great king Ganges, in India, his spirit haunted them till such
time as the perpetrators had been buried alive: and even so,

the Earth would not suffer them to remain in the country”.
Every one knows that Iö was driven by the Fly under the
direction of the many-eyed Argus, but it is less notorious that

Argus was the Ghost of the Giant Booddha sent up by the
earth to haunt her,
'EiðwAoy Afyov Tryavā; dx=v w Az'

40&gual, row uveiwrov #1aogo.ga Bovray”.
An Eidolon is a Ghost, and applies particularly to those whose
essential nature was divine, but united during life with an
human soul: thus Ulysses saw in Hell the Ghost of the Her
culean Virtue, but his Essence was elsewhere. Many other

illustrations of the avenging ghost of the Huntsman or Wild
Yager of Hell will occur, when I come to say more of the
mythology of the Huntsman. At present I will take oppor

tunity to explain some farther particulars of the Hept-Epi
Theban war, which an ill understood mythology placed before
the siege of Ilion. This was, in part, because they did not
know the true meaning of local fables, and giving to them all

* Mahony on Ceylon. A. R. vol.7. p. 55.
* Phil. Vit. Ap. Tyan. L. 3. c. 6.
235 Prom. Vinct. 570.
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a distinct reality were forced to fabricate a chronology for
them; but yet more, as I suspect, because titles did often
alternate, as Cambyses, Cyrus, Cambyses, Strophius, Pylades,
Strophius, Callias, Hipponicus, Callias, etc. by which means
the authors of the CEdipodian Epics, Expedition of Amphi
araus, Cyclic Thebaid, and Epigoniad, Corinnus, and those in

general who wrote concerning the semiramian history, or that
which intervened between Troy taken and the fatal Noarol,
gave to the sons of Homer's heroes the names of theirfathers.
Capaneus son of Sthenelus son of Capaneus may have served
with Orestes and the Seven, as also Tydeus son of Diomedes
son of Tydeus; and if any Tydeus was hated by the Gods
for the horrid practice of cannibalism it must have been the
Scythizing Son [mythically the Horse] of Diomede. Nim
Rod was betrayed and ruined by an harlot, the price of whose
treachery was nothing less than the Chain of Harmony, or
Band of United Empire, which she aspired to wear herself.
Baffled by her intrigues he Went Out from Babel, shook off
its dust from his

feet, and bequeathed a Curse to its whore

and people, which it pleased the giver of good and evil most
fully to accomplish. Hence the Gate or other place from

whence he departed was named Areterion or the Place of
Cursing, and He himself Amphi-Araus or the Prophet of
Curses.

Afterwards, his own death, and that of his old

father sacrilegiously murdered at Jove's altar, added fresh
fuel to his curses, and heaped coals of fire upon the towery
crowned head of Theba. He was thought to reign below as
the Soul of the World, or King of all the Departed Souls,
üro yalas IIawyv%; avagga", and in the remains of that

illustrious Grecian, Dicaearchus, we read of the temple of
Jupiter Amphiaraus”, near to Oropus. It was from his
avenging demon that his sons the Heraclidae hoped to recover
the sceptre of the world, and the Agamemnonians their king

* Soph. Electr. v. 844.

*

•y Dic. de Vita Graecia, p. 184. ed. Creuzer.
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dom of Argos Hippoboton, and from the same did the Queen

and her people fear the ultimate recompence of their deeds.
When the Seven Tribes of Cush led their Adrastean or

avenging expedition against the City they thought and their
enemies feared that the Prophet of Curses was acting with
them. But he failed them in their need; for, having brought
them under the wonderful walls, the earth opened, and He
suddenly descended into his kingdom of ghosts and shadows,

and fairly left them in the lurch. But when the time was
come, and Providence was willing to give effect to these male
dictions,
The Horseman Ghost came thundering for his prey,

and then Alcmaeon and the Epigoni dispersed the people, laid
the city, and slew the treacherous usurping harlot Eri- .

Waste

phyla, la Gigantessa Eriphila."
XVI. The obscure subjects of this chapter would have been
probably facilitated to us, had we been so fortunate as to have
the treatise which AEsop, the secretary of Mithridates king of
Pontus, wrote expressly concerning Helena. For that work,
although it would seem to have been mysterious, did not
seemingly treat of known and trite things; so far as we can
judge from what Suidas quotes of it. Another work of his
is now extant in print, in the form of a Latin version, the
History of Alexander the Great; which is written in a fabu
lizing style. It professes to be from the Greek of AEsop, and
I have no doubt that it was by the same author as that of
Helena.

It mentions the like answer of Alexander to the

Carthaginians which Memnon of Heraclea in Pontus made
him give to the Romans, xparsiy Éay at Yary ovywvrai, ) rol;

xterroriy Urewery”.

This variance in AEsop's account is

* Memn. Exc. 25. ed. Orelli.
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treated as a flattery of the Romans by the editor Dr. Maio,

and upon that frivolous ground he makes AEsop a Roman
subject. The truth is, that Memnon (who lived long after
him and under some of the emperors, for nine books of his

history were subsequent to Julius Caesar) altered the story to
the Romans, perhaps with reference to Livy's speculations.
The Carthaginians were the maritime power, and in constant
collision with some of the principal Greek republics, those of
Sicily; and no doubt AEsopus was right that they were the
people who had words with the King. But the story being

repeated by an author of Pontus, is a coincidence pointing to
the Mithridatic AEsop, for one author of the same district is
likely to write with allusion to the other. What AEsopus
relates in the foregoing chapter does not magnify the Romans,
but rather Alexander at their expense. He says, Alexander
went into Lucania, and from thence to Sicily, which he re
duced to subjection; thence he went to Italy and received a
crown of gold from the Roman Consul AEmilius”; and the
Romans also gave him four hundred silver talents and two

thousand soldiers. These things are not true of him, but it
is easy to show whereto they relate. His uncle Alexander
Epirot did land at Paestum in Lucania” and waged war
against the Samnites; and the Romans, who were on hostile
terms with the Samnites, made a treaty with him. In that

same year Lucius AEmilius Mamercinus” was dictator, in
the ensuing year he was consul, and in the next but one (that
in which the Epirot died) he was interrex. It is likely this

man was employed to give Alexander a crown upon occasion
of the treaty, and also to stipulate for a subsidy of money and
contingent of troops against the common enemy, the Samnites.

These things have been transferred to the Macedonian by this
*39 Jul. Valer. L. l. c. 16.

240 Liv. L. viii. c. 17.
241 Liv. L. viii. c. 16. c. 20. c. 23.
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fabulous historian, or finding them related of King Alexander
with some such epithet as the famous or the great narrior,
or the like, he may have fallen into the error. Mithridates”
studied the literature of the Greeks and was skilled in their

sacred rites; nay, although he was a lineal descendant of

Zoroaster Hystaspes, he so far apostatised to their creed as
to assume to himself the title of Bacchus *.

Doubtless the

king employed this secretary to write books for him on the
Grecian history and mythology. He seems to represent
himself an Alexandrine, and that city was the chief nursery
of such like grammarians.
I believe after Alexander's time a novelty occurred in letters.
Before that time there was a broad line between mythic and
historic narrations; a man was a man; a God was a God;

fable was fable, and history was history, and a mythic account
of Miltiades or Cimon was no more thought of than an history
of Picus or Endymion. But the historians recorded the my
thologies of the nations as such ; that they had such and such
traditions, was itself a fact, to treat of them as an authentic
series of facts was the privilege of poetry. But when Alex
ander, yielding to the prejudices of the East, committed the
imposture of giving himself out for Jove's son, that, coupled
with his wild adventures and voyages into unknown countries,
gave rise to a new style. He had his historians, some honest
like Callisthenes, and others like Aristobulus filled with exag
gerations; but he had also his mythographers, like AEsopus
and the Pseudo-Callisthenes, who wrote fabulous memoirs of
him, not indeed like those of Hercules or Bacchus, but as

much so as the age would tolerate. Here are the beginnings
of romance, which was afterwards varied into several shapes.

The oldest reputed novellist is Antony Diogenes, said by
Photius to have lived just after Alexander; a shameful lapse
* Appian. Mithr. c. 112.
** Appian, Mithr. c. 113.
& G 2
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of the patriarch; for what Grecian of that time could have
been Antony? It was common for the learned among the
Romans to have freedmen who conducted their literary con
cerns, such as Cicero's Tullius Tiro, and Laurea Tullius, and

they were wont to take the names of their masters. C. Sal
lustius Crispus, the senator and historian *, seems to have
had a learned freedman, by name Sallustius Dionysius, and
such must have been the circumstances of that Dionysius

Cato whose stoical precepts are extant. It is then most un
likely that Antonius Diogenes, being a libertine of the Anto
nian family, should have been older than Mithridates; and
the character of his work, of which the scene is laid in Thule,

might suit well with the idle humour of the triumvir; who
was moreover a great affecter of farfetched and specially of
Asiatic literature”. But Photius gives us a glimpse of the
truth, namely, that this new plan of fable, so distinct from
the ancient Mythology, had its first rise in Alexander's reign.
It was of divers sorts; History mixed with mysteries and
fables, like those of Alexander himself; Romantic voyages
like the Panchaia of Euhemerus and Taprobane of Iambulus;
the same grafted upon a love story, as the Thule of Diogenes;
learned but ludicrous fables like those of Lucius, of Apu
leius, and of Petronius; most of which were very much filled
with allegorical and mystical allusions to ancient religion,
and sometimes ran into that extreme of absurdity which

Lucian parodies in his True Histories; and lastly, Mere
Erotics, like Heliodorus, and many others whose very names
it is a waste of time to write or read.

Had Alexander con

fined himself, like his illustrious father, within the bounds of

humanity, I believe neither Orlando Furioso, Don Quixote,
nor The Foundling, would be in existence.

Probably the in

troduction of Avatarism among the Greeks, by Alexander and
* Plin. N. H. L. 32. c 26.
*5 Sueton. August. c. 86.
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his successors, did also lead to that zealous investigation and
analysis of ancient fable by the grammarians and poets of
Alexandria; the ancient Taph-Osiris, which took the name

of the new god whose mortal part was buried there.
Since we find that AEsop's history of Alexander is yet ex
tant, and as there is a probability that Suidas, certainly a
very late Byzantine, may have read his Helena, the recovery
of this latter work is not wholly desperate. A great part of
its contents appear to have been compiled without ceremony
by Ptolemy, son of Hephaestion.
In closing my principal chapter of this Lady and her various
titles and attributes, I will take occasion to observe that Ter

magant denotes among us a ferocious woman, much as Lamia
did in Latin. But some while ago Termagant was the name
of a Daemon or Goddess whom, as it was thought, the Maho
metans worshipped, and her name was vulgarly joined with
that of Mahomet.

The zealots of the red cross who overran

Syria were shamefully ignorant of the nature of Mahometism,
and Geoffrey Winesauf and others, who worshipped images
and bones and all manner of trumpery [not to mention ra
dičola of Jacquelin de Maillac", Master of the Temple],
were wont to accuse the Saracens of Idolatry ! However,
there had once been a juster division of the infidels into,
First, Mahomet; and Second, Termagaunt or the Whore of
Babel. These were, Islamism and Paganism. The Caliphs
were Commanders of the Faithful and Kings of the Pagans,
or in other words they were Lords of Mahound and Terma
gaunt. This explanation is the more satisfactory when we
find these two coupled with Apollo;
Et devant sei fait porter son Dragon”,
Et l'estendart Tervagan et Mahum,

Et un ymagene Apollin le felun,
246 Galfr. Vinis. L. l.c. 2.

*7 Turold's MS. Romance Bodl. 1624. cit. Tyrwhit, notes on Sir
Thopas.
-
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and again,
Plaignent leur deus Tervagan, et Mahum,

Et Apollin, dont ils mie rien unt.
Termagant is probably Ter-Magna or Trismegista; but
whether Tervagan is merely a barbarism of that name, or

whether it means Trivia and Trioditis, I cannot determine. .

-

MEROPE.

I. THE fact, that Men consisted of three families or patri
archates, and that their first settlements in Shinar and Ashur

were Tripolies, coupled with the general notion or tradition
of a Triple Division of the world, would lead us to conjecture
that the division of tongues was into so many. But that guess
receives very strong if not convincing support from the ana
lytic labours of that great linguist Sir William Jones in his
seven discourses: an analysis made, as far as I can see, without
any wish or intention to show that the confusion of tongues
was threefold, or to show any thing about that confusion;
though certainly with the intent of showing that Iran was a
centre to the radii of human emigration. Mr. Pinkerton, a

writer who gives no credit to the Bible', coincides in the very
same conclusion, saying, There were three radical languages,
the Scythian, Sarmatic, and Assyrian”, which names exactly
agree with the Indian, Tartaric, and Arabic of Sir W. Jones,

and are the languages of the sons of Ham, Japhet, and Shem
respectively. By Assyrian, in Mr. Pinkerton's division, the
language of the ruling people is not to be understood, but

that of the descendants of Ashur and Arphaxad, sons of Shem,
who respectively formed the common people of Assyria and
Chasdaea or Chaldaea.

* Vid. Pink, on Goths, p. 33, note, and p. 186.
• On Goths. p. 21.
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II. But the pagan traditions might be said to refer merely
to the natural division of mankind into three families, if no

allusion were found to a separation of tongues.
Of this event there is frequent commemoration in Homer .

under the term Mag-Ors; dyffewton", Men of Divided Voice.
Most frigidly, as I think, has that been rendered, Men who
speak articulately. It is well enough for schoolmen to classify
Creation according to its generic and specific differences, and
to separate the Man from his mute subjects as animal im

plume, ridiculum, articulate loquens, and so forth: and it
might possibly suit the manners of such an age as this to mix

up with heroic verse a shallow jargon of philosophy; but the
age of the Homers was one of a purer and simpler taste, which

did not seek after such cold and sophistic refinements. But
there are other ways of reducing this notion to absurdity.
Ilion was the city of the Meropes. If this means of all men,

it is improper, as that would apply a fortiori to the yet earlier
city Dardania. It must therefore mean a city of which the
inhabitants were for some reason properly Meropes. Other
histories evince that Ilion was in some peculiar sense Mero

pian. Priam married a daughter of Merops", by whom he
had a son Ais-Ac, which means the Hawk of Fate.

He was

a great interpreter of dreams: and the Hawk is the bird, or

spirit, of Oneiromancy. The Hawk was in Egypt reputed to
be Seoplxos devis, and after its death wayravagial xa, dysgarx

£rtsurely". And this same Aisacus wooed Merope daughter
of Cebren", called otherwise Hesperie by Ovid", whose ac
count of her death is without any variation the same as that
of Eurydice wife of Orpheus. So that we may conjecture
that this AEsacus so little known in his own proper person is

Nimrod, the Thracian Orpheus, and the Hawk Memnon.
3 Wide Suidam in Xips).

4 Apoll. Bibl. L. 3. c. 12. s. 5.
5 AElian de Anim. xi, c. 39.

* Tz. in Lyc. v. 224.
7 Met. xi. 771.
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Two sons of Merops the Prophet fought among the Trojans".
Merope was a Pleiad: that is, Merope was one of the titles

of the Sevenfold Celestial Dove; and she it was who disap
peared: but the evanescent Pleiad was also named Electra
the mother of Dardanus [AEneas the Dardan King, not Noah]
who could not bear to witness the final ruin of Ilion,

Septima mortali Merope tibi Sisyphe nupsit;
Poenitet, et facti sola pudore latet.
Sive quod Electra Troiae spectare ruinas
Non tulit, ante oculos opposuitgue manus".
The lady whom Orion was accused of having attempted was
Merope. Merope was the wife of King Cres-Phontes, who
after he was murdered married his successor Polyphontes:

and was about to slay her own son in the Chalcidicum or
Hyperovum". It will appear most highly probable that
Merope is another name for that awful woman of whom we
have had so much to say, and who was deemed to be the
authoress of the Cleaving of the Tongue. But what sense
should we make of this title, if we rendered it, speaking Ar

ticulately? Did she alone of women possess that gift of
speech, in which the gentler sex have never since been found
wanting, and, as the Queen Bee hath the sole right of breeding
young, so had this Queen a monopoly of Gossip? Theopompus
in his account before cited of the Paradisaical country beyond

the Ocean stream [Euphrates], where stood the cities Euse
bees and Machimus, says that it was inhabited by a race of
men who were called Meropes, Magoras riva; durw xxxâuaya;
dy%pwrov; ". Cos, an island of the Dorian Pentapolis in Caria,

where the Asclepiadae resided, and which was typically called
* Il. 2. v. 830.

-

• Ov. Fast. iv. v. 175. Sisyphus was the husband of Merope, Cos the
fabled isle of the Meropes; and hence the name Sisyphus Cous that was
prefixed to an history of the Trojan war.
* Apollod. L. 2. ad finem. Hyg. Fab. 184.
* Theop. ap. AElian. V. H. 3. c. 18.
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the island of Og Gyges and the recess of the Heroine Chalci
Ope [or Anti-Ope], obtained the name of Meropeis,

'Qyvywy way Éraita Kowy Mápot,02 yaoy”
'Ixero, XaAxioms ispoy uvøy jewly's,
and the like legend was in Siphnus another isle”. If it be
said that the people of these countries divided their voice by
organic pronunciation, why, so did those of every country,
city, and place in the world, unless it be in some most rare
instances of wild tribes among whom, if we may believe my
lord Monboddo, the divine gift of elocution had been lost.
But all this is folly not to be abided. Ilion, Meropia of Theo
pompus, Cos, and Siphnus, were so called, the two former as
being the place, and the two latter as being fabulous symbols
of the place, in which the great event in question happened.
Nor can it be doubted that Homer, to whom tradition had

handed down with such precision the words of God concerning
the rain-bow
which Cron-Ion

Hath set in the cloud, a sign to men who are severed in speech,
intended at the same time to record another portent of which
he was probably himself a witness.

Kws Megotis, dro Magoro; Twysvåg, saith Stephen of By
zantium; and it was against the Meropians of this island that
Telamon and Hercules are fabled to have made their destructive

expedition, Hercules

Zvy a tote Teway
Kagrégo; Taxaway

IIogówas xx Magoras",
and as the same Pindar sings,
12 Call. H. Del. 160.
13 Plin. L. iv. c. 36.

14 Pind. Nem. iv. v. 40. .
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'Eixa 8s IIegyaulay, rap
-vey 35 ovy x=ival Megorwy
"EGONEA 15.

It would not appear from these verses whether he placed his
Meropian nations in Troia and at Pergamus, agreeably to the
truth, or mythically in the isle of Cos. But this is cleared
up by the critic Quinctilian", who quotes an instance of Hy
perbole from the Hymns of the same poet, saying, “For he
makes the onset of Hercules against the Meropes, who are
said to have dwelt in the island Cos, to be like not to Fire,
not to the Winds, not to the Sea, but to Lightning; so that
those were less, this only equal.” This expedition is the fatal
return of the Heraclidae, after the ruin of Semiramis on the

banks of the Indus: Telamon or the Belt is the reigning
Heracleid of Niniveh and legitimate wearer of the Herculean

or Orionian belt: Hercules is here the eidolon Afyov Trysves
or B17; "Hoax%)=1%, whose vengeance came like thunder upon
the Nations: Hercules is Orion dispersing the Pleiades, and
Telamon is Orion's great grandson Lycurgus dispersing the
Hyades.
Merops was a Titan or Giant and King of Oriental Cush,
also called Eos, where the horses of the sun had their stables,

and where Euripides laid the scene of his Phaethon". His
daughter was a nymph whom Diana expelled from her train
and turned into a golden-horned hind,
*

"Ay Te Tor Agreus #8%gsvgato."

Xgvaoxégorr &Axpov, Magotos Travióz woup:/v,
Kax%avy's #v=x<y,

15 Isthm. vi. v. 45.

16 Inst. L. viii. c. 6. s. 71.

17 Strab. L. 1. p. 49. Eurip. cit. ib.

18 Eurip. Helen. v. 387. It is to the same effect (viz. the Populifugia)
that an hind was called Dama, The People. Dea quoque ipsa, [saith Festus,
speaking of that Goddess who was called Bona, Maia, and Fatua Fauna,]
Damia et sacerdos ejus Damias appellabatur, De V. S. L. iv. tit. 5.
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and who in that form was pursued and hunted by Hercules”.
This avenging daemon was the Giant Merops: we have ob
served that the subjects of Semiramis expelled from their
seats were compared to a race of Bees deprived of their Queen
and driven out of their hive, and we may now farther remark
that the Bird which preyed upon Bees was called Merops.
This daughter of Merops seems to be the same character as
Syrinx who was beloved by the triple Geryon or Pan; as we
may collect from a very dark poem of Simmias the Rhodian;
6 Tag Maporo; Trojay
Koupas Tú?voyag #xa ras dysuw880s.
The true reading Tippova; is preserved in the scholiast, al
though the word Tmovyova; is in the text; an Oracle at
Padua” was held in the name of this Hero.

We find the

name of Merope connected with that of Pan in Pam-Merope",
one of the Three daughters of Celeus the founder of the Eleu
sinian mysteries.
So very ancient was the circumstance which gave rise to
this name that Plutarch, as I recollect, somewhere says of a
Temple, It is so old, it is even said to have been built by the
Meropians. What follows is one of the best things we read

in the present semibarbarous epitome of the valuable works of
Julius Hyginus: Phoroneus, son of Ina-Chus son of Oceanus

[or Cham*] was the first King. Till his time men had
neither cities nor laws, and all spoke one language. But

when Mercury had taught other languages [whence 'Eaux
wavely, to interpret languages] and divided the nations, then
discord ensued, and Jove made Phoronèus king. At this
time the worship of Juno commenced”.

19 Pind. Ol. 3. v. 52. Diod. Sic. iv. c. 13.
20 Sueton. Tiber, c. 14.
21 Paus. L. l. c. 38. s. 3.

* V. Orph. ap. Procl. in Plat. Tim. p. 296.
* Hyg. Fab. 143.
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III. All this goes to show that the making of new languages
was well remembered: but, it may be said, it does not show
how manifold the division was.

Let us see if there be not

some vestiges of profane testimony to this point also.
* If the name Merops be ascertained to allude to the Division
of Tongues, we cannot but suspect that the name Triopus,
Triopas, or Tri-Ops, is meant to declare the number of them,
Three. It may however be used with some totally different

allusion: when I show that it was used with the very self
same, I have nearly proved my point at starting. Tri-Ops

was the same person as Mer-Ops: he was the fabulous king
of Cos *; Taoy yap Carixsus ty, Ká, do à to dxporpiow
wivouaarzi ty; Kviès, says the scholiast of Theocritus.
It has been pointed out that the disaster to which Babel

owes its name took place at a solemn festival intended to
fulfil the prophetic decree, by which it was required that the
serpent-slayer should himself fall a victim to the serpent.
Panyasis, a very ancient and famous poet, as cited by the
scholiast upon Caesar Germanicus”, says that while Hercules
was fighting with the Hydra by the Lernaean fountain, a crab
seized his foot and bit it: but as soon as Hercules saw him,

he trod upon him and crushed him. The fable of Apollo and

the Python is the same as that of Hercules and Hydra: it is
well known that Hercules died by the venom of the Hydra,
which death was after this sort, he himself ascended visibly
into heaven, but his eidolon descended into Hades; but it is

not so notorious that the slayer of Python was himself killed
by Python. Yet so it was; and the universal lamentations
to which this ill-omened sacrifice gave rise were called the

Dirge of the Three Daughters of Triops. “Pythagoras"
when he went to Delphi wrote an elegy upon the tomb of
Apollo, in which he set forth, that Apollo was the son of
*

24 Sch. Theocr. Id. 17. v. 68.
25 V. 146.

,-

.

-

* Porph. Vit. Pythag. c. 16, p. 30. ed. Kiess.
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Silenus and was slain by Python, and buried in that which
was called the Tri-Pod; and it was therefore so called because

his dirge was there sung by the three daughters of Triops.”
Triops or Triopas was supposed to have profaned the Temple
of Ceres, and was pursued by the wrath of that Goddess in
her form of Erinnys or the Triopian Fury, as appears from
the inscription of Herodes Atticus,
'Ovös yap ipfliu.oy Tolor=w usvo; 'Aioxidao
'Qva?', Jr. vetov Amurrago; #2Xataff sy.

Tø irot Troi", was ārwyvuly dx=zaffai
Xwgs w; Toi ärntal Éri Te'oreio, 'Epiyyug”.
The sophist Herod of Athens had a tenement near Rome
called the Triopium, which he consecrated, under the heaviest
curses upon those who should profane it, as a burying place
for his posterity: it is placed in the safe keeping of Minerva,
the Rhamnusian Opis or Wrath, and Pluto. Helen we have
before observed was the Rhamnusian Wrath.

If I mistake

not, Herodes here alludes to a very remarkable accompaniment
of the Trilinguar Fury, that is, the hissing or buzzing fly,
'AAA% uly atpopatos Nausa is xxi Pou.60; dxaarwo
Tiaoyrat.

*

Rhombus is used by Pindar for the whizzing sound produced by

the wings of a bird or the motion of an arrow through the air,
but in this place I suspect it is equal to the less elegant word
Bombus, which properly means the buzzing of the Fly. This
sound, which formed so awful a part of the Iäcchic Egression,
was imitated by the Bassarides in their wild orgies by the
blowing of horns or bassoons, as Nero well observed,
Torva Mimalloneis implèrunt cornua bombis”.
What Herod” says of Triopas is generally told of his son
*7 Herod. Inscr. Triop. v. 36.
28 Pers. Sat. 1. v. 99.
* Et vid. Diod. Iu. v. c. 61.
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Erysichthon. He cut down the trees in a Grove of Ceres,
which were Hamadryades, and the blood flowed from the
strokes of the axe: of these trees he boasted that he would

build himself a banqueting hall.

For this sacrilege he was

visited with a raging hunger, which eating only served to
inflame, till at last having devoured his whole estate he preyed
upon his own flesh and blood”. In this story we may see a
dark allusion to those cannibal orgies which immediately called
down the trilinguar Erinnys upon that empire which they were
meant to perpetuate, orgies to which Pindar hath given the

epithet, so agreeable to Erysichthon's history, yaarpiuapyog.
Tri-Opas”, according to some, was the father of Pelasgus
the founder of Larissa, and Iāsus the founder of Argos: also
of Messenè, from whom Messenia took its name.

There were

three famous powers or sects that sprung up in the schism of
the first monarchy, the Scythian or Nimrodian, the Pelasgic
or Achillèan, and the Danaån or Agamemnonian, and as they
all revered the Ark, each gave the name of Argos to their
capital and in a larger sense to their whole empire. Argos

Hippoboton or Achaicum was the state of Agamemnon, pro
bably established at Erech; Argos Pelasgicum that of Achilles,
in the country of Larissa; but Babel itself, and the universal
empire of which it was the head, was Argos Iäson, so called
from the huntsman Iasus, Iasius, or Iasion, who founded it:

or to speak more truly, Nimrod did long after get the epithet
Iasius from this city and empire. One of the suitors says to
Penelope,
"El Tavre; as Fióoisy dy' 'Izzoy 'Apyo; 'Axaloi”

IIAgioves &v www.arps; #y justspoigt öouolo"
'Hwëay Baiyvar'.

Ilion and Troy being names set apart by the poet to denote
this country when in the hands of the Cushim and hostile to
3° Call. H. Cer. 32, etc. Ov. Met. viii. v. 741, etc.
3t Paus. 2. 22. 2. id. 2. 16. l. id. 4, 1.2. Hellanic, ed. Sturz, 48.
32 Od. xviii. v. 245.
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the Achaian league, another name was wanting for the same
country when in the hands of the Achaians and forming their
empire: that which he employs is Iasian Argos.
After that a deluge had inundated the island of Rhodes”,
the Sun did from the soft mud engender seven heroes, the
Heliadae or Sons of the Sun, [the legend of whose birth mani
festly corresponds with the Corinthian bodies
pluvialibus edita fungis”,
and the

sati largo Curetes ab imbre]

among whom Tenages, though one of the youngest, was greatly
preeminent. Several of his brethren envious of his greatness
combined to destroy him; but they reaped no other fruit of

their crime than ageneral banishment, and they were dispersed
in various directions. Of these banished brothers Triopas was
one. Two only, Ochimus the eldest, and Cercaphus, being
innocent, were permitted to remain.

The Tripoly of Rhodes was originally peopled with colonists
brought by Triopas son of Phorbans”.
The exiled Triopas was absolved or purified of the murder
of his brother by a Priest-King named Melissus, King of

Chersonesus. IIaşi 35 row yayā; ra Tolora ToxAoi Twy avy
yeapswy xas Troitwy Bars?wykariy" #1 way yap dvaypapova'iy
avrov joy Éival Kavax); 7% "Aloxov xxi IIoa'at?wvos, 5, 3e
AAIII®OT Tov AroxAwyog, xx, Xrix&m; 7% IIyyalov”. No

wonder that many different things should be said of a character
who personifies all the divided families of men, the whole ethnic
world. Triopas was the son of Lapithas, and, aided by the
sons of Deucalion or Noachidae, he expelled the Pelasgi out
of Thessaly, but that we know was said to be done by the
Lapithae: whence we may infer that the Lapithians who tri
33 Diod. Sic. L. v. c. 56.
34 Ov. Met. vii. v. 392.
35 Diod. Sic. L. iv. c. 58.
36 Diod. Sic. L. V. c. 61.
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umphed

over the Centaurs,

but whom Mars the God of the

Centaurs ultimately perdere valuit, were the Trilinguar and
Triphylian people. The Centaurs were the Cushim and the
Lapithae the nations; and when some of the latter long after
wards were driven from Canaan and attacked the Graics, the

same mythic denominations were given to these contending
parties. We have already taken notice that Canace daughter
of AEolus is Helena. Aiol, King of the Whole Earth, got his
rank of God of Winds from the Meropian or Triopian con

fusion, which blew the chaff from Babel's threshing floor into
so many quarters.

I will add, that I believe the Windy Dis

persion has reference to a notion of successive judgments by
means of the elements. The first great judgment was by
water; but the Gigantic or Hamite apostacy was a renewal
of the Titanian or Nephilite, and therefore the visitation of
them by God bore close analogy to that of the Titans. But
this judgment was not of destruction, like the watery curse,
but of wild dispersion. To what then could it be referred
upon the elemental system? To nothing, literally "7: but by

metaphor, obvious yet sublime, to the Powers of Air, to the
Warring Winds dissipating all the pride of man like the

stubble of the field. They sowed the Wind, and they reaped
the whirlwind. A judgment by fire was expected in an ulte
rior stage of the world, as we may learn from a father of the
church who says, that the ancient poets rept åxtvewaews
xoquov, Saxovts; x2 w" Saxovres, axoxov62 #sitoy rols IIgo
traigs". And of these judgments the mysteries were, in
part, representations; as appears from the satirical allusion to

them by the author of Wisdom, where he speaks of 1st. The
Water; 2d. The Fire; and 3d. The Air, which could on no

side be avoided.

Of the Earth nothing appears: but she, I

conceive, was not properly an element, nor supposed to be
37 But see

semiami, s. 2.

* Theoph. ad Autol. L. 2. p. 115 et vid. Hystasp. ap. Just. Mart. 2 Ap.
p. 66.

*

-

-

-

H H

\,
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of a simple substance. A Latin poet says there were three

elements”, and though he afterwards explains them to be
Terra, Aqua, Flamma, probably the other was the more
correct triad.

Feniusa Farsa", king of the Milesians in Ireland, founded

a college in which all the seventy-two languages formed at
Babel were taught, but his Tutors were Three in number,

eminent linguists, who wrote alphabetically in the Three prin
cipal languages: which shows that Three was handed down by
Erse tradition as the number of tongues, and that the residue
were but dialects.

-

IV. Ausonius, in the passage last alluded to, seems to bear
an express testimony to the fact of human languages being in
their origin tripartite,
-

Tergemina est Hecate, Tria originis ora Dianae,
Tres Charites, Tria Fata, TRIPLEx vox, Trina Elementa,
Tres in Siciliā Siredones.

Some of the moderns have sought to explain these words by
means of the accents or musical tones used in ancient pro
nunciation, namely, the ordinary or standard tone, the acute,
and the grave: but this appears to me rather a frivolous solu
tion, when compared with the other triads.
But the last of them is expressive of the same hidden
meaning; and the Three Seirens to whose voice the Mighty

Pilot was afraid to listen were the sweet legends and be
witching wisdom of the nations, even the three melodious
tongues of Merope. In our last Chapter, Semiramis, s. 13,
we have taken notice that Seiren means an hive bee, or

priestess of the Queen Bee Helen: and also that the word
from which it comes did also in Homer's time mean a Chain
or Chord, and more especially that in which Jupiter, Prince
39 Auson, in Gr, num, tern.

* Keating Hist. Ireland, p. 61.
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of the Daimones, had bound the world. Musical harmony,
such as the Seirenes practised, is compounded of Sound and
Number: but this last is the principle to which the ablest
theosophists have referred the Mundane Harmony, and it was
therefore named in times unfathomably remote Nom-Eros or
the Law which is Love. The Dog Star was the Sabian taber

nacle of the Bitch or Isis, who was made to say of herself, I
am she that rise in the Dog Star, and it was therefore entitled
Seirius the star of the Chain or of the Bee Hive, or of the

Hive of Bees forming the Chain of Love and the string of
Cama's bow. This wisdom of the Babylonish hive that sent
forth so many swarms was the philosophy of Er the Pam
Phylian, who taught that on every sphere of the world sate a

Seiren", pov, uzy islax avarovow: #x ragwy 35 darw &awy
tuzy Aguoyuay ovupwysiv. But independently of this nume
rous harmony which ruled the world the priests and priestesses
of false religion employed music and poetry with great effect,
to inspire a zeal for their doctrines; and after the confusion
of tongues that was of necessity done in three tongues, which
are the Three Seirens. The Harpies Aello and her sisters
were the mystical Storms of Wind which dispersed the nations,
and broke up some foul banquet (Semiramis, c. 12.), and the
Seirens were both Nightingales and Harpies or whirlwinds,

'Aérvio-yovywy xxwuxxz; t d7%ywy*.
Heedonee is Greek for any delight or blandishment, and the

Grecian

name of the most musical of birds is Aheedon, The

Intensely Delightful; to which effect the Seirenes were some

times, as here by Ausonius, called the Seir-Heedones, that is
the Nightingales or Charmers of the Seira; and again by
Lycophron”,
-

'A'wy are go wavravčoxrovos.
* Plat. de Rep. L. x. p. 329. ed. Bip.
* Lycoph. v. 653. v. Iliad, xix. v. 350.
42 V. 670, Tz. ib.
•
* *
is H 2
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The Centaurs were the Buddhic party opposed to the seductive

heresies of Helen: and accordingly we find that Buddha was
the only one of the Argonauts who was taken by the Seirenes”.
The union of the Harpy with the Nightingale seems to meet
us again in the title, given both to the male and the female
spirit of prophecy, Sarp-Heedon. The name 'Apt-ºria is
worthy of our attention, and signifies the Daughter of the
Sickle; but the island in which we are told they resided was
that of the Drepanites, Zancleans, or Sickles, Xixexol. Some
placed their seat at Sirenusa” at #10 tpsis A0poi r15 Iraxias,

others in Crete", others again in Tyrsenia” or Tuscany:
but their Sicilian residence was at the Pelorian promontory
of Zancle or the sickle, which as we have seen was the stu

pendous pile of the giant Orion or Nebrodes, and a type of
the tower of Babel. The Sickle was sacred on many accounts:

as the instrument” with which Jupiter Hammon mutilated
his father Saturn as he lay asleep and drunk with honey
mead: as the implement of Husbandry, which Saturn or
Noah revived in Asia, and Triptolemus or the Avenging
Nimrod spread over the rest of the earth: but mostly as the
weapon of the King of Nations and Lord of Hosts, of whom

at whiles it was said that he should trample under foot the
mystic vintage, but at others that he should put his sickle
into the ripe harvest 49. Perseus, Son of Jove, the rider of
Pegasus, and wearer of the Æolian Helmet of Hades, was
armed with this weapon when he went forth to oppose
Bacchus;

-

* Apollod. L. 1. c. 9. s. 25.
4s Tz, in Lyc. 712.
46 Id. in 653.
47 Id. ibid.

-

* Drepanum (in Sicily) a falce quo Saturnus Coelum exsecavit. Schol.
ined. in V. AEn. 111. l. 707. Maio.

49 Let the heathen be wakened and come up to the valley of Jehoshaphat;
for there will I sit to judge all the heathen round about. Put ye in the
sickle, for the harvest is ripe Come, get ye down, for the press is full, the
vats overflow. For their wickedness is great. Joel, c. 3.
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Xy Aostav, woupićs azotroAv":

and it has always been used, under the name of scimitar, by
the warriors of Asia, in preference to a straighter and more
effective weapon.
Seeing that the Three Seirens or Vocal Harpies belong to
-

Sicily, some may be disposed to doubt the vulgar interpreta
tion of a place in Apuleius. Me, saith the many-titled God
dess Mother, Me . . . . nominant . . . . . Siculi Trilingues"
Stygiam Proserpinam. This is explained of the Greek, Latin,
and Sicel dialects used there; but there must have been others

besides those, and, for a notable example, the Punic; and it
may be thought that the solution is a little tame or even
irrelevant in a passage where Isis is herself unfolding the
mysteries of Eleusin. An island which studiously commemo

rated the confusion of tongues might naturally revere the
goddess in her character of the infernal Erinnys.
As fatum is but the passive participle of fo, I speak, the
Tria Fata” do again resolve themselves into the very same
thing as Triplex Vox.

W. 'Oy in Homeric verse invariably denotes voice or speech,
and 'QW on the contrary, countenance, or appearance; a di
stinction which has been ill observed, so that the fiercely
roaring Lion, Xap-OV, has been rendered bright-eyed, and
he who spoke in thunder, Hugu-orz Zeus, wide-seeing. Op,
Opos, is simply speech; but Opis, Opios or Opidos, is the
judicial voice of God,
dvös Qawy driv parat', du'a roarstay,
whence the name of the avenging deity Rhamnusian Opis.

'Qū) is Visible Form or Aspect, sometimes limited to the
Face; a circumstance which happens in most languages;
* Non. Dion. L. 47. v. 557.

* Ap. Met. xi. p. 763. Oudend.
* See Auson. cited above.
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indeed Facies properly means the entire form. Eis wra
Fiósaffai. 'Eis wra Feroixsy. Bowris, TXauxwiris, Kvywrig,
titles given to Juno, Pallas, Helen and the Furies, mean
having the symbolical forms respectively of a Cow, an Owl,
and a Bitch: and I do not believe that in Homer's language

with meant an eye. "On-Or, is a name for the organ of sight
whereof the Etymon is not unpleasing: it signifies the lan
guage of the countenance. 'Orwra is a strange verb, and I

scarce know what to say of it: it seems to be an aorist formed
like #ixx from pixw: and is perhaps a vitious reading for
#twitz. Similar to 'O', and directly opposed to Pam-Mer

Ope, is the name of the Nereid Pan-Ope or Pan-Opaia,
Awpig was Ilavor, was āūFaid, Taxxtafa”.
In mentioning the departure of Minerva from Telemachus
Homer says,
-

'Opy's 3 wi: "Avotala óisrraro.
If this word be to be rendered, silent, with a comma after

ag, we shall have short measure of sense, as birds are not

particularly silent.

But the Etymologicum Magnum has

preserved to us the true reading, ypx?srai wa IIayoraia:
and some copyists, forgetting the invariable Homeric distinc
53 Theog. v. 350. Galat-Ewha is Eva the Ship or Galley, from whom
the Galli or Taxarai were named; and whenever she had a mind for any

mischief she did it with an Apple; Malo me Galatea petit, and
BaAAt" roi IIoxvta's To Trottayioy d Taxarita
-

Mataotatiy.

She was rudely courted by Polypheme, but rejected the embraces of the
Giant for those of Acis her favoured swain, who was destined to suffer from

him the well known Sparagmus or Scattering over sea and land,
divulsaque membra per agros
Perque tuas spargam, sic se tibi misceat, undas.

It seemeth that her apples came from the paradise of Amalthea, and indeed
that herself was the owner of that blissful Mount called the Horn of Plenty;

for the Scholiast of Theocritus assures us that according to the oldest tradi
tions the Giant Polypheme built unto her a Temple, in order that she might
shower plenty upon him.

-

-
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tion of Oi! and Qib, has foisted in Anopaia for unseen or in
visible. The Bird Panopaea, or of The Universal Voice, is of
course that which represents the Divine Spirit, and which
according to Homer was the Owl or Glaucopid virgin; an
idea flowing out of the Ionian haeresy. The votaries of that

sect chose the famous dove of Deucalion for their pneumatic
or bird god: but as the earth was wrapped in clouds of dark

ness during that flood, which was regarded as a long chaotic
night, the bird which sees in the most profound obscurity and .

shuns the light was preferred by those whom Homer followed,
and has so become the well known symbol of Wisdom. The

Owl was the Dove of the Catoulas. The Eagle was the symbol
in the cherubim of the true church: and was retained by the

Cushim who adhered to the doctrines of Magianism or Bud
dhism, and were called Aeti-Opians, which is having the
Voice of the Eagle. One eagle in particular, which from its
habits was called The Hunter", and was of vast size, was the
favourite omen of the Nimrodians. Panope or Panopeus was
a town of Phocis, formerly inhabited by the Phlegyae”: and
there it was that the Giant Tityus offered violence to the
Great Mother as she was going to the Oracle of Pytho”.

In this difference of the long and short Ops we see a rela
tion, and at the same time a distinction, kept up between the
Visible and the Audible Manifestation of the Deity or of any

other person. The same may be observed in another similar
set of words. 'Os, dago; is an Eye, of which word the dual
form dra's is I believe alone extant; and from that comes the

verb da'aw I see, which doth not merely express primary
vision but the second sight of one who can read the future”;
and even such imaginations of the past or forebodings of the

future as any person may have, the Sight of the Mind's Eye,
like Telemachus,

*

54 Iliad. 24. v. 316.
55 Paus. Phoc. c. 4.
56 Pseud-Homer. Od. xi. v. 580.

57 Iliad. L. 24. v. 172.
*
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'Orgouevos raref #2%oy #v, ppery.
The verb ec-specto is used on the same principle. But "Ooo a
is Voice: not however simply, but always I believe the Voice
of God either delivered oracularly [from which one summit

of the threefold mount of God was named Ossa] or in the
[the vox populi vox Dei] by which

form of Fame or Rumour

a general report from God was spread among the people for
which none could account, and sometimes in cases where time
and distance would not allow of human means of communica

tion *. The first Ossa is a common noun, as in this place
'Hy Ti; wo, ätza" &orwy, # Saazy dxova w

"Ex Alos, fire waxiara page waso; dv6% wrototy”.
But the other Ossa or Fame is figured as a person and called

the Angel of Jove". In the Latin dialect we find Os de
noting both the organs of speech and the countenance, agree

ably to the double ops of Homer. But Os with a different
inflection, sis instead of ris, is a bone: which I observe the

rather because we have seen that the spirit of prophecy was
thought to dwell in the bones of Ham or Jupiter Pel-Ops: the

lost rib, supplied with ivory, is the Woman or Goddess Mo
ther: the remaining bones were of their natural substance:
and these I conceive are the Ivory and Horny Gates, whereof
the latter had more credit of truth. 'Oorsoy again, which the

eastern Pelasgi use for a bone, is clearly the same word as
Ostium a Gate or Door of the Western: and Pel-Ops, the
name of him whose oracular Ossa came from the ark of his

bones, signifies the Voice of the Eternal.

Thus much concerning the word from which Merops and
Triops are formed, and which we may have occasion to men
tion again.
58 I have some recollection that the death of one of the Caesars was known

in Asia the day it happened, and also the battle of the river Crathis, by
which Sybaris fell.

And see Valerius Flaccus, L. 3. v. 44.

59 Od. L. 2. v. 216.

* Iliad. 2. v. 93. Pseud-Odyss. L. 24. v. 412.
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VI. The inhabitants of the country in which Homer's Ilion

was situated bore the gentile appellation Tews, and the country
itself Troix: although no such names existed in the country
of the Ilienses by the Hellespont, and the name Troas is
merely Homeristic and not appertaining to true geography.
Although Homer uses no such Proper Name, I do not suppose
that the Greeks were wrong in imagining that it was proper
and belonging to the Hero Tros". Tros was the father of
Three Sons; and the word Tr'Os is a triplication of 'Qs, wo;.
If this mean the Face, his title would be of the same value as

Trimurti, Tricarenus, and Tricipitinus, which do not only refer
to the trinal nature of deity, but to the Three Sons of Saturn
or Noah, and the consequent division of the world into Three
Nations and Regions; according to which we find that Ge
ryon”, the Three-headed king who contended with Hercules,
was so represented because he commanded a league of the
Three Islands of Oceanus; until Hercules drove away his
kine, that is, subjugated the three, nations of the world. If
it mean the Eye, then Ta' Q; is no other than Jupiter Tri
ophthalmus. The Eye does I believe signify Government by
Divine Right, and the Royal Cushim who asserted unity of
Empire in their House by such right were the Monoculi or

Cyclopes; which latter word Kuxx-'Ors; signifies literally
Circle-Shaped, that is, Having One Centre, or if you take
the more limited sense of all Circle-Faced, that is, Having
One Centre to their Face, which is Metaphorically Having

One Central Eye. But from the analogy of Homeric language
I think Circle-formed Men is the right construing of the words

KvXXwwwy’Avågwy, although it may perhaps be inferred from
the story of Polypheme that Homer meant him for a mono
culous man. Among the Nomad Scythians of the Asian plain

the Monoculi were called Arimasps, which Herodotus tells us
meant One-Eyed in their dialect; but we may infer that their
61 Vide Pseud-Homer. L. 5. v. 265. L. 20. v. 230.

* Lydus de Mensibus. Bibl. Alten, Lit. 3. p. 26.
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homage to One Monarch was the thing meant, from a frag
ment of the old poet Pherenicus, which tells us that they were
sprung from the blood of the Titans [or were as Nonnus says

of Pentheus and Callimachus of the Goths, Orxovsgol Traves]
and were said,

two 3ouoy diffensvra
Nzaraza.jai Bogeao, Axxely 7 'Atiuzarov'Avaxra".

The people here named being &reignton roxsuolo, and the
Coelestically-Luminous House of Boreas round which they

dwelt being clearly an olympus or symbolical heaven where
Bore or Hyper-Bore [the Gothic giant of the flood, in the
Sides of the North] was supposed to reside, it is plain that

the poet means a sacerdotal race. And I opine that the Eye
belonged to the King in his Priestly or Coiranic character
rather than his Basileian or Civil. Feldw means equally I See
and I KNow; and when the Priest or See-er, impelled by the
power within him, burst forth into the Vati-Cinium, the in

tensive vowel was prefixed, apsiów, I have Extraordinary Know
ledge or Extraordinary Sight. So Adrastus exclaims over the
cenotaph of Nimrod Amphi-Asraus, the Prophet called Pam
Psychus or the Soul of the Universe, IIo9sw orgaria; 'Opffax

wov #ua; *. The son is the King of the World by divine

right: Ninus the cosmocrator was anti-Christ, and his title
means The Son, and it was borne by his successors and repre
sentatives who reigned after him, and also by the City Ninus
in which they reigned. When the Woman reigned as the
representative of Eva or Perse-Phon-Ewha, she was likewise

styled The Daughter, Cora, or Myr-Ina. Now there seems
a sort of common consent to call the visual part of the Eye,
The Son, or The Daughter; in Greek Cora, in Latin Pu

pillus, in Spanish Nino or Nina.
Tr'Oia is the triple Oia, which word would seem to mean

One or Unique: and so Tr' Oia would be the Triunal or
63 Pheren. ap. Set. Pind. Ol. 3. v. 28.
64 Pind. Ol. 3. v. 28,
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Tripolitan state. Oia was the chief of a Tri-Polis or Three

Cities in Libya, near the fertile banks of the Cinyps, which
flowed from the Lophos or High Place of the Three Graces;
and this Oia", having survived her two sisters, now keeps to
herself the name of Tri-Poly. Another Oia" was in the
centre of the island of AEgina or OEnone, where there were
two Palladia or statues made of the Athenian Olive.

As

therefore the Building of the Tower and the whole policy of
Nim-Rod's rebellion tended to form one nation and one Mo

narchy where Providence had ordained that there should be
three, it would seem that Tros and Troia were not ill named.

And that may serve for a corollary to the argument of my
chapter, Ilion.
Now this same Troia was the land of All the Omphees or

of the Universal Omphee, according as you take the word All
distributively or collectively, but they amount to the same
because the country in which the variety of languages arose
was of course that in which the one old and universal language
had formerly flourished. In that land Ara Pan-Omphaco”
vetus est sacrata Tonanti. Omphee is a word for voice or
speech, but, like Ossa, it is confined to such as proceeds from
a deity or otherwise in a praeternatural way. Out?", Qata
xx, Xavy. This brings me to another evidence of the triple
confusion. We have seen that the Populifugia were celebrated

in Greece by a clamorous going forth of the God Bacchus and
his votaries both male and female, which was called the Mystic
Iacchus.

Iacchus is both the name of the God, and that of

his egression or pomp. But there is another name common
to this deity and to his wild orgies, Tri-Omph; and that
literally means the Three Voices from God. In other dialects
of that language of which Greek and Latin are slightly dif
ferent dialects, the same is expressed Thri-Amb. Sic Tri
65 Mela, L. 1. c. 7. Solin. c. 27. Herod. iv. c. 175.
66 Herod. L. v. c. 82, 83.
6. Ov. Met. xi. v. 198.
68 Suidas in Voce,
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umphare appellatio quod imperatori milites redeuntes cla
mitant per urbem in capitolium redeunti Iö Triumphe Ió.
Idque a Thriambo Graeco Liberi patris cognomine potest dic
tum esse". And when the shouting of the Iacchus was heard
praeternaturally, to strike a panic into the Persian army, the
scene of it was the Thri-Asian plain or that of the Three Asi;
which clearly points to the triple confusion of men in the plain
of Troia or of the Threefold Monarchy in Asia.
The flight of Bacchus and the Bassarides Salvoweval 88TAwyl,
is the same event as the wandering of Iö, and hence the union
of her name with that of the Trilinguar God. Suidas, under
the name Iö, tells a story of her flying from Jupiter Picus

(or Ham), of her death, and of its annual celebration by her
father and brothers, who #TitsAouvre; roy uvuy, xat x£80yrs;

#; dxxxxvy Svgas, xar Éros #Aeyov 'IQ, 'IQ: a proceeding
which I cannot quite separate in my mind from the songs
Eiresione which are ascribed to the Homeric age,

Navual roi vevual #viavario; ware X=xièwy.
'Earp.’ By rooflupola".
It is curious to observe the cry Iö resolving itself into a

proper name. But those who fancy such enquiries would
perhaps discover that most of those words or particles which
stand neither for substance, quality, nor action, but are used
to join, divide, or express relation between them, or to ex
press the irrational feelings of the mind, have an independent
sense: and that many of them are titles or attributes of deity.
If it be so, it is on the principle that all the relations and

praedicaments of things resolve themselves into the power,
diversely manifested, of him who makes and unmakes, gives
and takes, joins and divides, xa, Tao's reifat #xel ropins.
The cry Iö was that of the exiles led forth from their native

land by the god Tri Omph, and vainly invoking their Goddess

* Varro, L. L. 1. v. p. 69.
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Queen the female Jehovah.

From her prototype she was

called also Eva or Evoe,

Evoe, bacchantes, Evoe, capita inflectentes" !
And their cries, the Evian song. Before Helen there was
another sham Eva, that is, Naamah the daughter of Lamech,
with whom I suppose the Evion or Iö to have begun, because
rabbi Jonathan ben Uzziel says that she invented dirges of
lamentation. They had another cry very analogous to this,
Ai Ai, The Land, the Land, which expressed the bitter re
grets of the exile, and passed into a common interjection.

Our exclamation Och (which in this island we corruptly pro
nounce” O and spell Oh) is a name of the Narayana or Spirit
of the Waters which the Persians gave to some of their princes,

and which is written Og in the bible. It is an Homeric ad
verb, never used but as an intensive of goodness, 0% agiaros,
because a man may attain the superlative of human goodness
and yet fall short of that which the cooperation of Ochus
alone can give; so there are Two Bests, the Human, and the
Divine, which is the och ariston. Hyper, a particle of local re
lation, is used absolutely for the Supreme; Hyper-Iön, Hyper
Ewha. The phrase O Fie! or Phi 701 is a direct invocation

of the Primaeval Serpent. A similar word fip was used in
Homer's language to express Power, as ocha was for goodness,

Fiqi waxaaffai, Fip, Favargely, and was added, I know not why,

good omen, to divers words, as du Hoi paiyous
w??i. The noun wife is the Greek whipH1, denoting the
unless for a

ascendancy which the evil power obtained from the Man's

Consort; Ibi in Sanscreet is the Spirit of the Earth or Tellus
in an animated shape; and the first of all the Magna Maters

was Titaia wife of Uranus, revered after her death as the

* Cat. Epith. v. 226.

% o, ø, is a corruption of IO with the semivocal I, YO.
70 See Pasquier Recherches, L. viii. c. 26. Terent. Adelph. cit ibid.
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Earth?".

Peri, which has various senses as a preposition, is

an undeclinable word for Excellent,

to Tag: x=4352 Folòay,
IIaşi usy Sately taxvy #32 waxyrmy”,
and among the Persians is the Proper title of the blessed
spirits, who are opposed to the evil ones of Dives or Pluto.
It is also used [as we have before observed of Poly] in com

position, for aught that is noble, as in IIspi-Tuy, 7 and IIspi
Bolz wifes of Theseus, and Clymenus 7" called also Pericly
in enuS.

So do we find that the word &upi, so common as a term
of relation, has an absolute signification of the highest kind,
being the same as that of Omph. The celebrated Mr. Bryant
was perhaps the first who pointed out the meaning of this word
through several of its various dialectic forms; which are Amph,
Omph, amb, amp, iamb, umb, ymp, imp. A daemon or ghost
consulted by necromancers, is an Imp of Hell. Umb-Era, a
Ghost, is the Oracle of the Earth. Mr. B. as I recollect re

solved Olympus into Al-Omph; not quite well: for this word
is Hol-Ymp the Universal Oracle, or Voice of Pan-Omphean
Jove. It has no idea of a Mountain in its etymon, nor some
times even in its use.

Earth herself, the Protomantis, was

an Ol-Ymp, and the Athenians once erected to ris y; t?
Oxuuria; isgow 7": nay, even a fosse dug in the Earth, all
round the walls of Rome, for a type of her infernal caverns,
was called Olympus 7" or Mundus. This fosse was opened
three times in the year, which was called the Patency of the

World, Mundus cum patet", Deorum tristium et infernorum
7. As Res. xi. p. 108. Diod, Sic, 3. c. 55.
72 Od. 2. v. 88. Od. 4. v. 202.
73 Plut. Thes, c. 8. c. 28.

74 V. Paus. ix. 37. Hyg. F. 14.
75 Plut. Thes, c. 26. .

76 Plut. Rom. c. 10.

-

7 Varro ap. Mac. Sat 1. c. 16. V. Od. L. xi. v. 25. The same Varro
said that Altare is to the Coelestial Gods, Ara to the Terrestrials, and focus

-
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quasi janua patet. So the abyss of the Imps of Darkness was
an Ol-Ymp as well as the blessed mount of the Coelestials.

When the Stars became the prevailing source of mock divi
nation, the Astrolabe” came to be termed Olympus. N'Ymph
and L'Ymph, again, present the same word with different
forms, as I suppose, of the demonstrative article: and people

inspired with the Prophetic Fury by drinking of the Heli
conian or other musical waters were N'Ympho-Lept or L'Ym
phate, just as others, supposed to get their ecstacy from the
Moon were Mantic, Mainad, or Maniac.

Omph-Halos, the Divine Voice of the Sea, is used for a
navel; and Omph-Halee for that Sibyll Queen who subdued
Hercules and turned his men into women and his women into

warriors; even Helen the mother of abominations.

The

omphalos is the Oracle of the Ark, or of Ararat, coming from
the unsubmerged island in the centre of the Ocean, which was
compared to the navel of the human body. It seems to me

very little material to argue that the human navel 79 was

indeed mystically venerated by many nations. There is no
doubt of that. But the Cup, of the Magna Mater Earth,
situate in her central point, and conveying the wholesome
milk of divine wisdom to her children, is the Greek

etymon

as well of the human as of the mundane navel. So again, the
Umbera or Oracle of Earth came from her Umbilicus.

The Iamb or prophetic voice being always delivered in verse
gave its name to a famous measure: and as this verse from

its cadence was well adapted to the Tripudium" or religious
to the Infernals. I conceive that they were all Olympi. The altare was an
elevated structure, the ara a flat slab upon the ground, such as may be seen
at Stonehenge, and the focus a fosse.
* Xenoph. Ann. Viterb. p. 12. Antw. 1552.
79 V. Faber O. P.I.

* This word has clearly no proper connexion with Dancing, for the feed.
ing of the augur's birds when propitious was tripudium solistimum. Cic. de
Div. 1. c. 15. 2. c. 34, and their singing, tripudium sonivium or sonubium.
Fest. de V. S. Serv. in V. Æn. L. 3. v. 90. It is derivable from the Triple

god, Buddh, in whose name these things were done.
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dancing in honor of Tri-Pud, the Salic or dancing Franks gave
the name Iamb to the members employed in dancing, Iambe

was the servant of Metaneira who entertained the wandering
Ceres, and she uttered jests to amuse the disconsolate goddess
in that verse, afterwards called Iambic”.

It is matter of re

ceived belief that this measure is but about eight hundred
years older than Christ's birth, that being the time given to

Archilochus, and consequently that it is of Greek and not of
Pam-phylian origin. But some considerations lead me to
doubt very much whether this verse, like the heroic, was not
aboriginal or of the Homeric age. Part of an Eiresione in
iambic is preserved in Herodotus his life of Homer, and an
other poem, evidently satirical, and called 'A'; 'Erraraxros,
and written in that verse bore his name. But the gravest

fact is, Aristotle assuring us that the famous Margites was
partly in iambic. Next, if we weigh a little the pretended
dates of Archilochus we shall find still greater reason for our
doubts. He was said to be contemporary” with the founder
Romulus, and Gyges the Lydian usurper, who owned “the
wondrous ring” and the “horse of brass:” but these are abo
riginal fables, not true local histories, and Romulus is Nimrod,
Gyges either he or one of his competitors. He is recorded in
Plutarch 8° to have been ancienter than Thales or Thaletas

the Cretan: but this Thales, we read, was more ancient than

Homer", and composed the music to which the demigod
* V. Apollod. L. 1. c. 5. s. 1. n. 3. Schol. Eur, Orest. v.962. She is called

Baubo by Orpheus, in a passage which shows the very gross and cynical
nature of these ludicrous poems, Orph. ap. Clem. Al. Protr. p. 17. Herman.

p. 475, and Misma by Nicander in his Metamorphoses, which name is no
doubt the Latin mima, a female buffoon. Nic, ap. Ant. Lib. c. 24. p. 106,
ed. Teucher. When matters were too far gone to bear literal and grave dis

cussion they cloaked their serious composition in mystery, as we have seen;
and they amused their griefs and indulged their mutual animosities by satire
sometimes jocular and lascivious: but at others rising to the bad eminence of
deadly invective, the Hipponacteum praeconium. Cic. Ep. ad Fam. L. vii.
ep. 24.
82 Herod. 1. c. 12. Cic. Tusc. l. c. 1.

* Glaucus ap. Plut. de Music. p. 1134. Xylander.
84 Suidas in Nomine.
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Curetes danced their pyrrhic *. He was said to have died a
violent death by the hands of some person upon whose name
the ancients are quite at variance, and the stories of Lycambes
and Bupalus have so suspicious a resemblance as to raise at
first sight a misgiving whether the Parian iambic had really
a different author from that which
Fortiter irasci didicit duce Clazomenio.

Tatian in his oration against the Greeks assures us that some
writers made Archilochus to live at the same time with

Homer. He was probably one of the Antenoridae, and per
haps the grandson of his namesake" the lieutenant of AEneas
who was killed at the siege.
In poems connected with religion Amphi is sometimes in
troduced where it can hardly stand for a preposition, as

"Augi wo: 'Equaixo pixoy yoyoy #yvers Msza”,
where the verb is transitive.

Another hymn to the prophetic or Heliconian Neptune,
who was the god of the Panionians”, begins
'Augu IIowalózwya, Qsoy usyay, &#%ou asidely:

and reflecting upon that has led me to the conclusion that
the place in the twentieth Iliad should be written thus, in
one word,

w; ārs Tavgo;
'Hguyev #xxousvog, 'Exixwylov Aw?izvaxra *
Kegwy #Axovtww.

-

Helic-On” signifies the Bull-God, Helix being an epithet of
unknown meaning for that creature. The Man God Zoro

aster was a Bull: and such was the Egyptian Osiris, who
* Sch. Pind. Pyth. 2. v. 127.
* Hom. Iliad. L. 2. v. 823. V. Ante Semiramis, s. 13. ,
87 Hom. Hym. Pan.
-

88 Herod. L. 1. c. 148.
89 V. 403.

90 Orpheus calls the God Protogonus, Tauropus and Helicopus, both of
which I would interpret Tauriform. Hymn 5.
1 I
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was manifested as the tauriform Apis. This God gave its
old name to Peloponnesus, Apia: but Apia was also the land

of the Decennial War, from which so many an aged father
received his son after nearly ten years' absence,

'EX60yr ## Ating yam; Bexarg #viavrø ".
This was the Land by way of excellence; Medea's Aia;

and Circe's Ai-Aia or land of lands; for in the sacred nomen
clature of the Scythians, Apia was the Goddess Earth, T, Be
'Atiy". The isle of Pel-Ops took its name from the phy
sician Apis”, son of Phoroneus, and fourth in descent from

Oceanus and Tethys, who forcibly usurped a tyrannic power
after slaying his predecessor the Dragon. He was also de
scribed as the fourth from AEgialeus". Here are plain allu
sions to the genealogy and usurpation of Ninus. But this
Apis who gave name to Peloponnesus assuredly was, like the
AEgyptian, a Bull, for this reason, that the Land which took

his name is called by another unequivocally denoting a Cow,
"IXsowat Way Arizy Bayuy".
Indeed the Egyptian Apis was a Peloponnesian himself, being
the son of the Argive Iö9°. Thus doth it seem that the living
bull God was known to the oldest Greeks, as well as to the

children of the Misraim; and it appears that the Boeotian
Neptune was the character so worshipped from the words of
the hesiodian compiler who wrote the Megalai Eehoiai, of
which we have a piece called the Shield of Hercules,
waxx 3, Ti II.xt% avogwy Tessay *
Two any x=32%)", wai Tzvp=0; "Eyyoorlyaio; "

'O; ©;&#5 x9%auvoy #281,
91 Od. xvi. v. 18.

* Herod. iv. c. 59.

* Apollod. L. 2. c. 1. s. 1. Schol. Dion. Geogr. 1. 415.
* Paus. Cor. L. 2. c. 5.

95 AEsch. Sup. v. 123. A Greek Poet, Metrodorus, says Tavrn x8wy,
£oing 8%w at #virin.
96 Herod. L. 2. c. 153.
97 V. 104.

*
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We read in Athenaeus that raga Epsalois à divoxosyré; jibson
Ty row IIqasiówvo; #%ty, Tavrol #xxxovvro”, and Hesychius
says expressly that Neptune himself was called Taurus. Ni
cholas of Damascus mentions that Bellerophon obtained his
kingdom from Amphianax, whose daughter he married”.

The singing of religious hymns was called to Amphianactize,
and a dithyrambic poet an Amphianax”.
Am-Phi [and the other words deflected from it] means
Ham the Serpent, who was accounted to be the chief of the
daemones or deified ghosts. When the people had revolted

against the house of Shem, and departed from the Oracle of
Jehovah, throned between the Cherubim,

they sought for counsel in the caverns of the earth from those
wicked spirits who dwelling in the central kingdom of Hades,
and FREE among the Dead, availed themselves of the in
creased power and intellect which disembodied spirits possess
to give responses touching the future; the pastors also trans

gressed against God", and the prophets prophesied by Bail.
Their responses were very wise and cunning hariolations, the
fulfilment of which inspired men with a belief in their Omni
science, and by consequence in their Godhead, “which were
yet no Gods,” and emboldened those foul ghosts to arrogate
such powers as can hardly be attributed save to those who
are One,

'O.3a 3 #yw yaupov r drifluoy was ugrga Saxacaws,
Kai xwpov avyap.a., xxi du paysjyro; dxoval.

By such means they obtained a most inordinate ascendancy
over the minds of the nations; which influence was called in
Greece, the Fear of the Daimones, and in Italy, the Influence
of the Superstites or those who Live after Death. They were
* L. x. c. 25.

* Exc. L. 1. Hist. ed. Orell. p. 32. v. Apoll. Bibl. 2. c. 2. s. 1.
"Suidas in Voce. Schol, Aristoph. Nub. v. 595.
* Jer, 2, v. 8,
1 I ?
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satellites and faithful servants of the Accuser or Adversary:
which is shown expressly by this, that when the Apostles .
made known their surprise and joy at finding themselves

superior to them, their Master explained it by declaring that
the power of Satan was then curtailed; “the seventy re
turned again with joy, saying, Lord even the Daimonia are
subject to us through thy name. And he said unto them, I
beheld Satan as lightning fall from heaven”.” It is curious
to observe the various fortunes of this most inexplicable of

created beings. In the days of Job, Elijah, and even of Za
chary the prophet, the Adversary and the spirits his servants
were free to range the upper world or heaven, and even to
stand before God: but when the Gospel was promulgated
and he fell like a star from Heaven, the key of the abyss was
entrusted to him, and he became the angel of the pit and a
King over the impure spirits which it contains. In process
of time yet future that Kingdom shall be taken from him and
he shall be shut up and chained, in the same pit where he
had reigned, during one thousand years, and during that time
he shall not deceive the nations, which seems to imply that

even after his fall from Heaven he had some means of decep
tion left. At the end of that time he shall be loosed again,
again deceive the nations, and then be cast for ever into the

lake of fire. Under his auspices the daemons systematically
employed their power to promote the great heresy, to estrange
men from the knowledge of their Maker, to injure, torment,

and to deceive them as far as might be without losing their
own credit for foreknowledge;
-

to palter with them in a double sense,
And keep the word of promise to the ear
But break it to the hope.
One cannot repeat without a sort of admiration mixt with
abhorrence the brief answer,
102

Luke

10. V. 18.
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Kpotao; Axvy Bizcay; Maya Ayy 3-vauw wataxvors.

A reader may almost weep to see that wise and good prince,
in spite of all his laudable precautions, beguiled by villainous
fiends to his ruin. At the same time he may exult when he
beholds those shortsighted beings, expending all their fraud
and malice to build up the throne of the Shepherd King, who

said to Jerusalem, Thou shalt be built, and to the Temple,
Thy foundation shall be laid”. They fondly credited them
selves with the fall of the virtuous Lydian, but it was One
greater than them who loosed the loins of the Kings before

his servant;
-

'H3 £ri Kai Avalai.

.They probably were aware what was in preparation, but were
ignorant who was the chosen instrument, and fancied that
this pure and venerable man was the appointed Restorer.
The same fellows were glad enough to deliver Israel into the
hands of Ben Hadad the Syrian, and for that end were even
willing to become ministers of the Lord. They thought that

the end of Israel was come, and were fairly overreached when
they found that the death of the King, their own votary, was
the only result of the war. The admirable heroism of Ahab

at Ramoth of Gilead may be partly set down to the blind re
liance he had in these juggling spirits. - This agency is of
high importance in various passages of the affairs of the
world, as revealed to us. Michael and his messengers wage
war against the Serpent and his messengers". The Serpent
is declared to be the Accuser or Adversary, and his messengers
must be the manes or daemons of the wicked.

This becomes

more evident, when we consider that the messengers of the
Chief-Messenger Michael, or Messiah the Prince, are spirits

of the righteous, being in some places called messengers",
103 Isai. c. 44. v. 28. c. 45. v. 1.
104 Rev. 12. v. 7.
* Mat, 13. v. 41. Mark 13. v. 27.

-

---
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and in other corresponding places, saints”; which last is a
term unequivocally denoting good and pious men, and those
not living men, but dead, for their Rising is distinctly
named", and in some places it is either expressed or insi
nuated who they will be, as Daniel, Zerubabel, Moses and
Elijah, and One of the Prophets”. Now if the Chief Mes
senger's messengers are the spirits of the just, and war against
the Serpent's messengers, it stands to reason that these are

spirits of the unrighteous.
Ham was the restorer of that false religion which we call
Magianism which acknowledged two gods, and deified the
primaeval serpent, and those who held to that creed, well
knowing that the system of the world required the incar
nation of Deity, would almost of course be led to set up ava
tars of the wise Dragon as well as the gentle Dove. It is im
possible to say what were the opinions of the first-born touching
the matter of Ditheism, but it is probable that he fell into that
delusion. Certain it is, that he was not only a “servant of
the Earth” but a satellite of the devil, Kaly & Tov Hoyntov
iy, x2, &apa#e roy a 32X pov durov". He was worshipped by
his descendants the nephilim as the dragon god or Ophion in
human form, and the ruler of the daimones. In the genea
logy of Sanchoniathon, the First-begotten of the Protoplast
is named Tayo; or Genus, son of Protogonus; but Genius is
the latin word for Aziwwy, and is the name of the deity who
was thought to preside over the life of a man,
natale comes qui temperat astrum
Naturae deus humanae,
and whose form was that of an enormous snake *.

The in

fluence of these unseen concomitants, the Genii or Cains, is

106 Dan. 7. v. 18 and 22. 1 Cor. c. 6. v. 2.

107 Dan. 12. v. 2 and 3. 1 Thess. 4. v. 16. Apoc. xx. v. 6.

* Dan. 12. v. 13. Hagg. 2. v. 23. Matt. 17. v. 3. Apoc. 22. v. 9.
* John, Ep. 1. c. 3. v. 12.

its Virg. AEn. v. 5.95, Serv. in v. 85. Pers. S. 1. v. 113.

*
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generally thought to have been a. superstition or undue power

ascribed to the superstites. That may be so; and the history
of the guardian angel of Socrates, and the tradition concerning
the foul ghost of Caius Julius Caesar may be both equally
false. But, “are not the messengers of God all ministering
spirits sent forth to minister" to them who shall be heirs of

salvation?” I have pointed out in my chapter Nim-Rod, that
after the flood Ham, called Cadmus or the Corybant, was re

vered as the representative of Cain * and a second incarnation
of the Dragon. From him the di-yvrr or land of the vulture
was entitled Chemia, and the two oracles of the Black Dove

at Oasis in Libya and Dodona in Greece were his.

He was

also worshipped as the damon Apollon, or Apollyon, the
messenger of the abyss, who delivered in Phocis the Oracles

of the Pyth-On or Serpent God of Corruption and De
struction;

Xava datsa IIT@ETAI Cu639.

He was the Cthonian Mercury with his snaky wand. Nor is
the Orphic hymner far wrong in saying that he did really
affect the form of the serpent, for in that shape he obeyed the
call of his ministers Jannes and Jambres, and communed with

her of Endor and the others “who had familiar serpents”.”

It is most likely that the messengers of the pit were allowed
to torment the people in the wilderness, in order that their

power might be shamed by the caducèus of a greater Hermes.
“Python was the son of the Earth and Demogorgon".” Al

though there may be many, I do not recollect seeing another
instance of this name among the ancients; but it has been

supposed to be the ineffable name which the witch Erichtho"
111 Heb. 1. v. 14.

* And Cain was to him what the Guardian Daemon or moderating angel
is to ordinary men: Genius Jovialis. Arnobius, L. 3. c. 40. Sometimes in
the feminine, Jovis Fortuna.
113 Isai. 29. v. 4.

*

114 Hygin. Geneal. sed vide infrac. Homer, s. 2.

115 See Rowe's Lucan, L. 6. vs. 795 and 1132, and his notes upon them.
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threatens to invoke; and may also be that whereof Teiresias
speaks in the Thebaid,
Et triplicis mundi summum, quem scire nefastum est".
Illum sed taceo.

This is not the “Unknown God,” but on the contrary one
known to the priests and wizards, and the most esoteric of
their secrets.

It is that awful creature the Devil whose mi

nisters they were, and who would not suffer his own name to
appear in the concern, but taught men to refer all his agency

to the daemon kings their forefathers. Python, says Hesy
chius, is Aaiuoyoy Mavrixoy, and is said by some to derive his
knowledge from Jove": this means that Apollo is not exactly

Ham, the Agaxwy Tavgov warne, but his Great Increment
Nimrod; and accordingly we find that the spirit of Delphi
was not the black Dove or infernal spirit of the Ark, but a
black bird of Prey, an Eagle or Crow *, sent forth by Jove.
This mantic daimon continued his influences to the very last
period of real paganism, I mean, of paganism supported not
only by human credulity and hereditary errour, but by the
manifest energies of the Powers and Principalities and Rulers
of the Darkness of the World. St. Paul, who informs us that
those Powers were still in action in his time, met at Philippi
a certain damsel possest with an inspiration of Python, who
brought her masters much gain by soothsaying". When
“great Pan was dead,” that is, when Satan fell like a star
from Heaven, and his servants became subject to the power
of the apostles, the Oracles of Am-Phi soon disappeared, it
being no longer the Divine Policy to allow them. Many
oracles ceased entirely, but some, like that of Delphi, were

carried on for a time by the cunning of the priests and the
established credulity of ages; however the gods had left their
116 Stat. L. 4. v. 516.

"7 Virg. AEn. 3. v. 251. AEsch. Eumen. 19.
* V. Strabo, L. 9. p. 608, Oxon.
* Acts, c. 16. v. 16.

-
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shrine, and for the Sibyl's rage breathing out her sublime
responses in hexameter tone the people got only flat prose:
The oracles are dumb.

No voice, or hideous hum

Runs through the arched roof in words deceiving.
Plutarch has two discourses, one of the Cessation of Oracles,

and another upon the Pythonissa” no longer Responding in
Verse; in which essays he explains nothing but the existence
of the facts. In this decline of their power the Daimones
seem to have given themselves more assiduously to the base
business of Possession, and even to have found in it a mean of

uttering their divinations. IIv6ay, says the same Hesychius,
#yyas fluv$o; #yyas gluzyrig. But Possession was a cruel,
practice with which these wretches were acquainted as early
as the time of King Saul: and Engastrimantic prophecy was
used in the days of Isaiah, if his famous passages be rightly
so interpreted”; and this mode of prediction was obtained
from “the Dead.” Engastrimancy, I imagine, contributed
to the sanctity of the Mes-Omphalus, and the geomantic
orifice of the earth was mystically what the navel of the dae
moniac pythonissa was said to be literally. These possessions
were all of daimonia or malignant ghosts: I know of no in
stance of diabolical possession, excepting that which is men

tioned by Saint Luke in his twenty-second chapter”, and it
is notable that the Accuser in a matter so vast and appalling
either could not or would not trust his servants.
The noblest efforts of daemoniacal vaticination seem to have

been geomantic. The Earth was the First Prophetess; from
her miraculous effata came the word Aio, I speak; and the
Roman god of oracular warnings”, Aius Locutius. Those
* The Hebrew prophets, like the heathen, sang their predictions; and

when the pythonissa ceased X62, #4-stpo, a race of prosaic prophets arose in
Israel; such as were John, Peter, and Paul.
” viii. v. 19. xxix. v. 4.
122 V.

3.

* Cic. Div. 1.45. Liv. 5, 50. Terra, Terror, Terreo.
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who sought the afflatus from below were wont to sleep upon
the bare earth, as Bellerophontes” or Nimrod himself is re
ported to have done in the Temple, and the like custom was
at Harma in Boeotia, where people went for the omphee of
Amphiaraus,
}

-

%50yly repuxayugyov dup;
‘Aguaro; diplyovolo papwyvuoy Augiaçaov”.
And Cham was so preeminently venerated as the ruler of the
darkness of the earth, that the Earth itself was known by
the undeclinable word Cham-Ai; the interpreters of Jupiter

Ammon who slept on the ground were the Cham-Ai-Eunai.
Antiquity was also described by another undeclined word,
IIax-A", the Land of the Palus or Phallus; from which Cush

the Giant father of the Pelasgi, and Mars, were called, not
without some tautology", Pal-Ai-Chthon.

When Homer

invokes the hexameter muse, it is from Ham her father that

she is to seek the spirit of song,

Twy AMOQEN ye Qaa, Svyarif Alos, Éite was july,
and He was Za Eus, the Unco Guid, in Heaven, but in Hades
ine was the Serpent Ham,
Kvrvos Zeus, Auuwy 3 dupi Gowro; 'Opig".
It was an original opinion and, I doubt not, a right one,
that the realms of Hades [as well the restless dwellings of
the unrighteous, as the Pleasure Garden” of hopeful ex
pectation, and lastly, the prison of those who went Alive into
the pit] were situate within the earth. But it was well un

derstood that Light was necessary to those regions, and that
being by their site impenetrable to the Supera Aurae they
must have an Aour of their own; Pluto thus boasts to his
ravished bride,
124 Pind. Ol. xiii. v. 107.
w

125 Nonn...L. 13. v. 68.

126 AEsch. Sup, and 7 v. Th.
*7 Antipat. Epigr.

* Luke 23. v. 43.
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sunt altera nobis

Sidera, sunt orbes alii, lumenque widebis
Purius, Elysiumque magis mirabere solem”;
and this is probably not untrue as to the charms of the

pleasure-garden, which is the waiting place of the thief and
such others as have found favour; but the light of Hades
was generally reckoned to be very inferior to that of Heaven,
and compared with That it was “not Light, but Darkness

visible.” Hence the word Ham-Aur the Fire or Light of
Ham; a word applied not to real darkness, but rather to
things visible and luminous, provided that their light be
faint, nebulous, and cheerless; and thus it is said of two

stars, positively bright, but in their degree of brightness
obscure and feeble,

#y623 dwavea "
'Eigtv ćywy parval.
The most remarkable passage to my purpose is where Dido
threatens to haunt AEneas,

sequar ATRIs ignibus absens,
Et cum frigida mors animä seduxerit artus
Omnibus umbra locis adero”;

and to this day the approach of any one of the shadowy citi
2ens of Hades is indicated, in vulgar belief, by a flame of lurid
complexion. When we recollect that the Aour, or Urim, was
the manifestation of God at the Cherubic Oracle, and that the

Magian haeresy was founded upon the same doctrine of God's
igneous presence, we shall understand that either by sorcery
129 Claudian. L. 2. C. 282.

130 Awaupor, ea. Hxios, pxo;, &#2, #Mriç, i.8wAw, etc. Scap. Lex. See cap.
Semiramis, sect. 4, near the end.
13. It was I believe the privilege of an Hero, Heroine, or Epicthonian

Semi-Deity, to have first a Body, secondly a Soul, which being divine was
removed into the Superior Aurae, and thirdly, a Shade which went down
into Hell; these two last are the &vros and the st8wNoy of Hercules; and
AEneas in like way describes his departed sire the hero-spouse of Venus,

Nequicquam cineres, umbraeque, animaque paternae, etc.
AEn. v. l. 81.
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or fraud the Ham-Aour was introduced into the shrines of

the apostates; probably by sorcery, since we know that the
Baalim were used to ignite the altars of Samaria in the time
of Elijah.

Setting out with Tri-Omph, and Tri-Amb, I have expa
tiated thus far upon Am-Ophi or Am-Phi, Ham the Serpent;
and will only further remark, that from the trifarious division

of the language in which his verses were delivered, the sup
posed trifid form of the Serpent's Tongue came into notice,
linguis micat ora trisulcis".
In Latin it has formed a verb, ambio, and in Greek this

famous preposition, expressing that which surrounds or com

prehends; a great attribute of the Circumambient Being
“who is not far from every one of us, for in Him we live and
move and have our being!”.” . . .
VII. Thus we find that Mer-Ope or the Cleaving of the

Tongue corresponds with the wanderings of Tri-Ops, Tri
Omph, or Tri-Amb, the God of speech tripartite; and so
modern analysis is confirmed by primitive tradition.
A fine enquiry remains for those who are competent to

pursue it, namely, which of the existing families of languages
is derived from the first 'Ov. For the maxim, 88sy yaf wat?”
Troisi 1", is very strong to show that the old language was re

tained by one of the three races of Noachidae, and only new

ones furnished to the two others. Adding two to one you Make
* Over the head of that fabulous king of Babel whom Apollonius of

Tyanae pretended to have visited, there were hung four golden birds, termed
by the Magi the Tongues of the Gods. They were for an admonition to the
king not to presume over much. Philostr. L. 1. c. 15. To make this
number the sacred dialect called of the Gods was probably superadded to the
Triad.

-

* Acts, c. 17. v. 27.

* Eternë God, that through thy purveance
Ledeth this world by certain governance,
In idle, as men sain, ye nothing make.
The Frankelein's Tale, v. 11177. ,
-
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Three; but in strictness you only make the number three,
the two new ones alone being really MADE. This is the reason.
why the same who was called Tri-Amb, The Three Voices
from God, was also called Di-Thyr-Amb, The Voices from
the Two Doors: because at the time of the iacchic or panic
flight a two-fold source of vocal inspiration was opened on the
people. Helena, who was the woman Merope and Queen of
the Confusion, among so many other mysterious attributes
was the owner of the Lamb with Two Tongues, to AyAwaa.oy
'Aévoy". In great likelihood we must find in this distinction
the cause for Homer's acknowledging only two Seirens, con
trary to all other traditions of eld,
Ngoy Xaig?voFiv.
The purpose for which the Demiurgic Spirit and the Spirit
of the Cloven Tongue descended upon Shinar, as declared by
the former", was to produce a dissonancy; and that end is
full and complete by the means above stated.
A desire has prevailed, I know not why, to show or rather
to assume that the Shemite language, and that particular
dialect of it which Moses brought out of Egypt, was that of

Adam. But it seems to be put forward in a superstitious
temper, and from a wish to show that the sacred books of
the Jacobite Heberidae were written in the same words of

which the first created man made use. But this wish, which
is not worthy to be called a pious one, is full of difficulties
and absurdities. 1st. The Old Language was not more the
Gift and miraculous Work of God than the New ones were;

but if possible somewhat less so, insomuch as the intellect of
the Nomenclator, Adam, was ancillary to that work. 2d. If
the dignity of Holy Writ needs to be delivered in the most
Ancient and [as we are also told] the most perfect of lan
guages, then the Archives of the Tabernacle were doubtless

134 Ptol. Heph. L. 4.
135 Gen. xi. v. 7.

r
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so composed. But by parity, at least, of reasoning, the works
of Christ's apostles must have been so likewise. But most of
these latter were certainly original in Greek and in a modern

degenerate dialect of the Homeric tongue. Our pious wish
then leads us to this absurdity, that Adam spoke, and partly

made, Two languages, the Mosaic Hebrew, and the Syrian
Greek.

-

To this we may add, that Both of these sacred volumes, in

whatever language written, Must have been in dialects widely
may unintelligibly deflected and changed from the original
stock; unless we are to believe that by a lasting miracle, un
supported either by scripture, or by profane tradition, or even
by any show of usefulness, the flux of human affairs was staid
on their account. Moses, to say nothing of the antediluvian

ages, wrote from about 850 to about 1450 years after the
flood; and if the longer term be not, as I confidently believe,
the true one, certainly every line I have written must fall to
the ground. But the shorter term is amply enough to break
a language into many dialects, the original form being extinct.
When but 700 years had past from the settling of the Romans
on the Tyber the language of their primitive poetry was un

intelligible; to whom ? to the people for purposes of con
versation? that were enough; but the greatest antiquarian
Greece or Rome ever saw, Terentius Varro, avows that he

cannot understand the poetry of his forefathers. Gothic,
though happily extant, is altogether dead; nay English, one

of its children, is also dead, and buried in the volumes of
Alfred and the Saxon chronicle, and even this monstrous
Anglo-Celto-Franco-Latino-Greek Chimaera, which antique

Conquest has begotten upon modern Pedantry, is widely re
moved from the strains of Chaucer. The sorry dialect of
Homer in which Paul and John poured forth their prophecies
is now no more: and grosser corruptions have disfigured the
Greek. Furthermore, there can be no question whether what

we call Hebrew was, from its sanctity, the proper medium of
Divine communications to Israel, for various chapters of Daniel,
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Nebuchadnezzar, and Ezra, are actually written in that which,
is now called Chaldee. The oldest scripture Hebrew, that of
Moses, is the Chaldee of Abraham's time [1300 years before
that of Nebuchadnezzar's which I have just mentioned] car
ried into Canaan, and thence transplanted into the learned
and populous land of Egypt, and brought back into Syria
after four hundred years. Abraham bequeathed his dialect
of Shem Eber to the twelve tribes of Ismael and the seven of

Keturah, and to the Edomite Isacidae, and no doubt it took a

different form from that of the Jacobite Egyptians of Goshen.
The wish to honour the language in which any part of the
Bible is written is a very gross superstition. The truth alone,
and not its vehicle, is venerable. If God were to give us those
truths by inward inspiration, without the use of any language
at all, they would not be the less so; and if the account given
by Moses of God's declaration touching the rainbow be, by
one word, more correct and true than that which was handed
down to Homer, by so much it is more venerable. If both
were known to be equally true and clear, there would be
nothing to chuse between them. These partialities for a
dialect, therefore, manifested by Jews, Church Fathers, and
now by Hutchinsonians, are not true religion, but a species of
creature-worship which we may term Glossolatry or Biblolatry.
A modern writer grossly addicted to this kind of superstition

has been led by it to inform us, that “it is absolutely neces
sary” for us to know that prior to this event [the confusion]

there was but one language and this was the Hebrew,” and in
another place to tell us of “the heathen mythology which
was founded on the Scriptures".” Of a truth this language

and these books must have been very early studied in countries
to which they were entirely strange, by Brahmens, Chinese,
Goths, Celts, Greeks, Tyrrhenes, and Romans; although,
until an advanced period of their history, the last mentioned
136 Bellamy's Ophion, p. 43.
137 Ib. p. 21.
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people were unacquainted with the neighbouring and sister

tongue of Hellas. In the same school we may learn that
“Apollo was one of the appellatives of Joshua”. Apollon

means to destroy, and Joshua was a destroyer;” and that
“the history of Samuel was also preserved in the mythology
under the name of Attis, whose mother they feign to have
conceived by taking the fruit of the pomegranate tree: she
had a son who was brought up by Phorbus, who being on the

eve of taking a wife was deprived of her by a fatal occurrence.
Soon after he emasculated himself under a pine tree”.” And
this, Oh tribus Anticyris caput insanabile, is the history of
Samuel ! The strange fable in Apuleius, regarding Cupid
and Psyche, describes the mystery of the Fall and Redemp
tion surely enough; but whence think you it came? It was
“taken from the Scripture account "1" Again, “Bacchus
had two mothers, so had Moses, his own mother and the

daughter of Pharaoh.” “Bacchus" had a great number of
women in his army; so had Moses in his journey to Canaan 1"
Such are the dreams of a true biblolater, to expatiate upon
which were “to waste criticism * upon unresisting imbecil
lity, upon faults too evident for detection, and too gross for

aggravation."
In truth, the original tongue may have been that whereof
the Jacobite and Chasdaean Hebrew are two dialects, or that

whereof Greek is one; but the fact of any given portion of
Scripture being penned in any one of those dialects, cannot
possibly raise even a presumption in favour of its parent
stock.

VIII. We are not informed of the system or principle upon

which the Trilinguar miracle was effected.
138
139
14
*
142

Bellamy Hist. All Rel. p. 101.
Ibid. p. 43.
Ibid. p. 109.
Ibid. p. 104.
Dr. Johnson upon Cymbeline.
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Either two completely new sets of roots were formed. Or,
the old ones underwent new combinations, so that what sound

meant the sense A in the Adamitish tongue, should mean B
and c respectively in the new ones; and such permutations,
again, might be arbitrary; or else either connected or op
posed in particular relations, but so as to be unintelligible in
speech, although offering an useful key to the learned and
studious.

After language had existed for more than six centuries,
among the Noachidae, divided in situation and soil, in trade
and occupations, as also in religious sects and superstitions,

whatever it retained in Noah's mouth of its prime analogy
must have fallen into great confusion, so that the motives for
any such orderly kind of confusion would not be great.
But we had better suppose that the Novelty of these modes
of speech was simple and absolute; for this reason, that if the
contrary were the case it is beyond the reach of analysis now
to prove it. As soon as the change was effected, the world
contained many ways of talking, namely two languages newly
given to two races out of Noah's three, and all the dialects
into which the old language retained by the third had broken

itself. Many nations of distinct families remained contiguous
to each other in Asia; the rest settled themselves about the

world; and they had no sooner done so, than trade and other
peaceful conversation took place among them, as also did war,

conquest, and above all captivity followed by domestic servi
tude.

In so much that one or two centuries could not have

elapsed from the miraculous period in question before each
tribe had borrowed words from its neighbour, taking them
sometimes in the same sense, and sometimes in a slightly,

and sometimes in a very, different sense. This deflexion of
words, from their rigid signification, was promoted exceed

ingly much, by the spirit of symbols and similitudes which
pervaded the religion and prophecies of the peoples, and from
thence came to be affected by them in all their compositions.
By these means I say each of the new tongues, and each of
K. K.
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the old one's dialects [unless indeed some one of these last
were kept by vigilance of superstition, like a vestal flame]
must have changed and impaired the form it then bore by
mutual permutation, at a period immensely older than philo
logical analysis can attain to : and it would be, as the matter
now strikes me, the height of rashness to say what affinity of

particular words now found in any two branches of two distinct
Babel tongues was part of their divine formation, and what
comes from subsequent imitation of and intermarriage with
each other.

But another cause will account for the early occurrence of
similar words in the same or similar senses. The old language
was held in high regard by the Meropes, on Three grounds
at least. 1st. As all things old are. 2dly. As having been
used by those persons, whom their perverse religion looked
upon as so many incarnations of the deity, the Aaiuoves of
the age of gold,

'Eaxoi Etx%viol, puxaxs; Sv%Twy dyflowray.
3d. Because that Tongue was of course the vehicle of all

the established scriptures, prophecies, hymns, and liturgies,
used in the elaborate haeresies of Babylon; and also in evoca
tions, exorcisms, and all their commerce real or imaginary

with the unclean spirits. For this last motive especially, the
tribes of the two Noëtic families, who had received new modes

of speech and become judicially oblivious of the old, would
lose little time in seeking to recover a knowledge of it by
learning, or at least so many of them as had sacerdotal func
tions and so much of it as appertained to those functions.
Just in the same way, a popish priest needs to know Latin
well that he may study the Vulgate, but the poorest and
most ignorant of the Roman pastors must be able to repeat
the mass and the other sacraments.

Therefore, even before

the gradual fusion of languages had proceeded far by means of
war or commerce, one language must have lent many phrases
to the Two others studiously and ex consulto. If it be true
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[as we have shown that there is no reason A Priori for it to

be false] that the discourse used by the descendants of Serug
and Nahor was not of the Adamitish stock, it follows to a

kind of certainty that they, who were of the pagan haeresy,
and “served other Gods”,” and if we may credit Jewish
tradition, were some of them, and especially Terah father of
Abraham, the very smiths that made their unlawful images,
had long ere the Patriarch went out from Ur of the Chaldees

seasoned it with a spice of the antique vocabulary. Of this
there is an instance in a word several times alluded to in these

pages, which expresses Fire or the Fiery Manifestation, and
in Hebrew is written with the vowel Aleph, the vowel or semi
vowel Wau or digamma, and the consonant Resh, aour, pro
nounced as I conceive nearly as Italians do the same word
when they apply it to the flame-coloured metal, auro. This

word is most ancient among the seed of Ham; it is the oug
avog of the Homeridae, and the verb urere of the Latins.

The second part of Aour-An, Heaven, or the Source of Coe
lestial Fire, the noun, en, an, or ain, is probably in the same
predicament, and likewise an Adamitish word occurring in
the name En-Och, the source of the Flood. The very few
who are acquainted with the remains of this language and are
at the same time free from any taint of prejudice and glossolatry
might, by comparing the Levitical writings with those of the
nations who worshipped the images which Abraham's father
made, discover many words connected with religion which are
common to the Shemite Nahoridae with nations of distinct

origin, and which must therefore have come in in the manner
above indicated. Of that sort maybe Iöna, Peleg, Eel, Berith
or Berout, and divers others: but I am ignorant of both the
£haldaean dialects of the bible. It is strange to hear the

vauntings of those who have made that their study, when it
is involved in so much obscurity that the very etymon of the

words often rests upon their etymology; for example, we all
* Josh. xxiv. v. 2.
# K 2
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know what a Boat means, but let it be Hebrew, and then it

shall be either a Diminution, a Cudgel, a Wager, or a Tooth,
as we may think best to fetch it from the verbal roots Bate,
Beat, Bet, or Bite; however, all these things are nearly as
different from a Boat as Mr. Bellamy's notion about King
Og being the “last of the apostates” is from the truth of
history.
In the very earliest times of the world a raging thirst for
knowledge upon the highest and abstrusest matters brought
sin and haeresy among men; and death also, but not until

after great longevity.

The acquirement of knowledge by

Adam and Eve must have excited great veneration for them

in all their posterity, and the compositions of them and of the
haeresiarch Cain, even if not written, could hardly where long
life made the steps of tradition so few be wholly forgotten at

the time of the flood; and Ham, to whose proficiency in the
wisdom of the Titans the world is exclusively indebted for
Babel and all the paganism with which it is now infested,
must have had his mind well stored with the compositions of
those who had known Adam if not of Adam himself.

We

know from apostolical authority that some authentic remains
of Enoch survived the Flood, of which they were a prediction,
having however, like most of the prophecies, an ulterior allu

sion to the judgments of those latter days, which shall be
“ as the days of Noë were.” There is therefore good reason
for thinking that many of the sacred words and phrases which
the Priests used in the united monarchy, and which were

preserved among the nations, were authentic specimens of the
language of Adam preserved from his own works and those of
his contemporaries. The attachment of the Heathens to the
original nomenclature is not only a matter of violent pre
sumption from the natural course of human affections, but one
of fact: when the Persians of AEschylus raised the ghost of

Darius it was by incantations in the Bar-Bar or Pan-AEolian
tongue,
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Baščata rapy?"
"Isvre; to IIzvalox away,

Avg6902 &ayuara,
of which phrases a sample is given,
BxAyy Afzaio; B2My”,
that is, King, Arkite King! If archaeus be in this place the
common word for ancient or primitive, the poet has fallen

into complete absurdity by offering it either as a barbarous

or a cabbalistic term: and that may not be imputed to a
writer of such severity. The passage does therefore prove
what Bryant and others have conjectured, that Archee means
the Ark, from which animated nature traces its second birth,

strictly, and A Beginning only parabolically; and the proof

is fortified by this, that the palace” of the Achaemenid King
was styled Ta A&sia, and that of the now Kings of Persia,
as I learn from an excellent view of that country, is the Ark".
The virtue of these sort of phrases was in their pure and un
changed antiquity, the preserving of which is one of the pre
cepts of Zoroaster,
-

-

144 V. 635.
145 V. 656.

146 Xen. Cyrop. L. 1. c. 2. s. 4.
147 Hadgi Baba, vol. 2. p. 289. The word is properly 'Apix", arix,
Arigos, Erech, Erac, Irac, Eric, and such is the name of Aricia (the
Temple and Grove of Diana Egeria founded by Orestes king of Irac) which,
as Cassius Hemina declared, was derived from that of one Archilochus

(Arichilochus) by whom the town was first built. Hemin, ap. Solin. Pol.
c. 2. p. 10. Salm. The Palace of the Great King having been from all

time the Theba, Archeum, or Ark, that is, the Great Ship, explains the
very strange fable which Maximus of Tyre gives us; that King AEetes had
a Great Ship, Baaixix, 'oxxz, in which there was a palace with many
chambers and baths, and courses or promenades, and gardens with various
fruits, and other luxuries; and the ship was covered with gaudy colours and
with gold and silver. But a storm arose which wrecked and shattered to

pieces the great ship, and drowned its foolish navigator. Diss. 1. c. 3. This
is a fine allegory of King Cush perishing in the very penetralia of his vain
glorious ark. The ship Argo which took his Baaixix oxxag came from the

Pelasgic Argos, which in the legend of King AEetes and Jason is called
Ia-Olcus, Jehovah's ship of burthen.
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'Ovowatz Baçëzga wrot axxa; *,
which makes it the more strange that even critics of the
German school should be satisfied with the vulgar sense of
AEolian, and interpret Panaiola, Altogether Various. For if
there be in this changeful world of ours any one thing whereof
it were mere nonsense to predicate Variety, it is of a set for
mula of words: and here we demonstrate, ad absurdum, what

we have often surmised touching the word Aiolian.

Panai

olian speech is that which the whole earth did once employ;
nor are the epithets Pas and Holos united in mere tautology,
but to differ the real Omniterraneans from those Pelasgians
who affected the name. Sappho the Aiolian had a friend,

Pamphylus, and her music was called alike ai-olian and pam
phylian, Omniterranean and Omnigentile”. The war of all

nations against Troy is, in the Sibylline poems, the pam
phylian war. Now we shall find that if certain very obsolete

expressions were panaeolian, certain others were also pam
phylian. Fulgentius, a Latin mythographer of the sixth
century, semibarbarous, but not therefore unlearned, has this
sentence, proctos Pamphylä linguà sordidus dicitur, sicut He
siodus in Bucolico carmine scribit dicens, PEP1grosis tu fulve
ulactis menes emorum, id est, sordidus uvarum bene calca

tarum sanguineo rore. It is plain that a Greek passage
written in Roman characters has been strangely mangled, but
so as to give it the shape of an hexameter. Gronovius has
found means to concoct the following verse,

Beijöz arx?vx's sugaxt's wives #ywgol",
which means that Grapes ripen when they are in season; an
undeniable truth, but onevmost completely irrelevant to the

latin text of the author. Thinking the fragment worthy of
consideration, I found the words were not only corrupted, but
* Orac. Mag. ed. Mattaire, p. 133.
"9 Phil. Ap. Tyan. 1, c. 16.
* Gron. in Steph. de Dodon. p. 297.
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inverted also, in order to keep the shape of an Hexameter;
and I subjoin their true order, in both characters, with a
translation,

P. epig.
Rosis ulactis tu fulve menes emorum.
-

tgoiro; #ralyst

Pakiy ####axósio 'EvêovXez Ayvo; #ywpov.
prelumque subactis
Jam sordens maturum Eubulea cogit abuvis.
The grammarian had confounded rox, a grape, with ros, dew.
From this precious remnant of the Bucolic [and therefore
probably genuine] works of Hesiod, we may collect that King
Proetus was a dirty fellow. But not so, exactly. Proitos,
was one Stained with the ros sanguineus of the grape or of
human veins, mystically the same, and his garments were like
him that treadeth in the wine-fat, and blood was sprinkled on
his garments and he stained all his raiment". This King

was therefore an High Priest of Expiation: and such we find
him ; for Hipponous, called also Bellerophontes, went to him,
as one legend hath it, to get absolution and purgation for his
soul;

'Irroyoos & Koguváros tou I'Xavnov row Xiavpov
"Iötoy xtalya; 33expov, etc.

'HASs waffaç%aouevo, #1; 'Agyos too; roy IIgotrow".
He is Cush, who listening to the foul charges of his concubine
Helen against Nimrod caused him to go forth from Babel,

but afterwards gave him plenary absolution when he wanted
his help in order to repel the Pelasgic Typhon. He was the
father of that race of women who [under Semiramis, Antiope,

or Helen] distracted the kingdom of Erac with their violent
ravings.
Proetides implèrunt falsis mugitibus auras.
" Isaiah lxiii. vs. 2 and 3.
152 Tz. Chil. vii. v. 811.

-
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Pausanias” mentions that, in the fabulous age of the Amy
thaonian Melampus, the affection called Mania fell upon the
Women of Argos, who left their homes and wandered about

the country: and at that time the Argive monarchy was split
asunder into Three Parts. But why is this most antique
word of religion to be pam-phylian P Did the shepherd of
Ascra fetch his words from the south coast of Asia Minor

above Cyprus? Assuredly, if he knew or had heard that such
a district existed, that was all. But Hesiod, the junior con
temporary of Homer himself, did here introduce a word of
that most sacred and primaeval dialect which Æschylus has
called panaeolian; and Homer*, That of the Gods. Gronovius

thinking of Cuma in Æolia says himself, that possibly Pam
phyla intelligi potest AEolica, but like all the rest of them he
never saw that the two were synonymous.

It did not suffice for the Persian priests to make use of the
Ancient or Ammonian tongue in preference to the vernacular
speech of the sons of Ashur, Elam, Aram, and Eber, of whom
the land was full: but it behoved them to retain the archaisms

of that very Ammonian tongue, instead of those moderner
forms which everchanging time had brought in. If we adored

St. Edward as our God, and if our superstition required us to
worship him in his own language, it would never be enough

to invoke him in what we call English; we must revert to the
dvowatz 32¢aga of old and pure Anglican speech. We are
told that the Gods said Myrina, Chalcis, Xanthus, Briareus,
Selenë, and men Batiea, Cymindis, Chamander, AEgaeon,
Menê.

But both of these sets belong, I conceive, to that

family of nations to which the Greeks belonged, namely the
Ammonian ; but the former were of older use and more

affected by the Cuthaean priesthood. The people of Elis were
Bagtagopavou", that is to say they were, in a manner, a
153 Corinth. c. 18. s. 4.

* The readers of Homer have long been offended by the corrupt line

Aires ày?”"ra was #3, but Hesychius tells us that &ga was Pamphylia"
for &y832. Iliad. L. xxii. 1.363.
* Hesych. Lex.

-
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nation of priests, and the religious games and festivals which

engrossed their whole policy kept up among them the Onomata
Barbara. Indeed I am fully persuaded that none but the
posterity of Ham ever inhabited Greece, that there is no sub
stantial difference between Iaon and Ion, and that two lan

guages did not obtain in that country in Homer's time like
our Norman and Saxon, the one being that of the Gods, Goths
or Theoi, and the other that of the Iapetidae. If that were
so, time and revolutions would not have failed to destroy the
aristocratic tongue and leave the vernacular, for such is the
order and course of human affairs. The English survives,
but slightly infected with French, and the romance of the
Gauls has not given way to the Teutonic of their long-haired
conquerors, neither have the Goths or Lombards been able to
supplant the language of Italy. Greek is the language of the
rudest of modern Greeks, and you may vainly seek for that of
the pretended Javanim.
IX. 'Oy, as distinguished from Triops or Merops, seems to
refer itself to the discourse of the unilinguar age, and this
may help us to understand the title of those tribes in Italy
who were called Opici or, contractedly, first Opsci and then
Osci”. The appellation is almost always given with respect
to the language of the people [as we say German, Irish, Bis
cayan of the peoples, Teutonic, Erse, Basque of their lan
guages], and so nearly corresponds with the force of Barbar
in Greek. Juvenal says of a learned lady,
Nec curanda viris Opicae castigat amicae
Verba.

Soloecismum liceat fecisse marito.

In fact they were thought to use the oldest and at one time
universal dialect; which was perhaps one instance of that
baneful error which would suppose rudeness and defectiveness

a proof of primity, whereas it is an incontestable mark of de
generacy; but still it could not have obtained reputation for
15, Sce Pomp, Fest, in Oscum and Ennius there cited.
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being the true opic dialect, if the whole linguar family to
which it belonged was of the new gift of tongues. But it
cannot be doubted that the old fashioned Opici used a mode
of Latin and Greek and came of the same stock.

-

In the chapter Babel we gave the reader to observe that
Barbar or Berber is a name of the Aethiopes or Eagle-spoken
Men, Scythians, or Cushim; and that, although latterly it
was much used for arrogant distinction, and negatively, yet it
was very long remembered that the proper use of that word
was for the sons of Cush, and not for the Celts or other such

nations. And it belonged more especially to the Kingdom of
Asia or Troy, which Horace denominates Barbary. But we
have seen that Barbar was said by the magi of Zoroaster with
respect to some antique vocabulary; and the only use of it by
Homer is to describe the dialect of a people,

Naarms 3 du Kagwy iyaaro Bag Sagopaywy.
The only others, that I know, who were properly

spoken, were the sanctified people of Elis,

Barlar.

HXi'a AIFAN

êvalov, and the Homeric for that nation is 'Etapoi, using the

language of Eve. Epea has always been understood for verse
delivered in the measure of six feet, and whoever wrote upon
mythical subjects in that measure was called an Epic. In
times exceedingly remote poems of other sorts were re
spectively an Iamb, a Di-thyr-amb, an Elegos, and a work in
prose was a Logos. Other titles, Syngraphee, Historia, Hy
pomnema, etc. are of moderner antiquity. I believe Epos was
so limited in its sense, and that if Homer had written his

dialogues in another measure, or in prose, he could not have

called them 'Erez Tragoevra. But again, what is written in
that measure does not obtain the name unless it be some

mystery of religious matters, or some narrative of the words
and actions of the Gods and the incarnate epichthonian heroes;
and the reason is this, that the Heroic Hexameter Tone was

not of human invention but was the rhythm of the infernal
powers in which all their prophecies were delivered, down to
the last period of real oracles. It was said to have been first
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employed by the Sibyl Phoemonoe of Delos” and by the
Pleiades. The Etymology of 'Ersfol, when the reader com
pares the name Epewhus with that of his father, and recollects
what we have already said of Pan-Ope and Galat-Ewha in s. 5,
will be more satisfactory,
ülog IIzvorspo; 'Etapo, "7.
Thus Opic is brought very close to Epic, and the Barbaro
phoni of Elis to the Opici of Campania. The nomenclature
used in Elis Diva was that of the Gods.

The children of Cush assumed to have the Voice of the
Eagle; to be the chosen descendants of the Gods, and the
most Ancient race of men; they assumed the title of Divi,
and called their nomenclature that of the Theoi, while on the

other hand they gave to their family name Cuth or Goth the
meaning of Deity. How could these pretensions have been
maintained had they been superseded and thrown back into
ignorance at the Confusion, while another race, that of Shem,
furnished a channel to the pure streams of Adamitish lore?
Or how could that race remain in mute and tame subserviency
with such pretensions and such advantages in its possession?

In truth, they all knew and admitted that all men came from
is Abdita quae senis fata canit pedibus. The perverted or Anti-Christ
scheme of divine redemption was the subject of these profane prophets who
at one while exhorted the Serpent-slayer to arise and be doing, and at others
exulted in his triumph and their own liberation. Hexameter . . . . . . Graecis
Deliacus a Phoemonoë, et Pythicus ab Apolline quem nymphae hoc versu

hortatae dicuntur at the time of his slaying Python. Atilius Fortunat. Putsch.
Gramm. p. 2691. Quum Apollo Pythona necasset, accolae primum timore
[liberati?] carmen heroicum hexametrum initio sex spondeis compositum
texuerunt. Diomed. de Orat. L. 3. p. 495. These accounts are substantially
true; but I will be in no hurry to believe that Helena and the others from
whom Homer imitated wrote all their lines thus,

Olli respondit rex Albai longai.

157 Iliad. 23. v. 665. Nonnus was acquainted with some sacred dialect called
the Panopëan, and which he specifies that the prophet Idmon did not speak;
Avais

Xàwy 'Ević

6vgaa, xz, a IIayonnièr: ©uyny,

Totoy 'nos way twoy &yngvysy &vásgwyo:
Dionys, L. 38. l. 36.
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one stock, and out of the Ark: therefore the words Ancients,

Earthborn, Autochthons, Primigenians and the like, have no
meaning, upon their own showing, except that they were de

positaries of the primaeval tongue and, through that, religion
and institutes; and were alone able to converse with the Dii
Manes in their own dialect.

The Egyptians affirmed [as we learn from the oldest writer
who treats of them] that the Phrygians were the primitive

people, because the Phrygian discourse was innate in man,
and an infant taught none other would utter it spontaneously.
Here is a confusion of ideas: language indeed was given to
the first human couple, but was afterwards enjoyed by tradi
tion, and children educated by mutes or deaf themselves are
unavoidably mute. But setting aside this absurd reason for
making Phrygian the aboriginal tongue, their testimony to
the fact is exceedingly grave: they had the ancientest learning,
and their knowledge of human affairs, as we see in the Timaeus
and Critias of Plato, went back before the flood: and they were
prone to vainglorious falsehood in all their own matters, which
gives them double weight when they step forward to assign
the palm, at their own expense, to an obscure people of the
lesser Asia with whom they had no dealings or connexion.
dat prisca vetustas”

Principium Phrygibus, nec Rex AEgyptius ultra
Restitit, humani postguam puer uberis expers
In Phrygiam primum laxavit murmura vocem.
Apuleius probably alludes to this when he writes, Me Primi
genii Phryges Pessinuntiam nominant Deûm Matrem”. In
the name of Pessinuns we have perhaps one of the oyouxta
6apčapa, and it strikingly resembles the odd word which
the latins give as the superlative of malus. Archaisms were

chiefly in religious terms, which is shown in the extraordinary
sets of words used for the two magic principles Good and Evil;
* Claudian in Eutr. L. 1. v. 251. Herodotus.

159 L. xi. p. 762.
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Bonus, Melior, Optimus.

Malus, peior, pessimus. Agathos,

Ameinon, Aristos. Cacos, Cheiron. Belteros or Beltion, Bel

tistos. The Phrygians seem to have been possessed of the
sacred language, for Dionysius, two centuries after the intro
duction of the Pessinuntian orgies to Rome, writes that a
Phrygian man and woman were employed to celebrate them.
We might expect to find Jupiter and the Jovis Fortuna Pri
migenia at the head of the primigenian race; and that ex
pectation is fulfilled, when we learn that Jupiter Pelops was
both a Barbar and a Phrygian,

'Agzzlov dyta IIaxotz, 32¢agov povya".
Jupiter Pelops is the infernal Ham whose tomb was an oracle,
and whose spirit was invoked by necromancers, to convey the
ghosts of the dead into their presence, by the names of Awhi
doneus, and Hermes Cthonius or Pompey; the dying Ajax
invites this Being to receive his soul,
xxxi, 3 dux
IIowravoy Ebuwy Żoviov", .
and so late as the dynasty of the Sassanid Kings of Iran those
invocations were used by which the Persians of Æschylus
roused the noble son of Hystaspes from his grave,
magico carmine rumpit humum

Ausus ab Elysiis Pompeium educere campis
Improbus infandā religione Sapor".
The Magic Song of Sapor was certainly the same in substance

and perhaps in words as the Baleen, Archaios Baleen; and
those words were not only addressed to Jupiter Pelops Ar
chaius the Phrygian, but we know from an author peculiarly
conversant with dialects that they were Phrygian words,

Baxxiv, Baatasus #vyari". There is a poem on record by
160 Sophocl. Fr. ap. J. Tz. Chil.
161 Soph. Aj. v. 844.
162 Catalect. Vet. Poet. cit. Wales, in Ammian. L. 18, c. 4.

1& Hesych. Lex. in Voce.
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Thymoetes, son of Laomedon and pupil of Linus, called "H
4avyia Troimals, doxaixws Ty re 3 axexrig was rous yeauuza'i
xena ausvo; ". But Laomedon is Ham, the father of Cush
or Priamus King of Asia. The oldest music, as well as Poesy,
was beyond all doubt religious; and of the four ancient moods
of music the Phrygian was the religious, ppvylov to #v6soy",
and in that mood only might the Dithyramb be composed".
I think I can also show that Phryx is an appellation of
Ham, and consequently that the nation so called are of his
race.

The French U or Latin Y is used in this word indif

ferently for 1, for they were either Phryges or Briges", and
the land of Troy was styled Brigia; insomuch that Phryx, a
Phrygian, and Phrix the Hero's name, are in effect but one
word. Athamas, Thaumas or Thammuz was Noah considered

as the daemon of chaotic darkness and mystical father of Iris
and Arca, when he made darkness his secret place, and his
pavilion round about him was dark waters and thick clouds
of the skies, on which account the apostate his son was revered
as Jupiter Nephel-Egeretas and He himself was made to be
the husband of Nephelee. By her he had Phrixus and Helle,
who traversed her pontus, the diluvial waters, on the back of
the Ram. But the Ram is well known to be the symbol of the
Ammonian Jove, and the ensign of the Persian Kings. Now
it is manifest from the narrative of Apollodorus that Phrixus
was himself the Ram of Helle *; and the connexion of his

name with the word povytz is made to appear in the same
chapter, where Ino in order to destroy him resolves toy rvpov
‘povyaty, y' 35 ppuyousyov, Tag Trupov; 38%uay &Twaies wapares
ax avačićg.

Hellen and Helle are the two sexual forms of

one name; and Frix was brother of Helle; but in Gothic
they were Friggon and Frigga; and these are titles of the
164 Diod. Sic. L. 3. c. 66.

165 Lucian. Herm. c. 1. Apul. Flor. L. 1. n. 4.

* Aristot. Rep. viii. c. 7, and see Plat. Rep. L. iii. p. 287. Bipont.
* Herod. vii. c. 73. Steph. Byz, in Briges.
168 L. J. c. 9. s. 4.
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Androgynous Jove. From the first, our word Hell for the
kingdom of Hades is derived, and also the college of geomantic
priests called Helli or Selli. We have identified two great
mysteries of fable, the league of Iäson against Aia of the
Scythians, and that of the Atreids against Ilion, to be a war
of the nations against the city of Bel in Shinar: and we have
noticed its betrayal by the lewd sorceress Helen Medea. Ilion
had a palladium which was a main object of the war, and con
sisted in the mortal remains of King Jupiter Pelops Aga
memnon Hercèus deposited in his tomb, in his temple, in the
Pergamus or @#10; IIvoyos. But the war of Aia was no less
directed towards the winning of a certain talisman or sacred
deposit: and that consisted in the remains, or precious fleece,
of the Ram Phrixus. In both legends, when the Whore had
perfidiously delivered up the reliques, the ends of the war
were attained. And thus we are brought round again to the

same point, that the arietine daemon Phrix and Pelops Phryx
are one and the same man and god, Ham.

I need not repeat

that Cadmus is Ham, and we find that the Palace of Ham was

the seat of government to the nations of the Phrygian Empire:
Me Gentes metuunt Phrygiae, me regia Cadmi
Sub dominā est 169,

saith Niobe the wife of Cush Amphion.
Phrygia is in its Etymon the land of Burning: and the
place above cited about Ino baking the wheat that it might
not grow, must remind all my readers of the Persic fable, that
the Deluge broke out from the oven of the Woman Zala
Cupha. It is evident that the Great Flood was, like the

Terrarum Inundatio by Joppa or Sodomitish Deluge, at
tended by fiery portents. “The Highest gave his voice, hail
and coals of Fire . . . Then the Channels of waters were seen;

and the foundations of the world were discovered,” even the

16. Ovid. Met. vi. v. 177.
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murky dwellings of Aidoneus by the trident of the earth
investing Shaker of the Earth. Phrygia is spoken of by poets
as a peculiar seat of the Deluge; as in this part of Nonnus,
What time did Pluvial Jupiter o'erwhelm 170

With flowing tides of rain the Phrygian realm.
The mountain oaks were hid, the thorny brow
Of arid cliffs did like a river flow,

The waters moved in darkness, by the swell
Shot from their bases stately mansions fell.
Then Phrygian Priasus went forth to roam
Resigning to the waves his ruined home, etc.
Nor did he return

till Jove relenting late
Allayed the tempest, and the waves of Fate,

And from dry Sipylus his stony head
Roll'd back the insurgent billows to their bed:
Them retrograde the Earthshaker did admit
Into the sea's unfathomable pit.
The author of the Sibylline verses makes the Phrygian Ida
the Ararat of Noah :

The Earth shall swim, the mountains, and the sky,

All shall be waves, in waves shall all things die,
And only Noé shall eschew their rage,
Stay the wild winds, and ope a second age.
Thou Phrygia first above the topmost line
Of ebbing waters to the sun shalt shine,
Yet thou the first from Heav'n shalt fall away
And God's own due to other phantoms pay.
Sweet sinful pleasures, unalloyed with fears!
But thou shalt find them after many years".

170 Nonn. Dion. L. 13. v. 522.

'7" Sibyll. L. 7 p. 348. ed. Opsop.
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And elsewhere in a more explicit manner, saying,
Warm with the sun and towering to the sky"
In fertile Phrygia stands a mountain high.
Ararat men call'd it, for 'twas safety's shore,
And it had seen their deep regrets before:
But now the stranded ark its summit bore.
And as the life-blood from the heart of man

Thence Marsyas, river huge, thine arteries ran.
The ancient poet who wrote the Phoronis speaks of the three
first Curetes or Idaean Dactyls, Shem, Japhet, and Ham, by
the names of Celmis, Damnameneus, and Acmon, and he terms

them 'I3210 povye; dy?gs; ”. Enoch was also a Phrygian.
At Iconium there lived for more than three hundred years one
Annacus, concerning whom it was foretold that when he died
all men would perish; whereat the Phrygians lamented loudly;
which gave rise to the phrase 'ET', 'Ayyaxa xxxiety. And some

time after, the deluge of Deucalion took place and all men did
perish". Suidas mentions that he was a King who reigned
before Deucalion, and prophesied of the flood, and made sup
plications together with the whole assembly of the people in
order to avert the same. The sojourn of Enoch was three
hundred and sixty-five years: and it is impossible to harbour
a doubt that he is here described. In Phrygia the same person
closed his earthly career, and was translated by his Faith,
'A Tror' avaišea Tavvum?st
Toy rotulov 2Axxxs.
This title Gany-Meedees means the Rejoicer in Wisdom, or

the Wisdom of Paradise; Tayos ", Xapuz: dro Be Kumploy
IIapadasa'og.
Thus it is evident that not only the heathens but even the

Christianising writers who compiled the Sibylline poems con
17°
173
'74
175

Sib. L. 1. p. 180.
Sch. in Ap. Rh. v. 1129.
Steph. Byz, Iconium.
Etym. Mag. in Voce.
L I,
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founded Phrygia with Armenia, and the imitative with the
original Ida. And certainly Armenia was the proper Phrygia,
because all the earth was alike covered with water, but the

volcanic eruption which submerged the Garden and the Sources
of the four Rivers was confined to that country. In seeking

to explain the principle of Homer's geographical mystery, I
did not meddle with the Asian half of the concern; nor is that

so easy, because if Greece be parcelled out, by analogy of geo
graphical position Asia hardly can be, inasmuch as Babel lies
very far to the south of Priam's kingdom, while its type,
Ilium on the Dardanelles, is in one of its most northern re
gions. This part of the aenigma I am unable to unfold, and
must leave to others. But I am satisfied that the Phrygia of
the Iliad is Armenia, the inhabitants of which, beginning by
that time to apostatize, and being in communication with
Nimrod at his new capital to the North, had furnished a con
tingent to Cush. Noah, Shem, and Japhet, were all either

dead or extremely old; all dead, if the 243d of the 3d Iliad be
genuine. This country was earliest peopled of any: it was
there that Noah before the flood first introduced the culture

of vineyards, and after it revived every sort of husbandry:
and being the oldest and best regulated of human settlements
it was also the most populous. When Cush beheld the vast
multitudes of the Panachaians assembled in the plains to
witness the tilting of Alexander and Menelaus, it reminded
him of the thickly-peopled vineyards of the Great Father;
'Hôn was pavy, £10.7%u%y autrexosagay

'Ev62 F100, TXslots; povyag, avapa; dioxorwAag.
'AXX #3’ di Togo, jazy, jool #Aixwire; 'Azzio. ".
These were in the region round about Erivan or Irivan; les
Armeniens tiennent par tradition que Noë planta la vigne
tout proche d'Irivan; il y en a même qui marquent l'endroit
à une petite lieue de la ville". Armenia being the parent
* Iliad. L. 3. v. 184. Helicopes, what? Tauriform, or Vacciform ?
'77 Chardin, Lettre xxiv. tom. 1. p. 81.
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country whose natives had spread themselves over all the then
inhabited earth, they were therefore Aiolo-Poli or Goers over
the whole Earth. This earliest of human settlements, or

rather the chief place thereof, is called in Æneas his spurious
oration to Achilles, Dardania, from Dardanus a title of Noah :
and AEneas, from being the Whanax or War King of those
mixt people in Shinar who were designated generally as Noa
chidae, was called King of the Dardanians: but the Armenian

capital is called by Homer in his catalogue Ascania, and the
most famous and eldest of the Eneade was Ascanius. These
circumstances lend to each other a mutual illustration.

Phrygia in Asia Minor was the northern and central part
of that peninsula, and some part of it was not very remote
from the coast which Homer had selected for his type of
Shinar or Babylonia: and consequently this maritime district
[of Mysia, or the pelasgic AEolia] came to be named the Addi
tional or Epictete Phrygia. By the Latin writers the King
dom of Priam and nation of the Troes were habitually called
Phrygia, and Phrygians, although there is no sanction what
ever for such a practice in the Homeric writings. But as
Homer used the name for Armenia, and Shinar or Troas was
the new and imitative Armenia, there was something like a
good reason for it. Upon the whole it can hardly be a matter
of doubt that the descendents of Cush, or at least of Ham, are

meant by the Primigenians. We have seen that Phrygia was
called aro row toy rvéoy powysty, from Ino baking the wheat:

now the word uttered by the Egyptian child which proved
the Phrygian to be the primary tongue was a name for Bread,
Bekos, and it would certainly appear as if it were formed from
our teutonic verb, I Bake; but I conceive it is an established

point that the Teutones or Goths are of the line of Cush.
X. Another argument may be had to show that the house
of Shem did not retain the speech of the Adamites. There is
a name of the anthropomorphous deity expressed in the three
I, L 2
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letters'7° 1 or Y, o, and Vau, Iow or Yow, IowHIs.

The no

minative does not occur unless in composition as 1U-PITER:
but the genitive sometimes obtained the power of a nominative,
as in Jovis Custos”.

This name the Greeks used to invoke

in their distress, crying 'Iow, 'Izv, and 'Iw, and from it the
names Iö, Iön, Iöne, Iaon, Iao, and Ioo were formed, as pro
bably was also that of Iauan or Iawhan son of Japhet. The
virgins who preserved the Fire of Westa were admitted into
the college by the High Priest in the name of Ioo, Sacerdotem
Westalem quae sacra faciat, quae Iöus siet . . . . capio". This

name was acknowledged for his own by that divine principle
or person who conversed with Moses: and after the Jews re
turned from their sojourn in Chaldaea, full of the pagan
mysteries and traditions, they revered it with the most gro
velling superstition. They deemed it a profane action to
utter this word, by which means they unavoidably lost, and
do not pretend to possess, the mode of pronouncing it. It
may without presumption be doubted whether they know how
to spell it. They superstitiously call it the Tetragrammaton:

that is the four letters; yet in our characters it is written
Jehovah. In theirs, it looks to eyes unversed in the more
hidden mysteries of hebrew orthography, like the name Iehu
or Yehu, which belonged to the Anointed King or symbolical
178 I need scarce remark upon the hideous barbarism which obtains in

modern pronunciation, that of putting double consonants in the place of
semi-vowels; so for Iésus or Yesus we see Dgesus, for Iäson or Yason,
Dgason. Likewise, for syluā or sylwha, we say sylbfa or somewhat nearly
as harsh.

I know it will be said that the Italians in their Giove, Giunone,

gia, etc. make some approach to our harshness of speech, but this I have no
wish to deny, for it is clear that the Italian tongues of old times were no
more the latin of the republic of letters, than the dialects of Nismes or Pi

cardy are the French of Racine and Fenelon. The barbarism I allude to
seems to be a remnant of ancient rusticity. A rustic accustomed to say

Dgovi and not Yovi would (if he wrote hexameters at all) have hardly ad
mitted that word, because the position of a vowel before it could hardly be
short. Fluwyorum rex Eridanus is harmonious, but fluvjorum is very much
otherwise,

179 Varro de L. L. L. 7.

1% Fab. Pict, ap. Aul. Gell. L. l. c. 12.
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messiah of Israel. Upon the whole they seem to know mar
vellously little about its pronouncing, spelling, or meaning.
The latter has been explained as denoting the Two Times,
and Existence or Eternity, I was, I will be, I am. But our
business requires us to look farther into this matter.
A Seed was promised to Eve who should perform the action
of the verb 'IAQ, I heal, I make sound; and when Cain was
born of her, she cried out in her joy, I have obtained the man

Jehovah himself. But contrary to her hope Cain became re
probate, and the seed could no longer be expected from him.
Abel died without seed. Seth, being born, opened a new
prospect of hope. It seems to have been then known and
understood that the Restorer should not be her own son, but

of her posterity: farther than that they were uninformed,
and being naturally eager for the fulfilment of a glorious

promise they, like the Thessalonians, “were soon shaken in
mind, and troubled, as that the day of Christ was at hand.”
In process of time their ardent wish was complete, and Seth
had a Son: “ and he called his name Enos : THEN began

men to call upon the name IEHou.” They fell into that fatal
error which is the basis of all paganism and the mystery of
Babel, the same which peopled the high places of the nations
with several false gods or anti-christs. They hailed the infant
seed of the woman as the man God and redeemer, and in so

doing they called on or [as some would have us to understand
it], profaned the name Jehovah. O >75 yayyx toy "Eva's,

QEON" xzi auroy Biz ruv agarmy auts wouléouavoy. To say
that on a particular event happening men used a specific name,
is in other words to say that they used it on account of that
event. But it beats my ingenuity to guess how the supposed

fulfilment, upon this occasion, of God's gracious promise to
Eve, could in any way connect itself with His Eternity, or
how it could render that attribute more conspicuous or that
epithet more appropriate. The word must have alluded to
* Mich. Glyc, Ann. P. 2. p. 121. Enos Arios Trogoy"pivszóa, browatt
88s. Leptogenesis cit, a Cedreno.
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the event. But if the Hebrews ignored the true meaning or
etymon of the word, it would seem to follow that it was no
word of their own, and consequently that the language of
Seth and Enos did not remain with them. However, we must

follow the history of this Appellative a little farther yet.
At the birth of Enos men BEGAN to call upon the name of
Jehovah, and by necessary inference they continued to do so
afterwards. But Enoch was cotemporary with Enos, during
the whole of his sublunary life, and could not be ignorant of
the name; and Noah was born only sixty-nine years after his
translation, and walked for exactly six hundred years with
Methuselah his son.

It would be therefore monstrous to

suppose that Noah, or the three sons of Noah, were ignorant
of the name which the deity received upon the birth of Enos:
and allowing amply for the changes effected by time even in
days of longevity, one would think that That Word at least
could never fall into entire desuetude.

However the Lord

informs us that to Abraham, the ninth from Shem, “by his
name Jehovah ** he was not known.”

Therefore it seems

that some event had intervened by which the most important
word in the language of Seth, Enoch, Noah, Japhet, Shem,
and Ham, had become unknown to one of the most eminent

and pious of Shem's descendants. But I can imagine no cir
cumstance to which this event can with any colour of reason
be referred; excepting the marvellous change of languages.
But if in that change the posterity of Eber lost even the name
of their Redeemer, it is clear that they did not retain the

primitive tongue. That was in the hands of the Babylonian
Cushim, who gave small encouragement to their dependents
the sons of Nahor to study the mysteries of the sacred lan
guage.
sound.

I have said that the word Iao is, I heal or make
In a pagan oracle the Power pretending to divine

"k announced himself as Iao in four hypostasies, according
to the four

seasons of the little year, but in agreement with
, s2, Exodus, vi. v. 3.
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certain epochs of the magnus annus or world; first, Winter
or Chaos, then Spring, Creation or Reproduction, Summer or
the Fullness of Glory, and Autumn or the treading of the
Mellow Vintage; which hypostasies were severally thought
to be humanized in Noah or Saturn, Ham, Hyperion or Jove,
Cush or Eélius, and Nimrod Adonis or the Mellow Mature
Jao 5

4%a'ao way travtwy UraToy @soy suusy 'Iaw”
Xaiwari way T''Ai},v, Aix 3 #iago; at Youavolo,

'Hexiov 3s Segsås, usroTwgs 3" 25boy 'law.
The Vintage was in those regions so distinguishing a feature
of the Autumn, that it was even called orwpa, and upon that
season falls the juicy ripeness of Iao, for such is the meaning
of 2:00; here. There flows in our veins a generous liquor
with which “Moses sprinkled all the people and the taber
nacles, and the vessels of the ministry, for by the Law” (both
of gentiles and Jews) “all things almost were purged with
blood.” And when Jesus took in his hand a goblet containing

the juice of the drago he was pleased to say, “This is my
blood of the new Covenant which is shed for many for the re
mission of sins,” strange words indeed, did they not relate to
a symbol known from the days of Noah. This was the medi
cine of the healer Iao, administered for outward ablution and

for physic; the vital panacea in AEsculapian Psychiatrics. It

is Life, but to drink of it as it flows from the living vintage
was forbidden to the sons of Noah, because, before the waters

of the flood had swept away the former race from their caedibus
et victú foedo, that patriarch under God's auspices had in
vented its sweeter and milder substitute. There are as all

know three vintages; that in which Iao himself was pressed
and yielded the panacea from his own veins; that which must
be trodden without the City, when the vine of the earth is
cast into the great wine-press; and lastly, when the God Iao
shall drink the new wine in the kingdom of his Father. To
*3 Orac. ap. Macr. Sat, L. 1. c. 18.
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the first of these vintages I conceive that the Autumnal Hao
mainly refers, but also to his judgments against the first Ba
bylon. If it be thought that the Autumnal Iao is identified
with the name unknown to Abraham only by a resemblance

of sound, and that (with our pronunciation and pretended
punctuation) a somewhat faint one, the doubt will be removed
by Diodorus” of Sicily, who says Moses the Jew gave out
his laws for an inspiration of the God who is called Iao. It
is farther notable in this Oracle that the Sum and Unity of
the godhead thus quadripartite is Iao, and the fourth or
autumnal hypostasy is again Iao; which admirably agrees
with the scriptural use of the tetragrammaton, which is re
peatedly applied to the latter person, Jehovah our righteous
ness; nor are instances said to be wanting where the double
application of the name occurs as in this oracle. V. Gen. c. 19.

v. 24. This leads me on to another very curious illustration.
Iao was the magnum incrementum of Jove (who is here made
the second form of the Supreme Iao), an alter ego sometimes

distinguished from and sometimes confounded with him, an
uncertainty which the reader must ere this have learned to
expect, and to rectify as it occurs, in the study of ancient
mythics. Iao was Autumn, Wine, the Blood and the Life;
but Jove was Eiar, the Spring; now, strange to tell, Eiar

also was the Blood or the Life, and to drink blood was to
drink Eiar; 'Eixg, digz Wv%. 'Exp, &lux, KvTaiol. "Eiago
T275, digoTorms. Hesychius. I have only to add, that the
use of the verb Iao for the expiation of divine wrath was a
known use; Pausanias for instance speaks of Pelops to Éti to
©% uyviya kāusyo; ". The God of the resurrection, whom
Socrates appealed to in the last words he spoke, was a doctor,
and Apis, son of Phoroneus, who liberated the Isle of Pelops

from the tyranny of the Dragon was also iaT&os rig".
w

* Bibl. L. 1. c. 94.
185 L. iv. c. 20. s. 8.

*6 Schol. Dion. Perieg. l. 415.
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XI. My opinion is that the language retained by the house
of Ham was that of Adam, only differing from it by that degree
of change which more than two thousand years must have
effected; which must have been considerable even when the

prolonged life of men made tradition easier and shorter.
This opinion naturally flows from those which have already
been intimated with respect to the dismemberment of the first
kingdom. Nimrod and his followers had abandoned Babylon,
and set up another kingdom to the north by east, perhaps one

hundred and seventy years before the miraculous disturbance
which caused that city to be nearly abandoned and its empire
broken up. It would also seem that the Ninevite adherents
of the old dynasty assisted in completing the ruin of the king
dom of Shinar, and recovered possession of the country so

called. As only two of the three races of men obtained new
languages, they only were in the strictest sense Meropians:
and accordingly we find that the Meropes were not all men,
but those who were opposed in war to Hercules and Telamon.
My supposition is powerfully confirmed by the great pre
tensions to antiquity of knowledge among those nations who
spoke the dialects of Ham. For the more civilized of them
never lost for a moment the full knowledge and understanding
of the oldest writings then extant, some of which were no
doubt older than the flood, in as much as three prophetic frag

ments" of that early date are preserved to us in holy writ.
Tradition does so universally bear witness to the preservation
of some antediluvian works that to doubt of it were impu
dence: and from what we can collect, it consisted of poetical
compositions [which the memory of the Arkite Judas would
carry, even if his father chucked the books overboard] and of

chronology, astronomy, and antediluvian geography, marked
around cylinders or columns, and highly interesting even to
the orthodox after the face of both heaven and earth had un

dergone such change. Such are the columns of Atlas, Hermes,
* Gen, c. iv. vs. 23, 24, c. v. v. 29. Jude, v. 14.
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Seth, and the celtic Guiddon, and from those same was the
Great Father invoked by Orpheus as the Circum-Columnar
Bacchus,

-

Kixx, Txw Baxxoy IIaşi-Kiowloy usivöwry",
who “ having travelled over the earth in his Cadmian house,
then only stopped, when he had caused to cease the violent
ebullitions of the Earth.” The prose writings of the Ne
philim being too heavy for the memory to carry did of course
in great measure perish: and it may be doubted if the apos
tates of the church of Ham had any prosaic compositions older
than his own.

These were the most famous archives of the

mysteries, and were celebrated as the books of Hermes, Thoth,
Cheiron, Lokemannus, and Dardanus.

Ham 189 was also the

second Ophion and the author of those seven volumes con
taining all the oracles of the destiny of the world, which Beroë
the foundress of the oldest city in the world was said to possess,
Tois Éy, Troix Ax tayra usu%usya Saggara xoaus

Teaguar Qolyposwt, yepwy #x26%ay 'Oploy”.
To the same family we must refer the learned columns of Seth
in the unknown land of Seriad, which the Hellenizing Jew
Joseph of Jotapata idly interprets as of Seth son of Adam.
But the Seth in question is Typhon", the founder of what
Dion Chrysostomus calls Typhon's Tower or the Tyrannic
High-Place, the Tyrannidis Fastigium ” in contumeliam

Creatoris a venatore incipiens. Typhon's name Seth is ex

plained by Plutarch Prevailing by Force, and is manifestly
that of Zethus the Forcible Tower-Builder. In the Tower
of Babel were deposited the columns of arkite lore, of which
* Hymn. 47. v. 1.

* John Cassian, a Scythian monk of the early part of the 4th century,
said, Cham filius Noë . . . . scelesta ac profana commenta diversorum me
tallorum laminis, quae scilicet aquarum inundatione corrumpi non possint,
et durissimis lapidibus insculpsit. Collat. 8. c. 21. cit: Bochart. Geogr.
Sacr. p. 231.
100 Nonn. Dion. L. 41. v. 350.

19 Plut. Is. and Os. p. 367, 376.
” Johan. Sarisb. Polycrat. L. 1. p. 12. Lugd. Bat. 1639.

-
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the most famous or perhaps the last survivor, was called that
of Acicharus; and escaped the ravages of Xerxes. An unwise
notion has obtained that prose composition was unknown till
a late period, say that of Halyattes and Cyaxares, nor used
before that time unless in Holy Writ. Pherecydes is pre
tended to have been the first who wrote the logos, or unmea

sured discourse: which makes it a good thing to know some
what about him. About the time of the pretended Pherecydes
imposture was rife: that obscure but important character, Py
thagoras, flourished: also Solon, Epimenides, Thales, Aristeas
of Proconnesus, and Onomacritus Orpheus. A revolution was

in progress, the tendency of which is not clearly understood:
nor is this my proper place for throwing light upon it: and
these people assumed ancient and sanctified names, and under
those names edited books which contained a great deal of an
cient matter. The name and writings we now speak of were
of that kind, and Phere-Cydes or the Giver of Glory is none
other than Hammonian Jove himself. Pherecydes the father
of prose was a Syrian, which some understand of the little isle
of Syra, but Lucian himself a learned Syrian makes him of
Syria. Eustathius” calls him a Babylonian, and St. Au
gustine an Assyrian *. His learning came from the folvixwy

aroxyvøa 816x12". By Isidore of Seville” he is named as
the first writer of Hexameters, and Origen" couples his
books with those of Linus, Musaeus, and Orpheus. He was
a prophet and a worker of miracles, and Isidore the Gnostic
expressly declared that he borrowed from the Prophecies of
Cham”. We learn that the possession of his dead body gave
victory to the Ionians of Ephesus; but another account is,
that he was killed by the Lacedaemonians, and that the Kings
of Sparta preserved his skin in obedience to an oracle. What

" In od. Av. v. 403.

. . .. . . . .

.

.

. .

. . ."

*

* Ep. 137.
* Suidas in Nomine.

* Orig. 1. 38.
* Contra Cels. 1. p. 14.

* Arévy & To Tng Texas Tsopmtata, 71 Unoffigy. Isid, ap. Clem. Alex.
Strom. L. vi.

-
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have we here, but the Hieromata of Jupiter Enwhalius, and
the bones of Pelops? Therefore to say, Pherecydes" was
the first prose writer, is but to say, the books of Cham are the
oldest on record. In Europe and Libya, which countries were
but colonies of the dispersed, prose fell into desuetude with
writing, for which their needy condition afforded neither edu
cation nor materials. The works of Pherecydes were upon
those subjects whereupon Ham's most interesting discourses
must have rolled, namely those before the flood and especially
the affairs of Eve and Ophion. Of these Hermetic writings

Babylonia, Egypt, Phoenicia, and perhaps India, were the chief
depositaries: to Egypt Moses was indebted for his learning:
nor do we know of any recondite lore among the sons of Shem.

The priesthood of the other nations might soon repossess them
selves of a certain number of dyopata 8x86ata to give a cha
racter of sanctity to their daemonolatrous liturgies; but it
must have been long ere those who underwent the miraculous
banishment, in the midst of terror, hardship, and famine, and
seeking their way through the rank luxuriance of the un
peopled diluvial mud, could recover the more abstruse learning
of a language to them dead; and when they had leisure and
means to turn their minds to it, the Ammonians were no

longer willing to part with it.

Even the sons of Ham, who

were dispersed, lost the learning of these archives in their
perilous flight to new countries; and Greece in vain sought,
in after times, to regain them from the jealousy of Babylon
and Memphis, whose colleges of priests could not indeed pro
duce them without exposing their own monstrous frauds and
fictions. The aboriginal learning remained with the Ammo
nian nations, who lay within the ancient boundaries of the
Nimrodian and Semiramian kingdoms, such as were Chaldaea

and Egypt, which latter country did at the time of the dis
persion [at latest] become separated from and independent of
* Silius Italicus styles the people of Puteoli in Magna Graecia Phere
cyadae, upon which place Drakenborch has written some astonishing non

sense: but the name is perhaps allied to the Ammonian title Pherecydes.
De B. P. L. xii. l. 159.
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the kingdom of Asia, so as in time even to shake off the geo
graphical name of Asia.
We have little to guide us in enquiring how our ancestors :
acquired the wonderful art of alphabetic writing. There is
no mention (so far as I know) in Scripture of its invention
by human wisdom at any time, and it seems to me the pro
babler opinion that it was given with language to them from
whom we all derive. As we are not told of God giving an

alphabet to Adam, so are we not told of several being given
to the Meropes, and I need not labour to show that any such
gift would be quite foreign to the avowed ends of the miracle
I speak of Therefore, after speech was trifarious, there was
one only mode of writing; with, of course, its local variations.
All the books extant at the time of the Confusion were written

in it: they were intelligible only to those who kept the old
tongue, though legible to all: and would therefore be for a
long time handled and perused by them alone. We must
therefore expect to find the alphabet referred to them, who
ever they were.
But we are told that Europe derives its writing from Cadam
or Cadmus, an Hermetic title of Cham, and perhaps the cor
rupted name of the patriarch himself. Cadmus was an Hermes

or Mercury, as appears from the story which occupies the first
book of the Dionysiacs; for that story has too much affinity
to that of the venerable Song of Thrym”, to doubt of their
original identity; and Cadmus agrees with Loke, the Hermes
Chthonius of the north. . This messenger God was called in
Germany and Egypt Theuth or Thoth, and unto him was this
invention ascribed, as we may see in a noble passage of the
Phaedrus of Plato”, where he is introduced communicating his
invention to king Thammuz (Noah), who commends the device
as a method of reminiscence, but severely condemns it as de

structive of the memory, and also as likely to breed vanity and
foolishness among men, who would get a dangerous smattering
200 V. Herbert's Icelandic Poetry.
* Plat. vol. x. ed. Bip. p. 380.
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of knowledge 82%ropol yeyoyors; dyr Topwy. In the first part

of this answer we have a profound and just observation. The
use of writing must have invalidated memory to such a degree
that its ancient powers would appear as miracles among us:
and a modern invention or practice, the making of complete
indexes, has perhaps made a still greater inroad upon that
important faculty and rendered the exercise of it among the
learned scarcely desirable, for authors surrounded with all the

mechanism of a library would rather be blamed for trusting
to their recollection. The learning of the Druids, which em
braced every manner of subject, was preserved memoriter; and
the commonest course of education received in their schools was

of twenty thousand verses. So the Pelasgi, unaccustomed to
letters and therefore ignorant of prose, preserved in an unim
paired nay rather an interpolated and prolonged form the great
Epics of Homer. The second part of Thammuz his answer

points clearly to a leading cause of apostacy and false wisdom

among the Gentiles, and to a dispute between him and the
rebel patriarch his son respecting the propriety of reviving
this art of the Nephilim, and with it their learning, errours,
and apostacy. The whole story shows that the ancient Egyp
tians connected writing with Noah and Ham: and if the pro

geny of Shem, not of Ham, had continued to talk as They did,
they surely, and not the Cushim and Misraim, would have
been the earliest depositaries of post-diluvian book learning.
Those obsolete characters in which Diodorus assures us that

the son of Laomedon wrote his Phrygian Poetry were called
indifferently Phoenician and Pelasgian. But the Pelasgi were
Cushim divided by faction from the body of their house: and
the Phoenicians and Philistines were also I believe of the

Scythian family, which led Herodotus into the errour of
giving to the Scythians from Upper Asia the miraculous” ha
* 1 Sam. c. 5. v. 6. They were indeed that very race of Cutheans who
revolted from Elulèus king of Tyre, in order to join those other Cutheans
whom Salmanasar settled in Galilee. Sidon, Arca, and Palaetyrus, were
parties to this revolt. Joseph. Ant, L. ix. ad finem.
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morrhage of the Philistines of Azotus. The letters of Ophion
were likewise, as we have seen, Phoenician; and were so called

because the earliest sacred compositions were written on the
Phoenix or palm tree by the Sibyllae; or else

leaves of the

from Phoenice the daughter of Actaeon”; but that is to the

same, for the daughters of Nimrod were of the Hierarchic
family. The great country between the Euphrates and Me
diterranean, Mount Taurus and Arabia or Egypt, called Syria
by the Greeks, was Aram with the Hebrews, because the people
of the race of Aram son of Shem were its oldest and chief in

habitants. I know not indeed that they ever gave to Aram
so large a sense as the Greeks did to Syria, including Phoenice,
Judaea, and the Philistines, but I apprehend that where Aram
was said in Hebrew or Syriac, it was invariably rendered Syria
by the Hellenists, as Aram Damasek, Syria of Damascus. The
coast of Phoenice was occupied by several lordly commonwealths

of Cushim who were entirely independent of the Aramaean na
tives of the country, and these last were as I suppose the Syro
Phoenicians.

The woman was “of Canaan *,” and she was

“ a Greek, a Syrophoenician” by nation.” Here seems con
fusion enough: but it may be thus explained, she was a native
of that country which bore the general name of Canaan, the

promised land; she was by religion of that class of Gentiles
who were distinguished from the Magi, as Hellenes; but by
nation or race she was an Aramid woman of Phoenice, Idumaeae

Syrophoenix incola portae. As you might say of a well known
Scotch nobleman who embraced Judaism, He was of England,
a Jew, a Scotchman by nation. It is my notion that the
Phoenician language, said to be so nearly akin to the Hebrew,

was that of the Aramaeans or Syro-Phoenices: and not of the
Tyrians and other noble tribes.
If we are satisfied that the Ammonian line, being the ear
203 Suidas in polyixnia.
204 Matt. c. xv. v. 22.
205 Mark c. vii. v. 26.
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liest depositaries of written learning and of the Cadmian letters,
and especially the Cushim, as being the sacerdotal and learned
caste among them, were those unto whom the original forms
of discourse remained, unaffected by the miracle of Babylon,
I still propose it as a pleasant research to those who profess
philology, to seek in which of the existing compositions of men
the nearest resemblance is to the language used by scholars in
the great capitals of Asia before the Confusion, and the least
degenerated into rudeness, or into that which is far worse
again, refinement and variety of foreign admixture. If there
are any writings now extant in the Ammonian tongue whereof
the history was carried back so far as to assure us of their

great antiquity, while the admirable genius displayed in every
part of their composition precluded the idea of their being

translated into any dialect different from the original, at the
same time that the free and desultory habits of the tribes
among which they were preserved exempted them from the

suspicion to which colleges of priests and all their proceedings
must ever be obnoxious; we might readily conjecture that in

those works, when corrected in their text and orthography by
wise and sharp criticism as occasion may need, we had the
oldest surviving specimen of a learned style. Wherever such
may be to be found, it is not difficult to show where they are
not; the sacred books of India have not been known to Euro

pean authors from the date of many centuries before Christ;
but only in the middle of the eighteenth century after his
birth, and from the epocha of their pretended composition the

country has suffered every sort of invasion and violent revolu
tion, with schismatic wars, in which whole castes of people
and sects of religion have been extirpated; and they come out
of the custody of a privileged generation of priests shamefully
addicted to fraud and deception. Although therefore there
be no doubt of the supreme antiquity of various matters which
the Brahmens have inserted in their books, it must always

remain very doubtful if they have not been rewritten and

much farther removed from the dialect of the originals than
the fables of Dryden from those of Chaucer. Especially,
being devoid of that excellence which stamps originality.
XII. I have discoursed thus at

length upon a subject which

the arrangement of this volume hath perhaps separated too far
from the kindred matter of the Populifugia, namely, the Division
of Language; an event which came directly from the Herme
neutic power of the offended Deity, in the kingdom of Phoro
nèus the proto-tyrant, and at the beginning of that series of

determinate periods, diversified by the number of nations,
tongues, and religions, which prophecy denominates the Times
of the Gentiles. Such as are curious in all, and more espe
cially in those enquiries to which holy writ hath not given
nor can human cunning discover any answer, will display their

vanity in seeking whether when the ethnical eras are full and
ended the unity of speech shall be brought back; and those
who shall wish to affirm the question, will not fail to notice

the Hermeneutic power which the Holy Ghost put in use
when he was sent to help the apostles, and the visible form
which He took upon himself in that circumstance. But
having no wish to publish any vain guesses upon those pages
of the book which are sealed in complete and utter silence
until the end, I shall merely cite upon this subject what
Plutarch relates of the opinions of the Magians in his day.
It seems that they still asserted to their spirit Areimanius
the rank and dignity of God; but they admitted that there
was a praedestinated time when Areimanius should perish in
the famine and pestilence with which he himself should have

filled the world; and after that time they expected, saith
Plutarch”, that all the rough things of the world should be

made smooth, and that there should arise ux toxirsia avágai
Twy waxativy, xxi duo'yawaawy drawrwy, one blessed common
wealth and one tongue.
* Plut. de Is, et Os. p. 370. Xyland.
M. M.

HOME R.

In years he seemed, but not impaired by years.

I. The name of the Poet has never had any thing like a
satisfactory explanation. It has been rendered, an hostage,

dro Tov wasvaal, in which I can see nothing at all probable;
and again, blind, from 'Ounfo, said to have that force in one
of the Greek dialects, but I rather conceive that the blindness
of this ever memorable man gave it that force.
Hom-Eer signifies the poet of the Land of Eer. Man was

androgynous in his
rds
the first man and woman,
essential nature, and afterwa
was named Adam, by which we are told by the learned we are

made out of the earth, and the first man

to understand the Earth. We find the same connexion of the

two notions in Latin, homo, and humus, which are brought

somewhat closer by the adjective form of homo being humanus.
It has already been made manifest to the reader that the sub
stracted rib of the false Man God was described as the shoulder
of Jove or Pelops, and that shoulder was the false Woman
Goddess, who upon grounds heretofore alluded to was revered
as the Earth, or Magna Mater, and for this reason did the
Latins call the shoulder Hom-Eros, The Earth which is Love.

'Ego; is pamphylian for love, though #ws was afterwards used
in Greek.

But if Hom be fairly significant of the earth, we may be
asked, who or what is Eer? I answer that Eer is a name

given to Noah as the Beginner of Time, and borne by his
successors the Catholic or Omniterranean Kings until the
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division of nations. Clement of Alexandria" says that Eer or
Heer the Armenian is Zoroaster: and Arnobius expresses
himself thus sarcastically, Age nunc veniat quis super igneam
zonam Magus interiori aborbe, Zoroastres [Hermippout assen
tiamur auctori]. Bactrianus, et ille conveniat cujus Ctesias res
gestas historiarum exponit in primo”, Armenius Hostanis

nepos, et familiaris Pamphylus Cyri. All this relates to one
Eer the son of the Armenian, and by nation a Pamphylian,
of whom Plato speaks in his commonwealth. He fell in battle,
and on the tenth day afterwards his body was found fresh,
though the rest were corrupt; and on the twelfth he was
taken home for sepulture; but when placed on the funeral
pyre he came to life again. Then he related that which he
had seen; namely, that there are two chasms, one leading

into earth, and the other into heaven, opposite to each other,
between which in a spacious plain sate the Judges of the

dead. The spirits of the just were sent through the right
hand chasm, upwards, towards heaven, and the unjust to the
left and downwards, each to receive the due reward of their

actions. They alternately ascended and descended, taking a
period of rest in the intermediate plains. Eer related that,
when in the regions of the dead, he heard that Ardiaeus the
Great, who had been Tyrant of Pamphylia about a thousand
years before, was not permitted to approach that plain; but
whensoever He and certain other tyrants attempted to ascend
the chasm, it uttered a bellowing sound, upon which some
fierce and fiery men dragged them back into Tartarus. This
Ardiaeus had murdered his aged father, and his elder brother,
and had committed other impieties.
Those, he said, who after having had their seven days' rest
upon the plain, ascend to Heaven, behold a pillar of iridescent
light, to the summit of which the chains which uphold the
Heavens are attached. Upon that same summit is the ada
* Strohm. L. 5.

* Arnob. L. J. c. 52, ed. Orell. p. 35.
M M 2 .
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mantine distaff of Necessity. Its whirl consists of eight con
centric spheres whereof the seven interior revolve contrary-wise
to the eighth. On each of the spheres sits a Seiren singing in

concord with the seven others, and at equal distances sit the
Three Fates, Lachesis, Clotho, and Atropos, daughters of
Necessity, singing distributively of the Things Past, the

Things which Are, and the Things Future, to the music
of the Seirens.

Lachesis orders the souls of mortals about to live again
freely to choose their own Aaiuwy or Fortune; and in this
place Eer doth in some wise assert the responsibility and moral
freedom of man against the impious dogmas of the supralap

sarian Calvinists, using these words, 'Agat, 3a offeatorov . . . .
a Tia #xoweva, @80s & avatios. The Mortals choose in turns,
by lot, from an assortment of all manner of lives and fortunes,

and in that deliberate choice is 6 was xivövvos rig dyffewrø.
He who chooses Tyranny, or any other object of inordinate
desire, will pay thereafter the penalty of his ill choice. We
are told that Ulysses made choice of a private life, which he
found neglected by others. After each had chosen, Lachesis

appointed him a guardian genius, 8xtuwy puxa£, to carry his
choice into effect. This done, they go into the barren and
arid Lethaean plain, and drink of the waters of Amelees the
oblivious river. Some being imprudent would drink too much;

but he, Eer, was forbidden to drink any ”.
It cannot be doubted that these pretended revelations of the
twice-born Eer belong to the Hermetic or Ophionian writings,
and that the author had been nibbling at the fruit of the for
bidden tree. They contain an attempt to explain the in
equality of the circumstances in which men are placed by
nature, and which seem to have some influence over their

moral conduct; and they imply the famous doctrine that all
knowledge is reminiscence, which the senses and outward
stimulants do but call into action.

If the soul hath drunk
*

3 Plut. Rep. I. x. ad finem,
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too largely of Lethaean water its knowledge is forgotten be
yond all power of recollection, and the provocatives of expe
rience are unable to revive it; and such a soul is what we
term a natural ideot. We furthermore find that certain over

weening men were exempted from the general condition of the
dead and from the purgation of souls, and were kept as pri
soners in the pit of Tartarus. These are the Titans, or they
who were disobedient in the days of Noé, and descended alive
into the abyss when all other flesh died. Their Chief, Ardi
aeus, who murdered an aged man and a young man, is Lamech
the last of the Cainite Haeresiarchs, upon whom with his three

sons and his daughter the earth closed at the breaking out of
the flood.

Having a foreknowledge of his fate, and that he

should live at least until the Preacher came to visit the Prison,

he shuddered at this horrible longevity, and said, If the life
of Cain my progenitor was guarded by a sevenfold guarantee,
surely mine is seventy times sevenfold. Lamech is the King
of the Earth whom the witch Erichtho invokes in the first of

her sublime and very curious incantations, who although num
bered among the daemon Gods, is tormented by the prospect
of a long protracted life,
Eumenides, Stygiumque nefas, Poenaeque nocentum,
Et Chaos innumeros avidum confundere mundos,

Et Rector Terrae quem longa in saecula torquet"
Mors dilata Deum !

Eer we find is Zoroaster, a name applicable to Five Persons,
Noah, Ham, Cush, Nimrod (the Hades, Zeus, Helius, and Iao
of the oracle), and after long interval to Hostanes or else to
Hystaspes the father of Darius. Cush Perse vocitavere Zo
roastrem, says Gregory of Tours. But the Eer of Plato is
the fourth, Nimrod, for very clear reasons. He fell in battle,

and was a Pam-Phylian or Omni-Gentile hero, but he was
not an Armenian, only the son of an Armenian: now the three
4 Lucan. vi. v. 697,
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first Zoroasters were all Armenians by birth, and Nimrod was

born after the migration of the people under his father. His
reviving upon the funeral pyre is the fable of the bird Phoenix,
and of the Memnonian Hawk: and the same is to be found in

the legend of the imaginary bird Horion or Orion, who is ac
cording to AElian a native of India and superior to the Seirens
in song, and especially the Hymenaeal. Concerning him Nonnus

hath a passage in his tawdry style,
'Hø waxia rayssagiy #7 &ngswovergiy asidal'
'Qgivy yxvkvs devis wouo; #upgovi wuxvø.

'Ov way avaxess Zsóvø13, avy%20; avg?
"ruvotoxwy Treavywy &v=uwösa goléoy ixxxwy,
'AX%a Topols arouarsgat usAlteral, 6ix ris dyng.
Where from the topmost honeydripping spray,

Sweet bird, Orion pours his meaning lay.
Not careless he to breezy Zephyr flings
His notes, with concert kept of rustling wings,
But human-minded and with wisdom sings.
The followers of Memnon were called Indi and Phoenices, and
the Indian and Phoenician bird are symbols of that king's
prophetic spirit. When Cyrus lived many ancient names
were revived, that of Zoroaster in Hystaspes, that of Solon,
Orpheus, etc. in the persons of a variety of Greeks, and the
title Cyrus itself was one of his ancestor Perses or Nimrod
the Shepherd King, whose throne he restored in Asia; and
their two histories were by reason of this common title en

tirely confounded by Herodotus. The same causes led Ctesias
to place Armenius and Pamphylus in the days of Cyrus.
Eer is a word indicative of Early or Beginning Time,
whether it be the Opening of a Mundane Cycle, the Spring

of an Year, or The Morning of a Day. Its antique form is
Wheår, sometimes however contracted for metre's or pronun
5 Dion. L. 26. v. 201.
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ciation's sake into Wheer. When the digamma was lost it
became in some dialects Eiar, and in the Attic which Plato

used Eer. Saturn was called Cronus because Time begun
with him, and the same personage was Wheer for the very
like reason;

Haud alios primâ nascentis origine mundi
Illuxisse dies aliumve habuisse tenorem

Crediderim. Wheer illuderat, Wheer omnis agebat
Orbis, et hibernis parcebant flatibus Euri.
The First Man in each world was named Protogonus, and he
is invoked by Orpheus as the father of both gods and men,
who wandered over the whole world, and was born out of the

mystic egg.
IIgwToyoyoy x2Aew 3,007, Wayay, 21%07%ayxroy",
'Qoyay, Xtvasyaiy dya XXowavoy Trepwysogy,

TavgwToy, yayaqiy u%xagwy Sv%rwy T’ av% wwww.
XTeguz woxvuv, Troy, Toxvogyov, 'HPIKEIIAION,
'A' Toy, xov?ioy, fol{WToga, Tau-pass #yos.

'Ozawy is axorosaray &r pavewaas uxxy
IIayr, 3.7%al; Tréguywy Éirals warz Roquoy,

Azurgoy &ywy 22, &voy, 29 # as Farra wixxyzw,
'Hös IIginov avaxto, xxi Avravyy #Aixwrov.
'AXA2 waxag Toxvu%T. Toxvatoga, Saiya yay,6ws
'E; Taxarmy 2%iyy 77'0AUTouxi Aoy døytopavtzis.
This address is evidently to Noah, for Priapus is the title of
that Deity when resupine in his tent and disturbed by feverish

slumber. The same Protogonus is elsewhere addressed by the
style of Bacchus Trietericus, Lenaeus, Eubuleus, Pyrisporus,
etc.

-

-

II' wroyov Høixerxis, Qawy rarep #3e was ji=7.
And there is yet another more curious passage, where Proto
6 Orph. H. 5.
7 Orph. H. 51.
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gonus Eericepacus is said to have yawned portentously and
swallowed all things into his belly, and then to have been im

pregnated with the fullness of the godhead, so that all things
were recreated within him.

'Qs Tore IIowToyoyoto Xavoy wavo; 'Heizerais"
Twy Tavrwy deux; #1%ay #4, #y yarragi koix?
M%a 3 &ois usAssoa, Qas Buvauv rá was 3.xxyy
Tsvaxa avy rig wavro Aio; taxiw #vro; #rvX57.
This is the same character who

in the Hymns is thus invoked,

IIaupays, IIzvyevatof. 'Hei-Katalog is compounded of the

name of Eer the Armenian, and the Ark his Receptacle. Its
latter part is from the verb capo, capio, cepio, or cipio, I re
ceive, which is in Greek xarw, I eat.

From this power of

Capacity come many words, as capis, capa, cupa, axxpos,
oxvpos, xvraxxov, a cap, a cup, I keep. The vessels which
contain liquid and those which cover the Head are well known

symbols of the Ark; it was the goblet of Hercules in which
Helius sailed through the ocean of night, as Stesichorus sung
'Axios 3 "fregioviðas AEIIAX #yxaretaive Xguasov
'Opéa 31''Oxsavolo regara
'H3 &pix,6' isga; ār, Seyāsa Nuxro; #psuwns,
and was likewise the Helmet of the Invisible or of Awhides,
and the Cap in which Eric the fabled founder of the Swedes

chained up the Winds. Typhon shut up Osiris in an Ark
and set him afloat, and he was drifted to the port of Byblus,
and landed under the shade of the shrub erica” which effectu

ally concealed him: but I have long ago explained that Eric,
Erech, and Irac, are the same words as arik or ark; so that
Eric's Cap is nothing but the Ark of the common founder of
the Swedes and all other men.

But not the covering only of

the Head, but the Head itself was a symbol of the Ark; of

* Frag, ap. Procl. in Tim. Herman, p. 468.
* Plut. Is. et Os. p. 357.
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which we have one memorable instance in the floating head
of Orpheus, which was borne over what Lucian calls the
Black Sea unto Lesbos ", and upon the spot where it rested
a Temple was erected to Bacchus; and this leads me to an

instance of the word Cep, as in Eeri-Cepaeus. Cep-Hal or the
Marine Receptacle is an Head. The three brothers who rode
in the Ark were celebrated by the mystics as the Three Ca
beiri: but Cab-Eir is exactly the same thing as Eeri-Cep, Eer
and Eir, Cab and Cep, being but slightly various forms. I was
led to a true perception of the word 'Heixenzio; by considering
the name of a town upon the Maeotic swamp, Panticapaeum:
which last I can by no means doubt to mean The town of the
Panti-Capa or Arca Omnium Capax. It was the European
capital of Mithridates, and consisted of a conical hill or Aopo; "
with habitations built round it in a circle of twenty stadia.
So Eeri-Cepaeus means the god of the Vernal or Primaeval
Receptacle, and has only by inference and not literally the
sense imputed to it by John Malalas”, of Zwoãorp. In the
fragment of Orpheus last above cited we find the Eerikepaian
god swallowing up all things in order to their regeneration,
which leads me to remark upon a circumstance in the Heathen
mysteries of the Ark. At the time of the flood all living
things perished, and were absorbed into the abysses of the
Earth by the subsiding waters, but individuals were received
into the chambers of the Ark that their respective races might
not be abolished: therefore there were two Arks, the Earth

or Great Ark, and the Kiboton or Lesser Ark, the former of
which received into her womb all things in specie and the
latter all things in kind. Hence was king Hades denomi
nated Polyarchus or the Great Ark. And there was another
approximation yet more suitable to the genius of the Mystics,
that into each of these respectively a Daemon King descended

"Advers. Indoct. c. 11. v. Myrsilum ap. Antig. Caryst. c. 5.
"Strabo, L. vii. p. 448.

” W. J. Mal emend a Bentley in Epist, ad Millium.
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alive with a triad of Cabeirs or Corybants his Sons, namely,
Noah and the Three Noachidae, and Lamech and the Three

Lamechidae. Eeri-Kep-Aius would therefore be more com
pletely rendered, Belonging to the Earth the Primaeval Re
ceptacle; according to which notion Bacchus the Planter of

the Vine was invoked by AEschylus, cited by Macrobius in his
Saturnals”, as Kaš-'Aio; 5 Mayris. Hence also the mysta
gogue Cabarnus, the Ark of the Lamb, and mount Caf the
centre of the world.

Eerigona” was the daughter of Icarius who introduced wine
and the worship of Bacchus, and was killed by the people, who
thought he had poisoned them with the new liquor; and upon
the loss of her father she hanged herself. Her death was ex
piated or commemorated by the ceremony of oscillation,
Oscilla ex altâ suspendunt mollia pint ;
the oscilla were either “little halters or nooses”, or as others

more probably say “little human figures.” Erigona is the
constellation Virgo, and she had a famous bitch Maira who
was constellated as Seirius or Canicula": but we may learn
from Nonnus that Maira was not only a bitch the daughter
of Mercury, but also the Lady to whom that symbol belonged,
xal joxt yairovo; d. Nums

Bavao Eguayevsia www #Wuxero Magn: ".
Helen was the Caniform or Cynopid heroine, and the Queen
Bee from whom the Dog Seirius was named: and she was
that Isis whose spirit resided in the Dog Star. She is said
to have died as Eerigona did, and their identity cannot well
be doubted, although the name Icarius is borrowed from the
history of Penelope. If any one admires why so great an
harlot should be placed in the sphere as Virgo, he should re
13 L. l. c. 18.

14 Apollod. Bibl. L. 3. c. 14. s. 7.
is Hyg. Fab. 130.
16 Nonn, Dion. L., 43.
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member that she was the Mother of Antichrist, and her won
derful impregnation (as it was pretended) by the spirit of
Ammonian Jove did not deprive her of the title of a Virgin
Mother,

K#vye ās IIzt'svi/w 'O?iva xoxtrols.

But Eerigona is only a more modern way of saying that name
which our poet called Wheeri-Genèa, the Red Idaean Dactyl
and Goddess of Recommencing Time:
'Auo; 3 F#1 yeys' igzy, "Poê03xxtuxo, 'Hog 17:
and we have noticed that Helena was known to the Grecian
fablers as Aurora the Concubine of the superannuate Tithonus,
and mother of Memnon the stratarch of the Cushim.

With

this developement I leave my Etymology to the reader; and
I conclude that the Poet, whose real name is irrecoverably
lost, was called by the admiring nations in after ages the
Bard Hom-Eer or Of the Land of Eer.

But what is the land of Eer and of Aurora his daughter?
What is the land of the Beginning of Time? It is surely
that which the Noachidae inhabited together during their first
great settlement, while yet undivided: that is the Kingdom
of Shinar. For this had eclipsed by its splendour the recol

lections of primitive Armenia, had become in its turn the
head-quarter of the Omnigentiles, and its High Place was a
type of the Armenian Mount of Salvation. I have formerly
shown that Ai-Aia, the Land of Lands, the fortunate isle of

Circe and Eeos Eerigenèa, was the capital seat of the Scy

thian or Cytaean realm *, and the same as Ilion the Therapna
of Helen, upon which the first rays of the rising sun were said
* Od. 2. v. 1. jiy Tw'Hit yswywuryn.

Eustath.

18 Aia was the Earth, or Aiolian Empire: Aiaia was the Isle of Shinar,
and so in the Scytho-Colchic kingdom of Medea, Aia was the whole realm,
and Aiaia was an island in the river wherein the palladium or fleece was
deposited. Vide Apoll. Argon. L. 3. v. 1093. et schol. ib. At Colchi there
was a great plain called the Circeium, where stood the towers of Æetes and
the Forest of Mars, Apoll. Argon. L. 1. v. 400, ets.
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to fall. This I evinced from several most striking passages of
Homer, Euripides, and Orpheus; and it was at the same time

observed that Merops the Titan, King of Eastern AEthiopia,
resided in a place called Eeos or Aurora, upon which the sun
poured his earliest morning rays and where he stabled his
horses at night. We will now have that precious fragment
more at length. Euripides said that Clymena was married
Msgow. Tws 8' dwaxt, yng",
"Hy #x raßgittwy &guaray rewry 26ova
"HX10; aviazwy Xava & GaAAs pXoyi,

Kaxão" 3 &vriyy ystroys; usXauteorol
'Ew pasyvay j}\la S' twootages.
But the King of Eastern Cush, the divider of tongues, beyond
a doubt resided at Babylon: and it further appears from the
same geographer who gives these lines, that Hipparchus and
Eratosthenes used the meridian of that city to compute the
longitudes of places. The poet Nonnus says that the books
of Ophion contain this Secret, which was the Oldest of Cities?
and he there mentions the City of Aurora and also the Age
or Time of Aurora.

'Eit gy Agxaði, Teoreg, taxey, IIOAIX HOTX”;
Xaçòlas #1 yeyaagi Traxairspai, #1 Be xzi avt,
Taporos daubousy, Trewrottoxi; # 35 Tig axx,
'Our #3x7" Xpovios de Triva; Taos Travra 3.32a wai,
Tig Tporsp, 6xxsºngs, ris &rAero XTTXPONOX HOTX.
The poet names four competitresses for the priority, adding

that he knows of no other candidates, and then although

any

one would think the City of Eeos belonged to the time of

Eeos he gives it in favour of Beroe or Beryth, in conformity
with the Phoenician part of his legendary materials: for his

work is Indo-Phoenician. Bating the error or vanity of these
* Ap. Strab. Geogr. L. 1. p. 49. Oxon.
* Dionys. L. 41. v. 354.
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*

Phoenicians in appropriating the matter to their own country,
this is all very plain. Four cities, Aurora or Babel, the
Hebdomad of Eerigenèa”, Erech, Accad, and Calneh, of
which the foundation for obvious reasons was nearly synchro
nical, disputed the palm of antiquity: but, say the Ophionian

books, there was one older than all, built by the Great Father,
when

arw'IA10; it?
'Ew Trebig reroxiso IIoxi; Magotwy’Av%wwwy,
either Erivan, or Nak-Sivan [the Navistitium], as the Ar
menians diversely relate”, in which he consecrated the Re

liques of the Ocean to Baal Beryth, the Lord of the Covenant.
So the town of Aurora is not so old as the time of Aurora,

nay that time is as old as the World itself,

IIgwrotay's Begon Taxa avyxpovos jaixi x2ag.p.
Nay, Ophion perhaps” might speak even of Enoch the city
of Cain, whose site, as I have surmised, was not unknown to

the children of Ham. But when the same writer [not utterly
worthless, though abundans dulcibus vitiis] assigns to the poet
Hom-Eer the remote age of Eerigenèa, it is obvious that we

can carry his meaning no higher up than to the age of her
City, when it still flourished as the capital of Eer the Pam
phylian and his successors the Æneadae;
IIaupas; the Mexitos, "AXau%; 3%ire wav%”,
'Ixiptois ago 81%; woxpowo; Haryavaly.
Smile on me Thou, to Grecia's elder days
The Herald of imperishable praise!

/

*
* Tzetz. Ant. Hom. v. 85.

* Erivan is twelve French leagues from Mount Ararat or Cou-Noah, as
Chardin says; or five, according to Tavernier. Chard. tom. 1. p. 157 edit.
1711. Tavernier, tom. 1. p. 36. Nak-Sivan is three leagues from the holy
mount. Tavern. t. 1. p. 43.
-

23 Nonn. ib. v. 364.
24 Dion. L. 25. V. 25l.
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Yet lives unfaded thy perennial rhyme
All be it ancient as the Morn of Time.

There is yet a third title equal to Eerigona and Eerigenèa,
and belonging like them to Helen, Eeriphanis or Appearing
in the Spring. An ancient song used by the shepherds, or
nomian melody, was so called from Eeriphanis” a lyric poetess
who was enamoured of a famous hunter Menalcas, and wan

dered through the woods and mountains in quest of him, so as
to draw tears of commiseration from the fiercest wild beasts.

Her wanderings, as the fable went, were called Ino's courses;

and while thus rambling in despair she poured forth her No
mian Song, in which as we read were these words, Maxpal

A&ves, a Mayaxxx. It is hard to opine upon an insulated
fragment, but if gues be the nominative to some verb it seems
absurd to cite such an unmeaning portion of the poem, espe
cially as the words of Athenaeus imply that it was not the
beginning. I suppose it was a sort of burthen, and was written

Maxagal &ves, meaning “Happy are the Oaks with

which

you live, abandoning me! I envy the woods your company'”
II. Thus have we been led some steps towards believing
that this old man eloquent was born in the land of lands and
in the mother of cities, while the AEneadae yet reigned and
the ethnic league was still united in language as in empire.
But we must seek for other authorities and arguments con
cerning both his age and his country; and firstly his age.
Lucian, besides his high character in general, was a native of
the banks of Euphrates, and united in some degree the learning
of Greece with that of Asia, and he in his Encomium of De

mosthenes mentions the vulgar legends off-his country and
parentage, and then comes to his age, saying, Xgovoy 3s roy

'Hgwixoy

roy 'Iwylxov was un?' 6twg too; toy "Haloboy #1%ay

5Aixia; Tapw; #13sval. What sense can possibly be assigned
to these words the Iönic Age? Every age is Ionian, Roman,
25 Athen. L. xiv. c. 3. s. 11.
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or English, in which those nations respectively exist: but I
can understand no other aera to be meant than that of the

miraculous expulsion of mankind which was called the Ionian

Apoikia or Going Forth of the Dove, and by Parthenius in
the eleventh section of his Erotics the Aposkedasis or Scat
tering of the Iones. The repeated article in Lucian shows
that two diverse times and not two names for one time are

meant.

Now it is very plain that the Heroic Time, which

gave birth to those demigods and warriors of whom the min
strels sung throughout all nations, was that which ended
abruptly by the confusion of Babel. Homer belonged to both:
he flourished in the Semiramian empire and learned and im
proved the various wisdom of the schools of Asia; he was a
witness of the ruin which befel that empire in the life-time of
Serug, and a sharer in the calamities of that time; and he
ended as an outcast and a gentile the life which he had begun
as a Pamphylian. This made the uncertainty, whether to
place him in the ionian age or at the end of the heroic: and
considered in the latter way, he was no cotemporary of Hesiod,
who was not born when Homer left Asia, but in his old age
and in Greece he knew him.

Crates said that Homer lived

within 80 years of the Trojan War; Eratosthenes 100 and
Philochorus 180 years after Troy taken; some others that he
lived before the Olympiads, but 490 years after Troy taken;
and others yet later, at the same time as Archilochus, who
flourished in the days of Gyges the Lydian, 500 years after
the Iliac War”. Dionysius the fabulist or cyclographer, as
cited by the Chiliads of Tzetzes, placed him as early as the
two wars,

@%aix/5, EXA/wwy Te ris Biz TMy Exévy.

26 Tatian adv. Graec. ed. Paris, 1615. It may be said in excuse for several
of these dates that there were more Trojan wars than one: and the Third

and Last War, and last capture by the Epigons, may have been confounded
with that by Agamemnon. Crates, Philochorus, Eratosthenes, and Diony
sius, can ride out so.
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But higher authorities give us better dates: Aristarchus"
computed that he lived at the time of the Ionic Apoikia and
140 years after Troy taken; and Apollodorus of Athens, who

published a Chronology in iambic verse about 140 years B.C.,
of which some poor remnants only have come to us, declared
that Homer FloURIs HED, jruaxswai, 240 years after the Iliac
war, and 100 after the aforesaid going out of the Iones. These

luminous statements agree excellently well. At the time in
question the abbreviation of life was but in its progress, and
Serug lived 230 years, [and he is not recorded, as Homer is,
to have been especially old] from which it follows that he who
quitted Bel or Ba-Bel in the vigour of youth and had fought
in the war of the Epigoniad, might sing to a third or a fourth
generation of Meropian colonists, allowing him full half a cen
tury of repose and blindness to compose his elaborate works.
In the hard condition of the fugitives,
Diversa exsilia et desertas quaerere terras
Auguriis acti Divöm,
-

War and Husbandry must have engrossed the energies of the
able bodied, and none but those of mellow years, and even of
them by preference the blind, had leisure
To strictly meditate the thankless muse,
and charm the ears of their children with Nestorean lore, with

the wars of the Centaurs and Curetes, and all the marvels of
the Old Land. Therefore the acme of a poet is rightly placed
somewhat later than that of a warrior; and Homer may very
well have seen the Populifugia and have flourished as an epic
100 years after them. If he flourished 240 years after Troy
taken, Solinus probably sets his death too early”, saying, post

Ilium captum anno 272 humanis rebus excessit. It is recorded
in Suidas that Maion father of Homer resided in Smyrna at
27 Tatian, ibid.
* Solin. Pol. c. 40.
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the time when the Amazons came there; but the Amazon

Smyrna, from whom that city was named, the Venus Meretrix
of the aged Cinyras, and mother of Adonis, was the far-famed
Helena; therefore it appears that the father of Homer flou

rished under the armed gynaecocracy of Helen. And such
was the truth.

-

In the kingdom of Babylon the arts and sciences made no
small progress, a progress far greater than the wandering
fugitives whom it sent forth were for long ages able to re
attain; even allowing to the advocates of the moderns the
questionable superiority they assert. The antiquity of human
wisdom, such as it is, was illustrated by Monsieur Dutens in
his Origine des Decouvertes attribuées aux Modernes. The
increased knowledge of Oriental matters, lately, has added
strength to the same side of argument: and the day may not
be very remote when people will again wonder at the wisdom
of the Heroic Age. Babel is the limbo of lost origins, and
wherever a fine art or a wise custom is found to walk the

earth but hide its head in the clouds, you may with some
safety refer it to the glorious days of the Rephaim and Ionim:
all literature, metrical and prosaic, the wonderful game of
chess, the secrets of magnetism and of gunpowder, the de
suetude of which not in Europe only but in Egypt, Iran, and
western Asia, is a most curious topic, and the embalming of
the dead. The moderns may have slender reason to assert a
superiority in Mechanics, Hydraulics, or Metallurgy: and as
touching the science of Star-gazing,it mustalways be a doubtful
matter among mortals which race of people mixt up the largest
share of presumption and falsehood in their theories, unless
indeed any assistance can be had from Holy Writ. A strange
notion has obtained that riding on horseback was unknown in
Homer's days; he knew not, saith Julius Pollux”, wovitres
itrazg, but these critics would have done better to read him,

* Onom. L. 1. c. 10.
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when they would have found this simile of Ulysses shipwrecked
and floating upon a plank,

'Aug' #y. Sagar' #Saiya, wax,6 w; irroy #Aavywy”.

It is a monstrous thing to say that men ventured to yoke
war-horses to a chariot and drive them, not on a road, but on

unequal ground, through the turmoil of battle, a method ex
pensive, difficult, and to the last extreme dangerous, before
they learned, the easy and simple art of striding an horse's
back. Why cavalry were not used in the heroic wars, I have
no reason good enough that I should be willing to put it for
ward, but I am not therefore bound to acquiesce in very great
nonsense. Virgil ascribes the art to the Lapithae; Pliny to
Bellerophontes”, and the scholiast of Apollonius to King Se
sostris, which names belong to the heroic and are older than
the ionic age; and indeed the two last are, the one a Lycian,
and the other an Egyptian, appellation of Nimrod. The ex
quisite logic of the Pythagoreans and of Aristotle, and Algebra
or the science of pure quantity, are found in so perfect a
form among the learned archives of Brahmenism as to leave no
doubt of their flowing from a common and prime source. The
philosophy of causes and essential natures, and that of the

Moral Sense, as published with slight modifications by the
Stageirite and various others, do in more than probability
descend from the great fountain head. The last mentioned of

these philosophies has received its death blow not only from a
professor but a dignified minister of Christianity: happily
there is in human nature an antidote even to the most viru

lent poison that can be circulated under the name of Moral
Philosophy.
Among these arts Poetry was not the least eminent, having

been revered from the beginning of time by mankind as a gift,
30 Od. 5. v. 371.
31 N. H. L. viii, c. 57.
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like language itself, of God, and the vehicle of Prophecy in
its largest sense; which sense embraces not only history of
events yet future, but that of past facts also, and the revela

tion of spiritual tenets or moral precepts, provided that they
come from the Spirit of God, or of those who may be reputed

to be Gods, and are only uttered by the mouths and clothed
in the phraseology of the authors, but not essentially com
posed by them; nor is there any reason for imagining that,
when the Spirit came upon Saul, on the way to Gilgal, he
gave any predictions of the future. This connexion of ideas

is too plainly apparent from the words used to express them,
for the most timid etymologist to doubt. The same word,

Wates, denotes both a Prophet and a Poet, and Prophecy is
called the Singing of the Bard, Vati-Cinium. The words
Casmena, or Camaena, Casmen or Carmen, though familiarly
applied to poetry, do but commemorate

nymphae priscum Carmentis honorem
VATIs FATIDIce, cecinit quae prima futuros
AEneadas magnos et nobile Pallantèum.

The title Moirz, Malaa, Msaz, or Musa, is the self-same

word which was" given for his proper name to the prophet
son of Amram, by reason of his being “drawn [that is saved,]
out of the water;” but he was not the first prophet who had
been preserved in an ark at a time of general drowning, nor
yet was he the first to whom that title was applied. One of
the names under which the great ark-borne prophet was re
vered by the Orphic priests was Mousaios, to whom certain
oracles were falsely ascribed by the Athenian Onomacritus. Of
this personage”, Musaeus, it is recorded, that, in the great
war of Jove against Typhon and the Giants, he deserted the
cause of the latter, to whose number he seems to have be
*

*

*
*

32 Exod. L. 3. v. 10. See Observations on the Plagues of Egypt, by
Jacob Bryant, Esq. p. 38.
33 Diod. Sic. L. 5. c. 71.
N N 2
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longed, and adhered to the banners of Jove. The other
Giants were all destroyed, but he was rewarded with high
honours, for which he had stipulated; so at least I render the
obscure phrase rv%aly a plauswwy Tuwy. Him they deemed to
be pre-eminent among the blessed in Paradise, that is, in the

Garden of Hades, in which the Spirits of the justified await
the last day,
medium nam plurima turba

Hunchabet, atque humeris exstantem suspicit altis.
The same patriarch would appear to have been known as Ar
Ion *, Hos-Iris or the Saint of the Rainbow, Man-Eros or the
Lunar spirit of Love, Orph-Eus or Divine Virtue in Darkness,
and Linus, from which latter probably Mer-Lin is com
pounded, meaning the Linus of the Sea. In the Greek verb

Awheido, and the noun Awhoidee, we observe a form, slightly
varied, of Wheido, I know, and it is certainly from having
been used to impart some slender portion of that divine attri
bute Knowledge, that Song was called @sati; and @eateriz,
the Word of God. The Dionysiac goat poems, in their
earliest form, when sung by a single person, without dialogue,
retained this venerable name of Thespis; out of which a

person has perhaps been invented; nor am I clear that the
tragedies of Thespis mean any thing more than, those which
adhered to the simple model and original purpose, which was
exclusively religious; and those were all that ever preceded
Phrynichus, or whoever was the first to write them, upon
principles almost wholly profane and Aprosdionysiac.
This modulated way of writing and speaking was formed
by the profane ingenuity of the Belidae, into a system of art,

and upon a model of style, which all since ages have been
content to imitate, while they have scarce lifted their minds
to the ambition of rivalling.

Of this school were the first

34 Afterwards adapted to the history of Iona, son of Amittai.
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Epics, Hom-Eer [so called by way of excellence] and the
Homerites. Much of their manifold and egregious merit is
more generally felt than easy to define, arising from the
simple sweetness, both of their language and rhythm, from

the golden mean observed in the use of images, and above all
from their just and noble view of the human character,

neither dissembling its bad passions and infirmities, in order
to display an unnatural perfection, nor yet shewing them in
such a glaring light as offends both the taste and moral sense
of the reader. But there is one definite feature that divides

the primaeval Epic from other metrical writings, namely, the
unity of action and limited duration of time; the former
tending to one end, and the latter confined to not many days.
Nothing so plainly demonstrates the existence of a systematic
rule as the shifts which we see used to evade it: we cannot

read the English tragedy of Cato without seeing that unity
of place is rigidly exacted, in the school to which the author
belongs: and the like observation must occur to us concerning
Time, when we see that king Alcinous and his family are
kept up the whole night listening to a Narration which oc
cupies four books, and comprehends the events of a far longer

period than was permitted for the Action of a poem. But in
process of time the scattered colonies sunk into a degree of
rudeness, and the arts of the Homerites were so far forgotten,
that the minstrels who sought to imitate them never even

discovered the principles upon which they wrote. It was in
those ages that an host of metrical chroniclers, called for some

unexplained reason Cyclics, sprung up; and although they
surpassed our old Fabian in the beauty of their verses, their
plan,

-

If shape it can be called which shape had none,
was the very same: to begin with King Brute, and go regu
larly down to King Henry Tudor. Of this class was the au
thor of the Inferior Iliad, gemino bellum Trojanum orditus
ab ovo; and Panyasis and Peisander the Rhodian, who fol
lowed Hercules through his whole life and through a shocking
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farrago of adventures. Alo” ravts; £oixzaw dua£ravel», dao,
Twy TowTwy 'Heaxx;13x xat @*a, xa, ra rotaura Troi'ara
Terolyxxony. 'Olovrai yap Ére its jv 'Hoaxxis, Éva xal roy
Wvšov iival wood'Asiy, 'O? 'Ou%0; a grafxzi ta &AAa Bia?egel,
xzi rat āoixa x2Aw; iósly, jrot &a Taxy, y Biz Qvatv, etc.
Indeed the great philosopher, when he came to analyse poetry,
was led back to those very principles which the first genera
tions of men had known and practised; but their true date
and birth-place were hidden from his sight by the clouds of
intervening darkness. As this refined and perfect style could
never have been invented by those little praedatory tribes who
colonized Greece; and as in fact we know that their method
of writing was comparatively rude, we must ascend the scale
of time till we come to a point at which the lost civilization of
men may be found. And this we shall not find any where
later than the general flight of the people, who carried into
the wild solitudes they had to clear and settle, a knowledge
of all the various ornaments of life, without either the leisure

or materials necessary to use them, insomuch that writing
itself fell into desuetude among them, unless it were an occa
sional inscription on stone or metal. The next generation
would receive from their fathers a pretty ample tradition

[though less ample than those would imagine who have not
revolved in their minds the dismal nature of this dispersion],
but in the next again the arts and civility of the old country
would be almost forgotten among savage, petty feuds and
all the hardships of a sylvan life. A Birkbeck in the woods
of Missouri is still an Englishman, and acquainted with the
institutes, arts, and literature of the most favoured modern

state, and any thing rude or barbarous which may appear
in his dress, or dwelling, or mode of life, is but an accident of

time and place. But in his children, if he be rearing any in

that wilderness, it will begin to be a real rudeness, and
* Arist. Post. c. 17. Eustathius very justly enumerates, as distinct
things, h inoxotia and i ray xvnnixay tornwa twy, Progem, in Iliad. p. 65.

ed. Florent. 1723.
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manners will continue to decline for several generations before
they stop and begin to retrace their way towards the eminence
from which they had descended. Such, but with obvious cir
cumstances of grievous aggravation, was the condition of the

Sporades. And they have fairly inverted the argument who
contend for the recency of Homer on account of his skill and
excellence, and would make the Odyssey a moderner work be
cause its author [as they fancy, of which presently] was
farther advanced than the other in arts and refinements.

The premises, were they true, would go to evince the very
COn Verse.

Having inferred the antiquity of this epic poet from the
character of that class of poets who succeeded his age, let us
see if some argument may not be drawn from those who went
before him. These are almost invariably represented to have
lived during the Iliac war, if not earlier; as for instance
Thymoetes, son or grandson of Laomedon, Palamedes the

Belide, Corinnus of Ilion, his pupil, who wrote āti Twy Tawixvy
ovvis-awaywys", Dares the Priest of Vulcan”, whose sons
fought against Diomede, Dictys of Crete, the companion of
Idomeneus, Sisyphus the Coan or Meropian, and secretary of
Teucer, whose book was extant when John Malalas of Antioch
wrote, Syagrius [the Wild Hog], whose nation and age do
not clearly appear, but who is said to have followed Orpheus
and Musaeus, and to have been the first who sung of Troy,
and lastly Helena or Sibylla herself. Of the three periods,
that of pure Scythism, from the flood to the Tower-building,
the short but eventful Agamemnonian period, and that of the"
AEneadae, Homer was educated under the last. His days

were closely consequent upon those of the above-named per
sonages, and possibly he may have seen the grey hairs of

36 Suidas in Voce.

37 Iliad. 5. v. 9. Tatian mentions Asbolus the Centaur as a writer before
Homer; but Asbolus we know was Cush. Belus Cronus begot Belus Cham;
whose son Chanaan was; Tata & was Xovy Vicy yaya%a, by Uno Twy "ENA"ywy
Niyaga: 'Agéox2y, tatto èt 'Affionwy, etc. Eupolemus cit. Eus. Praep. l. ix.
qui cit. Bochart. Geogr. Sacr. L. 4. c. 2. p. 237.
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Corinnus. But had a large space intervened between the
flourishing of Homer as an epic, and the time of the great
heroic wars, that space must have furnished bards or poets,

and their names could not have fallen into complete oblivion,
only, but of their fore
runners, have been preserved. History may be acephalous,
but it can hardly lose its middle. It follows that this divine
archetype of all heroic verse since written

when those not of their followers

Homer, the goodliest bard, of bards since born
His sons,

flourished as a poet in some period closely ensuing the schis

, matic wars and the flight of the people. What but the power
of Providence has blunted the scythe of the destroyer, and
handed down these volumes, not, like the Scriptures, ex
empted from interpolation, but preserved, like them, from the
curtailment of one iota?

Adspice Maeoniden, a quo ceu fonte perenni
Vatum Pieriis ora rigantur aquis
Durat opus Troiae, magnorum fama laborum,
Tardaque nocturno tela retexta dolo.
The literature of the East was not wholly lost among the
Pelasgi when they came to Europe, for this great man not
only wrote his inimitable works, but founded in Chios, an
island right against the Asian Ionia, a college of poets, called
the Homeridae, who were depositaries of his art, and probably
This own posterity. Pindar styles them barrwy Érawy doi%i,
and the divisions [by whomsoever made] of the Iliad and
Odyssey have been called Rhapsodiae, by which some perverse
minds have understood consutitious, sewed or tacked together,
forgetting or not perceiving that the Homeric model is dis

tinguished by its systematic art and entirety. The verbal
errour which gave vogue to Bacchus being born from the thigh
of Jove, dro umps *, was understood even by the ancient
* Opp. Cyn, L. 4. v. 238. Arrian, etc.
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Greeks, but I am not aware that the “sewing up” has been
explained. The verb £arrw, I sew, is in its perfect time 'Eo
Pap2, that is, Er the Giant. The Rhaphaim or Giants were
the Cushim”; of that race were all the religious and military
leaders of heroic times. And this title of Rhapha may be
given with at least as much propriety to the first Titanian
Bacchus,

Tw Nws, xxi 'Oaipú, Asvvva Tw, Aloyugaw”,
as to Cush and his sons. This idea is much confirmed by
Stephanus, who writes that Rhaphia of the Philistines, near
Gaza, was called from the story of Bacchus; for Rhaphia and
Rhaphana are names, like Scythopolis, manifestly formed from
the memory of the Syrian Rhaphaim, of whom a family [Giants,

sons of Anak of the Giants] held the south of Palaestine in
Moses his time; “and we were in our own sight, said Caleb”
the spy, as grasshoppers, and so were we in their sight.” Pa
©six toxi; Xvpia.g. 'O Toxir; "Papia T7:. "Exx/S, Ös dro Tns
is opia; Tys Tsai roy Aloyvaoy *. Having seen that Rhapha is

a giant, Rhaphia the city of the giants, and a Rhaphiot the

possessive, and having also elucidated the title Eer or Eir, we
are become tolerably well acquainted with Bacchus the Eir
Rhaphiot, or Eir of the Giants.

'o, Baxxov Aloívaoy #166%, Elpapiory”
M789 &yxarepayas, Tws rerexsquavos #A901
Twwxoy #; #yoffsov, Tapa S' It"ray xxxxtapov.
The fiction of the thigh was, as we see, compared to the
aphanism of the mystic votaries descending into Hades, and
* Og the last of the Rhaphaim Kings who reigned at Astoreth Karnaim,
was King of Basan, but
Baaay wara riya; 2xv6wy Mystal woxi; inai. Tz. Chil. x. v. 101.
40 Tz. Chil. viii. 588.

4. Numbers, c. 13. v. 33.

* Steph. Byz in Voce.
43 Orph. Hymn. 47. That the Hippa of the Hymner is Proserpine,
appears from a comparison of these lines with H. 45. v. 6.
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to the new birth of those who had been made perfect. We do
not here read of the Patriarch Vitisator or first Bacchus, but

of the Theban Sabus-Cuth-Eles", who introduced the mys
teries of the Magna Mater, and was himself 'O QWAvuof pos.
Qeos : and no doubt the birth of the original Magna Mater
from the side of the first Man-God is mixed up with the
verbal errours of Meeros and Errhapha. The name of the
Giant God is preserved in the rabbinical Rapha-El, and the

Babylonish Am-Raph-El. The violent and warlike habits of
the Scythic race gave rise to the verbs Rapio and Rapto:

their exercise of sovereign power made the Rod which was the
badge of sovereignty be called P2880s, and also produced the
verbs batića, and I rap. Hence were these poets called
Rhaptodoi, Bards who sung of the Giants, and their com
positions Rhapta Epea.
It is not easy, at this day, to discover which of the Heroic

Verse-writers were proper poets and Homerites, and which on
the other hand were Chroniclers and Hexameter Historians.
Arctinus” was said to be a pupil of Homer; and Dionysius"
mentions him as the most ancient poet who named the Pal
ladium. But his naming it at all is much against him, and

the epitome of his AEthiopis and his Destruction of Ilion given

by Proclus proves that he was a mere cyclic. Diodorus Si
culus" has handed to us the name of one Pronapides Évpu%
w8%Tolos and Homer's praeceptor, but it does not appear

whether his works were extant. I have noted this passage
out of Natalis Comes, or de Comitibus, an Italian. nobleman,
who treated very largely of mythology. Enumerating the

various traditions of the birth of Pan, he says, Pronapis poeta,
Pana et tres Parcas a Demogorgone natum. Pronapis is
surely Pronapides. But where did Natalis pick up this

44 V. Tz. Chil. viii. 585.
* Artemon cit. Suid. in Aretino.
* Dion. Hal. A. R. L. I. c. 68.
47 L. 3. c. 66.
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fragment of so ancient a poet? He never gives his authorities
when he cites the lost authors of antiquity, and has thus en
countered suspicions which yet may be unfounded. If the
poems of Pronapides really contained that, they were not of
the Ante-Homeric age, as I conceive: as he made Melea and

not Epea, there is no difficulty as to the quantity of the word
Demogorgon. Johannes Galenus, at the close of his Allegories
of Hesiod”, says to his son, You may find much useful matter
not in Homer only, but in Hesiod, and in Orpheus, and in Pro
napides, the preceptor of Homer. Can it be credited that this

driveller of the fourteenth century handled the poet of whom
Diodorus speaks? These are the only three unequivocal
notices concerning him that I know of The Siege of OEchalia,

imputed to Homer, is more generally given to one Creophylus
of Samos, his intimate friend. The title of this poem, which
is all we have of it, shews nothing against its being a regular
epic; but what weighs most with me in favour of Creophylus

is, that I remember reading in Porphyry or Iamblichus [I
forget which] his life of Pythagoras, that there were in Samos
a family of wise men called Creophylians, agreeing to the Ho
meridae in Chios, with whom that impostor was conversant.
Such haereditary colleges could not, I think, have been founded
by the rude and artless Cyclics, but must have been schools to
keep alive the literature of the Asians, as the mysteries did

their religion. Hesiod, who flourished in the old-age of
Homer, seems to have written in a rude way, without pos-sessing or seeking any of this finer lore; and the opinion of

the Pelasgi seems to have been divided between their own free
poets of the hesiodian style, and the homerites of the schools.

The minstrels of a race degenerating into barbarism chose the
former. Was the poem of Creophylus read by any author
now extant? Or was it always lost, like those of Palamedes?
Callimachus cites its contents, 'Evgutos éza iraflav Kal #xyów
'IoAalay, and had probably perused it.
-

48 Schol, Hes. ed. Gaisford, p. 498.
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‘We may perhaps be able to observe some glimmerings of
internal evidence to confirm the idea of Homer's having lived

in the ever memorable %yo; Iwvizos. If he had not beheld
mankind immeasurably afflicted, amid savage wanderings,
portentous terrours, and fearful judgments, and eaten through

life the outcast's bitter and scanty bread, his lively spirit would
never have sent forth that dismal groan which makes the very
reader's mind to sink:

'Ov way yag ri re #5-y dišupwrepov dy?go;
II.x: Twy, Čaoz Te yalay #Tri Trysis, Texas āotal.
Man is the saddest lornest thing, of all
Created things that live, and breathe, and crawl;

and the following lines may be suggested by sufferings of which
he a witness,

IIzyres way 5-vyapo: Savaro, Beixoia, Georolai

Aluw 3’ dixtisov Savasiv xas Toruoy Étiately”.
If the persons and events mysteriously spoken of in the
Odyssey were not fresh in the memory of men, he would
scarcely have put forward this maxim in its outset:

Twy yap apotē"w waxxov #Tixxsiga dy%awtrol
"Hris 3xsovrea ri yawrary dupiraxwrai.
To mortal ears most grateful seem
Those strains, that sing the latest theme.
This is no new remark; nor is another which may well be

here repeated. He would not have addressed the Muses in
the following terms, if the wars of Agamemnon had been so

very old a topic, as to render quite foolish the idea of a man's
knowing them otherwise than by report,
'Eaters vuy woi, Magal, 'Oxburia Bauar #x2yres,
‘Twais yao Qazi äse, tapas's 7's, Fis's re Tavra,

'Huels 3a wago; diov dxsousy, 80s Ti Fibusy.
49 Od. L. 12. v. 341.
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Muses recount, from your Olympian seat,
The kings and leaders of the Danaan fleet;
Ye aye were present, and ye surely wist!
We knew them never, though their fame we list.

III. It is well known how many cities contended for the
birth of Homer, both upon the continent and islands of
Greece, and upon that seaboard of Asia where some families
of the same race were settled. Chios, the seat of his college,
Smyrna of AEolis, and Colophon, loudly asserted their claim;
Argos, Athens, Ithaca, Teos, Lebedos, Grynium, Crete, were
also competitors for the honour. This alone suffices to involve
his origin in mystery, and we are astonished that so many
should claim what none, not even Chios, could establish.

But the matter grows more serious, when we find his birth
variously given to Cyprus”, Egypt, Lydia, Italy, Lucania,
Rome, and Troy; and that he was esteemed and called a

cosmopolite: xxSoxs Trzaz woxi; ayrtoistral row dy?gos, 3%ay
#ixorw; Koquotoxirm; Asyoto”. Troy, the country of his ene
mies,—Italy, a country scarce known in his days,—Rome, a

city assuredly not built, are all said to be his. This shows
that the various countries enumerated are not given to him
in a literal sense, but by force of some inference or argument
which connected him with them all: in other words, that he

belonged to the prime source, and therefore to all the de
rivative streams, to the whole, and therefore to all the parts.
But this whole, of which we are all dismembered parts, is the

primitive Belide or Babel empire. If we seek to explain some
apparent absurdities above alluded to, that road will set us
down at the same door.

Palamedes was a leader of the

Greeks against Troy, but his disciple Corinnus was of Ilion;

Homer writes on the Greek side, and in the interests of Troy's
most fatal enemy, Ulysses,—yet he was said to be of Troy.
* Suidas Vit. Hon. Eustath. prooem. p. 76. ed. Flor. 1723.
* Proclus de Genere Homeri.

Ed. Barnes.
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This can only be solved by the scheme of history heretofore
explained. Troy, held by Priam, was the empire AGAINST
which the Achaians were leagued, and AEneas was one of
Priam's generals: but the same Troy, betrayed and taken,
was itself the empire of the Pan-Achaians, and Æneas was
their king. Some Trojans or Priameians, like AEneas and
Glaucus, became Danaans: but every Danaan who survived
the capture by Ulysses and Menelaus became a Trojan.
Again, the mention of Rome by the Tyber seems quite

absurd: but we should remember that Rome was the city of
the Æneadac, the prophetic New Troy and New Babylon;
and that the goddess Roma is the female power who presides

over the Eternal Heaven upon Earth, the #r yā; Oxvurov
disy %&#x25-ov, wherever that seat of Theocracy, may be for
the time established. The Sibyl who declares that she herself
fled from Babylon, driven by the gadfly, accuses Homer of
falsehood in giving himself out for a Chian, and says that he
was the first who borrowed from her poetry, but perverted
the truth of it. This charge I believe to be not unfounded;
but it certainly gives the idea that Homer was a Babylonian.
I subjoin this curious passage, whose obscurity is enhanced
by a corruption of text I have imperfectly succeeded in re
medying.
-

-

Kai ris Wavāoygapos Testus £oro; #zgera 2%i, ""
Weviotargis, Bevast 3e pass ivoryaty #y ja'iy,
Nay Ba Toxvy S’ sket, xxi āros, usrgoy Biavoix;
Ovvouaqiy 3va'i ulayouavoy. Xuoy Be xx}\sqrael

'Avrov, xzi yeays taxat’’IAloy, do us, axiSws,
'AAAx ga?ws, Éreaty yap Éuois pºstgwy Taxçargel,
IIpwros yap Xsigsgow #wai; &#xes dyou'v).
If this last line be not wholly vitiated, it must mean that
he gave celebrity to his own works by appropriating the
* Sibyl. L. 3. p. 248. 'sworn, voice, is put by this barbarous writer,
when he would have said #ywrn, vision or eye.
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labours of the Babylonish Sibyl. Lucian of Samosata wrote
an absurd book, called the True Histories, giving an account

of wars between the King of the Sun and the King of the
Moon, the battles of the Nephelocentaurs, etc.; wherein he

ridicules certain extravagant romances then in vogue; and
in the midst of this unmeaning stuff he gives an account of
his interview with Homer in the islands of the blest.

“I

asked him from whence he came, telling him at the same
time that it was a matter of great debate among us. And he
said, I am very well aware that some would make me a Chian,
others a Smyrnaean, and many a Colophonian; but, for all
that, I am a BABYLoNIAN *; and among my countrymen I
was not called Homer, but Tigranes. Afterwards, however,
being an hostage, homeereusas, among the Hellenes, my name
was so changed.” This passage, than which I know not any
more important in Greek literature, differs entirely in its tone
and complexion from the rest of this farrago: and I am not sure
whether Lucian here intends to affirm the fact and ridicule

the pretensions of the Ionian cities, or to uphold those pre
tensions and ridicule some historian who had had the boldness

to put forward this paradox. I conjecture the latter; and
that either Ctesias, who threw such valuable light upon the
war of Ilion out of the Royal Parchments, and whose veracity
Lucian elsewhere impugns, or else AEsop the author of the

book upon Helena, is the person struck at. Either way it is
strong, and to me convincing proof, of what we already more
than suspected. It derives great force from being written
by those who are ignorant of its force themselves. WE,
finding him a Cosmopolite, infer that he was a Babylonian ;
but the Greek historians, who were chiefly occupied with the
revived Babylon of Nabonassar, did not regard that city as a

Cosmopolis, or its kings as Cosmocrators. A notion did cer
tainly exist that the different nations came from Ilion, being

dispersed from thence by the wrath of God; but then as the
53 Luc. W. H. c. 20.
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Sibyll truly says, the Pseudographous Old Man had com
pletely deceived people as to the site of Ilion. And you will
scarce find a downright and explicit authority, neither Ju
daical nor Christian, for the union of all men under the
Belide kings and the Scattering Abroad of the nations from
Babel or the Land of Eer. 'Aloxsw; 'Oumbos, says Herodotus”,
of which word I have often enough explained the force.
IV. Having fixed the age and country of the Homeer, our
curiosity next requires his birth and parentage. Some said
he was the son of Apollo, others of the River Melees, and
others again of Maion, who was the thirteenth in lineal descent
from Linus.

The two former of these filiations are self

evidently mystical and not historical; and the third labours
under the same suspicion. The heroic genealogies are usually
of from three to six descents or thereabouts, and when they
are extended to thirteen, fourteen, etc., it is by calling in
either the ten or the seven antediluvian patriarchates. Such
is the genealogy of Palamedes in twelve degrees *, which has
lately been published from an old Latin Grammarian. One

narrative remains, which, true or false, bears the character of
history; that he was the son of Telemachus", son of Ulysses,
and of Polycasta the daughter of Nestor. The more we think
of this tradition, the more clearly shall we see that it is marked
with the assay of Truth.

The distinguished treatment of Ulysses in the Iliad, and
the dedication of the whole Odyssey to the celebration of his
character, argue some great interest taken in him by the

poet; and the more when we remember that the Greeks or
Pelasgians, among whom Homer established himself and put

forth his epics, held Ulysses in such a degree of moral ab
horrence that he became in their dramatic poems a sort of

54 Vit. Hom. ad finem.

55 Schol. in Virg. AEn. 2. l. 82. Maio. 1818.
56 Suidas in Vità Homeri, in Lex.
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personified Fraud and Cruelty, “the formal vice Iniquity;”
in so much that Homer's works were not

simply praise, but

anxious and studied apology of Ulysses; and that apology,
so paradoxical to their feelings and notions, that although it

modified, it barely did so, their hatred of his name. The
foremost charge against him was, that by lies and forgeries
he murdered the incomparable Palamedes, the friend of
Achilles, and the great saint and martyr of the Pelasgic re
ligion.

Does Homer commend Palamedes? does he revile

him? does he name him with qualified censure? or with in
difference? No: too proud to mention this man but in
hostile terms; and, feeling the subject too delicate, and the
audience too exasperated to admit the language of vindi
cation, he * seals his lips in obdurate silence. Although the
death of Palamedes did but just precede the Action of the
Iliad, and filled the minds and discourse of all people at that
crisis, and although Palamedes was the master-spirit among
those sectarian systems of which the Odyssey darkly treats,
yet we cannot even thank Homer that

fando pervenit ad aures
Belidae nomen Palamedis.
We could not from these volumes have collected the bare

fact of such a man having ever lived.

Yet we read of it

elsewhere: and how P Not as a bare fact; but as a name

eclipsing all the glory of antiquity, excelling in arms and
in counsel, and the inventor of all human knowledge, from
writing and numeration to the heights of philosophy. In
the catalogue, where he could not help it, he once names
Guneus, the successor of Palamedes, and a man of very great
consequence; to his naked existence he reluctantly bears
* 'E3alpwy &rayro; x•ye 8to roy 'o'vaosa. Philostr. Her p. 94. The same,
in his Life of Apollonius, saith that Palamedes had for deadly enemies
Ulysses and Homer, of whom the former compassed his death, and the

latter refused to sing his praise. L. 3. c. 6. L. 4. c. 5. The passage in the
2d Iliad, vs. 595-600, is probably an allusion to his adventures.
O O
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witness. In the Cimmerian plains, like Tully in the Elysian,

Palamedes was not forthcoming: and the ancients were fully
aware of our poet's secret bitterness towards him, for they
imputed the complete loss of the Poems of Palamedes” to his
malice. Of this we may be sure that the Homeridae, with

whom the remnants of eastern literature were lodged, did
nothing to preserve them. All this has no resemblance to
the partiality of a mere poet for the ancient chief whom he
has selected for his hero.

The enemies of such an hero are

placed in a somewhat odious, but a strong and formidable
light, in order to enhance his merit; but here we observe the

effects of unfeigned party spirit, and the strong passions of
scorn and hatred, neutralized by prudence. Therefore he
must have approached Ulysses in point of Time, and have
been either in blood or friendship closely connected with him,
or with those who were, and have entered deeply into their
feuds and animosities. In all probability the poet was in

debted to Ulysses for his knowledge of the facts that occurred
in the course of the great Decennial War, before the time of
his own birth; and so much is averred by Philostratus,
although, from his ignorance of the true chronology, and that
Homer had actually conversed with the Laertiad, the history
has been unavoidably dressed in a fabulous garb. Homer
repaired to Ithaca and evoked the ghost of its old king, with

all the known formality of Hodyssèan necromancy, and re
ceived from him an exactly true account of all that had passed
at Troy; for the most mendacious spirits could not utter lies
before the blood and the fosse. In return for this precious

information, he stipulated with the Spirit that he would never
make any mention of Palamedes, either as a warrior or a sage.
Hermesianax of Colophon is not to be despised, when he says
that Homer was acquainted with Ithaca and personally at
* Suidas in Palamede. And what is yet stronger, the rhapsodists who
read and wrote so much about him in the Cyclical poems, durst not venture
to interpolate an allusion to him. All manner of things might be foisted in,
but the inadmissibility of that was notorious.
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tached to Penelope, though he mistakes the pious veneration
of a grandson for the passion of a suitor".
I have before alluded to a place, in which Homer shows a

strong desire to vindicate Ulysses, and also some private
knowledge of the manner in which that hero had explained
his conduct. When the aged Nestor was in imminent peril,
Diomede summons him to the rescue in these strong if not
gross expressions,
Alfoyevs; Axsprix}, toxvu%zy O}vaasu "
II, psvyets, usra varx Caxwy, xxx0; afts, #y juxq: ;
Miri; to pavyovri ustapgsvg #y 3opv Ty:
'AAAx us", 5%a ystovros dragousy %yalov dy?22.

'Q; #par', 'OTA EXAKOTXE woxvrazy, 3:2; 'O3varev,
'AAAx Tap'n'sv xoixx; #Ti vya; 'AXawy.
There are some other occasions in which the author betrays
himself as the son of Telemachus, and where we cannot acquit
him of some little inadvertency, but may solve it by reference
to his filial feelings. Ulysses returned after an absence of
nineteen years, āeixos w #viavtw; and at the time of his father's
return, Telemachus was just emerging from puerile occu
pations to the concerns of manhood.
ou? Ari as X6.7"
Nørizz; 6xasiv, #7s. 8x #r. T,Aix7; Érai.
It follows, that when Ulysses left his home to superintend
the labours of the Decennial Siege, his son was in the ten

derest infancy; and so indeed Helen expressly declares,

#Asite yaoy yeyawr Évi Foxw".
Yet twice we find Ulysses, when engaged in hot altercation,
* Vid. Philostr. Her in Euphorb. p. 198. Hermes, ap. Athen. L. 13.
c. 71. v. 27, etc.
60 Iliad viii. v. 93.

6, Od. L. 1. v. 196. W. L. 2. vss. 313, 4.
62 Od. iv. v. 144.

o o 2
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boasting himself as the father of this urchin; when menacing
Thersites,

M7-st' iteit' 'O?va, was alwolaiv #rst,
M% #11 T, \su%010 rath? waxAusyo; #179,
E. W., x. T. A.

And when Agamemnon taxes him with a remissness in the

use of his sword which he never showed, as his Majesty was
pleased to observe, in using his knife and fork,

'Opeal jv #98%a Sz, xzi dixsy to ra usu%”
T7%auxXolo pixoy Tarsga touxxolot uyevra

T£wwy intro32Woy rv 33 Tavt ovsuwxia Sately.
After Telemachus had closed an illustrious life, the filial

piety of Homer would think it a title of honour to Ulysses
to have begotten him such a father: but here it is a most
violent reoxypts, into which none other but the son of Tele
machus could have fallen.

V. These earliest and best of human productions, that time
has spared, have not long since appeared in an highly re
generated form,
'H3 ovayaigouevo Žgura Azure:

'Awwpogo; Santos wig as gois Év 2AXois.
Their grammar and orthography has been perhaps restored
to as near its pristine purity as the remoteness of our time
and scantiness of our materials permit; and a large portion

of the cobwebs which filthy spiders had spun in this palace of
the Muses, have been brushed away. With juster views of
the nature and origin of mythology, the late editor would
have been bolder in his surgical operations; nor would have
left in his work the largest and most gawdy, but, in my poor

judgment, the grossest corruptions of the Homeric volume. ,
*

63 Iliad, L. iv. v. 353.
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But what friend of ancient learning, and the liberal arts, can

refuse to mourn over the yet recent grave of Richard Payne
Knight? When I begun to write these pages he was living;
and I had indulged the hope that he would have deigned to
peruse them, and to forgive the resistance offered by a feeble
opponent to some of his opinions.
Mr. Knight declared his conviction that the Odyssey was
not written by the same Homer who composed the Iliad, but
a century later: and although ancient tradition is wholly the
other way, and the whole style and colour of the poems, as
-

he observes himself, similar, he draws this conclusion from a

supposed improvement of arts and sciences, and corruption of
the pure language, to be found in the Odyssey. I have al
ready observed that the greater degree of civilization, if true,
should rather make the Odyssey a century older. But the

strongest argument lies in what I have already urged, the
matter of Palamedes: the heaviest proofs are needful to per
suade me that twenty-three books could be written about

Ulysses without naming that other worthy, ni en bien ni en
mal, unless by a

person having a strong interest or feeling

upon the subject: and such a feeling would have died away
in another generation. At least it would no longer show itself
in the strongest of all ways, Silence.
But the critical reasons given for Mr. Knight's opinion,
are, in some instances, founded on error. 'Avogtoo; 'Oxsavos,

sofar from showing that the Odyssean poet knew the ebb and
flow of the sea, hath no allusion whatever to tides; nor doth
Oceanus in Homer mean the sea, but is expressly distin

guished from it: the Reflux or Subsiding of the Deluge is
spoken of Bvt.Alvo; two; does not prove any more progress
of art than awatra Aexuvral", which implies some sown or
vegetable cordage; and most likely a kind of spartum or

* Iliad, L. 2. v. 135.
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broom. This plant is mentioned by Livy” as an important
article in the marine of the Carthaginians; and they certainly

cultivated it for a variety of uses". At Dinajpur, in Bengal,
the Crotalaria Juncea is sown for cordage, and for making
sackcloth, and is very valuable for these purposes". It is
therefore probable that their ancestors the Phoenicians made

use of the Spartum in like manner, and that cordage of broom
fibres was made at Byblus, [the oldest of their towns, if we
may trust the translator of Sanchoniathon], and thence ex
ported for sale into Greece,
‘pouvix8; 3'd'y
yoy ayógag
Toyrov *.
£ är deposièsa
§

Were it named from the Biblus or book plant, it would
have been writ ČičAlvos, as Hesiod hath it in a line now corrupt,
but which ought to stand thus:

'Ein Terg/re oxal, was £Alvos folyos".

>xar, means shady; because unless the rays be oblique to
a body, and fall from the perpendicular, it gives no shade.

Hesiod probably speaks of Palm Wine 79, such as was drunk
in Assyria and in Syria, and which for some time after the
colonization of Europe would be exported as a dainty to such
as could afford it; for the leaves of palms were used to write
upon, in foliis palmarum Sibyllam scribere Varro testatur”.
This practice of committing sacred compositions to the leaves
of the Palm, may help to explain what follows; “And De

65 L. 22. c. 10.

06 Plin. N. H. L. xix. c. 7.; xxxi. c. 43.

-

6. Carey on Dinajpur, x. A. R. 11. I believe this is a plant which I
have raised from seed and flowered, and which goes by the name of the
Sunn plant.
G8 Sed vide Aul. Gell. L. 17. c. 3.

* Op. et Di. 587.
70 Herod. L. 1. c. 193, 194. Plin. N. H. L. xiii. c. 9.
7 Serv. in AEn. L. 2. l. 444.
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borah a prophetess, the wife of Lapidoth, she judged Israel at

that time; and she dwelt under the palm-tree of Deborah 72.”
On the other hand, we find that Minerva and Telemachus

were by no means above the use of leathern ropes,

‘Exxov 3 is la Agüx #55-gartola, Cosbaty.
In the Odyssey a greater variety of scenes gives room for
the mention of several things that may not occur in the other.
I cannot believe that in the age of the Iliac poet a free man
never performed services for a recompense, and that such an
offer as is made to Ulysses in Od. xviii. v. 356. could not then
have been made to any man, however poor and necessitous.
Surely a critic should not infer such unlikely things from
the mere silence of another poem on a very different subject.
The Odyssey makes no mention of trumpets and other things
connected with war. The same remark applies to the greater
magnificence of dwellings; for how are the peaceful splendours
of the victorious Menelaus to be compared with the state of
the Greeks encamped before Ilion and doomed for ten weary
years,

'Arewarov Toxsuoy roxsu%aly, #38 waxaaSat 3
The bivouac of the allies before Lisle has about as much

resemblance to Blenheim House. As much may be said of

xerx). And besides we can prove any thing if we resort to
the awa: Asyousya: for instance we may say, the author of
the Iliad is the more recent of the two, for he knew the

country Scandèa, the helmet xavalrvá, and the bird Percnus
or Morphnus. That marvellous piece of sculpture, the shield
of Achilles, in which a tender voice, AaTraxa, paym, is graven,

is none of Homer's; but I reserve my fuller remarks upon
that subject for some other occasion. Whose it is soever, the
song called Linus, Ai Linon, Bormus, or Maneros, is I think

certainly meant. My ear, at least, is convinced of it, when
I compare Alyov 'limo Xxxx, 2.81%, with Kakoy 381%xts;
7. Jud. c. iv, v'ss. 4, 5.
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IIa" ovo, and Mr. Knight's assertion that delöst 7", qui ad
citharam canit, Urasiós, ipsa, is praecipitate and unfounded:

Callimachus says of the Delians singing the hymns of Olen,
'Oi Way Tasiósat wouoy Auxiolo yegovros ".
It is true that the passage of the Iliad, where 38A,” occurs,

should be rejected; but this really amounts to nothing, since
we are told of Andromache's distress,

Xyrei role?' dyö40; duvvely AOTAION juag.
On the contrary, the locus non suspectus of the Odyssey",
where it does occur, is the most glaring interpolation, to my
judgment, in the whole volume of Homer, and in direct con
tradiction with v. 263. of the same book.

If the Iliad

does

not make mention of birds trained in the way of falconry,
it matters nothing, but I believe it does. One sort of Eagle

was trained to hunting, which circumstance entitles it to the
discriminating article 77, TOT Shewritos, for not only all eagles,
but all birds of that natural order, are of prey. To Priam
and the Troés this bird was the most perfect of omens, being

73 Proleg. 20.
74 H. Del. 304.

75 Iliad 3. v. 409. Mr. K. gives no very good reason; but what better
can be desired than the monster ayārxin? Cynaethus of Chios and his fol

lowers, ā, Tep, Kvya,03, the first professed reciters of Homer, disfigured his
works by interpolating much, woxx. Twy ità, of their own making, or at
least not of his. Eustath. prooem. p. 99. These interpolations, I maintain,
were of two sorts; long episodes, written in a cultivated and fine style, but
foreign from the author's ideas and purpose; and lines, distichs, or short

passages, which much humbler minstrels presumed to foist in, and which are
often to the lowest degree base and barbarous. It is obvious that the former,

injuring, as they do, the whole fabric of the poem, are in the eyes of a real
judge the worst offenders, while the latter offer the most offensive blemishes

in particular parts. It was chiefly against these latter that the old gram
marians pointed their obelus.
76 L. iv. v. 12.

77 V. Iliad. xxi. v. 252. xxiv. v. 316. Ulysses, as John of Salisbury had
read in some lost author, first invented the art of Falconry, but dissuaded his
son Telemachus from indulging in that amusement. Polycrat. L. l. c. 4.
\

p. 13. ed. 1639.
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a type of Nimrod the Mighty Hunter; or, as he was some

times entitled, Phlegyas the lawgiver of the Cushim, where
fore the author of the Great Ee Hoiai says of Hercules his
arrow,

M%?voio 4×eyva.0 xxxvrrowsvoy Tratvyara".
If the country Messenè be not named, the city Messè is.
The arguments drawn from language are few and slight,
and such as are well accounted for by the greater severity of
diction wanted in the high heroic Epic, than in one of a more
mixed and playful character. And even here here may be

some questionable propositions. The trisyllable yagalos does
occur in the Odyssey as applied to the augur” Halitherses
and to Nestor. The disyllable year, on the contrary, is in

the Iliad”, and so is Taiz as the name of a place. I incline
to think that www.vuyog is a different word from avoyvg.0%,
vovvuos, or wavvuos, as it is improperly written, just as we
write w/vau.3% for
-

ăr, 7 #TAst awaysu.9; d.18%.
It is made from the negative alpha and ovvua, a name:
and where short vowels are made to fill the place of long ones,

by the stress and impetus of pronunciation, substituting
loudness for duration of sound, [which is the principle of our

English metre], the proper way, if any, of marking it in
writing is, by doubling the consonant, as dyyawosyta, atto

vesq.Sai, 'Oxxvutolo, 'Agges, vayvetos, voyvvuos. Mr. Knight
makes no alteration, but this method is rather more satisfac
tory to the eye, and more justly represents what is really
done by the organs of speech. In consecutive vowels, I be
lieve the strong aspirate was called in, thus,
Diha men au zosteeros eleelato daidaleoio

Kai dia thoreekos polydaidalou.
78 Od. L. 2. v. 201. L. 3. v. 373.
79 L. 3. v. 386.
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The word anonymous is at length in a place which I think
has been very hastily rejected by our critic as commenta
ineptissima.

'Ov usy yap Ti; Tautzy &yoyuuo; ās' dySpwrwy",
'Ov xzxos, dubs way #axos, ärmy to rewra yey, rai.
'AAA' Éri Tag TiSavrai, Éirst we taxwai, toxmag.
It relates to a practice of immemorial antiquity, and involving
the most curious topics of speculation: nor do I know any
thing more sweet and Homeric, and more akin to that pe

culiar vein, betwixt simplicity and pleasantry, which inspired
other passages in this poem. Such are :

'AAAx xxi wis wo, Fälts reoy yeyos, intoSey #aat'
'Ov ya" &ro 8:vo; #aa' taxagara, 38 dro warpm; ".
and again,
Tw; 68 as vautal

- 'Hyayoy #1: "ISax/y, rive; #uusyai äv%araoyro;
'Ov way yag Ti as Ts'ov dioual #ySa'izsa Sal”.
and where Telemachus saith to Mentes,

Myrm?, Mayr', äus p?at rs suusyai durag #ywys"
'Ov. Foló', a yag ral Tig £oy yoyoy &vros dvayyw.
On the other hand, I imagine the word Nwv-Tuyo; to be an
archaism, and, as it were, a word of bardic excommunication,

formed of the negative non or no, and hymnus, a Laudatory
Song.

©ixoy #s-ty Uraguaysi Kgoviary,
Nwyvuys; drox=0.8.x at 'Afggo; #ySzö''AXaiss.

80 Od. viii. v. 552.
81 Od. xix. v. 162.
82 Od. xiv. v. 190.
*3 Od. 1. v. 215,
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“The king is low, without his Song *.” “Fingal shall lie
without his Song, the greyhaired king of Selma.” To this

idea must be referred an expression which has tormented the
critics, Quis . . . . ILLAUDAT1 nescit Busiridis aras? Phalaris
also lay without his song,
*’Ov0s uy popul:yyás, UTw
-popual wolvøvićy

MaxSaxây, Taibwy Żagoia, 33%vral,
while the gentle fame of Croesus lived xxi Aoyious xxi doubois.
This was a denial of funeral rites to those who were shut out

from the communion of the righteous; and we must under
stand that this Babylonian ritual was not a mere tribute of
respect, but a Missa or incantation to liberate the soul from
pains, quae animas dimittit vel Missas facit; Tsutsi. And
these ceremonies were not confined to the time of death, but

would enure to the benefit of remote progenitors, as it appears
from a passage of the Orphic poems, preserved by the Pla

tonic philosopher Olympiodorus, in his Commentary on the
Phaedon; O Aloyvgo; Avgews is iv durios 3.0 xzi Avaeus d
©80; xx. "Oppavg (, Tuy,

dyśgwrot a tax%gga; #xarow{x;"

IIeuayaqiy raaga'iy #y weals dupierżowy
'Ogyuz 3 #xtaxersal, Avriy Trgoyoya'y &Seus wy
Malousyol. Xu Ba Tolaiv #xwy xgaros, és w #SexygSz
Avasis #x vs Toywy XaAsTwy xxi draipovos disga.
To the soul of Cairbar, the Song was no idle compliment: but
the bards, with their powerful voices, set him free, and he
soared upon the winds of heaven. The Deity who gave effect

* Temora, L. 2.

* Pind. Pyth. 1. v. 188.

* Orph. ed. Herman. p. 509. The priests of the Lama of Thibet sing
HYMNs in order to procure repose for the souls of the dead, to which end a
part of every rich man's inheritance is devoted. Colebrooke, As. Res.
xii. 437.
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to these emancipating hymns was Liber, Avg.0%, or EXEUS: Evg.
That xio is made a monosyllable in the Odyssey, seems to
be an inference from this postulate, that a diphthong cannot
be made short before the semivowel Vau : but I rather infer

from these passages, that it may. Furthermore, the same
contraction is in the Iliad, L. xi. v. 704, if you keep that
passage: and if you reject it, then xio does not occur in the
Iliad, and so there is an end of that topic. Upon the whole,
I conclude that there are but slender grounds for rejecting
both the general inward evidences and the concurring tra
ditions of Antiquity. And the celebrated critic to whom I
have opposed myself was not quite a stranger to inaccuracy.
In new modelling a speech of Priam, he spins out this
alarming verse:
Avgow, iw' 6%axwougly iów, av de Tww3 atovaio xas #A02i; :

And he rejects the verse 127 of the Odyssey, L. 3, because
druso, is used actively for Not Hearing, although he very
properly leaves these lines in the same poem:
'Ovödpa II, waxotreia Toxvy Xpovoy jay drug-o;

Muffaly, à, w”5768; £vi p'aqi Švago?ouavoy.
VI. How, when, and where the author of these poems died,
Plutarch, in his life of Homer, says

is not to be discovered.

that he died at Ios, on his way to Thebes, to the feast of

Saturnalia. But he has preserved an aenigmatic oracle, said
to be given to Homer when asking to discover his native
land, and that foretells that he should die in Crete.

It is

absurd to suppose that he was ignorant himself of his country,
but the sham prophecy is equivalent to an assertion of the
fact.

-

O double-fated from the first,
And blest of fortune, and accurst !

Thy country's name thy soul desires.
Over thy mother's, not thy sire's,
-
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Widely to reign was Minos' boast,
Not far, nor near, from Creta's coast.

There must thou render up thy ghost,
When thou from tongues of youthful men
A speech shalt hear, but shalt not ken,
Of sense occult and words oblique.
Two Lives are thine, but much unlike;

This darksome, and amerced of sight,
And That as heavenly pleasure bright,
Alive and dead; but past the grave,
Old age o'er thee no power shall have.
Here there are allusions to the splendour of his condition in
the Paradisaical kingdom, and to the heavy reverse which

befel him when expelled from thence; and indeed the Sparti or
Sporades” may be said to have lived Two Lives in one, more
truly than any except Noah and his sons, or Adam and his
wife. The tradition goes on to relate, that at Ios he fell in
with some Young Fishermen, who, being asked by him what
they had caught, answered,
"Oga &Aousy Aitousasz ra? gx éAousy pagousgåa,
We leave behind us what we’ve caught,
But carry with us, what we’ve not;
alluding to the lice in their heads. The poet was unable to
solve the riddle; and, according to the oracle, laid him down
and died. Of this story, as given to us, no sort of sense can
be made. But I apprehend that he fell a victim to the

vengeance of the Naupliadae. We have seen that Nimrod was
called The Mighty Hunter, not without an allegorical mean
ing, as a Terrestrial Hunter subjugating mankind; and as
the Heavenly Hunter, making proselytes to his Anti-Christian
imposture, he was the Eagle Phlegyas, 6 @######, giving re

8. See an observation upon the Caprotine Nones, in my Populifugia.
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ligious institutes to the Aeti-Opians. And no doubt this
Huntsman King hunted with trained birds as well as hounds.
We have seen Palamedes engaged in the league against the
Hunter, and placed at the head of another haeresy, whereof
the mysteries were aquatic, and supporting the pretensions of
another son of a mysterious mother, whom that witch and her
wizard priests had baptized in some infernal lake. This
Palamedes was son of Nauplius; and Nauplius was the son
of Neptune, out of Amymone, the daughter of Danaus; but
yet Nauplius was a FISHERMAN. It stands to reason that
his fishing was as mystical [if it were not wholly so], as
the Hunting of Hercules-Orion, and that he said to his vo
taries, Follow me, and I will make you Fishers of Men. They
were the Hunters of the Deep, opposed to the mighty hunter
of heaven and earth. Palamedes, the son of Nauplius, died
an ignominious death, upon the prosecution of Homer's
grandfather, and we have noticed the sullenness of the poet
regarding him. But that is not all: the reader will recollect
how probable I have made it that his Margites was a cutting
satire upon the character and doctrines of Palamedes. The
Gods made him, says Homer, neither a Digger nor a Plougher;

had we the Satire, perhaps we should find that the Gods did
make him a Fisher.

At least we have two lines of Homer,

from this or some other poem, Against the Fishermen, cor

rupted by the dullness of copyists, but which really are
facetious:

Towy yaf Tarsowy 3% caparo; #xyeyaars'
Twy Te &SvXXpwy, Twyr datera w, xx vswovrwy.
The point cannot be given in English, for we do not call a
Large Estate a Deep one; what follows must do:

Deep is the soil ye cultivate, I ween,
And vast the flocks that fill your pastures green.

The Scattering of the Nations from Ilion was ascribed by
some to the False Lights of Nauplius [See Semiramis, s. 15],
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ever mindful of his Son's death: and that proves that the
heartburnings on account of Palamedes continued quite down
to the Ionic Age. I therefore incline to think, that the
Young Fishermen whose presence was fatal to the life of our
Poet were some of the Naupliadae, who wreaked the wrongs
of their own grandsire upon the grandson of his rival. What
ever was the mode of his death, the Chrestonathia of Proclus

assures us it happened at an advanced age, paveral yagalog
#xX3Xottws Toy Slov *.

VII. Homer was a decided votary of the Hammonian Dae
monolatry, that is, he was a Pagan. And he was of the

Odyssèan sect or connexion : but that is shewing the unknown
by the equally unknown. His real sentiments are obscure to
us by length of TIME which has destroyed extrinsic testimony,
by his own sILENCE, so far as express professions are con

cerned, and by the great difficulty to interpret his Allego
ries, of which we have unhappily lost the Key. There is yet
another doubt, whether his REAL sentiments were just what
he professed; for the Greeks or Pelasgians were those to
whom he sung; and considerations of interest, if not of per
sonal safety, would make him endeavour to sooth the feelings
of that violent race of Men.

Now these schismatic Cushim

abhorred Ulysses, and no doubt they also abhorred divers of
the tenets of Ulyssism, whatever they were.
His age, and that of which he sung, was one of daemoniacal
agency: and in it there started up various men and women
pretending to be incarnations of various portions of the divine
spirit; Avatars; and Avantaras. The worship of the Ante
diluvian Daemon Gods had taught them to divide the Divine
Essence into a variety of Energies or Virtues, according to
the characters of the Cainite Theocrators: and therefore one

person being the Herculean Virtue, or a God after the order
of Jabal the Scenite, did by no means hinder another tabernacle
of flesh from containing at the self same time the Apollinarian
* Bibl. Alt. Liter. Tom. i. p. 10.
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Spirit as Jubal did : and so forth. In several at least of these
Anti-Gods he appears to have believed. When his Grand

father is initiated to the great mysteries in Hell, and imme
diately after his repulse by the angry ghost of Telamonian
Ajax, he meets the soul of his other acquaintance and enemy
Hercules Thrasymemnon, whose more excellent nature being
divine was in Heaven among the Dii Superi. The legions of
the dead crowded around him, and wherever he went the

rushing as of their wings was heard: He moved along in

darkness, and in the guise of an archer, while the symbols
that adorned his cloudy phantasm bespoke the Mighty Hunter
and the Warrior combined. He remembered Ulysses and ac
costed him [so Homer thought fit to say] with kindness. He

said that his own life had been one of labours and griefs, by
reason of his having been subordinate to a man in every respect
his inferior. [So in truth he was. But from these unlucky
verses flowed the nauseous Heracleis handled by so many
cyclics, and the fable of the hard Eurystheus.]. But, added
the Huntsman Ghost, Hermes and Owlshaped Athena have
led me in triumph through them all. “They gave him the
Valley of Trouble for a Door of Hope.” With this inspiring

omen Ulysses parted from his old rival, the other II oxvtx2y;
A fog, and returned to the warm precincts of the day. I know
of nothing more sublime: but, in its present foully and in
pudently bedaubed condition, the admiration of the Necyia
rather shews the authority of names than the good taste of

people. I subjoin the genuine passage; placing in brackets
three lines of which I yet entertain strong suspicion.

'Q; épau;, & 38 [Ajax] w 88sy &u=1&sto, & 33 wer' &AAz;
Wv%2; #1; 'Ege:o; vskva'y Matarajyala Twy.
Toy Ba ust #17syonga Biny "Htax}\%ry
'Eiðaxov auto; 8s wer' affayarola, Qaolo i.
"Augi 3e Way w}\ayy, waxwwy Ży, diFaywy as
IIzvroa arvčowaywy: 'O 3 #5uy? Nuxt, Făroixws:

Teuvoy Tokov #%ay was āti vevents, disow,
[Aavoy Tattaiywy, als: S2X&owri Fafa"ws.
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XRepúaxso; Be 3, dupi rep $76erry dogrw8.1
Xevasos jv Texauw, iva Seaxexa fapya tervato,
'Afwrol r', dypotspol Ts avaş, Xaporo, Ts Asovres,
"rauvai Ts, waxai Ts, povoi T', avāooxrarial re.
"Eyyw 3 &vrixx x=ivos, irst Fiósy opóxxwougly,
Kai w dx?vgouevos Farez Trégosyrx Toor wox.
[Alfoyevs, Aastria?, 70%uužav''O3vagev,]

'A deix j Tiva was rv waxov wopov #y Aztets;
'Oy rep #ywy 0xesaxov Ur avya; jexioio.
Znvos way traig jo. Kpoviovos, avtap dićvy

'Eixoy draigsaw WaAz yao roAv Xeipovi part
As unwy, 538 won Xaxers, āretexxer d=6%as.
'Eausia; 3 #w ärewey, iós yxzvoris Aßwy).
Meriones the son of Molus was adored by the Cretans as

the God of War; and as Idomeneus and He really were of
Egypt, not of Crete, this Cretan worship was as I conceive
founded upon the writings of Homer. I should have doubted
whether the word &raxavros, equivalent, would amount to an
actual recognizing of his pretensions as a Warlike Avantara:
but the Cretans so understood it. Meriones was probably

in the kingdom of Idomeneus what Nimrod was in that of
Cush.
The violent Sarpedon is fully acknowledged for the son of
Jove, and a signal portent is recorded to have marked his
dying moments.
If the strongest feeling of hatred, mixed indeed with ad

miration, existed in the minds of the Pelasgians of Greece
towards Ulysses, the same feeling in its next degree of violence
was towards Helen : who, if a Goddess, was the Rhamnusian
Adrastea or manifest Wrath of God; and if a woman, the

most fatally perfidious, lewd, and cruel of her sex. The hatred
of Helen's name appears through the Greek drama, which was
the faithful mirrour of their popular prejudices; but no where

more strongly than in the rhetor Isocrates. It was the way

of these spouting sophists to attract an audience and display
p P
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their command of the Topics, by supporting the extremest
paradoxes, such as the Guilt of Palamedes, and the Innocence
of Phalaris. Now Isocrates, the best of these men, has given
us two pieces of this sort, the Encomium of Busiris and that
of Helen. This being so, we need not wonder at finding the
son of Telemachus not very explicit in his testimonies to the
divinity of this extraordinary personage. She is unequivo
cally described as one both Sinful and penitent:
KAzis way 'A'yai", "Exey Aio; #xyayavia.
She was then the Daughter of Jove: her goblet, which had
once sparkled with the Wine of her Fornications, when all
the kings of the earth were drunk therewith, was filled at last
with the blessed balm of the oblivion of grief.
Into the cup she threw the virtuous balm
Sorrow and Ruth and Wrath able to calm.

Who drinks it, as it mantles in the bowl,

Not one salt drop shall down his visage roll,

Although his mother and his sire lay dead,
Or in his sight a son or brother bled.

And we find Proteus declaring that the possessor of Her
was the son-in-law of Jupiter, and entitled to a sort of crown
matrimonial in the paradise of fortunate souls. I have spoken
heretofore of Canace the witch, who filled with discord the
kingdom of Cambuscan, and for whom three kings contended.
Spenser recites that at the close of the bloody contest which
Cambal had with the brothers Priamundus, Diamundus, and
Triamundus, on her account, and after he had fallen, Cambina,

a witch of wonderful beauty, came in a chariot,
And drawn it was,

that wonder is to tell,

By two grim lions taken from the wood.

In her right hand a rod of peace she bore,

And in her other hand a cup she held,

The which was with Nepenthe to the brim up-fill’d.
Nepenthe is a drink of sovereign grace
Devized by the Gods for to assuage

Heart's grief, and bitter gall away to chace
Which stirs up anguish and contentious rage;
Instead thereof sweet peace and quiet age
It doth establish in the troubled mind.

Few men, but such as sober are and sage,
Are by the Gods to drink thereof assign'd;

But such as drink, eternal happiness do find.
Cambina and Canace are plainly but a mythic reduplication
of one person, for in this noble passage no one can miss to re
cognize the Car of Cybele, the physicianess of the Gods her
children, the veneficous arts of Canace, and the Cratera of

Helen. The priests of Egypt pretended to have the receipt
for Helen's nepenthes, which they called Kyphi"; it was
made of wine, honey, resin, myrrh, bitumen, fig leaves, and

other ingredients, sixteen in all; and such was its virtue, that
the very fragrance of it would appease either grief or violent
excitement, and give to the phantastic and dreamy faculties
of the mind the polish of a faithful mirrour.
The mother of Telemachus was the chaste and impeccable
tenant of the Hyper-Ovum : but Helen was one of another
sort. There is nothing with which the public are better ac
quainted than the allegory of the mystic bride; “My Dove,
my undefiled, is but ONE . . . . The daughters saw her and .
blest her; yea the Queens and the Concubines", and they
praised her.” The AEthiop Queen of the South is the Pe
-

nelope of King Solomon's allegory. But hath not Holy Writ
its Helen? Hath it not a Bride corrupt, adulterous, poenitent,

chastened, and restored ? I must here advert once more to the
great similitude, contrived by Providence, between the Judaean
* Plut. Is. et Os. ad finem, p. 383.
90 Cant. c. vi. v. 9."
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microcosm and the World in General: the Latter was in the

Age of Helen divided into the Holy People or Cushim and
the League of the Gentiles; and so the former shewed one
chosen people set in opposition to the whole of the Gentiles.
In the days of old the Gentiles being under an whore, were
punished by expulsion and dispersion for their apostacy and
corruption, but yet their Restorer was to come who should
re-unite them under a glorious theocratic sceptre: their dis
memberment was typified by the tearing to pieces sometimes
of Nimrod the Universal King, and sometimes of the Whore

of Babylon the Omnigentile Queen, and this last metaphor is
adopted by scripture, saying, Art not thou he that didst cUT
RAHAB P But when the corruption of the Jews was complete,

divine justice inflicted on the chosen people the same penalty
which the Gentiles had long before undergone: and this corrupt
nation, like those nations, was likened to an harlot, driven

forth into exile, but ultimately recalled by divine mercy to a
state of happiness and virtue. Having premised so much, I
think the following place of Hosea suits well to the views
which Homer must have had concerning Helen. “She hath
played the harlot". . . . I will discover her lewdness . . . . I

will cause all her mirth to cease, her feast days, her new
moons, and her sabbaths, and all her solemn feasts ... I will

visit upon her the days of the Baalim.” But mark the con

clusion: “Therefore behold I will allure her and bring her
into the wildERNEss and speak comfortably unto her, and I

will give her her vineyards from THENce and the valley of
Achor [trouble] for a door of hope. And she shall sing there

as in the days of her youth and in the day when she came out
of the land of Egypt. And it shall be at that day, saith the
Lord, that thou shalt call me Husband, and shalt call me no
The polypus-like members of the dissected Ba
Rahab were cast into the wildERNESs, and THENCE

more Lord.”

bylonish

their new Plantations were carved out for them. There amidst
* Hos. c. 2. v. 5, etc.
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trouble they cherished hope. And she herself at last was re
stored to live in the tenderest bonds of conjugal love with that
offended lord, who had formerly sought and regained her at
the head of the whole “world in arms.”

With him she dwelt

in the Glorious Temple, and quaffed the healing waters of
amnesty. This may serve for a rude notion of the Homeric
Helen. The scriptural mystery of the One Undefiled and of
the Reclaimed Harlot I cannot compass. The Former is

clearly personified in the Queen of South: and it will naturally
be supposed that some individual or other served for a simi

litude of the latter. It should be a person pure and holy at
first, who at some period of her youth CAME oUT of EGYPT,
who afterwards committed spiritual whoredom, was expelled,
and restored: and it is also a person opposed to her of AEthiopia.
The sister of Moses was a Prophetess and most holy woman,
she came out of Egypt, but she revolted against the Theo
crator [which is whoredom] and railed at the AEthiopian
Woman, she was excluded from the THEN holy land the camp
of Israel for seven days, [the well known symbol of a long
period] but Israel journeyed not till she was brought in again.
Her name was Miriam.

It is true that she was not adored

with divine honours by either Jew or Gentile, as Helen cer
tainly was: and there the resemblance is imperfect. But let
us proceed to other matters.
The case stood thus with respect to Helen, but it was far
different as to Thetis, the mother of the Pelasgic Typhon.
-

The Iliad of Homer was written to illustrate the evils of

Discord and Violence, but it was also meant to cast a degree
of blame upon the Act of Rebellion against the King of Men.
His grandfather was the stedfast supporter of the monarchy

# Kolgayo; #sw, "Eig 82a1}\sus: and of the claims of the

Atreid in particular, Tx yag pooves's dr #yw rap said Aga
memnon to him. However, he does in no passage of his

work

presume to say that Achilles did wrong, or in any way to

favour the illustrious patron of his family at the expense of the
Myrmidon: but, on the contrary, he makes the King of Men
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acknowledge his fault, and the general reproach it had brought

upon him, only ascribing it to an infatuation from the Gods,
to Jove and Fate, and the Fury that walks in Darkness: while
Achilles only deplores the existence of discord because of the
misfortune it had brought upon him, and accepts the compen

sations made by the King as his own equitable right, w;
#Tisixes.

In his heart the Poet was devoted to the Atreidae,

and regarded with dislike the whole Palamedean policy. But if
the Quarrell of the Kings was to be the subject of an Epic, that
could only be done among the Pelasgi by paying the foremost

honour to Achilles: and the duty of subordination could only
be hinted at by indirect ways, as in describing the loyalty of

Ulysses and the modesty of Diomede. This peculiar predi
cament of the Poet influenced him in what relates to the

Mother of Achilles and wife of Peleus. While the mysterious
characters and divine pretensions of other living persons are
touched discreetly with a light and allusive hand, this Lady
is made to be a very positive downright goddess, and as much
of the incredible is related of her as the exiles from the king
dom of Resen could desire.

She dwelt, sometimes at least,

in the bosom of the deep, and was attended in her movements
by the Nereid Nymphs: and when her Son had lost his
armour she flew upon the wings of an hawk to the olympian
work-shop of her old friend Tubal Cain to get a new panoply.
As all this could neither be rejected, nor yet conciliated with

the homeric truth and sobriety of style, it wrought a great
perplexity of mind in me, untill I saw the necessity under
which the old man laboured of appeasing the jealousy and

glutting the credulity of those upon whom he depended.
When we are obliged to flatter on those very topics at which
we most long to point our sarcasm, there is something in our
temper that leads us to lay it on very thick : there is a sort
of persifilage in that which comforts our own minds, as I think

I have somewhere observed in speaking of Virgil's AEneis.
This necessary deviation from the harmony of his system con
stitutes, in my taste, the greatest blemish in that fine poem
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the Discord of the Kings, improperly called Ilias. Before
dropping the subject, I should point out wherein that de
viation consists: there is a very material difference upon the
pagan, as well as the christian, system, between a man or
woman being an incarnation of deity, and the Divine Essence

which is thus humanized: and many things are true of the
last, which make utter confusion when applied to the first,
and the confusion of facts and dates so produced is that Chaos

which we call mythology: He was not fifty years old in the
first respect, who in the last is before Abraham. So the

Essence of Helena had seen the days of Adam : but the
Woman was not the same Woman who had stooped to gather
the seductive apple of the fortunate gardens: she was but her
Atalanta or Equivalent. Meriones was not the God Mars,
only his Atalantus. And the Mother of Achilles, although

her Essence was present in the days of the Flood, and was
that of

XTvå ap6tto; wirszviv,
and had received the living soul of Tubal Cain into the cavern
of the abyss, below the deep-flowing oceanus,
'Ew arm, y'kapup?' Trap. 38 boo; 'Qxcavoio
'App4 goauvøwy basy datatos,
was herself in truth but a woman of middle age. This defect

of Ilias, in turning an Avatar into a Goddess Proper, so far
blinded the succeeding rhapsodists and logographers, that we
have scarce any HistoRICAL notices of this lady. But we are

in possession of one valuable fragment of mythology which
throws a strong and authentic light upon her imposture.
Cheiron the Centaur *, we are told, wishing to ennoble the
house of Peleus, gave out a rumour that he was about to

marry the goddess Thetis by Jove's consent, and that she

would shortly make her appearance in the midst of rain and
* Staphylus ap. Schol. Ap. Rhod. L. iv. v. 816.
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tempest; after which, and upon the first apt occasion of tem
pestuous weather, Philomela the daughter of Actor the Myr
midon was brought to Peleus and passed herself off for the

Queen of Ocean. From what we collect of Achilles his youth
and the effete old age of Peleus, there is reason to conjecture
that the fraud of Thetis and haeresy of the Stygobaptists was
built upon circumstances very similar to those which marked

the nativity of the Teelygete or late-engendered Nimrod;
6 way 37 ymbai Avyp?
Keita #y Wayapots don'svos.
Although the mother of Nimrod, the Bitch, did after her
elevation to the supremacy adopt the Stygian Haeresy and the
Superstition of the Foot, and became the Bitch or Scylla of
the Sea, it would seem that she persevered to venerate the
Godhead under the symbol of Fire, Aour, or Gold, rather
than that of Water or Silver. Wherefore the Feet of Scylla
were aorian

-

T% iro Todes Éir 8vodexx Travts; a wool,
while Thetis was the Argyropeza. Egypt being by its situation
in a manner exempted from the calamities of the rest of Asia,

formed a ready asylum for people of all sects and denominations
at the breaking up of the Syro-Semiramid empire, and that
accounts in part for the sects and superstitions being so
strangely multifarious. The Tentyrites worshipped the Hawk

#ixxteri Ba Toy Isgaxa IITPI the Coptites the crocodile, inca
£80, 3e 'TAATI: and these latter waged war against hawks
and crucified them 93.

To this head belongs a great fable of the Anti-Christian
fraud.

Metaneira, Cothonea, Cyntinia, or Polyhymnia, the

mother of Nimrod Triptolemus, fed him by day with ambrosia
(that is, oil” from the tree of Ararat), and baked him by

93 AElian. Anim. L. x. c. 24.

* Sch. Ap. Arg. iv. 869.
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night in fire, to exempt him from death, and make him a
perfect God”. Polymela, or Thetis, we are told, did the
very same by her bantling” Achilles; but here accounts vary;
the old author of the AEgimius, and Agamestor the Pharsalian,
said that she put him into a cauldron; but others said, into
the fire 97. The truth is, that both witches used similar

means; but Nimrod's" mother had recourse to Fire, and the
false daughter of Ocean to Water. With this difference they
agreed in the method of their rival impostures. Wherefore?

Because they were not ignorant of the Sacred symbols of .
baptism by water, and baptism by the Spiritual Fire.

VIII. Melesigenes or Tigranes, or whosoever was the bard
of the Land of Eer, was never but an unwilling fabulist.
Addressing himself to a race who were exasperated by their
misfortunes, and especially hostile to his family, he was com
pelled to write his Iliad with substituted names of men and
places, and his Odyssey with a much thicker veil of mystery.
It was his task

yevösa roAAa Agyely ārvuoiaty duoia,

and his delight, as that of every great mind, was in the Truth.
One of the great and prominent truths to be collected from
his Ilias is the intervention of the daimones or angels of the
dragon, in the heroic wars. The province of these belligerent

spirits was to animate by their presence, and exhort the party
which they favoured, and to suggest useful advice to its

leaders: and upon occasions to rescue their votaries from im
pending danger by rendering them invisible:

* Hom. H. Cer. 239. etc. Hyg. Fab. 147.
* Ap. Argon. iv. 869. etc. Tz. in Lyc. v. 178.
* AEgim. etc. ap. Sch. Ap. Rh. iv. 816. Agam, ap. Tz. ubi supra.

* When Zoroaster was born, the evil spirits would seize upon him; but
for three nights his mother kept up a blazing fire in the chamber, which
prevented their approach. Sad-Der, Porta xvi. ap. Hyde.
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Toy 3 ###Takay Atoxxwy

Pala wax', wis's @80s, #x2Avya 3 of dati ToxAy”.
But they did not, or might not, attempt to use their own
power in order to kill their opponents; nor do I remember
that any one was slain in battle by a daemon. This impotence
or forbearance of those otherwise important auxiliars probably
gave rise to the idea that they actually dreaded the smart of
an human sword; certainly it gave to the heroes that boldness
which animated the Celt when he met the Spirit of Loda, and

plucked him by the beard.
This belief continued long after the time of Confusion,
when Providence put an end to these doings, and the Locrians
of Greece were wont to leave a gap in their line of battle,
which they thought was filled by the unseen ghost of Oilean
Ajax: we may well imagine that this gap was the strongest
point upon their line. In the Church of which the Pontificate

is now established at New Troy, the same idea is very well
Known, and Saint James of Compostella” is a good match
for the Locrian Ajax.

Although the daimones, or ghosts of the haeresiarchs, only
fought to encourage their votaries, not to kill their opponents,

they yet were deemed the ruling powers of the fight, the
spirits of the storm: and I have somewhere read, that the

very ancient poet Archilochus said of the Abantes,
Tavrms yag waivoi Azipova; ála, wax"; ",
and also that the word was explained to mean 0.2%uoys, ac

quainted with. A more barbarous etymology could not be
devised: besides, the expression is too frigid for prose, even

if speaking of ordinary warriors; and much more so for this
illustrious poet, who
-

* Iliad, 20. v. 443. etc. .
100 See Geddes's Tracts, vol. 2. p. 225.
10 And see Hermesianax, v. 28.
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Alwyvorolo x2Aoy #2%al usXos
'O's Affvgaufoy divw avyxépávyw$215 ppgvas.
Say rather, when the fierce Abantes joined the war, they were
as the daemon gods mingling in the battles of men.
It was common for the deified ghosts to assume, by their
faculty of glamour”, the similitudes of living men, and in
those shapes to give counsel to the heroes. Possibly they did
so when they had not a full confidence in their own fallible
judgments, and were unwilling to put in peril their false re
putation of being Gods. We thus read that Apollo took the
shapes of Mentes, Lycaon, Periphans, Phainops, Agenor; and
Neptune those of Calchas, of an Old Man, and so forth. But
at other times they manifested themselves in their own proper
persons. Their disguises did not always secure them from
agnition by careful observers; Minerva coming in the shape
of Mentes, was suspected by Telemachus, who
@au.8%asy xzra Svuoy diagaro yag Saoy #ival,
and the same deity, as Mentor, did not escape the sagacity of
Nestor. These agnitions were brought about sometimes by
the evanescence of the Spirit, none being able to explain how
or whither the form departed. But there was yet another
way: when Neptune came in the appearance of Calchas the

Oilean Ajax found him out, and said to the Telamonian,
'Ovā āya Kax%ay; ās", Seongoro; oftovis"):

'IXyla yap ustoria's Troöwy #38 www.wawy
Psi :yywy arovros, dayywro. 3s Saoi Tag”.
The peculiarity of their progressive motion, or the action of
their feet, betrayed them. Venus was effectually disguised as
an huntress when she met AEneas, but in despite of glamour,
* This faculty, whether exercised on yourself or on another, was in
Latin simulation; Colchis et AEaco simulatrix litore Circe. Stat. Theb. iv.
l. 551.

103 Il. xiii. v. 70.
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vera 1NcEssu patuit Dea.
In fact, when Dead Souls make themselves manifest, they
have not a substantial body” made “of the dust of the

ground,” as “a Living Soul” has, which tends to the centre
of the earth, or is heavy, and is also impenetrable or obstinate
in the occupation of space: but merely one that is Visible or
Phantastic. And they either take the phantasma of the body,
dress, etc. which theirselves wore when living, as ordinary
ghosts do, or those of other living persons, as the gods often
did. But their motion was not like ours, by using the muscles

for levers, and alternately raising and setting down the legs,
with labour and delay: it was, on the contrary, a simple lo
comotion of the spirit, of various and unassignable velocity,
without raising of the feet, and without regarding the resist
ance or impenetrability of corporeal obstacles. The nature of
ghostly or daemoniacal progression is very well set forth in the
CEthiopics of Heliodorus: Ty Cadiguati & xarx Bias may row

Troöoly 80s warzflagty dyvousyq', d'AAx xata riva #vuy deglov
xzi Jew/v dragoto is ov, Tsuyovrwy waxxoy to replexoy. Alo
37 was ra dya Xuara Twy Qawy 'Alywarrior rw toba £evywyrs;

xxi worst #yávres is a riv". I have the satisfaction of finding
that the observation made of yore by Ajax the son of Oileus,
is fully confirmed by the experience of a respectable modern.
The Rev. Mr. Ruddle, rector of Launceston in Cornwall, re

lates with much detail, that, during the summer of 1665, he
repeatedly met the ghost of one of his neighbours walking in
a particular field, at six o'clock in the morning: and he took
notice” that “her motion was not gradation, or by steps

and moving ofthe feet, but a kind of gliding, as children upon
the ice, or a boat down a swift river.” Upon these truths the
vulgar have founded their idea that the Devil can disguise all

104 Gen. c. 2. v. 7.

* Heliod. L. 3. p. 148. ed. Bourdelot.

-

* Ghost Stories, by T. M. Jarvis, Esq. p. 232.
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except his feet, but if you peep under his skirts, you behold
the bestial hoof of Great Pan.

-

I have given this section, and the preceding one, to the il
lustration of Homer's notions, and towards the setting of a
boundary between truth and fable. But the great secret of

his opinions is locked up in the Odyssey, which all read, but
who shall understand? Possibly our great desideratum is the
lost book of the Wars of Jehovah, which is cited in Numbers,
c. xxi. v. 14.

IX. In the course of this my first part of Nimrod, I have
used my poor endeavours to elucidate the subject of the Iliad,
and the lost poem Margites, and here I should perhaps have
done better to stop.

IIws 3 & #ywy &y''O3varamo; flaiolo Azjoiu,y;

I have not been able to recall to my mind any circumstance
tending to show which of the two epics is the earliest pro
duction of its author. Critics have imagined that the Odyssey
is the work of an intellect declining in vigour, and have com
pared its beauties to the mild radiance of the setting sun.

Nor did they speak unreasonably; for they were profoundly
ignorant of the meaning of that poem, and must have re
garded it in no higher light than we do the legends of Orlando
and Aladdin. But if the key were once recovered that could
unlock the treasures of this beautifully wrought casket, we
should then see, I nothing doubt, a perfect system of har
monious allegory, founded upon facts and free from tediousness.
We should hear no more of the setting sun.
I approach the subject with a despairing mind, and with
little hope, that my own incapacity can be supplied by the
ingenuity of others, for want of that resting-place without
which Archimedes himself was powerless, seeing that we

possess no authoritative account of the life, actions, opinions,
fortunes, and death of Ulysses, other than what the Homeric
verses themselves supply. Situated as his grandson was, he
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might speak of Ulysses in the Iliad with some security, but
to write a whole book in his praise was a delicate undertaking;

and I think it highly probable that this work was from the
beginning only payaāy avyatoloty, and but very obscurely to
the bulk of his contemporaries.
I am quite at a loss what part of this subject I should first

begin to attempt, riva Tøwrov, riva 3 is arov #swag' w. I
will go at once to Homer's character of Ulysses. Ulysses

was nothing less than the Prince that Was to Come, the
Desire of Women: and he was the husband of the Undefiled

Bride, in whom the great Ionian Haeresy, drawn from the
androgynous nature of its false god Adam, saw no humble
portion of the Divine Essence. II, waxoteiz, or, as it should
be spelled, IIay-#x-0T-Epa, signifies “Eva, the geomantic
oracle of Pan.” Simmias terms Echo or Calliope the consort
of Pan, #xxotz wougwy. The Hyper-Ovum or Chalcidicum
was the symbolical heaven of the temple, and banqueting house
of the Gods; and it was called the Coelestial Egg, because it
represented Noah's Ark resting upon the Mount of God in
the sides of the North; and that ark was in sacred poesy
the Egg whereout all living creatures were hatched. The
Hyperovum was the sleeping chamber of those highly favoured
women, upon whom (as superstition went) the Holy Spirit
came, and whom the power of the Highest overshadowed, and
of whom an holy thing was born, which was called the Son of
God.

Of such there were not a few in these times; false

Christs, and false prophets, and they showed great signs and
wonders, and deceived all men.

It is named but twice in the

Iliad, as the place where great Mars impregnated Astyocha
with twin sons, Ascalaphus and Ialmenus, and that in which
Hermes visited the womb of Polymela to beget Eudorus the
Myrmidon". And when we read of Helena herself, that
she was born out of an Egg, Eustathius explains to us that
the Ovum or Hyper-Ovum of the temple must be understood.
"7 L. 2. v. 514. L. 16. v. 184.
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The sojourn of Peenelopewha in this haunted chamber, the
dragon-guarded bower of Brynhilda, evinces that she was not

idly styled Aix yuvaixwy; and that any might have said to
Telemachus, the father of Homer,

'Ox&io; 5; a £5urava's Tarno, Texas jraxa wirne,

Tasm? a #A0%avors waxx{rxt?.
Ulysses was a King and Priest, who appears to have placed
his main reliance upon the mystery of the remission of sins by
blood: and it is recorded of him, that when the Auspices of
the Pamphylian host were wanting at Aulis, and the intrigues
of Palamedes ran high, he persuaded the King of Men that it
was needful for him to show that he so loved the world as to

give his own daughter Iphianassa a victim for its religion and
liberties. At this cruel price the favour of the daemons was
bought by the Atreid; but when the cup of his glory was
full they dashed it from his lips. A spurious mythology has
softened down the story, by calling to its aid the bloodless
dedication of Jephthah's daughter and Abraham's substituted
victim. While the Ships, as they were called, of the other
Danaan leaders, represented in their colours the Great Whale
of the First Ar-Ion or Ionah, the Ark of the Raven, N7%
Kogwyūz, or
Maya-Kyrex Nix Maxaiyy,

that was pitched within and without with pitch;—the prows
of Ulysses were crimson with the blood of the mystical vintage,
ulxrotago, and polyixoTaç70,
Tø 3 dux was stovro Buwöexx u%Torogol".
When he returned she tried his identity, by proving whether
he knew the Bed whereon Ulysses and she were wont to sleep.
But what was that? It was the trunk of the Olive with Per

108 Iliad 2, v. 637, Od, xi. v. 123.
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sistent Leaves, ravv40xxo; #xala, yet rooted in the ground,
from which the King had stretched a Crimson Bull's-hide for
his bed, and had built around it a Bridal Chamber of Stone.

“I recognise his features, said the Snspicious Queen; Bring
out the Bed of the King, oh Euryclea.” He answered:
Woman, a bitter saying thou hast said:
For who by force or slight hath moved my bed?
None but a God could move it from its place,
No, not the strongest born of human race”.
The immoveable bed of the faithful bride and returning
bridegroom was the Tree of Ararat, to which the Ship of
Salvation was moored; whence the double sense of the ho

meric word #vy, a bed, and an anchor.
When Ulysses first appeared upon the stage of politics, it
was neither with a power to back him, nor arrayed in the
splendour of talents; but “he was despised and rejected of
men;” “he was one whom the nation abhorred, a servant of
rulers;” he was called Nanus or the Dwarf, and the Brute,

because his sayings were a stumbling-block to the nations, and
to the wise foolishness: he was

dFúpai parti Feroixus.
Yet did this dwarf cheat the Giant Maha Bali out of the

Empire of the whole world, and suddenly grew into a giant
himself,

'Ovgayw is mel's wag'), was ār, X.5ova Galvey.
This Brute triumphed over all the wisdom of the Cushim,
and hurled the Superb Tar-Quin from his throne. These
passages of his life are ingeniously figured in the allegory, by
the blinding of the monoculous giant Polypheme, which made
his whole race to exclaim,

IIoffew starias dip6.a Auoy #ua;.
109 Od. 23. v. 183.
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But he came to the performance of this feat under the more
than humble name of 'Ourg, No-body; insomuch that when
the Giant cried for help, saying, No-body is killing me, of

course no alarm was excited. This shews how very near to
Satire or Burlesque the allegorical poem was permitted to ap
proach. And when he would escape from the rage of the
Giant, it was in the disguise of a Brute, and the Stupidest of
Brutes, a Sheep. The poet ascribes the sufferings of Ulysses
to his conduct respecting Polypheme.
I will not here speculate upon so obscure a subject as the
conduct and fortunes of Ulysses after Troy taken, and until
the Populifugia; but it seems to be intimated that he main

tained his own principles, in spite of seduction or intimi
dation.

In that awful judgment the nations acknowledged the ful
filment of prophecy; and from prophecy they were led to hope
that the Holy City and Theocratic Monarchy should be one
day restored again: and the several denominations of the
Gentiles would expect the general restoration at the hands of
their own Haeresiarch or False God; a sentiment germane to
that which the Welsh bards entertained with respect to the
Third Arthur, who fought against the Saxons, and to that
which has inspired a sect of Portuguese with the doctrine
called Sebastianismo. The kingdom of God is a spiritual
essence, having no necessary dependance upon place; there
fore some of the Gentiles might expect empire to be re
founded, and the City rebuilt, in a new country; others that
the restoration would be at Babel; and others again, that it
would be transferred for a time to a new seat, but ultimately
restored to the old one.

Such variances could not but occur;

because the prophecies, which, in the aberrations of their false

wisdom they perverted, made allusion to two very distinct
Pamphylian Theocracies, one seated upon the seven hills of

the West, and presiding over the Kings of the Earth, and the
peoples, and multitudes, and nations, and tongues; and another

to the East in Syria, whither All the Families of the Earth
Q Q
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should come up to Worship the King, the Lord of Hosts.
Upon Seven Hills a state was founded, and received for its
name a title of the Heaven-built and Spiritual City,
Roma", tuum Nomen terris Fatale regendis,
and its people were proud Anciliorum et nominis et togae;

and, animated by the verses of the Babylonian Sibylla, and
the consciousness of their high destinies, they steadfastly per

severed in working them out with the sword. When they
had conquered the world, that is, the prophetic oecumenee,
then was the time, as they had been led to understand, for a
Man God to situpon the hills, and fulminate his decrees from
thence;
PRAESENS DIVUs habebitur "

Augustus, adjectis Britannis
IMPERIo gravibusque Persis.

* The writer of these pages is anxious not to be misinterpreted: the
opinion that the Church of Rome is the Whore of Babylon, and that the
Pope is the Man of Sin, appears to him so erroneous, as to reflect little credit
upon some eminent men who have advanced it, and whose judgments, he
fears, may have been warped by political feelings, and the malignity of their
passions: however, neither the City nor the Church of Rome are wholly

unconnected with the important events darkly alluded to in the prophecies.
The writer wishes fully to vindicate himself from the charge of setting po
Iemics above patriotism, or seeking, upon any pretence of Theology, to per
petuate the discord and humiliations of a neighbouring island; and if it be
not permitted to his present Majesty to heal those shameful wounds in the
body politic, he prays, at least, that no religious denomination of his fellow

subjects may, at any future period, be trampled under the feet of a tyrant.
He also begs to disclaim any fellow-feeling with the Priesthood, or with the
sanctimonious faction of the laity. A further elucidation of the affairs of
Prophetic Rome does not belong to this chapter of his work.
in Praesenti tibi maturos largimur honores
Jurandasque tuum per nomen ponimus aras.

Hor. Ep. 2. 1. 15. et Suet. Claud. c. 11.
Instead of Romulus he was called Augustus; sanctius et reverentius visum
est nomen Augusti, ut scilicet jam tum, dum colit terras, ipso nomine et
titulo consecraretur. Flor. L. 4. c. 12. Sancta vocant Augusta patres, au
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That oecumenee included, for the four monarchies, the Asian

realm enclosed by Araxes, Jaxartes, Indus, Nile, and the four
seas; and all the countries to the West which the Roman

Empires of Augustus and Charlemagne took in. However, it
would seem that some took the Oxus as a limit rather than

the Jaxartes, owing to the reduced actual boundaries of the

Arsacid kingdom, as Strabo, who says the city Bactra lay be
yond the oecumenee. It was a very flattering construction
of prophecy which made the momentary humiliation of the
Parthian be a conquest of all Persia, to the river Oxus.

Propertius thus speaks of Rome's prophetic boundaries:
Multi, Roma, tuas laudes annalibus addent,

Qui finem imperii Bactra futura canent.

But perhaps the event which most strictly entitled him to
be acknowledged God upon Earth was the conquest of the
Third Monarchy, in the person of the last Macedonian Queen,
and the murder of her son and his kinsman, Caesarion:

'Avrap #re, Pau, KAI’AITTIITOT 327tasvaal *,
'Eis #y, 37%uvaaz Tor 8xa’ixeia ways",
'A@ANATOT 3xatayo; ār a v6owtotal paveirai.
gusta vocantur Templa, etc. Ov. F. 1.609. and old Ennius knew that the
Sebastocracy was one day to arrive, saying,
Augusto augurio postquam inclyta condita Roma est.
Ap. Suet. Oct. c. 7.

But the strongest proof of antitheism was substituting the crime of Blas
phemy [see Levit. c. 24. v. 16..] or Laesa Majestas, in place of the old crimes
of Seditio and Res Novae. It was Majesty, si qua de Augusto irreligiosë
dixisset. Tac. Ann. L. 2. c. 50. Majesty is a goddess who sits,
medio sublimis Olympo,
Aurea, purpureo conspicienda sinu;
and when Jove conquered the giants she was established for ever,
Assidet illa Jovi, Jovis est fidissima custos,

Et praestat sine visceptra tremenda Jovi.
The Spaniards call the Wafer su Magestad.

* Orac. Sib. L. 2. p. 218. The ruin of Rome is thrice repeated, be
cause Troy was Trito;6%. I have rectified the barbarous text, but not as to
the main sense; so I dwell not upon it.
Q Q2
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And after that again, saith the Gnostic bard, shall come the
Pure King, who shall reign for ever and ever, and Rome shall
be thrice desolated by the Latins. So that the conquest of
Egypt was the supposed signal for the up-rising of Anti

Christ, and then it was that the iniquitous mystery began to
work. Yet all the while they were waiting for this consum
mation, and all the while they enjoyed it under the Caesar
Gods, the pious among the Romans regarded their Septimon

tium as a temporary retreat only of the Divine Majesty, and
their then condition as merely intermediate, and, as I may
say, interfortunate : for they especially revered two fortunes,
the Primitive of the Land of Jove, and that of their hoped for
Return Thither, Fortuna Jovis Primigenia, and Fortuna
Redux. I suppose that the Sceptre and the Globe belong to

Primigenian Fortune, and the Ship to Redux Fortuna. Their
Priests pretended, falsely, as we cannot doubt, that Jove or
Palladium had been actually brought from Ilion to Lauro
lavinium, and thence to Rome; and he was the Lar or Daemon

to guide them on their way home: but in Italy or Asia, or
wheresoever planted, Roma was still Roma the 113 AEterna
Pergama, and 6xvuto; disy %avs-os. With such observa
tions I subjoin this remarkable inscription:
Fortunae Reduci.
Lari Viali.
Romae AEternae.

Q. Axius AElian.

Nor were these ideas proper to the Western Pelasgi, for there
is an Orphic hymn to Fortune, styling her Tymbidice, or
Justice in a High-Place; but it likewise terms her the Great

Wanderer, and Diana the Guide. The Romans appear to
have had in their secret religions a warning not to listen too
hastily to the invitations of the Fortuna Redux; qualibet
exules In parte regnanto; but, ne nimium pii
* AEn. 8. l. 37. Virgil also says, in exactly the same spirit,
ILIUM in Italiam portans victosque Penates.
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Rebusque fidentes, avitae

Tecta velint reparare Troja: ;
The Goddess Fortune, or Fortis Fortuna, is the Female

Force or Power by whom they were to be restored: and their
Lar Vialis is better known as the Deus Rediculus, God of the

Returning. It is just possible, that the Campi Rediculi may
have gotten their name quia Hannibal exeo loco" redierit
perterritus quibusdam visis; but the verb redeo is a most un
likely one for the Romans to apply to the retreat of their
enemy: and I am satisfied that the casual circumstance of
Hannibal's advancing no farther than the Temple of Rediculus
was merely in the nature of an Omen Accepted.
The expectation of a Final Restoring is adumbrated in
some other fables, which represented disappointed hope and
unrewarded faithfulness.

The Priestess of the ToweR which

stood upon the stream of Helle [which stream flowed by the
Homeric Babylon] waited in darkness for the return of her
Lover, who had to swim the troubled sea, and held out a

beacon light to guide him to the shore. But the storms of
the World [which hated the light, and loved the darkness].
extinguished the light which shone in darkness, and its raging
waters closed over the head of the Bridegroom: and the
faithful Hero died with him. This is exactly an inverted
Odyssey.
I have explained, in Semiramis, S. 14, that Phyllis the

Queen of Thrace, is a mystic name for Eva, disconsolate and
kirtled with leaves, but fondly expecting him, the Desire of
Women, who should restore the glories of her kingdom; and
that it is transferred to Helena, the Second or Third Magna

Mater, expecting the day when the Demophaon or Light of
the People should re-establish the broken and ruined empire
of the world. He, the second Founder, was to be a son of

Nimrod the original Founder of Metropolis.
* Pomp. Fest, de V. S.

After nine
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periods of vain hope she despaired and killed herself. But

the story endeth not here: We read in Servius upon Virgil
Ecl. vi. v. 10. that she was transformed into an almond tree,

but torpid, and bare of foliage, as in Winter. Demophaon

came too late, and in the agony of his grief embraced the
leafless trunk of his transmuted bride, when sudden it burst

out into life and bloom. I have before glanced upon this
subject. The blossoming of the Almond Rod was in the pri
maeval theocracy a badge of hierarchical power, and “a token
against rebels.” Achilles, when swearing by his sceptre an
oath which bordered upon rebellion, did, in a parenthesis, en

tirely disclaim the having any such token of supremacy: his
rod, once severed from the parent stock, would never again
germinate, but never the less it was a sceptre of the Judgment
which is from Jove, and therefore it was a great oath. Long
afterwards, and when Homer was a very ancient poet, the
corruption so widely diffused in Abraham's time had become
universal, and (if we subscribe to the very cogent reasonings
of Mr. Faber in his book Upon the Three Dispensations, that
the Poem of Job was written, in the spirit of the old and ca

tholic patriarchate, by the Levitical Lawgiver himself) it
would seem that the mystery of salvation was then lost or
corrupted even among the children of Keturah and of Esau.
It then pleased God to circumscribe the patriarchate within
the limits of one family, as a vessell wherein the light of truth
might be kept burning. The Twelve Tribes of this family
were governed by their princes who were the heirs by primo
geniture of their respective patriarchs, and the name of each
prince was written on his rod or sceptre. But they were
commanded to write Aaron's name on the rod of Levi, although
he was not of the primogeniture of Levi, because he and his
house were especially elected to the Hierarchy, “ and behold,
the rod of Aaron for the house of Levi was budded, and

brought forth buds, and bloomed blossoms", and yielded
*

” W. Numbers, c. xvii. Heb. c. ix.
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almonds.” This rod was kept in the Sanctum Sanctorum, or
Tabernacle of Testimony, for a token against the rebels.
Therefore the blossoming of Demophaon's almond tree, is the
restoration of that sort of government which offers the tokens
of divine power against all that would gainsay it, that is, a
theocracy on earth. Hercules was the theocrator Nimrod,

“king of the earth from the rising to the setting sun,” and
he bore a mace or club made of the olive tree, and called

Phyllites for this marvellous property, that whensoever it
touched the ground it sprouted into leaf". Romulus was as
much famed for the spear as Hercules for the club, and his
title Quir-Inus means the Son of the Spear; but when he
planted his spear in the ground, its iron point struck out
roots, and it branched into a tree:
Utve Palatinis haerentem collibus olim

Cum subitó vidit frondescere Romulus hastam,
Quae radice nová, non ferro stabat adacto.

As Ulysses was the Homeric Messiah, it follows that it WaS
at his hands he expected the restoration of the Civitas Dei:
and it would seem as if the Poet did not care to deny that he
had also been the author of its ruin, T&oing isgow Troxiàooy

#Tapas. As Paradise was lost by one Adam, and was to be
restored by a second Adam, so the returning Ulysses was to
reign in peace with his faithful consort over that world whose
corruptions he had overthrown. Meanwhile the nations were
to “abide many days without a King and without a Prince.”
In this interval the Long-Suffering Godlike Ulysses was to be

exposed to grief and peril and seduction, and to pass through
the ordeal of temptation,
'Apyvuevos jv Te WvX/w was vosoy &raipwy:

because it was not permitted to the appointed Redeemer of
Men that he should return in Glory, unless he had triumphed
* Palaeph. c. 37. Pausan, l. 2. c. 31. s. 13. See p. 35 of this volume,
note 71.
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alike 117 over the alluring visions of delight and the most fearful
images of death.

It is my belief that the trials, temptations, and struggles of
the absent hero are meant to shadow out the real transactions
of his life, most of which in fact occurred previous to the Nosol

or Dispersion; and I would farther surmise that the various
losses he sustained of his followers are not literal but spiritual,
and indicating that they were seduced and carried off from

him by a variety of abominable haeresies, so as to forfeit all
part in Him, and in that Kingdom to which He was to return,

ove, waxws, oxsazy; dro Taytag #rapes.
If the Odyssey had been a mere Series, and not a System,
that is, had it fallen into the hands of a Cyclical narrator, its
beginning would have been at the thirty-ninth verse of the
ninth book, from whence I will therefore set out with my
vague essay towards an analysis of it. The first Struggle
mentioned is between Ulysses and the Ciconians, over whom
he prevailed in the first instance, but his followers became
drunk with Wine, and the enemy renewed the strife, which he
maintained with success during the fore noon, but after noon
fortune declared against him, and the Ciconians destroyed
seventy-two of his followers. The Ciconians, whose Wine in
toxicated the remigium vitiosum Ithacensis Ulyxei, are noto
riously the Bacchanalians whose frantic women dilacerated

Orpheus, or tore into pieces the Nimrodian monarchy, after
the time of his Going Out towards the North,
Spretae Ciconum quo munere matres
Inter sacra Deûm nocturnique orgia Bacchi,

Discerptum late juvenem sparsere per agros.
There were two Bacchi whom Nonnus calls

IIowroyovoy Zxygyz xxi dyryovoy Alonzo.

* Matt, iv. v. 8.

Luke xxii. v. 40, etc.
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The former is Noah or Protogonus Eerikepaius, who is
distinguished from his son Jove as Za-Tag-Ev;, or the Old Za
Eus, for Ger has the force of Antiquity. The second is a
strange Androgynous sort of being representing under a male
title the Woman who was born out of the side of the Man God,

who commanded an army of Women, and instituted the foulest
rites and orgies that ever defiled humanity. The subtlety of
this system of mysteries and orgies well suits the raygopia
and ravagyia of Margites; and the entire silence of Homer
upon the names Bacchus, Dionysus, and all other denomi
nations and topics of a Bacchic nature, strengthen me in my
belief that this horrible sect was set on foot by the unmen
tionable Palamedes, and completed by Guneus and Semiramis.
These Heroes were leaders of the Dodonaeans and Titaresians,

and their learning was that of the Cranes: but there was
another race closely allied both in doctrine and policy, and
commanded by Achilles, and they were Pelasgi or Pelargi,
Storks. I need not say that Cranes and Storks are but species
of one kind, and that a Ciconian is synonymous with a Pe
largian. The Ciconians being Schismatic Cushim, are distin
guished from the Achaians. Achilles was murdered at the
temple of the Tyberine Apollo, and Lycophron describes the
event thus, He shall go down into the Goblet of Bacchus.

It is not quite impossible that this may have a literal meaning,
and he may have been plunged head foremost and drowned in
a vessell of consecrated wine. Such a death may have been
inflicted upon him in mockery of his creed, or at his own

choice. Certainly such a fable was once in existence: and
some, who thought nothing too extravagant and childish in
order to vilify the House of York and flatter the grand-daughter
of the usurper Tudor, most absurdly related it as happening
to George Duke of Clarence.
Next he encountered the Lotophagi, men whose food was
the Fruit of the Flower

6, Ayívoy 'Eibag #Barty.
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*

So seductive were the habits of these people, that those who
had once indulged in them lost all inclination to follow the
King on his pilgrimage,
'AAA' gurs 38Aovro ust dy?pagi Awropayola,
Awroy #patrousyo waysusy yo5 are Xaffeoffat,

but they seem to have been neither a violent nor a powerful
sect, and Ulysses compelled all his followers to abandon Loto
phagism. All fruit is from a flower, therefore the word dyffivoy
is put by way of Excellence. Now the Lotus flower is the
holiest of all symbols among the Brahmens of India, and the

same people use a vegetable diet and abhor the slaughter of
animals; for which reasons I incline to think that the impious
doctrines afterwards promulgated by Pythagoras and Buddha
Avatar, were only revivals of a creed which existed in Ulysses
his time: and traces of which, as concerning the Lotus Flower,
and also as concerning Animals, certainly existed in Egypt
before either of those men [if they be not the same man]
lived. Be it observed that all the rest, although they perished
by their various errours, were desirous of following the King:
but these had not even the wish : in truth Lotophagism was
mere Deism, and under the mask of tender-heartedness towards

the beasts that perish, they utterly rejected the Aspersion of
Blood and the Atonement of the World, falsique piacula
mundi, nor were they willing to sail in the yaws wi:\rotap,0s.
Follows the blinding of Polypheme, the Shepherd King,

and Anti-God.
'Ayr1650y IIoxvp.muoy jFoxgato; #5" usy soy"
Ilāaiy KuxAwarga'a'iy.

This means Nimrod, whose Babelian Empire he overthrew
* Od. 1. v. 70. It is worth while to compare this passage with Od. ix.
112. etc. The Cyclopes were not governed by councils of state or regular
tribunals, but each was the patriarch of his own district; yet were the Cy

clopes subjects of this mighty king. In all which we may recognise the
free and primitive feudality of the Scythic realm.
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by his consummate art. We have touched upon this already.
I will only add that he prevailed over the Giant by the aid of

copious draughts of the wine of the Cicones; which may allude
to that great stroke of policy by which Ulysses overthrew the
Cushim; namely, his bringing into the field against them
their schismatic brethren under the reluctant and dissembling
Achilles. Polyphemus had been warned by prophecy of the
fate he was to expect at the hands of Hodysseus, but he had
thought to meet a glorious and powerful rival, dignum nodo
vindicem, instead of a wanderer acquainted with fief, and
void of form and comeliness, and scarcely so strong as to bruise
a reed or quench the smoking flax.
'AAA' disi Tiva parta usyaw xx xxxoy #3syumy
'Ev623 &AEvgerial, usyaxy Étietusvoy axx,y.
Nvy 3 #u', #wy daiyo: Ts, xa, gridayos, xa, xxixus,
'O462xus dAawgay, Étei w #3xuaggaro Folyg'.
The Giant was blinded by his own arrogance, and inef

fectually warned to flee from the wrath to come. Why he is
here described as the son of Neptune and the nymph Theusa,
I must acknowledge myself rather at a loss to determine: it
may be said that Jove was Trinal, Olympian or Heavenly,
Neptunian or Maritime, and Ammonian or Cthonian; that
Nimrod 119 was the son of Dis Cron-Ion, or Trinal Jove, and

that his betrayer was punished by the Neptunian principle,
because, being figured as a navigator, he was peculiarly ob
noxious to the wrath of that power.
The King proceeds to the floating island of AEolus, walled
with brass. AEolus had Six Sons and Six Daughters, whom
he caused to intermarry.

Svyaraga; Togey Ulaa'iy Éival axotras.
From him he obtained a splendid reception, and a bag

made of the skin of a Bull Nine Years Old, Boog 'Eyvswgolo,
* Orion was miraculously begotten by the Triple Godhead of Jove,
Neptune, and Hermes.
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in which the winds and tempests were tied up with a silver
chain: for Jove had made AEolus the steward of the winds.

While Ulysses slept, his followers thinking it was a treasure,
opened the bag, let loose the storms, and they were all driven

back, but AEolus would not receive them. Aiholus, the king
of the Whole Earth, was Cush, who lived in the Brazen-gated
City of the floating island Theba. He had Six sons, Heads
of Tribes, of whom the youngest Makar Eus was accused of
incest with Canace, the Witch of the Tower.

That he mar

ried his sons thus incestuously, arose not merely from the
pride of that royal house which disdained foreign intermixture,
but from a mistaken notion of imitating the house of Adam,
whose circumstances were entirely different. After the fall
of Memnon, Ulysses entered into treaty with him for a paci
fication, and received from him such instructions [founded
upon the prophecies of the Mino-Taurus, who’Eyyawgo; 3agi
Asus] as were calculated to allay those gathering storms which
threatened mankind.

It would seem that the silver chord

was loosed, and the secret [whatever it was] of Ulysses his
private negotiation in Ilion divulged by the misconduct of his
people. Hence flowed all the evils which ensued upon the
rendering up of the city: the Agamemnonian Empire scarcely
survived the Nimrodian, the Whore of Babylon was enthroned,
and those tempestuous scenes began which continued until
God's own whirlwind blew away the nations, nay, which have
not ceased among the nations unto this day. The new Aiholus,
or king of Men, Æneas, refused to harbour the counsellor of

Agamemnon; and though the friendship of Helen was a safe
conduct for him and his, he was finally expelled from the
Brazen-walled City. It either means something like this, or
I do not know what it means.

In seven days Ulysses arrived at the remote city of Lamus

and the Lestrygons, where the Giant Antiphates reigned.
It was a city of Giants and Shepherds, who did not encourage
husbandry; and something is said, which I cannot under
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stand, about the nights being so short that a man might, only
for the want of sleep, earn double wages.
"Eč%uary 3 housa%a Aaps attv Troxleigov,
T7%arvXoy Axis ovyov,77, #3, rolusyo toluiy”
"Hrval #17.2%awy, 632 t #axzwy Uraxas.

'Eviz K'avtwo; zyme Bois; #722 to u1768;,
Toy way 38x2xswy, royo' atyvpx u%z vousvay.

‘Eyrus was wros Texas juaro, #2 *%a.
The people of Laestrygonia were cannibals or Ogres" of

the fiercest kind, and they destroyed eleven ships of Ulysses
with their crews. He escaped with the twelfth. This obscure
episode probably alludes to the settlement of the Heracleid
Ninus or Scythian king at Nineveh, whose title of Lama now
transferred to Thibet appears in Lamus. The theocracy
which flourished for fifteen hundred years at Nineveh, was
afterwards removed to Bactra, and lastly to Thibet. This is
much strengthened by the fact of Lamus being by birth an

” There can be little preference between unintelligibles, but, for choice,
I would rather have this punctuation of the words, 56. Totary drop."
The Scythian empire was feudal, and toigny and rotawg are names for
king; but in a royal fief, if the throne become vacant by want of heirs, in
capacity, treason, etc. the people must repair to the King of Kings to ask
for a new shepherd. The people of the Kingdom of Ashur Nineveh were
of two kinds; the Royal Shepherds and Free Scythians, heroes of the Regi
fugium; and the posterity of Ashur, Elam, Aram, Arphaxad, etc. governed
in castes by a race of Cuthaean nobles. Therefore the Heracleid Toluny Nawy

whom rarely two; ixi yaux'go; reigned in two capacities, as Chief of the
Bulls, or presiding over the free and haughty race of Tauriform Gods, and
as monarch and highest in the scale of rank and graduation among the
disarmed, disfranchised, and sheepish multitude of the gentiles. The
Danaan King, who blinded Polypheme, and fled from Lamian Antiphates,
very naturally calls the Scythizing system the way of darkness, and the
Agamemnonian or Danaan the way of light. This is all thrown into a note
that the reader may take it, or leave it, as he likes.

* The name Ogre, given to the Cannibal giants, is formed from that
of Ochus or Og, a title of the Rephaim Princes; it is expressed by Nonnus,
Ogyr,
'slyvgo; U-lixa;nvoy tx wyl, 3axga yyaytwy.

L. 13. v. 416.

*

*
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Heracleid, which makes Ovid's Deianira to complain that she
WaS

Lydo facta noverca Lamo.

The Azus Troxleigov was opposed to the Lamiae Turris;
and both names, Lamus and Lamia, seem to have been asso

ciated with the idea of anthropophagous rites.
Cannibalism was an excess, from which those who like

Ulysses approved of human sacrifices, must have had great
difficulty to keep their followers, especially when invited to it
by an example so high as that of the Scythian kings of Ashur.
Hominem immolare”, saith Pliny, paulum a mandendo
abest. Perhaps Orestes, and the family of Diomedes, whose
anthropophagous horses are spoken of, were among the number
of those who were lost to Ulysses upon this occasion. They
remained at Nineveh, where they set on foot the wars of the
Thebais and Epigonias.
Ulysses went from thence to the island Aiaia, by which I
have several times explained, that Babylonia under the go
vernment of Helen is denoted; and there many of his com
panions were converted into swine by her voluptuous and
sensual system. He was himself preserved by an antidote he
bore about him, a plant with a black root and white flowers,
probably the Virtue of Self-denial. He afterwards consented
to share her bed, upon condition of her dismissing those
whom she had seduced from him, and swearing a great oath
that she would not emasculate him.

A curious illustration

of her character and policy. The appellation KIRKEE, the
She Hawk, agrees with that which was borne by Helena or
Faustula, the nurse of Romulus, Acca. Accipiter or Accus
Pater is the Hawk God Mars, who was said to be his father.

When two names were manifestly and closely connected, it

rarely occurred to the ancients that they both meant the
same person, and they would rather make them father and
122 H. N. J. vii. c. 2.
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son, or the like, and so spin out their series of mythologies.
Upon this plan the Sibyll was made to be Circe's daughter.
“I come,” saith the Sibyll of the Gnostics, “from Babylon,
driven raving by the gadfly, a fire sent forth into Hellas.
But the men of Hellas call me native of Erythra, a strumpet:
they call me Sibylla, daughter of Circe and Gnostus, a maniac,

and a liar. But when all things come to pass, ye shall re
member me then, the prophetess of great God, who revealed
to me the things past, and those of the beginning, and set in

my mind the things yet to come. For when the earth was
flooded, and one man only of good repute was left, sailing in
his wooden house, with beasts and with birds, I was his

daughter-in-law: I was born of his blood *.” In short, she
describes herself as the wife of Ham, but by repetition of the
Adamitish mystery, that of the man-god Herm-Aphroditus,
his wife was but his own self in a form feminine; and this

is what I have long ago explained, how Helena came out of

the water-fowl's egg, and was the sister of the Corybantic
Gemini.

At her desire he sailed to the land of the Cimmerians, who

lived in perpetual darkness”, to visit the dwelling of Hades
and Proserpine, and consult the spirit of Teiresias. It must
now be presumed that we lose sight of realities: the poet was
aware that the Restorer of Mankind could not establish his

kingdom unless he had previously descended into Hades, and
visited the prisoners there: and it was also convenient to
clear the character of his hero by shewing what manner of
reception he met with from the mighty dead. In order to
123 Lib. L. 3. ad finem.

* All day we sail'd beneath the genial beam,
Nor reach'd the margin of the Ocean Stream
Till Eve had stretch'd on high her shadowy cloak.
Of Cimbrians there the city and the folk
Lie darkling; ne'er on them the God of day
Sheds from his full-orb’d eye one cheerful ray,
On them, nor towering in the zenith shines
Nor when to earth his westering car declines.
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revive their spirits, and enable them to converse with him, he
gave them each a draught of sacrificial blood, which seems to
have been the favourite mystery of Ulyssism. First he re
ceived the dark oracle of Teiresias: Next he conversed with

his mother Anticlea; and all the wives and daughters of the
Heroes flocked around, like nuns to a convent grate, to see if
peradventure an husband or a father had made the inevitable
voyage:

Nwl usy wig #rseraw dueiðous?” at 35 yuvaixs;
‘Oagal deis way axoxol āgay #35 Svyatges,
‘A 3’ dup' aluz waxxivov 20xAss; #yage6.ovro.
IIzaz; 3 & 2, #yw uu%aoua. 83 Gyou'vu,
IIguy yap xey xxi w; ?ffelt dušootos, etc.
This passage has furnished a pretence for a long tissue of

mythological trash. His host Alcinous enquires if he saw
not the ghosts of any of his friends and companions at the
war of Troy. Then he tells how he conversed with the soul

of Agamemnon, whereby he acquits himself of all suspicion
of having been a party to the murder of that king: and with
Achilles, in such a manner as to shew that he enjoyed the
good-will of the Pelasgian Chief Ajax alone stood aloof:
and then comes his parting scene with the spirit of Nimrod.
Returning from Hades, he passed the two Seireenes, and

listened to their songs, by which I conjecture that he means
certain new-fangled doctrines that sprung up among the
races of Shem and Japhet, after the miracle of the confusion

had made two new languages. As he passed between Scylla
and Charybdis, the former, who dwelt in a cave near the top
of an high rock, laid violent hands upon six of his people.
This monster, combined of the Woman, the Bitch, and the

Fish, may allude to the mixture of the Helenian and Stygo
baptist sects that took place after Helen's elevation to the su
premacy: or perhaps to the doctrines of Glaucus, who, from

being a Wolfite, adopted the aquatic mysteries, and divined
by fishing; and whose mares, like the horses of his friend
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Diomede, were anthropophagous. Charybdis lived in the
sea under a lower rock, on which grew that well known ap
pendage of the great mother, the Wild Fig Tree. This, I

suspect, is Thetis the mother of Achilles, whose mysteries
were purely aquatic.
The ship proceeded to the island of the Sun, where his

followers ate the fatal oxen of the Sun, in spite of the direful
portents that happened, the hides crawling, and the flesh
lowing on the spit. This is cannibalism, to which his fol
lowers were always prone. Nothing was commoner than for
people to be called after the sacred animals which they re
vered as symbols: such were the horses of Diomede, the mares

of Glaucus, and the oxen of Geryon: and we have seen that
those who ministered to the Panionian Neptune were called

Bulls. That same Eurylochus who had so strongly opposed
Ulysses his visiting Circe” was the author of this last fatal

revolt against the commands of Teiresias, Circe, and the king
himself.

To punish this crime, Jove raised up a storm, in which all
but the King perished: He clung to the Fig Tree of Charyb
dis, till her vortex sent up some planks, upon which he

escaped to the island Ogygia. Here he was entertained by
the semi-goddess Calypso, whose name signifies Concealment,
a venerable personage who dwelt in complete solitude, and to
whom no vice or cruelty whatsoever is imputed. But she

was anxious to detain him on her isle by the promise of im
mortality and perpetual youth, he all the while sighing for
the day of his departure; nor did she furnish him the ma
terials to build a raft until Hermes had brought her the ex
press commands of Jove. Calypso was “the daughter of the
wise Atlas, who knew the depths of all the sea, and was the
possessor of the columns around which the Heavens and the
Earth were delineated:” her island Ogygia was, as I appre
* Solumque suis caruisse figură Vidimus Eurylochum: solus data pocula
fugit.
R. R.
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hend, the far-famed Atlantis submerged in the Ogygian

flood, a residence of the Nephilim or Titans, wherein he was
offered an eternity of bliss if he would consent to stay; but
the King was faithful to Her who awaited him, and eager for
the due completion of his irksome duties, all he had suffered
notwithstanding:
-

Warx was roës rola" yayotto.
Atlas was Noah, the lawful King of the Antedeluvians, in
whose Ark the ancient schemes of astronomy and geography

were preserved; Him we shall soon meet again: but no doubt

many of his sons and daughters, if not very many thousands
of his posterity, died in the flood which happened in the six
hundredth year of his life.
-

Neptune espied him sailing from Ogygia, and raised such
a storm, that his raft became unmanageable: but Ino, a
goddess of the sea, brought him an article of dress called
xg7%auvoy, which Ulysses tied around his breast, and stripped
himself naked, and, riding a-cockhorse upon a single plank
or pole, jumped into the water. Thus did he ride upon the
waves two days and nights, till he reached the isle of
Phaeacia.

Phaeacia was the kingdom of Alcinous and Areetee, which
was distinguished by Three circumstances of splendour. 1.
A palace whose walls were of brass, corniced with cyanus;
and the doors of gold, with silver posts. In front of the pa
lace stood watch dogs of gold and silver, the work of Tubal
Cain. 2. An enchanted Garden, abounding with Pomegra
nates, Pears, Apples, Figs, and Olives, which ripened con
tinually without being subject to the alternation of seasons.
Also a Vineyard, in one part of which the vintage was

treading, in others the fruit was ripening; and, in others
again, the vine yet blossomed. 3. The Divine Ship-building;
which made not vessels to be steered by rudders and the hands
of men, but such as were intelligent, and knew their own way

to all lands, and over all seas, and no perils could destroy or
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damage. But their way was always through clouds and thick
darkness, "Hep" was vspex, waxxxvulusval. By this noble King
and Queen he was kindly entertained, and sent home to Ithaca
in a living ship.

Here we find him, after many toils, reposing in the Paradise
of the Apple, the Fig, and the Olive, with Noah, the planter
of the Vineyard, and the owner of the Ship which sailed in

darkness, and was steered by no mortal pilot: and here for
the first time he met with neither violence nor seduction,

but an honest wish to further his good purposes, which shews

that the house of Ulysses returned as near to the truth as
they possibly could, without altogether renouncing the reli

gion of Cham. I certainly have somewhere read that Aretee
was the name of Noah's wife.

His return to Ithaca was not “as the lightning cometh
out of the East, and shineth even unto the West,” but on the
contrary he laid aside his natural appearance, and received
from Minerva the form of a decrepit and squallid mendicant.
Thus he came to his own Hall, where the Princes of the Earth

were assembled, sueing to his bride, and consuming the wealth
of his kingdom. “Behold, he came as a thief.” They were
insolent and secure, and utterly derided the idea of his
return;

Tov 3 aftero vosiuoy juxg:
“ Scoffers, walking after their own lusts, and saying",

Where is the promise of his coming?” They ridiculed and
insulted the old beggar, and persevered in urging Tele
machus to select an husband for his mother; and even the

portents from the Gods were lost upon their infatuated
minds. They laughed the sardonic laugh, the meat became

bloody in their mouths, and their eyes shed tears: and the
seer Theoclymenus beheld the darkness of night gathering
* Peter, Ep. 2. c. 3.
-

R R 2
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around them, the blood spattered upon the walls and columns,
the ghosts of the slain gliding away, and the Sun eclipsing in
the heavens.

'O, 3 aga. Travre; #7 &vra'78w y=Axogay.
Penelope proposes that, for a settling of their pretensions,
they should strive which could shoot an arrow from the bow.

of Ulysses through twelve battle-axes; imagining that they
were, as indeed they proved, all alike incapable. The beggar
asks leave to try the bow, and performs the task without dif
ficulty: and then with the aid of Telemachus and two faithful
servants he slays all the Suitors, and those of his Handmaids
who had been whoring with them. The Goddess sheds beauty
upon his head, and surrounds him with fine robes, and he
stands victorious before the continent Penelope: nor do they
long delay to seek their ancient Olive Tree.
'Artzaiw; Xext&olo Traxxis Sequoy inftyro.

The learned Tzetzes informs us that this Lad y, before she
had her name of Peenelopewha, was called Arnaea, which

means in English, She who belongs to the lamb".
The Winepress has been trodden by the returning feet
of the AMy olxousyolo Favaxros, but all does not end here.
Remains the concluding prophecy of Teiresias, profoundly
dark. “Afterwards depart, taking your Oar, until you

come to that people who know not the sea. Also they know
pot the ships which have a crimson face, neither oars which
are the wings of ships. Now, I will tell you a very manifest
sign, forget it not. When another wayfaring man shall meet
you, and say, that you have a winnowing-fan upon your

* In Lyc. Cass. v. 792. Amiracis and Anarcia are other titles she is

said to have borne. See Schol. Od. iv. 797 in Creuz, Op. Myth, part i.
p. 49.
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bright shoulders, then fix your oar in the ground, and return
home, and sacrifice hecatombs to the immortal Gods of

heaven, in their due order. And your death shall proceed
from the sea without pain, and such as to kill you in the
extreme of a pleasant old age; and your people shall be
blessed around you. These things are infallible”.” It was
understood by Homer, as I deem, that, although the King,

long absent, was returned, and “the marriage of the Lamb
was come, and his wife had made herself ready *,” he was
again to leave his kingdom a prey to the enemy who should
go out and deceive the nations”.

But when the world was

so far enlightened from above, that even those, who knew not
the ark of mercy sprinkled with blood, should own him for the
Judge of all the earth, whose fan was to divide the grain

from the chaff, and who was to “send into Babylon fanners
that should fan her ”,” then he should return to be an exile
no more. But in the fulness of time the Waters should ter

minate the human life of the King, without the bitterness of
death, and amidst the blessings of his people. These waters
were those of Chaos and Creation, out of which the Spirit
was to call a “new heaven and a new earth.

For the first

Heaven and the first Earth were passed away: and there was
no more sea.”

Before we take leave of so much of this poem as is at all
explicable, we should remark another sound principle of
Ulyssism. Upon this scheme, the Aix Tuvaixwy is an wholly
different character from her of whom so much hath been said,

not in the matter of chastity only, but in all the relations of
life. So far was she from any interference in the matters of
Church or State, that she did not even assume the controul

* Od. xi. v. 120. etc. I have omitted three lines of no apparent moment,
which seem insititious.

129 Rev. c. 19. v. 7.
* Rev. c. 20. v. 7, 8.
1st Isai. 5l. v. 2.
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of her private household, when her son was of age to exercise
it, in her husband's absence: unto him was her desire, and he

ruled over her *. She never set herself up for an author of
poetry, a giver of oracles, or a propounder of doctrines; but
cheerfully acquiesced in the peremptory and general prohi
bition, I suffer not a Woman to be a teacher”, nor to usurp
authority over the man, but to be in silence. So far from
discovering a trace of the Huntress, the Amazon, the Sibyll,
or the Sorceress, we see nothing that should lead us to believe
that Penelope would have sanctioned any such character as

that of an Authoress, especially an Authoress upon politics,
ethics, or Theology; or that she would have suffered the
matrons of Ithaca to form themselves into clubs or committees

for any purposes of alleged public good; assuredly the attempt
of a woman to inspect and visit the prisons of the state, and
take her place by the side of the magistrate, would have
amazed this sober-minded Queen.

I observe, that whenever

she was obliged to open her lips among the men, she did so
with “power on her head,”

"Avta Tagaixwy oxoplavn Aitapa x6%auva.
She sat down under His shadow with great delight, and
His fruit was sweet to her taste.

His Banner over her was

Love. She was not officious to do good, but content to do
right, in obedience to the Divine Law:
Morigerae uxoris virtus cui contigit omnis;
Fama pudicitiae; lanificaeque manus.

But the Greeks were far from being unanimous in con
firming the splendid testimony of Homer to his grandmother's
character.

The Mantineans of Arcadia, who shewed her

tomb, pretended that Ulysses repudiated her in consequence

132 Gen. c. 3. v. 16.

* Tim. Ep. 1. c. 2. v. 12.
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of discovering that the suitors had been brought in at her
invitation, and that she retired to Sparta, and thence to

Mantinea”, where she died. Penelope” was, moreover,
said to be the mother of Pan: and by some she is said to have
borne him to Hermes, by others to her husband Hodysseus:
while others again fabled, that by a monstrous superfoetation
he was engendered in the successive embraces of all the

suitors. This is the obscure prediction of Lycophron's Alex
andra.

"H%ai yat #1 wavX0%y PetSgs arenas",
Kai N7%its Tg) ova; dysra, 3s ray

Mexasgow & #. Eastwy awasarov
"Muxxois yuyzwoxxwViv j := Bzzzzga
Xsuyw; xzawgsvaaz Kowavel 3ous;.
He comes, he comes to Reithrum's haven sure
And rocks of Neeritus, and must endure

The bitter sight; his royal house o'erthrown
Flat from its base, by female fraud alone.
Who filled his halls with solitude, but She,

That Bacchanalian whoring solemnly *
Pan was one of the oldest gods in Egypt, and of the most
recent in Greece. His name merely implies universality;
or as Simmias has it in his riddle, 'Ovvou.' 'Oxoy: and it may
be taken three ways, either potentially, of Adam, Noah, or
any such as had in themselves the germ of all things; or
131 Paus. viii. Arc. c. 12.

135 Herod. L. 2. c. 145.

-

Cic. de N. D. L. 3. c. 22.

Nonn. Dion. Na

talis Comes. Part 5. c. 6. etc.

* Lyc. v. 768.
137 Moxxois? or Moxxois, schemate Anacreontico? It is generally sup

posed that auxxos, the neck of an ass, is put for an ass, that headstrong and
salacious animal being a fit image of the suitors; and certainly that acquires
somewhat more of likelihood, from Ulysses and Penelope being figured as

Hippus and Hippona. If we would credit the late editor of Hermesianax,
the same word favKNot was applied by that poet (v. 33.) to the suitors of

Penelope. Vid. Hermes. ed. 1825. p. 24. falsely numbered 16. It is not
quite clear to me whether Lycophron meant way, as we have it, or IIay.
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collectively, of Nimrod, Cush, or any such as governed the
whole world in an united and integral form; or discreetly, of
the Pagan World when broken into its various parts and

members, which make by synthesis its whole. The potential
Pan, or Universal Father, was the ancient God of the AEgyp
tians, who was of an older race than Hercules or Bacchus.

The collective Pan was Nimrod *, King of the Giants,

whose ambition was bent upon unity and universality, and
constructed the

-

irov desús kogvoy Bouoy'Ogous ovros:
for the Scholiast” teaches us that Oromedon is Pan, the God

of the Mountains, or rather as he well says, of Heaven. The

same person was King of the Land of the Meropes, Cos, and
this was of course the Spirit of Terrour, whose CEstrus or
Gadfly, and the clamour of whose praeternatural shouting,
brought on the Populifugia. The nations fled before the

daemon of Oromedon, the Horned Cosmocrator, Jove", their
sometime King. He was an Hunter, and a Shepherd”, but
like Theseus, Ion, Amphion, and other mythic Nimrods, his
evening hours were vacant to verse and song. Behold in these
lines his three peaceful vocations,
Tors 3 #; arso; #Azorey dia; *

'Ay&m; #aywy, Bovaxwy Uro usazy &#vgwy
N73vuoy.

Pan was even fabled to have been enamoured of Syrinx;
and of Echo, who bore him Iynx”, or Celestial Love, and of
Pan and her, Simmias says A3v usXiaºols'EAAoti x80% NmAsus w.
* The same I believe whom Apollodorus makes the son of Jupiter and
Thymbris. Bibl. L. 1. c. 4.
*39 In Theocr. Id. vii. v. 45.

* V. Orph. Hym. 10. vss. 11, 12, 23. Pan was himself the Gad-Fly
who expelled Lydian Omphale, zrnza: 'oise: zaitra;.
14 Hom. H. Pan. 13. 32.
* Pseud-Hom. ib. 14.

* Tz. in Lyc. v. 309. Luc. Dial. 22. c. 4.
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Nimrod was accused of a more than filial love for that great
mistress of song, Helena, who was the first Lyric poetess
called Sappho, and also the Sibyl Diana, or Nymph Lyrica,
whom Orion wooed,

Pallidus in Lyrice sylvis errabat Orion *.
But Helen was the person who was called in mythology
Echo", which name she got by the versatility of her voice:

and not improbably from the engastrimythic faculty. Va
lerius Flaccus” thus finely describes the terrours of this Pan:

Ut notis adlapsa vadis, dant aethere longo
Signa tubae, vox et mediis emissa tenebris
“Hostis habet portus: soliti rediere Pelasgi.”
Rupta quies. Deus ancipitem lymphaverat urbem,
Mygdoniae Pan jussa ferens saevissima matris,
Pan nemorum bellique potens: quem lucis ad horas
Antra tenent, patet ad medias per devia noctes
Setigerum latus, et torvae coma sibila frontis.
Vox omnes super una tubas, quá conus et enses
Quà trepidis auriga rotis nocturnaque muris
Claustra cadunt: talesque metus non Martia cassis
Eumenidumque comae, non tristis ab aegide Gorgon

Sparserit, aut tantis aciem raptaverit umbris.
Here only do I remember to have found the Panic Terrour
adorned with the Hissing Hair of the Gorgon and Eumenides:
but I need not remark that this Pan is the Deemo-Gorgon or

Gorgon of the People who, as Pronapides said, was father of
the Three Moirai or Tripartite Division of the People. These
Moirai were in Latin Parcae, Parts. Mars Martis, Mamers
Mamertis, was otherwise Marcus, ci, Mamercus, ci; and so
Pars, tis, was in an other ancient form Parca, cae. But Dee

144 Ovid. de Art. Amat. L. 1. v. 731.

* Ptol. Hephaest. L. 4, ap. Phot, ed. Schott, p. 185. 1606.
146 L. 3. v. 43. etc.
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mogorgon also engendered an other Pan, of whom we will now
speak. This is the discrete Pan, or University of the Nations,
after they had been divided in language trifariously, but into
a multifarious variety of states and communities: for all these
were looked upon as constituent parts of the original whole,
and were all animated by the spirit of that system which their
founders had learned in the Officina Gentium.

This Pan

came out of the Hyperovum of Ithaca, and Penelope was his
mother. His appearance dates from the very formation of
the great Osirian or Bacchic league against the Empire of the
Cushim, for that was the first step towards the final dismem
berment. His form was bestial, his hair long and flowing,
wherefore he was called Cometes

'Tiso II, waxony; wagazAxsa IIava wounty",
and he was himself ulxrotag70s or polyixoragyos,
quem widimus ipsi
Sanguineis ebuli baccis minioque rubentem.
Clement of Alexandria mentions Cometes as having been a
Prophet. This personage was called Hanuman in Sanscrit,

and by his cunning and skill mainly promoted the overthrow
of the giants and the triumph of Rama, Bacchus, or Osiris;
and is in truth no other than Ulysses himself, as I think I ex
plained, in Troica.

It may be well here to shew it a little plainer. Ulysses
was the counsellor of that great war against the Giants
whereof Agamemnon was the commander, and which had in

view the recovery of his brother's wife detained in the capital
of the King of the Giants. To compass it he assumed a cunning

disguise, entered the capital city of the King, penetrated to
the chamber of the captive Lady, and concerted measures with
her for her restoration. This done, he returned in safety, and
soon after the city was delivered into his hands. Now the
14: Nonn, L. 24. v. 195.
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Indians told the same story thus: Ravan King of the Triple
Kingdom of the Giants had carried off Sita the wife of Chandra
Rama (an avatar of Vishnu), whereupon Rama, in conjunction
with Hanuman King of the Apes, levied war against him.
Hanuman went in several disguises into the city and palace
of Ravan “to explore Sita, the wife of Rama, his sovereign
and master.” He conversed with her, gave her a ring which
Rama had sent, and returning in safety, encouraged Rama”
to attack the city. The wizard Apollonius of Tyana, in his
travels in India learned that the Brahmen Philosophers of that
country once had an High-Place and an exceeding strong
fortress, which the AEgipanes” in vain beseiged by order of
Bacchus and of Hercules. The siege by order of Bacchus is
that of Agamemnon and Ulysses, that by order of Hercules is
that by Orestes and Telemachus with the Seven Heraclidae;
but the Laertiad family are the AEgipanes. Cometes was
shut up living in an ark, where the Muses fed him with
honey; and the scene of this happening was at the Cave of
the Nymphs” under the Mount of the Bridal-Chamber; by
which means we may with much safety refer it to Ulysses,
for the cave of the Nymphs at Ithaca was filled with jars of
honey
-

"Ev is x8%rmass rexas dupipop" as āzo"
Aaiyot &v6x 3’ &reira Tiffa, Swaggai usXiaoa"
and it was under the Bridal-Chamber, for this plain reason,
that above it stood the ravvøvXX0; #Axia, and that tree was
the lectus genialis of Ulysses and Penelope. Theocritus in
- another place" hath shewn himself not ignorant that Co
metes was Ulysses, where a goatherd named Cometes is made.
to say, If I strike thee not, may I become Maxxy},0; dyr, Ko
uarx. The migration of Diomede into Apulia was ascribed
146 See Maur. Hist. Hind. 2. p. 241. etc.
* Phil. Vit. Ap. L. 3. c. 3.
"o Schol. Theocr. Id. vii. l. 78. et vide Diog. Laert. de Vita Epimenidis.
* Id. v. l. ult,
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to the debauching of his wife Ægialea not only by Oiax, son
of Nauplius and brother of Palamedes, but by her counsellor
Cometes", topveußsiga wro Te Kouyre ré avyxxwrixs &vrms,
thus we bring Cometes to the Trojan epocha, and find him a
counsellor in Diomede's court ; but Diomede was the Argive

Anax, as closely connected with the Agamemnon as Ulysses
was himself, and these two were continually united in counsel,
as poets tell, in the matter of Palamedes, in that of Rhesus, in
that of Philoctetes, and in that of the Palladium. However,
we find that Diomedes quarrelled with his counsellor, whence

the adage Diomedèa necessitas, and that is said to have hap
pened at the time of taking the Palladium, or in other words
upon the capture of Troy. Then, as I conceive, the Dio

medèan party went with Orestes to Nineveh and began to
Scythize and turn cannibals and eat the bulls of the Sun, and

Ulysses and Guneus were both opposed to these proceedings.
However, I believe the Atridae, Laertiadae, and Tydidae were
united in the unsuccessful enterprise of the first seven, and
the successful one of the epigon seven. For all these reasons,
and notwithstanding that any mythographer may have called
Cometes the son of Sthenelus, I harbour no atom of doubt that

he is Ulysses.

I do not so much think that Lycophron called him a crow
in armour, Koga; avy txois, by reason of his longevity, as
that the Greeks compared this navigator to the evil spirit or
raven in the Ark of Noah, rather than to Saint Columb or

Iona. The latter had a temple at the purgatory of Patricius,
whereof anon; and we hear that the chief judge of one Gildas
King of Ireland * was entitled the Crow of the Sea. The

reader already knows that King Strophius, guardian of Orestes,
is Ulysses, and that the faithful companion of his exile Pylades,
is Telemachus, the son of Ulysses; now Lucian assures us
that Pylades and Orestes were worshipped by the Scythians
* Cedrenus cit. Cluver. It. Ant. p. 1217.

* Fieci Carmen, stanza 51, ap. O'Con. Rer. Hibern. p. 175.
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as Gods, and denominated 5. Kočaxs; ", the Crows. The ark
-of Cometes has a mystical allusion to his descent into Hades,
as also to his Ship with vermilion cheeks in which he sailed to
so many countries.
We learn from Suidas, that one AEsop, secretary of Mithri

dates, wrote a book concerning Helena, in which the God
Pan was styled Haliplanctus, The Wanderer upon the Sea,

and said to be a Great Fish: and so, also, Sophocles *, 'Iw
IIzy, IIay Axitxayxrs. He entangled the giant Typhon in
his nets, and caught him. It is a farther approximation to
find this sea-wandering Pan concerned in the treacherous
capture of Troy; but so it seems to be, for AEsop related that
the Asterite stone was found in his belly; and Helenus is
said to have betrayed Troy by reason of knowledge he had
acquired from the Siderite stone. He performed a catharmus
of ten days, and washed the stone, and nursed it like a baby,
and it suggested to him the ruin of Troy", in tones like
those of an infant. Orites globosa specie a quibusdam et si
deritis vocatur”, saith Pliny; and adds, that it was thought
to produce discord and quarrels. It is true that he forms it

from alongo;; and the author of Lithica, who wrote at some
period of the Roman empire, follows him therein; but I con
ceive he was in error as to the etymon of sideritis; for the

Lithica say, that it becomes visibly animated when washed,
IIAyalov op?zXuwy 37s key Asay; ye rexaggas
Asgxso sarsaw; yag arolvXoyra voyasis, l. 380.
and the stone Asteria, if washed with an acid liquor, exhibits
motions and contortions as of a living star fish imbedded in
the stone. That is known as a modern experiment”, long
* Lucian. Toxaris. c. 7.

* Ajax, v. 695.
156 Orph. Lith. 360. ets.
157 N. H. 37. c. 65, 67.

* See Encycl. Brit. Asteria.
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since its theurgic virtues have been consigned to just oblivion.
Therefore do I suspect that Asteritis and Sideritis are syno
nymous. But if Pan, as a General or a Navigator, was

Ulysses: the same name, as representing Paganism in its
Broken Form, after the Panic flights, or Populifugia, was
rightly filiated to him, as being the Ixiopas", and the fa
ther of Ptoli-Porthus 19.

In the reign of Tiberius Caesar, in

which the King of the World subdued all things to himself,

and virtually, though not actually, abrogated the haeresy of
the Gentiles, a voice was heard by some mariners crying,
Great Pan is Dead; and upon their return to Italy, they
were commanded to make known what they had heard. So
says Plutarch, in his book on the Cessation of Oracles; and
he adds, that this happened off Paxu: which isle is in the
immediate neighbourhood of Ithaca. The learned at Rome
decided that this was Pan the son of Hermes and Penelope.
This narration, to which, as a fact, I attach no credit, suf

ficiently shews that the Christians of the first age understood
the Paganism of the Gentiles, brought from the Universal

Officinia gentium, by the Ithacan Pan. It is hard to say

why the Scattering of the Nations should be referred to
Ulysses; but I can imagine two reasons to have operated.
First, that looking back to the beginning, they traced the
ruin of the Gentile league to its revolt against Cush, and all

the deep and politic intrigues of Ulysses at that time, and
with reason, for they produced the first bifarious division of
Asia into the Assyrian and Syrian kingdoms; and also they
produced the violent deaths of Cush and Nimrod, and all the
other crimes which were regarded as the Causes of Wrath.
Secondly, Because his people were deeply concerned in the

horrible transactions which immediately brought on the Con
fusion. At that time there was a grand dedication of the

Tower, with the sacrament of cannibal sacrifice, adopted as a

* Wide Pausan. L. viii. c. 12.
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last resource, to save Babel from the Assyrians; and this is
the sacrilegious eating of the Bulls of the Sun by Ulysses his
people: for we find that Eurylochus and all those who had

escaped from the bad example of the Cyclops and Laestry
gones, now adopted this practice upon the plea of NEcEssITY.
This is what we read in Plutarch's life of Valerius Poplicola,
that the sons of Lucius Junius Brutus and Vitellius sacrificed

and devoured a man; for the former of these two is Ulysses.
And it is one business of the Odyssey to shew that he was
himself entirely guiltless of this desolating abomination: and
that therefore he was alone reserved to make an acceptable
dedication, and sanctify a feast. I have intimated my per

suasion that Siosyphus (or the Theosophist"), a man of great
genius, but extreme fraud and cunning, who descended into
Hades alive, and was said to be father of Ulysses, is really his
own self. I have somewhere read of this person, that he de
tected Jove in the embraces of Ægina or OEnone, and divulged
the scandal, whereupon Jove assumed the form of a large
stone, which he was condemned for ever to roll up an high
hill, without being able to place it on the summit. So the

stone of Sisyphus was a Stone Jupiter, and the placing it on
the high place was the final dedication and completion of his
Temple; but Sisyphus was for ever excluded from the ac
complishment of it, because he had calumniated the king,
Jove's Increment, in the matter of OEnone, Helena, or Lucretia,

and so compelled him to go out; whence flowed the wars of
Ilion, and all the disasters of the human race.

Ulysses had certainly, throughout Greece, the reputation

of being a great villain, and a man inordinately addicted to
fraud and falsehood. In the history of Pan's birth, he seems
to be identified with Hermes, the God of Rhetoric, and of
Fraud,

16. In some dialects, avoc stood for 610, and autos for actor, whence the
name [unknown to Homer] of Sisyphus. Eustath, in Iliad. vi. v. 153.
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Callidus quicquid placuit jocoso
Condere furto.

He was the grandson of Autolycus, who

Alipedis de stirpe Dei versuta propago"
Nascitur Autolycus, furtum ingeniosus ad omne;
Quifacere assuerat, patriae non degener artis,
Candida de nigris et de candentibus atra.
Hermes stole the oxen of Apollo, Autolycus those of Sisy

phus, Hercules those of Geryon, Cacus and Charybdis those
of Hercules, and all this stealing of oxen means the politic
seducing of subjects from their faith and allegiance. Hermes
is the Prince of Lies and the power who deceives the world:
Auto-Lycus is the Wolf Himself, and who that is I have
explained. Ulysses it was said was no son of Laertes, but of
Sisyphus: by which I understand the fabulists to mean that
the Hermetic power engendered him miraculously of his mo
ther, and that he sprang from the incubation of the Messenger
who was superis deorum Gratus et imis”.
Homer by no means disguises the fraudulency of his grand
sire's disposition, but ascribes to him many acts of dissimu
-

lation and several false narrations, and even makes him boast

of his astute and cunning temper, only maintaining that all
his evil was essentially good:
'Eiu 'O-Aug-Evg, Azagti28%, 5; rāqi Boxoloty."
'Ay?pwroia" waxw, xai Pav xxso; gpavoy insi.
By this title it is the intention of Homer to vindicate unto

God both Good and Evil alike, flowing as they do from one
16. Ov. Met. xi. v. 312.

* Arjoon was an ally to Parasu Rama, an Indian form of Agamemnon,
and to Crishna, an Indian form of Achilles, who, after shewing himself to
be invincible, died by being shot in the heel with an arrow. I suspect this
means Ulysses, and that 'Episvio; is latent in the word Arjoon; or as the
Persians have it, Arjung.
163 Od. ix. v. 19.

G25

common author, “who by his Spirit hath garnished the
Heavens, and his hand hath formed the Crooked Serpent".”

Consequently, as he would argue, the spirit of the son of An
ticlea was not the less divine, because his actions were appa

rently bad, and their consequences destructive. He did Evil
that Good might come, His Eyes beheld not Iniquity, what
ever purblind mortals might fancy they beheld: and so he
was that Evil Good One, to whom the astonished Hermit
said,

Lord! as in Heaven, on earth thy will be done.
Hermees is a contracted form of the Homeric Herm-Ewhas.

The Strong Aspirate aitch, its compound Chi, the Soft Aspi
rate vau, and the Sibilant, were often interchanged in the

various Pelasgian dialects: and this name is androgynous,
being compounded of Hermis", Vermis, or Whermis, the
Laithly Worm, and Eva his female votary. This God bore
a wand representing the Serpent upon the Tree. The Venus
of Ilion was a type of Eva, and received the Apple of Discord,
and of Expulsion from the fortunate Land: and she was ad
mitted into the like bisexual mixture, as Herm-Aphroditus.
There was also Herm-Athena, of whom Cicere, as I recollect,
somewhere mentions that he had bought images. Now Aata
was the Wrath of God, a title given by the author of Samuel
to Satanas himself, and She was that divine energy which in
fatuates the perverse, and leads them on to that vengeance or
judicial ruin which she has prepared for them." But Homer

gives to Mercury this strange title", Herm-Ewhas A-Kak
Aata, Worm-Eva, the Not Evil Wrath, in which we find so

exact a copy of the title Ho Dys Eus as nearly to satisfy us
that the Divine Virtue claimed for Ulysses was the Hermetic.
164 Job. 26. c. 13.

-

* Salmasius speaking of red dies, says, Hoc est Arabicum Chermes, ex
nomine Vermis corruptum. in Solin. p. 195.
-

* Iliad, xvi. v. 185. So Paul, speaking of Jesus, 'Apyrifer, 57tor, &xaxo:
Hebr. vii. v. 26.
S S
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As Homer maintains that the Old Serpent, or rather the
power compounded of Him and Eve, of Ophion and Eury
nome, is Not Evil, we must set him down for an Ophite; but
only thus, that he mistook the Worm for Divine Justice in

its pure form, and did not know that the Dragon was the
Devil or Satanas: for he elsewhere recognized the existence

of the Devil very properly, and without any tinge of Magian
Ditheism or Manicheism: of which hereafter.
His scheme was so far right, that the Power which Troms

ispoy Troxleigov 'regas, the Hermes" who “taught new lan
guages, and distributed the nations, and placed discord between
them,” was, if Aug at all, Avg 'Evg. He was right to argue
that the destroyer of cities, the bloody treader of the wine
press, in whose heart is the Day of Vengeance and the Year
of his Redeemed, to whose banquet the wolves and vultures
are bidden, is the very same whose paths are pleasantness,
who gives peace on earth, and after the earth, to all his
brethren, IIarp 3 wig #Tiog #5-ty: the Lion, and the Lamb.
He was right to argue that Destruction is no more Evil than

Creation, all things being made that should Be, and all de
molished that should not, both absolutely, and when, and
where, and how. Well and piously did he esteem that
Justice, although her head be hidden in clouds, is Pure Good:
and that even illuminated souls would merely rejoice and
exult, without the infirmities of regret and pity, over that
Good Thing the ruin of Troy, and exclaim, True and righteous

are his judgments, for he hath judged the Great Whore ! The
love of Justice is implanted in our nature, and cherished by
divine precept and example, although morbid sentiment and

ambitious hypocrisy may be at times united to disarm her of
her Sword.

-

But he grievously misapprehended certain phrases of sacred

song, when he thought that the Moral Turpitude of the pag

* Hygin. F. 143.
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Algoo; might pass for Divine Wisdom; and that the Spirit
of Truth might wear the shape of an Intriguing Liar, and
a worse than worldly politician. Domestic partiality and
haereditary errour made him either ignore or dissemble, that
the Spirit of Truth chooses the foolish things of the world
to confound the wise; and taketh the wise in their own

craftiness. Had Ulysses been such as his grandson would
have us think, He would have renounced the hidden things
of dishonesty, not walking in craftiness, nor handling the

word of God deceitfully: but by manifestation of the Truth.
So little did Homer know the Devil, as to think that Vio

lence was his favourite weapon, while Corruption was but a
form which the Good One had wise reasons to assume ! We

may in our own Scriptures discover some slender foundations
upon which perversity might build the worship of Oph-Ion
the Subtle and the Gentle. “Be ye Wise as SERPENTs and
Harmless as Doves *.” The Serpent stands for Wisdom:
but there is one Wisdom of Righteousness and another of this
World, whose rival serpents waged an unequal and symbolical
war in Egypt and in the Wilderness. The principle of the

Odyssey is purely DIAboLICAL: the Devil himself durst alone
say, Falsehood and Corruption are Good, but his ministers
are always whispering, Violence is Worse. This is the lie
of lies, in which the Prince of Lies peculiarly delights, and
which he circulates by means of Lupa, his harlot daughter,
robed in the borrowed Fleece of Humanity. This lie has

always been the harbinger of ruin to every empire that
| listened to it.

The name Ho-Dys-Eus being apologetical, and belonging
to a poem which was written among a people who were im
placable foes to his memory, there is yet another of a very
different character, which he bore among certain of the Grai
cians who settled in Italy, and by whom his memory was

* Matth. c. x. v. 16.
S s 2
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cherished as the Author, by pious fraud, of the Regifugium.
This name was 'Oxv$75, Olyxes or Ulyxes; and it signi
fies Universal King. The Royal Shepherds, who conquered
Egypt or Misraim, came in under the name of Hyc-Sos as
Josephus, or Hyc-Cussos as Eusebius spells it; which Mane
thon analysed into "Tx, meaning king in the Sacred Language,
and aws or gaaws, meaning a Shepherd in the vulgar tongue.
But I think Mr. Bryant" very justly condemns this recent
Egyptian priest, as being, like almost all the ancients, grossly
ignorant of Etymology, in supposing that these princes used
a title compounded of the Sacred language and the Egyptian;
and interprets it with moral certainty Tw-Xarol, Royal
Cushim. 'Ox-T# does therefore denote, in the Barbar,
Sacred, or Original Pamphylian and Panaeolian tongue,
which Homer hath called that of the Gods, Universal King,
or King of the whole world. This is Holyxes or Olyxes, in
which the later Romans, according to their general fashion,
introduced an u for the o. If we ask why the Romans gave
to him this Honorific title, thus acknowledging to the full
his high pretensions, we are led to farther ask, whither the

REAL voyages of this famed navigator [wherefore-so-ever
undertaken] led him. I have indicated that the Homeric
voyage must be taken as an allegory, adumbrating the various

transactions of his eventful Asiatic life, and writing in Hiero
glyphics, now almost illegible, his doctrine, principles, and
pretensions; but containing at most only some scattered
hints of any real voyage. Neque serioris aevi Geographi,
qui eas gentes et regiones inter freta Sicula, Tyrrhena, etc.
perquirebant, aliter mihierråsse videntur, quam siquis inter
insulas Australis Oceani Gulliverianas istas Lilliput, Ble

fuscue, etc. perquirere successerit".

But although they

erred in thinking to find EA's gentes et regiones, yet history

* See Bryant Anal. vol. iv. p. 303. vol. vi. p. 136. ed. 8vo. Joseph.
c. Apion. L. 1.
* Payne Knight Proleg. c. 49.
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or sound tradition may have partly led them upon the true
track of this greatest of those I call the Spartarchs, or Princes
of the Dispersion.

The Romans and Tyrrhenes seem to have had a great
liking to draw the origin of their settlement from Holyxes.
Homer mentions that his hero lay with the person called

Circe; and we have many accounts that the offspring of that
union came to Italy. King Latin, from whom Virgil deduces

the Roman state, was their son, and his country was the
sacred recess of the Holy Islands.

*

-

Kiçx, 3 Haxis Svyat, "Tregioviózo
Taivar 'O?vario; Taxxo'govo; #y ?txotyri
'Ayatov, #35 Aarivoy auvuoyz Ta ksaragov re,
'O' 30 to woxx T \e uv;24 yawy isgawy
IIzoty Tvøyvolaiv &yxxxstrongly avaggoy".

I refer this poem at latest to the time of Pisistratus, and
believe this is about the first mention of Italy that we find in

Greek. Italy was called Ausonia”, from Ausonius or Auson,
son of Ulysses and Calypso.

Faunus, son of Circe, and Ju

piter Picus, though he stands for Cush in some Italian Gene
alogies, was at other times identified with Pan Fatuus or
Ulysses, and was a Deity established in Italy. He was the
Pan Haliplanctus, to whom the Olive Tree was sacred, which

was the bedstead of Ulysses, and a cheering omen to all sea
faring men,
Forte sacer Fauno foliis oleaster amaris

Hic steterat, Nautis olim venerabile signum.
There were two distinct Fauni, being like the second and

third of my Pans; and as one Faunus stood for Cush, so did .
17 Pseud-Hesiod. Theog. v. 1011. But Pompeius Festus on the word
Roma, says he was from Circe and Telemachus.

” Serv. in Virg. AEn. L. 3. v., 171. Sch. Ap. Rh. L. 4. v. 553.
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one Fauna stand for the whore of Babylon, whose history is
given under her name; but the other, who is Penelope, was
deified for her continence, because when she had lost her

husband she consigned herself to solitude and silence. If
Italy were peopled by land, the northern part would first get
inhabitants, but if by sailors coming in ships from Asia, then

the south extremity would first present itself: and in fact
Strabo and Stephanus tell us, upon good authority, that the
Calabrias were the original Italy; and the Greek Historian
of Italy, Antiochus, treated only of those parts. Italy was
therefore founded by a mariner, and that mariner was Ulysses.
For there was in Bruttium a Temple of Minerva, built by

him, and also a town Temesa, where one Polites or Seben, a
companion of Ulysses, was worshipped with the annual sa
crifice of a virgin, at his heroum, which was covered with
wild olives, whence the adage Temesaeus Heros for any
dreadful oppressor". But this Hero was no doubt Ulysses
himself; so well does it agree with the notions he propounded

at Aulis, and with the rites performed in honour of Lucius
Junius Brutus”, at whose funeral many human victims
were sacrificed. To all which it must be added, that this

original Italy is named after Brutus, for although they were
afterwards called the Bruttii, Servius, who used to affect an
tiquity of speech, usually writes it Brutii; as do also Justin

the abridger of Trogus, Appian, and Mela. Plutarch, in his
life of Romulus", admits that some people thought the City
itself was founded by one Romanus, a son of Ulysses and

Circe.

A few miles from Rome stood Tusculum, [Little

Tuscany], and there dwelt Octavius Mamilius", longé

princeps Latini nominis, ab Ulyxe Deáque Circe oriundus,

'73 Solin. c. 2. Strab. vi. 368. Paus. vi. c. 6. Priscian. L. vi. p. 691.
ed. Putsch.

174 Serv. in AEn. 3. v. 67.
75 C. 2.

* Liv. L. l. c. 49.
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who married a daughter of Tarquin the Superb. We have
many notices of the pretended son of Ulysses, who built Tus
culum;

Telegonijuga parricidae.

Eugammon '77 of Cyrene wrote a cyclic poem called Tele
gonias, describing Hodysseus his visit to Thesprotia, his mar
riage with Callidice, a princess of that country; His wars
against the Bryges; His return to Ithaca, and his death by
the hands of Telegonus. Then the marriages of Telegonus

and Penelope, Telemachus and Circe. Whether this be the
same poem called Thesprotis", or a different one, I cannot

affirm. Telegonus, searching for his father, landed unwit
tingly upon Ithaca, and began to plunder: Ulysses coming
forth to defend his territory, was slain by his son, and with
what? With a spear made of the bone of the fish Ellops!
Keytow BurzX57; #xxoto; Xap3.wyww.ms".
It is evident to my mind that all this is made up, merely to

furnish a solution to the very dark prediction of Teiresias.
This is apparent from the way in which poets speak of the
Fish-bone, which Oppian says

Kutx, Tuxeyov's Toxvpapuaxos drags wrip"
'Aixuagely 3,101; AAION MOPON:
and so Nicander, that Hodysseus

'Epiro Asvyaxsolo rvreis AAIOT to wavrge".
But the story is lame of one leg, for a Death in battle by a
spear-wound is the contrary of 36x7xpos : Eustathius well
observes that à yawrépoi to rapi TjXayoyoy &v=TAzTay”.
177 Procli Chrestomathia.
178 Vide Pausan. L. viii. c. 12.

179 Lycoph. v. 796. Eugammon ap. Procl. called also Trygon. Oppian.
180 2 Hal. v. 498.

181 Theriacon, v. 836.
182 In Od, xi. v. 134.
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Somewhat however remains to be observed upon the name of
this fish. Ellops or Hellops is the Oracle of Hell, and Hel

lopia means the land of Geomancy. There was a country so
called in Euboea, where Orion * was said to have been nursed.

But Thesprotis being the scene of the Telegoniad, we must
Iook to that country, in which
'Esti Ti; 'Exxoti, TroxvAyios jó #vXaig ww.”
'Ev623s Aw8wyn Tig #7 #7%arly reroxis a :
and for a farther proof of that, Stephanus of Byzantium ” in
his Dodona cites no less than three times the tragedy or Satire
of Sophocles, called Ulysses wounded with the fish bone. But
this Dodona of Thesprotis was the seat of the Helli”, or [as
Homer's text perhaps corruptly has it] Selli, to whose mys
teries Thetis, Achilles, and Palamedes, were peculiarly af
fected: and the aquatic character of their ritual might seem
to have some agreement with the words of Teiresias. The
fable may therefore contain some insinuation concerning the

death of Ulysses, not very unlike my surmise upon that of
Homer, at the end of section 5. Some said that an Heron"

flying aloft dropt its dung upon Ulysses, wherein there was
the spine of a Fish, which killed him. But the Heron, Ero
dius, or Ardea, is so closely allied to the Cranes, and also to
the Ciconians or Pelargi, that I see here a slight confirmation
of my idea. The Herons were the followers of Diomede,

king of Argos; and the Heron's Oak may have some sort of
connexion with this Dodonaean fable. Telegonus then fled to
Italy, and founded Tusculum, the Aiaii moenia Telegoni.
Dionysius of Halicarnassus * relates that Ulysses came to

Italy in order to consult the Oracle of the lake Avernus. He
** Strabo, L. x. p. 649.
* Hesiod. cit. Strab. L. vii. p. 475.
*5 Ed. Gronov. p. 744, 5.

* Vide Strab. p. 475.
* AEsch, Fragm. vol. 3. p. 128, ed. Oxon. 1823.
* Arch. Rom. L. 12. c. 22. restit. ab A. Maio.
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truria was a league of Twelve Tribes, governed by as many
Lucumons or Luciusses [words of doubtless equivalency,
because Tarquin the Ancient was called indifferently Lu
cumon and Lucius], agreeing in number with the Vermilion
cheeked ships of Ulysses the Lucius, the Er-Iounian, and the
Brute. But the twelve Lucumonies were subject to a supreme

head, called Laertes, as Mr. Planta assures us in his Essay on
the Romansh Language, Helv. Con. 3, p. 417, and Livy gives

to their Kings Porsenna and Tolumnius the appellation of
Lartes. - I need not add that Ulysses presided over his twelve
tribes as the vicegerent of an aged and effete Laertes; he also
sojourned in Tuscany, of which anon.
When we reflect in how many ways we are told that the

Italian, Latin, or Roman origins derive from Ulysses and his
children, we must incline to think that he visited that penin
sula.

If we refer to the scheme of the Ilias, we shall find that

Ithaca, Zacynthus, etc. being on the extreme western coasts
of Greece, Ulysses ought to have joined the Danaans from
the extreme west shore of the Asian realm, or that of Ana

tolia, where we find Miletus and Mycale flourishing in Homer's
time. Therefore his voyages were from the Mediterranean,

and not the Erythraean ports of Asia. His visit to Italy is
therefore in due course.

I find him next in the neighbour

hood of Calpe or Gibraltar, a place of awful interest to the old
voyager, where there stood a town called Hodyssea, and in it
a temple adorned with shields, and with the prows of ships".
Following the coast of the Spains, he could not miss the
aestuary of Tagus, and there he consecrated the station of Hol
Yx-Hippona; ibi oppidum Olysipone Ulyxei" conditum :
ibi Tagus flumen. Mela says Ulysippo" et Tagi ostium.

Hol-Hyx-Hippona signifies Hippa or Hippona”, the Mare
189 Strabo, L. 3. p. 213.
190 Solin. c. 23.
191 L. 3. c. l.

192 Hippona was goddess of horses, Epona of mules and asses. Juvenal
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Goddess of the Universal King: and resembles in its meaning
the two Hippos of Africa and Hipponium” in Calabria.
That such is the etymon is no conjecture, but certain, from

what Solinus 19 adds; that there are wonderful mares in the

neighbourhood of Lisbon who bear hypeenemian foals,
Exceptantgue leveis auras; et sacpe sine ullis
Conjugiis vento gravidae, mirabile dictii;

like the cannibal mares of Glaucus the Wolfite. This symbol
is not uncommon among our obsolete superstitions. Hippa or
Ceres Erinnys, who drove out mankind to wander, was herself
[like the cow Iö] a wanderer without a City; hence, as I
guess, the impossibility of Finding the Mare's Nest: yet
there was a custom of finding Ceres Hippa, for at harvest time
they drest up an image of straw, called a Corn Baby", and
shouted “I have Her,” “What have you?” “A mare, A
mare, A mare!” A Witch signifies One who neighs" like
an Horse, and an Horse-shoe was thought a preservative
against her. Ominous dreams were said to come from a Night
Hag, or a Night Mare: and vulgar use doth still continue to
term a female of forbidding aspect, The Horse-God-Mother 5
Hippa, Dea Mater. Hippo was daughter of Cheiron, the son
of the mare Philyra, according to St. Clement" in his Stro
mata, who cohabited with AEolus, and taught him physics and

says, Hipponam et facies olida ad praesepia pictas. viii. 157. but Solam Epo
nam is the better reading. Vid. Schol, ibid. Apuleius describes Hippona
thus, Respicio pilae mediae quae stabuli trabes sustinebat, in ipso ferê medi
tullio Hipponae Deae simulacrum residens acdiculae. Metam. L. 3. versus
finem. Vos tamen non negabitis et jumenta omnia et totos cantherios cum

suä Hipponâ coli a vobis. Tertull. adv. Gent. c. 16. tom. 5. p. 44. ed.
Semler. She was the daughter of a fabulous person, called Fulvius Stellus,

and of a mare. Plut. Parall. p. 312. Xylander.
* Strabo, L. vi. p. 369.
* Ibid. and Justin. L. 44. c. 3.

** Brand's Popular Antiquities, 341, 343.

* Idem, p. 353.
* V. Clem. Str. L. 1. p. 361. Potter,
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all the lore of her father, and was the first Prophetess and
Astrologeress, concerning whom Euripides said,

'H towtz way to Sáiz Taguayravaaro
*

X6%uoia'iy,

*

*

3 d5-apoy #Taytoxas.

I need not, at this time of day, repeat to the reader who she
was. But the connexion of Ulysses with the Hypeenemian
or Spiritually Pregnant Hippona, is not a mere etymologic
inference; for we have a mythic narration of his sojourn in
Etruria, where he met with a certain sorceress, who transformed
him into an Horse". AElian, in the ninth book of his Wa

rious Histories, records that Italy was originally settled by a
man named Maris, having the form of a hippocentaur, who,
in all probability, was Olysippon, or Ulysses transformed into
an horse. Ælian adds, that the name hath that meaning: a
fresh proof of affinity between the Teutonic and Pelasgian
tongues.

Coasting the shores of Gaul and Belgica, he reached the
mouths of the Rhine, where he landed, at a place called
'Agarveyiov, or Asciburgium, where an altar '99 was dedicated
with his name, and that of Laertes, inscribed. The Tower of

the Hide or Skin may allude to that famous Odyssèan my

stery, the Hide of the Bull of the Nine Periods, in which
AEolus tied up the Winds. Perhaps it was so early as this
voyage that Cassandria in Flanders, the island of Cassandra,
obtained its name, and also the more illustrious haven of
-

Ulissingen. Standing across from Holland, he made the Firth

of Tay: “Eam,” says Solinus, speaking of Britannia, “ in
Caledonicum usque angulum metiamur, in quo recessú Ulyxem

Caledoniae” appulsum manifestat ara Graecis literis scripta
votum.” This was at a small port in Forfarshire, now called

Ulysses-Haven. Sailing north about, he would seem to have
19 V. Ptol. Hephaest. L. 4.
199 Tacit. Germ. c. 3.
200 Solin. c. 22.
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visited the west of Caledonia, and consecrated the isle of Iona,

or Saint Colomb, agreeably to the metaphor which compared
his ship to the Ark, and its guardian genius to the Dove:

and from thence to have reached Port Patric. The Argo of
the false Orpheus went round north by a supposed [and per

haps for some time after the flood, a real] navigation from the
Euxine to the Baltic. As the Argo is the Dourean Horse;
and as that was made by Ulysses, it is no wonder that the

history of the Horse and of His Ship should be mixed to
gether. The Argo sailed by Ireland, Tap 3’ &ga wrov
aust’sy Isgviðz”. Orpheus had previously been in great
alarm, #y yaoirly 'Etivvvaty dagoy in wuxi, which Gesner has
unlawfully altered to Istviriy. The Erinnyes are the islands
Mona, which a race of Furies possest, and guarded their do
mains by the sanction of a dire superstition. Foeminae in

modum Furiarum *, veste ferali, crinibus dejectis, faces
praeferebant: Druidaeque circum preces diras, sublatis ad
coelum manibus, fundentes.

Ulysses went to Ireland, where, as we are informed”,
he dug a cave, in order to hold conversations with the infer
nals: this was in the county called Donegal or Tirconnell,

and is called by the present inhabitants Ellan na Fradatory,
or the Island of Purgatory. Also, Fossa Sancti Patricii”.
Boßpoy davi Jagow re Tvysanov #262 was #y62. This happened,
as Homer informs us, in the extremities of the ocean :
'Ev6a 38 Kluwepwy aw82tow 34.0; Te Tox's re.
There is no doubt of the Kimmers or Kymri being the Celtic
race to whom these islands anciently belonged; and Diodorus
of Sicily tells us, that the Brettanes of the island Iris were
the ancient Cimmerians, who once over-ran Asia”.

* Orph. Arg. v. 1186. ed Herman.
202 Tac. Ann. L. 14. c. 30.

* Camden's Britan. vol. 3. p. 639, ed Gough.
* Krantz ap. Hanmer, p. 173.
* Diodorus, L. v., c. 32.
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persuaded that Ulysses is the person celebrated in Patricius,
in like manner as Bacchus was in Saint Dionysius, and Her
cules-Perseus, the liberator of Hesione, or Andromeda, and

sacred husbandman Triptolemus, in the Ayios Tawoyos.
Hammon made Amalthea, mother of Bacchus, Queen of a
Paradisaical region [the same which Pausanias calls Aiovvas
Krośl, in which there was a mount resembling the horn of
an Ox, which geographers placed among the western AEthio
pians, near Cape Verd, and called the Hesperian Horn. This
horn abounded with vines, and every delicious fruit, and was
the true Horn of Copia. If of Copia, then of Sybaris; but if
of Sybaris, then of Lamia; and indeed it was the proverbial
Turris of the Azua B.As Qvyarm?". See Schol. Aristoph.
in Pace, v. 757.

Now, in Bacchus his Mount of Pleasure in

his Garden, “Where Amalthea hid her florid son,” I discover
the Mont-Joye Saint-Denys invoked by the French Kings
in the hour of battle. Its meaning escaped the learned in
dustry, or alarmed the prudence of Stephen Pasquier";
Mons Jovius Divi Dionysi! Meru, or dro M728. I have no
doubt that Gioia and Joye, like jovial, are derived from Jove;

true pleasure being divine; and juvo and jucundus are of
the same family. The reaper Perseus, armed with the sickle,
and rescuing Andromeda from the monster, whose huge
sandals, the Giant's Three-leagued boots, brought abun
dant harvests wherever they appeared, is no less assuredly

the Divus Georgus; for the people of Rama, in Palestine,
assured Signor Pietro de la

Valle that their town was the

3-6 Tertull. adv. Valent. c. 3. p. 146.

of Pasquier, Recherches. L. viii. c. 21. Some authors said it was the
mount at Paris where St. Denys was buried. Du Cange Gloss. Lat. p.

607. By others the Vatican or hill of the Deus Vaticanus was termed
Mons Gaudii. Plures citat. ib. And it was certainly used for artificial
tumuli,

-

Tanty eu pierres apportées

Qu’une Montjoye y fu fondée. Poème MS, ibid.
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scene of Andromeda's adventure; but the church at Rama was

dedicated to George, and is now a mosque; and the Turks

declare that it is built on the very spot” where he slew the
dragon. At Berytus, they gave the like assurances to Ludo
vicus Patritius”, shewing him locum vetustate exesum squa
lentemque ubi autumant Divum Georgium regis filiam ab
immanissimo Dracone asseruisse. Others affirm that it hap
pened in Libya, at a city called Silena”, by the side of an
inland sea, stagnum instar maris. Triptolemus, Lord of the
Three Wars, or of the Third War, was the guardian Daemon

of Antioch, and many of his lineal descendants were trans
ported to that city from Curdistan in Assyria, and there

settled; but when the daemon gods were compelled to yield to
the name of Jesus, and subsided into the rank of tutelary

and mediating Saints, he was only Saint Georgos. In the
war of Antioch, when Bohemond the Norman was beleaguered
in that place, the Sower of the Earth was seen descending
from the mountains*, with an innumerable host of white

robed saints, who turned the infidels to flight. His peculiar
veneration in England arose from a superstition of King
Richard I. in the ensuing Holy War. Although he found it
needful to drop his title of War, and take up that of Hus
bandry, yet lost he not his character of God of War, and Lord
of Armies; but, as the poet Mantuanus” said,
Ut Martem Latii sic noste Dive Georgi
Nunc colimus,

208 P. de la Val. Lettre 13.

209 Lud. Patr. cit. Heylyn St. G. p. 25.
*10 Jacobus de Voragine, cit. Heylyn, p. 17.
* Robertus Monachus, cit. Heylyn, p. 242.

aia Cit. Heylyn, p. 237. and see Dupleix, Hist. Franc. p. 66-7. con
cerning a sect whom he calls Les Georgiens, ainsi nommés de ce qu'estant
belliqueux ils honorerent St. George sur tous les saints, comme le patron
des gens de guerre. Robert of Flanders was called by the Turks filius
Georgi, for his invincible courage. Gesta Francorum, cit. Du Cange in
Filius Georgi, Gault. Terwan, cit. ib.
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and again,

l

Inclyte bellorum rector quem nostra juventus
Pro Mavorte colit.

He was styled Antesignanus, Callinicus, and Tropaeophorus:
and was the greatest of the seveN Champions. The Greek
Church did anciently dedicate some day in April to *

Tewaylor, 2a382, re, res sparkaras, that is, to Hercules
and Bacchus, the opposite powers of War. At the same time,
when England adopted the war-cry St. George, the French
kings probably took that of Sabasius or Dionysius, being in
cited thereto by their old veneration for Dionysius, bishop of
Paris. Lydda, where George was said to be buried, was
called Diospolis, a name also belonging to the Egyptian Q78,
#xarouTuxo;: but when we read that he was killed at Dios
polis in Persia, under the reign of Dacianus”, “qui domi
nabatur supra septuaginta reges,” we can understand only the
real city of Jove, with its hundred gates of brass. The num
ber of kings will be matter of future remark. Patricius was
an high title of Divinity. The Eight Oldest Gods, as Genius,
Janus, Saturnus, Pluto, Liber, Sol, Luna, Tellus, were Dii

Patricii”: the Penates” were Qaol IIarowol, or Dii Patrii

Indigetes. The Patricians were nobles pretending to trace
their origin to the Heroes or Indigetes who founded the city
with Quirinus, and as the rite of Sacrifice appertained to the

Rex, so did all other pontifical functions to the Patricii.
Nobis propria sunt Auspicia, said Appius Claudius, nos
quoque ipsi, sine suffragio populi, auspicato Inter-Regem pro
dimus, et privata auspicia habemus, quae istine in magistra
tibus quidem habent”. The Patricians wore a Lunar or

213 Wicelius, ap. Heylyn, p. 198.

214 Bede. Usuard. Notger.ap. Heylyn, p. 171. 179, 180.
215 Hoffman, Lex.

216 Hygin.cit. Macr. Sat. 3. c. 4.
217 Liv. L. vi. c. 41.
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Crescent shaped shoe, Calceos Patricios”, by which they sig
nified their descent from the Epichthonian Daemons, and
their own future sojourn in the Moon. Whatever may be
the Etymon of Pater” and Patera, these appear to have
been known terms in the Hierarchy of the Celts, to whom

St. Patric is fabled to have preached, as may be seen in a
panegyric of Attius Patera by Ausonius”.
Tu Baiocassis stirpe Druidarum satus
Si fama non fallit fidem,

Beleni sacratum ducis a templo genus:
Et inde vobis nomina:

-

Tibi, Paterae: sic ministros nuncupant
Apollinares mystici.
This Patera's 221 father and brother were named Phoebicius,

and the family were from Armorica; Stirpe satus Druidum
Gentis Aremoricae. The Irish * Etymology of Pateric is
from Paterah, which signifies the Devil in their language,
and certainly agrees better with the Hermetic and Hodyssean
characters, than with the apostolic. Its meaning must be of
remote antiquity, far surpassing that of Ausonius's Pateras,
for the Devil is called Petyarah in Persic. The Manichees,
who showed themselves about the time of the first crusade,

under the name of Publicani, and revived the worship of the

Evil Principle, were often called Patarini* and Paterini.
* Vide Plut. de Daem. Socr. p. 591. Quaest. Rom. p. 282. edit.
Xyland.
* Pat-Eer and Frat-Eer are the Prime Source of Mankind, and the

Three Prime Derivatives from it. Pateer is the established title of Rivers,
Tiberine Pater, etc. and one in particular was called Pad, which is the root

of the word.

Euripides calls the Po, 'Oléga IIartor. Hipp. v. 739.

Frat

is the name of the Eu-Frates.
220 P. 59. ed. Tollii.
* Auson. Profess. iv. et x.

* Vallancey, Collect. 5. p. 200. 251.
* See Dufresne Ducange, Gloss. Med. et Inf. Latinitatis. Dict. de
Trevoux. Mat. Paris, A.D. 1236. p. 362.
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Paterin, softened into Patelin, has thence become a French

word for a lying knave. A flat vessel like a pan, used in
libations, was named Patera, also Phiala, Acatus or a ship”,
Mesomphalus or the Central Navel: this last resemblance
makes Solomon to say”, Thy Navel is like a round goblet
which wanteth not liquor. The Roman priests”, who had
care of treaties, were called Feciales, Eirenodicae, Eirenopoei,
Eirenophylakes, and, from the libations they used in making
treaties, Spondophori; therefore I nothing doubt that the
chief member of their college was styled Pater Pateratus,
from his bearing the Patera of libation. But Ulysses was the
owner of a Patera, which was dedicated in the Temple of
Pallas at Circeii *7.

Various circumstances led me to conclude that He was the

tutelar Patrician of Ireland. Ulysses resided in the isle of
Ogygia; but I remember that Plutarch in one of his essays
affirms that Ogygia is an island to the west of Britain. The
first name of Ulysses was Nanus; but the first name of

Patric was Nannus”. This was the Nanus King of Mas
silia, from whom the Protiadae boasted their descent, as

Athenaeus relates; and perhaps the Hermetic or Ogham
Hercules of the same region. I may have erred when I
confounded this Eloquent Person with the Grecian Hercules

Musagetes. Ulysses, when detained at Aiaia, was king of an
host of swine; and Patric”, during a six years' captivity,

kept swine. Patricius was peculiarly opposed to the Pela
gians”, and Ulysses to the Pelasgians. Ulysses lived at
Babel, and Patricius was born at Nem-Turris”, or the Ce

* Vid. Athen. L. xi. c. 104. Salm. in Solin. p. 897.
225 Cantic. c. vii. v. 2.
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*
238
*
230
*

See Plut. Numa, c. 12. Dion. Ital. Arch. L. l.
Strab. L. v. p. 331.
Hanmer's Chron. p. 79.
Id. p. 80.
Id. p. 86.
Fieci Carmen, ap. O'Connor R. Hib. Script, p. 90, 98.
-
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lestial Tower. This Irish type of Babel is Tory Island, the
Isle of the Tower; and at the time of its expugnation Sru
(Serug) emigrated from the East, journeying out of Scythia
into Egypt. Gildas Coeman. Chron. Hib. O'Connor R. H. 1.
p. 36. Rege Tutane gestum est praelium campi Turris, et
expugnata est Troja Trojanorum. Ib. p. 37. These are
tales of the last taking of the Pergamus by the Heraclidae
and dispersion of men; Tutanes is the greek Teutames; and
in the whole we see the better learning of the bards strug
gling with classical ignorance and the Homeric fictions.
Ulysses in the greatest probability sailed from Miletus, and

he was the Prince to whom Prophecy had assigned the
blessed kingdom: but Milesius”, father of Ir, came to
Ireland, owing to a prophecy given to one of his ancestors,
that there his posterity should have established sovereignty.
Ulysses is fabled to have made much of his voyage by
swimming; and tradition relates that Patricius entered Ire
land by swimming. The Ship which brought Ulysses to

Ithaca, was turned into a stone, Nai So, ixsAoy”; and this
Stone Ship was a Mountain, or High-Place over the city of the
Phaeacians; but Ireland is remarked for her Ship-Temple, of

which General Vallancey has given figures in the Archaeo
logia. And see Ledwich in Collect. 3. p. 429. Vallanc. ib.
p. 199. These are not merely Naves resembling the ARK, as
all Temples and Churches, and indeed all parallelograms do,
but bonā fide shiPs, representing the hull of a vessel, with no

little accuracy, and which doubtless used to have a Mast for
their Steeple, and the mystic pagos, Tetkov, or velum for a
sail. The league formed by Ulysses against Troy was en
titled that of the Danaans; but the people who settled in
Ulster, [which name probably means Ulissis Terra] were the
Tuatha de Danan * or Danain, Noble Danaans.

23° Wood's Origin of the Irish, p. 40.
233 Od. xiii. v. 156.

* See Wood's Origin,
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The Tuatha de Danaan waged war in Achaia against the
Assyrians”, and prevailed against them by necromancy, the
dead reviving to fight their battles (that is, being effectually
supported by the Daimones), but the Assyrians having found
means to deprive them of that aid, did expell them from the
country, and they came to Ireland. This must be genuine

ancient information, for it implies a knowledge of several things
never explained before the appearance of these pages, and cer

tainly never dreamt of by any Irish antiquity-maker. They

were led by Nuadhah the Silver-handed, and their route was
first to Denmark, then to the north of Scotland, and so round

about to Ireland, a route very analogous to that of Ulysses.

The Irish, by the common vice of all mythic systems, would
differ the Milesians from the Danaans, although they are
really the same, and were descended from Argus king of the
Argivi. Their founder, after the building of the Tower of
Babel, established an university in Mag Seanair (Sennaar of
the Magi) near the city called Athens. When the languages
of men were divided, as they say, into seventy-two, he made it
a point to make himself master of them all, and sent out emis
saries to acquire the knowledge of them; and so after the
ruin of Troy troAAwy dyflowwwy . . . . vooy #yyw: this he did at
a time when Nimrod's grandson was king”. The leaders of

235 Keating's Hist, p. 42, 43.
236 Keating, ps. 59, 60, 61. It is remarkable that the Irish should divide
the languages into seventy-two. The Turks hold that the world was di
vided into seventy-two nations at Babel, in which number they imagine a

symbol of the sects which afterwards arose in three religions, the Mahometan,
Christian, and Jewish; being, as they say, seventy-two in the Mahometan,

seventy-one in the Christian, and seventy in the Jewish. Rycaut, Turk.
Emp. p. 118. Here there are clear allusions to the seventy elders of Israel,
and the seventy disciples of Christ. But still, as the Milesian king had his
Three teachers of Seventy-two languages after the Tower-building, so also
does the Turkish doctrine unite the idea of a Trinal division with the Ba

belian number 72. We have shewn who Georgos God of War was, and

that he died at the royal city of Diospolis in Iran, where a King reigned
over seventy kings. This is the number of nations who constituted the

universal empire of Cush. The great schism of mankind is described by the
T T 2
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the Milesians would seem to have been of a poetic race, such

Egyptians after their manner, with an excess of mysticism, which leaves
them scarcely intelligible. However, it was a contest between the Giant
Typhon, Lord of the Tyrannic Tower, and Hosiris, king of all the earth.
Those who united to resist the Sons of Cush, and their claims as such, af

fected to style themselves Noachidae, nor indeed could they style themselves
aught else; as Minya or children of the Patriarch of Minni; ayāpic, or the
whole human race; Argeans and Danaans, children of the Ark or Ship;
and the like; now this name, Hosiris, is of the same sort. It is the Sanctity
of the Rainbow, or as others did occasionally spell it, Hysiris, the Celestial
Bow of the Great Rains. Some resolved it into the Egyptian words Hos,

many, and iri, an eye, which is equally to our main purpose. The pupil of
the Eye being the symbol of government, applied to the Typhonians in the
case of Arimasp, or Cyclops, the Monoculous Charon, and to the Nations or
Triphylians in that of the Triophthalmic Jove. But in truth these are dif
ferent meanings, or etyma, of the self same etymology, for multitude was
connected with sanctity in divers instances (no matter why), as in Sabha the
Host or Multitude, and in the words woxog, heaven, and toxv, woxxor, much,
many; indeed the word host is of the same origin as hosios; and the eye
being called Iris, or rainbow, is nothing peculiar to the Egyptians, for the
beautiful and various-coloured arc which surrounds the pupil is, from its

obvious similitude, so styled by every one. Typhon made an Ark superbly
ornamented [his Tower or Theba Heptapylos], and fitted to the measure of
Hosiris his body. He then offered to give it to any one whose body would
fit it, and when all others had failed, Hosiris lay down in the ark, which he
had no sooner done than Typhon's friends clapped down the lid, sealed it up
and flung it into the sea. The Pans and Satyrs hearing of it, published it
to the world, and created the Panic Fears and Confusions. Then did Isis

go forth a-wandering. One Aso, Queen of the Cushim, was his accomplice,
overyor, in this business; but, besides her, there were seventy-two confe

derates leagued by oath, avywp.crai. Plut. de Isid. et Osir. p. 356. This
repetition of so remarkable a number induced me to count the princes ar
rayed on both sides in Homer's catalogue, as giving the total number of
nations governed by Cush and the Towerbuilders, and to my full conviction

and satisfaction I found them seventy. In fact these were so many tribes of
men who enjoyed a national independence, and whose rulers depended im
mediately upon the King of Nations. The number of languages was, as I

have before observed, a number compounded of the separate dialects of the
old language, and the two new ones; and if each nation had, or only be
supposed to have had, its dialect, then will that compound give us the

number seventy-two; for the dealers in these sort of legends were not very
accurate, and forgot that two-thirds of the nations, upon taking the new lan
guages, lost their old ones. The number seven, which was the sacred
number of the Cushim, is so often alluded to in the like spirit by Holy

Writ, and the number seventy is also of such dignity in the Theological
Arithmetic, being placed in the highest rank of perfection or completeness,

*
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as were the Homerists, being Duces et Citharistae 237; and
indeed we hear that Fenius their founder, who built the Uni

versity aforesaid, had two sons, Niul the learned, born near

the Tower of Babel, and Nenuall the valiant, born in Scythia:
Telemachus and Telegonus; but Niul's son Gadelas (Homer)
had a posterity (the Homeridae) who were the constant patrons
of philosophy, poetry, and history”. From him the Mile
sians were called Gadelians.

In one of the Roman appropriations of the great Eastern
history, Ulysses is Lucius Iunius Brutus, but the establishment
of the Britones in these islands was ascribed by the Latinizing
Druids to Brutus of Ilion; a circumstance of extraordinary
force; nor can it be objected that they ought to have been
Brutones, because the greek name is Brettanes, and the Brutii
of Calabria were also in greek Brettii.
The Isle of Ithaca may be viewed in two lights, the Iliac,
and Odyssean: in the former it is a portion of the Greek
microcosm, typifying some correspondent district in Asia
where the counsellor of the Aga Memnon held his feudatory
court: but in the latter it is something mysterious and
wholly unexplained. Mr. Payne Knight well says that there
is no similitudo Homerica cum posterorum Ithaca, and justly
observes that Mr. Bryant's alteration is vix tironi condo
nanda '89.

But Ireland is indeed the westermost of a famous

insular group, and what is yet more, it is the most western
isle of Europe in the extremity of the sea; Tayursorary
that we cannot doubt but that the Kingdom of the Seventy Kings was so
parceled out ex consulto.

The above mentioned exploit of Typhon is the establishing of his 'Area
Tupayyizn. The subsequent dispersion of the People by his supposed in
fluence was figured by the Egyptians thus: Typhon hunting by moonlight
in the night time [the wuxin ways:Noto, dypn invented by Orion], found

Osiris lying in his ark, and tore his body into fourteen parts, which he scat
tered in various directions. Plutarch Is... et OS. p.358. I can give no account
of the number fourteen.

*7 O’C. R. H. 1. p. 96.
* Keating, p. 70.
* Proleg. c. 49. Bryant on Troy, p. 131.
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#ly dx, xerral, which could scarce be said of any place in
Greece. John Tzetzes had read that the Hesperides were
some of the thirty Orkneys:
'Ex Terwy Twy Tétaxovta älaw as ‘Eategiöss”,

IIgo; wag, yao Eategiz keivra. Tws Barrayvias.
And so late as the time of the Franks occupying Gaul, Bri
tannia was thought to be the island of departed souls, and to
be situated on the Oceanus itself.

The souls of the dead

were put into a boat, which sailed” at night from France:
"H 3 #5 reigzS Xave £25uppos 'Qxsavoio.
'Ev6a 3a Kuusgwy dyBowy 3%uos Te Toxi; re.
'Aspi xxi wspax, waxxxvuusyol.

The First King of Man, Mannan Mac Lear, was a wizard,
and kept his island so thickly enveloped in mist and darkness,
that none could ever find it. It seems to be the best opinion,
that the true name of the Land of Ire is Eri: that at least

derives great support from the famous schoolman John Scotus,
who flourished in what Bellarmine called the saeculum infelix,
when the Saxons had overran Britain, but when the Erse

colleges were so renowned that Irish and Learned were about
synonymous, being called Erigena. This name comes so near
to Erigenèa, and to our etymology of Hom-Eer, that some
might fancy I would end with making Homer an Irishman.
But not so: he was certainly educated in the Sacred Isle
of the East, before the Chronos Ionikos, when his Grand
sire was driven out to seek the Isle of the West.

That

Homer may have been in Ireland, is not absolutely impos
sible.

It has been shewn to a demonstration, by Mr. Swift, in his
tractate concerning the Several Names of Ireland, that this

island is Scotia, a name afterwards imported into the Western
240 Chil. viii. v. 725.

-

* See the curious narrative of Tzetzes, in Lyc. v. 1204.
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part, and afterwards again into the Whole, of Caledonia. But
Scotia means the Land of Darkness, which at no time

'Hexios tas]ow Étičatwāra, duriyaway,
and has not, I believe, any thing to do with the Scythae.

What is meant by the prevalency of night in Cimmeria, and
of day in Lacstrygonia, I cannot affirm; but it is a fair con
jecture, that the extreme East and West are meant; for,
after the ruin of Babel, the Lamiae Turris”, the title of Eos

[or the Divine Station in the East] would naturally be trans
ferred to Nineveh, the Lami Turris; and the City of Morn
ing would, in allegory, be made Luminous; while the utmost
Isle of the West, lying
är dais spa Tolo Tori &opov asposytz,

*

would in likewise be figured as situate in Darkness, and in the
Shadow of Death.

The Fosse of Ulysses is rather obscurely described by
Homer:

-

B%gov dová jagov Te Tvygatov #via xas #76a.
I have understood that, in the just proportions of a man, the
distance of his hands extended is about equal to his height:
or I rather suppose it to be somewhat greater, because they
contracted the fingers to the second joint, to make the mea

sure called IIvywy”. That called Orgyia was from hand to
hand across the breast, and extended six feet, which is the
best measure that can be taken for a man's just altitude”;
and its name has been fetched, I know not how rightly, dro

re 89eyely to yula *. I conceive, therefore, that the Ulys
* Erasm. Apag. p. 700.
243 Jul. Poll. Onom. L. 2. c. 4.

24 See Poll. ib. Herod. L. 2. c. 149, and Suidas, in opyvio.
215. It may mean, the Daughter of Wrath.
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sèan fosse was adapted to the form of the human body,

in the attitude in which Moses prevailed over the Ama
lekites, and measuring six feet either way: so that it would

receive any one in a recumbent cruciform position. If
the bothros of Ulysses were all in one line, and not
forming any angles, the words #y62 xa, #yflo would have

very little meaning: and, at the same time, the singular
number shows that it had a complete unity in itself. The
great subterraneous gallery at New Grange is cruciform, al
though rudely constructed. In one of the arms of the cross,
there is a laver or font, carved out of the rock. My idea of

the Bothros agrees exactly with the superstition of Ireland,
as described by Dr. Ledwich: Anxious to secure to a be

loved chief the felicities held out by a new religion, they laid
him on a cross, with each arm extended to the laver of rege
neration*. When the Irish found the ceremonies and notions
introduced by the Papists so similar to those which Patricius
had originally established in the Island, it is not a wonder if

they called the first missionary Patric. By digging it in this
way, and aspersing it with the blood of sacrifice, he undertook
to deprive the Grave of its Victory, and make the angel of

the abyss subservient to his pleasure.
* Ledwich, p. 47; and see Vallancey, vol. v. p. 544.
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We know from the memoirs of another Anti-Christ who vi

sited these islands in the eighteenth century after Ulysses
did, and at whose infernal shrine, called the Altar of the God

Yule, three hundred human victims were immolated by Octa
vius his nephew *, that Britannia was the fountain-head of
Druidical or Celtic learning, than which there was none more
ample and philosophical among the heathen nations. This
man affirms, that whatsoever it was lawful for the Druidae to

commit to writing was written by them Graecis Literis”.

And it is fortunate for the weight of his testimony that he
was not only, like Ulysses, the darling of both Minervas, but
was especially devoted to philology, and had written learned

books upon the Analogy of Language, which Time has envied
us, and therefore could by no means be deceived upon any
such subject as that. The Greek of the Druidae must, of
course, have been of a very remote date indeed; yet it was
recognized by Caius Julius as not materially different from

that to which he was accustomed. But how did the tyrant
become acquainted with aboriginal Greek Only by the
wonderful preservation of Homer's works, which gave him.
a fair specimen of the true Æolian Language. If then it was

Ulysses who led the sons of Japhet into the Britains, and
taught them the learning and isoz ypauwata of the language
they had lost at Babel, it is not surprising that these should
be found to conform to those which his gifted grandson esta
blished among the Pelasgi. There is no doubt that Ulysses
was exceedingly conversant with the learning of those people,

who, being the only considerable body of Pure Cushim among
the Danaans, must have been highly regarded for their sacred
lore, and much of his history is placed in Thesprotia; but the

title and mysteries of the Druidae are so essentially Dodonaean,
that the general resemblances of Paganism will hardly suffice

to account for it. Æneas and Ulysses are variously made the
247 Sueton. Octavius, c. 15.
248 Caes, de B. G. L. vi. c. 14.
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founders of Latium, and Æneas his visit to Hades, is but the
Necyia under another name: but, in order to secure his dif
ficult return from the easy descent, the hero must needs

gather a golden branch, which grew upon an entirely differ
ent tree,

-

latet arbore apacá
Aureus et foliis et lento vimine ramus
Junoni infernae dictus sacer.

What is that but the branch of the yellow misletoe upon
the gloomy oak of the Selli or Druidae, which they gathered
with a golden knife? The misletoe is beyond all doubt an al
lusion to that glaucous branch, which was a pledge of resur
rection to Noah from his symbolical grave, the ramus felicis
olivae. The Celtae had no Olive Trees, by reason of their
climate, in general, which accounts for the substitution of

this plant by Ulysses. The Greeks had a custom, long re
tained by the Athenians, of carrying each new year to their
neighbour's” house an olive branch surrounded with wool,
and called Eires'-Ionee, the Dove's-Branch with Wool: and
these yearly visits, I conceive, are nearly akin to those men

tioned by Suidas in 'IQ. Now, the Celts of Britain in France
have the like custom of going with misletoe to each other's

doors at the new year, crying, Au Gui l'an neuf. That the
Branch with Wool relates to the Distaff of Penelope, I think
probable from Homer's line,

'Aurn 3 is ov jpzivol ār jAaxt?" Gaëavia,
and his being the only known writer of the poems called

Eiresione, makes in favour of Ulysses being the author of
Druidism. The poems of the Gael allude to some super

stitions very similar to that of lying in the Fosse of Ulysses
in Tirconnell. “The night came down: we strode in silence
249 Suidas in Voce. Herod, Vit, Hom.
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each to his Hill of Ghosts; that spirits might descend in
our dreams, to mark us for the field.

We struck the shield

of the dead, and raised the hum of songs. We thrice called
the ghosts of our fathers. We laid us down in dreams.
Trenmor came before mine eyes, the tall form of other years.
His blue hosts were behind him in half distinguished rows.
['Auði 35 uv xxxyy yskvav jy, diwwwy w;..] Scarce seen is
their strife in mist, or their stretching forward to deaths.
I listened but no sound was there; the forms were empty
wind. I started from the dream of ghosts. On a sudden
blast flew my whistling hair. Low-sounding in the oak, is

the departure of the dead. I took my shield from its bough.
Onward came the rattling of steel. It was Oscar of Lego.
He had seen his fathers”.” The vision of Trenmor is very
similar to the Hercules of the Necyia. I cannot be per
suaded that these beautiful poems are a shameful fraud; and
though many works now bear names which do not properly
belong to them, I believe that very few men of letters have
acted fraudulently. But the absence of the idea of sacrifice

and expiation, and indeed of Theology altogether, convinces

me that they are the effusions of Christian bards, containing
many vestiges of antiquity, but much fewer than they would
have done had not their authors made it a duty to be silent
concerning the false religion of the Celtae. This was a reli
gion of blood, and one of the most austere to be found among
the Gentiles, as opposed to the Cushim.
Certainly there is no country of Europe which lays higher
claims to Antiquity than Ireland, which is said to have been
inhabited within one year of the division of tongues”; when
-

25 Cathlin of Cluna. This kind of Celtic oneiromancy is recorded by
Tertullian: Nasamonas propria oracula apud parentum sepulcra mansitando
captare, ut Heraclides scribit, vel Nymphodorus, vel Herodotus; et Celtas
apud virorum fortium busta eådem de causa abnoctare, ut Nicander affirmat.
Tert. de Anima, c. 57. tom. 4. p. 333. See Herod. L. iv. c. 172. Nicander
of Colophon, who gave this description of the Lots of the Gaël, was a cen
tury older than Caesar.
* Campion's Historie, c. 4. c. 7.
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it was settled by one Bastolenus [or Partholanus] of the

progeny of Japhet, who wandered into Ireland, being jealous
of Nemrodus Ninus, king of Assyria, but was himself ac
companied by certain savage giants, of the race of Cham Zo
roaster and Nemrodus Ninus. This I conceive was Ulysses,
who with certain other Chiefs and Hierarchs of the royal
caste led a portion of the Celtic Iapetidae into Ireland as soon

as possible after the confusion of tongues. It may seem
passing strange, that Ireland should be the first country
settled from the East, and may call to mind the doubts of
Martinus, whether Angels pass from one extreme to an
other, without going through the middle: but such remarks
do not apply to the actions of men strongly influenced by the

errors of superstition. The course of voyage and discovery
by the Portuguese was greatly modified by their fanatical

wish to find sofhething which they called Prester John.
That which they hoped to find established in the South or
East, Ulysses sought to establish in the West. The Sibyl
line poems, and other prophecies, whether Pagan or Christian,

which had fallen under the eye of this learned man, informed
him that another Troy was to be established, and another
Ilion built in the wÉST; and he adopted the idea that the
very extreme West was to be sought for that purpose;
Troja quidem tunc se mirabitur, et sibi dicet
Nos bene tam longá consuluisse vià.
The Babylonian Sibyl, whose oracles Ulysses no doubt fol
lowed, [for she was the She-Hawk, who as Homer tells us,
sent him to Cimmeria] seems to have described the place in
which the Tower should be rebuilt, as being an Island.

Now dubitury tors IIveys avaš zais is ai,
'Avöges 3 dix; real woxy Twy toxxx wasagay’”.
The Isle of the East was the Red Island, or that of Eos
* Sibyll. L. xiv. v. 342. ed. Maii.
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the Rhodo-Dactyl, the 'Eauffea of the Babylonian Sibyl; but
the Western is the White Island, or Albiona, the name of this

our country, and not unknown to the settlers of New Troy in
Italy; Albiona” ager trans Tiberim, et lucus Albionarum,
quo loco bos alba sacrificabatur: and the ancient name of the
Tiber which flowed by Albion was Albula. The notion was,
that the blood-red Lamian Theocracy should be replaced in
the West by one of peace and candid purity; and it was true
that the King of Salem, by interpretation King of Peace, had
fixed his throne right to the west of Babel, but their vain
imagination made them seek the Extreme West of the
earth.

These opinions were partaken by the Greeks in general,
which gave rise to the fable of the Hesperides: for few I
believe of them coincided with the author of Hesiod's Theo

gony, in thinking that Italy was Hesperia and the Holy
Islands. Although Ulysses visited Italy, and founded set
tlements there, he seems not to have been satisfied that it

was the proper Tyrsenia or Land of the Tower, and did
not fix upon the Seven Hills of the Sibyl, but pursued his
course westward, till he reached the islands of the Ocean,
which surrounds the Orbis Terrarum, and which are there

fore themselves almost beyond the limits of the world; which
is the meaning of

Et penitus toto divisos orbe Britannos.
The ridicule cast upon Irish Origins is altogether unjust,
and they are entitled to be investigated on the same prin
ciples as those of other countries. After the fall of the
Western Empire, and after the Scythian and Sarmatic
nations had overrun the continent, I apprehend there was no
*3

Fest. de V. S. in Voce. The Argo after escaping the Fury Isles, and

passing by Ireland, and the Isle of Ceres [Cassiteris, now in great measure
submerged], reaches that of Circe, called Auxoia, in violation of quantity,

and the critics have replaced 'Aieao, but reflection convinces me that Asukaio,
Albany, is the word.
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where so much of antique learning as in the British isles:
but after the unlettered Saxons had conquered all the civi
lized parts of this island, Eri, as it was then called, remained
independent in the hands of its oldest known inhabitants, and
possessed the unimpaired inheritance of a literature drawn
from the traditions of its founders, and of all the Greek and

Roman learning which had been brought from the neigh
bouring Province of Britannia.

Following the vein of my thoughts, I have endeavoured to
illustrate some of the obscurities of Homer, but end where I

begun, in a despair of seeing the Odyssey thoroughly well
explained. I must now leave this bard of ages to abler, and
I hope more fortunate hands:

'Avrag #yw xas Taio was dAA's gynaou doi%.

CORRIGENDA ET ADDEN DA.

P. 9. note 1. after “like impostor,” add, The Vale of Sid

dim was an heathen paradise, or type of Eden, infamous for
its orgies [Vide Gen. c. 13. v. 19.], and on the margin of the
lake Asphaltites stood the ancient city of Engadda. Vid.
Steph. Byz. in Voc. The vineyards of Engaddi were the
garden in which Solomon placed his mystic bride, and the
Essene monks had for ages, in Pliny's time, dedicated this
hallowed ground to their unnatural superstition. In truth it
was, or was esteemed, an unsubmerged remnant of the Para
dise of Siddim. Vid. Plin. L. v. c. 15. Attila king of the Huns
was wont to style himself, Nepos magni Nembrod, nutritus in
Engaddi; see Nicolas Olahus bishop of Strigonium, in Attilä,
ap. Bonfinium de rebus Hungaricis, p. 863, et seq. But there
were traditions imputing the like mysterious origin to Attila,
as to Nimrod. There exists a strange poem by one Rocho
degli Ariminesi, dated Vinegia, 1550. This author recites
how that king Osdrobaldus confined his daughter, a libidinous
woman, in a High Tower, where cum quodam cane rem ha
buit, and so conceived Attila. Canto 1.

Attila inherited

from his strange father a canine aspect, which was remarkably
shocking when he laughed. Ibid. Here we find the inclusam
Danaen, the Lupa of Quirinus, the Cyno of Cyrus, and the

cyon and cynopis of Homer. The Huns were a mixt people,
descended from Scythian exiles, and women of the low-caste

race of Japhet, who were represented as devils by their proud
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husbands: and in order some-wise to signify this, the name of .
Japhet has been inserted between those of Noah and Cham in
* Attila's pedigree.

P. 15. l. 28. Antioch [a remarkable imitation of Babylon]
and Gaza of the Philistines, both bore the name of Ione, which

was transmitted to them from that original metropolis, the
scene of the miraculous dispersion or Ionic Migration. I know
not if the primitive Ione be named in any book, other than the

learned Elegies of Propertius,
Et quot Iona tulit vetus, et quot Achaia formas,
-

Et Thebae, et Priami diruta regna senis.
L. 2. El. 28. v. 53.

P. 16. l. 29. after Creta. A Bull came down from the Moon,

and, lying with the Princess Pasiphaë, begot Minotaurus;
but, as old Acusilaus affirmed, it was the same Bull that car

ried Europa; consequently it was Jupiter. The bringing of
this bull out of Crete into the isle of Pelops is one of the
labours of Hercules, and then it was that he established the
Olympic games in honour of Jupiter Patrius, and built an

altar to Pelops and the twelve Gods. See Diodorus, Apollo
dorus, Nemesianus. The meaning of this is, that Cush and
Nimrod [Eurystheus and Hercules] built their Olympus, and
established its sacred rites, in honour of Cham, who had been

brought with great labour from Armenia to Shinar. The in
tercourse of Jupiter Taurus, the Deus Lunus, with the Lunar

Princess, is the pretended impregnation of Nimrod's mother
by Jove.
P. 27. lines 5 and 7.

For Antonoë read Autonoë.

P. 34. n. 71. after 1. 21.

Archelaus of Macedon was a

bastard of the royal blood, and obtained the crown by the
murder of his uncle and half-brother, and notwithstanding his

great qualities as a sovereign, Plato always terms him the
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Tyrannus, not the Basileus of Macedon. See Plat. in Theag,
Gorg. Alcib. 2. and AElian. W. H. L. viii. c. 9.
P. 34, n. 71. 1. 27. For, Some nations, including most of

the colonies of the dispersed, read Some colonies of the dis
persed, including most, if not all, of the Pelasgic nations. The
sentiments in question were very nearly, though I do not
suppose quite strictly, co-extensive with the sect and family
above-named; and the position in the text [as often happens
to hasty writers], is much too broadly taken. This being so,

the reader will see the more propriety in what the next para
graph mentions, viz. the disclaimer of Achilles.
P. 48. l. 14. Jemsheed * king of Iran divided the people
into four castes, the Kanoozeans or Priests, Nesarèans or Sol
diers, Nesoodees or Husbandmen, and Anochushees or Handi
craftsmen. These four are otherwise called Asurin, Aretishtar,

Wasterjush, and Hutochsha. This, says Sir John Malcolm,
merely implies the natural divisions of civilized society: but
the authors whom he adduces all either affirm or imply the
contrary. Malc. Hist. Pers. 1. p. 207, 8. This fabulous king,
to whom the Persians refer almost all the inventions of man
kind, is Nimrod, the Perseus and Perses of the Greeks; and

the Tucht-i-Jemsheed is in greek Persepolis. His division of
castes is to a nicety the same, as that ascribed to Ion the great
grandson of Deucalion. The belt of Jemsheed is that of Orion,
Hercules, etc.: cingulum fuit Gemschidi institutum, quo
omnes Daemonas fugavit; fuit enim ex ejus cingulo et churä
[light] quod evacuata fuerint opera Daemonum. Sad-Der.
Porta X.

* He was the Fou RTH of the Peishdadian line; and his Father founded

Babel or Babylon, and Niniveh. Sir W. Jones, Introd. to Life of Nader

Shah, p. 40. The last-mentioned fact is not strictly true, but always re
member, that all Nimrod's acts were done in his father's lifetime.
U U
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*

P. 59. after line 2. When writing this, I had not noticed

that Janus [the same person as Saturn] was actually wor
shipped as the Khan Oul, 5 Kavouxos. See

Lydus

de Men

sibus. Bibl. Alt. Lit. vol. 3. p. 32. The thick clouds of dark
ness which prevailed when he descended into the ark, were
called the Kar-Quxas, a gloom like that of Chaos, impene
trable to the rays of light. See the Argonautics of Apollonius.*
This word means the descent of Oul, one of the most lugu
brious topics of the ancient dirges; IIAsis ov’OvXoy, 'Ouxov,
isi, 'Iouxov isi. Saturnus was the first Ai-Holus or King of
the Whole Earth, and Canace [the incestuous daughter of
AEolus] was called in Latin Mythography, Can-Oulia. Plut.
Parall. p. 312. Xylander.
P. 60, note 47. line 6. The Assassins, a genuine remnant
of the old Cushim, placed their Paradise, or region of blessed
Souls, in Armenia, near the lake of Van. Falconet Dissert.

Part 2. An inspection of the

Map of Asia

will shew that

Paradise must have been where that lake is; and not as the

Armenians, and Philip the Carmelite, pretend, at or near
Erivan. Chardin, t. 1. p. 157. Philip.cit. p. 158. Noah dwelt

indeed near Erivan after the flood, but before it he dwelt near
the Gate of the Garden, and sacrificed in the presence of the
living cherubim. Paradise is that garden of the lower world,
which the ancients called Elysium; and in its centre [as Pluto
assured the maid of Henna] the Rich Tree still vegetates,

having leaves of green metal, and golden apples. Claudian. R.
Pros. L. 2. v. 290. ets. It is the Innis Avalon, or Macaron
Neesos, where Arthur abides with Achilles and Diomede.

Those two events, the submerging of the garden of Eden,
and of that of Siddim, each by an igneous and aqueous visita
tion, have been at times confounded; and the peculiar cir
cumstances of the latter carried back to the former. Hyme
* L. iv. v. 1695.
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naeus, or Jupiter Agamemnon, became enamoured of one Ar
gynnus, whom he saw swimming in the river Cephisus. Ar
gynnus was drowned; and his lover raised on the bank a
Temple of Venus Argynnis. See Athen. Deipn. L. 13. c. 8.
Propert. L. 3. El. 7. v. 22. Argynnus or Argynnis is plainly
the herm-aphroditic power, from whose rites the abominations
of Palaestine took their rise. But Agamemnon, in order to
purify him from the foul disease of his mind, was submerged

in the lake Copais. Plutarch. in Gryllo. The baptism of Cy
bele or Venus Naamah, to wash away her impurities, is the
cosmical, and that of Agamemnon, to wash away the sin of
Sodom, is the microcosmical flood. The custom cited by Ar
nobius as being very ancient, that of mixing ashes with the
water, alludes to the fiery portion of the diluvial visitation.
But the story of Lake Copais is also carried back to the ge
neral, or Armenian, flood; for it was there that the first
Athena or Aaden [else called the Minyan Orchomenus or the

Stygian Oath of the Menu at Minni] was buried in the
waves, and also the first Eleus-in or temple of the Son who
was to come. Pausan. L. ix. c. 24. s. 2.

The lake of Sodom

is very salt, with a mixture of sulphur, and of great specific

'gravity: and from that fact the ancients fabled that the Lake
Arethusa, into which the Tigris flows, had similar qualities.
Nihil in Asphaltite Judaeae lacu, qui bitumen gignit, mergi

potest, nec in Armeniae majoris Arethusä: is quidem nitrosus
pisces alit. Plin. N. H. L. 2. p. 106. The Tigris [otherwise

Diglito or Diglad *] flows in lacum Arethusam, nitrum nebulis
exhalantem. N. H. L. 6. c. 31. But this, as respects the
Armenian lake, was untrue, and merely similitudinary; the
water was soft, and Athenaeus t, trying to reconcile the

facts, says, wovov 33 regauvoy ray &vkwy to Tws Age680%.
* i. e. Tiglath; whence the name of Tiglath-Pul-Ashur, the successor of
Pul.

-

t

+ The printed reading 3’ &re; opyov is absurd, because salt water in general
is hard, and unfit for cookery or washing.
U U 2
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L. 2. c. 16. The original flowing of Euphrates and Tigris
from one source was never forgotten among the postdiluvians;
Sallustius auctor certissimus, saith Seneca, asserit Tigrin et
Euphraten unofonte manere in Armenia, and Boëthius,
Rupis Achaemeniae scopulis . . . . .
Tigris et Euphrates unose fonte resolvunt.
De Cons. Phil. L. V. Metr. 1.

In my chapter, Merope, s.9, I have cited places from the
Sibylline poems, in which Phrygia is used homerically for
Armenia, and in which the river Marsyas is said to flow from
Mount Ararat in several streams.

Let us then examine the

legend of the Phrygian Marsyas, and compare it with that of
the Armenian rivers. The Phrygians worshipped two rivers
which flowed from one fountain in a single stream; but sinking
under ground at the foot of a mountain which stands behind
Celaenae, emerged again in two streams, Marsyas and Maeander.

To these they performed sacrifice, by throwing their offerings
into the parent stream, and those oblations which were devoted
to Maeander or to Marsyas respectively, were sure to emerge
in the stream to which they belonged. Max. Tyr. Diss. viii.

c. 8. This is a lively type of the River of Eden flowing into
the Garden, losing itself at the foot of Mount Paradise, and
then emerging in the four channels of Phasis, Araxes, Eu
phrates, and Tigris, to which two last the public veneration
was nearly confined; for this reason, that they not only

flowed out of Old Paradise, but they flowed round New Pa
radise, which latter was the source of the nations and their

creeds. Phasis, however, did so far keep the remembrance of
being a Paradisaic stream, that a famous class of poets [origi

nating, as I humbly conceive, with Neoptolemus, author of the
poem called the Ship-Building, or the Naupactic Epics] placed
upon its banks the kingdom Aia or Cyt-Aia, and inclosed
within its waves the charmed isle Ai-Aia, or Cyt-Ai-Aia,

where the royal witch was said

-
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Et sidera et amnes

Posse Cytaeaeis ducere carminibus.
The Araxes, also, did not want its share of this primaeval
reminiscence, for the Orpheus of the Argonautica makes it

the chief of a quaternion of rivers, of which the Phasis afore
said is one; Out of Araxes, he saith, flow Thermodon, Phasis,
and Tanais. Orph. Arg, 753. The gross absurdity of this

geography doth but the more plainly bespeak its origin; for

it shews what a want the mystic writers had of a quadruple
sacred river. See chapter Babel, p. 69. note.
P. 63. l. 7.

The same word, without the demonstrative

prefix, was employed to signify a Wild Bull or Bison, as every
one knows from the Commentaries of Julius Caesar.

P. 66. l. 28. read, Columnam. This was the famous column

at Babylon of the prophet Acicarus or Achaicarus, upon which
Theophrastus wrote a treatise now unhappily lost. See Clem.
Alex. Strom. L. 1. p. 356. Strabo. L. xvi. p. 1084.
P. 67. l. 22, and note 10. In this hasty note I have passed
no unjust censure upon the attempts made to bolster up such

a soloecous word as Teraywy, but a slight meditation has since
shewn me the truth of the passage:
'Piya Troö0s, Terayw; dro B7A3 6soregioio,
Pede tenus [prehensum] dejecit, simul atque relegaverit

[eum] a Coelo fatidico. Arorately is to expell or discard;
èconduire, eliminer; %w£aly: seorsum ordinare, exauctorare;
and agrees perfectly well with the words of our poet used in
the like matter,

his portion set
Thus far removed from God and light of Heaven.
The verb being Hapax Legomenon, has served to lead away
the Critics from so easy and manifest a solution. I have been
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guilty of praecipitation in the residue of my note; this is what
was meant: Ham was supposed, after his own Apotheosis and
the Tartarosis of his father, to have assumed the sovereignty
over the Gods of the Majores Gentes; but he was the reviver
and founder of Old-Magianism, or Scythism, and therefore one

of his first acts was to expell from his council of Deities Tubal
Cain, who had founded the antediluvian Evaism or Hellenism,

in honour of his incestuous consort Naamah, and in jealousy
and hatred of his brother Jabal.

He remained thus cashiered

until Bacchus or Sabus triumphantly restored the Sabian

Haeresy, in the days of Helena, when he was re-introduced into
heaven, and made to partake of the juice of the grape. See
Pausanias, L. I. c. 20. s. 2.
P. 68. l. 24. for xatigov read Xavičov,
P. 70. I.5. The Euphrates was the true Styx or Ocean,

because it flowed from Paradise, where the flood broke out in
its greatest fury. The AEgyptians, who affected taking every
thing to themselves, were so well aware of this, as to pretend
that the Nile actually was the Euphrates, which, after dis
charging itself into a lake or inland sea, reappeared as a river

in upper AEthiopia. Pausan. L. 2. c. 5. From the lies people
tell, when seeking to make out their case, we may collect what
their case is.

P. 70. I. 8. The grammarian Servius, if I rightly appre
hend him, saith that the Pontifices were called from the Sub

lician Bridge, the first that was thrown over the Thyber;
but, that others derived their name from a bridge at Athens,

upon which the famous Palladium fell out of the clouds, by
reason of which certain priests of that city were called
Tapupisai. The Athenian Palladium was afterwards trans

lated to Ilion, by the founders of Troy. Comm. in Virg. AEm.
L. 2. v. 166.
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P. 70. after 1. 10.

In Matthew Paris his account of the

visions of the soldier Oin, in Patric's purgatory, the theology
of the Bridge is conspicuous: he is led by spirits to a foetid,
sulphurous, and flaming river, over which is a bridge so slip
pery, that no foot would grasp its surface, so steep that none
could ascend it, and so high above the river, that it is appalling
to look down. Nomine invocato he ascends it, and it widens

beneath his feet into the form of a beaten highway, ut viae
publicae amplitudinem praeferret. Matt. Paris, A. D. 1153.
p. 75. I need not say that the name invoked must be that of
the supreme Pontifex, the sole Bridge-maker to the rivers of
Hades.

P. 83. after line 3, read. And we are further informed by
Pindar, that the Brazen Tower of Danaë, 'Axçia is 0xxagos
xxxx3s, was an Hyperovum in which the Seirens were wont
to sing,
%pvaaat?'
'E: Trepw8 dei60y
K7Andoves.
Pind. ap. Pausan L. 10. c. 5. Athen. Deipn. L. 6. c. 36.
P. 84. line 25.

It is strange but true, that this sort of

meaning belonged to the word in the middle ages, as appears
from a passage in Matthew Paris, which also may serve to
show how obstinately national character will resist both the
eating of Time, and the most violent shocks of revolution:
Haec verborum deliramenta Francis innata gargarandi super
biâ et jactantia reboavit. Hist. Major. Henr. 3. A. D. 1252.
Gargar or Gargoris, king of Tartessus and the Curetes, in the
oldest times, first invented the use of honey. He debauched
his own daughter, by whom he had a son, Habides, whom he

exposed to death in various ways without success; when cast
into the sea, he was preserved a quodam numine, velut nave;

when exposed in the woods, he was suckled by diverse wild
beasts, especially by an hind, from whose milk he acquired
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such velocity, that he could outstrip the mountain stags.
Thus preserved, he obtained the regal dignity at last. He was
a giant in stature, and awful to behold. He gave laws to the
people; he established seven communities, who were inter
dicted from all servile occupations. He taught mankind the
yoking of oxen, and the use of the plough. Justin, L. 44. c.
4. We shall in few places find so complete a collection of the
circumstances which characterize a mythic history of Cush,
Nimrod, and the Cushim. These latter were the Seven Curetes,

and the Gargaridae. In Gargoris we recognize Aristaeus Me
lissus the father of Actaeon; and, in Habides * his son, the stag
Actaeon, the hunted huntsman. In other particulars [not to
mention the great matter of instituting a noble caste] the
reader will perceive the adventures of Perseus, Cyrus, Quiri
nus, Hercules Buzyges, and Triptolemus.
Saltus verö Tartessiorum (saith Justin), in quibus Titanas
bellum adversus Deos gessisse proditur, incoluere Curetes
quorum rex vetustissimus Gargoris, etc. Vossius has, with

dull pedantry and presumption, altered this word to Cunetes,
for no other reason, than, because Cape St. Vincent, at the
western point of the Algarves, was called Cuneus; although
he does not pretend that Cape St. Vincent was near Tar

tessus! But, saith he, the Curetes were usually assigned to
Greece, and not to Spain; pray, were the Titans usually
placed in Spain? But, had he deigned to think before he in
terpolated, he would have remembered that the Curetes be
longed to Ida, and were Idaei Dactyli, and that Gargar or
Gargor is a name of that Mount of Jove. The war of the
Titans, here spoken of, is the Decennial War of Ilion and
Mount Gargarus. See my chapter, Decennial War.
P. 86. l. 10.

It is true that Barbarism flourished before

the flood, in the times of Lamech; but it was not revived
* Antiquissimis Hyperboreis dictus Deus Summus HAv1. Rudbeck
Ichthyol. Biblic. part. 1, p. 21.
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until the Old Age of Cush, and the adolescence of his last
fatal progeny.

P. 91.1.25. For avówwwy read 27% wwww.
P. 95. after line 15. This Red Olympus is that of the
Lycians, which, as Maximus Tyrius says, emitted a lambent
flame, and that flame was both the temple of the Deity, and

the visible form of the Deity himself. Diss. 8. c. 8.
P. 98. after line I0.

I have omitted a fable which com

pletely identifies them. Medusa contended for the palm of
beauty with Minerva, who in her jealousy gave to Bellero
phontes the sandals of Hermes, and the helmet of Aidoneus,
that he might slay her. From the blood of Medusa sprung
Pegasus, upon whom he essayed to ride up to Heaven; but
the horse threw him, and he alighted at Tarsus [the Foot] so
called either from the foot of Pegasus, or from the lameness of

the fallen rider. See schol. in Dion. Perieg. v. 869. Eustath.
ibid. But Tarsus was equally derived from the Foot of Per

seus. J. Malal. p. 43. Perseus learned magic of his father
Jupiter Picus, and aspired to the kingdom of Assyria, which
he obtained, and held it for fifty-three years; its inhabitants
were called Persae, after him. He built a Temple, and dedi
cated it to “Fire the Immortal.” J. Malal. p. 40.44. Oxon.
1691. Perses [Pers-eus the God Perse, Pers-inus Perse the

Son] was represented in Greece as a prosperous rider of Pe
gasus, while Bellerophontes was hurled from Heaven
In hideous ruin and combustion down.

But I will show how it really fared with this magian son of

Picus, the Royal Priest of Fire: Of the seven ancient Fire
Temples of the Magi, the sixth was Azur Berzin, that is to
say, Ignis Sublimis, vel Ignis secta Berzinorum, vel Sacer
dotis Berzini, vel super ephippium; quia rex Kai-Cosrou inter
media fulgura et tonitrua equitando ab equo suo dejectusest,
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et eodem momento fulgur in ejus ephippium cadens ephip
pium incendit et equum voravit nec extingui potuit. Hyde de
Vet. Pers. Relig. c. 3. p. 105. The reader sees that King
Cyrus or Quirinus, the nurseling of the Bitch, otherwise
called the Priest Persinus, is the fulminated and falling Sal
moneus, Bellerophontes, or Phosphorus, son of the Morning.
Perseus was an Argive, and Bellerophontes a Corinthian le
gend of the same man.
P. 101. l. 16.

For effected, read affected.

P. 113. line 23. After world. The Pagan lawgiver, who
lived in the age of Beroë, would seem to be the haeresiarch

Jove himself, because Lycophron calls him the Great Quoit,
AIXKOT usyns's raßhoffog Kuvaiśaws. The Paeonians used to
worship Apollo in the form of a quoit stuck upon a pole.
Max. Tyr. D. 8. c. 8.
P. 128. after line 6. This impure notion is alluded to in
a fragment preserved by Theodorus Prodromus, and falsely

attributed to Anacreon,
Kutragirro; repuxol rev #y, wit?'.
To the Gods

representing the male energy, trees of a par

ticular form were most acceptable; Populus Alcidaegratissima;
the Cypress also to Sylvan [teneram ab radice ferens Sylvane
cupressum], whom Eusebius pronounces to be Jabal, son of
Lamech; but the Cypress was likewise planted by Hercules,
in the Heraclels of Iona, before Seleucus had planted on the
same spot his famous laurel grove of Daphne, and named the

city Antiochia. Johan. Malal. Chron. p. 260. When we read
of a garden of delights, there is always a central rock or
mount, erected in the middle; that of Lamia or Sybaris;
that of Amalthea, called the hesperian horn, from whence
Venus culled the famous apple, and gave it to Hippomenes;
and that of Atalanta, daughter of Iasus, (whom the same
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apple tempted) which arose from the midst of her Grove.
These are mostly, if not all, said to be covered with vines and
ivy; Bacchic Mounts. The Libyans adored Mount Atlas, the
Cappadocians Mount Argèus, and the Getae Mount Cogaio
num, not as high places, but as Gods, and the visible forms
of Gods, @sov xzi aya»wa. Max. Tyr. Diss. 8. cs. 7 and 8.
Strabo, L. vii. p. 431.
P. 134 line 8. For Q=&as read Q782s.
P. 152. line 3. after life. And we are told that Theseus
went out because of the scandal created by his rape of Helen,
said to have occurred before the Trojan war. This conduct
of Theseus was resented by the Dioscuri, her brothers; but
Cicero informs that the Atreidae were the last set of Dioscuri;

and Agamemnon, by all accounts, was her brother-in-law.
The meaning, therefore, of this fable is, that the Atreidae
took up the charge against him, and contributed to his expul
sion. See Tz. in Lycophr. v. 1324 That, however, has
nothing to do with the Castor and Pollux of Homer, nor in
deed had those aged patriarchs any concern in these shameful
feuds. As the schemes of the patriarch Jupiter Ammon were
opposed, in the first instance, by his brothers the Gemini,
and as Nimrod was the Jovis Incrementum, and stood in his

place, therefore the royal brothers who opposed him were re
garded as Gemini or Dioscuri. Also the greater part of the
forces composing the Danaiin league were of the tribes Japhet
and Shem; but these two patriarchs were the Gemini. There
were, indeed, three tribes; but the greatest, by far, of the

Ammonian families, was opposed to the Atridae. Justin says,
that Geryon, who opposed Hercules, means three brothers who
were in league against him.
P. 156. I. 12. Servius states, that Tricipitinus, father of

Lucretia, was expelled because he was a Tarquin, and suc
ceeded by Poplicola,

Serv. in AEn. vi. v. 819.

By this
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means her father becomes identified with her consort; a con

fusion arising from the shocking circumstances of that woman's
history, who was the Myrrha that bore Adonis to her father,
and the Venus Meretrix who wooed her son Adonis.

P. 157. line 8. The tower of Babel, or Kpoys Tugais, had
three shrines on its summit, of Jove, Juno, and Rhea, v. p.
112, and the Saturnian Hill of Rome was of the same fashion;
Capitolium in quo Minerva, Jupiter, Juno sunt avvvaioi. Serv.
in Æn. 2. l. 225. These were Dii Magni Samothraces; and
like them had Camillus or Mercury for their minister; De
marati Corinthii filius, Samothraciis religionibus mysticè im
butus uno templo et sub eodem tecto conjunxit. . . Jovem,
Junonem, Minervam . . . . His addidit Mercurium sermonum

Deum.

Hos Virgilius, Qass waya Ass, Qass Buvarag, Qess

%ansas. in Æn. 2. l. 297. This triunal shrine was the proper
delubrum; delubrum aut quod uno tecto plura complectitur
numina, aut quia uno tecto diluitur. S. in 2. 225.; the first

etymology I cannot understand; the second seems to be quite
absurd. .

P. 183. line 24.

For Praetides, read Proetides.

P. 186. line 35.

For Caribar, read Cairbar.

P. 195. I. S. Trajanus Babylonem et Messenios vicit et
tenuit. Eutrop. L. viii. c. 3.
P. 197, after l. 6, and s. iv. There were three Wars in
Greece called Holy. The third was carried on between the
Phocians and Locrians, on one hand, and the Boeotians and
-

Macedonians on the other; and its events are pretty well
known. The second hardly merits the name which was given
to it, being a brief discussion which occurred between the

Delphians and the other Phocians, in that part of the Pelo
ponnesian war which preceded the thirty years' truce, con
cerning the custody of the Temple. See Thucyd. 1. c. 112.
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The first requires our notice; the Cirrhaeans or Cyrrhaeans
and Acragallidae appropriated to themselves the Cyrrhaean
plain, and the treasures in the temple, and set the Amphic
tyons at defiance; whereupon a general league was formed
against them, under sanction of an oracle. The army of the
league waged war against Cyrrha ten years, commanded, as
some say, by Eurylochus, Lord of Thessaly; and, as others,
by Cleisthenes, king of Sicyon, assisted by Solon, lawgiver of
Athens. Cyrrha was at last taken by artifice, by impreg
nating the aqueduct with Hellebore from the neighbouring
town of Anticyra, which gave the garrison a dysentery. This
vile stratagem is ascribed to each of the three cited names.
See AEschines de Coroná, p. 194. Lips. 1813. Strabo, L. ix.
p. 607. Polyaenus, L. vi. c. 13. Frontinus, L. iii. c. 7.
Pausan. L. x. Phoc. c. 37. ss. 4 and 5.

This is a fable of the

same class as the others; and I deny that any such thing oc
curred in Greece, in Solon's age or any other. But Solon was
a person assuming an old title of sanctity (belonging to Jove
and Apollo), in order to effect a change in those oracles,

Seguoi, of the Dragon by which the Pelasgi were still go
verned; and with the titles, the legends too, of the old time
were attached to his history, which in reality could boast of
no warfare, unless it were the pettiest imaginable. Possibly

some opposition offered by the Thracidae of Delphi to his in
novations may have been compared to the great Decennial
Bacchic War, in which, as we find from Nonnus, his arche

type, the first Lawgiver Solon flourished. The version of the
story which sets up Eurylochus is an Achilleid, that of Cleis
thenes of Sicyon, and his cunning counsellor Solon, is an
Agamemnoniad; and Eurylochus, whom the poet Euphorion
called the second Achilles,
-

'Otxorags 'AX1A%; dx8ousy 'Evgv%0%010,
is none other than the first. This war was pretended to be
for the Sacred Plain; and so was the war of the Regifugium;

for Tarquin had taken to himself the Plain of Mars, which
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was restored to the God, and consecrated by his successor
Valerius Poplicola. But the strongest criterion of this his
tory is, in what Athenaeus relates, that the confederacy
against Cyrrha was formed to recover Megisto, daughter of
Pelagon the Phocian, whom the Cyrhaeans had ravished:
nay, so bent were the minds of the Greeks upon this story,
they even feigned that the Locrian war (that of Amphissa in
King Philip's time) was to recover Theano, whom the Pho
cians had ravished. Both wars, says Athenaeus, were De
cennial. The capture by stratagem, at last, agrees with the
other legends; and it will be seen in my following chapters,
that the fraud was concerted with the very woman, whose
rape was the cause of war, and her party; and the very name
of Theano, is conspicuous in that story. See p. 230. She
was a great venefica, and probably intoxicated or set to sleep
those Acra-Gallidae (or guardians of the Tower), who were
not in her plot. Tarpeia, in the Romish legend of it, be
trayed the Tower when the guards were drunk. Prop. iv.

4.78. This is the story of the hellebore. But that poi
sonous drug is introduced into the Delphian mythology, be
cause it was the famous produce of Anticyra in that country. .
Cirrha, Cyrrha, and Cyra are all one: the tripods of
Delphi, before Apollo's time, appertained to Themis; but the

capital of the Queen of the Amazons was Themis-Cyra. It
was therefore obvious to feign that Cyrrha, if taken by drugs
at all, was taken by those of Anti-Cyrrha. And indeed I

believe its name had reference to its pharmacopoeia. Its hel
lebore was said to cure madness; but the ancients did not
accurately distinguish the raving of the votaries of the Moon
in their orgies, and the convulsions of sibyls and daemoniacs,
from ordinary disease; the truth was, that if the exstacies of
the Pythonissa at Delphi became so strong and lasting as to

threaten life or reason, this powerful medicine of Anti-Cyra
was used as a sedative. Perhaps a small portion of it was
necessary upon all such occasions, and might now be useful,

for aught I know, in hysterical and epileptic affections. It
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was discovered by the God Hercules, as a cure for his own
madness. Ptol. Heph. L. 2.
These, I say, were mythical stories, presented under the
guise of Greek history, but a sacred war concerning the Del

phian temple was not unknown in p're mythology; and Ovid
mentions a time as old as the Trojan war
quum templa profanus
Invia cum Phlegyis faciebat Delphica Phorbans;
now these Phlegyae were the subjects whom the impious
Theseus taught to contemn the Gods; in their country the
giant Tityus exercised his violence; and Phlegyas was the
religious lawgiver of the Cushim. The name relates to their
fireworship, in which they were opposed to the Sabians.
P. 198. n. 1. For Plut. read Plat.

P. 204. l. 1. for ivrezos read Évreuxsos.
P. 204. l. 6. For xsiusXia read xstu%ia.
P. 205. l. 6. for Hepolemus read Tlepolemus.
P. 205. n. 6. for Ava read Ara.

P. 207. l. 1. for isps read is&m; l. 2. for dynois read 5 vog.
P. 208. n. 27. for AEquir. read AEquiv.
P. 224. l. 18. John of Antioch further mentions that Asia

was named after this man, having been previously called
Epitropos, or, as Cedrenus more properly writes it, Epir
rhopos. J. Malal. Chron. p. 138. Oxon. 1691. Cedrenus
cit. in Notis. Epirrhopos is equivalent to THE CENTRE, the
Mesomphalous region.
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P. 23 l. l. 7. I should not omit to notice those obscure

verses of Plautus, which seem to speak of three talismans or
Palladia at Ilion;

-

# quae illi forent exitio;
Signum ex arce si periisset; alterum etiam est Troili

Ilio tria fuisse audivi

mors;

-

Tertium quum portae Scaeae limen superum scinderetur.
Bacchides, Act iv. sc. 9. l. 29.
The first of these is the common notion of the Palladium; .

it is hard to imagine that the boy Troilus of the Cyclics, .

however deplored by his parents and Phrygian sisters, could
have been of this moment; but no doubt the death of Memnon

is meant: the third is supposed to allude to the bones of
Laomedon; and so it does; for the wall and gate were broken
through to admit the huge Dourean Horse, by means whereof
those bones were taken.

P. 231. l. ult. Tithonus I believe signifies the Sun, as

IDeus Nutor or Nutritor, and is allied to Titan, Titaia, Ti
thana, and Tithassus; assuredly it was a very suitable name
for the husband of the Morning and father of Lucifer, be
cause we find that Aurora herself was Tito.

He whom John

Malalas follows, probably Sisiphus Cous, brings Tithon to
Troy at the head of the Indi, and Memnon at the head of the
Phoenices, p. 161.; but the authorities of John Tzetzes were

better informed that these two were the same man, and that
by these denominations various portions of the host, generally
termed AEthiopian, are meant.

P.250. n. 19.1. 11. Tmolus, Timolus, Tmarus, Tomarus.
P. 322. l. 20. for discit read dixit.

P. 362. The fables of Ascalon contained much that was

borrowed from Babylon. Secundum antiquorum assertionem
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consciorum veritatis, et famam publicam, saith Jeffery Wine
sauf, it was built by the sons of Cham, who reigned with

supreme power for thirty-two generations after him. They
collected people from all parts to complete the city. There
was a Tower, called Turris Sanguinum, being built by cri
minals, who by that labour redeemed their blood. And to
conciliate the favour of the people, and obtain an eternal
name, they also built, in honour of a Girl, the Turris Puel
larum. Galfr. Vinis. L. 5. c. 6. Here is the Asylum, the
Harlot's Tower at Babel, and the Temple of Venus Mylitta.
The reader will also remember the pyramid of Rhodope, and
the tomb of Halyattes.
P. 376. l. 15. Centaurus son of Lamia was slain by Piri

thous the Eunuch; or otherwise by Theseus. Ptol. Heph.
L. 3.

But Centaurus son of Lamia is Theseus; and the

error of placing Theseus on the Lapithian or Bacchic side of
the war, that was waged for the rape of Ischomacha, or Hip
podamia, by the Ken-Tauri or Tar-Quins, arose from his
intrigues with the treacherous eunuch Pirithous or Pala
medes. After the Eunuch's death, his faction, having made

their peace with the Lapithian league, did in fact slay the
Lamia's son.

The name Pirithous occurs in Homer, L. 2. 741, but
without reference to the Eunuch Palamedes. It has however

furnished a handle for the interpolated lines, 742, 3, 4. In
the chapter called Troica, which was very hastily written, I
have unaccountably neglected to cite the remarkable cir

cumstance, that this mighty sage, Palamedes, appeared at

the siege of Troy without a beard. In the Delphian temple
the portraits of the Heroes of Troy were delineated, and
Taro's 7%, 11%aw??at yeysia #5, Tois dxxois. Pausanias,
L. x. c. 31.

He was remarkable, above all other warriors

who served in the war of Troy, for his chastily. Philostr. Vit.
Apoll. Tyan. L. 4. c. 5.
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P. 380. l. 6. Antiope was the mother of nine muses (the
Pierides), whom she bore to Jupiter Pierus. Cic. de N. D.,
L. 3. c. 21 ; but as the Pierides were turned

into pies,

Ju

piter Pierus must be Jupiter Picus; and the Pierides were
Bassarides or Bacchae, for the Pica was sacred to Bacchus as

having the gift of speech, and was therefore called Bassaraea.
Phurn. N. D. c. 30.

-

Antiope was a priestess of the Sun; and one Theobous, son

of Bronto [Boanerges] sprung from Jupiter Picus, was said
to have defiled her in the Temple. Johan. Malal. Chronic.
AEetes was said to be son of Antiope and the Sun. Dio
phanes Ponticus cit. Schol. Ap. Rhod. L. 3. l. 242. Antiope

was wife of Eurytus.

Schol. in eund. L. l. l. 87.

P. 399. l. 24. The Magian book Sad-Der, or the Hundred
Gates, doth in its ninth gate utter the most solemn denun
ciations against the Sotadic enormity, saying, that neither
God nor Angels were happy when such corruptions were,
practised, and that those who slew the perpetrators should
incur no tax of homicide. It adds that this crime was prac
tised by Aphrasyab, Dabhāk, and Tür-Brätur the murderer of
Zoroaster; also by Malcus, for whose sorceries the deluge was
sent, and by Saruregh [Serug), who in the time of Sam [Sami
or Semiramis] oppressed and injured the world. Sadder,
Porta ix. Hyde Vet. Pers. p. 440, 1. The murdered Zo
roaster means Nimrod, the fourth of that title; and Aphra
syab was the opponent of Rustam, a legendary title of that
person in his warlike character. The treacherous slayer of
Nimrod, the Homeric Achilles, is not exempt from such im
putations; nor is that history unsuspicious which relates to
the sons of Agamemnon [perhaps Aphrasyab) and of Stro
phius. What is said of Serug and Semiramis comes close to
the point; and I have before observed of a too famous Pen
tapolis, that its people were probably Hebrews and Seru
chidae.
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P. 404. n. 139. l. 4. For which reason Lycophron styled
him

A=\pivoa muoy x}\totra.

It was not lawful for him or any other noble Babylonian

to be without a symbol, as of an Eagle, a Lily, or the like, on
his seal. Heraldry proceeds from the officina gentium.
P. 413. l. l. for Menaeceus read Menoeceus.

* :

P. 417. l. 23. But I have certainly erred in thinking that

Tydeus is not there alluded to: it cannot be doubted that he
is the person meant.

I apprehend, however, that we ought

to read the words in this order, pop 3%alog 'IXiogaisms, iv.;
7' xvö408#wros.
P. 493. l. 13. I have omitted observing that the Sirens
were daughters of Cush, the son of Ham, or, as the AEtolians
called him, Achelous;
Vobis Acheloides unde

Pluma pedesque avium, cum virginis ora geratis?

Ov. Met. L. v. p. 191. Delph. L. xiv. p. 505.
Achelous was son of Oceanus, [who IIPQTOX xxxxiàos
źe yawaio,] and of Nais or Tethys. He committed incest
with his own daughter. He was the fortunate owner of that
wonderful Horn which stood in the gardens of Bacchus and
Amalthea, the Tower of Babel, which however Hercules took
from him.

Naides hoc pomis et odoro flore repletum
Sacrārunt, divesque meo bona Copia cornu est.
Ov. Met. L. ix.

The amazon Deianeira was beloved by Achelous; and the
same woman plotted the destruction of Hercules, by reason of
his not requiting her passion for him.
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Near Achelous's river stood the Mount of Calydon, son of
Mars and Astynoma [Nimrod or Actaeon], who having by

accident seen Diana bathing was turned into stone. See the
Book de Fluviis, ascribed to Plutarch. The name Achelous
was equivalent to Water, as early as Aristophanes. Arist.
cit. Macr. Sat. L. v. c. 18. Other rivers were worshipped in
their own countries, toy is "AX=xwoy wovoy Tavras avágwra;

ovuòs&#xey Tiway. Ephorus, L. 2. cit. ib. This happened
in obedience to the oracles of Dodona, and because Achelous

was the eldest of the sons of Oceanus.

Ephor. et Didym.

citati ibidem.

THE END,
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